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Preface
The DAE BRNS National Laser Symposium (NLS) is well established, pan-Indian
scientific conference of scientists and engineers working in the area of lasers and
their applications. The NLS is a national symposium which aims to provide a
common platform for researchers working on different aspects of Physics and
Technology of lasers as well as applications of lasers in diverse fields such as
spectroscopy, biology, laser material processing etc. It provides an opportunity for
interaction between experienced scientists and young researchers in the topics of
interest such as Physics and Technology of Lasers; Lasers in Nuclear Science and
Technology; Laser Materials, Devices and Components; Nonlinear, Quantum and
Atom Optics; Ultrafast Lasers and Applications; Lasers in Materials Science; Laser
Plasma Interaction;

Lasers in Industry and Defense; Laser Spectroscopy and

Applications; Lasers in Chemistry, Biology and Medicine;

Laser & Fiber Based

Instrumentation; and Electronics and Instrumentation for Lasers. The symposium is
held under the aegis of Board of Research in Nuclear Sciences (BRNS), Department
of Atomic Energy (DAE). All the major Indian laser laboratories and research
institutes participate in the National Laser Symposium (NLS). The symposium is held
every year at different locations in India so that the researchers and young students
of different areas are exposed to modern and technological developments in lasers
and related areas.
The current symposium is the 29th in the series which started in the year
1992. Due to prevailing pandemic situation world-wide, this year we have organized
the symposium in ONLINE mode so that speakers and participants can join the
symposium from their respective work/native place via internet facility, without any
physical gathering of people at any place. The 29th DAE-BRNS National Laser
Symposium (NLS-29) is organized using online mode by Raja Ramanna Centre for
Advanced Technology (RRCAT), Indore & Shri Vaishnav Vidyapeeth Vishwavidyalaya
(SVVV), Indore, during February 12 to 15, 2021 (for details please check www.ila.org/NLS29). The scientific program of NLS-29 consists of 36 invited talks by leading experts,
presentation of research papers and presentation of Ph.D. thesis by research scholars. Just
before the NLS-29, on 10th& 11th February 2021, Indian Laser Association (ILA) has
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organized two short courses for student participants. In addition, a special session for
interactions between Industry and R & D institutes has been organized to promote
innovations based on science and technology developed within the country.

In spite of a short time interval between announcement and the date of event,
NLS-29 has received a very high response in terms of contributory papers and Ph.D.
thesis presentations. After a peer-review process, 146 contributory papers were
accepted for the poster presentation in different category of topics. These papers
were presented in online mode in three dedicated poster sessions during Feb 12-14,
2021. In NLS-29, total 17 Ph.D. theses have been submitted by research scholars
and 15 theses were presented in Online mode by Ph.D. scholars. Expert committees
were formed to judge the quality of posters and theses presented during NLS-29.
The committees selected 10 papers for “Best Poster” award and 5 Theses for “Best
Thesis” award. These “Best Thesis” and the “Best Poster” awards were presented by
Indian Laser Association (ILA) during the concluding session of NLS-29 on 15th Feb,
2021. In NLS-29, there were 36 invited talks delivered by the experts in different
areas of lasers and applications. This constisted of 17 Foreign speakers, 19 Indian
speakers. The Keynote address “Photonics Gone Rogue” was delivered by Prof.
Raman Kashyap, Canada Research Chair on Future Photonics Systems, Ecole
Polytechnique de Montreal, Montreal, Canada during the Inaguration Function. There

was a session of two special evening talks by internationally renowned scientists:
(1) “The beginnings of gravitational wave astronomy: current state and future”
by Prof. Rainer Weiss (Physics Noble Laureate 2017), MIT, USA,

and (2)

“Plasmonic Technologies for Alloyed Hybrid Meta-surfaces” by Prof. Martin
Olivier, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Lausanne (EPFL), Switzerland. These
talks were appreciated by most of the participants. There was a separate session for
the industry presentation in which information about laser and related products was
presented by different vendors.
It is a matter of great pride and honor that Dr G Satheesh Reddy,
Secretary, Department of Defence R&D and Chairman, Defence Research and
Development Organisation (DRDO), Govt. of India, was the Chief Guest at the
inaugural function of NLS-29 on 12th Feb, 2021. His gracious online presence and
motivating address to the participants and delegates added value to the Symposium.
During the inauguration of NLS-29, Shri Debashis Das, Director, RRCAT, Indore and
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Shri Purushottamdas Pasari, Chancellor, SVVV, Indore, were special guests who
addressed the participants and delegates in online mode. On this occasion of
inauguration of NLS-29, Shri S. V. Nakhe, President, ILA, presented the ILA
perspective of NLS event. The function was presided by Prof. U. Dhar, Vice
Chancellor, SVVV, Indore, who presented his views on symposium and new
education policy in his address to participants. During the inaugural session Chief
Guest released (virtually) the e-Publication of proceedings of NLS-29 and
inaugurated (virtually) the Exhibition Gallery from vendors of lasers and related
products. More than 10 industries and vendors displayed their products related
information in the exhibition.
Indian Laser Association plays an active role in various ways in planning the
NLS. Over the years, the short tutorial courses organized by ILA on laser related
advanced topics, preceding the NLS, have become quite popular among the young
researchers. This year, two short courses were offered by ILA. These are: (1)
“LASER - A Versatile Tool for Research and Technology Development” (Course
Co-ordinators: Dr. Suprajnya Thakur, Associate Professor, Department of Physics,
SVVV, Indore and Dr. Manvendra Kumar, Associate Professor, Department of
Physics, SVVV, Indore) and (2) “Quantum Metrology” (Course Co-ordinators: Dr.
Sendhil Raja S., Head, Advanced Electro-Optics Section, RRCAT, Indore and Dr.
Vibhuti Bhushan Tiwari, Head, Atom Optics Lab, RRCAT, Indore). Many young
researchers from various parts of country attended these courses which will be
beneficial to their future growth.
We express our sincere thanks and gratitude to Dr G. Satheesh Reddy,
Secretary, Department of Defence R&D and Chairman, DRDO, who spared his
valuable time from his busy schedule to inaugurate NLS-29. We also thank to Shri
Debashis Das, Director, RRCAT and to Shri Purushottamdas Pasari, Chancellor,
SVVV for their patronage to NLS-29. We are grateful to Prof. U. Dhar, Vice
Chancellor, SVVV, Indore for coming forward to host this symposium and for
extending the facilities of the institute. We are also thankful to Shri S. V. Nakhe,
President, ILA for his whole hearted support to NLS-29 and valuable guidance at
every step in organizing the symposium. We are also extremely thankful to all those
who have been instrumental and contributed in organizing this symposium. We also
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express our sincere gratitude to the members of National Advisory Committee,
Symposium Organizing Committee and Local Organizing Committee for their
interest, support and valuable suggestions and guidance. We express our sincere
thanks and appreciation to all the speakers for accepting the invitation to participate
in NLS-29 and sharing the recent developments in their respective research fields.
We are also indebted to all the session coordinators, session chairs for conducting
the sessions smoothly. Thanks are due to all the referees for the pain taking effort of
reviewing the manuscripts and providing the reports to upkeep the standard of NLS
at par with other reputed symposia. We also extend our heartfelt thanks and
appreciation to the numerous colleagues from RRCAT, Indore and SVVV, Indore for
working day-night and providing necessary support for smooth organization of NLS29.
The e-book of NLS-29 contains the symposium program, abstracts of the
invited talks, the contributory papers and the synopses of theses presented.
Although all efforts have been made to ensure accuracy, some errors might have
crept in which we regret.
On behalf of Symposium Organizing Committee and the Local Organizing
Committee, we thank all the delegates and participants for their interest in NLS-29
and having fruitful, scientifically enriching and inspiring interactions during the
symposium.

Dr. S. R. Mishra, Convener
Dr. Uttam Sharma, Co-Convener,
Shri Praveen K Agrawal, Secretary
Dr. Nitu Kataria, Co-Secretary
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ZKLFKKDVOHGWRVRPHFRQIXVLRQRQWKHVRFDOOHGPDJQHWLVPDWRSWLFDOIUHTXHQFLHV,ZLOOKRZHYHUGHPRQVWUDWH
WKDW LW LV SRVVLEOH WR SURGXFH SODVPRQLF V\VWHPV WKDW UDGLDWH SXUHO\ PDJQHWLF OLJKW )LQDOO\ , ZLOO VKDUH VRPH
UHFHQW UHVXOWV RQ K\EULG QDQRVWUXFWXUHV WKDW FRPELQH SODVPRQLF HOHPHQWV ZLWK GLHOHFWULF UHVRQDWRUV DQG VKRZ
KRZWKH\FDQEHXWLOL]HGIRUVHQVLQJ
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7KHEHJLQQLQJVRIJUDYLWDWLRQDOZDYHDVWURQRP\FXUUHQWVWDWHDQGIXWXUH

5:HLVV
MIT on behalf of the LIGO Scientific Collaboration

$EVWUDFW
7KH ILUVW GHWHFWLRQ RI JUDYLWDWLRQDO ZDYHV ZDV PDGH LQ 6HSWHPEHU  ZLWK WKH PHDVXUHPHQW RI WKH
FRDOHVFHQFHRIWZRaVRODUPDVVEODFNKROHVDWDGLVWDQFHRIDERXWELOOLRQOLJKW\HDUVIURP(DUWK$IWHUDQ
LQWURGXFWLRQ DERXW WKH ILHOG DQG VRPH RI WKH WHFKQRORJ\ WKH WDON ZLOO SURYLGH D UHYLHZ RI PRUH UHFHQW
PHDVXUHPHQWV0DQ\PRUHEODFNKROHHYHQWVKDYHEHHQGHWHFWHGDVZHOODVWKHILUVWGHWHFWLRQRIWKHFRDOHVFHQFH
RIWZRQHXWURQVWDUVDQGWKHEHJLQQLQJRIPXOWLPHVVHQJHUDVWURSK\VLFV7KHWDONZLOOHQGZLWKDGLVFXVVLRQRI
VRPHSURVSHFWVIRUWKHILHOG
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Pulses and patterns in ultrafast fiber lasers: the dissipative soliton approach
Ph. Grelu(1), K. Nithyanandan(1,2), Z. Wang(1,3), S. Hamdi(1), A. Coillet(1), P. Tchofo-Dinda(1)
(1) Laboratory ICB UMR 6303 CNRS, Photonics Department, Université Bourgogne—Franche-Comté
(UBFC) 9 Av. Savary, F-21000 Dijon, France,
philippe.grelu@ubfc.fr
(2) Current institution: Indian Institute of Technology Hyderabad, Kandi, Sangareddy Telangana 5022285
(3) Current institution: The Institute of Optics, University of Rochester, Rochester NY 14627, USA
Abstract
Schematically, the presentation is divided in two parts. The first part is intended to the broader audience of laser
physicists: after briefly recalling some properties of ultrafast fiber lasers, I present the concept of a dissipative
optical soliton, and its related principal dynamical features [1,2]. This concept is especially relevant to interpret
the dynamics of mode-locked lasers in general, and fiber lasers in particular, the latter being prone to
displaying a greater diversity in terms of ultrafast nonlinear dynamics. As a vivid application, we use the
concept to understand the generation of ultrashort laser pulses within laser cavities possessing a marked normal
dispersion regime, which is counterintuitive when referring to the balance between nonlinearity and
dispersion required for conventional optical solitons. The second part of the presentation aims at presenting
some advanced characterization features for complex ultrafast dynamics, which currently drive substantial
fundamental interest. We first investigate the properties of dissipative soliton molecules, which are selfassembled compact optical pulse patterns that manifest in various states, such as stationary, oscillating or
vibrating soliton molecules, in (distant) analogy with the properties of matter molecules [3,4]. The
experimental method to characterize the relative motions within a few-picosecond- duration soliton molecule
is explicated [5]. Finally, I present the paradoxical generation of chaotic ultrafast pulses, also termed noiselike pulses, which result from a puzzling interplay between localization and pulse breakup [6]. These chaotic
pulses are interpreted as incoherent dissipative solitons, illustrating further that ultrafast pulse generation
extends well beyond the concept of mode locking [7].

Figure: Real-time spectral recording of ultrafast laser dynamics using dispersive Fourier-transform. (Left)
Unstable vibrating soliton molecule. (Right) Buildup of an incoherent dissipative soliton.
Reference
[1] Ph. Grelu and N. Akhmediev, “Dissipative solitons for mode-locked lasers,” Nat. Photonics 6, 84 (2012).
[2] Ph. Grelu, “Solitons and dissipative solitons for ultrafast lasers,” in Handbook of Laser Technology &
Applications, 2nd Edition, C. Guo (Ed.) Taylor & Francis (March 2021).
[3] K. Krupa, K. Nithyanandan, U. Andral, P. Tchofo-dinda, and Ph. Grelu, PRL 118, 016613 (2017).
[4] G. Herink, F. Kurtz, B. Jalali, D. Solli, and C. Ropers, Science 356, 50 (2017).
[5] Z.Q. Wang, K. Nithyanandan, A. Coillet, P. Tchofo-dinda, and Ph. Grelu, Nature Comm. 10, 830 (2019).
[6] M. Horowitz, Y. Barad & Y. Silberberg, Opt. Lett. 22 799 (1997).
[7] Z.Q Wang, K.Nithyanandan, A. Coillet, P. Tchofo-Dinda & Ph. Grelu, Phys. Rev. Res. 2 013101 (2020).
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/DVHU:HOGLQJLQ)DEULFDWLRQRI)%5IXHOSLQV0HWDOOXUJLFDO&RQVLGHUDWLRQV

6.$OEHUW55DYLNXPDU5/DYDNXPDU<9+DULQDWK DQG793UDEKX
Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research, Kalpakkam 603 102
*Water & Steam Chemistry Division, BARC, Kalpakkam 603102
$EVWUDFW
0L[HG2[LGH 02; RI8UDQLXPDQG3OXWRQLXPLVWKHIXHOFXUUHQWO\XVHGIRUPRVWRIWKH)%5VDQGPHWDOOLF
IXHOV DOOR\RI83XRU83X=U DUHEHLQJFRQVLGHUHGIRUWKHIXWXUH)%5V)RU02;DQGRWKHUFHUDPLFIXHOV
OLNHFDUELGHVIXHOSLQVDUHPDGHIURPDXVWHQLWLFVWDLQOHVVVWHHOVZKLOHIRUPHWDOOLFIXHOVIHUULWLFVWHHOVOLNH*UDGH
VWHHODUHEHLQJFRQVLGHUHG:HOGLQJRIFODGWXEHZLWKHQGSOXJLVDFULWLFDOIDEULFDWLRQVWHSLQWKHSURGXFWLRQ
RI IXHO SLQV DQG WUDGLWLRQDOO\ *DV 7XQJVWHQ $UF :HOGLQJ *7$:  SURFHVV LV HPSOR\HG ZLGHO\ IRU WKLV
DSSOLFDWLRQ +RZHYHU LQ UHFHQW WLPHV ODVHU ZHOGLQJ LV UHSODFLQJ *7$: SURFHVV DQG IXHO SLQ IDEULFDWLRQ IRU
3URWRW\SH)DVW%UHHGHU5HDFWRU 3)%5 LQYROYHVXVHRIODVHUZHOGLQJIRUMRLQLQJRIFODGWXEHPDGHRI$OOR\'
&U1L0R7LVWDLQOHVVVWHHO ZLWKHQGSOXJVPDGHRI/1665HFHQWO\DQLPSURYHGYHUVLRQRI$OOR\
' $OOR\',RU,)$& ZLWKFRQWUROOHGDGGLWLRQRI6LDQG3DQGKDYLQJEHWWHUUHVLVWDQFHWRYRLGVZHOOLQJ
WKDQ$OOR\'KDVEHHQGHYHORSHGDQGWULDOVDUHLQSURJUHVVWRGHYHORSSURFHGXUHVZHOGLQJRIFODGWXEHVRIWKLV
QHZ DOOR\ ZLWK /1 66 SOXJV XVLQJ ERWK *7$: DQG ODVHU ZHOGLQJ SURFHVVHV 6LPLODUO\ GHYHORSPHQW RI
SURFHGXUHIRUZHOGLQJRIFODGWXEHVRI*UDGHVWHHOZLWKHQGSOXJVPDGHRIWKHVDPHVWHHOXVLQJODVHUZHOGLQJ
SURFHVVLVDOVRLQSURJUHVV,QWKHIRUPHUVXVFHSWLELOLW\RIWKHMRLQWGXHWRDEVHQFHRIGHOWDIHUULWHLQWKHIXVLRQ
]RQH LV D FRQFHUQZKLOH LQ WKH ODWWHU SRVVLEOH UHGXFWLRQ LQ WKH PHFKDQLFDO SURSHUWLHV GXH WR SUHVHQFH RI GHOWD
SKDVHLVDFRQFHUQ:RUNWKDWLVLQSURJUHVVLQ,*&$5WRGHYHORSODVHUZHOGLQJSURFHGXUHVIRUWKHVHWZRW\SHV
RIIXHOSLQVDUHSUHVHQWHGDQGGLVFXVVHGLQWKLVSDSHU
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3RZHU6FDOLQJ/LPLWVLQ+LJK3RZHU)LEUH/DVHUV
1

01=HUYDV
Optoelectronics Research Centre, University of Southampton, Southampton SO17 1BJ, UK
2
Advanced Laser Lab, ORC/TRUMPF Lasers UK, Southampton, UK.
PQ]#VRWRQDFXN
$EVWUDFW

7UDQVYHUVH PRGH LQVWDELOLW\ 70,  LV FRPSDUHG WR WKHUPDO OHQVLQJ 7/  SRZHU WKUHVKROG DQG XVHG WR GHULYH
SRZHUVFDOLQJOLPLWVLQKLJKSRZHUILEHUDPSOLILHUV7KH70,SRZHUWKUHVKROGLVVKRZQWREHaRIWKH7/
RQHDQGGRPLQDWHVSRZHUVFDOLQJ,QDGGLWLRQWRFRPPRQO\XVHGOLPLWLQJHIIHFWVZHLQWURGXFHDEHQGLQGXFHG
PHFKDQLFDOUHOLDELOLW\FULWHULRQZKLFKOLPLWVWKHPD[LPXPDOORZDEOHFODGGLQJGLDPHWHUWRaȝP7KLVDOVR
UHVXOWV LQ WKH LQWURGXFWLRQRI D FULWLFDO SXPS EULJKWQHVV WKH PLQLPXP UHTXLUHG SXPSEULJKWQHVV DW ZKLFK WKH
PD[LPXP VLJQDO SRZHU LV DFKLHYHG  7KH PD[LPXP DFKLHYDEOH SRZHU GHSHQGV SULPDULO\ RQ WKH FKRLFH RI
SXPSLQJZDYHOHQJWKDPSOLILHUJDLQDQGKHDW FRHIILFLHQW 0D[LPXP VLJQDOSRZHUV RI aN: WR aN:IRU
GLRGH SXPSLQJ ȜS QP  DQG aN: WR aN: IRU WDQGHP SXPSLQJ ȜS QP  DUH SUHGLFWHG IRU
VLQJOHPRGH ILEHU DPSOLILHUVRSHUDWLQJ DW VLJQDO ZDYHOHQJWK ȜV QP ZKHQ WKH DPSOLILHU JDLQ LVLQFUHDVHG
IURPG%WRG%)RUDQDPSOLILHUJDLQRIG%WKHPD[LPXPDFKLHYDEOHVLJQDOSRZHUYDULHVIURPN:WR
N:IRUWDQGHPSXPSLQJDQGN:WRN:IRUGLRGHSXPSLQJZKHQWKHKHDWFRHIILFLHQWYDULHVIURPWR
DQGWRUHVSHFWLYHO\7KHFRUUHVSRQGLQJFULWLFDOSXPSEULJKWQHVVYDULHVIURPa: ȝPVU 
WRa: ȝPVU IRUWDQGHPSXPSLQJDQGa: ȝPVU WRa: ȝPVU IRUGLRGHSXPSLQJ
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2SWLFDO)LEHU%LRVHQVRUV3ULQFLSOHVDQG$SSOLFDWLRQV
'U8PHVK7LZDUL
CSIO, Chandigarh
$EVWUDFW
'HYHORSPHQWRIELRVHQVRUVLVGULYHQE\WKHVXVWDLQHGUHTXLUHPHQWRIVHQVLWLYHUDSLGDQGUHDOWLPHPRQLWRULQJ
WHFKQLTXHV LQ D EURDG UDQJH RI DUHDV HJ GHIHQVH PHGLFDO HQYLURQPHQWDO SKDUPDFHXWLFDO ELRSURFHVVLQJ RU
IRRGWHFKQRORJ\2SWLFDOILEHUEDVHGELRVHQVRUVDUHXVHIXOIRUWKHDQDO\VLVRIDZLGHUDQJHRIDQDO\WHVLQFOXGLQJ
JOXFRVH DQG RWKHU FOLQLFDOO\ LPSRUWDQW PDUNHUV LQ PHGLFDO GLDJQRVLV IRRG VDIHW\ TXDOLW\ FRQWURO DQG
HQYLURQPHQWDO PRQLWRULQJ 'XULQJ D VHQVLQJ VLJQDO WUDQVPLVVLRQ YLD RSWLFDO ILEHU WKHUH DUH OHVV HOHFWUR DQG
PDJQHWLF LQWHUIHUHQFH DQG OHVV LQIOXHQFH RI LRQL]DWLRQ UDGLDWLRQ DQG WKH DELOLW\ WR PHDVXUH XOWUDKLJK VSHHG
HYHQWV)LEHUJUDWLQJEDVHGELRVHQVRUVLVHPHUJLQJDVDQHIILFLHQWQRQGHVWUXFWLYHDQGVHOHFWLYHWHFKQLTXHIRUWKH
GHWHFWLRQRIRUJDQLFDQGELRORJLFDOVSHFLHV+HUHYDULRXVVHQVLQJWHFKQLTXHVEDVHGRQ(Q]\PH,PPRELOL]DWLRQ
RQRSWLFDOILEHUIRUVHQVLWLYHDQGVHOHFWLYHGHWHFWLRQRIYDULRXVDQDO\WHVZLOOEHSUHVHQWHG7KHSUHVHQWHGUHVHDUFK
GHPRQVWUDWHVWKHGHYHORSHGRIDORQJSHULRGILEHUJUDWLQJEDVHGVHQVRUIRUWKHODEHOIUHHTXDQWLWDWLYHHVWLPDWLRQ
RI 7ULDF\OJO\FHULGH FRQFHQWUDWLRQ E\ WKH VXFFHVVIXO FRYDOHQW LPPRELOL]DWLRQ RI OLSDVH HQ]\PH GLUHFWO\ RQ WKH
RSWLFDO ILEHU ,Q D UHFHQW LQYHQWLRQ ZH KDYH UHDOL]HG D QHZ DOWHUQDWLYH DQG IDUOHVV FRPSOLFDWHG VWUDWHJ\ WR
LPPRELOL]HWKHELRUHFRJQLWLRQSURWHLQ DQDQWLERG\ RYHUWKHVXUIDFHRIDQRSWLFDOILEHU$ILEHUZDVILUVWJROG
FRDWHGIROORZHGE\LWVPRGLILFDWLRQZLWK0R6QDQRVKHHWV7KHQDQRVL]HG0R6FRYHULQJRQWKHRSWLFDOILEHU
VKRXOGSURYLGHDODUJHUVXUIDFHDUHDRYHUWKHRSWLFDOILEHUWRGHVLJQDQDQDO\VLV]RQH([SORLWLQJWKHZHOONQRZQ
K\GURSKRELFIHDWXUHRIWKH0R6QDQRVKHHWVDELRUHFRJQLWLRQSURWHLQ DQWL%6$DQWLERG\ ZDVLQWHUIDFHGRQWR
WKHRSWLFDOILEHU
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$GYDQFHPHQWRI6SHFLDOLW\)LEUH2SWLFVHQVRUVIRU,Q6LWXPRQLWRULQJ
6DQMHHY5DJKXYDQVKL
IIT, ISM Dhanbad
$EVWUDFW
1RQFRQWDFW W\SH RI PHDVXUHPHQW ZLWK WKH KHOS RI RSWLFDO WHFKQRORJLHV LQ WKH ILHOG RI VHQVLQJ DQG
LQVWUXPHQWDWLRQ KDV EHFRPH D UHYROXWLRQDU\ LGHD LQ WKH SUHVHQW VFHQDULR 7KH DGYDQFHG IHDWXUH RI RSWLFDO
ILEHUZDYHJXLGHVXFKDVH[FHSWLRQDOVHQVLWLYLW\VDIHW\DQGDFFXUDF\WRZDUGWKHH[WHUQDOHQYLURQPHQWKDVPDGH
WKH UHVHDUFK DUHQD LQHYLWDEOH DQG IRUFHG XV WR GHYHORS QHZ LGHDV 7KLV SURSHUW\ KDV D JLYHQ ZD\ WR D XQLTXH
YDULHW\ RI RSWLFDO VHQVRUV ZKLFK DUH IUHH IURP HOHFWURPDJQHWLF LQWHUIHUHQFH ,Q SDUDOOHO WR WKHVH DGYDQWDJHV
RSWLFDO VHQVRU WHFKQRORJ\ KDV SHUIHFW FRRUGLQDWLRQ EHWZHHQ WKH RSWRHOHFWURQLF DQG ILEHU RSWLF FRPPXQLFDWLRQ
LQGXVWU\7KHFXUUHQWVFHQDULRREVHUYHVDQLPSURYHGTXDOLW\RIRSWLFDOVHQVRUVWKHUHE\LQFUHDVLQJWKHSRVVLELOLW\
RIUHSODFLQJWUDGLWLRQDOVHQVRUV3UHVHQWO\QXPHURXVUHVHDUFKZRUNLVXQGHUWDNHQXVLQJILEHURSWLFVHQVRUVZLWK
GLIIHUHQW LQWHUURJDWLRQWHFKQLTXHV &RQVHTXHQWO\RSWLFDOVHQVRUV ZLWK PDWHULDO WHFKQRORJ\ KDYH DOVRRSHQHG D
QHZILHOGIRUVHQVLQJSODWIRUPV7KHSUHVHQWUHVHDUFKZRUNIRFXVHVRQWKHWKHRU\VLPXODWLRQGHVLJQDQDO\VLV
DQGGHYHORSPHQWRIUHIUDFWRPHWULFEDVHGRSWLFDOVHQVRUVEDVHGRQPRGLILHGILEHU%UDJJJUDWLQJ 1DQRPDWHULDO
FRDWHGQRYHOVWUXFWXUH DQG6XUIDFH3ODVPRQ5HVRQDQFH 635 VHQVLQJVWUXFWXUH WKLQILOPPXOWLOD\HUVWUXFWXUH
SRZHUFRXSOLQJVWUXFWXUHSULVPRSWLFDOILEHU WRLPSURYHSRZHUFRXSOLQJIRUKLJKVHQVLWLYLW\DSSOLFDWLRQV7KH
SURSRVHGWDONLVDLPHGWRSURYLGHDQLQVLJKWRQUHFHQWDGYDQFHPHQWRI6SHFLDOLW\)LEUH2SWLFVHQVRUVIRU,Q6LWX
PRQLWRULQJ
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/DVHUEDVHG0HDVXUHPHQWVDQG3HULPHWHU,QWUXVLRQ'HWHFWLRQ
$VHHP6LQJK5DZDW
LPTD, BARC, Mumbai
$EVWUDFW
/DVHU EDVHG PHDVXULQJ LQVWUXPHQWV KDYH GLVWLQFW DGYDQWDJH RI EHLQJ QRQFRQWDFW QRQGHVWUXFWLYH DQG IDVW LQ
QDWXUH7KH\FDQEHXVHGIRURQOLQHPRQLWRULQJDQGSURFHVVFRQWURO7KHUHDUHYDULRXVRSWLFDOWHFKQLTXHVZKLFK
DUHXVHGIRUPHDVXUHPHQWRIGLIIHUHQWSDUDPHWHUVRIDQREMHFWRULQDSURFHVV/DVHUEHLQJFRKHUHQWLQQDWXUHLV
WKH PRVW DSSURSULDWH WRRO IRU LPSOHPHQWLQJ WKH RSWLFDO WHFKQLTXHV ,Q WKLV WDON RSWLFDO WULDQJXODWLRQWHFKQLTXH
DQGLQWHUIHUHQFHEDVHGWHFKQLTXHIRUYLEUDWLRQPHDVXUHPHQWVKDGRZSXOVHWHFKQLTXHIRUGLDPHWHUPHDVXUHPHQW
DQG WLPH RI IOLJKW WHFKQLTXH IRU IORZ YLVXDOLVDWLRQ ZLOO EH GLVFXVVHG /DVHU EDVHG WHFKQLTXH IRU SHULPHWHU
LQWUXVLRQ GHWHFWLRQ KDV EHHQ XVHG IRU VHFXULW\ RI FULWLFDO LQVWDOODWLRQV RI ODUJH SHULSKHU\ 7KH WDON ZLOO FRYHU
0DFK=HKQGHULQWHUIHURPHWHUEDVHGSHULPHWHULQWUXVLRQGHWHFWLRQV\VWHPXVLQJVLQJOHPRGHILEUHRSWLFFDEOHV
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3K\VLFVDQG$SSOLFDWLRQVRI6FDWWHULQJZLWK([WUHPH/LJKW
'RQDOG8PVWDGWHU
Extreme Light Laboratory
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
$EVWUDFW



, ZLOO GLVFXVV WKH UHVXOWV RI UHFHQW H[SHULPHQWVRQ WKH SK\VLFV DQG DSSOLFDWLRQV RI QRQOLQHDU UHODWLYLVWLF
VFDWWHULQJ RI LQWHQVH ODVHU OLJKW ZLWK HOHFWURQ EHDPV DQG SODVPD $SSOLFDWLRQV RI FRPSDFW ODVHUGULYHQ
HOHFWURQDFFHOHUDWRUVDQG[UD\VRXUFHVDUHDOVRGLVFXVVHG

 :<DQ&)UXKOLQJ**RORYLQ'+DGHQ-/XR3=KDQJ%=KDR-=KDQJ&/LX0&KHQ6&KHQ
6 %DQHUMHHDQG ' 8PVWDGWHU³+LJKRUGHU PXOWLSKRWRQ 7KRPVRQ VFDWWHULQJ´ Nature Photonics   
  
   * *RORYLQ : <DQ - /XR & )UXKOLQJ ' +DGHQ % =KDR & /LX 0 &KHQ 6 &KHQ3 =KDQJ 6
%DQHUMHH' 8PVWDGWHU ³(OHFWURQ 7UDSSLQJ IURP ,QWHUDFWLRQVEHWZHHQ /DVHU'ULYHQ 5HODWLYLVWLF 3ODVPD
:DYHV´Physical Review Letters   
  & )UXKOLQJ * *RORYLQ DQG ' 8PVWDGWHU $WWRVHFRQG HOHFWURQ EXQFK PHDVXUHPHQW  ZLWK FRKHUHQW
QRQOLQHDU7KRPVRQVFDWWHULQJPhysical Review Accelerator and Beams 
  
  ' +DGHQ * *RORYLQ : <DQ & )UXKOLQJ 3 =KDQJ % =KDR 6 %DQHUMHH' 8PVWDGWHU ³+LJK
HQHUJ\;UD\&RPSWRQVSHFWURVFRS\YLDLWHUDWLYHUHFRQVWUXFWLRQ´Nuclear Instruments and Methods
in Physics Research Section A   
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3URELQJ8OWUDIDVW'\QDPLFVRI:DWHUDW$TXHRXV,QWHUIDFHVZLWK
)HPWRVHFRQG7ZR'LPHQVLRQDO+HWHURG\QH'HWHFWHG96)*6SHFWURVFRS\
0RKDPPHG$KPHG6DWRVKL1LKRQ\DQDJLDQG7DKHL7DKDUD
Molecular Spectroscopy Laboratory, RIKEN, Japan
RIKEN center for Advanced Photonics (RAP), RIKEN, Japan
$EVWUDFW
$TXHRXV LQWHUIDFHV SOD\ LPSRUWDQW UROHV LQ WKH LQWHUIDFLDO FKHPLVWU\ UHOHYDQW WR DWPRVSKHULF DHURVRO
HOHFWURFKHPLVWU\ ³RQZDWHU´ FDWDO\VLV ELRORJLFDO PHPEUDQH SURFHVVHV DQG DSSOLHG VFLHQFHV 1HYHUWKHOHVV
PROHFXODUOHYHOXQGHUVWDQGLQJRIDTXHRXVLQWHUIDFHVLVDWLWVLQIDQF\GXHWRWKHODFNRIVXLWDEOHVXUIDFHVHOHFWLYH
WHFKQLTXH WKDW FDQ SUREH LQWHUIDFLDO ZDWHU PROHFXOHV KDYLQJ D W\SLFDO WKLFNQHVV RI D IHZ QDQRPHWHUV
9LEUDWLRQDOVXPIUHTXHQF\JHQHUDWLRQ 96)* VSHFWURVFRS\KDVLQKHUHQWVXUIDFHVHOHFWLYLW\DQGLWLVDSRZHUIXO
WRRO WR VWXG\ WKH DTXHRXV LQWHUIDFHV ,Q SDUWLFXODU SKDVHUHVROYHG KHWHURG\QHGHWHFWHG 96)* +'96)* 
VSHFWURVFRS\GHYHORSHGE\RXUJURXSSURYLGHVWKHDFFXUDWHYLEUDWLRQDOVSHFWUDRILQWHUIDFLDOPROHFXOHVWKDWFDQ
FRPSDUHG WR WKH ,55DPDQ VSHFWUD LQ WKH EXON 0RUHRYHU WKH VLJQ RI WKH +'96)* VSHFWUD SURYLGHV
LQIRUPDWLRQ DERXW WKH QHW RULHQWDWLRQ RI LQWHUIDFLDO PROHFXOHV 5HFHQWO\ E\ FRPELQLQJ IHPWRVHFRQG ,5
H[FLWDWLRQ SXPS ZLWK+'96)* SUREH ZHUHDOL]HGWLPHUHVROYHG 75 DQGWZRGLPHQVLRQDO ' +'
96)*WHFKQLTXHVZKLFKFDQPHDVXUHWKHXOWUDIDVWG\QDPLFVRILQWHUIDFLDOPROHFXOHVLQWKHIHPWRVHFRQGWLPH
VFDOH'+'96)*LVDQLQWHUIDFHDQDORJXHRI',5DQGLWKDVEHHQVXFFHVVIXOO\DSSOLHGIRUFODULI\LQJWKH
XOWUDIDVWG\QDPLFVDWDTXHRXVLQWHUIDFHV
,Q WKLV WDON , ZLOO SUHVHQW RXU UHFHQW ' +'96)* VWXG\ RQ WKH IHPWRVHFRQG K\GURJHQERQG
G\QDPLFV RI ZDWHU DW RSSRVLWHO\ FKDUJHG K\GURSKRELF LRQZDWHU LQWHUIDFHV 7KH REWDLQHG UHVXOWV XQIROG WKH
H[LVWHQFHRIHQHUJHWLFDOO\LVRODWHGGLVWLQFWZDWHUVWUXFWXUHVDWWKHDTXHRXVLQWHUIDFHZKLFKUHOLHVRQWKHVLJQRI
FKDUJHRIWKHK\GURSKRELFLRQRQWKHZDWHUVXUIDFH
5HIHUHQFHV
<56KHQ92VWURYHUNKRYChem. Rev
61LKRQ\DQDJL-$0RQGDO6<DPDJXFKL77DKDUDAnnu. Rev. Phys. Chem.,
61LKRQ\DQDJL3&6LQJK6<DPDJXFKL77DKDUDBull. Chem. Soc. Jpn.
3&6LQJK61LKRQ\DQDJL6<DPDJXFKL77DKDUDJ. Chem. Phys.,
61LKRQ\DQDJL6<DPDJXFKL77DKDUDChem. Rev., 
0$KPHG.,QRXH61LKRQ\DQDJLDQG77DKDUDAngew. Chem. Int. Ed., 
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3ODVPD$FFHOHUDWLRQ:KDWZHUHZHWKLQNLQJLQWKRVHHDUO\GD\VDQGZKHUHDUHZH
KHDGHG"
&KDQ-RVKL
UCLA, U.S.A.
$EVWUDFW
7KH FRQFHSW RISDUWLFOH DFFHOHUDWLRQ XVLQJ FROOHFWLYH ILHOG JHQHUDWHG E\ FKDUJH VHSDUDWLRQ RI LRQV DQG
HOHFWURQV LQ DSODVPDSUHGDWHG WKHQRZIDPRXV7DMLPDDQG 'DZVRQSDSHU7KHPDQ\DYDWDUVRIWKLVFRQFHSW
KDGKDGDPRGHVWVXFFHVVXQWLO'DZVRQSURSRVHGXVLQJDUHODWLYLVWLFSODVPDZDYHWRDFFHOHUDWHHOHFWURQV7KH
LQLWLDOUHVSRQVHWRWKLVSDSHUZDVHLWKHUWRWDOGLVEHOLHIRUVNHSWLFLVP,WZDVLQWKLVFOLPDWHWKDWWKH8&/$/DVHU
3ODVPD*URXS ODWHUFDPHWREHNQRZQDVWKH8&/$3ODVPD$FFHOHUDWRUV*URXS VWDUWHGWKHILUVWH[SHULPHQWDO
SURJUDPWRGHPRQVWUDWHWKHPRVWDXGDFLRXVSUHGLFWLRQRIWKLVLGHDWKDWSODVPDZDYHVFRXOGVXSSRUW*H9FP
DFFHOHUDWLQJ JUDGLHQWV , ZLOO GLVFXVV ZKDW ZH ZHUH WKLQNLQJ LQ WKRVH HDUO\ GD\V DQG KRZ D VXSSRUWLYH KLJK
HQHUJ\ SK\VLFV FRPPXQLW\ DQG IXQGLQJ DJHQF\ ZHUH SDWLHQW DQG LQVWUXPHQWDO LQ FRQFOXVLYH GHPRQVWUDWLRQ RI
DFFHOHUDWLRQ RI H[WHUQDOO\ LQMHFWHG HOHFWURQV E\ D UHODWLYLVWLF SODVPD ZDYH 7KHUHDIWHU WKH SODVPD DFFHOHUDWLRQ
ILHOG UDSLGO\ VSUHDG ZRUOGZLGH DV &3$ ODVHUV EHFDPH FRPPRQSODFH 7KHVH ODVHUV DQG *H9 FODVV FKDUJHG
SDUWLFOHEHDPVSURYLGHGE\6/$&HQDEOHGUDSLGSURJUHVVRIWKHILHOGWKDWLQFOXGHGKLJKJUDGLHQWDFFHOHUDWLRQRI
ERWK HOHFWURQV DQG SRVLWURQV DFFHOHUDWLRQ RI QDUURZ HQHUJ\ VSUHDG EHDPV FRQWDLQLQJ D VLJQLILFDQW FKDUJH DQG
KLJKHIILFLHQF\RIHQHUJ\H[WUDFWLRQIURPZDNHV,ZLOOGHVFULEHRXURQJRLQJHIIRUWVDLPHGDWGHPRQVWUDWLQJD
VLQJOHVWDJHRIDPXOWLVWDJHHOHFWURQDUPRIDIXWXUHFROOLGHUWKDWZLOOSURYLGHVSLQSRODUL]HGHOHFWURQEXQFKHV
IURP D SODVPD DFFHOHUDWRU IRU WKH ILUVW WLPH $V IRU WKH XOWLPDWH JRDO RI EXLOGLQJ DQ HH SODVPDEDVHG OLQHDU
FROOLGHUPDQ\EDVLFSUREOHPVVWLOOUHPDLQSURYLGLQJDQRSSRUWXQLW\IRU\RXQJVFLHQWLVWVWRHQWHUDQGPDNHWKHLU
PDUNRQWKLVILHOG
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9LVXDOL]DWLRQRIFKDUJHVHSDUDWLRQDWWKHLQSODQHRUJDQLFKHWHURMXQFWLRQVXVLQJSXPSSUREH
PLFURVFRS\

6DFKLQ'HY9HUPD
Department of Chemistry
IISER Bhopal
(PDLOVGY#LLVHUEDFLQ
$EVWUDFW
2UJDQLF FRPSRXQGV VKRZLQJ VHPLFRQGXFWLQJ SURSHUWLHV RSHQHG XS WKH ZD\ IRU WKHLU DSSOLFDWLRQ LQ RUJDQLF
SKRWRYROWDLFV 239V /RZHUFRVWIDFLOHVROXWLRQSURFHVVLQJIOH[LELOLW\DQGODUJHDUHDSULQWLQJSURGXFWLRQPDNH239V
SURPLVLQJ FRQWHQGHUIRUQH[WJHQHUDWLRQ WHFKQRORJ\SODWIRUPWRPDWFKWKHLQFUHDVLQJGHPDQGVIRUUHQHZDEOHHQHUJ\
7KH IXQFWLRQDOLWLHV RI RUJDQLF VHPLFRQGXFWRU GHSHQG RQ WKHLU FDSDELOLW\ WR FDUU\ DQG WUDQVSRUW FKDUJHV HOHFWURQ DQG
KROHV DQGQHXWUDOH[FLWRQV HOHFWURQKROHSDLUV &KDUJHVHSDUDWLRQDQGWUDQVSRUWLQRUJDQLFSKRWRYROWDLFFHOOVJRYHUQV
WKH RYHUDOO HIILFLHQF\ XQGHUVWDQGLQJ WKH XQGHUO\LQJ PHFKDQLVP FRXOG IDFLOLWDWH WKH HIILFLHQF\ RSWLPL]DWLRQ &KDUJH
VHSDUDWLRQRFFXUVDWWKHGRQRUDFFHSWRUKHWHURMXQFWLRQZKHUHH[FLWRQVGLVVRFLDWHLQWRIUHHFKDUJHV6XEVHTXHQWO\EHIRUH
EHLQJ FDSWXUHG RU ORVW HOHFWURQV DQG KROHV WUDQVSRUW WKURXJK WKH UHVSHFWLYH DFFHSWRU PDWHULDO 8QGHUVWDQGLQJ RI WKH
FKDUJH VHSDUDWLRQ DQG WUDQVSRUW DW XOWUDIDVW WLPHVFDOH DQG PROHFXODU OHQJWKVFDOH VKDOO SURYLGH XV ZLWK SURILFLHQW
VFKHPHVIRUPROHFXODUGHVLJQDQGGHYLFHDUFKLWHFWXUHWRDFKLHYHXQSUHFHGHQWHGHIILFLHQFLHV,QWKLVWDON,VKDOOGLVFXVV
GLUHFW YLVXDOL]DWLRQ RI FKDUJH VHSDUDWLRQ DQG WUDQVSRUW DW WKH LQSODQH RUJDQLF KHWHURMXQFWLRQV ZLWK XOWUDIDVW WLPHVFDOH
DQGPROHFXODUOHQJWKVFDOHE\HPSOR\LQJSXPSSUREHPLFURVFRS\
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Spatiotemporal Dynamics of Relativistically Hot Plasmas
G. Ravindra Kumar
Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Mumbai 400 005
Email: grk@tifr.res.in
Abstract
The dynamics of relativistic electrons accelerated in a solid by a high intensity, femtosecond
laser are of utmost importance for target heating and many secondary processes like hard x-ray and ion
emission [1]. Equally important are strong shocks and giant magnetic fields created by these electrons.
Our group has recently adapted an existing technique to develop a novel diagnostic for sub-picosecond
monitoring of transverse plasma motion and shock propagation. I will present the first results from
these studies [2] and examine plasma motion, generation of megagauus magnetic fields and their
turbulent evolution [3,4].
Experiments mentioned above have been performed with a high contrast, 150 TW
femtosecond CPA laser system at TIFR. This work is a collaboration with Institute for Plasma
Research, Gandhinagar and IIT Delhi in India and RAL and York University in the UK.
References:
[1] M. Shaikh et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 120, 065001 (2018)
[2] K. Jana et al., submitted (2021)
[3] G. Chatterjee et. al., Nature Commun. 10.1038/NCOMMS15970 (2017)
[4] A. Das et. al, Phys. Rev. Res. 2, 033405 (2020)
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0DNLQJWKH6WRULHV&RPH7UXH0ROHFXODU/DVHU,VRWRSH6HSDUDWLRQWR&RKHUHQW
&RQWURO
6LVLU.6DUNDU
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre and Savitribai Phule Pune University
$EVWUDFW
&KHPLVWU\LV$%o&'VXEVWDQFHVDQGWKHLUWUDQVIRUPDWLRQV&KDQJHV\PEROL]HGE\WKHDUURZ o LQWKH
HTXDWLRQ LV DOZD\V RI UHDO YDOXH ZKHWKHU LW LV WKH FKHPLVWULHV RI PDWHULDO V\QWKHVLV IRRG SUHSDUDWLRQ
H[SORVLYHV G\HV RU PHWDOOXUJ\ 2QH RI WKH PRVW IXQGDPHQWDO SUREOHPV LQ FKHPLVWU\ LV XQGHUVWDQGLQJ KRZ
FKHPLFDOUHDFWLRQVRFFXUWKDWLVKRZUHDJHQWVPDNHWKHLUMRXUQH\WRSURGXFWV%XWDOODORQJLWKDVEHHQHDV\WR
IRFXV RQ WKH EHIRUH DQG DIWHU RQ WKH UHDFWDQWV DQG SURGXFWV RQ WKH QRXQ DQG QRW RQ WKH YHUE %XW WKHUH LV D
FKDQJHLQWKHFKHPLVWU\WRGD\IRUWKHDUURZLVQRZZHOORQLWVZD\WREHLQJXQGHUVWRRG
7KH SUHVHQW QDUUDWLYH ZLOO H[DPLQH WKH HYROXWLRQ RI WKH ILHOG RI &KHPLFDO '\QDPLFV LQ WKH 'HSDUWPHQW RI
$WRPLF (QHUJ\ %DVHG RQ WKH EDVLFV RI UHDFWLRQ NLQHWLFV ZH EHJDQ DQVZHULQJ WKH DERYH TXHULHV DQG WKHQ
JUDGXDOO\ PRYH RQ WR UHODWLYHO\ \RXQJ EXW DOUHDG\ YHU\ EXV\ DUHD RI FRKHUHQW FRQWURO RI FKHPLFDO SURFHVVHV
'XULQJWKLVMRXUQH\ZHSXUVXHGDQGUHFRXQWFKURQRORJLFDOO\DIHZFRQWHPSRUDU\VWRULHVQDPHO\ODVHULVRWRSH
VHSDUDWLRQXOWUDIDVWSKRWRFKHPLVWU\DQGVSHFWURVFRS\ZKLFKDUHWKHMHZHOLQWKHFURZQRI&KHPLFDO6FLHQFHV
&RQWUROVFLHQFHKDVDOUHDG\WDNHQREVHUYDWLRQDOVFLHQFHRQHVWHSIXUWKHUPDVWHULQJWKHFRPSOH[LW\RIPDWHULDOV
DQGFKHPLFDOFKDQJHDQGUHSODFLQJVHUHQGLSLW\ZLWKLQWHQWLRQ3UHVHQWO\ZHDUHLQWKHSURFHVVRIGHPRQVWUDWLQJ
WKDWWKHDUURZLQWKHFKHPLFDOSURFHVVFDQQRZEHEHQGWRGLUHFWWKHUHDFWLRQWRWKHWDUJHWHGSURGXFWVKHOSLQJ
WKHPWREUHDNWKHLUFKDLQVRIERQGDJHDKDSS\HQGLQJ
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1RYHOPXOWLIXQFWLRQDORUJDQLFFKURPRSKRUHVIRUQRQOLQHDURSWLFDODSSOLFDWLRQV
5DDYL6DL6DQWRVK.XPDUDQG&KLQPR\%LVZDV
Department of Physics, Indian Institute of Technology Hyderabad, Kandi, Sangareddy, 202285, Telangana
(PDLOVVNUDDYL#SK\LLWKDFLQ
$EVWUDFW
7HWUDWKLDIXOYDOHQH 77) PROHFXOHVDQGWKHLUGHULYDWLYHVKDYHEHHQWKHIRFXVRIUHFHQWDWWHQWLRQRZLQJWR
WKHSUHVHQFHRIDEXQGDQWʌHOHFWURQVVWURQJLQWUDPROHFXODUFKDUJHWUDQVIHU ,&7 SURSHUWLHVPDNLQJWKHPDWWUDFWLYH
IRU YDULRXV RUJDQLF HOHFWURQLFV DQG RSWRHOHFWURQLF DSSOLFDWLRQV ,Q WKLV ZRUN D FRPSUHKHQVLYH LQYHVWLJDWLRQ LV
SUHVHQWHG RQ WKH SKRWRSK\VLFDO DQG WKLUGRUGHU QRQOLQHDU RSWLFDO 1/2  SURSHUWLHV RI WZR WKLRDON\O VXEVWLWXWHG
WHWUDWKLDIXOYDOHQH PROHFXOHV UHIHUUHG KHUH DV * DQG *  WR XQGHUVWDQG WKHLU XWLOLW\ DV SKRWRVHQVLWL]HUV IRU G\H
VHQVLWL]HG VRODU FHOO '66&  DQG RSWRHOHFWURQLF DSSOLFDWLRQV %RWK VWHDG\VWDWH DQG WLPHUHVROYHG LQ IVQV WLPH
UHJLPH DEVRUSWLRQDQGSKRWROXPLQHVFHQFH 3/ VSHFWURVFRS\WHFKQLTXHVZHUHHPSOR\HGWRFRPSUHKHQGWKHH[FLWHG
VWDWH SURSHUWLHV RI WKH PROHFXOHV LQ VROXWLRQ DV ZHOO DV WKLQILOP GHSRVLWHG RQ ERWK JODVV DQG PHVRSRURXV 7L2
OD\HUV 7KH VSHFWURVFRS\ PHDVXUHPHQWV LQ VROXWLRQ DQG WKLQILOP GHSRVLWHG RQ JODVV SURYLGHG WKH H[FLWHG VWDWH
SURSHUWLHVRIG\HPROHFXOHV7LPHUHVROYHG3/PHDVXUHPHQWVDWWKHG\H7L2LQWHUIDFHSURYLGHGLQLWLDOHYLGHQFHRI
HOHFWURQ LQMHFWLRQ E\ IDVW 3/ TXHQFKLQJ GHFD\ G\QDPLFV IRU ERWK WKH PROHFXOHV 'HWDLOHG WDUJHW DQDO\VLV RI WKH
IHPWRVHFRQG WUDQVLHQW DEVRUSWLRQ VSHFWURVFRS\ 7$6  GDWD RI WKH G\H7L2 VDPSOH UHYHDOHG D PXOWLVWHS XOWUDIDVW
HOHFWURQ LQMHFWLRQ IRU ERWK PROHFXOHV WKH IDVWHVW LQMHFWLRQ FRPSRQHQW EHLQJ  IV DQG  IV IRU * DQG *
PROHFXOHVUHVSHFWLYHO\7KHXOWUDIDVW1/2SURSHUWLHVRI*DQG*ZHUHVWXGLHGXVLQJWKH=VFDQWHFKQLTXHZLWK
QPaIVODVHUSXOVHV7KHRSHQDSHUWXUHPHDVXUHPHQWVVKRZHGWKUHHSKRWRQDEVRUSWLRQZLWKPDJQLWXGHVRI
FRHIILFLHQWV î FP*: DQG î FP*: DQG WKH FORVHG DSHUWXUH PHDVXUHPHQWV SURYLGHG VHFRQG
RUGHUK\SHUSRODUL]DELOLW\ J YDOXHVRIîHVXDQGîHVXIRU*DQG*UHVSHFWLYHO\$GGLWLRQDOO\
WKHRQVHWRIRSWLFDOOLPLWLQJZDVHVWLPDWHGWREHͷǤͺ ൈ ͳͲିଷ ܬȀܿ݉ଶ DQGͷǤ ൈ ͳͲିଷ ܬȀܿ݉ଶ IRU*DQG*PROHFXOHV
UHVSHFWLYHO\7KH7$6DQG1/2PHDVXUHPHQWVRQWKHVHPROHFXOHVHVWDEOLVKWKHPXOWLIXQFWLRQDODVSHFWVRI*DQG
*PROHFXOHVIRUVRODUFRQYHUVLRQGHYLFHVDQGRSWRHOHFWURQLFDSSOLFDWLRQV

5HIHUHQFHV

 / *LULEDEX 1 'XYYD 6 3 6LQJK / +DQ , 0 %HGMD 5 . *XSWD HW DO 6WDEOH DQG FKDUJH
UHFRPELQDWLRQ PLQLPL]HG ʌH[WHQGHG WKLRDON\O VXEVWLWXWHG WHWUDWKLDIXOYDOHQH G\HVHQVLWL]HG VRODU FHOOV
0DWHULDOV&KHPLVWU\)URQWLHUVYROSS
 6 6 . 5DDYL DQG & %LVZDV )HPWRVHFRQG 3XPS±3UREH 6SHFWURVFRS\ IRU 2UJDQLF 3KRWRYROWDLF
'HYLFHVGLJLWDO(QF\FORSHGLDRI$SSOLHG3K\VLFVSS
 &KLQPR\ %LVZDV 1 . .DWWXUL 1 'XYYD / *LULEDEX 9 5 6RPD DQG 6DL 6DQWRVK .XPDU 5DDYL
³0XOWLVWHS(OHFWURQ,QMHFWLRQ'\QDPLFVDQG2SWLFDO1RQOLQHDULW\,QYHVWLJDWLRQVRIʌ([WHQGHG7KLRDON\O
6XEVWLWXWHG7HWUDWKLDIXOYDOHQH6HQVLWL]HUV´-3K\V&KHP&YROSS±  
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4XDQWXP,QWHUIHUHQFHEDVHGDSSURDFKWR1RQOLQHDU2SWLFV
+DUVKDZDUGKDQ:DQDUH
IIT, Kanpur
$EVWUDFW
7KH QRQOLQHDU RSWLFDO UHVSRQVH DV FDSWXUHG E\ WKH SHUWXUEDWLYH GHVFULSWLRQ LQ WKH FRQYHQWLRQDO RSWLFDO
ሺଵሻ

ሺଶሻ

ሺଷሻ

SRODUL]DWLRQܲ ൌ ߳ ሺ߯ ܧ  ߯ ܧ ܧ  ߯ ܧ ܧ ܧ   ڮሻLVTXLWHLQDGHTXDWHLQGHVFULELQJDZKROHUDQJHRI
QRQOLQHDURSWLFDOEHKDYLRXU1XPHURXVFRXQWHULQWXLWLYHRSWLFDOSKHQRPHQDKDYHFRPHWRIRUHLQWKHSDVWIHZ
GHFDGHV$OOWKHVHDUHPDFURVFRSLFPDQLIHVWDWLRQVRITXDQWXPLQWHUIHUHQFHHIIHFWVVXFKDV&RKHUHQW3RSXODWLRQ
7UDSSLQJ &37  (OHFWURPDJQHWLFDOO\ ,QGXFHG 7UDQVSDUHQF\$EVRUSWLRQ (,7$  /DVLQJ :LWKRXW ,QYHUVLRQ
/:,  (OHFWURPDJQHWLFDOO\ ,QGXFHG $QLVRWURS\ (,$\ JLDQW UHIUDFWLYHLQGH[QRQOLQHDUZDYHPL[LQJDW ORZ
OLJKW OHYHOV HWF (DFK RI WKHVH DULVH IURP LQWHUIHUHQFH RI HOHFWURQLF H[FLWDWLRQ WKURXJK PXOWLSOH SDWKZD\V LQ
DWRPV LQ WKH SUHVHQFH RI OLJKW :H SURSRVH D FORVHGORRS GHFRPSRVLWLRQ EDVHG DSSURDFK WKDW LV DOO
HQFRPSDVVLQJ ZKLFK HVVHQWLDOO\ WUDFNV D KLHUDUFK\ RI HOHFWURQLF H[FLWDWLRQ SDWKZD\V DQG WKHLU LQWHUSOD\ 7KH
JRYHUQLQJ FXUUHQF\ LQ WKLV DSSURDFK LV WKH SKDVH DFFXPXODWHG DORQJ H[FLWDWLRQ SDWKZD\V UDWKHU WKDQ WKH
WUDGLWLRQDO DSSURDFK EDVHG PHUHO\ RQ WKH VWUHQJWK RI OLJKW  7KHVH TXDQWXP LQWHUIHUHQFH HIIHFWV FDQ HLWKHU
HQKDQFHRUVXSSUHVVWKHQRQOLQHDUPXOWLSKRWRQSURFHVVHVDQGWKXVGRPLQDWHWKHPDFURVFRSLFRXWFRPHVHYHQDW
H[WUHPHO\ORZOLJKWOHYHOV)XUWKHUZHSURSRVHDQHZFODVVLILFDWLRQIRUQRQOLQHDURSWLFDOUHVSRQVHWKDWFDSWXUHV
WKLVDWRPLFLQWHUIHUHQFHEDVHGFULWHULDWRFODVVLI\DOOOLJKWDWRPPXOWLOHYHOQRQOLQHDURSWLFDOUHVSRQVH
5HIHUHQFH
$.DQLDQG+DUVKDZDUGKDQ:DQDUH$QLVRWURSLFQRQOLQHDURSWLFVEDVHGRQTXDQWXPLQWHUIHUHQFH(XURSK\VLFV
/HWWHUV9RO  
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Flatland Nonlinear Optics
K. V. Adarsh
Department of physics, Indian Institute of Science Education and Research, Bhopal-462066, India
Email: adarsh@iiserb.ac.in
Abstract
Graphene, the first atomically thin 2-dimensional (2D) layered material has revolutionized the research in
fundamental and applied science for exploring broad range of electronic, optoelectronic, and quantum
phenomena. The fundamental limitation of graphene is its zero bandgap that can be overcome by 2D
transition

metal dichalcogenide

(TMDC) with

a sizeable bandgap. In addition to bandgap tunability,

atomically thin transition-metal dichalcogenides show strong optical nonlinearity with great potential for various
applications like second harmonic generation, optical limiting, and switching. First part of this
presentation discusses the new insights into the excited state properties of both few-layer and monolayer MoS2
through spectrally and temporarily resolved femtosecond differential absorption (DA) measurements for
different photon fluences. We demonstrate an unusually broad differential absorption over a broad spectral range,
spanning more than 300 nm in the electronic and optical bandgap region at photon fluences in the nonlinear
regime (above Mott density), manifestation of 1.2 eV giant bandgap renormalization and vanishing exciton
resonance. Further, we fully characterize the transient redshift followed by an anomalous blueshift of exciton
energy as a function of the photogenerated carrier density, using a phenomenological model similar to LennardJones potential with modified exponents. In the second part, taking few-layer ReS2 as a model system, we
propose and experimentally demonstrate thermalization time as a new degree of freedom to manipulate the
ultrafast third- order nonlinear optical response. We experimentally verify this concept by realizing saturable to
reverse saturable absorption in our single colour pump-probe Z-scan setup as a function of thermalization time.
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A quantum of science’ for the future technologies
Dr. Y. B. Kale
University of Bermingham,
UK
Abstract
Ultra-cold atoms are the ideal candidates for the realization and for the translation of quantum concepts into their
real-world applications. This results in highly sensitive, more accurate and resilient quantum sensors such as
Quantum Gyroscopes and Optical lattice clocks. While planning to take such sensors ‘out of the lab’
environments new methodologies needs to be developed. The SWAP (size, weight and power) criteria should be
such that the sensitivity and accuracy of such sensors need not to be compromised.
Such a field-deployed quantum sensors are not only deciding the future of the fields such as navigation, time
keeping, and geodesy but also playing crucial role in addressing physics problems such as tests of general theory
of relativity, variations in the dimensionless fundamental constants and accurate measurement of gravitational red
shift. They have potential to support light interferometers (such as LIGO) in the detection of Gravitational Waves
(GWs).
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0XOWL*+]%XUVW0RGH)LEHU/DVHUV
)gPHU,OGD\
Uni. Bilkent, Ankara, Turkey
$EVWUDFW
8OWUDIDVWODVHUVDOORZWKHUPDOGDPDJHIUHHDEODWLRQLUUHVSHFWLYHRIWKHPDWHULDOW\SH+RZHYHUWKLVLVDVORZDQG
LQHIILFLHQWSURFHVVEHFDXVHHQRXJKWLPHKDVWRSDVVEHWZHHQVXEVHTXHQWSXOVHVIRUWKHPDWHULDOWRFRROGRZQWR
DYRLGKHDWEXLOGXS:HUHFHQWO\GHPRQVWUDWHGDEODWLRQFRROHGODVHUPDWHULDOZKHUHE\XOWUDIDVWSXOVHVDUHVHQW
VRTXLFNO\RQHDIWHUDQRWKHU ZLWKLQ¶VSLFRVHFRQGVRIHDFKRWKHU WKDWWKHUHLVLQVXIILFLHQWWLPHIRUKHDWWR
GLIIXVH DZD\ IURP WKH SURFHVVLQJ UHJLRQ >@ ,Q WKLV UHJLPH WKH LQWHUDFWLRQ RI WKH SXOVHV ZLWK WKH WDUJHW
PDWHULDO LV QR ORQJHU LVRODWHG EXW UDWKHU PDQ\ WKRXVDQGV RI SXOVHV LQWHUDFW FROOHFWLYHO\ ZLWK WKH PDWHULDO
)XUWKHUWKHDEODWLRQUDWHLQFUHDVHVE\RUGHUVRIPDJQLWXGHDQGFRQVHTXHQWO\WKHDEODWLRQSURFHVVEHFRPHVWKH
GRPLQDQWKHDWUHPRYDOPHFKDQLVPDQGWKHUHVWRIWKHWDUJHWPDWHULDOUHPDLQVFRRODQGZLWKRXWGDPDJH
8WLOL]DWLRQRIWKHDEODWLRQFRROHGUHJLPHUHTXLUHVPXOWL*+]UHSHWLWLRQUDWHVZKLFKZRXOGQRUPDOO\UHTXLUHN:
OHYHOVRIDYHUDJHSRZHUIRUDPRGHVWSXOVHHQHUJ\RI-,QUHVSRQVHWRWKLVFKDOOHQJHFLUFDZHVWDUWHG
GHYHORSLQJ WKH ILUVW ILEHU ODVHUDPSOLILHUV WKDW LPSOHPHQWHG WKH FRPPRQO\ XVHG PDVWHURVFLOODWRU SRZHU
DPSOLILHU 023$ DUFKLWHFWXUHEXWWKHVH023$VRSHUDWHGLQWKHVRFDOOHGEXUVWPRGHRSHUDWLRQ,QWKLVPRGH
WKHODVHUSURGXFHVDWHPSRUDOO\FORVHO\VSDFHGJURXSRISXOVHVDEXUVWZKLFKLVWKHQUHSHDWHGDWDUHODWLYHO\ORZ
UDWH7KLVZD\*+]OHYHOUHSHWLWLRQUDWHVFDQEHDFKLHYHGZLWKLQWKHEXUVW%\NHHSLQJWKHEXUVWUHSHWLWLRQUDWH
ORZ WKH RYHUDOO DYHUDJH SRZHU RI WKH ODVHU V\VWHP FDQ EH ORZHUHG LQGHILQLWHO\ 7KH ILUVW EXUVWPRGH ODVHUV
HPSOR\HGSXOVHSXPSLQJRIWKH DPSOLILHUMXVWEHIRUHWKHDUULYDORIHDFKEXUVWWRDYRLGDPSOLILHGVSRQWDQHRXV
HPLVVLRQ EHWZHHQ WKH EXUVWV 7KLV ZD\ EXUVW UHSHWLWLRQ UDWHV RI  N+] RU EXUVWRQGHPDQG RSHUDWLRQ ZDV
SRVVLEOH)ROORZLQJGHYHORSPHQWVWKDWPDGHJHQHUDWLRQRIKLJKDYHUDJHSRZHUVPXFKHDVLHUZHKDYHPRYHGRQ
WR EXUVW UHSHWLWLRQ UDWHV WKDW H[FHHG  N+] IRU ZKLFK SXOVHG SXPSLQJ LV QRW QHFHVVDU\ WKXV VLJQLILFDQWO\
VLPSOLI\LQJWKHODVHUGHVLJQ>@/RRNLQJIRUZDUGUDGLFDOO\GLIIHUHQWODVHUGHVLJQVDSSHDUWREHSRVVLEOHGHVLJQV
WKDWGRQRWXVHWKH023$DUFKLWHFWXUH
>@&.HUVH+.DOD\FÕR÷OX3(ODKL%dHWLQ'..HVLPg$NoDDODQ6<DYDú0'$úÕN%gNWHP+
+RRJODQG5+RO]ZDUWKDQG)g,OGD\³$EODWLRQFRROHGPDWHULDOUHPRYDOZLWKXOWUDIDVWEXUVWVRISXOVHV´
1DWXUH  
>@3(ODKL+.DOD\FLRJOXg$NoDDODQ&(UWHN.(NHQ)g,OGD\³+LJKSRZHU<EEDVHGDOOILEHUODVHU
GHOLYHULQJIVSXOVHVIRUKLJKVSHHGDEODWLRQFRROHGPDWHULDOUHPRYDO´2SW/HWW  
>@ + .DOD\FLRJOX 3 (ODKL )g,OGD\ g$NFDDODQ³+LJKUHSHWLWLRQUDWHXOWUDIDVWILEHUODVHUVIRUPDWHULDO
SURFHVVLQJ´,(((-6HO7RSLFV4XDQWXP(OHFWURQ  
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6ROLGVWDWH/DVHUVIRU8OWUDVKRUW3XOVH*HQHUDWLRQ
'U5GLJHU3DVFKRWWD
RP Photonics Consulting GmbH, Waldstr. 17, 78073 Bad Dürrheim, Germany
Paschotta@rp-photonics.com
$EVWUDFW
9DULRXV NLQGV RI ODVHU JDLQ PHGLD DUH VXLWDEOH IRU XOWUDVKRUW SXOVH JHQHUDWLRQ ± LQ SDUWLFXODU VROLGVWDWH EXON
PHGLDJODVVILEHUVDQGRWKHUZDYHJXLGHPHGLDVHPLFRQGXFWRUVDQGODVHUG\HV0XFKRIWKHXOWUDIDVWODVHUSXOVH
VRXUFHVXVHGWRGD\DUHEDVHGRQVROLGVWDWHEXONODVHUVDOWKRXJKILEHUEDVHGGHYLFHVJDLQDJURZLQJVKDUH
7KH WDON ZLOO H[SODLQ WKH EDVLF SULQFLSOHV RI SURGXFLQJ XOWUDVKRUW SXOVHV LQ VXFK ODVHUV SDUWLFXODUO\ ZLWK WKH
WHFKQLTXH RI SDVVLYH PRGH ORFNLQJZKLFK LV PRVW RIWHQ LPSOHPHQWHG ZLWK VHPLFRQGXFWRUV VDWXUDEOH DEVRUEHU
PLUURUV 6(6$0V  :KLOH LQ WKH SLFRVHFRQG SXOVH GXUDWLRQGRPDLQ D VDWXUDEOH DEVRUEHU FDQ EH WKH GRPLQDQW
RSWLFDOFRPSRQHQWIRUSURYLGLQJSXOVHVKDSLQJDPRUHUHILQHGDSSURDFKLVUHTXLUHGIRUWKHIHPWRVHFRQGSXOVH
GXUDWLRQ UHJLPH ZKHUH FKURPDWLF GLVSHUVLRQ DQG WKH .HUU QRQOLQHDULW\ EHFRPH LPSRUWDQW 7KHVH LQIOXHQFHV
SURIRXQGO\ FKDQJH DQG OLPLW WKH IXQGDPHQWDO UROH RI WKH VDWXUDEOH DEVRUEHU DOWKRXJK WKDW FRPSRQHQW VWLOO
UHPDLQV HVVHQWLDO 2QO\ LQ VRPH FDVHV LW FDQ EH UHSODFHG ZLWK DQ DUWLILFLDO VDWXUDEOH DEVRUEHU HJ EDVHG RQ
QRQOLQHDUVHOIIRFXVLQJ
,QFRPSDULVRQZLWKILEHUEDVHGGHYLFHVEXONODVHUGHYLFHVH[KLELWDIDUORZHULPSDFWRIRSWLFDOQRQOLQHDULWLHV
7KHUHIRUH WKH\ FDQ EH UHDOL]HG EDVHG RQ UHODWLYHO\ VLPSOH RSHUDWLRQ SULQFLSOHV DQG DFKLHYH IDU EHWWHU
SHUIRUPDQFHLQWHUPVRISXOVHHQHUJ\DQGSHDNSRZHU,QSDUWLFXODUPRGHORFNHGWKLQGLVNODVHUVDUHVXLWDEOH
IRU SXOVH HQHUJLHV RI WHQV RI PLFURMRXOHV DQG PXOWLPHJDZDWW SHDN SRZHUV 7KH SXOVH TXDOLW\ MXGJHG ZLWK
GLIIHUHQWFULWHULDLQWKHWLPHDQGIUHTXHQF\GRPDLQLVDOVRRIWHQVXSHULRU2QWKHRWKHUKDQGILEHUEDVHGGHYLFHV
KDYHDGYDQWDJHVLQWKHUHJLPHRIKLJKDYHUDJHRXWSXWSRZHULQFRPELQDWLRQZLWKPRGHUDWHSHDNSRZHUVDVLV
SRVVLEOHSDUWLFXODUO\IRURSHUDWLRQZLWKYHU\KLJKSXOVHUHSHWLWLRQUDWHV
%DVLFRSHUDWLRQFKDUDFWHULVWLFVRIDSDVVLYHO\PRGHORFNHGEXONODVHUVFDQRIWHQEHZHOOGHVFULEHGZLWKDFRXSOH
RIVLPSOHHTXDWLRQVQRWQHFHVVDULO\UHTXLULQJFRPSXWHUVXSSRUWIRUHYDOXDWLRQ7KLVLVPXFKLQFRQWUDVWWRILEHU
GHYLFHV ZKHUH WKH FRPSOLFDWHG QRQOLQHDU G\QDPLFV FDQ XVXDOO\ QRW EH H[SORUHG ZLWKRXW GHWDLOHG FRPSXWHU
VLPXODWLRQV 1HYHUWKHOHVV FRPSXWHU VLPXODWLRQV FDQ EH XVHIXO DOVR IRU EXON ODVHUV IRU H[DPSOH IRU H[SORULQJ
SHUIRUPDQFHOLPLWVLQWHUPVRISHDNSRZHURUSXOVHGXUDWLRQDQGIRUH[SORULQJWKHLPSDFWRIYDULRXVGHWDLOVRQ
VXFKOLPLWV
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6SDWLRWHPSRUDO0RGH/RFNLQJLQ)LEHU/DVHUV
)UDQN:LVH
Department of Applied Physics
Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, USA
(PDLOIUDQNZLVH#FRUQHOOHGX
$EVWUDFW
0RGHORFNHG ODVHUV DUH WKH IRXQGDWLRQ RI WKH ILHOG RI XOWUDIDVW VFLHQFH DQG VWLOO DWWUDFW VLJQLILFDQW VFLHQWLILF
LQWHUHVW8QWLODOOPRGHORFNHGODVHUVHVVHQWLDOO\RSHUDWHGLQDVLQJOHWUDQVYHUVHPRGHRIWKHODVHUFDYLW\
,QWKHSDVWIHZ\HDUVWKHILUVWGHPRQVWUDWLRQVRIORFNLQJRIPXOWLSOHWUDQVYHUVHDQGORQJLWXGLQDOPRGHVRIDILEHU
ODVHU KDYH DSSHDUHG >@ 7KH H[LVWHQFH RI PDQ\ GLIIHUHQW GLPHQVLRQDO VSDWLRWHPSRUDO  ODVLQJ VWDWHV RSHQV
RSSRUWXQLWLHVIRUIXWXUHVFLHQWLILFLQYHVWLJDWLRQ&RPSOHWHVSDWLRWHPSRUDOFRQWURORIWKHHOHFWULFILHOGSURGXFHG
E\DODVHUPD\HYHQWXDOO\EHSRVVLEOHDQGZRXOGLPSDFWDSSOLFDWLRQV*HQHUDWLRQRIXOWUDVKRUWSXOVHVLQPXOWLSOH
PRGHVPD\DOVRSURYLGHDQHZURXWHWRSRZHUVFDOLQJLQODVHUV%DVLFIHDWXUHVRIPXOWLPRGHRUVSDWLRWHPSRUDO
PRGHORFNLQJZLOOEHSUHVHQWHGDORQJZLWKILUVWVWHSVWRZDUGDWKHRUHWLFDOWUHDWPHQW>@

/*:ULJKW'1&KULVWRGRXOLGHVDQG)::LVHScience  
/*:ULJKWet al.Nature Physics  
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$GYDQFHPHQWLQLQVLWXPRQLWRULQJDQGGHIHFWGHWHFWLRQDOJRULWKPVIRUODVHUSRZGHUEHG
IXVLRQ
(KVDQ7R\VHUNDQL
University of Waterloo, Canada
$EVWUDFW
0HWDODGGLWLYHPDQXIDFWXULQJ $0 KDVEHFRPLQJDNH\SOD\HULQPHWDOPDQXIDFWXULQJ)RUPDQ\\HDUV$0KDV
EHHQNQRZQDVDSODWIRUPSURYLGLQJFXVWRPL]DWLRQSURWRW\SLQJDQGORZYROXPHPDQXIDFWXULQJ+RZHYHULQUHFHQW
\HDUV$0KDVSRVLWLRQHGLWVHOIWRGHSOR\IRUPDVVSURGXFWLRQZLWKRXWFRPSURPLVLQJWKHHFRQRPLHVRIVFRSH7KLV
UHDGLQHVVDQGZLOOLQJQHVVWRHPEUDFH$0IRUVHULHVSURGXFWLRQE\LQGXVWU\KDVRSHQHGXSPDQ\5 'RSSRUWXQLWLHV
/LNH DOO FRQYHQWLRQDO WHFKQLTXHV TXDOLW\ DVVXUDQFH SURFHGXUHVWRROV HLWKHU RQOLQH RU RIIOLQH  DUH RI WKH XWPRVW
LPSRUWDQFHWRDLGPDQXIDFWXUHUVLQTXDOLW\PDQDJHPHQWDQGFHUWLILFDWLRQZKHQLWFRPHVWRVHULDOSURGXFWLRQ
7KLV WDON DLPV WR SUHVHQW WKH UHFHQW DGYDQFHPHQW LQ LQVLWX PRQLWRULQJ RI ODVHU SRZGHUEHG IXVLRQ /3%)  DQG
LQYHVWLJDWHWKHIHDVLELOLW\RIDSSO\LQJLQVLWXPRQLWRULQJWR/3%)IRUWKHGHWHFWLRQRIGLVWXUEDQFHVDQGGHIHFWLQWKH
/3%) SURFHVV 7KLV IHDVLELOLW\ VWXG\ ZLOO IDFLOLWDWH LGHQWLI\LQJ FRUUHODWLRQV EHWZHHQ SK\VLFDO GHIHFWV FUHDWHG LQ
SULQWHGSDUWVDQGVLJQDOVFROOHFWHGIURPRQD[LVDQGRIID[LVSKRWRGLRGHVWKDWPRQLWRUHPLWWHGOLJKWIURPWKHPHOW
SRRO 6WDWLVWLFDOEDVHG DSSURDFKHV DQGRU DUWLILFLDO LQWHOOLJHQFH DOJRULWKPV FDQ EH XVHG WR GHSOR\ WKH SURSRVHG
KDUGZDUHVRIWZDUH WR D UHOLDEOH TXDOLW\ DVVXUDQFH SODWIRUP UHTXLUHG IRU VHULHV SURGXFWLRQ 7KLV WDON ZLOO DGGUHVV
VRPHRIWKHVHDSSURDFKHVDWKLJKOHYHODVZHOODVSUHOLPLQDU\UHVXOWVREWDLQHGIURPDQDO\VLVRIGDWDFROOHFWHGE\WKH
FRPPHUFLDOO\DYDLODEOHPHOWSRROPRQLWRULQJV\VWHP
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7RZDUGVD3UHGLFWLYH0RGHORI'LUHFW0HWDO'HSRVLWLRQ
$QGUHZ3LQNHUWRQ
University of Lancaster, UK
$EVWUDFW
7KH PRYLQJ PHOW SRRO LV WKH FRUH RI WKH 'LUHFW 0HWDO 'HSRVLWLRQ '0'  SURFHVV DIIHFWLQJ DOO SDUWV RI WKH
SURFHVV LQFOXGLQJ UDWH RI PDVV DGGLWLRQ ILQDO WUDFN JHRPHWU\ DQG PLFURVWUXFWXUH 7ZR IDFWRUV WKDW KDYH
VLJQLILFDQW HIIHFW RQ WKH PHOW SRRO DUH WKH ODVHU DEVRUSWLRQ IDFWRU DQG WKH PHOW SRRO JHRPHWU\ 7KH IRUPHU LV
JRYHUQHGE\PDQ\IDFWRUVDQGZKLOHVRPHVXFKDVODVHUZDYHOHQJWKDQGPDWHULDOVFDQEHFDUHIXOO\FRQWUROOHG
RWKHUVVXFKDVWHPSHUDWXUHDQGFRQGLWLRQRIWKHVXUIDFHZKHUHWKHEHDPLVDEVRUEHGFDQQRW7KHODWWHULVNQRZQ
WR EH DIIHFWHG E\ IORZ GULYHQ E\ VXUIDFHWHQVLRQ JUDGLHQW WKH PDJQLWXGH RI ZKLFK FDQ EH TXDQWLILHG YLD WKH
0DUDQJRQLQXPEHU
%\ FRPSDULQJ 0$3/( VLPXODWLRQV ZLWK H[SHULPHQWDO UHVXOWV IRU PHOW SRRO VL]H REWDLQHG XVLQJ DQ ,3* N:
ILEUH ODVHUWKH SDSHUH[DPLQHV WKHXVXDO DVVXPSWLRQ WKDWDEVRUSWLRQ FDQ EH WDNHQ DV D FRQVWDQW YDOXH DQG WKH
PHOWSRROFDQEHFRQVLGHUHGDVGHILQHGE\FRQGXFWLRQRQO\,WJRHVRQWRVKRZKRZTXDQWLILFDWLRQRIWKHIDFWRUV
FRXOG EH DSSOLHG WR LPSURYH WKH DFFXUDF\ RI PRGHOOLQJ WKH SURFHVV SDUWLFXODUO\ LQ WKH DEVHQFH RI IORZ
VLPXODWLRQ
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3RVWSURFHVVLQJRI/$0FRPSRQHQWV
6KDVKDQN6KDUPDDQG-5DPNXPDU
Dept of Mechanical Engineering, IIT Kanpur, Kanpur

$EVWUDFW
/DVHUEDVHGDGGLWLYHPDQXIDFWXULQJRIPHWDOOLFFRPSRQHQWVDUHNQRZQWRSURGXFHDSDUWZLWKYHU\KLJKVXUIDFH
URXJKQHVVSRVLQJDOLPLWDWLRQWRLQGXVWU\XWLOL]DWLRQRIDVEXLOWSDUWV,QVLWXODVHUUHPHOWLQJSROLVKLQJRIPHWDO
$0KDYH WKHDELOLW\WRVLJQLILFDQWO\ UHGXFH VXUIDFHURXJKQHVVDW WKH VDPH WLPH DOOHYLDWLQJ WKH QHHG IRU SRVW
SURFHVVLQJ WKHUHE\ LQFUHDVLQJ WKH RYHUDOO HIILFLHQF\ RI PHWDO $0 ,Q ODVHU SROLVKLQJ UHPHOWLQJ RI WKH ODVHU
LUUDGLDWHG DUHD SURGXFHV D WKLQ OD\HU RI PHOW DQG WKH GLVSODFHPHQW RI PROWHQ PDWHULDO XQGHU WKH LQIOXHQFH RI
VXUIDFH WHQVLRQ HOLPLQDWHV WKH PLFURDVSHULWLHV UHQGHULQJ D SROLVKHG VXUIDFH 7KXV WKH XQGHUVWDQGLQJ RI PHOW
K\GURG\QDPLFV LQ ODVHU SROLVKLQJ EHFRPHV HVVHQWLDO IRU LWV EHWWHU LQGXVWU\ XWLOL]DWLRQ ,Q WKLV WDON D '
ORQJLWXGLQDO DORQJZLWKWKHODVHUVFDQ JHRPHWU\ZLWKLWVWRSVXUIDFHKDYLQJ5] PZDVEXLOGXVLQJIUDFWDO
IXQFWLRQVWRDQDO\VHPHOWSRROG\QDPLFVDQGUHOHYDQFHRIFDSLOODU\WKHUPRFDSLOODU\IRUFHVDQGUHFRLOSUHVVXUH
GXULQJVXUIDFHURXJKQHVVUHGXFWLRQ7KHVLPXODWLRQVZHUHFDUULHGRXWZLWKGLIIHUHQWODVHUSRZHUDQGVFDQQLQJ
VSHHGZKLFKUHYHDOVWKUHHUHJLPHVLQODVHUSROLVKLQJVKDOORZVXUIDFHPHOWLQJVXSSUHVVLRQRIVXUIDFHDVSHULWLHV
DQG VXUIDFH RYHU PHOWLQJ /DVWO\ ZLWK WKH IRFXV WRZDUGV WKH XVH RI ODVHU SROLVKLQJ LQ PHWDO DGGLWLYH
PDQXIDFWXULQJDQH[SHULPHQWDODQGQXPHULFDOVWXG\RIODVHUSROLVKLQJRIDGGLWLYHO\PDQXIDFWXUHG,QFRQHO
VXEVWUDWHKDVEHHQGLVFXVVHG
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)XQFWLRQDOEUDLQGLDJQRVLVZLWKG\QDPLFOLJKWVFDWWHULQJLPDJLQJDSSURDFKDWEURNHQ
HUJRGLFLW\FRQGLWLRQV
,JRU0HJOLQVNL
College of Engineering and Physical Sciences, Aston University, Birmingham, UK
(PDLOLPHJOLQVNL#DVWRQDFXN
$EVWUDFW
7KHPDMRULW\RIELRORJLFDOWLVVXHVDUHWKHKLJKO\KHWHURJHQHRXVPHGLDFRPSRVLQJPL[WXUHRIVWDWLFDQGG\QDPLF
VWUXFWXUDOLQFOXVLRQV7KHSUHVHQFHRIVWDWLFDUHDVH[KLELWQRQHUJRGLFIHDWXUHVSURYLGLQJV\VWHPDWLFXQFHUWDLQW\
LQWKHTXDQWLWDWLYHLQWHUSUHWDWLRQRIWKHPHDVXUHPHQWVRIG\QDPLFOLJKW VFDWWHULQJ '/6 ,QIDFW DQXPEHURI
YDULRXV '/6EDVHG WHFKQLTXHV DUH H[WHQVLYHO\ XVHG IRU PRQLWRULQJ LPDJLQJ DQG TXDQWLWDWLYH DVVHVVPHQW RI
EORRG IORZV LQ ELRORJLFDO WLVVXHV ZKHUHDV WKH LVVXHV DVVRFLDWHG ZLWK WKH QRQHUJRGLFLW\ DUH W\SLFDOO\ LJQRUHG
%DVHG RQ WKH VLPSOH SKHQRPHQRORJLFDO PRGHO ZH SUHVHQW D MXVWLILFDWLRQ IRU WKH DSSOLFDELOLW\ RI '/6EDVHG
LPDJLQJWHFKQLTXHIRUPRQLWRULQJRIEORRGIORZVZLWKLQELRORJLFDOWLVVXHVXQGHUWKHIRUPDOO\EURNHQHUJRGLFLW\
FRQGLWLRQV>@,QDGGLWLRQZHLQWURGXFHDWLPHVSDFH)RXULHU.DSSD2PHJDILOWHULQJDSSURDFKIRUVWDELOL]DWLRQ
RIIDVWG\QDPLFEUDLQLPDJHVin vivo >@



)LJ%UDLQLPDJHVEHIRUH D DQGDIWHU E WKHDSSOLFDWLRQRIDWLPHVSDFH)RXULHU.DSSD2PHJDILOWHULQJ
DSSURDFK>@

5HIHUHQFHV
>@ $ 6GREQRY HW DO ³%ORRG IORZ YLVXDOLVDWLRQ XQGHU QRQHUJRGLF FRQGLWLRQV XVLQJ ODVHU VSHFNOH FRQWUDVW
LPDJLQJ´Optics & SpectroscRS\  ±  
>@*0RORGLMHWDO³7LPH6SDFH)RXULHUțȦ )LOWHUIRU0RWLRQ$UWHIDFWV&RPSHQVDWLRQGXULQJ7UDQVFUDQLDO
)OXRUHVFHQFH%UDLQ,PDJLQJ´Phys. Med. Biol    
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/DVHUVDQG1DQRWHFKQRORJ\LQ5HJHQHUDWLYH0HGLFLQH
0DUWLQ-/HDK\
School of Physics, National University of Ireland, Galway, Ireland

$EVWUDFW
5HJHQHUDWLYHPHGLFLQHSURPLVHVWRUHYHUVHEOLQGQHVVODPHQHVVRUJDQIDLOXUHDQGPDQ\RWKHU
GLVHDVHV RIWHQ E\ LQWURGXFLQJ VWHP FHOOV WR WKH DIIHFWHG VLWH +RZHYHU WKH\ KDYH QRW \HW
IXOILOOHGWKHLUSRWHQWLDOSDUWO\EHFDXVHZHGRQ¶WNQRZZKHUHVWHPFHOOVJRDQGZKDWWKH\GR
GHHS LQVLGHRUJDQVRI UHDOOLYLQJ KXPDQV :H UHFHQWO\ LGHQWLILHGD JHQHUDO OLPLWRIPHGLFDO
LPDJLQJZKLFKHQFDSVXODWHVWKHFKDOOHQJHFXUUHQWWHFKQRORJLHVGRQRWDOORZYLVXDOL]DWLRQRI
REMHFWV PRUH WKDQ WLPHVVPDOOHU WKDQWKH GHSWK )RU H[DPSOHFHOOV PRUHWKDQF  PP
LQWRW\SLFDOKXPDQWLVVXHVOLNHWKHVNLQFDQQRWEHLPDJHGE\DQ\WHFKQRORJ\7KH720,ODE
ZRQ D ¼0 (8 + JUDQW WR GHYHORS WHFKQRORJLHV WR VHH GHHSHU DQG VPDOOHU DQG ZLWK
JUHDWHU VHQVLWLYLW\ WKDQ HYHU EHIRUH :H JR EH\RQG WKH GHSWKUHVROXWLRQ OLPLW E\
GHPRQVWUDWLQJ QDQRVHQVLWLYH 2&7 WR IROORZ VWUXFWXUDO FKDQJHV LQ FHOOV DQG WLVVXHV DW WKH
QDQRVFDOH

8VLQJ D XQLTXH VWDUVKDSHG JROG QDQRSDUWLFOH PDGH LQ *DOZD\ ZKLFK UHVRQDWHV LQ WKH ORZ
VFDWWHULQJ DQG DEVRUSWLRQ ZLQGRZDOORZV XVWRVHH GHHSHUDQG ZLWK JUHDWHU VHQVLWLYLW\WKDQ
HYHU EHIRUH 7KH FRPELQDWLRQ RI ORQJ ZDYHOHQJWK  QP  WLS ILHOG HQKDQFHPHQW DQG
HQHUJ\ WUDQVIHU PDNH WKLV SDUWLFOH WKH EULJKWHVW HYHU PDGH :H FRPELQH WKLV ZLWK
SKRWRDFRXVWLFLPDJLQJVRWKDWZHFDQXVHGLIIXVHOLJKWWRLOOXPLQDWHWKHWLVVXHDQGXOWUDVRXQG
ZKLFK LV QRW VFDWWHUHG WR VHH ZKHUH LW ZDV DEVRUEHG $ NH\ /HDK\ SDWHQW ZLOO DOORZ
SKRWRDFRXVWLFLPDJHVWREHFDOLEUDWHGIRUWKHILUVWWLPHDOORZLQJTXDQWLWDWLYHPHDVXUHPHQWV
RI VWHP FHOO FRQFHQWUDWLRQ EORRG R[\JHQ HWF 7KH SDUWLFOH LV PDJQHWL]HG VR WKDW LV DOVR
YLVLEOH LQ 05, :H ZLOO GHPRQVWUDWH WKLV HQKDQFHG LPDJLQJ LQ &DPEULGJH GXULQJ VWHP FHOO
WKHUDS\IRURVWHRDUWKULWLVRIWKHNQHH
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Shedding light on radiotherapy: functional optical coherence tomography for
radiobiological microvascular imaging
Valentin DEMIDOV1 , Costel FLUERARU2 and Alex VITKIN1
1 Department of Medical Biophysics, University of Toronto, Canada
2Information Communication Technology, National Research Council,
Canada Email: vitkin@uhnres.utoronto.ca
Abstract
Radiation therapy (RT) is widely used for cancer treatment and for managing other pathologies, alone or in
combination with other therapies. Recent RT advances have sparked renewed interest in delivering higher
dose in fewer fractions compared to conventional RT schedules (small daily doses over several weeks). The
emerging higher-dose / fewer fractions regimes potentially invoke both cellular and microvascular damage
mechanisms [1]. Microvasculature may thus represent a sensitive

functional

biomarker

of RT early

response. However, it is difficult to measure in vivo directly and non- invasively, and its time course, dose
dependencies, and overall importance in tumour control are yet to be determined [2]. We used functional
optical coherence tomography based on the speckle variance approach for quantitative longitudinal in vivo
imaging in preclinical models of human tumour xenografts subjected to 10, 20 and 30 Gy single-shot radiation
doses. This yielded a detailed 3D temporal assessment of vascular remodeling following RT. Immediate
(minutes to tens of minutes) and early (days to weeks) RT responses of microvascular supply, as well as
tumour volume and fluorescence intensity, were quantified and demonstrated robust and complex temporal
dose-dependent variations [3]. The resultant trends were compared to theoretical models proposed in the
literature [2]. This presentation will summarize the study, discuss implications, and outline the next steps
[4,5] in this “shedding light on radiotherapy” research program.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) OCT system schematic (from [5]). (b) 3D cancerous and normal vasculature images of human
pancreatic tumours grown in mice; both preparations were irradiated to different dose levels and followed
longitudinally for up to 5 weeks (from [3]).
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*URZWKRI6LQJOH&U\VWDOVE\9DULRXV7HFKQLTXHVIRU2SWLFDO3LH]RHOHFWULFDQG
&RPPXQLFDWLRQ$SSOLFDWLRQV
%LQD\.XPDU
Crystal Lab, Department of Physics & Astrophysics, University of Delhi, Delhi-110007
(PDLOENXPDU#SK\VLFVGXDFLQ
$EVWUDFW
&U\VWDOVKDYHDOZD\VEHHQKDYHJUHDW DWWUDFWLRQ IRU WKHLUYDULRXV SURSHUWLHV DQG DSSOLFDWLRQV1DWXUHKDV
JLYHQ XV PDQ\ LPSRUWDQW FU\VWDOV ZKLFK KDYH VLJQLILFDQW EXW IL[HG SURSHUWLHV :H QHHG WR JURZ FU\VWDOV RI QHZ
V\QWKHVL]HGPDWHULDOVRIUHTXLUHGSURSHUWLHVLQWKHODERUDWRU\XQGHUFRQWUROOHGFRQGLWLRQVIRUVSHFLILFDSSOLFDWLRQV
,Q WKH SUHVHQW WDON RXU UHFHQW UHVXOWV LQ UHVSHFW RI JURZWK RI VLQJOH FU\VWDOV RI VRPH LPSRUWDQW FODVV RI PDWHULDOV
SDUWLFXODUO\SLH]RHOHFWULFDQG1/2E\GLIIHUHQWJURZWKWHFKQLTXHVOLNHVROXWLRQ>@DQGIOX[>@PHWKRGVZLOOEH
SUHVHQWHG $ GHWDLOHG GLVFXVVLRQ ZLOO EH JLYHQ RQ RXU UHFHQW PRGLILFDWLRQV LQ &]RFKUDOVNL WHFKQLTXH IRU JURZLQJ
ODUJHRUJDQLFFU\VWDOVRIORZPHOWLQJWHPSHUDWXUHDQGKLJKYDSRXUSUHVVXUH>@7KHTXDOLW\RIWKHVHFU\VWDOVZLOOEH
FRPSDUHG ZLWK WKH VDPH FU\VWDOV JURZQ E\ FRQYHQWLRQDO VROXWLRQ WHFKQLTXH )XUWKHU LW ZLOO EH GHPRQVWUDWHG WKDW
WKHVH&=JURZQFU\VWDOVFDQEHXVHGLQYDULRXVGHYLFHV
7ZR LPSRUWDQW FODVVHV RI DSSOLFDWLRQV YL] L  SLH]RHOHFWULF HQHUJ\ KDUYHVWLQJ >@ DQG LL  SDWFK DQWHQQD IRU *+]
FRPPXQLFDWLRQ>@ZLOODOVREHGLVFXVVHG'LIIHUHQWJURZQVLQJOHFU\VWDOVDUHXVHGWRGHPRQVWUDWHWKHSLH]RHOHFWULF
HQHUJ\ KDUYHVWLQJ DQG SUHVVXUH VHQVRU DSSOLFDWLRQV ,Q HQHUJ\ KDUYHVWLQJ LW KDV EHHQ VKRZQ WKDW WKH KLJKHU
RXWSXWHQHUJ\FDQEHREWDLQHGZLWKHQKDQFHGSLH]RHOHFWULFFKDUJHFRHIILFLHQWLQFU\VWDOVDVFRPSDUHGWRLWVFHUDPLF
DQG QDQRFU\VWDOOLQH IRUP ,Q FRPPXQLFDWLRQ DSSOLFDWLRQV LW KDV EHHQ GHPRQVWUDWHG WKDW WKH JHQHUDWHG *+]
IUHTXHQFLHVFDQEHWXQHGZLWKGLPHQVLRQVDQGGRSLQJRIWKHRUJDQLFFU\VWDOV
 (IIHFWRIVXQVHW\HOORZG\HRQPRUSKRORJLFDORSWLFDOGLHOHFWULFWKHUPDODQGPHFKDQLFDOSURSHUWLHVRI
.'3FU\VWDO%LQD\HWDO$UDELDQ-RXUQDORI&KHPLVWU\  ±
 7UXHUHPDQHQW UHVLVWLYHOHDNDJH DQG PHFKDQLFDO VWXGLHV RI IOX[ JURZQ 30137 VLQJOH
FU\VWDOV%LQD\HWDO$UDELDQ-RXUQDORI&KHPLVWU\  
 0RGLILHG&=WHFKQLTXHIRUWKHJURZWKRIRUJDQLFFU\VWDOVKDYLQJORZPHOWLQJSRLQWDQGKLJKYDSRXU
SUHVVXUH%LQD\HWDO-RXUQDORI&U\VWDO*URZWK  
 7EGRSHG =Q23'06 EDVHG IOH[LEOH QDQRJHQHUDWRU ZLWK HQKDQFHG SLH]RHOHFWULF RXWSXW SHUIRUPDQFH
E\RSWLPL]LQJQDQRILOOHUFRQFHQWUDWLRQ%LQD\HWDO&HUDPLFV,QWHUQDWLRQDO  
 0RGLILHGORZWHPSHUDWXUH&]RFKUDOVNLJURZWKRI[\OHQRORUDQJHGRSHGEHQ]RSKHRQHVLQJOHFU\VWDOIRU
IDEULFDWLQJGXDOEDQGSDWFKDQWHQQD%LQD\HWDO-RXUQDORI&U\VWDO*URZWK  
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'HVLJQRIZHDUDEOHGHYLFHVIRUXQGHUVHUYHGSRSXODWLRQV
-HVVLFD5DPHOOD5RPDQ
Department of Biomedical Engineering and Herbert Wertheim College of Medicine
Florida International University, USA
$EVWUDFW
7KHXVHRIZHDUDEOHGHYLFHVLVFKDQJLQJWKHZD\SDWLHQWVPDQDJHFKURQLFKHDOWKFRQGLWLRQV:HDUDEOHVDOORZ
IRUFRQWLQXRXVPRQLWRULQJSURYLGLQJXVHIXOGDWDWRZDUGVWKHPDQDJHPHQWRIFKURQLFGLVRUGHUVVXFKDVGLDEHWHV
DQGFDUGLRYDVFXODUGLVHDVHZKLFKDUHGLVSURSRUWLRQDWHO\SUHVHQWLQPLQRULWLHV&RPSDUHGWR&DXFDVLDQV$IULFDQ
$PHULFDQDUHPRUHOLNHO\WRGLHRIFDUGLRYDVFXODUGLVHDVHVZKLOH+LVSDQLFDQG/DWLQRDUHPRUHOLNHO\
WREHGLDEHWLF7KHVHJURXSVKDYHDOVRVLJQLILFDQWKLJKHUUDWHRIREHVLW\7KHGHVLJQRIZHDUDEOHVGHYLFHVDQG
SDUWLFXODUO\RSWLFVEDVHGGHYLFHVPXVWFRQVLGHUWKLVGLYHUVLW\,QWKLVWDONZHZLOOGLVFXVVWKHGHYHORSPHQWRI
RSWLFDOZHDUDEOHGHYLFHVWDUJHWLQJEORRGSUHVVXUHKHDUWUDWHDQGKHDUWYDULDELOLW\DQGJOXFRVHPRQLWRULQJZLWK
SDUWLFXODUHPSKDVLVRQPLQRULWLHVDQGREHVHLQGLYLGXDOV:HZLOODOVRSURSRVHQHZVWUDWHJLHVWRRYHUFRPHWKHVH
OLPLWDWLRQVZLWKWKHJRDORIGHVLJQLQJPRUHLQFOXVLYHZHDUDEOHGHYLFHV
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'HYHORSPHQWRI+LJK4XDOLW\1RQOLQHDU2SWLFDO 1/2 6LQJOH&U\VWDOVIRU
6HFRQG+DUPRQLF*HQHUDWLRQ 6+* $SSOLFDWLRQV

0XWKX6HQWKLO3DQGLDQ 3.DUXSSDVDP\35DPDVDP\
SSN Research Centre, SSN Institutions, Chennai-603 110, Tamil Nadu
(PDLOVHQWKLOSDQGLDQP#VVQHGXLQ
$EVWUDFW
*UDYLW\GULYHQFRQFHQWUDWLRQJUDGLHQWLVXVHGLQWKH6DQNDUDQDUD\DQDQ5DPDVDP\ 65 XQLGLUHFWLRQDOVROXWLRQ
FU\VWDO JURZWK PHWKRG 7*6 *3, .$3 66'+ '*=&' '*%&0 $31 EHQ]RSKHQRQH DQG PDQ\ PRUH
FU\VWDOVKDYHEHHQVXFFHVVIXOO\JURZQE\65PHWKRG/RQJHVWEHQ]RSKHQRQHFU\VWDOKDYLQJGLPHQVLRQRI
PP OHQJWK DQG  PP GLDPHWHU ZDV JURZQ IRU WKH ILUVW WLPH E\ WKLV PHWKRG 7KH SK\VLFDO SURSHUWLHV DQG
FU\VWDOOLQH SHUIHFWLRQ RI WKH 65 PHWKRG JURZQ FU\VWDO DUH FRPSDUHG ZLWK WKH FRQYHQWLRQDO PHWKRG JURZQ
FU\VWDOV7KHTXDOLW\RIWKH65PHWKRGJURZQFU\VWDOVKDVEHHQLPSURYHGE\VHYHUDOPRGLILFDWLRQVPDGHLQ65
PHWKRG7KHLPSXULW\VHJUHJDWLRQFDQQRWEHDYRLGHGLQWKHH[LVWLQJ65PHWKRG6R5RWDWLRQDO6DQNDUDQDUD\DQDQ
5DPDVDP\ 565 PHWKRGZDVLQWURGXFHGIRUJURZLQJJRRGTXDOLW\XQLGLUHFWLRQDOVLQJOHFU\VWDOV7KHHIIHFWRI
URWDWLRQ RQ XQLGLUHFWLRQDO FU\VWDO JURZWK PHWKRG 565  KDV EHHQ LQYHVWLJDWHG IRU WKH ILUVW WLPH 7KH RUJDQLF
QRQOLQHDU RSWLFDO DPLQRS\ULGLQLXP QLWURSKHQRODWH QLWURSKHQRO $31  FU\VWDOV KDYH EHHQ JURZQ E\ L 
FRQYHQWLRQDO VORZ HYDSRUDWLRQ LL  65 PHWKRG DQG LLL  565 PHWKRG 7KH JURZQ FU\VWDOV ZHUH VXEMHFWHG WR
YDULRXVVWXGLHV OLNH+5;5'ODVHUGDPDJHWKUHVKROGFKHPLFDOHWFKLQJ9LFNHUVPLFURKDUGQHVVELUHIULQJHQFH
899LV1,5GLHOHFWULFVDQGSLH]RHOHFWULFVSURSHUWLHV7KH565PHWKRGJURZQFU\VWDOVVKRZH[FHOOHQWRSWLFDO
PHFKDQLFDOGLHOHFWULFDQGKLJKHUODVHUGDPDJHWKUHVKROGFDSDELOLW\FRPSDUHGWRWKHFRQYHQWLRQDODQGQRUPDO65
PHWKRG JURZQ FU\VWDOV 7KH XQLGLUHFWLRQDO FU\VWDO JURZWK PHWKRG LV LGHDOO\ VXLWHG IRU FU\VWDO JURZWK DORQJ
GHYLFHUHOHYDQWGLUHFWLRQWRREWDLQODUJHVL]HFU\VWDOVVXFKDVIRUREWDLQLQJ6+*RULHQWHGFU\VWDOVZLWKPLQLPXP
ZDVWDJH8VLQJ WKLV PHWKRGRORJ\ ODUJH VL]H W\SH, DQG W\SH,,SKDVH PDWFKLQJ 30  DQJOHV RULHQWHG HOHPHQWV
KDYHEHHQREWDLQHGVXFFHVVIXOO\,QDGGLWLRQWKHXQLGLUHFWLRQDOVROXWLRQFU\VWDOOL]DWLRQXVXDOO\RFFXUVDWDURXQG
URRP WHPSHUDWXUH WKHUHIRUH PXFK ORZHU WKHUPDO VWUHVV LV H[SHFWHG LQ WKHVH FU\VWDOV DV FRPSDUHG WR FU\VWDOV
JURZQDWKLJKWHPSHUDWXUHV6XFFHVVIXOGHYHORSPHQWRIWKLVXQLGLUHFWLRQDOPHWKRGZLOOSURYLGHWKHWHFKQRORJ\WR
SURGXFHFU\VWDOVZLWKD\LHOGFORVHWRDQGHDV\VFDOLQJXSSURFHVV


$31FU\VWDOVJURZQE\ D &RQYHQWLRQDOPHWKRG E 65PHWKRG F 565PHWKRGDQG G 7\SH,DQG
W\SH,,6+*HOHPHQWV
5HIHUHQFHV
3.DUXSSDVDP\7.DPDOHVK06HQWKLO3DQGLDQ35DPDVDP\69HUPDJ. Cryst. Growth
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4XDQWLWDWLYHSKDVHPLFURVFRS\DQGQDQRVFRS\XVLQJSDUWLDOO\VSDWLDOO\FRKHUHQWODVHUOLJKW
,PSURYHPHQWRQLPDJHVKDUSQHVVSKDVHQRLVHUHVROXWLRQDQGVSHFNOHIUHHLPDJLQJ
'DOLS6LQJK0HKWD
Bio-photonics and Green Photonics Laboratory, Department of Physics,
Indian Institute of Technology Delhi, Haz-Khas, New Delhi-110016, India
$EVWUDFW
5HFHQWO\ WKHUH KDV EHHQ HQRUPRXV DGYDQFHPHQW LQ WKH GHYHORSPHQW RI TXDQWLWDWLYH SKDVH PLFURVFRSLF 430 
WHFKQLTXHVRIELRORJLFDOFHOOVDQGWLVVXHV430KDVEHFRPHPRVWLQGLVSHQVDEOHWHFKQLTXHSUHVHQWO\LQELRORJ\DVLW
SURYLGHV ODEHOIUHH KLJK FRQWUDVW LPDJHV RI WUDQVSDUHQW FHOOV DQG WLVVXHV 430 LV XVHG WR TXDQWLI\ YDULRXV
ELRSK\VLFDOSDUDPHWHUVVXFKDVVDPSOHWKLFNQHVVUHIUDFWLYHLQGH[ n FHOOGU\PDVV+EFRQFHQWUDWLRQG\QDPLFFHOO
PHPEUDQHIOXFWXDWLRQVHWF7KHVHSDUDPHWHUVFDQEHGHWHUPLQHGE\PHDQVRIPHDVXULQJWKHSKDVHPDSRIWKHOLJKW
ILHOGLQWHUURJDWLQJZLWKVDPSOHYLDLQWHUIHURPHWULFWHFKQLTXHVDORQJZLWKVROLGVWDWHDUHDGHWHFWRUVDQGZLWKWKHXVH
RI VXLWDEOH FRPSXWHU DOJRULWKPV 3UHFLVH GHWHUPLQDWLRQ RI WKHVH SDUDPHWHUV GHSHQGV RQ WKH DFFXUDF\ LQ SKDVH
PHDVXUHPHQWZLWKUHGXFHGVSDWLDOSKDVHQRLVHDQGKLJKWHPSRUDOSKDVHVWDELOLW\0RVWRIWKH430WHFKQLTXHVDUH
HPSOR\HGXVLQJKLJKO\FRKHUHQWOLJKWOLNHODVHUVDVVRXUFH7KLVLVGXHWRWKHUHPDUNDEOHSURSHUWLHVRIODVHUVVXFK
DV KLJK VSDWLDO DQG WHPSRUDO FRKHUHQFH KLJK EULJKWQHVV GLUHFWLRQDOLW\ DQG KLJK FRORU SXULW\ 'XH WR ODVHUV ORQJ
FRKHUHQFHOHQJWKLWLVYHU\HDV\WRUHDOL]HDQLQWHUIHURPHWULFPLFURVFRSH%XWWKHNH\SUREOHPVHQFRXQWHUHGLQWKHVH
WHFKQLTXHV LQFOXGH WKHRFFXUUHQFH RI VSXULRXV IULQJHVGXH WR PXOWLSOH UHIOHFWLRQVIURPRSWLFDO FRPSRQHQWV VWURQJ
VSHFNOH QRLVH DQG LQKRPRJHQHRXV LOOXPLQDWLRQ 7KLV LV GXH WR KLJK VSDWLDO DQG WHPSRUDO FRKHUHQFH SURSHUWLHV RI
ODVHUOLJKW$OOWKHVHIDFWRUVDIIHFWWKHDFFXUDF\LQSKDVHPHDVXUHPHQWDQGOHDGWRSRRULPDJHTXDOLW\
%\ PHDQV RI XVLQJ SDUWLDOO\ VSDWLDOO\ FRKHUHQW PRQRFKURPDWLF OLJKW LQ 430 ZH DFKLHYHG XQLIRUP LOOXPLQDWLRQ
VSHFNOHIUHHLPDJHVYHU\KLJKVSDWLDOSKDVHVHQVLWLYLW\KLJKVSDFHEDQGZLGWKSURGXFWDQGKLJKDFFXUDF\LQSKDVH
PHDVXUHPHQW )XUWKHU XSRQ XVLQJ 430 ZLWK SDUWLDOO\ VSDWLDOO\ FRKHUHQW PRQRFKURPDWLF OLJKW ERWK FRPPRQ SDWK
KRORJUDSKLFV\VWHPDVZHOODVRIID[LVKRORJUDSKLFV\VWHPVDUHLPSOHPHQWHG:HILQGWKDWDSDUWIURPREWDLQLQJYHU\
KLJKVSDWLDODQGWHPSRUDOSKDVHVWDELOLW\VLJQLILFDQWLPSURYHPHQWRQLPDJHVKDUSQHVVSKDVHQRLVHUHVROXWLRQDQG
VSHFNOH IUHH LPDJLQJ LV DOVR REWDLQHG ([SHULPHQWDO UHVXOWV RI YDULRXV ELRORJLFDO FHOOV VXFK DV +HOD FHOOV VSHUP
FHOOV PLFURSKDVHV OLYHU FHOOV DQG LQGXVWULDO VDPSOHV ZLOO EH SUHVHQWHG DQG GLVFXVVHG :H VKRZ WKDW WKH PRVW
VXLWDEOHOLJKWVRXUFHIRU430LVSDUWLDOO\VSDWLDOO\FRKHUHQWPRQRFKURPDWLFOLJKWVRXUFHZKLFKJXDUDQWHHVDQRUGHU
RI PDJQLWXGH KLJKHU VSDWLDO SKDVH VHQVLWLYLW\ FRPSDUH WR FRKHUHQW OLJKW :H KDYH DOVR LQWHJUDWHG ZLWK WKH 430
V\VWHPDWRWDOLQWHUQDOUHIOHFWLRQIOXRUHVFHQFH 7,5) EDVHGQDQRVFRSLFV\VWHPIRUREWDLQLQJIOXRUHVFHQFHLPDJHVRI
WKHDIRUHPHQWLRQHGVDPSOHVVLPXOWDQHRXVO\
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*URZWKRI3RWHQWLDO1RQOLQHDU2SWLFDO6LQJOH&U\VWDOVE\0HOWDQG6ROXWLRQ*URZWK
7HFKQLTXHV
19LMD\DQ
CSIR-National Physical Laboratory, Dr KS Krishnan Marg, New Delhi – 110 012
(PDLOQYLMD\DQ#QSOLQGLDRUJ

$EVWUDFW
1RZDGD\VGXHWRHQRUPRXVGHYHORSPHQWVLQDGYDQFHGVFLHQFHDQGWHFKQRORJ\VLQJOHFU\VWDOVDUHJHWWLQJPRUH
DWWHQWLRQ EHFDXVH RI LWV QXPHURXV DSSOLFDWLRQV LQ GLIIHUHQW VHFWRUV 7KH UDSLG GHYHORSPHQW RI RSWLFDO
FRPPXQLFDWLRQV\VWHPKDVOHGWRDGHPDQGIRUQRQOLQHDURSWLFDO 1/2 PDWHULDOVRIKLJKSHUIRUPDQFHIRUXVH
DV FRPSRQHQWV LQ RSWLFDO GHYLFHV VXFK DV VHFRQG KDUPRQLF JHQHUDWRUV HOHFWURQLF PRGXODWRUV DQG ILEUH RSWLF
WHFKQRORJLHVHWF,QRUGHUWRVDWLVI\WKHDERYHVDLGGHPDQGVRQHFDQILQGWKHJURZWKRISRWHQWLDO1/2PDWHULDOV
E\ GLIIHUHQW WHFKQLTXHV ,Q &6,513/ ZH KDYH JURZQ YDULHW\ RI QRQOLQHDU RSWLFDO VLQJOH FU\VWDOV E\ VORZ
HYDSRUDWLRQVROXWLRQJURZWKDQG PHOW JURZWKWHFKQLTXHV,QJHQHUDOVROXWLRQ JURZWKPHWKRGLVPRUH VXLWDEOH
IRU WKRVH PDWHULDOV ZKLFK VXIIHU IURP GHFRPSRVLWLRQ DW KLJK WHPSHUDWXUHV DQG ZKLFK XQGHUJR SKDVH
WUDQVIRUPDWLRQV EHORZ WKH PHOWLQJ SRLQW $W WKH VDPH WLPH IRU PDNLQJ GLIIHUHQW FRPSRQHQWV IRU GLIIHUHQW
DSSOLFDWLRQVRQHFDQJRIRUEXONVL]HVLQJOHFU\VWDOVZKLFKFRXOGEHSRVVLEOHHLWKHUE\&]RFKUDOVNLRU%ULGJPDQ
WHFKQLTXHV /LWKLXP QLREDWH EHQ]LPLGD]ROH HWK\O SDPLQREHQ]RDWH QLWURSKHQRODWH QLWURSKHQRO GHK\GUDWH
HWFVLQJOHFU\VWDOVKDYHEHHQJURZQE\WKHDERYHVDLGPHWKRGVDQGGLIIHUHQWFKDUDFWHUL]DWLRQDQDO\VHVKDYHEHHQ
SHUIRUPHG7KHREVHUYHGUHVXOWVZLOOEHSUHVHQWHGLQGHWDLO
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,QYHVWLJDWLRQRI'HQJXHLQIHFWLYLW\DQGG\QDPLFVXVLQJ)|UVWHU5HVRQDQFH(QHUJ\
7UDQVIHU )5(7 
.DPDO.DQW6+$50$;LQ(H<21*6DUDOD1HRPL7$17,5,08'$/,*($QMDOL*837$-DQ.
0DU]LQHN'DQLHO+2/'%522.;LQ<LQJ(OLVD/,03HWHU-%RQG*DQHVK6$1$1'7KRUVWHQ
:2+/$1'
1
Department of Biological Sciences, National University of Singapore, 14 Science Drive 4, Singapore 117543,
Singapore
2

Duke-National University of Singapore Graduate Medical School, 8 College Road, Singapore 169857,
Singapore
3

Bioinformatics Institute (A*STAR), 30 Biopolis Sreet, #07-01 Matrix, Singapore 138671, Singapore
(PDLOGEVNNV#QXVHGXVJ
$EVWUDFW

'HQJXHLVDPRVTXLWRERUQHYLUXVZLWKGLUHKHDOWKDQGHFRQRPLFLPSDFWV$PRQJLWVILYHVHURW\SHV'HQJXH
'(19 LVWKHPRVWYLUXOHQWVWUDLQUHVSRQVLEOHIRUDQHVWLPDWHGaPLOOLRQLQIHFWLRQVSHU\HDU,QWHUHVWLQJO\
LW LV DOVR IRU VWUDLQV RI WKLV VHURW\SH WKDW ODUJH VFDOH FRQIRUPDWLRQDO FKDQJHV FDOOHG ³EUHDWKLQJ´ KDYH EHHQ
REVHUYHG$OWKRXJKWKHVWUXFWXUHRIWKHVHPRUSKRORJLHVKDYHEHHQVROYHGWRcUHVROXWLRQWKHG\QDPLFVRI
YLUDO HQYHORSH DUH VWLOO HOXVLYH +HUH ZH FRPELQH VLQJOH PROHFXOH IOXRUHVFHQFH DQG PDVV VSHFWURVFRS\ DQG
FRPSXWDWLRQDO VWXGLHV WR SURYLGH LQVLJKWV LQWR '(19 VWUXFWXUDO G\QDPLFV 8VLQJ DPLGH K\GURJHQGHXWHULXP
H[FKDQJH PDVV VSHFWURPHWU\ +';06  ZH FDSWXUHG '(19 (QYHORSHSURWHLQ PRWLIV WKDW XQGHUJR HLWKHU
WHPSHUDWXUHRU GLYDOHQWLRQVGHSHQGHQW FRQIRUPDWLRQDOFKDQJHV:KLOH XVLQJ WLPH UHVROYHG )|UVWHU 5HVRQDQFH
(QHUJ\7UDQVIHU WU)5(7 ZHPHDVXUHGWKHH[WHQWRIVXFKFRQIRUPDWLRQDOFKDQJHV)XUWKHUPRUHXVLQJ)5(7
IOXFWXDWLRQVSHFWURVFRS\ )5(7)&6 ZHGHOLQHDWHGLQWULQVLFIOXFWXDWLRQG\QDPLFVRIYLUXVLQaPVDQGa
PV UDQJH DQG FRUUHODWHG YLUXV G\QDPLFV WR WKH YLUXV LQIHFWLYLW\ 2XU UHVXOWV VKRZ WKDW WKH '(19 VWUXFWXUDO
G\QDPLFVEXWQRWWKHYLUXVPRUSKRORJLHVDUHFRUUHODWHGWRYLUXVLQIHFWLYLW\,QDGGLWLRQWRZKROHYLUXVZHDOVR
LQYHVWLJDWHGLQWHUDQGLQWUDG\QDPLFVRIGHQJXHFDSVLGSURWHLQE\XVLQJVLQJOHPROHFXOHIOXRUHVFHQFHPHWKRGV
%RWKYLUXVDQG51$FKDSHURQHSURWHLQVWUXFWXUHDQGWKHLUUHODWHGG\QDPLFVDUHLPSRUWDQWGHWHUPLQDQWVLQYLUDO
DFWLYLW\DQGWKHLUNQRZOHGJHFDQRSHQQHZSDWKLQYDFFLQHGHVLJQ
.(< :25'6 'HQJXH YLUXV PRUSKRORJ\ DQG FRQIRUPDWLRQ YLUXV G\QDPLFV IOXRUHVFHQFH )5(7)&6
VP)5(751$&KDSHURQH
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$WRPLFSUREHRIQXFOHDUSURSHUWLHV
%.6DKRR
Physical Research Laboratory, Ahmedabad

$EVWUDFW
$FFXUDWHGHVFULSWLRQRIQXFOHDUVWUXFWXUHVLQWKHDWRPLFV\VWHPVLVDORQJVWDQGLQJSUREOHPRIQXFOHDU
WKHRU\ 2ZLQJ WR VWURQJ LQWHUSOD\ EHWZHHQ WKH VWURQJ DQG HOHFWURPDJQHWLF LQWHUDFWLRQV ZLWKLQ WKH
DWRPLFQXFOHXVLWVWLOOUHPDLQHGWREHDFKDOOHQJHWRDFFRPPRGDWHWKHPDGHTXDWHO\LQDZHOOGHILQHG
WKHRU\ WR H[SODLQ WKH H[SHULPHQWDO ILQGLQJV 7UDGLWLRQDOO\ YDULRXV PRGHOV ZHUH EHLQJ XVHG WR RIIHU
EDOOSDUNILJXUHVRIPDQ\SK\VLFDOTXDQWLWLHVVXFKDVQXFOHDUFKDUJHUDGLLDQGPRPHQWVDPRQJZKLFK
QXFOHDUVKHOOPRGHOLVWKHPRVWSRSXODURQH:LWKWKHDGYHQWRIKLJKSHUIRUPDQFHFRPSXWLQJIDFLOLWLHV
GHYHORSPHQWRIVWDWHRIWKHDUWQXFOHDUPDQ\ERG\PHWKRGVDUHLQSURJUHVVZKRVHYDOLGLWLHVQHHGWREH
FRUURERUDWHG 2Q WKH RWKHU KDQG WKH FRPELQHG UHODWLYLVWLF DWRPLF FDOFXODWLRQV ZLWK KLJKSUHFLVLRQ
PHDVXUHPHQWV RI LVRWRSH VKLIWV DQG K\SHUILQH VWUXFWXUH FRQVWDQWV FDQ RIIHU YHU\ UHOLDEOH YDOXHV RI
QXFOHDU FKDUJHUDGLL DQG PRPHQWV UHVSHFWLYHO\ 5HSURGXFLQJ WKHVH YDOXHV E\ DE LQLWLR QXFOHDU
FDOFXODWLRQVFDQWHVWWKHSRWHQWLDORIWKHHPSOR\HGQXFOHDUPHWKRGV,QWKLVWDONVRPHRIWKHVHDVSHFWV
ZLOO EH KLJKOLJKWHG E\ GHPRQVWUDWLQJ WKH UHFHQWO\ UHSRUWHG UHVXOWV IURP WKH FRPELQHG VWXGLHV RI
H[SHULPHQWVDWRPLFFDOFXODWLRQVDQGQXFOHDUFDOFXODWLRQV
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'\QDPLFDOSKDVHWUDQVLWLRQLQPLUURUOHVVRSWLFDOSDUDPHWULFRVFLOODWRU
$VKRN0RKDSDWUD
NISER, Bhubaneshwar
$EVWUDFW
,QWKLVWDON,ZLOOJLYHDEULHIRYHUYLHZRIPLUURUOHVVRSWLFDOSDUDPHWULFRVFLOODWRU 0232 REVHUYHGLQWKHUPDO
DWRPLF YDSRU XVLQJ GRXEOH/DPEGD V\VWHP 0232 LV D V\VWHP ZKHUH WKH QHZ OLJKW ILHOGV DUH VSRQWDQHRXVO\
JHQHUDWHG GXH WR LQWULQVLF IHHGEDFN RI WKH FRXQWHUSURSDJDWLQJ GULYLQJ ILHOGV LQWHUDFWLQJ ZLWK WKH QRQOLQHDU
PHGLXP WKURXJK WKH ZDYH PL[LQJ SURFHVV 7KHUH LV D ILUVW RUGHU SKDVH WUDQVLWLRQ RI WKH DWRPV EHLQJ LQ WKH
FODVVLFDOVWDWLVWLFDOPL[WXUHWRDTXDQWXPVXSHUSRVLWLRQRILWVK\SHUILQHVWDWHVZKLFKOHDGVWRDELVWDEOHVWDWHLQ
WKH ODVLQJ WKUHVKROG RI WKH 0232 ([SHULPHQWDO GHPRQVWUDWLRQ RI WKLV SKDVH WUDQVLWLRQ LQ VXFK D QRQ
HTXLOLEULXPV\VWHPZLOOEHGLVFXVVHGLQGHWDLO
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6RPHRIWKH$SSOLFDWLRQVRI/DVHU,QGXFHG%UHDNGRZQ



$OLND.KDUH
Department of Physics
Indian Institute of Technology Guwahati, Guwahati 781039, India
(PDLODOLND#LLWJDFLQ
$EVWUDFW
/DVHU LQGXFHG EUHDNGRZQ DOWHUQDWLYHO\ ODVHU LQGXFHG SODVPD /,3  LV FRPLQJ XS DV D YHUVDWLOH WRRO ZLWK KLJK
SUHFLVLRQ DQG ILQH FRQWURO LQ PDQ\ VHFWRUV ,W LV EHLQJ XVHG H[WHQVLYHO\ LQ PDWHULDOSURFHVVLQJZLWKDKLJKGHJUHH
RI SUHFLVLRQ ,W LV DOVR IRUHVHHQ DV D VRXUFH RI FRKHUHQW ; ±5D\V DQG KLJKHU KDUPRQLFV JHQHUDWLRQ DV ZHOO DV D
VRXUFH RI KLJKO\ HQHUJHWLF HOHFWURQVLRQV DQG QHXWUDOEHDPV:KHQHYHUDKLJKSRZHUODVHULVIRFXVHGRQDPHGLXP
LWUHVXOWVLQWRWKHIRUPDWLRQRIKLJKGHQVLW\KLJKWHPSHUDWXUHWUDQVLHQWSODVPDRIWKHFRQVWLWXHQWDWRPVDQGPROHFXOHV
RIWKHPHGLXP,IWKHPHGLXPKDSSHQHGWREHDVROLGWDUJHWWKDQWKHPDWHULDOIURPWKHWDUJHWZLWKLQWKHIRFDOUHJLRQ
LVDEODWHGRXWDORQJZLWKWKHIRUPDWLRQRIWKHSODVPD7KHSODVPDHPLWVLWVFKDUDFWHULVWLFVHPLVVLRQZKLFKIRUPVWKH
EDVLV RI /DVHU LQGXFHG EUHDNGRZQ VSHFWURVFRS\ /,%6  DQ XSFRPLQJ SRZHUIXO WRRO WR LGHQWLI\ WKH FKHPLFDO
FRPSRVLWLRQRIDQ\V\VWHPLQDQ\IRUPDW/,3RIVROLGFRPHVRXW ZLWK VROLG GHQVLW\DQG H[SDQGV LQWKH VXUURXQGLQJ
PHGLXP ,Q FDVH VXUURXQGLQJ PHGLXP LV YDFXXP RU D ORZ SUHVVXUH JDV WKHQ WKH H[SDQVLRQ LV YHU\ UDSLG DQG
FRQVWLWXHQW LRQV DQG DWRPVFDQEHGHSRVLWHGE\SODFLQJDVXLWDEOHVXEVWUDWHLQIURQWRILWUHQGHULQJWKHIRUPDWLRQRI
WKLQILOP7KLVWHFKQLTXHRIGHSRVLWLRQLVWHUPHGDVSXOVHGODVHUGHSRVLWLRQ 3/'  3XOVHG/DVHU'HSRVLWLRQ 3/' 
WHFKQLTXHKDVEHHQREVHUYHGWREHYHU\VXFFHVVIXOIRUWKHV\QWKHVLVRIYDULHW\RIWKLQILOPVZLWKYHU\KLJKDFFXUDF\LQ
D VLPSOH DQG VLQJOH VWHS PDQQHU ZKLFK FRXOG EH FRPSOLFDWHG YLDRWKHU WHFKQLTXHV 7KH PDWHULDO DEODWHG IURP WKH
VROLG WDUJHW LQ WKH IRFDO UHJLRQ IRUPV D WLQ\ FDYLW\ 2Q FDUHIXO VFDQQLQJ RI ODVHU RU WKH VDPSOH UHVXOWV LQWR WKH
IRUPDWLRQRIPLFURFKDQQHO:LWKDSURJUDPPDEOHPRYHPHQWRIWKHVDPSOHDQ\VKDSHRIWKHPLFURFKDQQHO FDQEH
GHVLJQHG ZLWK DUHTXLUHGDVSHFWUDWLR$JDLQLW¶VDVLQJOHVWHSIDVWDQGVLPSOHWHFKQLTXH,QWKHUHFHQW\HDUVSXOVHG
ODVHUDEODWLRQLQOLTXLG 3/$/ KDVSDYHG DQHZ ZD\RIV\QWKHVL]LQJWKH QDQRSDUWLFOHV 13 RIDQ\PDWHULDO7KLV
WHFKQLTXHLVDOVRDVLQJOHVWHSVLPSOHGHYRLGRILQYROYHPHQWRIDQ\KD]DUGRXVFKHPLFDOVIUHHIURPFRQWDPLQDWLRQ
DQG YHU\ YHUVDWLOH 7KH FKDUDFWHULVWLFV RI 13 FDQ EH HDVLO\ WXQHG E\ FRQWUROOLQJ WKH ODVHU SDUDPHWHUV DQG WKH
VXUURXQGLQJ OLTXLG 7KH FRQILQHPHQW RI ODVHUSURGXFHG SODVPD E\WKH VXUURXQGLQJ OLTXLG FDXVHV KLJKO\ WUDQVLHQW
H[WUHPH SUHVVXUH DQGWHPSHUDWXUH ZKLFK SUHIHUV WKH JURZWK RI PHWDVWDEOH SKDVHV ZKLFK DUH QRUPDOO\QRW SRVVLEOH
YLDRWKHUURXWLQHFKHPLFDOURRWV,QWKHSUHVHQWWDONVRPHRIWKHDERYHDSSOLFDWLRQVRI/DVHULQGXFHGSODVPDVKDOOEH
KLJKOLJKWHG
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SRZHUIXOQHZZD\RISURELQJWKHPRVWH[WUHPHDQGKLJKHVWHQHUJ\DVWURSK\VLFDOHYHQWVLQWKHXQLYHUVH,QWKLVWDON
, OO SUHVHQW DQ RYHUYLHZ RI $GYDQFHG /,*2 DQG KRZ LW LV FDSDEOH RI GHWHFWLQJ FKDQJHV LQ WKH VSDFHWLPH DW DQ
XQSUHFHGHQWHGVHQVLWLYLW\RIOHVVWKDQDWWRPHWHU, OODOVREULHIO\GLVFXVVSODQVIRULPSURYLQJ$GYDQFHG/,*2DQG
WHFKQRORJLFDOFKDOOHQJHVEHLQJDGGUHVVHG
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DWRP 7KH IXWXUH GHWHFWRUV LQ WKH 86 ,QGLD DQG HOVHZKHUH ZLOO UHTXLUH WKH LQWURGXFWLRQ RI QHZ PDWHULDOV DQG
PHDVXUHPHQW WHFKQLTXHV WDNLQJ DGYDQWDJH RI WKH ZRUOGZLGH SXVK WRZDUGV TXDQWXP FRPSXWHUV DQG TXDQWXP
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Development of high average power, high pulsed repetition rate single longitudinal mode
dye lasers for selective photo-excitation of Yb isotopes of medical use
A. K. Singh*, A. Khattar, A.Wahid, J. S. B. Singh, S. K. Maurya, P. R. Mohite, J. S. Dhumal,
and S. Kundu
Tunable laser Section, BTDG, BARC, Mumbai - 400085
*
Email: anilks@barc.gov.in
Abstract:
This paper presents our results on the development of high average power, high pulse repetition rate single
longitudinal mode (SLM) pulsed dye lasers for selective photo-excitation of 176Yb,
isotopes are precursors for producing

177

Lu,

175

Yb and

174

Yb and

168

Yb isotopes. These

169

Yb, respectively which are used in nuclear medicine. The

developed pulsed SLM dye lasers have shown very good optical to optical conversion efficiency, narrow linewidth
(< 80 MHz) and excellent wavelength stability of ±41 MHz over the test period (~1.25 hr).
Introduction:
Narrow linewidth pulsed dye lasers have been proven as a versatile tool for many applications in the science and
technology. One of the important applications where narrow linewidth pulsed dye lasers are extensively used is
Atomic Vapor Laser Isotope Separation (AVLIS) to enrich a particular isotope of interest from the natural material.
In order to get efficient selective photo-ionization, the used lasers should have certain specific properties such as
precise tunability, narrow linewidth, high wavelength and linewidth stability, high fluence, high pulse repetition rate
(PRR) and good beam quality. All these properties along with high efficiency are easily obtained in the pulsed dye
lasers which make them an attractive tool for the AVLIS process.
In recent past, AVLIS technology has gained significant attention of researchers for achieving high
enrichment of isotopes for variety of applications owing its high selectivity, high energy efficiency, capability to
enrich a middle isotope of material which has many isotopes. For example, enrichment of
experiments of neutrino mass detection, enrichment of
91

nuclear reactors, separation of Zr and

107

167

Er [2],

149

Sm [3] and

157

150

Nd isotope [1] for

Gd [4] for burnable poisons in

Pd isotopes from nuclear waste [5, 6], high enrichment of 176Lu [7], 176Yb

[8], 168Yb [8], 102Pd [9] for medical applications have been successfully demonstrated using this technology.
As per the reported three photon three step selective photo-ionization scheme [8], linewidth of the lasers
used in first and second stage photo-excitation should be (< 300 MHz) [8] while linewidth of the 3rd stage excitation
(ionizing) laser could be of relatively broader (~few GHz to 10 GHz). Generation of lasers with OLQHZLGWK  
MHz is possible only if the laser is operating in a SLM. Therefore, we have developed copper vapor laser pumped
SLM pulsed dye lasers with linewidth <100 MHz for the first step and the second step excitations with the aim to
achieve high selectivity for the desired isotope.
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Experiment:
The developed dye laser oscillators operate in transversely pumped configuration in which direction of dye solution
flow, pump beam incidence and dye laser output are mutually orthogonal. Here, pump beam is the green component
from a copper vapour laser (CVL) master oscillator power amplifier (MOPA) chain operating at 6.25 kHz PRR.
Pump pulses are stretched in time with pulse duration ~100 ns (base to base). Pump beam is delivered via an optical
ILEHURIFRUHUDGLXVȝPDQGQXPHULFDODSHUWXUH 1A) equal to 0.12. Output beam of the fiber was first collimated
using a custom designed lens assembly and then focused by a cylindrical lens of focal length 50 mm to achieve a
pump beam size of 10 mm x 0.5 mm in the dye cell. To generate dye lasers at wavelengths corresponding to the first
step excitation (~555 nm) and the second step excitation (~581 nm) Rh110 and Rh6G dye solutions in a binary
solvent (80% water   QíSURSDQRO  KDYH EHHQ XVHG UHVSHFWLYHO\ 7KH FRQFHQWUDWLRQ RI 5K DQG 5K*
solutions were, 0.65 and 0.68 mM, respectively. A typical top view photograph of the developed SLM dye laser
oscillator for 1st step excitation is shown in Fig.1. Design of the dye laser oscillator for 2nd step excitation is same as
shown in Fig. 1 except the change in dye solution. The dye laser oscillator is consisting of an output coupler
(reflectivity: 4%), a dye cell (channel cross-sectional area: 10 mm x 0.3 mm), a dual prism beam expander
(expansion factor: 40X), an intra-cavity etalon (free spectral range [FSR]: 17 GHz and finesse: 17) and a
holographic plane grating in littrow configuration (groove density: 3000 gr/mm). There is a provision of course and
fine tuning in grating and etalon. Coarse tuning is achieved by stepper motors while fine tuning is achieved by
piezoelectric transducers (PZT). In this oscillator output coupler has been mounted on a linear micro-meter drive to
control laser cavity length. In addition, a PZT has been also attached to the output coupler mount for fine tuning of
the laser cavity length. The PZT along with the electronic servo control is used to stabilize the wavelength of the
output laser beam. All these components have been mounted on a type 304 stainless steel base plate. It is known that
wavelength of the laser is very sensitive to the effective cavity length which varies with temperature and mechanical
vibrations. Effects of mechanical vibrations have been mitigated by keeping the oscillator base plate on a vibration
free table and properly designing the base plate. The effects of temperature have been minimized by maintaining dye
solution temperature stable within ± 0.1oC and base plate temperature with ± 0.05oC. Temperature of the base plate
is maintained using a variable current heater source with is wrapped around the periphery of the base plate.

6
9

4

Figure 1 Top view photograph of the actual developed DL
oscillator operating near ~555 nm).Components of the
oscillator are- [1] Output coupler [2] Dye cell [3] prism
beam expander [4]Solid Etalon [5] Holographic plane
grating [6] Cylindrical lens for focusing pump beam [7]
Insulated heater wire [8] RTD base temperature sensor [9]
Laser power meter.

5

1
2

3

7
8
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Results and discussion:
The duration of the output DL pulse was measured to be ~65 ns (base to base). Threshold pump power for onset of
lasing in this SLM-DL oscillator is ~2.5 W. The variations of the optical to optical conversion efficiency and output
power with the pump power for the developed SLM dye laser oscillator operating near ~555 nm is shown in Fig. 2.
Our results reveal that the conversion efficiency as well as the total output power of the oscillator increases with the
pump power. However, the rate of change in conversion efficiency is high for pump powers in the range of 3 to 6 W
and it decrease for pump power : The observed slowdown of the rate of change in efficiency with increasing
pump power could be due to increase in signal re-absorption by ground state absorption (GSA) and excited state
absorption (ESA) processes. The tuning curve of this DL laser oscillator (Rh110 dye solution) under multimode
condition (without intra-cavity etalon) at pump power equal to 5.12 W is depicted in Fig. 3. The tuning curve reveals
that maximum efficiency of the developed DL oscillator will be in the wavelength range of 543 nm to 547 nm.
Therefore, it is expected that SLM-DL efficiencies and output power levels shown in Fig. 2 may further increase if
this laser will be operated near 545 nm. Although, we have developed laser near 581 nm, the data only related to the
laser operating near 555 nm is presented here due to constraints of the space.

Fig. 2 Variation of the SLM-DL oscillator power and
efficiency with pump power at the wavelength of
~555 nm.

Fig.3 Tuning curve of the DL oscillator in broadband
mode (without intra-cavity) @ 5.12 W pump power.

A typical fringe pattern of the output laser beam (~555 nm) transmitted
through a Fabry perot etalon (FSR: 4.5 GHz, finesse: 25) and imaged in a
CCD plane is shown Fig. 4. It is clearly observable from this figure that
the transmitted beam forms distinctly sharp single peak fringes of
different orders, indicating that the dye laser oscillator is operating in
single longitudinal mode (SLM). Similar, fringes were also formed
corresponding to the developed SLM-DL oscillator operating near 581
nm.
One of the most challenging tasks in the development of a SLM
dye laser is maintaining the SLM operation and wavelength stability over

Figure 4 Fringe pattern of the DL output
beam transmitted through an etalon of
4.5 GHz FSR.

long time durations. Stabilities of the laser wavelength and linewidth under wavelength locking condition have are
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shown in Fig. 5 which clearly reveals that the developed SLM-dye laser oscillator has an excellent wavelength and
linewidth stability. During the test period of ~1.25 hr wavelength remained stable within ± 42 fm (± 41 MHz). Here,
mentioned wavelength fluctuation range is WKHıYDOXHRIIOXFWXDWLRQVDERXWa set wavelength value. In addition, the
mean value of laser linewidth was ~60 MHz while mDLQWDLQLQJ OLQHZLGWK YDOXHV  0 MHz during the entire test
period.

Figure 5 Wavelength and linewidth stability of the developed SLM dye laser oscillator with time.

Conclusion:
We have developed CVL green beam pumped SLM dye lasers operating at 6.25 kHz prf. for selective photoexcitation of Yb isotopes of medical interest (176Yb,174Yb and

168

Yb). The developed SLM dye lasers are efficient

with excellent wavelength and linewidth stability. The laser linewidth and wavelength fluctuations are significantly
lower than the isotope shifts between the target isotopes (176Yb,

174

Yb &168Yb) and their corresponding most

interfering isotopes. Therefore, it is expected to get high selectivity in excitation of the targeted isotopes.
Acknowledgements: Authors would like express their sincere gratitude towards Dr. (Smt.) Archana Sharma, AD,
BTDG for her constant encouragement and support for this research work. Authors would also like to acknowledge
support from P. Chakraborty & N. O. Kawade of L&PTD, BARC for providing wavelength mechanism.
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Controlled decoherence in a semiconductor diode laser
Neethu. K and S. Sivaprakasam
Department of Physics, Pondicherry University, Pondicherry – 605014
Email: neethukpgm@gmail.com, prakasam.phy@pondiuni.edu.in
Abstract:
Diode lasers are known to exhibit coherence collapse when subjected to a delayed optical feedback
obtained from an external cavity mirror. The quantum of delay is found to influence the coherence properties
and the same is numerically investigated. Multimode extension of the well known Lang-Kobayashi model is
adopted for the study. The investigations reveal that the delay with which optical feedback is provided to the
laser, has a direct bearing on the coherence property of the diode laser. Analysis of the output dynamics
established that the coherence property diminishes with an increase in external cavity length.
Introduction:
Diode lasers constitute an integral part of optical communications. However, all the secure online transactions
use electronic coding techniques such as RSA techniques. To enable an integrated optical secure information
exchange, which is termed as secure optical communications, chaotic diode lasers are essential. An effective
implementation of secure optical communication needs an in-depth understanding of semiconductor diode
lasers' dynamics subjected to an optical feedback (SLDOF). Diverse dynamics like chaos, nonlinear effects, etc.
exhibited by the semiconductor laser diodes in the presence of external feedback captivated the research
community's minds for the past two decades1. SLDOF has become the backbone of secure communication,
message encoding and decoding and chaos communication. A schematic of SLDOF is shown in figure 1 in
which a fraction of output light from semiconductor laser is fed back by an external optical mirror.
Model:

Semiconductor laser

External cavity

Mirror

Figure 1. Schematic Diagram of semiconductor diode laser with external optical feedback
In the past, theoretical works on the diode laser output dynamics focused mostly on single-mode laser diodes.
Recent works changed the focus to find a multimode model as the practical diodes are found to support
multimodes when subjected to an optical feedback2,3. Multimode extension of Lang-Kobayashi model4
proposed by Buldú, García-Ojalvo, and Torrent5 is adapted for our study. The rate equations are

dEm (t )
dt
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J N (t )
2

 ¦ Gm ( N ) Em (t ) ………………………………………………….(2)
e Wn
m

where, mode-dependent gain coefficient G m (N) chosen as having parabolic profile and its maximum is centered
at m c (central mode) and is given by
2
g 0 ( N  N th ) ª« §¨ (mc  m)'Z L ·¸ º»
1
Gm ( N )
2
¸ » …………………………………(3)
¨
Z
'
«
g
¹ ¼
1  H ¦ Em (t ) ¬ ©
m

Longitudinal mode spacing 'Z L

2S
W in

Nominal frequency of the mth mode Z0 m

;

Feedback rate N

(1  r22 )rext
r2W in

Zc r (mc  m)'Z L

E m (t) is the slowly varying complex electric field of mth longitudinal mode generated by the laser and N(t) is the
corresponding carrier density with the carrier density at lasing threshold is N th = 1.5×108. J is the injection
current. G m is the gain of the mth mode and g 0 = 12×103s -1 is the linear gain coefficient. İ is the gain saturation
coefficient and e is the electronic charge. Į= 3.8 is the linewidth enhancement factor. Ĳ p = 2ps is the photon life
time and Ĳ n = 2ns is the carrier life time. Ĳ in = 8ps is the internal cavity round trip time. r ext is the reflectivity of
external cavity mirror . Ĳ is the external cavity round-trip time which is a variable parameter in our study. We
have analyzed single, three, and five active modes for comparison purposes.
The key variable in the dynamical studies are the reflectivity of the external mirror (r ext ) and external cavity time
GHOD\ Ĳ )DPRXVZRUNE\7NDWFKDQG&KUDSO\Y\LGHQWLILHGILYHUHJLPHVRIRSHUDWLRQDVDIXQFWLRQRIIHHGEDFN
power ratio and cavity length6. In these regimes, regime-IV was identified as coherence collapse regime. Laser,
a device known for its coherence properties, is rendered chaotic due to the external optical feedback and is
notionally identified as coherence collapse. In this regime, the inherent laser line-width would have increased,
and thus the coherence property has got reduced. In the past, works have focused on the dynamical properties of
short cavity limit and long cavity limits and an understanding on the effect of continuous variation of external
cavity delay is still evading. Recent work by Deb Kane and co-workers7 has shed some light in this direction,
using a travelling wave model, in which a de-coherence element was introduced within the external cavity and
the laser dynamics was studied as a function of the de-coherence strength. In this work, we intend to find the
cavity length effect in deciding the coherence property of semiconductor laser diode with optical feedback by
changing the external cavity round trip time.
Results:
Using equations (1) and (2), we simulated the laser output at different external cavity lengths and external cavity
reflectivities. Laser output intensity (L) is plotted against the drive current (I) and the standard L-I curve is
obtained. The laser threshold is calculated from the L/I curve, and the normalized threshold is plotted as a
function of external mirror reflectivity (r ext ). It is a known effect that, as the external feedback increases, the
threshold will get reduced. But the de-coherence factor is expected to suppress this reduction in threshold.
Figure 2 shows the corresponding results.
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We have examined how much the threshold is getting reduced as we increase the external cavity round trip time
Ĳ%\YDU\LQJĲZHFRXOGFKDQJHWKHFDYLW\OHQJth and is varied as 0.6ns,1ns,4ns, and 5ns and the comparison
is shown in Figure 2 in which Figure 2(a), 2(b) and 2(c) represents single-mode, 3-mode, and 5-mode case
respectively.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: Normalised threshold of the diode laser subjected to an optical feedback at different external cavity
reflectivities for (a) single mode, ( b) three mode and (c) five mode
In every case, the threshold is lowered as the external cavity feedback (r ext  LQFUHDVHV %XW DV WKH Ĳ LQFUHDVHV
from 0.6ns to 5ns, the threshold reduction, from no feedback (r ext =0 ) to r ext =0.1, is found to be diminishing.
Thus it is evident from the graph that threshold reduction caused by the feedback rate is getting overpowered by
the de-coherence factor, which is contributed by the increasing of cavity length. De-coherence effect by the
cavity length is predominant over multimode effect. We calculated the power spectra for the relevant time
evolutions and the results are shown in figure 3.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: Power spectra of the laser output. (a) single mode, (b) three mode and (c) five mode
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In figures 3(a), 3(b) and 3(c) the power spectra of the laser operated at single mode (fig. 3a), three mode (fig.
3b) and five mode (fig. 3c) cases are shown. In these figures, the power spectra for external cavity delays of
0.6ns, 1ns and 4ns are shown. In the single-mode case (fig.3a), the spectrum has a distinct peak if the delay is
0.6ns, and the peak corresponds to the relaxation oscillation frequency of the laser. When the cavity delay is
increased, high frequency components arise and their presence become dominant for a larger external cavity
delay of 4ns. This is becauseof the de-coherence effect and thus becomes broader with an increase in the cavity
length. So, we can argue and conclude that as the cavity length increases, the coherence property of laser output
decreases. A similar result is obtained in the case of three mode and five mode lasers. It can be seen from fig. 3b
and 3c, that for a shorter cavity length (0.6ns) harmonic components of frequency arises which is the resultant of
the presence of multimode. For the higher cavity lengths, (1ns and 4ns) the power spectra has reduced in its
strength alongwith the presence of high frequency oscillations. Thus it is established that, if we increase the
external cavity length, de-coherence sets in.
Conclusion:
The effect of cavity length on the coherence property of the semiconductor laser with optical feedback is
analyzed. Threshold reduction is suppressed with the increase in the cavity length, which is a strong indication
of the decrease of coherence. Power spectra exhibits higher frequency components as the external cavity time
delay is increased which gives additional proof for the de-coherence effect in the laser output dynamics. Thus,
we report a change over from coherence to de-coherence of a diode laser subjected to an optical feedback as the
feedback delay is increased and the same is observed significantly in a higher modal laser and the quantification
of coherence is a study of near future.
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Determination of gain coefficient and roundtrip resonator losses of Cr:forsterite laser
system using a polarization resonator cavity
Siba Prasad Sahoo* 1, 2, V. S. Rawat1, 2, Jaya Mukherjee1, Swarupananda Pradhan1, 2
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Homi Bhabha National Institute, Anushaktinagar, Mumbai 400094
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Abstract
The gain coefficient and roundtrip resonator losses of Cr:forsterite laser system is determined using FindlayClay analysis in which a polarization-based resonator cavity is used. The cavity geometry allows us to measure
the threshold pump energy of the cavity for different reflectivity values of the output coupler accurately, as the
cavity alignment can be preserved during the experiment. In this work a confocal resonator cavity is used in
which the Cr:forsterite crystal is pumped by a 10 Hz Nd:YAG laser system. The small-gain coefficient of the
Cr:forsterite laser system at threshold and roundtrip resonator losses of the cavity are determined to be 0.049
cm-1 and 12 % respectively.
1.

Introduction

The gain coefficient and roundtrip resonator losses of a laser resonator cavity play an important role in the
design and optimization of a laser system. Depending upon the roundtrip resonator losses and small-signal gain
of the system, the reflectivity of the output coupler has to be chosen for optimum extraction of the laser power.
In most of the solid-state lasers, the small-signal gain coefficient is one order less than that of the dye lasers.
Hence the knowledge of the gain coefficient will help in designing a laser resonator cavity with various
intracavity elements for optimal performance. The roundtrip resonator losses and gain coefficient of a laser
system are measured by Findlay-Clay analysis in which the threshold input pump energy was measured at
different values of the output coupler reflectivity [1]. Conventionally, various output coupler mirrors of different
reflectivity are used in this measurement, where output coupler mirrors are required to be changed. Thus, the
resonator cavity has to be realigned after each replacement and optimum alignment of the resonator cavity is
difficult to be assured each time. It leads to inconsistency in the measurement. We have developed a
polarization-based laser resonator cavity in which the reflectivity of the output coupler can be continuously
varied without misalignment of the laser cavity. Using this resonator cavity, we have measured the small-signal
gain coefficient and roundtrip resonator losses for a Cr:forsterite laser system. Chromium doped forsterite
(Cr4+: Mg2SiO4) is a tunable solid-state laser crystal in the near-infrared (NIR) region which has immense
applications in the field of optical coherence tomography (OCT), biophotonics, nonlinear microscopy,
telecommunication, super-continuum generation, and spectroscopy.
Experimental setup:
The complete design and characterization of the polarization-based Cr:forsterite laser resonator is described in
detail elsewhere [2]. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1 in which the Cr: forsterite crystal is pumped by
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the fundamental frequency (1064 nm) of a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser having a pulse repetition rate of 10 Hz.

Fig. 1. Schematics of the experimental setup of Cr:forsterite laser resonator. L1: 1000 mm focal
length lens; PBS: polarizing beam splitter, M1, M2: concave mirrors, roc:100 mm, R: 99% @11501350 nm, T: 90% @1064 nm; I-PBS: intracavity polarizing beam splitter; RP: retardation plate;
PM: power meter; F:1064 nm filter;
The laser crystal has dimensions of 5 mm x 5mm x 12 mm which is cut with both a and b axes parallel
to the end-face edges with end faces having single-layer anti-reflection (AR) coating. The crystal has an
absorption coefficient of 1.47 cm-1 at 1064 nm for polarization along b-axis (Eǁb) and a figure of merit (FOM) of
17. The FOM is defined by the ratio of absorption of the crystal at pump wavelength (1064 nm) to absorption at
the peak lasing wavelength (1236 nm). The laser resonator cavity consists of two high reflecting concave
mirrors (M1 and M2) in confocal geometry, an intracavity polarizing beam splitter cube (I-PBS), and a
retardation plate (RP). The high reflecting concave mirrors have a radius of curvature of 100 mm, the
reflectivity of > 99% at 1150 -1350 nm, and the transmission of 90% at 1064 nm. The pump polarization is
made collinear with a-axis of the crystal by using a half-wave plate (λ/2 plate) placed before the crystal and the
beam emerging from the crystal was vertically polarized. The reflectivity of the output coupler is varied using
the retardation plate placed in between the I-PBS and mirror M2. The intracavity beam reflected from the I-PBS
oscillates in between the resonator mirror M1 & M2 and the laser output is obtained through the transmission
part of the I-PBS along the orthogonal direction. The state of polarization of the laser beam as well as the laser
output energy can be controlled by changing the angle of the retardation plate. The output laser beam from the
resonator cavity is isolated from the residual pump beam by passing through two 1064 nm filters (F) and its
energy is measured with a pyroelectric power meter (PM).

Calculation of roundtrip resonator losses and small-signal gain coefficient
The photon flux inside a laser resonator cavity rapidly builds up from the ambient noise after initiation of the
pump source at the expense of the gain of the system. The laser threshold condition in the steady-state is given
by [3]
ʹ݃ ݈ ൌ ߜ െ ݈ܴ݊ ൎ ߜ  ܶሺͳሻ
where, 2g0݈ is the total gain of the system, g0 being the small signal-gain coefficient, and ݈ is the length of the
crystal. δ is roundtrip resonator losses which include absorption, Fresnel reflection, and scattering losses caused
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by different optical elements of the resonator cavity mostly due to the crystal and high reflecting mirror. R is the
reflectivity and T is the transmission of the output coupler. Beyond the threshold, the steady-state is again
reached when the absorption is balanced by the sum of the spontaneous emission and stimulated emission. In
this steady-state, the fraction of the intracavity energy transmitted through the output coupler as cavity output
energy is [3]

ܧ௨௧ ൌ  ܣቀ

ଵିோ
ଵାோ

ቁ ܫ௦ ቀ

ଶబ 
ఋିோ

െ ͳቁሺʹሻ

where A being the effective cross-sectional area of the crystal. Is is the energy density inside the laser resonator.
For a four-level laser system, the small-signal gain coefficient (g0) as a function of input pump energy (Ein) is
given by
݃ ൌ

ఙఛ ா
జ

ߟ௧ ߟ ߟ ߟ ൌ

ఙఛ ா
జ

(3)

ߟ

where ηt, ηa ηp, and ηm are the efficiencies of energy transfer to gain medium, absorption of the pump beam,
photon energy transfer, and pump beam overlap in the crystal respectively. ߟ is the total efficiency of the
system, ߪ is the absorption cross-section of the crystal, V is the volume of the gain medium, ߬ is the
fluorescence lifetime of the crystal and ν is laser frequency.
ଵିோ

Using Eq. (3) in Eq. (2) with the assumptionʹሺ

ଵାோ

ሻ ൌ െ݈ܴ݊, the cavity output power becomes

ܧ௨௧ ൌ ߪ௦ ሺܧ െ ܧ௧ ሻሺͶሻ
where ߪ௦ ൌ  ቀ

ିோ
ఋିோ

ቁ ߟis the slope efficiency of the laser, and ܧ௧ is the input threshold pump energy is given

by
ܧ௧ ൌ ቀ
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ଶ
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Eq. (5) can be written as
െ݈ܴ݊ ൌ

ଶఎ
ூೞ

(6)

ܧ௧ െ ߜ

Comparing Eq. (1) with Eq. (6), the total resonator losses (δ) and the small-signal gain coefficient (g0) of the
system are found out from the linear plot of Eth vs -lnR.
Results and Discussion:
The threshold pump energy of the resonator cavity is measured for different values of the output coupler
reflectivity simply by rotating the retardation plate. The reflectivity of the output coupler is measured and
calibrated at the laser peak wavelength using Jones calculus [2]. The polarization-based laser cavity provides an
accurate method of measuring the threshold pump energy for different values of the output coupler reflectivity
without disturbing the cavity alignment, unlike the conventional method of changing the output coupler. Fig. 2
shows the variation of the input threshold pump energy (E th) versus -lnR which from which a linear graph was
obtained with the equation
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 ݕൌ ͲǤͳͺʹ ݔെ ͲǤͳʹሺሻ
From equation (7), the roundtrip resonator losses (δ) was found to be 0.12 and from the slope of the straight line,
the small-signal gain coefficient can be calculated as a function of input pump energy as,
݃ ൌ

ଶఎ
ଶூೞ

(8)

ܧ

which gives g0 = 0.076 x Ein (cm-1). The small-signal gain coefficient (g0) of the system at the cavity threshold
pump energy of 0.65 mJ is 0.049 cm-1.
The absorption coefficient of the crystal at 1064 nm is 1.47 cm-1 and a figure of merit (FOM) is 17. This gives
the absorption of the crystal at the laser peak wavelength (1236 nm) is 0.086 cm-1 which is 10.3 % for 12 mm
length of the crystal. The roundtrip resonator losses of the system is 12% which includes 10. 3% absorption
losses in the crystal itself.

Fig. 2. Threshold pump energy (Eth) as a function of the output coupler reflectivity (-lnR).
Conclusion:
The small-signal gain co-efficient and the roundtrip resonator losses of a Cr: forsterite laser system are
determined from the variation of threshold pump energy with the output coupler reflectivity using Findlay-Clay
analysis. A polarization-based confocal resonator cavity is used to change the reflectivity of the output coupler
continuously without misalignment of the laser cavity. This method provides precise measurement of threshold
pump pulse energy for different output coupler reflectivity. The small-signal gain coefficient at the threshold is
determined to be 0.049 cm-1 whereas the roundtrip resonator losses is measured to be 12% for this Cr:forsterite
laser cavity.
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Abstract
Experiments were carried out to enhance the energy of existing soft X-ray laser operating at 46.9 nm generated
from fast capillary discharge scheme. The energy of this laser depends upon several parameters which needs to
be optimized carefully to get enhancement in the laser energy. The energy of this soft X-ray laser pulse was
enhanced significantly from existing ~ 2 μJ to ~ 50 μJ as a result of these optimization. Some of the laser shots
have also shown energy up to ~ 70μJ which is ~ 35 times the previously recorded energy.
Introduction
Coherent soft X-ray light sources have played pivotal role in carrying out new scientific discoveries,
research breakthroughs and technological advances after the invention of lasers. These soft X-ray laser sources
can be potentially applied in a very wide spectrum of areas in science as well as technology. Their utilization
becomes even more promising when they are easily accessible to larger scientific community in very compact
sizes such as small table-top versions1. Soft X-ray lasers generated from fast capillary discharge scheme
provides one of such promising alternative2. Argon based Capillary discharge soft X-ray laser operating at 46.9
nm have been successfully used worldwide in various applications like nano-imaging3,4, interferometric
lithography5, dense plasma diagnostics6 etc. Such applications demand sufficient energy in the soft X-ray laser
pulse. In Capillary Discharge X-ray Laser laboratory at RRCAT, 46.9 nm soft X-ray laser has already been
developed and characterized for its various parameters7,8. Now, efforts are going on to increase the energy of
this laser in order to use it for various applications. The energy of this laser pulse has been enhanced from ~ 2 μJ
to ~ 70 μJ as a result of several changes and optimization which forms the basis of this report. However, before
going into the details of the experiments carried out in this direction, it would be worth to briefly describe the
principal mechanism behind soft X-ray lasing from fast capillary discharge and the structure of Capillary
Discharge Soft X-ray Laser system.
Mechanism for generation of soft X-ray lasing
Capillary Discharge soft X-ray Laser system generates soft X-ray lasing in plasma produced by passing
fast electric discharge current through a pre-ionized gas inside a capillary tube made of alumina. The capillary
tube is generally few tens of centimeters long and has inner diameter of few millimeters. Capillary is initially
filled up to a pressure typically 0.1 - 0.4 mbar with a gas suitable for soft X-ray lasing. This gas is pre-ionized
initially by a pre-pulse current of few tens of ampere with duration of few tens of micro-seconds. The preionized gas is subjected to discharge current of high amplitude typically ~few tens of kilo-amperes (kA) passing
in a very fast time scale of few tens of nanoseconds (ns) leading to a high dI/dt in the range from ~ 1011 A/s to
1012 A/s. Such a high and fast discharge current rapidly generates high magnetic field in the azimuthal direction
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which in turn gives rise to strong Lorentz force acting in radially inward direction on the charged species of
plasma. This radial force rapidly compresses (~ 10 times) the entire column to a hot and dense plasma column,
named as Z-pinch. Suitable density and temperature of this Z-pinch can generate required population inversion
in inner shells of selected ionization state of lasing species for possible soft X-ray lasing. Initial pre-ionization of
gas is very essential in order to achieve uniform and efficient compression throughout the length of Z-pinch
plasma and also to inhibit growth of instabilities during pinch formation. If argon gas is used to fill the capillary
with suitable pressure initially and subjected to suitable discharge current, population inversion can be achieved
in 3s - 3p energy levels of Ne-like Ar (Ar8+) ion at the pinch formation. The associated transition leads to
generation of soft X-ray lasing at 46.9 nm coming out of capillary exit end. This soft X-ray laser requires an
optimum plasma density of 1018 to 1019 /cc and optimum temperature of 60 to 80 eV at the Z-pinch formation.
System description of Capillary Discharge soft X-ray Laser
Figure 1 shows a photograph of the present Capillary Discharge X-ray Laser system in our laboratory.
Requirement of fast and high current discharge has been fulfilled by indigenously designed and developed
powerful pulsed power setup with a Marx-generator as primary driver9. It was further upgraded replacing Marxgenerator by a Tesla-transformer to charge a water-capacitor (filled with De-ionized water as dielectric) up to
typically a voltage of few hundreds of kilo-volts in about 3 μs time. This capacitor is connected to the argon
filled capillary through a pressurized spark-gap switch. After the capacitor is charged to the desired voltage, the
self breakdown of the switch allows the capacitor to discharge its energy rapidly (~ few tens of ns time) through
argon filled in the capillary. This drives the required discharge current through the capillary. Few μs before
passing the main discharge current, argon gas is pre-ionized by passing long lasting few tens of ampere prepulse current through it. The emitted soft X-ray laser (46.9 nm) from the capillary exit end requires sufficient
vacuum (> 10-4 mbar) to be maintained in order to avoid its absorption. An orifice of 1 mm diameter is placed
just after the exit end of capillary for differential vacuum pumping which ensures required gas pressure (0.1 0.4 mbar) in the capillary.
Gas feeding

Pre-pulse electrode

Water
Capacitor

Tesla coil

Vacuum system

X-ray laser

45 cm long
capillary inside

Fig.1 Capillary Discharge X-ray Laser System
Experiments and Results
The soft X-ray laser is achieved from the system when suitable lasing conditions i.e. density and
temperature are reached in the argon Z-pinch plasma. The lasing conditions depend upon optimization of
various parameters of the system which are main discharge current, its duration, pre-pulse current and its timing
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with respect to the main current, initial argon gas pressure, capillary inner diameter and capillary length.
Initially, optimization was carried out with a capillary of 15 cm length and 2.8 mm ID. The temporal, spatial and
spectral studies were already carried out to ascertain the various properties of this soft X-ray laser e.g. laser
pulse duration, its divergence, wavelength, spatial coherence, energy etc. Various detectors like Vacuum diode,
Quadrant Vacuum diode and Micro-channel plate (MCP) coupled with phosphor screen were used as X-ray
diagnostics in these studies. The energy of this laser was measured to be ~ 2μJ at a discharge current of ~ 26 kA
for a capillary of 15 cm length and 2.8 mm ID. This was measured using calibrated vacuum diode detector after
heavy attenuation of laser beam by 2.4 μm thick Al foil.
Now, efforts were made to get further increase in the energy of this soft X-ray laser pulse by increasing
the length of the gain medium i.e. column length of argon plasma. Accordingly, capillary length was increased
to ~ 20 cm to serve the purpose. Capillaries of different inner diameters e.g. 2.0 mm, 2.8 mm and 3.2 mm were
explored with this length. It was found that 3.2 mm ID was more favourable for higher laser output. Now,
discharge current was varied in the range from 25 to 40 kA with quarter period of current ( T 1/4 ) to be 45 ns for
a capillary of length 20 cm and 3.2 mm ID. Pre-pulse conditions and gas pressures were also varied and
optimized for higher laser output. As a result of these optimization, energy in the laser pulse could be enhanced
to ~ 10 μJ at a discharge current of ~ 40 kA. Now, keeping the capillary ID to be 3.2 mm, the capillary length
was further increased to ~ 45 cm to get substantial increase in the plasma column length. Such a long plasma
column led to a significant increase in the inductance of the discharge path which affected the discharge current
itself . As a result, the quarter period of the discharge current was now increased to ~ 90 ns. With this changed
duration, the amplitude of discharge current was varied in the range from 25 to 35 kA. The gas pressures and
pre-pulse conditions were tuned for higher laser output at each discharge current amplitude. These optimization
finally led to a significant increase in the laser output. The energy of the laser pulse measured under the
optimized conditions was ~ 50 μJ. Some of the laser shots have also shown ~ 70 μJ of energy (as shown in Fig.
2) recorded in the single soft X-ray laser pulse. This is nearly ~ 35 times higher than what was measured
previously (~ 2 μJ). Experiments were also carried out with capillary of 4.0 mm ID and 45 cm length at 35 kA

Fig.2 Temporal profile of Voltage, Discharge current and soft X-ray laser
pulse in optimized conditions
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discharge current in order to explore further enhancement in energy. However, no further enhancement could be
observed in the energy even after optimization of other parameters. Experiments are presently underway to
investigate the plasma dynamics in order to explore ways for further enhancement of laser energy.
Conclusion
The output of Capillary Discharge soft X-ray Laser operating at a wavelength of 46.9 nm was enhanced
~ 35 times by optimizing various experimental parameters. Under the optimized conditions, the maximum
energy of the laser was measured to be ~ 70μJ.
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Abstract: In this paper we present development of an amplifier system at 1064 nm generating 40 W narrow
linewidth (< 2MHz) output. Amplification of a narrow linewidth fiber coupled seed laser diode of 20 mW power
is carried out in multi-stage all-fiber configuration. Linewidth of the amplified output was measured by delayed
self-heterodyne technique based setup. There is no contribution of pump or amplified spontaneous emission in
the amplified out and pump to signal conversion efficiency is ~65%.
Narrow linewidth lasers are key source of light in many practical applications such as precise interferometric
measurement, metrology, high resolution spectroscopy, wavelength conversion, gravitational wave detection etc
[1-3]. Usually, the power level of laser systems required for above mentioned applications is more than ~ 1 W.
Oscillators generating stable single longitudinal mode and narrow spectral linewidth (<5 MHz) and delivering
such high power need complex designing and system become cumbersome. Amplification of a low power seed
source is a better option to make high power laser systems. Amplifier can be made from solid state gain medium
or doped fiber. Fiber especially all- fiber configuration is preferred as fiber based laser systems possess several
advantages over the solid-state counter parts like diffraction limited beam quality, easy removal of dissipated
heat, large gain bandwidth and misalignment free turn-key operation etc. [4]. In recent time, with the
advancement in photonics technology, development of fiber and fiber optic components, optical fiber based
laser systems are replacing conventional bulk laser systems in almost all the applications. Due to extremely
small core diameter and longer length of the optical fiber, nonlinear effects particularly generation of stimulated
Brillouin scattering (SBS) and amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) become much significant and require
special attention during amplifier design.
Here we report the multi-stage Ytterbium (Yb)-doped all-fiber amplifier developed in our lab for amplification
of a narrow linewidth (< 2 MHz) seed signal from a fiber coupled semiconductor laser diode at 1064 nm.
Process of amplification requires optimization of many parameters like gain fiber length, pump power, signal
strength, ASE level etc. The amplifier design presented here is based on the simulation studies carried out using
open-source software [5]. The contribution from ASE was minimized by increasing the power gradually through
multistage amplification and optimization of gain fiber length using proper simulations. The problem of
nonlinear effects specially SBS was reduced by increasing the core diameter of fiber for successive stages which
helps in increasing the threshold for non-linear effects. The amplifier generates ~40 W of CW power with
spectral width less than 2 MHz without any significant contribution from ASE or SBS.
Schematic of the amplification scheme is shown in Fig 1, which consists of seed, pre-amplifier stage and
amplifier stages (1 & 2). Seed source is a commercial single frequency laser diode (Eagleyard Photonics, Mode:
EYP-DFB-1064) with linewidth of < 2 MHz at 1064 nm with output power ~20 mW. Seed source is input to the
pre-amplifier stage which consists of ~85 cm long Yb-doped non-polarization maintaining SMF (Core active:
Yb-164 with core diameter ~ 6 ȝm). The active fiber is pumped in core by an FBG stabilized laser diode (LD) at
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976 nm using WDM1 (980/1060). Another WDM2 (980/1030) is spliced between the pump diode and 980 nm
port of WDM1 for the protection of the pump laser diode from ASE. Seed source is spliced to 1060 nm port of
WDM1 through a fiber isolator to avoid any unwanted feedback towards the seed source which can disturb its
linewidth.
Output of the pre-amplifier is spliced to input of amplifier stage 1 through a fiber isolator. Amplifier stage 1
consists of a 2.5 m long Yb-doped double clad (DC, core diameter ~ 20 ȝm) fiber (Nufern, LMA-YDF-20/130VIII) which is pumped in clad by two multi-mode fiber coupled laser diodes (JDSU, 9W) at 976 nm wavelength
through a multi-pump combiner (MPC) with signal feed through. The output of amplifier stage 1 is spliced to
the input of amplifier stage 2.

Figure 1 Amplification Setup.
Amplifier stage 2 is based on a 4.5 m long Yb-doped DC fiber (Nufern, LMA-YDF-20/130-VIII, core diameter
~20 ȝm) pumped in clad by three water cooled multi-mode laser diode (DILAS, 30W) connected in series
through an MPC with signal feed through. Output port of amplifier stage 2 is spliced to a fiber coupled
collimator. Output power was measured by placing a power meter (Ophir) after the collimator.
For measuring such narrow linewidth, a delayed self-heterodyne measurement (DSHM) setup was developed in
the lab [6]. Schematic of the DSHM setup is shown in Fig 2. DSHM technique provides better resolution than
most of the commercially available setup for linewidth measurements. For linewidth measurement, a part of
amplifier output is coupled to input fiber of DSHM setup. In this setup laser beam to be characterized is divided
into two equal parts with the help of a 50:50 fiber coupler (FC). In one of the arms of FC, a fiber coupled
acousto-optic modulator (AOM, Gooch & Housego) operating at 200 MHz RF is spliced as a frequency shifter.
In the other arm, a long length (~2 km) of non-polarization maintaining fiber pool is spliced to introduce delay
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t 0 of ~10 μs between two beams travelling in two arms which is an order of magnitude larger than the coherence
time of the laser, so that the signal in two arms becomes uncorrelated. This situation is similar to optical mixing
of two separate laser signals both having same linewidth and their central frequencies are shifted by 200 MHz.
Another 50:50 coupler is used to allow optical mixing of the beam coming from two arms. A part of the
combined signal after second coupler is detected by a fast photodiode (Thorlabs, DET10A) with a rise time of
~1 ns. The photocurrent from photodiode was analyzed using an electrical spectrum analyzer (Keysight MXA
SA N9020A, 10 Hz - 3.6 GHz) to know the frequency spectrum of combined signal. The linewidth can be easily
estimated as half of FWHM (3 dB fall on log scale) in the frequency spectrum. The detection setup is
characterized using a source of known linewidth.

Figure 2 Schematic of delayed self-heterodyne detection technique.
Using pre-amp, output power was scaled almost linearly from ~20 mW (from seed source) to ~150 mW with
increase in the pump power. From Amplifier stage 1, power was scaled from ~120 mW (Pre-amp output) to a
level of ~6.7 W almost linearly when operated at maximum current ratings of pump diodes (11.5 A). Fig 3(a)
shows the variation of output power from amplifier stage 2 with total pump power. Amplifier output increases
almost linearly with increase in the pump power. Maximum 42 W output power at 1064 nm was achieved at 65
W pump power giving rise to ~65% pump to signal conversion efficiency.
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Figure 3 Variation of output power with pump power after the amplifier stage 2 (a), frequency spectrum of
amplifier 2 output at ~40 W level (b), FPI measurement on final stage output (c).
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Optical spectrum shown in the inset of Fig 3 (a) clearly exhibits amplifier output at 1064 nm without any
contribution from pump and ASE. To confirm single frequency and stability of the amplifier output, output was
characterized with scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI), (FSR 1 GHz, Finesse: 300). Fig 3(c) shows the
FPI measurement carried out and single frequency operation is clear from figure.
Linewidth of the seed source at 120 mA of diode current (output ~20 mW) was measured using DSHM setup.
Linewidth of the signal was measured ~ 1.5 MHz at ~ 20 mW. Linewidth after pre-amp stage and amplifier
stage 1 was measured around ~1 MHz and ~ 1.6 MHz respectively. Fig 3(b) shows the frequency spectrum of
output at ~40 W level. Linewidth was measured ~ 1.7 MHz after amplifier stage 2 at ~ 40 W of power level.
In conclusion, we have developed an all-fiber amplifier using Yb-doped gain fiber for amplification of the single
frequency narrow linewidth seed source at 1064 nm. Power was amplified from 20 mW to ~40 W output power
in three stages at 1064 nm without any significance contribution from pump and ASE. For characterization of
the linewidth, DSHM setup developed in the lab was used. Linewidth was measured at different pumping power
levels in both pre-amplifier and amplifier stages. We observed that there is no appreciable change in the laser
linewidth during amplification and measured linewidth is ~1.7 MHz. Further power scaling up to 100 W, second
harmonic generation and experiments with narrow linewidth laser system will be carried out in future.
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Abstract: In this work, effect of reabsorption losses on the performance of acousto optically Q-switched diode
pumped Yb:YAG laser operating at 1030 nm were studied. It was observed that due to reabsorption losses, laser
system acts like a hybrid Q-switched laser consisting of an active and passive Q-switch element in cavity and
influences the Q-switching process. It was found that output pulse repetition rate and pulse duration changes in a
periodic manner with the pump power and output pulse repetition rate becomes submultiple of active Q-switch
modulation frequency.
Diode pumped ytterbium ion (Yb3+) doped YAG crystal has attracted much attention as a gain medium
due to its unique spectroscopic properties such as a longer upper laser level state lifetime (0.95 ms), broad
absorption band width (~18nm) and a very low quantum defect (8.6%) [1] that results ~3 times less heat
generation and smaller thermal loading in pumped crystal in comparison to commonly used neodymium (Nd3+)
doped materials based laser systems [2]. Further, owing to simple band structure of Yb3+ doped laser material,
which consists of two electronic manifold levels, it is favourable to have no effects of up-conversion and
concentration quenching which make it suitable for Q-switching process [3]. However, Yb:YAG is a quasithree-level laser crystal, in which Yb3+ ion has only two Stark splitted manifolds: the ground 2F 7/2 state with
four sub-levels, and the excited 2F 5/2 with three sub-levels which results in a quasi-three-level laser transition
[4]. At room temperature, the fractional thermal population of the terminal level of 1030 nm transition is ~5%
and hence requires higher pump power to achieve population inversion [5]. This becomes particularly
significant for Q-switching operation as the crystal needs to be pumped several times higher the threshold
inversion which in turn increases the local temperature of the crystal and population at the terminal level leading
to significant reabsorption losses at the lasing wavelength. For a quasi-three level laser, reabsorption loss
decreases with the intracavity intensity and if the initial value of re-absorption loss is sufficient high, it can lead
to self Q-switching hence it acts like as a saturable absorber [6]. Thus an acousto-optic (AO) Q-switched
Yb:YAG laser acts like a hybrid Q-switched system with active and passive Q-switching simultaneously.
In this work, we studied the effect of reabsorption loss on pulse repetition rate of acousto optically Qswitched diode end pumped Yb:YAG laser in a compact linear cavity. Considering the reabsorption loss of
quasi three level Yb:YAG laser crystal as a saturable absorber, it was observed that output pulse repetition rate
varies with the pump power as well as AO Q-switch modulation frequency and output pulse train is in
submultiple of modulation frequency. Further, laser rate equations for actively Q-switched laser including
passive Q-switch terms were numerically analysed and confirm the experiment results.
Experimental setup:
The schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig.1 (a). Laser resonator was a compact linear
plane-plane cavity. The pump source used was a fiber coupled laser diode at 940 nm with a maximum output
power of 50 W at 20oC. The fiber has a core diameter of 200 ȝPDQGWKHQXPHULFDODSHUWXUHRIWKH17. The
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output beam from the fiber was collimated and then focused on the gain medium to a spot diameter of ~270 Pm
using two plano-convex lenses (L1 and L2) of focal length 30.0 mm and 50.0 mm respectively. The gain
medium was a 3mm long Yb:YAG crystal with 5 at.% doping concentration and was placed at the focused
pump spot location. Yb:YAG crystal was wrapped by indium foil and mounted in a cooper block which was
maintained by circulating water at a temperature of ~20o C by using a chiller unit. The input mirror, M1, was a
plane mirror which was coated for highly reflecting (R>99.5%) for lasing wavelength at 1030 nm but highly
transmitting (T>95%) at the pump wavelength at 940 nm for efficient pumping. The plane output mirror M2
was partially reflecting (R~80%) at the fundamental wavelength to couple out the laser beam.

Fig. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup for AO Q-switched Yb:YAG Laser
For pulse operation, an acousto optic Q-switch (AO QS) modulator with operating frequency of 24MHz
was positioned in between laser crystal and output mirror M2. An aperture (A) of size 1mm was placed after
Yb:YAG laser crystal to block the unabsorbed pump power in the crystal. The geometric length of the cavity
was kept to be ~14cm. Laser diode, laser crystal and AO-QS were cooled at 20oC by flowing water using a
chiller unit. The generated output beam was coupled out through mirror M2. Output power and temporal pulse
profile was monitored with the help of power meter and photodiode respectively.
Results and discussion:
Laser was operated by varying AO Q-switch modulation frequency from 10 kHz to 30 kHz using a TTL signal
to AO Q-Switch RF driver and corresponding output power, pulse width and repetition rate was measured for
different input pump power. Figure 2(a) shows the variation of output pulse repetition rate with input pump
power for different AO Q-switch modulation frequency. Lasing threshold was measured to be ~22 W. From
figure 2(a) we observed that for AO Q-switch modulation frequency of 10 kHz, on varying the pump power
beyond threshold to 25.5 W, output pulse repetition rate was measured to be 5 kHz and on further increasing the
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Fig. 2. (a) Variation of output pulse repetition rate with incident pump power (b) Variation of Average output
power and pulse width with pump power for 10 kHz AO Q-switch modulation frequency (c) Oscilloscope trace
of output pulse train
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pulse repetition rate becomes 10 kHz. Also, it was observe that for higher AO Q-switch modulation frequency
30 kHz, output pulse repetition rate varies from 10 kHz to 30 kHz on increasing the pump power. This variation
in output pulse repetition rate is attributed to reabsorption losses in Yb:YAG laser crystal which are saturable in
nature. Hence it can be considered that system acts like a hybrid Q-switched laser system containing an active
(AO QS) as well as passive Q-switch element. At low input pump power reabsorption losses are unsaturated due
to lower intracavity intensity and hence during one cycle of AO QS modulation frequency accumulated
population inversion in gain medium is insufficient to overcome the overall system loss. Hence hybrid Qswitching system
requires two or more cycles to achieve the population inversion for pulse build up and consequently output
pulse repetition rate reduces to submultiple of modulation frequency of AO Q-Switch. At high pump power,
accumulation of population inversion within one cycle of the AO Q-switch modulation frequency is sufficient to
overcome the threshold and output pulse repetition rate follows the AO QS modulation frequency. Fig. 2(b)
represents the variation of the output average power and pulse duration (FWHM), when AO Q-switch
modulation frequency was set to 10 kHz. From this graph we observed that as laser crosses the threshold, output
power increases almost linearly with the input pump power. ~3.7 W of maximum average power at 40.5 W of
input pump power was obtained. On the other hand, on varying the pump power, initially, pulse duration
decreases rapidly then increases and again decreases gradually with pump power. For 10 kHz modulation
frequency, in between pump power of ~25.5 W and 26.5 W pulse duration increases, as in this pump power
interval output pulse repetition rate switches from 5 kHz to 10 kHz as that of modulation frequency and hence a
lower gain at higher modulation frequency leads to rise in pulse duration [5]. On further increasing the pump
power, output pulse duration gradually reduces due to high gain. At maximum operating pump power, a
minimum ~125 ns duration with 10 kHz pulse repetition rate was recorded. Fig. 2(c) shows oscilloscope trace
for recorded pulse train of the output pulses (green) at 20 kHz modulation frequency (pink) of AO Q-switch for
26W of pump power. It is clear from the fig (2) that the output pulse repetition rate is 10 kHz as output pulse is
appeared after two cycle of the modulation frequency. It shows that during one cycle of modulation frequency
reabsorption losses are not saturated and corresponding pulse is missed out. However on increasing the pump
power, output pulse repetition rate approaches to that of modulation frequency 20 kHz. Further it was seen that,
at high repetition rate of 30 kHz, two consecutive pulses get missed and hence we get output pulse train at 10
kHz. On increasing the pump power, output repetition rate increases to 15 kHz and finally becomes 30kHz as
shown in fig 2(a).
Also, we have numerically analysed the rate equations for actively Q-switched Yb:YAG laser considering the
reabsorption losses as a passive Q-switch element in the cavity. For a hybrid Q-switched laser consisting of an
active and passive Q-switch rate equations for cavity photon density ࢥ(t), the population inversion density of the
gain medium n(t) and the population density of the saturable absorber for absorbing state n s (t) are given by [7]:
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Here, t r is the intracavity photon round-trip time; ı, l, and ߬ are the stimulated emission cross section, the
length, and the spontaneous decay time of the gain medium, respectively. ı s and Ĳ s are the absorption cross
section, and the recovery rate of the passive Q-switch; R is the reflectivity of output coupler mirror; L is the
cavity loss; R p is the pump rate; c is the speed of light in vacuum; n s0 and n s is the population densities in
ground and excited state of saturable absorber and ߜ is the time dependent loss function for active Q-switch.
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Fig 3. Numerically analyzed output pulse train at different pump power (a) 26W (b) 30W and (c) 38W for AO
Q-switch modulation frequency of 30 kHz.
Fig. 3 represents the numerically solved pulse train for varying input pump power for a fixed modulation
frequency of active Q-switch of 30 kHz. We observe from fig.3 that at low input pump power of 26W, repetition
rate for output pulse train is 10 kHz. For low pump power, intracavity pulse energy is not much enough to
saturate the loss during two cycle of modulation frequency hence two pulses are missed out and hence pulse
repetition rate is submultiple of modulation frequency. As we increase the pump power upto 30W, pulse energy
increases and output pulses after one cycle of modulation frequency are come out with a repetition rate of 15
kHz. Further at higher pump power for 38 W, pulse repetition rate follows the modulation frequency due to
higher pulse energy which saturates the losses within one cycle of modulation frequency. These numerically
analysed results are in well accordance with the experimental results and confirm the saturable nature of quasi
three level Yb:YAG laser crystal due to reabsorption loss. Therefore an actively Q-switched Yb:YAG laser
exhibits the behaviour of hybrid Q-switched laser for a certain pump power and modulation frequency of active
Q-switch, however at moderate pump power, laser works as a purely active Q-switched laser
Conclusions:
In conclusion, considering the reabsorption losses for quasi three level Yb:YAG laser crystal, the
performance of acousto-optic Q-switched Yb:YAG laser operating at 1030 nm were studied. Laser system acts
like a hybrid Q-switched laser consisting of an active and passive Q-switch element in cavity. Laser was
operated for various modulation frequencies of acoustic optic Q-switch and pulse characteristics were observed.
It was found that output pulse repetition rate and pulse duration changes in a periodic manner with the pump
power due to saturable nature of reabsorption losses. Further output pulse repetition rate becomes submultiple of
Q-switch modulation frequency and laser output pulse can be get at low repetition rate even though for higher
modulation frequency of AO Q-switch at an optimum pump power.
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Development of compact engineered 500 W of single transverse mode all-fiber Ybdoped CW fiber laser
Avdhesh Kumar *, Pushkar Misra, R. K. Jain, Rajpal Singh, V. Bhardwaj, B. N. Upadhyaya, K. S. Bindra
Laser Technology Division, Raja Ramanna Centre for Advanced Technology, Indore-452013, India
*E-mail: avdhesh@rrcat.gov.in
Abstract: In this article, we report on the development of a compact engineered version of 500 W of all-fiber
Yb-doped CW fiber laser (YDFL) with single transverse mode (~LP 01 ) output using single-end pumped
oscillator configuration. In this single-end pumping configuration, an optical-to-optical slope efficiency of
~75% has been achieved and output beam is nearly diffraction limited with beam quality factors of M x 2 ~ 1.3
and M y 2 ~ 1.24. The generated laser signal has a peak at 1080 nm with a 3 dB FWHM linewidth of ~ 1.28 nm.
This laser has potential application in cutting, welding and additive manufacturing.
Introduction: High power, multi-kilowatt, Yb-doped CW all-fiber lasers have been demonstrated with laser
output signal having nearly diffracted limited beam quality1. High power Yb-doped CW all-fiber lasers have
been established to have a superior position in multi-kilowatt laser class and surpass others in terms of high
wall-plug efficiency, single-mode of operation, compactness, robustness, no misalignment sensitivity and
efficient heat dissipation due to large surface area to volume ratio along with all-fiber integration for fiber optic
beam delivery. There are two major configurations for generating high power output from fiber lasers, namely;
(a) oscillator configuration, and (b) master oscillator power amplifier (MOPA) configuration, which amplifies
seed signal from oscillator stage. Zeng et. al.2 have recently demonstrated near-single-mode 3 kW CW laser
power at 1080 nm based on bi-directional pumped monolithic fiber oscillator configuration with optical-tooptical conversion efficiency of 78.4%. The Yb-doped fiber used by Zeng et al. has core/clad diameter of
20/400 μm at both the ends and 30/600 μm in the middle. Yang et al.3 have reported a maximum output power
of 5.2 kW from bi-directional pumped monolithic fiber laser oscillator in fiber core/clad diameter of 25/400 μm
with optical-to-optical conversion efficiency of 63%. In MOPA configuration, Yu et al.4 have demonstrated 3.15
kW of output power with an optical-to-optical conversion efficiency of 75.1% at 1080 nm. Beier et al.5 have
demonstrated 4.3 kW of single transverse mode output power with 90% slope efficiency using amplification of
seed of 10 W power at 1067 nm in a 23 μm core diameter optical fiber. Multi-kilowatt Yb-doped all-fiber laser
with its high end superiority finds multiple applications in the field of material processing such as laser additive
manufacturing, rock and concrete drilling in natural gas and oil exploration, defence, etc. High power CW fiber
lasers have become dominant in directed energy weapons. Major challenges faced in the development of multikilowatt all-fiber laser systems are: (a) availability of high power compatible components like fiber coupled
pump diodes, fiber optic pump & signal combiner and fiber Bragg gratings, (b) minimization of splice loss (c)
hotspots in recoated splice joints, (d) efficient heat removal from all fiber components and gain fiber, (e)
suppression of self-pulsing, (f) nonlinear effects, (g) transverse mode instability (TMI), and (h) phenomena like
fiber fuse effect and photodarkening.
In this direction, we are working on the research and development on high power Yb-doped all-fiber
laser systems at RRCAT. We have already demonstrated table-top 700 W output power from Yb-doped all-fiber
laser system at 1080 nm with a 3 dB FWHM linewidth of ~ 1 nm6. In an attempt to make compact engineered
systems for material processing applications, engineered prototype module of 250 W single transverse mode all-
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fiber Yb-doped CW fiber laser system7 pumped at 976 nm has already been performed. Now, we have
performed development of compact engineered module of all-fiber 500 W Yb-doped CW fiber laser system
pumped at 915 nm. In this design, pumping wavelength of 915 nm was selected to minimize effect of variation
in pump wavelength with change in diode temperature and diode pump current, since absorption peak of Ybdoped fiber at 915 nm is very broad as compared to sharp absorption peak at 975 nm. The use of the pump
wavelength at 915 nm also results in reduced heat load in the starting pump section of the gain medium as
compared to pumping at 975 nm, but requires increased gain fiber length. Compact thermal packaging of fiber
lasers with reliable operation is also a challenging task due to requirement of efficient heat removal from various
fiber laser components and splice joints. Major problems faced in the development of all-fiber laser system are
minimization of splice loss, reliable re-coating at each splice joint, efficient removal of heat load from thin
polymer coated double-clad fibers, selection of compatible fibers for pump combiner and gratings.
Experimental Details: Schematic of 500 W of Yb-doped CW all-fiber laser system is shown in figure 1. In this
all-fiber laser setup, a Yb-doped double-clad (DC) fiber has been used as the gain/active medium having
core/clad diameter of 20/400 μm and outer clad diameter of 550 μm. Numerical apertures of the core & inner
clad are 0.075 and 0.46, respectively. Inner clad geometry is of octagonal shape to avoid excitation of skew
modes. Yb-doped double-clad fiber has a cladding absorption of 0.4 dB/m at 915 nm. Yb-doped fiber section of
35 m length has been used for efficient absorption of the pump beam providing a total pump absorption of 14
dB (~96%). A diode pump module of six fiber-coupled laser diodes at 915 nm wavelength has been made for
pumping of Yb-doped double clad fiber. Each fiber coupled diode provides a maximum output power of 158 W.
This diode-pump module has been spliced with (6+1) x1 fiber optic pump and signal combiner.

Fig. 1: Schematic of 500 W of all-fiber Yb-doped CW laser system.

The output end of fiber optic pump combiner has a core diameter of 20 μm and inner clad diameter of 400 μm.
The combined output power available from six pump laser diodes (maximum current) at the output end of fiber
optic pump combiner is ~900 W. The output end of fiber optic pump combiner has been spliced to the input end
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of highly reflecting (HR ~99%) fiber Bragg grating (FBG) at 1080 nm and the output end of FBG has been
carefully spliced to the octagonal shape Yb-doped DC gain fiber. This fiber Bragg grating is written in a
compatible double-clad fiber and it has a peak reflectivity at 1080 nm with a 3 dB FWHM bandwidth of 2 nm.
The other end of octagonal shape Yb-doped DC gain fiber has been spliced to another low reflectivity (LR)
output coupler (OC) FBG of ~10% reflectivity at 1080 nm and 3 dB FWHM bandwidth of 1 nm. Laser
resonator is formed between HR FBG and OC FBG. The output end of OC FBG has been spliced to a 20 m long
quartz block head connectorized 20/400 μm fiber optic cable for remote material processing application. Figure
2 (a) shows cross-section of Yb-doped double clad fiber used in the set up and Fig. 2(b) shows a typical splice
joint of double clad fiber with fiber Bragg grating.

Fig. 2: (a) Cross-section of Yb-doped double clad fiber used in the set up, and (b) a typical splice
joint of double-clad fiber with fiber Bragg grating.

Figure 3 shows a view of the compact prototype version of 500 W Yb-doped all-fiber CW fiber laser system and
its chiller unit. All the components of fiber laser like pump diodes, gain fiber, FBGs, optic pump combiner and
power supply to pump diodes are carefully packaged in a single cabinet. Pump laser diodes used in the set-up
have electrical to optical slope efficiency of ~40%, hence these diodes have been mounted on water cooled heat
sink for better performance. Further, any irregularity in splice joints or any trap of dust during splicing degrades
the quality of joints, hence becomes a source of power loss and it has been observed that when the temperature
of splice joint reaches above 80o to 90oC, the joints get burnt. Fiber components likes pump combiner and FBGs
have been mounted on water cooled heat sink for their reliable operation. Figure 4 shows variation of laser
output power as a function of input pump power. It shows that there is no saturation in the output power due to
any thermal or nonlinear problems, which indicates possibility for further scaling of output power with increase
in input pump power. At an input pump power of 703 W, 529 W of laser output power has been achieved with
an optical-to-optical slope efficiency of 75%. Output beam profile has been measured by using NanoScan v2
beam profiler and beam quality of M x 2 ~ 1.3 & M y 2 ~1.24 has been measured. This laser system has been
operated continuously for more than 3 hrs. for testing purpose and 1hr./day for a month time and the output from
the laser was found to be stable within 1.5%. Fig. 5 shows stability of laser output power with time. Figure 6
shows laser output spectrum with a peak at 1080 nm and FWHM linewidth of ~ 1.28 nm at 500 W of output
power.
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Fig. 3: Compact prototype version of 500 W of allfiber Yb-doped CW fiber laser system.

Fig. 4: Variation of laser output power as a function
of input pump power for 500 W Yb-doped CW fiber
laser system.

Fig. 5: Output power stability for one hour of
continuous operation.

Fig. 6: Laser output spectrum at the maximum output
power of 500 W.

Conclusion: In conclusion, development of a compact engineered version of 500 W of all-fiber Yb-doped
continuous wave (CW) fiber laser with nearly diffraction limited output beam using single-end pumped all-fiber
oscillator configuration and 915 nm pump wavelength has been carried out. Laser output power is stable within
1.5% over 1 hr. of continuous operation. An optical-to-optical slope efficiency of 75.5% has been achieved. The
output signal has a peak at 1080 nm with a 3 dB FWHM linewidth of ~ 1.28 nm. This laser has potential
application in cutting, welding and additive manufacturing.
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Parametric Study on Optimization of Double Side Transversely Pumped High Power
Pulsed Dye Laser Amplifier performance
J.S.B. Singh
Tunable laser Section, BTDG, BARC, Mumbai - 400085
Email: jeetu@barc.gov.in
Abstract: In order to maximize the efficiency of pulsed dye laser (DL) amplifier pumped by excitation source
like copper vapor laser (CVL) or frequency doubled diode pumped solid state laser (DPSSL), optimization of
dye concentration, gain length for given pump and signal intensity is essential. The model based on laser rate
equations predicts the optimum dye concentration and gain length for given pump and signal intensity, and
calculates power extraction efficiency for transversely pumped double side amplifier.

1. Introduction : The most common practice for achieving high power narrow band DL system is to use a
narrow band low power oscillator followed by high power pulsed amplifier chains(1). Theoretical modelling of
such system specifically amplifier is highly essential to design high power DL facility. The model aims to study
effects of several parameters like pump intensity, signal intensity to amplifier, ground state absorption (GSA)
and excited state absorption (ESA) at signal wavelength, dye concentration, etc on dye amplifier extraction
efficiency. Similar kind of work has been reported by A. Sugiyama et al.[2], where they have considered ASE in
rate equation and modelling of amplifier was done only for single side pump configuration. R. Hargrove and T.
Kan [3] reported an extensive experimental work on double side pumping configuration but with low signal
power (ESA was not considered). A very little information is available about work on double side pumped
pulsed dye laser amplifier at high average pump power. The important assumptions made in the model are as
follows: (a) the pump intensity across the beam on pump window and, signal intensity across the beam on signal
window to be uniform, b) gain loss due to ASE is negligible; (c) signal beam size completely overlaps with the
gain volume created by pump and (d) no triplet state effects. The cross sections data and excited state life time
used in the model are taken from ref [2].

2. Numerical Solution: To solve numerically, the area (1 mm X 10 mm) of pump window is divided into 100
grids and signal window (1 mm X 1 mm) is divided into 40 grids respectively (fig-1). Calculations vary by less
than 1 % when grids value exceeds 100 (along X-axis) and 40 (along Y-axis) and, hence further refinement of
gain volume was not considered. The error in the calculation mainly depends on accuracy of cross sections
value and assumptions used to simplify the equations. Equations (3) to (7) are solved numerically using finite
difference method with indexing of zone, N 1 , Il , IP+ and IP- are obtained at 40 X 100 locations inside gain region.
Boundaries conditions are suitably applied before each calculation. Equation (6) gives signal intensity values
from which signal output power, Pl could be obtained as
Pl = Il*(5KȞlǻWlHlW)

(1)

Where R is the pulse repetition frequency (prf)K3ODQFNFRQVWDQWȞl: signal frequency, ǻWl: pulse duration of
signal pulse (55 ns), Hl: height of the signal beam, and W: Width of the gain medium.
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The energy extraction efficiency is given by, e = (Pout in

out

Where, P , P , and P
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are the average values of dye-laser input power, amplifier output power, and the

pump laser power, measured with power meter.
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Figure-1: Schematic of transversely pumped dye amplifier, L: length of active medium, X and Y arrows are
directions for signal and pump propagation inside gain medium respectively. da and db are grid elements along
x-axis and y-axis respectively.
3. Equations used for the computation:
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Fig. 2: Energy level diagram
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For j=2 to 41.


ࡵ࢙ࢇ࢚ =

ା࣌ ࡵ ࣎
൫࣌ ା࣌ࢋ൯࣎כ

…. (ࡵ࢙ࢇ࢚ : Saturation intensity)……………………………….(8)

N 1 , N 0 ܽ݊݀ ࡺࢀ : Population density of first excited state, ground state and total respectively.
R

࣌ࢋ ,

࣌ࡺ

ܽ݊݀


࣌ࡺ

: Stimulated emission cross-section, ESA at signal wavelength and pump wavelength

respectively.


࣌ , ࣌ : Ground state absorption cross-sections at signal wavelength and ground state absorption at pump
wavelength (532 nm) respectively. ࣎: Spontaneous decay life time of first excited state.

ࡵା : Pump intensity in positive y-direction. Although, ࡵି (pump intensity in negative y-direction) is not
written but expression is identical to that of ࡵା and has been used in the model. ࡵ : Laser intensity at signal
wavelength.
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4. Experimental set-up: A CVL-master oscillator power amplifier system was used to pump DL oscillator and
amplifier chain. Only green (510.6 nm) component was used to pump a grazing incidence grating-type dye laser
oscillator and DPSSL (532 nm) was used to pump amplifier. The amplifier cell (material: fused silica) had a
gain volume of 1 mm X 1 mm X 10 mm. A combination of 2 spherical lenses and 2 cylindrical lenses were used
to focus optical fibre delivered pump beam to approximately a 1 mm X 10 mm strip on the cell surface of
amplifier. Rh6g dissolved in ethanol with concentration of 0.27 mM in amplifier was used. The concentration
used in this experiment corresponds to high absorption of pump power. The input and amplified output power
were measured with an Ophir make thermopile based power meter, L-30A. Wavelength of signal beam was
measured with Angstrom make WS-6 model.
5. Results and discussions: Two DPSSL units were used to pump main-amplifier from opposite sides of dye
cell. Each pump had an average 34 W of power, measured before dye cell pump window. The input signal was
precisely time synchronized with the arrival of pump pulse on the dye cell. Dye oscillator was tuned to design
wavelength of 583 nm.
Fig.3 shows the variation of amplifier-efficiency on input
signal power. At lower signal power, efficiency increases
very rapidly indicates that signal power is insufficient to
extract gain available with the given pump intensity. After
(saturation power) 3.41 W, rate becomes slower thereafter
it falls gradually. The fall in amplifier- efficiency at high
signal power is basically due to (a) significant ESA at
higher power at signal wavelength and (b) higher GSA at
signal wavelength(5). It may be noted that the model
results are in close agreement with the experimental
Fig.3: Computed extraction efficiency versus input
signal power. Experimental data points are shown by
bubble dots.

results near the operating region.

5.1. Optimization of dye concentration and dye cell length for 1 mm width cell
(a) Dye concentration: In order to check dependence of dye amplifier extraction efficiency with dye
concentration for case of 1 mm cell width. Pump intensity and signal intensity are kept constant and, extraction
efficiency is computed for dye concentration ranging from 0.07 to 0.77 mM in step of 0.1 mM. The result of the
computation is shown in fig. 4. Efficiency reaches maximum value around 0.27 mM but gain will be highly nonuniform across cell width. For lower dye concentration, ground state density will be less; therefore population
inversion will be less resulting in low efficiency. With higher concentration, absorption of signal photon due to
GSA and ESA leads to drop in efficiency at signal wavelength

(4)

. In addition, low gain (due to pump

attenuation) seen by the central part of the signal beam could also lead to drop in efficiency.
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dye

Fig.5: Computed extraction efficiency of dye amplifier
for varied dye cell length. Signal intensity was fixed.

(b) Dye cell length: To determine optimum dye cell length; dye cell length is varied from 0.2 cm to 1.2.cm in
steps of 0.2 cm and corresponding efficiency is computed while keeping signal intensity and dye concentration
constant. The result of the computation is shown in figure5. On smaller gain length, fall in efficiency is
attributed to shorter gain length as gain is exponential in this regime. And, on larger gain length, fall in
efficiency is due to higher GSA and ESA at higher signal intensity as it propagates along gain length(5) and drop
in pump intensity.
6. Conclusions: The model predicts that in case of 1 mm cell width, maximum efficiency will occur for dye
concentration around 0.27 mM. And, efficiency is maximum for dye cell length of 0.5 cm at dye concentration
of 0.27 mM. The model results are in close agreement with the experimental observations for figure-3. A fitting
factor of 1.049 is used for obtaining best fit with the experimental data, because exact pump area and signal area
on dye cell surface could not be obtained accurately. The model result would be useful in setting up pump
distribution, dye concentration and designing dye cell geometry for high power DL facility.
Acknowledgment: Author is grateful for experimental support by TLS members of ATLAF-BTDG.
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Abstract
All solid-state pulse power supply uses magnetic pulse compression circuit (MPC) to reduce the rise time of the
voltage pulse applied across the Metal vapor Laser (MVL). In high repetition rate MVL, proper reset becomes
extremely important because of tight timing and low jitter requirement. At low repetition rate, resetting of
magnetic switch is easy as the oscillation in LC circuit in MPC dies out before the next pulse. However, as the
repetition rate increases there is very little time for reset dynamics to take place before the next pulse. Thus, at
high repetition rate, understanding of MPC dynamics becomes important for parameter optimization to get
desired performance from MPC. In this paper we have presented detailed dynamics of high repetition rate MPC.
We have shown how MPC oscillation affects the B-H curve of the magnetic switch. An experimentally
validated simulation model is developed for detailed analysis of dynamics of MPC and to observe other
implications like effect of reset on jitter in output of MPC.
Keywords: - Magnetic Pulse Compression; Core reset; Pulse Power Supply; Magnetic Switch; Copper Vapor
Laser.
Introduction
In order to increase the high energy state electrons i.e., population inversion, in copper vapor Laser (CVL),
electrical discharge is applied. As the upper energy level has very short life time (<100ns), the pulse discharge
needs to have sharp rise time of less than 100ns [1, 2]. This requirement of low-rise time voltage pulse is
accomplished using magnetic pulse compression circuit. MPC is an L-C circuit with capacitor used for storing
energy and saturable inductor acts as switch [3]. The switching operation is performed by inductor by virtue of
variation in inductance due to non-linear B-H characteristics of ferromagnetic core of the Inductor. During
unsaturated state it acts like an open switch and in saturation state it acts like a closed switch [3, 4]. In MPC
stages, capacitor value is fixed in each stage and inductance value is reduced to reduce the rise time with
maximum power transfer in successive stages.
At high repetition rate understanding of MPC dynamics becomes important for parameter optimization to get
desired performance from MPC. 5HVHW LV XVHG LQ PDJQHWLF VZLWFKHV WR HQVXUH FRQVWDQW ǻ% YDULDWLRQ LQ HDFK
pulse and quickly die out the oscillations set inside the MPC [4, 5]. As laser is a dynamic load without proper
UHVHWWKHUHZLOOEHǻ%YDULDtion due to load variation. As CVL is generally operated in MOPA configuration,
jitter constraint becomes even tighter [1]. Therefore, understanding of reset dynamics and then application of
proper reset current becomes crucial. In this paper a detailed analysis of the reset dynamics has been shown.
Behavior of magnetic switches due to oscillation in MPC is presented using derived B-H curve with hysteresis.
Description of Laser power supply
Circuit diagram of pulse power supply is presented in fig 1. The detailed description of the pulse power supply
is presented in reference 6, 7. The output of pulse power supply is 13 kV voltage pulse with rise time of ~80ns.
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CVL acts as load offering impedance of ~25 ohm. The details of simulation of power supply are presented in
reference 7. In simulation model a fixed resistive load is used and all the components are assumed ideal.

Fig 1 Circuit diagram of Pulse power supply
The B-H curve of the switches is simulated using following equation and Jules Atherton model [8, 9, and 10]
B=

 ௗ௧
ே

and H =

ூே

eq (1)



Where N is the number of winding turns, Ae is the effective cross-section area that is the actual area of the
magnetic material in the core excluding the area of the insulation and le is average magnetic path length. The B
and H value calculated using simulated voltage and current waveform is used to draw B-H curve. Three Ni-Zn
ferrite cores of dimension 150/100/15 mm are used for each switch with primary and secondary turns of 48/4,
13/4 and 4/4 respectively for S1, S2 and S3. The purpose of adding hysteresis in the B-H curve is to see the
effect of MPC dynamics on B-H curve. Hysteresis is added using Jiles Atherton method for nonlinear inductor
in simulation model with the parameters value as shown in table 1.
Table 1 Jiles Atherton parameter for Hysteresis simulation
Parameter
Number of primary / reset turns
Effective length
Effective cross-sectional area
Anhysteric B-H gradient
Flux density point on Anhysteric B-H curve (T)
Corresponding field strength
Coefficient for reverse magnetization
Bulk Coupling Coefficient
Inter domain coupling factor

S1
48/4
.471m
.002250m2
.003mT/A
0.2
150
0.5
15
1e-9

S2
13/4
.471m
.002250m2
.003mT/A
0.2
100
0.4
15
1e-9

S3
4/4
.471m
.002250m2
.003mT/A
0.2
100
0.2
20
1e-9

Fig 2 shows the B-H curve for all the three switches. It can be seen that even with fixed load there is oscillation
in MPC stages. This can be attributed to inherent nature of L-C circuit. If the load is dynamic than frequency
and amplitude of this oscillation will be dynamic. A high frequency oscillation formed between C3 and C4 due
to low inductance of S3, current and voltage on S3 oscillates with high frequency which is reflected in the B-H
curve of S3. Whereas there is roughly no oscillation in the B-H curve of S1. In S2 few oscillations are there due
to oscillating voltage on C 3. Thus, proper resetting of switch S3 is extremely important due to its high
frequency oscillation.
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Fig 2 B-H Curve of 3 stages of MPC
Reset in MPC switches
As we know that the dynamics of the MPC involves load impedance. So varying load impedance will change
the dynamics of the MPC. We have plotted B field (switch S3) as a function of time for different load
impedance of 15/25/35/45 ohm, as shown in fig 3. It can be seen there is significant variation in simulated B
field for third stage switch due to load variation. Copper vapor laser is a dynamic load, its impedance varies
with time. So, it can be deciphered that the load variation will lead to jitter in the system as per the equation 2.
ଵ
ଶ

9W 1$ǻ%

eq (2)

Where t is the saturation time of magnetic switch, N is number of turQV$LVFRUHDUHD¨%LVIOX[GHQVLW\VZLQJ
and V is voltage applied voltage. As it has been shown that load variation causes variation in B w.r.t time. So
ǻ%YDULDWLRQDYDLODEOHIRUGLIIHUHQWSXOVHZLOOEHGLIIHUHQWDQGKHQFHLWZLOOFRQWULEXWHWRMLWWHU.

Fig 3 Magnetic Field variation (Tesla) with load impedance of 15/25/35/45ohm for S3 switch
Reset becomes important for MPC stage used in Pulse power supply of dynamic loads like CVL. We have
Simulated the B field variation of S1 with time for different values of reset current of 0/0.5/1/1.5. It can be seen
that with high reset current, B -s (negative saturation) is quickly reached. As the oscillation in B field quickly
damps out, So B -s remains at same value before appearance of next pulse
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Fig 4 Settling time variation with reset current
Conclusion
A detailed analysis of reset dynamics of MPC is presented. It is shown that load plays a significant role in reset
dynamics and influences the MPC parameters. Proper resetting of each switch is important to avoid flux swing
variation leading to jitter. As S3 experiences high frequency oscillations it’s resetting becomes extremely
important.
Acknowledgement: - The authors would like to express their gratitude to Dr Archana Sharma, AD, BTDG for
his support and encouragement in this work.
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Abstract:
The green beam of high repetition rate DPSSL has been used as pump source for the single longitudinal mode (SLM)
pulsed dye laser. The time averaged bandwidth of nearly 250 MHz has been obtained with pulse repetition rate of 9 kHz.
The SLM has been obtained in the Littrow configuration with solid etalon of 5 mm thickness and finesse of 19. The
SLM dye laser pulse duration was measured to be nearly 35 ns at FWHM with rise time of nearly 12 ns. About 140 mW
output power was obtained in single mode dye laser with conversion efficiency of ~ 2.2%.
Introduction:
Single longitudinal mode (SLM) tunable lasers are prerequisite for many high resolution spectroscopic measurements.
For several spectroscopic applications variety of tunable laser sources has been developed with specific properties
appropriate for the requirement of individual application. The narrow linewidth as well as high power is needed
predominantly for the industrial use of SLM dye lasers in the field of isotope separation [1 – 5]. A tunable single mode
dye laser is a source of highly coherent electromagnetic radiation, which has high directionality with extremely high
spectral purity in the range of 10-7 to 10-6. The narrow linewidth can be easily obtained by operating a dye laser in a
single longitudinal mode (SLM) while the high power could be achieved by pulse operation of the tunable dye laser
system.The main requirements of a pump source for the laser dyes are: adequate absorption in the dye solution, intensity
larger than the pump saturation intensity of the fluorescent dye and suitable temporal characteristics of pump laser
system. The second harmonic from a Nd:YAG laser is widely used for pumping the dye lasers. The diode pumped solid
state laser (DPSSL) meets all these requirements of pump laser source for laser dyes. As the Nd:YAG lasers can be
operated from few Hz to high repetition rate of few tens of kHz which seems to be an ideal pump source for pulsed dye
lasers. The easiest design of tunable laser is the incorporation of holographic grating in Littrow mode and followed by an
output coupler and the wavelength tuning is obtained with rotation of the grating with respect to the cavity axis for this
Littrow configuration [3]. The Littrow configuration generates relatively broader linewidth in comparison to the grazing
incidence grating (GIG) configuration, which can be further narrow down by insertion of one or more intra-cavity F P
etalons. In this paper we are presenting a DPSSL pumped SLM dye laser operating at 9 kHz pulse repetition rate by using
F P Etalon of 5 mm thickness.
Experimental Setup:
The SLM dye laser consists of all glass dye cell, one dimensional prismatic beam expander, holographic grating in
Littrow, Fabry Perot etalon and an output coupler. The high flow velocity of dye solvent is necessary to eliminate the
thermal effects in the SLM dye lasers. The converging straight diverging flow geometry of dye cell with flow cross
sectional area of 16x0.5 mm2 at the interaction zone has been utilized for providing the gain medium for the SLM dye
laser. The laser grade rhodamine19 dye was dissolved in ethanol with molar concentration of 0.75 mM and circulated
through the dye cell using a dye flow system whose flow velocity was controlled using variable frequency drive (VFD).
The dye solvent was cooled using a heat exchanger coil submerged in the dye reservoir and demineralized water (DM) is
circulated through the heat exchanger coil at a temperature of 19OC whose temperature is controlled within r 0.1 OC. The
typical Littrow cavity with prismatic beam expender and FP etalon used for generation of SLM is shown in fig 1. The
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Littrow cavity comprises a holographic grating of 3300 lines/mm groove density which retro reflect the first order from
the holographic grating. On rotation of holographic with respect to resonator axis a coarse tuning to the SLM dye laser
was achieved. The holographic grating is mounted in a precision kinematic mounts with resolution of 0.1 arc sec. A one
dimensional double prismatic beam expander with magnification of nearly 25 was inserted in between the dye cell and
the FP etalon. A converging straight diverging glass dye cell which provides the compulsory gain to the SLM dye laser
has been placed in between the beam expander and an output coupler of 4% reflectivity. The dye cell was kept at an
angle of nearly 6O with respect to the resonator axis to avoid the parasitic oscillations in between the two glass surfaces
of the dye cell due to Fresnel reflections. The holographic grating at Littrow angle of incidence provides feedback to the
wavelength with small pass band for this SLM dye laser, which restricts the dye laser oscillation into 4 to 5 longitudinal
modes. The actual grating pass band is smaller than the theoretically calculated value due to mode competition effects as
well as more number of round trips during available pulsed gain. The solid Fabry Perot etalon of 5 mm thickness and
finesse of ~ 19 compels the cavity to oscillate in one axial mode.The insertion of the etalon in the expanded beam
reduces the degree of walk off problems significantly. The solid etalon is held in a precision kinematic mirror mount,
which offers fine tuning to the SLM dye laser. The tilt angle of the etalon mount is controlled by PZT cascaded with
stepper motor to provide larger tilt angle. The PZT precisely controls the tilt angle of the etalon which enables fine tuning
to the SLM dye laser. The tilt angle of the etalon can independently tune the SLM dye laser in the range of few GHz for
the fixed position of the grating angle. The cylindrical lens of focal length of 50 mm was placed on a precision
translational stage to precisely position the gain line inside the SLM dye laser resonator cavity. The cylindrical lens
mount was equipped with rotational control for retaining the gain line along the resonator axis. The pump beam, dye
beam and the flow of dye solution are mutually perpendicular to each other.

Fig 1: Typical Littrow cavity with FP Etalon for generation of single mode dye laser pumped by high repetition rate
DPSSL.
The DPSSL operating at pulse repetition rate of 9 kHz was used as a pump source for the present studies. A diode
pumped Nd:YAG laser operated with acousto-optic Q–switch in the linear coupled cavity configuration having switching
frequency of 9 kHz was utilized for generating pump wavelength at 532 nm in the intra cavity frequency doubling
configuration with KTP crystal. This laser can be operated with the maximum average power of nearly 65 W, pulse
duration ~ 45 ns, rise time of ~ 25 ns, jitter of r 2.8 ns, pointing stability r 2.8 P-rad and beam diameter of nearly 2.5
mm. This solid state pump laser was designed and developed indigenously by RRCAT [6]. A telescopic arrangement
using a combination of a concave and convex lens with magnification of nearly 6.5 was utilised to increase the beam
diameter of the DPSSL beam from 2.5 mm to approximately 16 mm to meet the required gain length at the dye cell. On
increasing the beam diameter of the DPSSL laser reduces the beam divergence correspondingly and the expended beam
was line focused on the dye cell. About 6.5 Watts average power at the dye cell from DPSSL green beam of 532 nm was
used for pumping the SLM dye laser. The pump beam provides necessary gain to the SLM dye laser. Nearly 140 mW of
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single mode output power was obtained with conversion efficiency of ~ 2.2 %. The fig 2 shows the single mode dye laser
fringes obtained from the F P Etalon of 7.5 GHz free spectral range (FSR) and finesse of 30. The F P etalon used for
measurement of SLM dye laser bandwidth has instrumental bandwidth of ~ 250 MHz. The fringe from F P Etalon
confirms the single mode oscillation inside the SLM dye laser cavity pumped by the green beam of DPSSL. The single
mode oscillation of dye laser was further ensured using a laser wavelength meter. A small portion of the dye laser output
power was coupled to an optical fiber of core diameter 62.5 Pm and fed to laser wavelength meter (WS – 7L Angastrom
make), which also confirms the single mode operation with bandwidth of nearly 0.2 pm (~169 MHz) as shown in fig 3.
The SLM dye laser pulse duration was measured using fast photo diode followed by the oscilloscope; it was measured to
be nearly 35 ns at the full width half maximum (FWHM). The SLM dye laser pulse rise time was measured to be nearly
12ns as shown in fig 2.

Fig 2: SLM dye laser fringes with FP etalon of 7.5 GHz FSR and Dye laser pulse duration of ~35 ns and rise time of ~12
ns.
The SLM dye laser wavelength was monitored by laser wavelength meter as shown in fig 3. The free running wavelength
variation around mean value and bandwidth with time in seconds has been recorded using Angstrom make precision
wavelength meter (WS - 7L) with absolute accuracy of 2x10-8and acquisition time of few milli seconds. The variation of
wavelength around the mean value for free running SLM dye laser is measured to be r 25 MHz as shown in the fig 3.
During this entire period the bandwidth of the SLM dye laser was also logged by the wavelength meter and recoded with
time. The SLM dye laser was tuned coarsely by the stepper motor attached with the grating while the fine tuning was
achieved by PZT movement of the solid etalon.

Fig 3: Wavelength and bandwidth measured by the laser wavelength meter, free running SLM dye laser wavelength
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Conclusion:
The green beam of DPSSL operating at 9 kHz pulse repetition rate has been utilized for pumping the SLM dye laser and
bandwidth of nearly 170 MHz has been obtained from Littrow cavity with solid FP etalon of thickness of 5 mm. The dye
laser pulse duration was measured to be nearly 35 ns at FWHM with rise time of nearly 12 ns. The single mode
oscillation was confirmed with FP etalon of FSR 7.5 GHz as well as laser wavelength meter (WS – 7L). The wavelength
variation around the mean value is ± 25 MHz for free running SLM dye laser monitored by laser wavelength meter.
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Abstract:
TheSr 1.99-x Bi 0.01 CeO 4 :xRE3+ (RE3+= Dy3+, Sm3+ and Eu3+, x= 0 and 0.03) single doped phosphors
synthesized by solid state techniqueand their structureanalysed by X-ray powder diffraction technique
(XRD).The results shows that the Dy3+,Sm3+, Eu3+, ions are effectively studded into the host lattice site without
changing the structure of the host. The position of the diffraction peaks shift towards higher values as the doping
content is introduced in the lattice effecting lattice distortion in the host. The deviation in the peak position may
be accounted for the substitution of rare earth ions in the host, causing shift due to their difference in atomic
radii.

Fig. 1
The luminescence and energy transfer properties of the Sr 1.99-x Bi 0.01 CeO 4 :xRE3+ have been
investigated for single, co-doped and tri-doped phosphors under each of the 387 nm(Dy3+: 6H 15/2 ĺ4I 13/2 ), 409
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nm (Sm3+: 6H 5/2 ĺ6P 3/2 ) and 466 nm (Eu3+: 7F 0 ĺ5L 6 ) excitation levels wherein the mean emission values
reportedly seem to be 572, 651 and 615 nm respectively
7KH H[FLWDWLRQ Ȝ emi = 572 nm, 4F 9/2 ĺ6H 13/2  DQG HPLVVLRQ Ȝ ex = 387 nm, 6H 15/2 ĺ4I 13/2 ) spectra of
SBC:Dy are shown in Fig.2. The excitation spectra consist of three bands that correspond to transitions from the
ground level (6H 15/2 ) to higher level at 387 nm (6H 15/2 ĺ4I 13/2 ), 425 nm (6H 15/2 ĺ4G 11/2 )

and 454 nm

(6H 15/2 ĺ4I 15/2 ). The emission spectra are monitored at 387 nm excitation wavelength, observed the peaks at
467, 572 and 644 nm correspond to 4F 9/2 ĺ6H 15/2 (magnetic-dipole transition), 6H 13/2 (electric-dipole transition)
and 6H 11/2 , respectively due to their 4f5-4f5 transitions level of rare earth elements.

Fig. 2
Fig. 3 displays the excitation and emission spectra of SBC: Sm3+host. High intense emission peak observed at
651 nm has been taken to analyse the excitation spectrum. In excitation spectra monitoring, peaks are attributed
to 6H 5/2 ĺ6P 3/2 (409 nm) and 6H 5/2 ĺ4I 13/2 (470 nm). Further, intense 409 nm peak taken to monitoring emission
spectra, ascribes to4G 5/2 ĺ6H 5/2 (at 564 nm, magnetic-dipole transition), 4G 5/2 ĺ6H 7/2 (at 608 nm, partly electricmagnetic-dipole transition), 4G 5/2 ĺ6H 9/2 (at 651 nm, electric-dipole transition) and 4G 5/2 ĺ6H 11/2 (at 713 nm).

Fig. 3
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The chromaticity coordinates and decay time of the synthesized materials are also examined. The results show
that the CIE chromaticity coordinates are gives orange, red emission and it is optimum potential candidate for
LEDs applications.The estimation of correlated color temperature (CCT) is made as per the following formula:
CCT=-449n3 +3525n2-6823.3n+5520.33
n=(x-x e /y-y e ) mentions the reciprocal slope and (x e =0.332, y e =0.186) fixes the epicentre and CCT of single
doping to be 4739 K, 1914 K and 1666 K indicating Dy3+, Sm3+,Eu3+ ions respectively. The CCT result shows
the synthesized phosphors recommendable for warm LEDs applications.
Keywords: Phosphor; Oxygen evolution; Rare earth elements; CIE colour co-ordinates;
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Photonic microwave signals generation using optically injected VCSELs under parallel
optical injection
E. Jayaprasath1, 2, Z. M. Wu2, and G. Q. Xia2
1

School of Computer Science and Electronic Engineering, Bangor University, Bangor, LL57 1UT, UK
2

School of Physical Science and Technology, Southwest University, Chongqing 400715, China
Email: ejayaprasath@gmail.com

Abstract: Generation of photonic microwave signals is experimentally studied in a vertical-cavity surfaceemitting laser subject to parallel optical injection. Based on period-one dynamics, we study the influence of
injection power on the generated microwave frequency and power. We find that microwave frequency can be
broadly tunable and there exist hysteresis loops in the microwave frequency over continuous scanning of
injection power for a fixed detuning frequency. The results show that the hysteresis loop width in microwave
frequency is noticeable for injection power variation.
Introduction: Microwave photonics sources have attracted considerable attention because of their potential
applications in radio-over-fibre (RoF) system, signal processing, wireless access networks, and many other
applications1. Photonic methods have the advantages of improved performance in terms of signal quality,
bandwidth, frequency coverage, and low power consumption2. Period one (P1) dynamics based photonic
microwaves has many distinguishing characteristics3, such as a broadly tunable microwave frequency far from
its relaxation resonance frequency4. It is demonstrated that the photonic microwave generation based on P1
oscillation in distributed feedback (DFB) lasers subject to optical injection can produce up to 100 GHz5 with a
tuning range of several tens of gigahertz6. A tunable very high frequency, 120 GHz, microwave signal has been
obtained using dual-beam optically injected DFB semiconductor laser6. In recent years, the generation of
photonic microwave signals using VCSELs has drawn a great deal of attention7-10. Theoretical investigation
shows that the dual-beam injection can generate stronger microwave signal in the multi-transverse-mode
VCSEL than in the single-transverse-mode VCSEL7, and later this has been experimentally confirmed8.
Recently, tunable photonic microwave generation based on P1 oscillation using single-transverse-mode VCSEL
has been demonstrated9 and for a fixed injection power, the existence of two local maximum microwave powers
at the two detuning frequencies has been theoretically explained10. Considerable experimental study on the
microwave generation using optically injected single-transverse-mode VCSELs is needed to understand the
microwaves in photonic systems. In this work, we report our experimental investigation on the generation of
photonic microwave signal based on P1 dynamics in a single-transverse-mode VCSEL subject to parallel optical
injection. We have examined the response of generated microwave signal frequency and the power over
continuous increase and decrease of injection power for a fixed detuning frequency. We observe the hysteresis
loop in the microwave frequency for varying injection power and the loop width found to be wider for the
variation of injection power.
Experimemtal setup: The experimental schematic of an all-fibre setup for photonic microwave generation in an
optically injected VCSEL is shown in Fig. 1. A commercial single-transverse-mode VCSEL (RayCan Co.)
operating at 1550-nm is used in the experiment. As shown in Fig. 1, the output from a tunable semiconductor
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laser (TSL) is injected into VCSEL by traveling through a variable attenuator (VA), a polarization controller
(PC), and an optical circulator (OC). The injection power (P i ) is measured at port 2 of the OC. The output of
VCSEL is split into parts for the detection. One part is detected by a 50 GHz bandwidth high-speed
photodetector (PD) and recorded by an electrical spectrum analyser (ESA) to test the generated microwave
signal; another part is sent to an optical spectrum analyser (OSA) with resolution of 20 MHz to analyse the
optical spectrum distribution.

Fig. 1. Experimental setup. VCSEL, vertical-cavity surface emitting laser; TSL, tunable semiconductor laser;
VA, variable attenuator; PC, polarization controller; OC, optical circulator; PD, photodetector; ESA, electrical
spectrum analyser; OSA, optical spectrum analyser
Results and discussion: The focus of this work is to generate photonic microwave based on P1 dynamics in
optically injected VCSEL. In this experiment, the injected light is from TSL. The detuning frequency (ǻf) is
defined as f TSL -f VCSEL , where f TSL is the frequency of TSL and f VCSEL is the frequency of parallel polarization of
the fundamental mode in the solitary VCSEL.

Fig. 2. Experimental optical spectra (left) and power spectra of the P1 oscillation of VCSEL at detuning
frequency and injection power of (a) (8.5 GHz, 3 mW) and (b) (10 GHz, 5.5 mW)
Fig. 2 shows the experimental optical spectra (left column) and power spectra (right column) of the total
VCSEL output under Pl oscillation for the two set of injection parameters of (ǻf , P i ) = (8.5 GHz, 3 mW) and
(10 GHz, 5.5 mW). The grey curves in right column of the Fig. 2 correspond to the noise of floor of ESA. Under
the injection parameter of (8.5 GHz, 3 mW), the VCSEL emits in P1 oscillation of a fundamental frequency f 0
of 9.57 GHz which is indicated in Fig. 2(a2). For the P1 oscillation, it can be seen that the VCSEL is injectionlocked to the regeneratively amplified field component at injection laser frequency (Fig. 2(a1)) and contains
relaxation-oscillation generated sidebands separated by the fundamental microwave frequency of f 0 3. As can be
seen in Fig. 2(a2) that the beating between a second strongest sideband and regenerated mode induces second
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harmonic at 2f 0 9, and observed with a power suppression of 30 dB as compared with f 0 . As shown in Fig. 2(b),
the generated photonic microwave frequency increase to 11.34 GHz for ǻf =10 GHz and P i =5.5 mW condition,
which indicates that the detuning and injection power affects the generated photonics microwave signals.

Fig. 3. Experimental magnitude of peaks in power spectrum at (a) fundamental photonic microwave frequency
f 0 and (b) the respective microwave power in the injection parameter space of ǻf and P i
The magnitude of peaks in power spectrum at generated microwave frequency f 0 and its respective power in the
parameter space of detuning frequency ǻf and injection power P i is shown in Fig. 3. A large region of P1
oscillation is observed in the (ǻf, P i ) space, which is just above the Hopf bifurcation boundary. In the embedded
grey region, the VCSEL emits injection-locking (IL), period-two (P2), and chaotic dynamics are observed. Fig.
3(a) indicates the generated microwave frequency f 0 has an effect over detuning frequency and injection power.
When P i is gradually increased, f 0 also increases due to the results of competition between red-shifting of the
cavity resonance and injection pulling effect. The microwave power variation in (ǻf, P i ) space is shown in Fig.
3(b). As evident from Fig. 3(b) that, in the P1 state region (blue area) the microwave power fluctuates within 20
dB, which is almost a stable fluctuation. The microwave tunability with a constant power is an advantage of P1
based photonics microwave sources.
We now analyse in Fig. 4 the variation of generated photonic microwave frequency f 0 and its power over
injection power for detuning frequency ǻf =10 GHz. As seen in Fig. 4(a), f 0 gradually increases (red curve) with
increasing P i from 2.4 mW to 7.5mW. Increasing injection power enhances the P1 oscillation and increases the
oscillation frequency. While decreasing P i from the higher to a lower value, the microwave frequency bound to
decrease (blue curve in Fig. 4(a)). The dependence of f 0 on the injection power is not smooth due to the minor
variation of detuning frequency during the injection power variation. Besides, the results show that a clockwise
switching arises in f 0 variation and there exists a hysteresis loop with a considerably wider width by scanning
injection power. The clockwise switching can be due to a delicate balance between the different optical
intensities in the VCSEL, such as injected light, the reflected, and the average intensity within the cavity11. A
detuning frequency ǻf=10 GHz is considered, which will have an effect in contributing less injection power,
hence clockwise switching (from high to low state) appears in f 0 variation. Along with the microwave signal
generation, this hysteresis loop, therefore, offers for additional applications including microwave frequency
switching. The variation of microwave power as a function of injection power is shown in Fig. 4(b). The result
shows that the microwave power is completely not affected over P i , and the power fluctuation is within 10 dB.
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Fig. 4. Photonic microwave frequency f 0 (a), and the power (b), characteristics as the function of injection
power P i for ǻf =10 GHz. The red curve and blue curve are data obtained with increasing and decreasing P i ,
respectively.
Conclusion: To conclude, we have experimentally investigated the generation of photonic microwave signal
based on the period-one oscillations in a single-transverse-mode VCSEL subject to parallel optical injection. We
have focused our investigation on the effect of injection power on the generated microwave fundamental
frequency and its power. For increasing the injection power, P1 oscillation enhances and increases the
microwave frequency. The microwave power fluctuates within 20 dB over injection power. We have also
examined the response of generated microwave signal frequency and the power over continuous increase and
decrease of injection power for a fixed detuning frequency. We found that there exist hysteresis loops in the
microwave frequency over continuous scanning of injection power for a fixed detuning frequency. Along with
the tunable microwave signal generation, our results indicate that the emergence hysteresis loop in a microwave
will offer additional applications including photonic microwave frequency switching.
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Development of a laser system for enrichment of Yb176 for medical application
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Abstract: Enriched Yb176 can be used as a source for the production of Lu177 in a reactor. Three narrow-band dye
laser (DL) systems have been developed to carry out laser based separation to enrich the stable Yb176 isotope. With
this laser system, we have achieved enrichment more than 97% of Yb176.

1. Introduction
Over the last decade Lu177has earned considerable recognition in the verity of therapeutic procedures. Despite being
late entrant in radionuclide therapy, Lu177 has established its potential to be used in Targeted Radionuclide Therapy
(TRT). There is a steady expanding list of Lu177 labeled radiopharmaceutical that has given an impetus for routine
production of Lu177. There are two production routes, named as “direct” & “indirect” through which one can obtain
Lu177 in a reactor. The direct production route is based on absorption of thermal neutrons by Lu176 (QȖ) to yield
Lu177whereas indirect production route is rely on absorption of thermal neutron by Yb176 (QȖ) to yield Lu177. Each
route has specific advantages & disadvantages. Despite having few drawbacks in “indirect” route, there are
tremendous prospects associated with the use of No Carrier Added (NCA) Lu177 in TRT [1]. Hence, this route is
being aggressively pursued world-wide. Natural Ytterbium (abundance of Yb176 is 12.73%) is not a good choice for
production of Lu177due to co-production of Yb169 & Yb175 which effectively reduces the specific activity of Lu177. In
view of these considerations, enriched Yb176 is the only interesting option left to us. We aimed to develop DL system
for Laser Isotope Separation technology to enrich Yb176. A 3-step (in visible range) selective photo-ionization
scheme, which was proposed in [2] has been characterized with large transitional isotope shift between Yb176 &
neighboring isotopes [3], and thus it is easier to obtain sufficiently high selectivity of Yb176. Therefore, above photoionization scheme is considered for development of our laser facility. The stringent parametric requirements of DL
systems, imposed by photoionization scheme, are successfully achieved by three narrowband tunable DL systems
pumped by green component (~510.6 nm) of Copper Vapor Laser (CVL) & Diode Pumped Solid State Green Laser
(DPSSGL) systems. We have used two SLM DL systems at 12.5 kHz with spectral-width < 80 MHz & frequency
stability (with active frequency stabilization) ± 40 MHz for first & second transitions. With our own laser system,
we have managed to produce enrichment of Yb176 more than 97 %.

2. Pump laser
Pump lasers with high peak power at high pulse repetition rate (~ multi-kHz) & low temporal jitter are pre-requisite
for pumping DL. These specifications of pump laser to a great extent are realizable with CVL & DPSSGL, and
therefore considered as efficient pump source for generating DL in green-yellow region. We have arranged CVLs in
two different MOPA configurations to excite oscillators & first stage amplifiers of DL systems separately. Type-I
MOPA with temporally stretched output, which consisted of one master oscillator & two amplifier stages. The
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optical pulse was temporal stretched at final stage by using an active ring cavity, known as Optical Pulse Stretcher
(OPS) [4] which utilizes a beam splitter with R:T = 55:45. It provided ~ 30W of green beam Ȝ ~ 510.6 nm) at 6.25
kHz with pulse width ~ 60 ns (FWHM). Whereas, Type-II MOPA with unstretched output contained one master
oscillator & three amplifier stages. The generated green beam power was ~ 45W at 6.25 kHz with pulse width ~30
ns (FWHM). Type-I & Type-II MOPA configurations are shown in figure 1 & 2 respectively.

Figure 1: Configuration of Type-I CVL MOPA with OPS.

Figure 2: Configuration of Type-II CVL MOPA.

Four Q-switched DPSSGLs, triggered at 6.25 kHz PRR were used for excitation of second amplifier stage of Ȝ 3
MOPA to scale up the avg. power so as to ionize Yb176 with good efficiency. The avg. output power of one unit of
DPSSGL was ~ 36-40:DWȜaQP with pulse width ~ 37 ns (FWHM).

3. Dye laser
The three-step photo-ionization scheme is currently being pursued for demonstration of enrichment of Yb176 is based
on three tunable DL systems (see fig.3) named DV Ȝ 1  Ȝ 2

 Ȝ 3 . Each of DL system has been arranged in MOPA

configuration. In present scheme, two amplifiers for Ȝ 3 & one amplifier for each Ȝ 1

Ȝ 2 were used. All three DL

master oscillators were transversely pumped by green component Ȝ~ 510.6 nm) of multiplexed output (12.5 kHz)
of Type-I MOPA. Two optical fibers (FRUHVL]HȝP 1$) were deployed to bring the pump beam for
generation of Ȝ 1

Ȝ 2 . The required spot size (10mm X 0.5mm) was achieved by custom designed optical system &

a cylindrical lens of focal length 50 mm. With the use of stretched pump pulse, the pulse width of DL oscillator
output was found as close as pump laser of next amplifying stage; and thereby achieving good efficiency at
amplifier. It also helped to narrow down the spectral width of DL output due spectral narrowing (no of passes
travelled by DL pulse inside cavity ~70-80) & thus it has limited the possibilities of non-selective excitation &
improves the selectivity of the desired isotope. All three first amplifier stages likewise were pumped by green
component of multiplexed output Type-II MOPA while second amplifier stage of Ȝ 3 MOPA was excited by four
DPSSGLs.
Two SLM DLs have been designed & developed according to [5]. The laser cavity was made of output
coupler (OC), holographic diffraction grating (3000 lines-mm-1) for first order Littrow operation in visible region,
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intra-cavity two prism (made of SF11) beam expander & a solid Fabry-Perot (F-P) etalon. The intra-cavity beam
expander expands the beam a factor of ~ 40 to illuminate grating completely; thereby maximizing its dispersion. We
have used AR coated prisms to reduce the reflection loss. An etalon with free spectral range (FSR) ~17 GHz &
fineness ~ 17 was inserted into the cavity to force lasing into a single longitudinal mode. The cavity was placed on a
massive stainless steel base plate which was heated to maintain a specific temperature. For long time operation, we
stabilized the laser wavelength by maintaining the temperature of solvent & base plate to accuracy 0.1 degree; after
reaching the set temperature, wavelength was locked by active feedback frequency stabilization system that was
consisted of PZT attached to the OC. The frequency stabilization system was automatically controlled by using PC
& homemade software.

Figure 3: Block diagram of DL MOPA systems pumped by CVL-MOPA & DPSSGL.
The choice of laser dye for SLM oscillators, was made based on following criteria i) it should be efficient at
process wavelength, ii) it should have low quantum of yield of photo-degradation, & iii) it should be water-soluble
as water based solvent is preferred due to excellent thermo-optical properties of water. Rh-110 in binary solvent
(water: n-propanol = 4:1 (v:v) ) was used in Ȝ 1 (~ 555 nm) oscillator, and the avg. output of SLM radiation was 0.8
W (at pump power 12W), with spectral width < 80 MHz & pulse width ~ 30 ns (FWHM). The oscillator beam was
given shape by aperture & focused to subsequent amplifier by using appropriate lens combination. The average
signal power reaching to subsequent amplifier was ~ 0.4W after suffering losses due to beam shaping & sizing. For
an avg. pump power of 8W at amplifier, the Ȝ 1 MOPA output was 1.2W. Rh-6G in binary solvent was used in
oscillator for generation of Ȝ 2 (~ 581 nm), and the avg. SLM output was ~ 0.6W (at pump power 12W) with spectral
width & pulse width similar to Ȝ 1 . For avg. pump power of 30W at amplifier, Ȝ 2 MOPA output was 4W. To
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JHQHUDWH Ȝ 3 wavelength, a narrow-band DL resonator was configured in Grazing Incident Gating (GIG) with
holographic diffraction grating (2400 lines-mm-1) which was used as a prime dispersive element for narrow band
laser operation along with intra-cavity prism beam expander (M~20). Pyrromethene 597 (Pm-597) along with
DABCO as an additive dissolved in HPLC grade ethanol was used as a gain medium for Ȝ 3 ~ 582 nm. The avg.
output power was 1.8W (at ~18 W pump power) with spectral width ~ 3.0 GHz & pulse width ~ 30 ns (FWHM).
Signal beam was further amplified by the two more amplifying stages. Both amplifiers contained Rh-6G in binary
solvent as a gain medium. For an avg. pump power of 35W, the avg. output of first amplifier stage was 7W. While,
the total generated output power of Ȝ 3 MOPA was 50W after final amplifier at pump power ~140W (from 4
independent but temporally synchronized output of DPSSGLs).

4. Experiment & Results
After generation of three DL MOPA outputs, they are combined spatially & temporally by using beam combiner
optics which consisted of dichroic combiner & cube polarizer. Small part of composite beam was sampled &
brought to time of flight (TOF) mass spectrometer with optical fiber for qualification of laser wavelengths. The
wavelengths of laser were adjusted to maximize the selectivity of Yb176 and selectivity more than 99.5% was
obtained in TOF when wavelengths were set on the resonance of Yb176. During the process, we kept our laser
intensities low to avoid power broadening effect. After the wavelengths of the laser had been precisely tuned, the
composite single beam was sent into the separation chamber for selective ionization of Yb176. After accomplishment
of separation experiment, we have analyzed the isotopic abundance of the enriched Yb176 & found more than 97%.

Conclusions
We have developed narrowband tunable DL systems pumped by CVL & DPSSGL for enrichment of Yb176. Two
SLM DLs were developed for this purpose. We have succeeded producing enriched Yb176 with abundance more than
97%. Concerning the laser facility, other isotopes of Ytterbium (Yb) can also be enriched.
Acknowledgements: Authors thank Dr. (Smt.) Archana Sharma, AD, BTDG & Head ATLA Facility for her
interest, constant encouragement & support in this work. Authors would also like to acknowledge sincere support
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Abstract:
The green beam of DPSSL has been utilized to pump the narrow band grazing incidence grating (GIG) dye laser
cavity at pulse repetition rate of 9 kHz. The effect of output coupler reflectivity on tuning range and bandwidth
of the dye laser has been studied. On increasing the feedback to the GIG cavity the tuning range increases and
bandwidth decreases.
Introduction:
The organic dye lasers are used for several applications such as atomic spectroscopy, determination of isotope
shifts in atomic transitions, resonance ionization mass spectroscopy, laser isotope separation processes,
atmospheric and LIDAR applications [1,2]. All these applications demand a narrow spectral width as well as
wide tunability of laser radiations. The wide tunability of the entire spectral range from ultra violet to infrared
can be obtained by judiciously selecting the laser dyes. They are capable of emitting in the broad spectral range
of few hundreds of nm, hence a single laser dye as the active medium can generate continuously tunable source
of light over a large spectrum.The harmonics of Nd:YAG laser has been widely used for pumping the dye laser
system with pulse repetition rate from few Hz to few tens of kHz range by several groups around the globe
[3,4].
In this paper we are presenting the effect of output coupler reflectivity on the performance of the narrow band
grazing incidence grating (GIG) pulsed dye laser pumped by green beam of DPSSL operating at high repetition
rate of 9 kHz. The Q-factor of the cavity was tailored by suitably optimized output coupler reflectivity and
grating resolution in various configurations. The grating resolution and quality factor of the cavity were varied
to obtain the narrowband output from the DPSSL pumped GIG dye laser. The effect of the slow rise time of the
pump laser of DPSSL on the tuning rangeand spectral narrowing of pulsed dye laser has been investigated and
presented here for the GIG configuration. Compactness, superior operational efficiencies and rapidly evolving
solid state laser technology enhances the interest and applicability of the present study. The diode pumped solid
state laser (DPSSL) was as a pump source used for the GIG pulsed dye laser.This solid state pump laser was
designed and developed indigenously by RRCAT [5].This DPSSL can be operated with the maximum average
power of nearly 65 W, pulse duration ~ 45 ns, rise time of ~ 25 ns, jitter of r 2.8 ns, pointing stability r 2.8 Prad and beam diameter of nearly 2.5 mm.
Experimental Setup:
The narrow band dye laser resonator cavity configurations utilizes holographic grating in grazing incidence
angle for obtaining necessary resolution. These resonator cavities often use one dimensional prismatic beam
expender for increasing the grating resolution by illuminating more number of grooves in the grating. In this
configuration a full length of the grating was illuminated so that it can generate narrow bandwidths. A plane
mirror was used to reflect back the diffracted beam from the holographic grating. The wavelength tuning is
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achieved by rotating the plane mirror around the grating. The experimental setup of narrow band grazing
incidence grating (GIG) dye laser cavity configuration is shown in fig 1.

Fig 1: Experimental setup of DPSSL pumped narrow band tunable dye laser of grazing incidence cavity
The green beam from the DPSSL is expanded to nearly 16 mm from 2.5 mm with suitable magnifierand line
focused on the dye cell along the 16 mm side using a cylindrical lens. The cylindrical lens of focal length 50
mm was placed on a translation stage with axis of rotation enabled for precise positioning of the line focused
pump beam on the dye cell. The axis of rotation in the cylindrical lens provides a precise control of the gain line
along the optical axis of the resonator. The GIG cavity build around the indigenously developed fused silica
converging straight diverging dye cell utilized a holographic grating of 15 mm width and 65 mm length having
groove density of 2400 lines/mm. This grating was inclined at nearly grazing incidence angle of 81O with
respect to the beam emerging from the beam expander in the resonator axis. The diffracted first order from the
holographic grating is retro-reflected by a rectangular mirror of 15 mm width 65 mm length having nearly 99%
reflectivity and uncoated quartz wedge type output coupler having reflectivity of 4%.A prismatic beam expander
to provide one dimensional magnification of nearly 22 was inserted in between the dye cell and holographic
grating. The pump beam direction and the dye flow direction were mutually orthogonal to each other; they were
transverse to the gain axis of the dye laser resonator cavity.The rhodamine 19 laser dye dissolved in high purity
ethanol with a concentration of 0.5 mM was circulated through the dye cell using dye flow system whose flow
velocity is controlled using variable frequency drive (VFD) [6].The dye solvent was circulated through the dye
cell at a flow rate of nearly 1.5 lpm. The dye solvent is cooled using a heat exchanger coil immersed inside the
dye reservoir of 3 litre capacity. Demineralised water is used to circulate through the heat exchanger coil at a
temperature of 20OC which cools the dye solution in the dye reservoir.The narrow band dye laser output
parameters were analysed using laser wavelength meter(WS – 7L). A part of the dye laser output beam was
coupled to the multi-mode optical fiber of core diameter 62.5 Pm and fed to the laser wavelength meter which
measures the wavelength as well as bandwidth of the dye laser.The dye laser time averaged bandwidth was
measured to be nearly 4.5 GHz by wavelength meter as well as Fabry Perot etalon of free spectral range of 0.25
cm-1 and finesse of 30.The tuning range of ~7 nm was obtained for this narrow band GIG dye laser from 557 nm
to 564 nm with peak wavelength of nearly 560 nm. The dye laser output beam accompanied with a large amount
of amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) for this GIG cavity. To study the effect of reflectivity of the output
coupler on the tuning range the reflectivity of output coupler was increased from 4% to higher value of
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reflectivity in the range of 20% to 70%. The reflectivity of the output coupler of DPSSL pumped GIG laser dye
laser was changed by keeping other parameters the same such as incidence angle of grating, magnification of
one dimensional prismatic beam expender and pump pulse energy of nearly 0.5 mJ. The tuning range as well as
bandwidth of this dye laser was measured using laser wavelength meter. The tuning range with three different
values of output coupler reflectivity namely 20%, 40% and 70% were plotted and shown in fig 2.
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Fig 2: Tuning range of DPSSGL pumped GIG dye laser with output coupler’s reflectivity a: 20% (Red), b: 70%
(Black) and c: 40% (Blue)
The tuning ranges of the DPSSL pumped GIG dye laser increases with increasing reflectivity of the output
coupler. The tuning range is increased from 7 nm to 30 nm on increasing output coupler reflectivity from 4% to
70% respectively as shown in fig 2. On increasing the reflectivity of the output coupler of this GIG dye laser
increases the output power from 40 mW to 90 mW for the fixed pump power of nearly 4.5 Watts at peak
wavelength of the dye laser. The bandwidth of the dye laser decreased to 3.5 GHz from 4.5 GHz on increasing
the reflectivity of the output coupler of the dye laser from 4% to 70%. The decrease in the bandwidth on
increasing output coupler reflectivity was due the more number of available cavity round trips for the dye laser
beam before emerging from the GIG cavity.
For comparison this GIG dye laser cavity with 4% output coupler was pumped by the green (~510 nm) beam of
the CVL with the same pump power of 4.5 Watt operating at the same pulse repetition rate of 9 kHz. The CVL
beam has pulse duration of 30 ns and a rise time of ~ 8 ns. The CVL beam was line focused on the dye cell with
a combination of spherical and cylindrical lenses. The cylindrical lens of focal length of 50 mm was replaced by
100 mm focal length cylindrical lens and remaining cavity parameters were kept the same for the CVL
pumping. The bandwidth of CVL pumped narrow band dye laser was measured to be nearly 2.5 GHz and tuning
range of nearly 25 nm was obtained. The poor performance of DPSSL pumped GIG dye laser with 4%
reflectivity output coupler was due to larger rise time which is nearly three times higher than the CVL pump
beam and the poor beam divergence. The typical pump pulse of DPSSL and the corresponding dye laser is
shown in fig 3.
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Fig 3: The typical Nd:YAG green pump pulse and the dye laser pulse for narrow band GIG cavity
The dye laser pulse duration and DPSSL pulse durations were measured using fast photodiode (FDS100)
followed by an oscilloscope.Both the pulse durations were measured at full width half maximum (FWHM) of
their respective pulses.
Conclusions:
The tunability of the narrow band GIG dye laser pumped by the DPSSL increases from 7 nm to 30 nm with
increase in the reflectivity of the output coupler from 4% to 70 % respectively for the GIG dye laser cavity. The
bandwidth narrowing of GIG dye laser pumped by green beam of DPSSL was achieved on increasing the
reflectivity of the output coupler. This decrease in the bandwidth was due to more number of round trip for the
cavity photons in the increased cavity decay time due higher reflectivity of output coupler. This dye laser was
pumped by the same average power of CVL operating at 9 kHz pulse repetition rate to study the effect of pulse
rise time on the dye laser bandwidth and tuning range. The bandwidth obtained with CVL pumped GIG dye
laser was nearly 2.5 GHz, which was nearly 28 % less than DPSSL pumped GIG dye laser with higher
reflectivity of OC. This narrowband dye laser pumped by DPSSL has application potential in various fields of
spectroscopy and diagnostics due to its compactness and superior operational performance.
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Development and characterization of a 1 W engineered narrow linewidth all-fiber
multistage amplifier system at 1550 nm.
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Abstract: In this paper we present development of an engineered all-fiber amplifier system at 1550 nm
generating 1 W narrow linewidth (< 1MHz) output. Amplification of a narrow linewidth fiber coupled seed laser
diode at 1550 nm of 10 mW power is carried out in multi-stage configuration. Output power is stable and there
is no contribution of pump or amplified spontaneous emission in the amplified output. Pump to signal
conversion efficiency is ~15%.
Narrow linewidth lasers at 1550 nm has aroused wide attention around the world as this wavelength is relatively
safe to human eye and since narrow linewidth lasers have longer coherence length so they find applications in
long distance coherent-detection systems like measuring velocity of projectile (defense applications),
metrological measurements like wind velocity, free-space telecommunication, ranging (LIDAR) etc [1,2,3].
Usually, high power laser systems are used for coherent detection as this ensures a longer transmission distance
and better signal to noise (SNR) ratio. Generation of high power narrow linewidth single longitudinal mode
output directly from oscillators is difficult as it require a complex design and system become bulky. So better
approach is to use MOPA (Master Oscillator Power Amplifier) configuration. In MOPA configuration a low
signal strength seed source with narrow linewidth is amplified to generate high output power. All-fiber based
amplifier systems are preferred as there are several advantages of using fiber over conventional solid-state
counterparts like better heat removal, beam quality, misalignment free operation, compact design etc [4]. Since
this wavelength is used in tele-communication/internet, there has been tremendous technological advancement
in fiber components for 1550 nm. As a result, almost all the components used for making an amplifier are easily
available. This also facilitate making an all-fiber amplifier system at 1550 nm. As fiber core diameter of optical
fiber is extremely small and due to longer interaction length, nonlinear effects particularly generation of
stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) and amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) become much significant and
require special attention during amplifier design [5]. Another problem associated with 1550 nm amplifier is the
strong heating of Erbium/ Ytterbium (Er/Yb) co-doped fibers which causes fluctuation in output power and
sometime damage the active fiber [6]. The Er/Yb co-doped fibers are used because of low absorption cross
section of Er near 980 nm. This heating is due to large quantum defects and excitation mechanism.
In this paper we report the multi-stage Er/Yb co-doped all-fiber amplifier, developed in our lab for amplification
of a low power narrow linewidth (< 1 MHz) seed signal from a fiber coupled semiconductor laser diode at 1550
nm. Amplification process requires many parameters optimization like gain fiber length, pump power, signal
strength, cooling arrangements, ASE level etc. The generation of ASE was minimized by increasing the signal
power gradually using multistage amplification process and gain fiber length optimization for each stage using
proper simulations. The problem of nonlinear effects was reduced by increasing the core diameter of fiber with
power scaling (this helps in increasing the threshold for non-linear effects). The amplifier design presented here
is based on the simulation studies carried out using open-source software [7]. The problem of heating was
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minimized through proper cooling arrangements of active fiber and other components. The amplifier generates
~1 W of CW power with spectral width less than 1 MHz without any significant contribution from ASE or SBS.
Schematic of the amplification scheme is shown in Fig 1, which consists of three parts: seed source, preamplifier stage and amplifier stages. Seed source is a commercial fiber-coupled single frequency laser diode
(Eblana Photonics, Mode: Model EP 1550-0-NLW-B-800FM) with specified linewidth of ~800 kHz at 1550 nm
with output power ~10 mW. Seed source is input to the pre-amplifier stage. This pre-amplifier stage is required
to enhance the signal strength for amplifier stage otherwise ASE will be generated which can damage the optical
components. Pre-amplifier stage consists of ~75 cm long Er-doped non-polarization maintaining single mode
ILEHU 60)  ZLWKFRUHGLDPHWHUaȝP The active fiber is pumped in core by an FBG stabilized laser diode
(LD) at 976 nm using a wavelength division multiplexer (WDM) through its 980 nm port. A pump protection
filter (PPF) is spliced between pump diode and 980 nm port of WDM to protect the pump diode from ASE
which can damage it. Seed source is spliced to 1550 nm port of WDM through a fiber coupled isolator to avoid
any unwanted feedback towards the seed source which can disturb its linewidth and can cause damage to it.
Output of the pre-amplifier stage is input to amplifier stage. The amplifier stage consists of an active multiple
pump combiner (MPC) having two pump ports and a signal port at one side and an active fiber of ~1m length at
the other side. Active fiber is Er / Yb co-doped double clad (DC, 10/120) fiber which is pumped in clad by a
water cooled multi-mode fiber coupled laser diode (JDSU, 9W) at 976 nm wavelength through pump port of
MPC. The signal port of MPC is spliced to pre-amp output through a fiber coupled isolator. The output of
amplifier stage is spliced to the fiber coupled collimator with beam size ~ 3 mm. Power meter (Ophir) is placed
after collimator for power measurement. The amplifier setup was assembled in a portable enclosure to make it
ready for field applications. Photographs exhibiting internal and external views of the developed engineered
version of the amplifier setup are shown in Fig 2 (a) and (b) respectively.

Figure 1 Amplification Setup.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 2 Internal (a) and external (b) view of the developed amplifier setup.
Fig 3(a) shows the variation of amplified power output with pump power. The amplifier output increases almost
linearly with increase in the pump power. Maximum 1 W output power at 1550 nm was achieved at 7 W pump
power giving rise to ~15 % pump to signal conversion efficiency. To check the repeatability of amplifier output,
amplifier was operated many times. Fig 3(b) shows the typical run of amplifier for one-hour duration. It is clear
from the figure that amplifier output is stable with fluctuations within ±0.1 %. Optical spectrum shown in the
Fig 3 (c) clearly exhibits amplifier output is peaked at 1550 nm without any contribution from pump and ASE.
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Figure 3 Variation of output power with pump power after the amplifier stage (a), Stability of amplifier output at
~ 1 W level (b), Wavelength spectrum of amplifier output at ~1 W level (c)
In conclusion, we have developed an engineered all-fiber amplifier using Er/Yb co-doped gain fiber for
amplification of the single frequency narrow linewidth seed source at 1550 nm. Power was amplified from ~ 10
mW to ~ 1 W output power in multiple stages at 1550 nm without any significance contribution from pump and
ASE. For characterization of the linewidth, Delayed Self-Heterodyne Measurement technique based linewidth
detection setup at 1550 nm is under development. Further power scaling up to 5 W level and experiments with
narrow linewidth laser system will be carried out in future.
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Generation of 50 W of output power at eye safe wavelength of 1600 nm
from all-fiber Er-doped fiber laser using MOPA configuration
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Abstract: Generation of high output power from Yb-free Er-doped fiber laser is difficult and challenging due to
low Er3+-ion absorption cross-section and formation of clusters that leads to development of unbleachable loss at
high Er3+-ion concentrations. Hence, usually the efficiency is very low in double-clad Er-doped fiber lasers. In
this work, generation of 50 W of output power at 1599.9 nm has been carried out with 24.35% slope efficiency
using an all-fiber MOPA configuration of Er-doped large mode area optical fiber by pumping with readily
available low cost 976 nm diodes. From the all-fiber Er-doped fiber laser oscillator, an CW output power of 5 W
has been generated, which has been further amplified using a single amplifier stage to generate an output power
of 50 W. Laser output spectrum is peaked at 1599.9 nm eye-safe wavelength with an FWHM linewidth of ~1.7
nm.
1. Introduction:
Fiber lasers offer several advantages over bulk lasers such as higher efficiency, compactness, better beam
quality, and higher brightness along with an excellent heat dissipation ability due to the large surface area to
volume ratio1. An all-fiber configuration provides robust misalignment free pumping arrangement and
resonator, wherein the fiber laser components are made of fibers, which are all spliced and there are no
mechanical misalignment problems in comparison to bulk lasers where mirrors are held on separate mounts. So,
all-fiber format is of great interest for actual industrial applications. In recent years, fiber lasers have seen an
excellent growth in higher output powers and widespread wavelength range. Also, the concept of clad pumping
has played a crucial role in power scaling of fiber lasers. It allows efficient coupling from poor beam quality
laser diodes and absorption of high pump power in the gain fiber having small core area doped with rare-earth
ions. The small core size is necessary to have laser output with good beam quality. With doping of different rare
earth ions in the core of the fiber, a varied range of lasing wavelengths are possible in the visible and nearinfrared regions. The most widely used doping ion is erbium (Er), which is used to realize erbium-doped fiber
amplifiers (EDFAs) for telecommunication networks2. The emission of laser radiation from Er-doped fiber
lasers in the spectral range of 1500-1700 nm is attractive for many applications as it falls in the eye safe region.
The maximal tolerable exposure to human eye near 1550 nm wavelength region depends on the pulse width and
is about three to four orders of magnitude higher than that for 1000 nm wavelength region3. Important
applications include free space communication, LIDAR, sensing, directed energy, etc. For these applications,
1000 nm wavelength region is not suited, since propagation loss in the atmosphere is substantially higher as
compared to other bands at longer wavelengths.
Power scaling of Er-doped fiber laser is challenging due to low Er3+-absorption cross-section and
increase in unbleachable loss with increase in Er3+-ion concentration because of clustering effect of Er3+-ions,
which impedes the manufacturing of efficient double-clad fibers. In recent years, significant success has been
obtained in power scaling of Er-doped fiber lasers and amplifiers. Several approaches have been used to
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increase the laser efficiency near 1550 nm wavelength. One of the approaches is co-doping of Er-doped gain
fiber with Yb3+-ions. But, co-lasing near 1000 nm wavelength in Er-Yb co-doped fibers4 and low electrical-tooptical conversion efficiency prevents their pervasive use. Another approach to achieve high output power near
1550 nm is core-pumping of Er-doped fiber with a 1480 nm Raman laser. The simplest, and the most efficient
approach in terms of electrical-to-optical conversion efficiency is clad-pumping of Yb-free Er-doped fibers with
readily available low cost 976 nm pump diodes. A maximum of 656 W of output power at 1601 nm directly
from 146 Pm core diameter Er-doped fiber laser oscillator has been recently demonstrated by Lin et al5. Further,
by using non-polarization maintaining Er-GRSHGSKRWRQLFFU\VWDOILEHUKDYLQJKH[DJRQDOVKDSHGFRUHRIȝP
diameter in the amplifier stage, 70 W of output have been reported6. However, the most common approach is the
use of master-oscillator-power-amplifier (MOPA) set-up.
A seed input to Er-doped fiber amplifier has also resulted in 75 W of output power and slope efficiency
of 40% using an optimum fiber design 7. In this report, power scaling of the Er-doped fiber amplifier with cladpumping at 976 nm has been presented based on the optimization of chemical content and the geometrical
parameters to limit the clustering effects in Al 2 O 3 -P 2 O 5 -SiO 2 glass matrix. The fiber had a core diameter of 34
μm. Further, power scaling of Er-doped power amplifier up to 100 W level with pumping at 976 nm based on
this optimized fiber cladding has also been reported8. The above high power laser configurations are altogether
based on master oscillator power amplifier (MOPA) topology utilizing low seed powers near 1550 nm either
made on their own or by using a commercially existing seed source. In this paper, we have carried out
generation of 50 W of CW output power with a slope efficiency of 24% from an all-fiber Yb-free Er-doped fiber
laser using MOPA configuration with pumping by low cost readily available 976 nm pump diodes and Erdoped fiber in small core diameter of 25 μm.
3. Experimental details:
The experimental set-up consists of two stages, as shown in Fig. 1. The first stage is a master oscillator,
which contains of a large mode area (LMA) Er-doped double-clad active fiber with a core GLDPHWHURIȝP,
LQQHU FODG GLDPHWHU RI  ȝP DQG RXWHU FODG GLDPHWHU RI  ȝP 7KLV GRXEOH-clad fiber has an octagonal
shape of the inner cladding to avoid excitation of skew modes by breaking the cylindrical symmetry. Numerical
apertures (NA) of core and inner cladding are 0.09 and 0.46, respectively. The absorption of the pump beam at
975 nm for inner clad launching is 1 dB/m. A length of 10 m of Er-doped fiber was selected as the gain medium
to have an effective pump absorption of ~10 dB. The Er-doped fiber has been spooled on a water cooled
aluminium mandrel to increase heat conductivity from the active fiber surface. The backword pumping scheme
is selected for the purpose of pumping of doped fiber. A diode of 70 W output power at 976 nm with pigtail
fiber core diaPHWHURIȝPDQG1$was selected to pump the Er-doped fiber using a multimode fiber
optic pump combiner. This diode is mounted on water cooled heat sink to maintain its temperature at 20°C for
the entire range of pump operation. Fiber pigtail of the pump diode has been fusion spliced with one of the
pump input ports of multimode pump combiner using a fusion splicing machine. Maximum transmission of
~88% was achieved through pump combiner with optimized splice joint. A loss of 12% can be accounted for
mismatch between both the fibers of diode pigtail and pump combiner fiber input port along with pump
combiner insertion loss from pump input port. Output port of the pump combiner has a core/inner clad diameter
of 100/125 ȝP DQG DQ1$RI 0.15/0.46. Further, the output signal port of the fiber optic pump combiner has
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been spliced with the EDF and a high reflectivity (~99%) fiber Bragg grating (FBG) mirror in series,
respectively. This fiber Bragg grating mirror is written in a compatible double-clad fiber and has a peak
reflectivity at 1600 nm with a linewidth of 0.2 nm. The 10% reflectivity FBG is spliced at the signal input port
of the pump combiner and this also works as output port.
The oscillator is pumped up to 50 W and the maximum output power from the oscillator after the
isolator is 5 W. Further, the output power from oscillator was fed to the amplifier stage. In order to separate the
oscillator stage from the amplifier stage, a polarization insensitive isolator has been spliced in series to prevent
any backward propagating signal causing any damage to the other fiber components in oscillator stage. For the
amplifier stage, four pump diodes of 70 W output power at 976 nm were spliced with four pump input ports of a
(6+1)x1 pump combiner. The output of the pump combiner was then spliced with another 20 m long EDF
having core/inner cald diameter of 25/125 μm and NA of 0.08/0.46. The total combined pump power for the
amplifier stage is 220 W.

Fig.1: Schematic of 50 W Er-doped CW fiber laser set up.
The power supply unit provides voltage variations in the range of 0-15 V and current variations in the range of
0-100 Amp for pump diode operation. A dichroic mirror with high transmission in a broadband from 960-980
nm and high reflectivity in the range of 1500-1600 nm for 45° angle of incidence has been used to filter out the
un-absorbed pump power. Laser output power was measured using a thermopile based power meter and the
output spectrum was measured using an Agilent make optical spectrum analyser having a minimum resolution
of 0.06 nm. A maximum output power of 53 W was achieved at the maximum input power of 220 W. This
development required optimization of splice joints of different fiber components such as FBG, Er-doped fiber,
isolator, pump combiner and efficient heat removal from different fiber components. Power supply units have
been used to control and operate fiber-coupled laser diodes in series.
4. Results and discussion:
Figure 2 shows the variation of laser output power from the amplifier as a function of input pump
power. A maximum output power of 53 W has been achieved at the maximum input pump power of 220 W with
a slope efficiency of 24%. This graph shows that the output power varies linearly with increase in input pump
power and there is no saturation in the output power even at the maximum input pump power. This indicates
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that output laser power is limited by the input pump power and there is further scope for power scaling in the
same set-up. Figure 3 shows measured output spectrum at the maximum output power of 53 W. The linear
fitting of the graph shows a slope efficiency 24.35%. The output spectrum is peaked at 1599.9 nm with a spread
from 1599.4 nm to 1601.1 nm and FWHM linewidth ~1.7 nm. Further, laser output is emitted from 25 ȝPFRUH
diameter of the Er-doped fiber in a full cone angle of 120 mrad.
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Fig. 3: Er-doped CW fiber laser output spectrum.

Fig. 2: Laser output power vs input pump power.

The calculated value of V-number of the fiber is 3.6, which suggests that the active fiber possibly will
provide guidance of a total of six numbers of fiber modes. In such a case, fiber laser will be slightly multimoded.
5. Conclusion:
In conclusion, we have carried out generation of 50 W of output power from an all-fiber MOPA
configuration of Er-doped large mode optical fiber having a core diameter of 25 Pm using readily available high
power pump diodes at 976 nm and Er-doped fiber. A slope efficiency of 24.35% has been achieved. The output
spectrum is peaked at 1599.9 nm with FWHM linewidth of 1.7 nm. The total output power as well as the
optical-to-optical conversion efficiency can be further improved by increasing the output power from the
oscillator and by pumping higher power in the amplifier stage. Also, Further power scaling is possible by using
a second amplifier stage and an Er-doped fiber having larger core size. This work will be useful in development
of laser for eye-safe applications.
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Studies on the high beam quality green and yellow radiation of a 40 W Copper Bromide Laser
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Introduction:
The copper bromide laser (CBL) is a prominent laser belonging to the class of copper halide lasers [1, 2], which
is developed to overcome the problems of pure metal copper vapor laser (CVL). Copper lasers are being used
for applications such as nonlinear frequency conversion, pumping of solid-state laser materials and
micromachining applications etc. For best results, these applications require a laser of high beam quality. Due to
the high gain and short gain duration, copper lasers require operation of the laser with unstable resonator of high
magnification to obtain output of high beam quality. With unstable resonator, the beam quality of laser evolves
in a stepwise fashion from the highly divergent Amplified Spontaneous Emission (ASE) to low divergence and
finally near diffraction limited output as the radiation completes successive number of round trips [3]. If the
beam emerging from the cavity is imaged by a lens on its focal plane, the diameter of the focused spot would
become smaller as successive transits take place. Thus the total output of the laser is composed of ASE and
HBQ components. Spatial filters are configured outside the resonators to filter out the highly diverging ASE
component from the beam to obtain HBQ component only. In literature, there are several reports on the beam
quality characterization of elemental CVLs, and copper hybrid (Cu-Hy- BrID) and kinetically enhanced (KE)CVLs but until now, little similar effort has been applied to the CBL [4].
The CBL emits radiation at two wavelength 510.6 nm (green) and 578.2 nm (yellow). The gain and gain
duration is different for its spectral components and it is expected that these spectral components would have
different response to resonator magnifications. In this paper, we are reporting our results of variation of total
power, HBQ component of green and yellow wavelengths along with their divergences under different
magnifications of the unstable resonator.
Experimental Details:
The study was performed on an indigenously developed CBL [5] with confocal positive branch
unstable resonator of magnifications 12.5, 50 and 100. Gas mixture of Neon and Hydrogen was used as the
buffer gas. The buffer gas pressure, repetition rate and electrical input power was kept constant for all the
measurements. The laser power was measured by a laser power meter (Gentec,TPM-300). A dichroic mirror
was used to separate green and yellow wavelengths of the laser output. The average laser power was 40 W with
a plane-plane resonator.
Experimental setup for study of the output characteristics of CBL with confocal positive branch unstable
resonator (PBUR) is shown in figure 1. The PBUR consisted of a concave mirror (M 1 ) of focal length (f 1 ) and a
small diameter (3 mm) button convex mirror (M 2 ) of focal length (f 2 ). The focal length of the concave mirror
M 1 was kept constant at 250 cm while that of button mirror M 2 was changed to 20, 5 and 2.5 cm for obtaining
resonator magnification (M = f 1 /f 2 ) of 12.5, 50 and 100 respectively and in each case, the resonator length was
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Figure 1: Experimental set up, M1: Concave mirror, M2 button
convex mirror, L1-L3 convex lens, A1 spatial filter to remove ASE
from total output beam, W optical wedge, DM dichroic mirror, A2
aperture (200μm)
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Figure 2: Variation of laser average
power for total and HBQ beam with
resonator magnification

close to the value given by (f 1 -f 2 ). Both mirrors, M 1 and M 2 , are dielectric coated high reflecting mirrors and
the output is taken as overfilled collimated radiation past the button mirror M 2 . The output obtained past the
button convex mirror was spatially filtered with a combination of lens L 1 (focal length = 1m) and an aperture
(spatial filter) A 1 of appropriate size placed at focal plane of lens L 1 . The aperture was mounted on a precision
XYZ translation stage and placed in such a way that it passed the visually seen high intense quality beam
completely through it and removed the haloes which are due to ASE component. This optical arrangement
removed the highly diverging ASE component from the laser beam and HBQ component was obtained as the
output. The focal length of lens L 1 was kept same but the size of the aperture A 1 was (Ø A1 1 mm for 12.5, 0.8
mm for 50 and 0.5 mm for 100) different for different magnifications of unstable resonator. The power in ASE
was estimated by deducting the power after spatial filter from the power obtained without spatial filter. Spectral
power was measured by placing the dichroic mirror (not shown in the figure 1), after the lens L 2 and was
removed while doing divergence measurement.
Results and discussion:
Figure 2 shows the laser average power comprising of both green and yellow spectral components, for the total
beam (ASE +HBQ) and HBQ beam only. It shows that average output power was decreased as M was increased
from M =12.5 to 100. For total beam, average power of 38.5 W for M =12.5 was reduced to 32.8 W for M =
100, a decrease by 14.8%. This reduction in average power with increase of resonator magnification M is due to
reduced feedback (1/M2). It is also observed that for HBQ beam, average power of 29.8 W for M=12.5 was
reduced to 23.0 W for M = 100, a decrease by 22.8%. It is observed that spatial filter used to remove the ASE
reduces the HBQ power for M =12.5 by 22.6%, for M=50 by 28.1% and for M=100 by 29.9%. This reduction in
average power of HBQ beam is due to increase in ASE content with increase of resonator magnification M due
to reduced feedback.
Figure 3 shows the variation of laser average power for green and yellow spectral components in total laser
beam with unstable resonator magnification M. It shows that both green and yellow components decrease with
increase in resonator magnification M. This decrease in output power of spectral components is due to reduced
feedback. The green output which was 24.0 watt at M =12.5 was decreased to 21.9 watt at M =100, a decrease
by 8.8%. The yellow output which was 14.5 watt at M =12.5 was decreased to 10.9 watt at M =100, a decrease
by 24.8%. Figure 4 shows the variation of laser average power for green and yellow components in HBQ beam
with unstable resonator magnification M. It shows that both green and yellow components decreases with
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increase of resonator magnification M. The green output which was 18.0 watt at M =12.5 was decreased to 15.1
watt at M =100, a decrease by 16.1%. The yellow output which was 11.8 watt at M =12.5 was decreased to 7.9
watt at M =100, a decrease by 33.1%. It can be concluded from Fig. 3 and 4 that effect of resonator
magnification is more pronounced on the yellow spectral output as compared to green spectral output. Figure 5
shows the variation of green to yellow power ratio in total laser beam and HBQ beam with unstable resonator
magnification M. It shows that green to yellow power ratio was increased as M was increased for both total and
HBQ beam. For total beam, this ratio was 1.66 for M=12.5, which was increased to 2.01 for M = 100. For HBQ
beam, this ratio was 1.53 for M=12.5, which was increased to 1.91 for M = 100. For M = 12.5, the spatial filter
used to remove ASE, reduces the green power from 24.0 watt to 18.0 watt, which corresponds to a transmission
of 75 %. The same spatial filter reduces the yellow power from 14.5 watt to 11.8 watt, which corresponds to a
transmission of 81.4 %. For M = 50, the spatial filter used to remove ASE, reduces the green power from 22.3
watt to 15.6 watt, which corresponds to a transmission of 70%. The same spatial filter reduces the yellow power
from 12.2 watt to 9.2 watt, which corresponds to a transmission of 75.4 %. For M = 100, the spatial filter used to
remove ASE, reduces the green power from 21.9 watt to 15.1 watt, which corresponds to a transmission of
68.9% . The same spatial filter reduces the yellow power from 10.9 watt to 7.9 watt, which corresponds to a
transmission of 72.5 %. This shows that for each unstable resonator magnification M, the effect of spatial filter
A 1 is more pronounced on green spectral output as compared to yellow spectral output. This is due to lower
beam divergence of yellow as compared to green. This shows that unstable resonator magnification used to
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improve the beam quality and spatial filter used to remove the ASE affects its spectral components differently.
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Figure 5: variation of green to
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A qualitative estimation of the beam quality of the HBQ output beam for each magnification of unstable
resonator was made separately for green and yellow spectral output by power in bucket measurement. The HBQ
output obtained past the spatial filter was again collimated with another convex lens L 2 of same focal length and
4% of this collimated output beam was taken by reflection from an optical wedge, which was again focused by
another convex lens L 3 of 1 meter focal length. A dichroic mirror (DM) was used to separate green and yellow
wavelengths. The beam was allowed to pass through a pin hole of diameter 200 μm placed suitably in the path
of the beam. The power before and after the pinhole was noted. At M =12.5, the fractional power contained in
0.2 mrad divergence angle is ~16% for green component and 21% for yellow component. At M = 50, the
fractional power contained in 0.2 mrad divergence angle is 84.6% for green component and 89.2% for yellow
component. Similarly at M =100, the fractional power contained in 0.2 mrad divergence angle is 90.1% for
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green component and 93.6% for yellow component. It can be concluded from the data that the beam quality of
the laser output beam (both green and yellow components) improves with increase of magnification of the
unstable resonator. It also suggest that for each magnification, the beam quality of yellow component is better
than that of green component.
Conclusion: The total output power, which consists of amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) and high beam
quality (HBQ) parts, of an indigenously developed copper bromide laser with confocal positive branch unstable
resonator was studied for green and yellow spectral components of the output as a function of magnification of
the resonator. It is observed that magnification of the unstable resonator, which governs the beam quality and
the spatial filter, which removes the ASE, do not affect the green and yellow components of the laser output in
similar ways. It is observed that the total power and HBQ power of the laser output reduced for both green and
yellow components as magnification of the resonator increased from 12.5 to 100 but at each magnification, the
ASE percentage in green component was more than that of yellow component. It is also found that the
divergence of the laser output beam for both green and yellow components reduced with increase of
magnification of the resonator but at each magnification, the divergence of green component was more than that
of the yellow component.
Acknowledgements:
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Introduction:
Copper Vapour Laser (CVL) systems are operated for long hours in Master Oscillator Power Amplifier (MOPA)
configuration for its use in many strategic and industrial applications to obtain high average laser power with
good beam quality. CVL MOPA systems can have two or more CVL which are electrically excited and have
pulse repetition rate from 5 kHz to 20 kHz. The voltage magnitude of voltage excitation pulse depends on length
of CVL tube and rise time should be less than 100 ns 1. Continuous operation of CVL MOPA system requires
precise synchronization of individual CVLs in the order of 10 ns which depends on pulse to pulse timing jitter
and long time drift of individual power supply.
The pulse to pulse timing jitter is very critical in IGBT based high voltage pulse power supply due to presence
of magnetic pulse compression (MPC) stages 2. The MPC stages are used to compress the input voltage pulse to
achieve desired output voltage pulse. The design of MPC stages are based on voltage-time product and hence
change in input voltage will result in variation in propagation delay time for output pulse. Thus the design of
MPC stage is the dominant factor in deciding the overall voltage stability at the input storage capacitor to
achieve lowest timing jitter. The pulse width (FWHM) of CVL is around 40 ns and jitter value of 10 ns is
sufficient to achieve good power stability in MOPA configuration.
Drift is a critical parameter for long time synchronization. It is a slow phenomenon and mainly depends on
temperature coefficient of the components used in the power supply. For auto-synchronization of CVLs in
MOPA configuration, CVL system is operated in closed loop to achieve power stability in MOPA beam 3. When
CVL system is operated in open loop, manual corrections are to be carried in delay generator at different
interval to synchronize and maximize output power 4.
This paper reports the performance of CVLs in MOPA configuration for continuous run of ~ 35 hour in an open
loop. Various parameters like power stability, delay corrections, propagation delay time of individual laser,
temperature rise in power supply, and jitter during operations at various instant are reported.
Methodology:
The block diagram of CVL MOPA system experimental set up is shown in figure 1. A delay generator having
four channels BNC make, model 575 with resolution of 250 ps is used. The rectangular pulse having pulse
width of 5 μs and repetition rate of 6.5 kHz is generated by delay generator. The electrical output pulse from
delay generator is converted into an optical pulse by using HFBR-1402 transmitter. An optical output from
delay generator is fed as input trigger pulse to optical receiver card mounted on timer unit of pulse generator.
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Figure-1: Block diagram of CVL MOPA experimental set up
The CVL power supplies for oscillator and amplifier are solid state pulse power supply based on semiconductor
device insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) and MPC as reported earlier 5. Major components of IGBT and
MPC based pulse generator unit are oil dipped which serves as insulator and coolant. The transformer oil is
circulated and cooled through shell and tube type oil to water heat exchanger and the outlet oil temperature is
monitored to correlate with drift. The oil temperature is measured by using PT100 temperature sensor.
The CVL used for oscillator and amplifier are recrystallized alumina tube of 4.7 cm internal diameter and 150
cm length. Resonator for oscillator is unstable resonator using concave mirror M1, ROC 300 cm and button
convex mirror M2, ROC 5 cm. Two plane mirrors M3 and M4 are used to bend the CVL oscillator beam by 90°
each and feed it to amplifier. The output power of amplifier is monitored on Gentec make laser power meter
TPM300. Partial reflected CVL MOPA beam is fed to bi-planar photo tube Hamamatsu R1193U-52 to monitor
optical pulse shape. Four channel digital oscilloscope of Keysight DSO9104 is used to monitor various
parameters of experimental set-up. Oscillator and amplifier current pulse is monitored to measure propagation
delay time to optimize delay for precise synchronization.
Results & Discussion:
The CVLs were operated by flowing neon buffer gas at 0.8 atm - lt / hr and maintaining tube pressure of 25
mbar. The temperature of water chiller unit is set at 20 °C for cooling. The variable DC power supply was
initially operated at 340 V for both oscillator and amplifier with load current of 16.4 A at 7:30 AM. After half an
hour it was increased to 360 V, 17.5 A. Again after half an hour, the DC voltage was increased to 375 V and
corresponding load current was 18.2 A in both oscillator and amplifier. The optimized operating point is 390 V.
For continuous run, both the power supplies were operated at nominal DC input voltage of 375 V. The power
supply was turned OFF at 4:30 PM on next day i.e. 33 hours of continuous operation was performed.
The average laser output power of CVL MOPA from amplifier for continuous run of 33 hours is plotted in
figure 2. From the plot, the warm up time of laser was 55 minutes. After one hour, MOPA power of 3.6 W was
obtained with delay of 120 ns between oscillator and amplifier. The delay setting is adjusted manually to
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synchronize both lasers to maximize output power. The delay setting was adjusted at 75, 90, and 120 minutes to
obtain output power of 23, 38, 48 W respectively. The delay was adjusted to 32 ns after 2.5 hour of operation
and the power obtained was 49 W. Thereafter delay was unchanged for 11 hour and power also remained within
2% of 50 W. Again the delay was adjusted at 13.5 and 26.5 hour of operation to 50 and 38 ns respectively to
maintain power within 2% of 50 W.

Figure-2: Average laser power of CVL MOPA

Figure-3: Delay setting for optimized synchronization

Figure-4: Propagation delay time of oscillator and
amplifier current pulse

Figure-5: Oil temperature of pulse generator unit of
oscillator and amplifier

The delay generator setting with time for optimized synchronization of MOPA beam is shown in figure 3. It was
observed that delay setting after initial operation of 2.5 hour remained stable and MOPA power stability also
remained within 2% of 50 W for entire duration. After achieving stability in delay setting, it was changed twice
in entire duration, once during night at 9 PM and then in the next day morning at 10 AM. The change in delay
setting was carried to maintain MOPA power at 50 W.
The pulse propagation delay time of oscillator and amplifier is measured with reference to input trigger pulse by
monitoring the laser tube current of oscillator and amplifier. The propagation delay time of oscillator and
amplifier with time is shown in figure 4. The propagation delay time of oscillator and amplifier pulse remained
within 0.2% of value obtained after initial run of 2.5 hour. The pulse propagation time of oscillator measured
initially, after 2.5 hour and finally was 6.567 μs, 5.656 μs and 5.649 μs respectively. Similarly for amplifier
these parameters were 6.505 μs, 5.631 μs and 5.625 μs. The slight difference between the two is due to
parameter variation of components during fabrication & assembly and also due to oscillator beam path length.
The temperature rise in transformer oil is measured at the outlet of MS tank of pulse generator unit for oscillator
and amplifier is shown in figure 5. The oil temperature variation was ~ 5% for both oscillator and amplifier after
initial 2.5 hour of operation. The oil temperature of oscillator and amplifier were measured during starting, after
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2.5 hour and before shutdown and was 24.7 °C, 44 °C and 46.3 °C respectively and were approximately same
for both the systems. The timing jitter of MOPA pulse measured at different instant varied between 6 ns to 8 ns
as shown in figure 6. The variation in MOPA pulse average power with change in delay is shown in figure 7.

Figure-6: Timing jitter of MOPA pulse

Figure-7: MOPA pulse power variation with delay

The experiment was carried in open loop mode and various parameters were measured initially at 15 minutes
interval for 90 minutes, then interval was increased to 30 minutes for next 2.5 hour, thereafter every 1 hour. The
parameters were measured so that delay is manually set for optimized synchronization. The manual intervention
in delay setting was minimal to achieve good power stability as both the power supplies for oscillator and
amplifier were fabricated with same lot of components which has resulted in symmetry. The symmetry has
reflected in operating point of power supply, propagation delay time and oil temperature rise of pulse generator.
The delay change after 13.5 hour and 26.5 hour of operation can be attributed to slight drift in propagation delay
time of amplifier as seen in figure 4 which was corrected to maintain power at 50 W.
Conclusion:
Two copper vapour lasers were operated in oscillator amplifier configuration pumped by high voltage IGBT
based pulse power supply in an open loop mode. For precise synchronization and to get maximum power, delay
was adjusted between oscillator and amplifier. The timing jitter measured of MOPA pulse was within 6 ns to 8
ns and MOPA power was 50 W, ± 2% obtained after 2.5 hour of operation and remained within the band for
entire duration of 33 hours. The pulse propagation delay time and oil temperature rise remained within 0.2% and
5% of 6.656 μs and 44 °C respectively after 2.5 hour of operation.
Acknowledgement:
The authors would like to acknowledge all the team members of LPSD for their active support during the
performance testing of high voltage solid state pulse power supply with CVL for long hours of operation.
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Abstract: In this paper, we report on the development and study of an all-fiber high power Thulium-doped CW
fiber laser at ~1940 nm. An output power of ~117 W at 1940 nm has been generated with a slope efficiency of
~49%. Investigation of self-pulsing in high power Tm-doped all-fiber laser has also been performed and
analyzed for three different lengths of the gain fiber. Experimental results show that due to higher absorption at
wavelengths below ~2000 nm, re-absorption in a longer fiber length results in self-pulsing behavior in laser
output. These high peak power random self-pulses needs to be suppressed to avoid catastrophic damage of gain
fiber and generate high laser output power. This high power Tm-doped fiber laser is promising for medical field
applications and plastic welding.
Introduction: In recent times, Tm-doped fiber lasers (TDFL) operating at eye-safe wavelength near 2000 nm
have been a field of intense research and development because of its diverse path breaking applications in the
area of medicine, material processing of polymers, gas detection, light detection and ranging (LIDAR), remote
sensing, laser spectroscopy and optical communications1,2. TDFLs possess an appealing possibility for power
scaling in the 2000 nm wavelength range by pumping near 790 nm, which is readily available from AlGaAs
diode lasers. The cross-relaxation process overcomes the quantum efficiency of TDFL allowing the laser
efficiency to reach well above the Stokes limit of the TDFL when pumped at 790 nm1. There are several reports
on the development of high power Tm-doped fiber lasers. Ehrenreich et al. have already reported generation of 1
kW CW output from an all-fiber Tm-doped fiber laser using two-stage power amplifier with 53.2% slope
efficiency3. Most of these reports are related with generation of output wavelengths near 2000 nm, which are
suitable for industrial applications. However, for medical applications such as ablation of urinary tissues and
lithotripsy, output at 1940 nm is preferable due to high absorption in water near this wavelength3-5. For medical
applications, TDFLs have better edge over currently used most popular 2100 nm Ho:YAG lasers due to better
beam quality, no misalignment issues, lower thermal damage to a tissue and are more compact. To achieve laser
operation below 2000 nm from TDFL is challenging due to high absorption of gain fiber at lower lasing
wavelength regime of TDF. The highest CW output power reported directly from the oscillator at 1940 nm with
1567 nm pumping with Erbium-doped fiber lasers is 415 W6. Recently, there is report on generation of 70 W of
all-fiber Tm-doped fiber laser at 1940 nm pumped by 793 nm laser diodes7. This is the highest reported power at
1940 nm using 793 nm laser diodes directly from the oscillator. In all these reports, there is no mention of
observation of self-pulses in laser output and the mitigation of self-pulses to achieve higher output powers.
Also, there are very few reports on the self-pulsing phenomenon in TDFL even at very low level of pump
powers of few watts8,9. In this paper, we report on generation of ~117 W of CW output power from Tm-doped
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fiber laser at 1940 nm in all-fiber configuration using 793 nm pump wavelength with a slope efficiency of
~49%. To the best of our knowledge, this is the highest reported power at 1940 nm in the oscillator
configuration using 793 nm pump diodes. Experimental study on self-pulsing behavior in TDFL at high power
levels has also been carried out, which is detrimental in generation of high output powers from TDFL.
Experimental setup: Figure 1 shows a schematic of all-fiber TDFL for the generation of more than 100 W of
output power at 1940 nm. The laser cavity comprises of commercially available large mode area Tm-doped fiber
(TDF) with core and cladding diameter of 25/400 μm and corresponding numerical apertures of 0.10/0.46
(Nufern LMA-TDF-25P/400-HE). The pump signal absorption at 793 nm is 2 dB/m. To achieve more than 100
W of CW power from TDFL, the length of the TDF was first optimized. For the experiment study, three
different lengths of TDF were selected, i.e., 8 m, 6 m, and 4 m. For pumping the TDF, six number of fiber pigtailed diode lasers at 793 nm with fiber core/clad diameter of 105/125 μm and NA of 0.22 were used. To
combine the total output from all the six laser diodes, a multimode pump combiner (PC) is used, which has six
pump input ports, one input signal port and one output port. The insertion loss of pump through pump combiner
is a0.17 dB. The six pump input ports of the PC are having matching core and clad diameters of 105/125 μm
with core NA of 0.22. The signal port is having core and clad diameter of 10/125 μm. The output port of the PC
is compatible with active fiber and has core and clad diameter of 25/400 μm. Two fiber Bragg grating mirrors
(FBG), with 99.8% reflectivity and other with 10% reflectivity at the center wavelength of 1940 nm have been
used to form the linear cavity with the gain fiber. The output port of the PC is spliced with the highly reflecting
fiber Bragg grating mirror (HR-FBG) at 1940 nm with FWHM linewidth of 3 nm. The output end of the HR
FBG is spliced with the TDF, which in turn is spliced with the 10% reflectivity FBG mirror (OC-FBG) at 1940
nm with the FWHM linewidth of 1 nm. The LR FBG also acts as the output coupler, as the output signal is
taken from this end. The output end of OC FBG is spliced with a 2 m long compatible passive fiber and an end
cap is attached at its output end, which is core-less silica fiber. The presence of end cap reduces the power
density at the exit fiber end, hence prevents damage of the fiber ends at the high output power. The length of the
end-cap must be carefully chosen to maintain beam quality decided by the core of the doped fiber. The
maximum length of the end cap without affecting the beam quality is given by,

Lmax

d
2n.NA

(1)

Where, d is the diameter of the end cap, n is the refractive index of the silica end cap at the operating
signal wavelength, and NA is the numerical aperture of the core of the TDF. The length of the silica end cap
spliced with the TDF is 1.38 mm. For build-up of population inversion and to prevent spurious lasing between
the two fiber ends, end cap was cleaved at an angle of 10°.

Figure 1: Schematic of the high power Tm-doped all-fiber CW fiber laser in forward pumping configuration.
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Results and Discussion:
Figure 2(a) shows the variation of output power at 1940 nm as a function of the launched input pump power,
when TDF of 4 m length has been selected for laser up. At the launched pump power of 260 W at 793 nm, total
output power of ~138 W was obtained including leakage pump and signal at 1940 nm. When pump power at
793 nm was separated from the signal power at 1940 nm by using high index polymer pump stripper, signal
power of ~117 W was obtained. The slope efficiency is ~49% and optical to optical conversion efficiency is
~45%. The slope efficiency in this case is greater than the quantum efficiency limit of 40% of TDFL. This is
attributed to the cross-relaxation process occurring in highly doped TDFL, which supports the conversion of one
pump photon into two laser signal photons3. The enhancement factor in the power due to the cross-relaxation in
our case is ~1.2. Maximum achievable pump power from the six diodes is 290 W, but pump power was limited
to 260 W due to rise in temperature of the high index pump stripper above 100°C, which may cause burning and
damage of the oscillator. There is a slight roll-off of the laser power at higher pump power due to temperature
rise at the splice joints. So, a better thermal management is required to remove the roll-off of the signal power.
Figure 2(b) shows the spectrum of TDFL at 1940 nm with FWHM linewidth of ~1 nm decided by the FBG
mirrors.
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Figure 2: (a) Variation of output power vs input pump power, (b) spectrum of the laser output signal.
When 8 m length of Tm-doped fiber was selected to have efficient pump absorption of 16 dB (97.5%),
repetitive damage of the gain fiber was observed. In order to analyze reasons for damage of the gain fiber, a
photoreceiver was used to observe time dependent variation of laser output. Since TDF was pumped using CW
diodes, a CW output signal was expected, but unexpectedly output contained irregular self-pulses. Figure 3(a)
shows the observed self-pulsing behaviour with 8 m length of TDF used in the experimental configuration
shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3(b) shows the expanded single pulse from train of random self-pulses of nano-second
duration. These self-pulses of nanosecond duration raise the peak power density to reach the bulk damage
threshold of silica fibers and in the presence of these self-pulses catastrophic damage of doped-fiber was
observed repeatedly. Figure 3(c) shows the spectral behaviour of the signal generated from 8 m fiber. It can be
seen that signal is generated at above 2000 nm rather than 1940 nm inspite of the fact that the FBG’s used in the
cavity are at 1940 nm. This result signifies that along the long length of the gain fiber, signal at 1940 nm is reabsorbed and higher wavelengths above 2000 nm are generated. Re-absorbrpion of signal at 1940 nm results in
self-pulsing and lasing at longer wavelength region of TDFL. Similar phenomenon was also observed when 6 m
length of TDF was selected. With 4 m length of TDF providing pump absorption of 10 dB (90%), no self-
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pulsing was observed and CW lasing at the expected wavelength of 1940 nm was also observed at which FBGs
were used in the laser set up. Thus, 4 m length of TDF was found to be optimum for lasing at 1940 nm.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: (a) Self-pulsing behaviour of 8 m length of TDF, (b) single self-pulse of nano-second duration, and (c)
spectrum of output signal generated from 8 m length of TDFL.
Conclusion: In conclusion, a CW output power of ~117 W at eye-safe wavelength of ~1940 nm has been
generated using an all-fiber oscillator configuration of Tm-doped fiber laser with a slope efficiency of ~49%. An
investigation of self-pulsing behavior in all-fiber Tm-doped fiber laser has been performed using three different
lengths of the gain fiber with different values of pump power absorption. Occurrence of random self-pulses with
long length of Tm-doped fiber is due to higher re-absorption at the signal wavelength of 1940 nm. For signal
generation at ~1940 nm, optimum length of TDF needs to be selected. This high power Tm-doped fiber laser at
1940 nm has potential application in medical field and plastic welding.
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Abstract: This paper presents, for the first time, a study on the second harmonic ultraviolet (UV: Ȝ§QP
generation from a low temperature CVL with different optical resonators (plane-plane resonator and unstable
resonators of magnifications 12.5, 50 & 100). With a type-I, critically phase matched ȕ-BBO crystal as the
harmonic generator and different pump average powers 10 W), the variation in UV average output powers
and its conversion efficiencies were studied and found to vary from 0.3 to 2 W and 3 to 26% respectively for the
different resonators employed. The experimental results were analysed in light of the beam quality attributes of
the pump beams vis-à-vis limiting thermal and walk-off effects associated.
1. Introduction
High pulse repetition rate (~kHz), ns pulse-duration coherent ultraviolet (UV UDGLDWLRQVDWȜ~ 250 nm
find applications in manufacturing of photonic components, UV-photolithography, machining of
semiconductors, glass/ceramics & polymers as well as photo-excitation studies of elements [1-4]. Among the
limited choice available, the UV sources based on second harmonic of copper laser radiation Ȝ§QP DUH
advantageous owing to its higher repetition rate and excellent spatio-temporal beam quality attributes as
compared to that of excimer lasers and frequency quadrupled solid state lasers. Further, between the two
temperature (~500 oC & ~1500 oC) variants of copper vapour laser (CVL), the low temperature variant has
advantages of faster start-up (~4X), higher rep. rate (~20 kHz vs. ~5 kHz), higher efficiency (~2X) and superior
beam quality characteristics which enhances its scope of applicability[1,2]. Till date, extensive studies on the
second harmonic UV generation of conventional high temperature CVLs are well reported [1,2,5]. However,
sufficient attention has not been paid on the second harmonic generation process of the low temperature variant
CVLs, apart from a few reported studies [6-9]. Moreover, the UV generation process with different optical
resonators of the low temperature CVL is missing in the literature. The conditions of the second harmonic UV
generation with different optical resonator in the low temperature CVL are expected to be different from that of
the conventional high temperature CVL owing to its relatively lower operating temperature, higher repetition
rate and spatio-temporal laser gain characteristics.
In view of the above, this paper presents, for the first time, an experimental study on the second
harmonic UV generation of the radiations from an in-house developed high repetition rate (~20 kHz) low
temperature CVL (Cu-HBr laser) with different optical resonators [plane-plane resonator (PPR) and positive
branch unstable resonators (PBURs) of magnifications (M) 12.5, 50 & 100)] in a type-I, critically phase
PDWFKHGȕ-BBO crystal. With the variation of pump average power limit of 10 W, variation of the UV average
powers/conversion-efficiencies were from 0.3 to 2 W / 3 to 26% respectively. The experimental results were
analysed in terms of the measured beam quality attributes of the pump beams as well as associated thermal &
walk-off effects.
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2. Experimental arrangement
Fig. 1 shows the schematic of the experimental arrangement for studying the second harmonic process
of the in-house developed Cu-HBr laser for different resonators fitted with an intra-cavity cube polarizer (BSP).
For PPR (configuration A), the mirrors M 1 & M 2 were high reflecting plane mirror (R~99%) & fused silica
blank (R~7%) respectively with overall cavity length (L R ) of 250 cm. For confocal PBURs (configuration B) of
different magnifications [M = |F 1 /F 2 |, where F 1 (250 cm) & F 2 were focal lengths of mirrors M 1 (concave) &
M 2 (convex) and were separated by a distance L R = F 1 - |F 2 |], the value of F 2 was changed to -20 cm, -5 cm & 2.5 cm corresponding to values of M as 12.5, 50 & 100 respectively.

Fig.1 Schematic of the experimental set up for second harmonic UV
generation from the low temperature CVL (Cu-HBr laser) fitted with
different resonators (A) PPR and (B) PBURs

Fig. 2 Typical temporal intensity
profiles of the pump and second
harmonic UV beams (PBUR M=50)

The experiment was carried out sequentially for each resonator, where only the green (510.6 nm)
component was selected by using a suitable high reflecting dichroic mirror (DCM) out of the total green &
yellow. The selected beam was then compressed by 10 times to about 2.5 mm using a telescopic lens pair (f 1 , f 2
= 100, 10 cm) and ASE was filtered out at the common focal plane with an aperture (diameter: ~1.5 mm for
PPR & ~0.5 mm for PBURs). The ASE filtered, collimated beam was line focused, by a cylindrical lens (f 3 ) of
IRFDOOHQJWKFPRQDȕ-BBO crystal (6 x 4 x 10 mm3, cut angle = 470) which was tilted suitably to match the
type-I phase matching angle (~51o) of the green beam. The crystal was mounted on 5-axis micro-positioner. The
depleted green beam and generated UV beam were then collimated using a fused silica cylindrical lens (f 4 =10
cm), which were separated using a fused silica prism. Average UV power was monitored using a power meter
(Gentech, TPM 300) while the wavelength of the radiations (fundamental green, depleted green & generated
UV) as well as their temporal profiles were monitored using a three synchronized bi-planner photo diodes
(Hamamatsu, R1193U-51) & a 500 MHz oscilloscope (Lecroy:Waverunner-6050A) respectively (Fig. 2). For
HDFKUHVRQDWRUXVHGWKHH[SHULPHQWZDVFDUULHGRXWZLWKGLIIHUHQWSXPSEHDPSRZHUV :WRSUHYHQWWKH
crystal damage) which was varied using the beam splitter M 3 whereas the fundamental beam-quality attributes
(divergence, pointing instability etc.) were monitored by sampling out the beam using an optical wedge (W) in
similar manner as described elsewhere [ ].
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3. Results and discussions
Figs. 3a and 3b show the variation of the UV average output power (P Ȧ ) and UV conversion
efficiency (Ș Ȧ ) as a function of pump beam average power (P Ȧ ) for PPR and PBURs of M= 12.5, 50 & 100. It
is observed that both P Ȧ and Ș Ȧ increases with increase of P Ȧ for all the resonators. However, the degree of
increase of P Ȧ are from 30 mW to 300 mW & from 31 mW to 700 mW with corresponding variations in P Ȧ
from 3 to 10 W and 1.9 to 9.2 W respectively. On the other hand, for PBURs of M = 50 & M=100, the
variations in P Ȧ are from 80 mW to 2.05 W & from 81 mW to 1.7 W with corresponding variations in P Ȧ from
1.6 W to 8.2 W & 1.4 W to 6.3 W respectively. Similarly, for PPR & PBUR M=12.5, Ș Ȧ increases from 1% to
3% & 1.63% to 7.61% respectively, for corresponding increase in P Ȧ . However, for PBUR M = 50, as P Ȧ
increases upto 6.6 W, Ș Ȧ increases almost linearly upto 22% (1.43 W UV) and thereafter its slope slows down.
At maximum used value of P Ȧ of 8.2 W, Ș Ȧ is about 25%. On the other hand, for PBUR M = 100, the slope of
the graph slows down at P Ȧ of about 4.6 W [1.01 W UV & Ș Ȧ ~ 22%] though Ș Ȧ is ~ 26% at the maximum
UV power of 1.7 W.

(b)
(a)
Fig. 3 Variation of the (a) UV output power [P Ȧ ] & (b) FRQYHUVLRQHIILFLHQF\>Ș Ȧ ] with fundamental beam
input power [P Ȧ ] for different resonators
Further, to characterize the second harmonic UV conversion processes on a uniform scale (independent of
fundamental power/intensity), conversion coefficients C Ȧ

 Ș Ȧ /P Ȧ S , where P Ȧ S is the peak power of

fundamental, were evaluated which act as figures of merit for deciding the efficacy of the UV conversion
processes. Fig. 4 shows the variation of the conversion coefficient for different input powers and resonators
used. It is noticed that C Ȧ is almost constant with values of ~ 0.35 x 10-5 W-1 for M = 1, ~0.85 x 10-5 W-1 for M
= 12.5. However, for PBUR M=50 & 100, it increases with P Ȧ and attains maximum value & then falls. For
PBUR M=50, C Ȧ is at maximum value of ~3 x 10-5 W-1 [P Ȧ = 6.6 W, P Ȧ = 1.43 W] and then falls to ~2.74 x
10-5 W-1 at P Ȧ = 8.2 W [P Ȧ =2.05 W]. On the other hand, for PBUR M =100, the variation is quite high. With
the increase of P Ȧ from 1.4 W, C Ȧ increases from ~3.27 x 10-5 W-1, attains maximum of ~3.96 x 10-5 W-1 at P Ȧ
= 3.2 W [P Ȧ = 512 mW] and then decreases monotonically to ~3.29 x 10-5 W-1 at P Ȧ = 6.3 W [P Ȧ = 1.65 W].
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Table 1: Attributes of fundamental laser beam with
different resonators used
IȦ S
Optical
ș
į
Ĳ
PȦ
resonator ȝUDG
ȝUDG (ns) (W) (MW/cm2)
PPR
(M§1)

~1500

±30

~60

10

~0.62

PBUR
M=12.5

~268

±25

~55

9.2

~3.47

PBUR
M=50

~118

±19

~50

8.2

~7.72

PBUR
M=100

~89

±15

~44

6.3

~8.94

Fig. 4. Variation of the UV conversion
coefficients with fundamental powers for PPR
and PBURs
The observed experimental trends can be understood as follows. For perfect phase matching conditions,
P Ȧ [ ןP Ȧ . I Ȧ ]

ܮ( ןଶ ܲఠଶ )Τ(݄ . ݂. ߠ) and Ș Ȧ  ןI Ȧ where L = interaction length of the crystal [=ඥܮ ܮ

= ඥܽܮ /ߩ], h = beam height at the focus (= 2.5 mm), f = focal length of the cylindrical focusing lens f 3 (= 4
cm), ș = divergence of the pump laser beam, a = laser spot size on the crystal [=mf 3 .șPis beam compression
factor (=10)], ȡ = walk-off angle of the crystal (=4.8o), L a  DSHUWXUH OHQJWK RI WKH FU\VWDO § a/ȡ ) and L p =
physical length of the crystal [10]. For a given pump power, as the resonator M increases, ș as well as the spot
size (width of spot) decreases (Table 1) and hence I Ȧ increases. This leads to increase in P Ȧ and Ș Ȧ as M is
increased from 1 (PPR) to 50 (UR). For example, at typical constant pump power of 5 W, the pump spot width
on the BBO crystal (=10 f 3 ș ZHUHHVWLPDWHGWREHaȝPaȝPaȝPDQGWKHFRUUHVSRQGLQJYDOXHV
of I Ȧ are ~0.31 MW/cm2, ~1.9 MW/cm2, ~4.7 MW/cm2 for pump laser beam with resonator M=1, 12.5, 50
respectively. The increase in slope of P Ȧ vs. P Ȧ DQGȘ Ȧ vs. P Ȧ curves as M is increased from 1 to 50 is again
due to the fact that ߲ܲଶఠ Τ߲ߠ  ן1Τߠ ଶ and ߲ߟଶఠ Τ߲ߠ  ן1Τߠ ଶ . For M = 100, the pump beam width and
LQWHQVLW\RQWKHFU\VWDODUHaȝP a0:FP2. It is clear that moving from M= 50 to 100, there is no
major change in spot size at crystal due to almost diffraction limited divergence values (1-1.3 DL) in both the
cases. Also, the spot sizes are very small (10s of microns) and the peak intensities are high. Hence, the second
harmonic process is adversely affected due to increased beam walk-off, limited angular acceptance (~0.38 mradcm) and increased dephasing between fundamental and generated beams in the crystal. Hence the frequency
conversion performance of M = 50 and 100 are very close. These arguments are evidenced by the fact that for
PPR and PBUR M=12.5, C Ȧ is almost constant within the pump power limit employed. However, for PBUR
M=50 & M=100, reduction of C Ȧ beyond certain UV/visible-pump power levels are in line with the thermal
dephasing caused due to the absorption of radiations [11]. For the associated wavelengths in the present case for
the BBO crystal employed, the corresponding critical powers are estimated to ~5.6 W & ~0.7 W respectively for
the fundamental and the 255 nm UV beam [8].
4. Conclusions
In conclusion, an experimental study on the second harmonic UV generation from a high repetition rate
(~20 kHz) low temperature CVL (Cu-HBr laser) was carried out with different optical resonators such as PPR
and PBURs of M=12.5, 50 & 100 usiQJȕ-BBO nonlinear crystal. With the variation of pump average power
limit of 10 W, variation of the UV average powers/conversion-efficiencies were from 0.3 to 2 W / 3 to 26%
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respectively. The experimental trends were explained in terms of the beam quality attributes of the pump beams
as well as associated thermal dephasing & walk-off effects.
Acknowledgements: The authors acknowledge power supply support from CVL electronics laboratory of
LPSD.
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Abstract: Design, development and characterization of a compact (palm size) and simple second order
autocorrelator for measurement of ultra-short laser pulse width is presented. It consists of only three optical
elements and can be directly mounted on a CCD camera (as c-mount camera lens) for recording single shot
autocorrelation trace. The optical components and opto-mechanical design used in the autocorrelator are
fabricated in-house. A graphical user interface has also been developed, which online monitor’s the
autocorrelation trace, calculates the pulse width, perform statistical analysis for multiple measurements and save
the data. The device was successfully used for measurement of ~ 100 fs duration laser pulses.
1.

Introduction
Femto-second class, ultra-short lasers are being operated routinely in many laboratories, industries,

hospitals etc. owing to their distinct applications in various streams of science and technology [1-2]. Many
methods have been invented for the complete spatio-temporal characterization of ultra-short laser pulses, e.g.,
Frequency Resolved Optical Gating (FROG) [3], Spectral Phase Interferometry for Direct Electric-filed
Reconstruction (SPIDER) [4], interferometric autocorrelation [5] etc. However, temporal characterisation viz.
measurement of full width at half maximum (FWHM) is required to be routinely monitored of such lasers for
day to day performance, and therefore second order intensity autocorrelator is an important diagnostic. In this
paper, we propose a compact and simple design of a second order autocorrelator consisting of only three optical
elements, which can be directly mounted on a CCD camera for recording single shot autocorrelation trace. A
graphical user interface has also been developed and used for online acquisition, calculations, and saving the
measurement data on laser pulse duration.
2. Opto-mechanical design and GUI
The basic optical layout of the developed autocorrelator is similar to GRENOUILLE, a FROG variant.
However, the requirement of thick crystal, cylindrical lenses could be omitted for only autocorrelation
measurements. As shown in the Figure 1, it consists of three optical elements: a bi-prism, a second harmonic
generating (SHG) crystal and an optical filter. The bi-prism splits the laser beam into two halves with some
angle between them (in xz-plane), which depends on the base angle of the bi-prism. The SHG crystal is placed
at a location where these two angled beams overlaps to generate time correlated SHG signal along x-axis (delay
axis) and hence mimicking as a single shot autocorrelator. A pictorial representation of a typical autocorrelation
trace recorded for an ultra-short laser pulse is also shown on the screen (detector) which could be CCD camera.
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Figure 1: Optical layout of the autocorrelator and pictorial representation of a typical autocorrelation trace
7KH ):+0 ODVHU SXOVH ZLGWK Ĳ p  FDQ EH HVWLPDWHG E\ PXOWLSO\LQJ FDOLEUDWLRQ IDFWRU Ĳ calibration ) and
FWHM width of the recorded trace along x-D[LV ǻ[ 7KH calibration factor is given by ݇߶݊݅ݏ/ܿ, where, k is a
constant depending upon the shape of the laser pulse (1.414 for Gaussian pulse and 1.31 for sech2 pulse), c is the
speed of light and  is the half angle between the two beamlets. The half angle  between the beamlets is related
to bi-SULVP¶VEDVHDQJOH Į DQGUHIUDFWLYHLQGH[ Q DV- I

(n  1)D , hence, the calibration factor of the device

can be altered by replacing the bi-prism with different base angle. In this way, the pulse width is estimated by
recording the autocorrelation trace using a camera and measuring its width.
All the three optical elements are mounted using three different circular aluminium housing, having
threads for locking and inter element coupling. Two different views (3D and top) of complete mechanical
assembly with optical arrangement are shown in the Figure 2. The complete structure is in the form of a
cylindrical tube, having clear circular aperture of 20 mm and total length about 60 mm. A provision is also made
in the assembly to adjust distance between the bi-prism and the SHG crystal to maintain the beam overlap
position inside the crystal, which otherwise shifts due to replacement of the bi-prism with different angle. This
tube can be mounted onto a CCD camera (as a c-mount camera lens), serving as standalone device with size of a
mini camera to capture and estimate pulse width of ultra-short laser pulses.

Figure 2: 3D view and Top view of autocorrelator with complete mechanical assembly with optical arrangement
Two bi-prisms of diameter 30 mm were fabricated at Optical Design & Development Laboratory of
RRCAT, with base angles 10o and 6o, resulting into calibration factor of 0.38 IVȝPDQG23 IVȝP respectively.
A 30 mm diameter and 5 mm thick KDP crystal, grown at Crystal Growth Laboratory, RRCAT and cut for SHG
phase matching at 1054 nm wavelength, was used. To block the unconverted fundamental signal at 1054 nm, a
KG-5 optical filter was used. Photographs of the autocorrelator developed are shown in the Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Photographs of the autocorrelator developed in the laboratory
To capture the autocorrelation trace, a CCD camera (Make: Imaging Source, Model: DMK 41BU02) was used.
A graphical user interface (GUI) is also developed to capture the camera image and online processing to
estimate laser pulse width. Screen shot of the developed GUI is shown in the Figure 4. The captured trace is first
filtered using a Gaussian filter; thereafter lineout along horizontal direction (averaged along vertical direction) is
taken to estimate laser pulse width using the calibration factor. The calculated value, measured using each
captured image, is then plot against the shot number. The statistics of the pulse measurement is also displayed in
the GUI, showing minimum value, maximum value and average value of the pulse width measurement along
with standard deviation. There is also provision to save the recorded image for offline measurements.

Figure 4: Screenshot of the graphical user interface developed to capture and analysis single shot
autocorrelation trace for ultra-short laser pulse width estimation.
The developed autocorrelator can measure pulse duration in the range of 50 fs to 1000 fs for laser wavelengths
in the range of 900 nm to 1100 nm. The device was used for measurement of laser pulse from a mode locked fs
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laser source (Make: Coherent, Model: Chameleon Ultra II) delivering ~100 fs laser pulses at 80 MHz repetition
rate.
A few initial measurements with the developed device matches with the values measured with the other
autocorrelator developed in the laboratory.
3. Conclusion
In conclusion, a miniaturized second order autocorrelator has been designed and developed for the estimation of
pulse width of ultra-short laser pulses. The autocorrelator is consists of only three optical elements and it is of
palm’s size. The bi-prism and SHG crystal used in the autocorrelator, and opto-mechanical housing are
developed and fabricated in-house. A GUI is also developed for capturing and online estimating the pulse width.
Finally, it is used for measurement of ~ 100 fs duration laser pulses.
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Abstract: Development of 1.5 kW average power and 30 kW peak power long pulse Nd:YAG laser using three
ceramic reflector based double lamp pump chambers in a single resonator has been carried. Laser pulse duration
can be varied in the range of 4-40 ms and pulse repetition rate in the range of 1-100 Hz. An electrical to laser
conversion efficiency of 5% has been achieved. Design of laser resonator has been optimized to achieve a beam
quality factor M2~69, which is good enough for beam delivery through 400 Pm core diameter, 0.22 numerical
aperture (NA) optical fibers for laser cutting and welding of thick stainless steel plates remotely.
Introduction: High average power and high peak power long pulse Nd:YAG lasers are useful in large depth
cutting and welding of metals and alloys with minimum heat affected zone, shrinkage and distortion. As the
output power from a single rod is limited due to thermal its fracture limit, multi-rod and oscillator-amplifier
configurations are normally used for power scaling. In the case of oscillator-amplifier system, mode matching
telescopes and spatial filters are required in laser set up, which results in a complicated structure and efficiency is
also poor1. As compared to oscillator-amplifier system, multi-rod resonator design is simple and more efficient.
In the case of multi-rod resonator, number of rods are kept in a single resonator in rod imaging configuration,
thus, the length of resonator becomes very long and precise alignment of Nd:YAG rods is necessarily required to
achieve safe and stable operation. Further, discrete unstable regions may also exist in the resonator, if the
resonator is not optimally designed. Discrete unstable regions results in a sudden drop in output power in a
particular range of input pump power. Thus, it is important to select rods and pump chamber to have similar
thermal lensing from all the rods used in the resonator. Driedger et. al.2 and Kumkar et. al.3 have have analysed
muti-rod resonator configuration in detail. Jiang et. al. have reported development of 2026 W of average output
power with an electro-optical conversion efficiency of 3.49%4. In most of the reports on high average power
long pulse lamp pumped Nd:YAG lasers, a maximum electrical to laser conversion efficiency in the range of 34% and pulse energy below 100 J is reported. In this work, we have generated 1.5 kW average output power with
5% electrical to laser conversion efficiency and a maximum pulse energy of 680 J at 40 ms pulse duration, which
is on higher side for similar systems reported in literature.
Experimental Set-up
Figure 1 shows schematic arrangement of three rod resonator. The laser consists of three pump
chambers (PC1, PC2 and PC3). Each to couple the Flash lamp beam to the Nd:YAG rod in L-shape resonator.
All the three pump chambers have the same geometry and each pump chamber consists of an Nd:YAG rod of 8
mm diameter, 160 mm length, [111] orientation, and 1.1 at.% Nd3+-doping concentration. The cylindrical
Nd:YAG rod surfaces have a fine ground barrel finish to minimize the optical loss caused by the gallery modes
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that occur within the round crystal surface. One rod and two Kr-filled flashlamps have been placed in a close
coupled yellow glazed diffuse ceramic reflector. Flashlamps have a bore diameter of 8 mm and arc length of 136
mm. A maximum of 10 kW average power is pumped in each pump chamber and 5 kW in each flashlamp. The
diffusive ceramic reflector distributes the pump beam uniformly through the crystal rod to have uniform
pumping. Lamp and rod are separated by 10% samarium doped glass filter plates, so that unwanted UV radiation
from flashlamp is absorbed by samarium filter, which then emits in the pump band of Nd:YAG rod and results in
lower thermal load and enhancement in optical conversion efficiency. Six number of 5 kW power supplies have
been used to separately trigger and pump the six flashlamps. However, a single power supply controller has been
used to operate all the six power supplies in synchronization to simultaneously pump all the rods in the
resonator. Identical water cooling units operating at 22qC have been used for all the three pump chambers to
achieve similar thermal lensing for each rod.

Fig. 1: Schematic of the experimental setup.
Three apertures of 7 mm diameter have been placed close to the outer faces of the pump chamber rods to avoid
their damage from the back reflected beam at a narrow angle. A plane-plane L-shape laser resonator has been
designed in rod imaging configuration with d:2d:2d:d separation of principal planes of the rod. The rear mirror
M1 is plane with high reflection coating at the fundamental wavelength of 1064 nm (R>99.7%) and mirror M2 is
also a plane mirror with high reflection coating at the fundamental wavelength at 45° angle to reflect the
fundamental wavelength beam. The output coupler mirror M3 is a plane mirror with 20% reflectivity at the
fundamental wavelength to couple out the infrared beam. L-shaped resonator design was selected to
accommodate laser resonator on optical table of 1.5 m length. The total physical length of the resonator was
optimized to 210 cm with 35 cm : 70 cm : 70 cm : 35 cm rod imaging distances from rear mirror to PC1, PC1 to
PC2, PC2 to PC3 and PC3 to output coupler mirror distances. Laser output characteristics were studied for
different values of d in the range of 20 cm to 40 cm. However, a distance of 35 cm was found to be optimum to
achieve good beam quality and efficient operation over the whole range of average input pump power from 0-30
kW. Figure 2 shows a table-top view of 1.5 kW average power Nd:YAG laser.
Figure 3 shows variation of average laser output power at 1064 nm as a function of average electrical
input pump power. With three rod resonator, a maximum average output power of 1510 W was achieved with
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maximum pulse energy of 680 J at 40 ms pulse duration, leading to a peak power of 17 kW. However, at lower
pulse duration of 4 ms, a maximum pulse energy of 121 J was achieved leading to a peak power of ~30 kW.

Power supplies
Power supply
Pump chambers
Laser output

Fig. 2: Table-top view of 1.5 kW average power ms pulse Nd:YAG laser.
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Fig. 3: Variation of average output power with average electrical
input pump power.
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Fig. 5: Plot for M2 measurement.

Fig. 4: 2D and 3D spatial beam profile of 1.5 kW
average power Nd:YAG laser.
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Figure 4 shows 2D and 3D spatial profiles of laser output beam, which shows that there is uniform flat top
intensity over the beam cross-section. Beam quality was measured using a Wincam beam profiler by measuring
beam diameter at different points away and before the focus position of the lens. Figure 5 shows plot and fit for
M2 measurement with a measured value of M2 ~ 69. Experiments for beam delivery through optical fiber for
remote material processing applications is underway.
Conclusion: In conclusion, we have designed and developed a high efficient long pulse Nd:YAG laser with
maximum average output power of 1510 W and maximum pulse energy of 680 J at 40 ms pulse duration. An
electrical to laser conversion efficiency of 5.35% has been achieved. Laser output power varies linearly with the
input pump power for the whole range of pump power from 0-30 kW. Measured value of M2 was found to be 69,
which is good enough for beam delivery through 400 Pm and 0.22 NA optical fiber. This laser will be useful in
large depth cutting and deep penetration welding applications.
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Abstract
The importance of 98/100Mo in producing 99mTc, a radio tracer that is in ever increasing demand, is very well
known. We present here our results of experiments carried out to enrich

98/100

Mo by the process of multi-

°

photon dissociation of MoF 6 under cooled conditions (-58 C). Selective excitation of the combination
mode (v 3 +v 5 ) lying in the 1050 cm-1 region and accessible by the 9 μm band emission lines of a CO 2 laser
yielded a maximum enrichment factor of ~1.12 for the case of 100Mo when irradiated with the 9P(10) line
that is near-resonant to

92

MoF 6 . Efforts to increase the same by increasing the coupled energy into the

medium are being explored.
Introduction
The radio-isotope currently in utmost demand for medical imaging is
99m

Tc that is obtained WKURXJKWKHȕGHFD\RI 99Mo which itself can be a

fission product or formed through neutron capture by

98

Mo in a reactor.

99m

Tc FDQ DOVR EH SURGXFHG E\ SKRWRQHXWURQ UHDFWLRQ Ȗ Q  RU SURWRQ

beam induced reaction in an accelerator (p,2n) from 100Mo. Enriching any
of these isotopes of Molybdenum is thus of great value in this connection.
Molybdenum has seven stable isotopes ranging from 92 to 100 amu in
mass, and 9% to 24% in natural abundance (Table 1). In case of MoF 6
molecule, its each vibrational band consists, therefore, of seven
overlapping isotopic bands that may differ appreciably in frequency. Out
of the six fundamental vibrational modes of MoF 6 1, the v 3 IR active

Isotope
92

Mo
Mo
94
Mo
95
Mo
96
Mo
97
Mo
98
Mo
99
Mo
100
Mo
93

Natural
Abundance (%)
14.65
Synthetic
9.19
15.87
16.67
9.58
24.20
Synthetic
9.74

Table 1. Isotopes of Mo and
their natural abundances.

vibrational mode lies in the mid IR region (741 cm-1) and hence
molecular laser isotope separation based on selective excitation of
this vibrational mode and separation through IR multi-photon
dissociation (MPD) process has been attempted in the past wherein
the coherent sources employed have been para-H 2 Raman laser2

1030 cm-1

and FEL3. The combination mode (v 3 +v 5 ) lying in the 1050 cm-1
region is accessible by the 9 μm band emission lines of a CO 2
laser and the same has also been exploited for enrichment studies

741 cm-1

4

with a slightly better outcome . The low absorption cross-section
of the combination mode is offset by the significantly high energy

Figure 1. FTIR spectrum of
natural MoF6.
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achievable by a CO 2 laser. To be noted that at room temperature, only ~1% population resides in the
ground state and is thus available for selective laser excitation. The heavily populated higher energy levels
cause hindrance as non-selective excitation from these levels results in scrambling of selectivity. The
isotope shifts are small between successive mass numbers (~1 cm-1) which is further obscured by the
spectral interference due to hot bands and therefore, laser-based excitation, be it para-H 2 Raman laser3 or
CO 2 laser4 is not very selective but nevertheless, alters the isotopic ratios of all the isotopes in a rather
predictable manner. While the lighter isotopes were enriched and heavier ones depleted in the undissociated MoF 6 in reference 3, the effect of laser emitting on various transitions on the resulting
enrichment was investigated in reference 4 yielding similar result. In this communication we present the
results of our experiments of IRMPD of MoF 6 by targeting the combination mode (v 3 +v 5 ) utilising the
emission of a CO 2 laser with the experiments having been carried out both at room temperature and under
cooled conditions (-58°C). This study clearly reveals an improvement in the selectivity, and, in turn, in the
separation factor under cooled conditions.
The Sample
FTIR spectrum of natural MoF 6 sourced from RMP, Mysuru established the presence of MoF 6 in the form
of an intense peak at 741 cm1 corresponding to the Q 3 fundamental vibrational mode, although presence of
an impurity too at 1030 cm1 was seen and identified as silicon tetra fluoride (SiF 4 ) (Figure 1). Since this
absorption is far removed from that of the combination mode of (v 3 +v 5 ) lying in the region of 1050 cm-1,
no attempt was made to purify the sample. The isotopic ratio in the sample prior to irradiation was
measured by Thermal Ionisation Mass Spectrometer (TIMS) and found to match with the natural isotopic
abundance of MoF 6 . Due to its highly corrosive nature (due to the formation of HF vigorously in presence
of moisture) and strong surface adsorption, containment of MoF 6 proved to be very challenging. A Monel
cylindrical reaction cell (1inch diameter, 10 cm long) was fabricated (Figure 2), vacuum sealed at the two
ends by ZnSe AR coated windows and passivated for use with MoF 6 . Usage of special Perfluoro elastomer
o-rings for sealing ensured the leak rate to be better than 10-9 mbar-lit/sec, repeated baking, degassing, and
passivating with F 2 -He mixture followed by recurrent exposure to MoF 6 brought down the rate of loss of
MoF 6 to within acceptable limits.
Experiments and Results

Cold trap

A 100 Hz, line tunable TEA CO 2 laser

For analysis

(Impact 300 Light Machinery, Canada),
capable of delivering up to ~2 J/pulse
on the required line of the 9 μm band

Pressure gauge

with a ~200 ns gain switched spike
followed by a tail was made use of as
the

coherent

excitation.

source
The

for

selective

initial

IRMPD

experiments were carried out at ambient
temperatures. The vapour pressure of
MoF 6 at room temperature being ~600
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Aperture

Interaction chamber
Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the experimental
set-up.
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mbar, at typical operating partial pressure of few mbar MoF 6 for IRMPD experiments, the working
medium is thus essentially gaseous. The reaction cell was first evacuated to rotary vacuum and by
appropriate opening of the valves, filled with MoF 6 at the required pressure from the feed cell. The entire
assembly was found to have a leak rate better than 5 × 10-9 mbar-lit/sec.
In the first set of experiments at room temperature, the emission of the laser was tuned to the required
transition and focussed by a 20 cm focal length lens right at the centre of the IRMPD cell filled with MoF 6
at ~1-2 mbar pressure (Figure 3). While the laser is capable of delivering energy in excess of 2 J, an
aperture had to be used to keep the energy of the coupled beam within 800 mJ in order to prevent optical
damage of the anti reflection coating of the ZnSe windows of the cell. Several experiments were carried out
by varying the lasing transition. The absorption band centre of (v 3 +v 5 ) combination band spreads over
1045cm1 to 1055cm-1 (~P(22) to P(10) of the 9 micron band of CO2 laser emission spectrum)4. Thus the
operation of the laser on 9P(10) causes selective excitation and dissociation of lighter isotopic molecular
species leading to an enrichment of heavier ones in the un-dissociated product. At the end of each
experiment, the un-dissociated MoF 6 was collected in a leak-tight test tube using a liq. N 2 cryo-trap,
treated with 1N HCl solution and analysed with TIMS for any alteration in the isotopic ratio. A very slight
change in the

100/98

Mo concentration was observed in this case in our experiments as the coupled energy

here was much lower, about 1/4th of what was used in reference 4.
In the next set of experiments, the MPD cell was immersed in dry ice-ethanol slurry and by varying the
quantity of dry ice, the cell could be maintained at -58°C where the vapour pressure of MoF 6 was estimated
to be ~1.4 torr5. At this temperature, the ground state population rises to ~18%. The experiments were
Laser

Energy/

Temp of

Total no of

line

pulse

MPD cell

exposures

Isotopic % of 98Mo
Natural

9P(10)

~800

-58°C

816000

24.198

Isotopic % of 100Mo

Post

%

Natural

exposure

change

25.017

3.4

9.669

Post

%

exposure

change

10.331

6.8

mJ
Table 2: Experimental conditions and changes in the concentration of 100Mo and 98Mo on irradiation with
9P(10) line.
once again repeated under similar conditions with the laser being tuned, as before, to the 9P(10) transition.
An increase of nearly 6.8% in the concentration of

100

Mo and ~ 3.4% in that of
o

98

Mo was observed

o

amounting to a separation factor (defined as ȕ = (R m /R m ) irrd / (R m /R m ) natural where R m = Isotope
X/Isotope 92) of 1.12 and 1.09 respectively. The experimental conditions and the results are summarised in
Table 2 and the variation in the concentration of all the isotopes in the product are as shown in Figure 4.
We note here that although such cooling was also attempted in reference 3 where the excitation source was
a CO 2 laser pumped para-H 2 Raman laser operating at 728 cm-1, not much advantage with respect to
enrichment factor is reported. Needless to say, employing a CO 2 laser is far more advantageous and
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convenient. It is very well known that IRMPD is intensity driven process requiring a single isotopic species
to absorb several tens of photons to reach the dissociation limit for separation. Effective coupling of laser
energy in conjunction with an increased ground state population is the key to enhance the efficiency of
enrichment. We were unable to couple higher energy into the MPD cell due to the damage of the anti
reflection coated window at the entry port. Usage of uncoated optics (Brewster windows/salt windows) in
place of coated optics is being tried to
improve energy coupling and the results

8
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Simulation of transient photo plasma and ion collection dynamics using twodimensional Particle-in-cell (PIC) methods for Laser Isotope Separation of Ytterbium
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Abstract: In this paper, the study of laser produced transient photo plasma behaviour to the static electric field
and their effect on the ion collection dynamics for the novel collection geometry with four electrode
configurations namely Plate -Grid- Grid - Plate (PGGP) using 2D Particle-in Cell (PIC) code is presented.
Trajectory of electrons and ions in the presence of boundaries and the electrodes was simulated. Suitable
animations were generated for visualisation from the phase space of ions and electrons. The effect of plasma
densities, the geometry, applied electric field and the location of plasmas on the ion collection dynamics on both
cathode and anode were estimated. The distribution function of the ions reaching electrodes with position,
energy and their angular spectrum were evaluated. The ions collection efficiency on cathode and anode were
estimated and compared with the experimental results of recently conducted laser-based separation experiments
of Ytterbium-176 for medical applications.
Introduction
The plasma generated in Laser Isotope Separation (LIS) process is of special category as they are produced by
nanosecond laser pulses generating plasma densities varying from 106 to 1010 per cc. Plasma decays to the
boundaries and the electrodes with a life time varying from few microseconds to 100 microseconds depending
on plasma densities and geometries [1]. In LIS process the ions are extracted from the photo plasma by electro
static methods using parallel plate extraction configuration or their variants. The fields applied were varying
from 150 V/cm to 750 V/cm between the plates. Plasma simulation is a very useful tool for understanding laser
produced plasma experiments as it can generate data and insight of the process which is otherwise impossible or
difficult to obtain experimentally and also save number of experiments if it properly addressed in the modelling.
Generally, plasma simulations are based on fluid based and “superparticle” based models. Characteristic time
and length scales for plasma are given by plasma frequency and Debye shielding length which depends on the
plasma density and electron temperature. With present moderate computing facility, we can handle 104 to
108particles which has heavier mass and high value of charge but the charge to mass ratio remains same as
individual plasma particles. Hence the force and acceleration experienced in an electromagnetic environment
imitates closely to individual particle [2-4]. In this paper, we have studied plasma collection dynamics of
Ytterbium photo plasma using particle-basedsimulation.
Description of the simulation
Recently laser-based separation of isotopes, having application in medical (Therapeutic and Diagnostic) and
industrial application have attracted lot of interest such as Yb-176, Yb-168, Lu-177, Sm-153 and other isotopes.
In this paper, laser produced Yb-176 is considered. Yb-176 is selectively excited and ionised by narrow band
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three colour resonant photo ionisation mechanism through auto ionisation energy levels. The additional energy
of three photons above ionisation energy is carried totally by electrons due to their low mass and constitutes the
electron temperature for the generated plasma. The efficiency of LIS process is highly determined by the ion
collection methods without self-sputtering.
Plasma dynamics was studied using well established XOOPIC (X-windows based object-oriented Particle-InCell) open source code developed by The Plasma Theory and Simulation Group, developed at University of
California, Berkley [5]. XOOPIC is a 2 D code in both Cartesian and cylindrical geometrical options with three
velocities and two spatial coordinates and widely used till now. This code has both electrostatic and
electromagnetic models along with Monte Carlo collisional models. Extending this work to full threedimensional BARC developed 3D PIC code of Pasupat [6] is being carried out. The incremental time step shall
be of the value of 0.2 / plasma frequency so that convergence is guaranteed and the particle does not move out
of the particular mesh in single time step.
In this paper, recently proposed ion collection geometry is considered for simulation[7]. Instead of simple plate
plate ion collection, four electrodes were proposed to take advantage of minimum voltage required to extract
ions using closely spaced grids to the plasma and also to reduce the energy of ions reaching cathode using
retarding electric field to ensure minimal sputtering. Ion collection model in Plate-Grid-Grid-Plate (PGGP)
configuration in XOOPIC 2D open source code was made. Parametric studies of ion collection model with two
plasma densities of YB (8e9 & 4.4e9 per cc) and the effect of spatial meshing on the ion collection along the
height of the cathode is carried out. Plasma density of 4.4e9 per cc was estimated from the depletion in the
abundance of Yb-176 on the tail. Plasma is located symmetric to the cathode and anode grid and the cathode and
anode plates. The separation between the grid is 50 mm and among the plates 130 mm respectively.
Fig 1 shows the 2D model of Yb experiment in PGGP ion collection configuration for computation of PIC code
in XOOPIC. Grid of 0.25 mm conductor with 5 mm space was implemented. Spatial resolution of the
computational spatial mesh should accommodate this grid size to avoid field distortion around grid.

Fig 1: XOOPIC model for Yb experiment1

Fig 2: Pasupat 3D PIC model for Yb experiment

Fig 2 is 3D model for BARC-Pasupat3D. Here Grid is modelled as the foil with suitable transparency. Full 3D
geometry Pasupat 3D run was tried. Even after 200 hours, only 0.5 microsecond evolution was achieved due to
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computational intensity for assumed plasma density of 4.4e9 per cc. Parallel processing is in progress.Further
results will be presented for PIC -2D simulation.
Fig3 is the electro static potential of PGGP for Yb experiment without central plasma. Left side cathode,
cathode grid, right side anode grid, anode plates and top tail plateswerekept at potential of -500, -1500 V,0, 500
and 100 v respectively.The grid structures are evident on the fig 3. Fig4 is the potential 3D plot with the
presence of plasma after 5 microseconds. The plasma potential is seen as the hump in the middle of the plot and
deviations of potential near anode (kept at 500 V at extreme right) is also visible in this plot. Plasma acquires
positive potential higher than that of anode grid will start diffuse slowly towards anode grid. Anode plate and
tail were kept positive to repel the possible ions reaching and guide ions towards the cathode.This geometry may
also lead to ion oscillation among the cathode and cathode grid perpetually, if the potentials of the electrode are
not properly chosen, which was observed in our simulation.Energy and angular distribution of ions at cathode
and anodes were plotted. The percentage of ion collection of cathode, anode and top plates were estimated for
both plasma densities.

Fig 3: ES potential of Yb experiment without plasma

Fig 4: ES potential with plasma

Fig 5 Energy spectrum of ions at cathode
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Fig 5 shows the energy spectrum of ions landing on the cathode along the height of the cathode (height of 80
mm) majority of ions reaching cathode with 500 eV energy as expected from the analytic calculations. Fig 6
shows the ion distribution along the height of the cathode. From this plot, we can estimate the percentage of ion
collected in cathode from the known ions loaded in the computations. Cathode ion collection efficiency was
estimated from Fig6 was 62% which is closer to the observed result of the Yb separation experiment carried in
BARC facility.
Conclusion
Simulation work was carried out to understand the laser produced photo plasma placed among the new
geometry of ion collection. Parametric studies of ion collection with plasma density, geometry and the potential
were carried out. Energy and angular distribution of the ions reaching cathode was predicted which will be a
useful input for further study of self-sputtering. The ion collection efficiency of laser produced transient plasma
was estimated and compared with experimental observations.
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Abstract: In Kudankulam Nuclear Power Plant (KKNPP-2), there was specific and urgent requirement for
repair/replacement of injection valves of emergency core cooling system by cutting of 17 mm thick SS321 pipe
joints during its shutdown for maintenance. This report provides details of development of laser cutting
technology for cutting of pipes connected with injection valves using in-house developed 500 W average power
fiber coupled pulsed Nd:YAG laser. An orbital laser cutting manipulator and a small size compact laser cutting
nozzle were specially developed and laser process parameters were optimized for cutting under challenging
conditions of space restriction and high radiation dose. By using this laser cutting technology, four pipe joints
and four bevels were cut successfully at KKNPS-2 reactor in minimum possible time and with minimum
radiation dose consumption.

Introduction: Kudankulam Nuclear Power Station Unit-2 (KKNPS-2) is a water-cooled water moderated
1000 MWe energy reactor which was commissioned in Kudankulam with Russian collaboration and the reactor
started commercial operation in 2017. Agrawal et al. have already published details of reactors at Kudankulam1.
During recent shutdown, laser cutting of pipelines of emergency core cooling system was urgently required for
repair of some of safety injection valves of the system. The cutting of pipes at some locations was required with
presence of coolant in reactor since pressure vessel is at higher elevation with respect to injection valves. During
operation of the reactor, fluid passing was observed through injection valves of emergency core cooling system.
It was noted that the valves placed in vertical orientation never had fluid passing issue. The fluid passing was
observed only in valves placed in horizontal position. Thus, it was decided to change the position of the valves
from horizontal to vertical during shutdown. A section of pipeline at the required location was ice plugged by
flowing liquid nitrogen using ice plugging freeze box. Due to ice plugging, a cutting technique with lower heat
generation was desired, thus cutting by laser was preferred as compared to manual grinding to cut and chamfer
the pipelines. The pipeline is made of SS321 material with 159 mm outer diameter and 17 mm thickness. Total
of four cuts in horizontal and vertical pipeline positions at different elevations of reactor building along with
chamfering/beveling of pipes for re-welding was required while holding the reactor coolant by ice plugging. For
this laser cutting requirement, a motorized orbital laser cutting tool was designed and fabricated in short time. It
was a difficult task to replace these valves by conventional mechanical methods due to space constraint,
complexity of ice-plugging location near the pipe, high radiation dose involvement, requirement of cutting of 17
mm thick stainless steel, longer process time, and subsequent secondary waste generation. Thus, it was decided
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to cut these pipe joints using laser cutting technology. Laser cutting technology includes development of
motorized special compact and very light weight laser cutting fixture, laser cutting nozzle for large thickness
and optimization of laser cutting process parameters. This remotely operated laser cutting technology was
successfully deployed for cutting of four number of pipe joints and bevel cut of pipe ends with minimum
radiation dose consumption and in minimum possible time.

Experimental details and results:
For deployment of laser cutting technology, a compact orbital laser cutting tool, which can rotate in a total
circumferential outer diameter of 300 mm around the pipe of 159 mm outer diameter was developed in a very
short time. The orbital laser cutting tool is able to grip on the pipe with spring loaded mechanism and rotates
along the pipe circumference with the help of a very small geared assembled driver with rollers using a micro
DC motor. The rotation speed of laser cutting tool around the pipe can be varied in the range of 5-100 mm/min.
The orbital cutting tool can grip pipes of diameter in the range of 158 mm to 163 mm. The tool also holds the
laser cutting nozzle, and is remotely operable using flexible fiber optic beam delivery and motion controller
from a distance of ~150 m. When the tool rotates on the vertical pipe, it has a tendency to slip down, which is
prevented by using a guiding- ring below the tool, which is engaged with the upper part of the tool and keeps the
tool at its location using two roller guides. The tool has a very light weight of ~2 kg along with laser cutting
nozzle and can be mounted in ~1 min. time. Figure 1 shows laser cutting tool mounted on pipeline in reactor
for cutting operation.

Laser cutting nozzle

Optical fiber
Laser cutting tool

Fig. 1: Laser cutting tool with nozzle mounted on pipeline in reactor for laser cutting operation.
An indigenously developed 500 W average power and 10 kW peak power fiber coupled pulsed Nd:YAG laser
system having three time shared fiber ports of 400 Pm core diameter and 150 m long length was deployed for
cutting operation. Laser pulse duration can be varied in the range of 2-20 ms and pulse frequency in the range of
1-100 Hz. A 90q bending nozzle was utilized at the fiber end for laser cutting at required locations. Laser beam
was focused to a spot diameter of 1 mm using a 1:2.5 imaging ratio ½” diameter optics. Laser cutting
parameters such as pulse energy, pulse duration, cutting speed were optimized using oxygen as assist gas.
Initially, mock up trials were carried out outside reactor building to qualify laser cutting tool and cutting
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process. After qualification, laser system was shifted in reactor building at required height for in-situ cutting.
For cutting of pipeline, nozzle was kept at right angle with pipe surface, whereas for beveling nozzle was
mounted at an angle with respect to normal of the pipe surface. In view of remote cutting operation, an online
CCD camera viewing system was also utilized at actual cutting location for monitoring of laser cutting process.
Total cutting time for each location was ~50 minutes. Figure 2 shows laser cut ring removed from pipeline end
face after beveling and Fig. 3 shows surface of beveled pipe end for re-welding. Laser cutting and
chamfering/beveling were performed successfully for replacement/repair of four injection valves in KKNPS-2
reactor with minimum ice plug holding time and radiation dose consumption. This laser cutting technology can
be deployed in future requirements as and when required.
Ring cut from pipe after beveling

Laser beveled edge
of pipe line after
cutting

Laser cutting tool
mounted on vertical pipe
line for beveling of pipe
end

Laser cutting tool mounted on vertical pipe line
for beveling of pipe edge

Fig. 2: Laser cut ring removed from pipeline
end face after beveling.

Fig. 3: Surface of bevelled pipe end for rewelding.

Laser cutting of the pipeline was carried out at four locations at a cutting speed of ~25 mm/min. and
time for cutting at each location of the pipe was ~20 minutes. Kerf width was measured to be 1 mm. Due to
pulsed operation, heat affected zone was confined to within 200 Pm at the cut surface. Radiation dose
consumption was minimized by means of remote operation. Total time for cutting operation and secondary
waste generation was also minimized due to small size of the laser beam used for cutting as compared to larger
cut width usually obtained in conventional mechanical methods. Table-1 shows pipeline and laser cutting
parameters for 17 mm thick SS321 tubes of KKNPS-2 reactor.
Table-1: Pipeline and laser cutting parameters for 17 mm thick SS321 tube.
Pipe parameters
I. Tube material

Laser cutting parameters
Stainless Steel 321

Laser pulse energy

80 J

159 mm

Laser pulse duration

12 ms

III. Wall thickness

17 mm

Laser pulse frequency

4 Hz

IV. Thickness at cutting location

17 mm

Focused spot diameter

1 mm

Oxygen gas pressure

14 bar

II. Tube outer diameter
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Conclusion:
In conclusion, remotely operable laser cutting technology was developed and deployed successfully for in-situ
laser cutting of four number of pipe joints of 17 mm thick pipeline in KKNPS-2 reactor. It includes development
of a special compact, light weight orbital cutting tool and a laser cutting nozzle for use in a space restricted
region of 300 mm diameter. Using this laser cutting technology, four pipe joints and four bevels were cut
successfully at KKNPS-2 reactor in minimum possible time and with minimum radiation dose consumption.
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Abstract:There is a specific requirement for cutting of up to 30mm thick SS316L header pipes in Tarapur
Atomic Power Station (TAPS-1&2) for replacement purpose. This report provides details of development of
laser cutting technology for cutting of up to 30 mm thick SS316L using 500 W average power fiber coupled
pulsed Nd:YAG laser. A compact laser cutting nozzle has been specially developed and laser cutting process
parameters have been optimized for cutting of large thickness of SS316L. This remotely operable laser cutting
technology will be used for cutting of 30 mm thick SS316Lheader pipes at TAPS-1&2nuclear reactor to
minimize radiation dose consumption and time as compared to conventional mechanical methods and will also
useful in laser cutting of thick steel sections in various industrial applications.
Introduction: Laser cutting of metals is required in various industries due to its advantage of non-contact
nature, high processing speed, capability of automation, and remote processing. Stainless steel structures are
extensively used in nuclear and shipping industries to have high strength and stiffness. It is required to cut these
steel structures for maintenance, dismantling or decommissioning purposes. In view of remote operation with
fiber optic beam delivery, low running cost and low amount of secondary waste generation, laser cutting is a
preferred choice as compared to mechanical, plasma, arc and abrasive water jet cutting in nuclear installations.
Since, most of the steel structures used in nuclear power plants have a thickness in the range of 4 to 100 mm,
laser processing parameters needs to be established for this cutting range. Further, for dismantling work in a
highly radioactive environment, cutting tool needs to be operated remotely from a large distance. Laser cutting
of thick section of stainless steel requires high average power and high peak power Nd:YAG laser with good
beam quality1.Laser cutting of 10 mm thick SS in dry air environment using 5 kW CW fiber laser using nitrogen
as assist gas has been reported by Wandera et al.1andlaser cutting of up to 300 mm thick steel sheets has also
been reported using 30 kW fiber laser2. For cutting of thick stainless steel with CW lasers, high output power of
a few kilowatts is required, whereas a long pulse (ms) laser of low average power of a few hundreds of watts
having a peak power of the order of few kilowatts is sufficient for similar application. Although cutting with
CW lasers provides a higher cutting speed, but results in a larger heat affected zone (HAZ), whereas cutting
with ms pulse laser provides a lower cutting speed, but results in a very low heat affected zone of only a few
hundreds of micron. Ghany et al.3 have reported a comparison of CW and pulsed laser cutting and it has been
shown that cutting with pulsed lasers is better due to small HAZ, kerf width and taper angle as compared to CW
lasers. For pulsed Nd:YAG laser cutting of thick section of steel, millisecond duration pulses are preferable
since the thermal time constant for thick sheet of stainless steel is of the order of tens of ms. In this paper, we
have performed study on laser cutting of up to 30 mm thick SS316L plate using 500 W average power pulsed
Nd:YAG laser and optimized laser cutting process parameters.
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Experimental details: Laser cutting experiments were carried out using an in-house developed long pulse
Nd:YAG laser of 500 W average power and 10 kW of peak power with maximum pulse energy of 280 J at 40
ms of pulse duration. Laser pulse duration can be varied in the range of 2-40 ms and pulse repetition rate in the
range of 1-100 Hz. Laser beam was delivered through a 400 μm core diameter and 0.22 numerical aperture
(NA) optical fiber and has been equipped with three time shared fiber ports. Figure. 1 shows a view of 500 W
average power fiber coupled pulsed Nd:YAG laser used in cutting experiments. Laser beam was initially
collimated using a collimating lens(Ø12.7mm) of 20 mm focal length and then beam path was bent by 90q using
a 45º bending mirror of reflectivity 99.96%(Ø 25.4mm) and finally focused using a focusing lens(Ø12.7mm) of
60 mm focal length to have a 1:3 imaging ratio with a resulting focus spot diameter of 1.2 mm. This focusing
objective (bending nozzle) was tested for a gas pressure in the range of 4-16 bars with 2 mm of orifice diameter.
Using this bending nozzle, cutting of up to 25 mm thickness has been performed in a single pass due to
sufficient depth of focus and energy per pulse. However, it was not possible to cut above 25 mm thickness in
single pass due to insufficient depth of focus. So, the depth of focus was increased by using 1:4 imaging ratio of
the optics, but with increased size of focus spot to 1.6 mm, energy was not sufficient to melt even up to 25 mm
thickness. In view of this, a new technique for cutting was implemented. In this cutting technique, initially a
section of 7-9 mm thickness from material is removed by grooving at an angle and then remaining thickness is
cut in single pass. Initially, laser cutting was performed by keeping the nozzle at an angle of 60º from upper
surface of SS316L plate for making 9 mm deep V-groove on the sample, which was required to reduce the
thickness as shown in Fig.2. After cutting a V-groove, it was possible to lower the nozzle by 7 mm below the
upper surface of the SS316L plate as shown in Fig.3 and now an effective thickness of 23 mm needs to be cut.
Laser cutting of the remaining thickness was successfully carried out using single pass laser cutting method. It
was not possible to lower down the nozzle up to the full depth of the V-groove of 9 mm from the upper surface
of the SS316L plate, as it was required to maintain a stand-off distance of 2 mm between nozzle tip and work
piece and also V-groove width is smaller than the nozzle tip width. Table-1 shows laser cutting process
parameters for different thickness of SS316L.

Fiber ports

Laser Head

Power
Supply

Controller

Fig. 1: A view of 500 W average power pulsed Nd:YAG laser used in cutting experiments.
Plates of SS316L having thickness of up to 30 mm were taken as samples for cutting experiments. During the
laser cutting process, these plates were clamped in a fixture mounted on a motorized XY-table providing speed
variation in a wide range between 5-500 mm/min. Figure 2 shows V-groove of 9 mm thickness generated on the
surface of SS316L. Figure 3 shows the experimental set up for laser cutting experiments. Figure 4 shows the cut
surface of 25 mm thick SS316L in single pass and Fig. 5 shows cut kerf of 30 mm thick SS316L.Laser cutting
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fixture holds the plate in such a way that there is a gap between the bottom surface of sample and top of XYtable, so that it allows a free flow of molten material from the cut kerf during laser cutting process. Oxygen has
been used as assist gas with outlet pressure varying in the range of 7-16 bar to enhance process speed and
cutting depth in ferrous metals as extra energy is released from exothermic reaction of iron and oxygen. Since,
the reaction has a very high yield above 10000C, the surface area on which the oxygen jet interacts must be
above this temperature in order to produce complete combustion within the gas footprint, which is easily
achieved with an industrial laser of high power.
Table-1: Laser cutting process parameters for different thickness SS316L plate samples.
Sl.
No.

SS316L
plate
thickness

Cutting
Passes
/Nozzle
angle from
normal

Thickness
(mm)

Laser
cutting
Speed
(mm/min
)

Laser process parameters
Pulse
Energy
(Joule)

Pulse
Duration

Frequency

Assist gas
pressure

(Hz)
(ms)

1.

22 mm

Single pass
and 00

22

20

125 J

20

2

O 2 , 13 bar

2.

25 mm

Single pass
and 00

25

10

125 J

20

2

O 2 , 16 bar

3.

30 mm

2 passes for
V-groove
at 300

12

50

110 J

12

4

O 2 , 7 bar

4.

30 mm

Single pass
and 00

23

20

125 J

20

2

O 2, 14 bar

Fig. 2:A cut piece of 9 mm thickness
removed from 30 mm thick sample.

Fig. 3: A view of laser cutting nozzle with
beam bending at 90q.

Fig. 4. Single pass cut surface of 25 mm
thick SS316L.
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For cutting of 30 mm thickness, initially, a V-groove of 12 mm length (9 mm depth) was made on
SS316L sample using 110 J of pulse energy with pulse duration of 12 ms at 4 Hz of repetition rate and low
oxygen pressure of 7 bar. This low pressure was optimized to minimize oxygen gas consumption during cutting
process. The cutting speed was 50 mm/min. For remaining effective thickness of 23 mm of SS316L sample,
laser pulse energy was increased to 125 J with 20 ms pulse duration and 2 Hz of repetition rate and oxygen
pressure was also increased to 14 bar. The cutting speed was kept at 20 mm/min. With this two-step process,
laser cutting of 30 mm thickness was successfully achieved. Figure 6 shows cut kerf on top and bottom surface
and Fig. 7 shows surface roughness of 30 mm thick SS316 measurement using ten point method. Top surface
kerf of 1.386 mm and bottom surface kerf of 0.354 mm was measured. Further, surface roughness of 465 Pm
was measured on cut surface of 30 mm thick SS316L. Since heat affected zone is very small, re-welding can be
performed after removing ~600-800 Pm oxidized layer from the surface.

Fig. 6. Cut kerf on top and bottom surface of
30 mm thick SS316L.

Fig. 7. Surface roughness measurement of
30 mm thick SS316L using ten point method.

Conclusion:
In conclusion, laser cutting of up to 30 mm thick section of SS316L in dry air environment has been
demonstrated and investigated using 500 W average power and 10 kW peak power fiber coupled pulsed
Nd:YAG laser. The cutting has been performed in two steps, initial cutting up to a depth of 7 mm at an angle
followed by through and through cutting of 23 mm. With increase in thickness of cutting, it was required to
increase pulse energy, assist gas pressure, and depth of focus for successful cutting of the material. This
development will be used at TAPS-1&2reactor for refurbishment applications to reduce manrem consumption
and time.
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Abstract
The organic nonlinear optical (NLO) single crystals of 2-aminopyridinium 4-nitrophenolate 4nitrophenol (2AP4N) were successfully grown by a novel Immersing ampoule Sankaranarayanan–Ramasamy
(ISR) method. The crystal structure was confirmed by single crystal X-ray diffraction (SXRD) analysis. The
crystalline planes and phase purity were analyzed by powder x-ray diffraction (PXRD) measurement. The
optical quality of the grown crystal was analyzed by UV-Vis NIR and Birefringence measurement. The thirdRUGHUQRQOLQHDURSWLFDOVXVFHSWLELOLW\ Ȥ(3)) has been studied using Z-scan technique at 632.8 nm.
Introduction
Nonlinear optical (NLO) materials have attracted considerable attention owing to their potential
applications in the areas of laser science and optical technologies1. Organic materials are of more interest
because of their low cost and fast response. The advantage of an organic crystal is that the structure can be
easily fine-tuned and to get the required NLO properties. They also possess a high laser damage threshold, fast
optical response and high nonlinear optical susceptibilities compared to inorganic crystals1-2. The ISR crystal
growth method is a suitable way to grow a unidirectional bulk size single crystal and also having reduced
optimizing parameters compared to the SR method. A special design has been made on the growth ampoule to
reduce the difficulty of growing unidirectional single crystals. In the present work, the 2AP4N crystal was
grown by ISR method. The grown crystals were subjected to SXRD, PXRD, UV-Vis NIR, Birefregence and
Z-scan technique.
Synthesis and crystal growth

FIGURE 1. (a) As grown 2AP4N single crystals and (b) its morphology
The starting materials of 2-aminopyridine (2AP) and 4-nitrophenol (4NP) were taken in the
stoichiometric ratio 1:2 for the synthesis of 2-aminopyridinium 4-nitrophenolate 4-nitrophenol (2AP4N)
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compound. Initially, the solution was stirred well for one day until a homogenous solution was obtained. The
prepared solution was filtered and then poured in a glass crystallizer and it was kept a dust-free atmosphere. The
2AP4N crystal was formed randomly in a crystallization dish after a few days. Further, the synthesized 2AP4N
material was recrystallized several times for improving the crystal quality. The good quality and bulk size single
crystals of 2AP4N have been obtained in a period of 30 days and the grown 2AP4N crystals and the morphology
are shown in Fig.1 (a) and (b) respectively.
Novel Immersing ampoule Sankaranarayanan–Ramasamy (ISR) method

FIGURE 2. (a) schematic ISR system and (b) grown crystal & its wafers
The suitable size of the ampoule was selected and cleaned properly with double distilled water, acetone
and methanol solvent. The seed crystal was selected along a <001> direction (c-axis) and it was mounted at
bottom of the glass ampoule. The charge material was dissolved in a high purity methanol solvent and prepared
saturated homogeneous solution at 45°c. The same solution (300ml) was poured into the growth ampoule
without any disturbance of the seed crystal. Then the growth ampoule was sealed by a glass cap and fix the
silica gel for avoiding any leakage of air or solution (keep small air gap in the ampoule). The air cap is the major
role for avoiding the developing pressure in the solution due to the temperature gradient (cooling or heating).
The ampoule was stretched at the top and bottom portion using a steel wire. It has to be immersed (360°) and
suspended vertically in a center of the water bath and the heavy load (steel bar) has been held at bottom of the
ampoule for avoiding oscillation. The suspended ampoule is looking vertically axis-symmetric with respect to
the center of gravity, it is more advantageous for the growth of a unidirectional single crystal4. Now the
concentration of the solution can be controlled by the suitable temperature provided to the system. The good
quality with large size single crystal was obtained by optimizing only one growth parameter is cooling rate. The
cooling rate 0.2°C per day was used. The schematic diagram of the ISR system and the grown 2AP4N single
crytal & its wafers are shown in Fig. 2 (a) and (b) respectively.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
X-Ray Diffraction Analysis
The 2AP4N crystal was subjected to single-crystal XRD analysis using a Bruker AXS Kappa APEX II
CCD diffractometer equipped with monochromatic MoK Į UDGLDWLRQ Ȝ   c  7KH VWUXFWure of 2AP4N
crystal was confirmed. The grown crystal belongs to the orthorhombic crystal system with space group Pna2 1 .
The calculated lattice parameters are a = 13.15 Å, b = 10.95 Å, c c Į ȕ Ȗ DQGYROXPH 9  
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1758 Å3. These values are well-matched with the reported literature5. The PXRD study for the 2AP4N crystal
was carried out using PANalytical X-ray diffractometer with the CuK Į UDGLDWLRQ Ȝ   c  DW URRP
temperature in order to determine the planes present in the 2AP4N crystal and its phase purity. The ISR method
grown crystal was sliced and characterized by using PXRD. The obtained intensity peaks show (001) family
plane and hence the unidirectional growth by ISR method grown 2AP4N crystal is confirmed4. The PXRD
patterns of 2AP4N in a powder form and sliced wafer are shown in Fig. 3 (a) and (b) respectively.

FIGURE 3. PXRD spectrum measured for 2AP4N (a) powder and (b) wafer
Optical Transmittance and Birefrergence measurement
The high optical transparency of single crystals are more favorable for optical device applications3. The
optical quality of ISR method grown 2AP4N single crystal was recorded using Perkin-Elmer Lambda-35
spectrophotometer in the range of 200-1100 nm. It shows the 80% optical transmittance at the higher
wavelength and the lower cut-off was found to be 470 nm. The grown crystal has good optical transmission in
the entire visible and near IR regions. The higher transmittance of the grown crystals may be attributed to lesser
defects. The same crystal has been subjected to the birefringence measurement using He-Ne laser (632.8 nm)
with a power of 10 mW. The uniform interferogram is indicated that the grown crystal is optically higher
homogeneities. The optical transmittance and birefringence patterns of 2AP4N crystal are shown in Fig. 4 (a)
and (b) respectively.

FIGURE 4. (a) Optical transmittance and (b) Birefringence pattern

Z-Scan Analysis
The third-order NLO properties of 2AP4N crystal were investigated using Z-scan technique using HeNe laser (632.8 nm)5-6. In this experiment, the laser source with a power of 25 mW was used and its beam
diameter is 5 mm. The polarized Gaussian beam of mode TEM00 was focused by a convex lens (focal length is
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3PP WRSURGXFHWKHEHDPZDLVWȦ 0 ȝP. The sample was fixed on a holder (90º) and it was moved
along the Z-axial direction, which was parallel to the direction of propagation of the laser beam. The precise
movement given to the translation system by the programmable driver is controlled by the computer. The
corresponding transmitted intensity through the sample was collected by a photo-detector and it was measured
by the digital power meter. The closed and open aperture Z-scan spectra are shown in Fig. 5 (a) and (b)
respectively. The nonlinear refractive index (n 2  DQG DEVRUSWLRQ FRHIILFLHQW ȕ  ZHUH FDOFXODWHG XVLng the
following relations5. The calculated value of nonlinear refractive index (n 2 QRQOLQHDUDEVRUSWLRQ ȕ DQGWKLUGRUGHUQRQOLQHDUVXVFHSWLELOLW\ Ȥ(3)) are 2.38 × 10-11 m2/W, 2.58× 10-04 m/W and 8.68 × 10-07 esu respectively.

FIGURE 5. (a) Closed aperture and (b) Open aperture Z-scan spectrum of 2AP4N crystal

Conclusions
Good quality and large size nonlinear optical 2AP4N single crystals were grown by the novel
Immersing ampoule Sankaranarayanan–Ramasamy (ISR) method. The grown crystal belongs to the
Orthorhombic system with the space group Pna2 1 . The good optical transmission clearly shows that the crystal
has less defects. The crytal has higher optical homogeneities in nature. The Z-scan experimental results
FRQILUPHGWKHODUJHYDOXHRIQRQOLQHDURSWLFDODEVRUSWLRQFRHIILFLHQW ȕ DQGQRQOLQHDURSWLFDOUHIUDFWLYHLQGH[
(n 2 ). Thus, all the findings and various studies suggested that the 2AP4N crystal may be a suitable candidate for
the fabrication of the second-harmonic generation (SHG), third-harmonic generation (THG), optical limiting,
optical switches and photonic device applications.
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Abstract:
Optically high quality semi-organic single crystal of piperazinium tetrachlorozincate monohydrate
(PTCZ) was grown by conventional slow evaporation solution technique (SEST). The structure of the grown
crystal was confirmed by the single-crystal X-ray diffraction (SXRD) analysis. The various (hkl) planes and
phase purity of the material have been confirmed by the powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) analysis at room
temperature. The various functional groups were confirmed by the Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR)
spectroscopy. The chemical etching process has been carried out on the grown crystal. The crystalline perfection
of the PTCZ has been investigated by high-resolution X-ray diffraction (HRXRD) analysis.
1. Introduction:
The technological society of optoelectronics and photonics has created more attention on organic
nonlinear optical (NLO) materials. Nonlinear optics is a frontier of science and technology that plays a major
role in the emerging field of photonics, which involves several applications. However, in the form single
crystals are most important for a wide range of optoelectronic applications such as laser harmonic generations
(SHG, THG, 4HG), sum or difference frequency generation (SFG, DFG) and optical parametric generation,
amplification or oscillation (OPG, OPA, OPO)1. However, organic materials may suffer from many problems
such as volatility, low thermal stability, poor mechanical stability, etc. Whereas, inorganic materials possess
excellent mechanical and optical properties but have a low effect of nonlinearity. However, these difficulties are
overcome to introduce a new phase of semi-organic single crystal and it can be grown bulk form with higher
quality. Because it reflecting effects from both the organic and inorganic aspects and remarkably excellent
characteristics. Piperazine and its substituted materials are useful for pharmacophores that can be found in many
drugs. The derivative of piperazine is found in biologically active components across various therapeutic areas
such as antifungal, antibacterial, antimalarial, and etc2. In this view, research has more attracted and
considerable attention in the development of good NLO materials. In the present investigation, the optically high
quality semi-organic single crystals of PTCZ have been grown by the solution method. The grown PTCZ single
crystals were subjected to various characterizations such as SXRD, PXRD, FTIR, chemical etching and
HRXRD analysis.
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2. Experimental
2.1 Material synthesis, crystal growth and morphology
The analytical grade of piperazine (C 4 H 10 N 2 ), zinc chloride (ZnCl 2 ) and hydrochloride acid (HCl)
were taken in the ratio of 1:1:2 in water to syntheses of [C 4 H 12 N 2 ] ZnC1 4 · H 2 O (PTCZ) material. The same
material has been taken in a glass container based on the solubility data. The transparent solution was obtained
by continuously stirred for few hours at room temperature. The prepared homogenous solution was filtered into
a glass crystallizer using Whatman filter paper. The filtered solution was poured into the glass petri-dish and
covered by thick polythene sheet with few holes to make the solvent controlled evaporation at room
temperature. The PTCZ single crystal was harvested after 20 days from the mother solution. The synthesized
materials have been purified by the repeated crystallization process. The optically good quality PTCZ single
crystals with the dimension of 3 × 2 × 2 mm3 have been obtained after few weeks. The grown PTCZ single
crystals are shown in Fig. 1(a). The morphology of the grown crystal was indexed by WinXMorph software and
is shown in Fig. 1(b).

Figure 1 (a) As grown crystals of PTCZ and (b) Morphology of PTCZ
3. Results and discussion
3.1 X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis
The grown PTCZ crystal was subjected to SXRD at room temperature using EnrafNonius CAD4-F
diffractometer with MoK Į PRQRFKURPDWLF Ȝ   c  UDGLDWLRQ )URP WKH REVHUYDWLRQ WKH 37&= FU\VWDO
belongs to monoclinic with unit cell parameters of a = 6.58 Å, b = 12.80 Å, c = 14.04 Å and ȕ = 92.73°, which
is well-matched with the reported value3. The PXRD spectrum is shown in Fig. 2(a). From the spectrum, the
well-UHVROYHG LQWHQVH SHDNV ZHUH REVHUYHG ZLWK VSHFLILF ș DQJOHV which indicates that the grown crystal is
good in structural/ crystalline perfections.
3.2 FTIR Spectral Studies
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy is an important tool to analyze the various functional
groups in the given structure. It gives broad information about chemical bonding and molecular related
vibrations. The FTIR spectrum of the PTCZ crystal was recorded using ATR mode at room temperature in the
wavenumber range between 500 cm-1 to 4000 cm-1 by using the Perkin-Elmer spectrometer and the recorded
FTIR spectrum of PTCZ is shown in Fig. 2(b). From the spectrum, the peak at 3539 cm-1 is indicated that the
strong N-H stretching vibration. The peaks at 3019 cm-1 and 2782 cm-1 indicate that the absorbance of C-H
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stretching mode. The peaks at 1635 cm-1 and 1551 cm-1 are assigned to the NH 2 + deformation in the
piperazinium moiety4. The peak at 1441 cm-1 belongs to CH 2 stretching presence in the piperazinium ring wall.
The peaks at 1305 cm-1 and 1187 cm-1 indicate the symmetric mode of stretching and in-plane bending vibration
of C-H group. The N-H bending mode occurred at 911 cm-1. The deformation of C-N is observed at 860 cm-1.
The peak at 557 cm-1 is indicated due to the presence of C-C-N deformation.

Figure 2 (a) PXRD spectrum and (b) FTIR spectrum of PTCZ
3.3 Chemical Etching analysis
The NLO efficiency mainly depends on the quality of the grown crystal, because the imperfection or
impurities may accumulate to develop the dislocations in the crystal during the growth process (any growth
methods). The etching process has been carried out on the grown PTCZ single crystal using water as an etchant
at room temperature. First, the prepared PTCZ single crystal was dipped in the Millipore water for 2 seconds
and it was cleaned properly with tissue paper. Second, the same surface was examined by an optical microscope
with suitable magnification. Here, the etch pits are not formed and it could not be seen. The same process was
repeated for 5 seconds, the elongated linear etch pits were observed on the surface. Randomly distributed but
strictly oriented etch pits are seen. When the time increases the etch pits enlarge it’s size retaining their
geometrical shape and do not disappear suggesting that the pits are due to dislocations. The etched surface of the
PTCZ single crystal is shown in Fig. 3(a). The etch pits density (EPD) of the PTCZ single crystal was analyzed
manually using an optical microscope and it can be calculated by the number of etch pits followed by a given
area. The calculated EPD of the PTCZ single crystal was found to be 3.2 × 103 cmí2.
3.4 HRXRD
Crystalline perfection is a major role in their optical device performance, which depends on the growth
techniques and environments. The crystalline atomic perfection of the grown single can be investigated by the
high-resolution X-ray diffraction (HRXRD). The grown single crystal was mounted on the PXRD holder and
gets the diffraction patterns for the 37&=FU\VWDO7KH+5;5'KDVEHHQGRQHRQWKHVHOHFWHG KNO SODQHDWș
= 17.5°(Ȧ =8.75°). The monochromatic &X.Į 1 (Ⴒ) X-ray beam has been obtained from four bound
silicon (220) bouncer. Further, that beam has been collimated by controlling the slits (horizontal/vertical: 0.5
mm/ 0.25 mm). The obtained fine beam is used for this analysis. The preliminary scanning of fine calibration
offseW VXFK DV Ȧ ș ĳ Ȥ DQG = DUH DQDO\]HG ZLWK UHVSHFW WR WKH VHOHFWHG KNO  SODQH DQG LW LV VHW WR EH ]HUR
position. 7KHURFNLQJFXUYH 5& ZDVUHFRUGHGE\WKHȦ-scan where the detector was kept at the Bragg angle
position with horizontal slit opening at front of the point detector, without alignment of the sample or any other
position. An HRXRD diffraction curve or RC-spectrum of the PTCZ crystal is shown in Fig. 3(b). The full
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width at half maximum (FWHM) of the RC was found to be 17.06 arc sec, it indicating that the crystalline
perfection of the grown PTCZ single crystal was good. This low FWHM is represents that there is no any
structural distortion and low/very low angle grain boundaries present in the grown PTCZ single crystal.
However, such types of single crystals are more useful for high-performance nonlinear optical (NLO) devices.

Figure 3 (a) Etched surface for 5 sec and (b) HRXRD spectrum of PTCZ single crystal
4. Conclusions
The optically good quality semi-organic NLO single crystals of piperazinium tetrachlorozincate
monohydrate (PTCZ) were grown by slow evaporation solution technique (SEST). The lattice parameter and
various (hkl) planes were confirmed by XRD analysis. The morphology of grown crystal has been indexed by
WinXMorph software. The FTIR spectral analysis confirms the functional groups present in the grown crystal.
The chemical etching reveals that the grown crystal has less dislocation. The grown crystal has good in
crystalline perfection, which was 17.06 arc sec. From these observations, it has been concluded that the grown
PTCZ single-crystal is more suitable for nonlinear optical applications.
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Abstract
The optically good quality, bulk size organic Triphenylphosphine Oxide 4-Nitrophenol (TP4N) single
crystal was grown by Sankaranarayanan-Ramasamy (SR) method. Transparent, yellow color and <011>
oriented unidirectional bulk single crystal with 171 mm length and 15 mm diameter was grown by SR method.
The grown TP4N unidirectional crystal was subjected to various characterization studies such as powder X-ray
diffraction (PXRD), high-resolution X-ray diffraction (HRXRD), UV-Vis NIR measurement and Birefringence
interferometry technique.
1.

Introduction

Good quality and bulk size organic single crystals are essential for optical applications such as
nonlinear optics (NLO), piezoelectric devices and frequency mixing. The organic crystals are fascinating,
EHFDXVH RI KLJK K\SHUSRODUL]DELOLW\ ȕ  KLJK ODVHU GDPDJH WROHUDQFH LQH[SHQVLYH IDVW UHVSRQVH HDVH RI
fabrication and high synthetic flexibility [1]. Compared to inorganic crystals, organic crystals possess less
thermal DQG PHFKDQLFDO VWDELOLW\ EXW PRUH K\SHUSRODUL]DELOLW\ ȕ  Crystal growth researchers are much
interested in the 4-nitrophenol based nonlinear optical crystals. The 4-nitrophenol is a phenolic material and it
has the nitro group (NO 2 ) at one end and it has the hydroxyl group (OH) in a benzene ring at the other end. It
has one-dimensional (1D) donor-DFFHSWRUʌV\VWHPDQGWKHSUHVHQFHRISURWRQWUDQVIHURIWKHSKHQROLF2+ZLWK
various organic and inorganic bases results in an enhancement of the hyperpolarizability of both species. For
practical application, large size crystals with good optical transparency and the ability to withstand a high laser
power are much needed. However, growing large size and good quality organic crystals is still a challenge for
the researchers. Solution and melt crystal growth techniques are widely used to grow a bulk size single crystal
[2]. Among all the techniques, the slow evaporation solution technique (SEST) is the simplest due to easy
operation. The SEST has the limitation that the crystal grows in its natural morphology with different facets.
When the second harmonic generation (SHG) element is obtained from such a crystal, a substantial amount of
the crystal goes as waste while cutting it along phase-matched directions. To overcome this drawback of the
SEST, Sankaranarayanan-Ramasamy (SR) method is effectively used to grow these crystals in which we can
grow large size single crystal along the preferred crystallographic direction. The advantages of the SR method
are the whole solute can be converted into a crystal, less thermal stresses and prevention of microbial growth. In
the present article, TP4N single crystals are grown by the SR method. The SR TP4N crystal were characterized
using powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD), high-resolution X-ray diffraction (HRXRD), UV–Vis NIR and
birefringence analysis.
2.

Experimental procedure

2.1 Slow evaporation solution technique (SEST)
Triphenylphosphine oxide (TPPO) and 4-nitrophenol (4NP) were taken in the stoichiometric ratio of
1:1. The calculated amount of materials (4NP and TPPO) were dissolved in methanol solvent. The solution was
prepared and filtered into a crystallizing dish. It was covered with a thick polythene sheet and then placed at
room temperature. After a few weeks, the pale yellow color TP4N single crystals were harvested. This was
further improved by recrystallization process to remove the impurities. The optically transparent TP4N single
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crystals size of 12×11×9 mm3 were harvested in 27 days (Fig. 1 (a)). The morphology of the TP4N single
crystal is shown in Fig. 1 (b).

FIGURE.1 (a) As grown TP4N SEST crystals and (b) its morphology
2.2 Sankaranarayanan-Ramasamy (SR) Method
The TP4N single crystal is grown by the Sankaranarayanan-Ramasamy method. The SR method
consists of a water bath, glass ampoule, ring heater, temperature controller and sensors. Initially, a seed crystal
was grown by the solution method and good transparent TP4N single crystal was selected. The seed crystal was
cut along the (011) direction (thickness-1.5mm and diameter-3.5mm). The ampoule was made up of glass
material with three portions, the bottom is V-shaped to mount the seed, the middle was cylindrical and the top
portion was pot-shaped. The seed (011) was slowly fixed with the bottom of the ampoule and four times
recrystallized TP4N material was used to prepare the solution. Then the TP4N solution was filtered by Whatman
filter paper and the filtered TP4N solution was slowly poured into the ampoule without disturbing the seed. The
top portion of the ampoule was covered by a plastic cover with few holes to control the solvent evaporation. The
whole ampoule was housed in a water bath, a two-ring heater placed at the top and bottom of the ampoule. The
top and bottom of the ring heater connected to the tHPSHUDWXUHFRQWUROOHU ZLWKÛ&DFFXUDF\ SURYLGHVÛ&
VROYHQWHYDSRUDWLRQ DQGÛ& JURZWKUHJLRQ UHVSHFWLYHO\7KHH[SHULPHQWDOVHWXSRIWKH6DQNDUDQDUD\DQDQRamasamy(SR) method is shown in fig.2 (a). All the experimental conditions were observed and after the 3
days, the seed crystal started to grow. In the first 10 days, a V-shaped portion (bottom) of the ampoule was
grown at the rate of 4mm/day. In another 38 days, TP4N crystal was grown (Middle portion) at the rate of 3
mm/day. Therefore the TP4N SR crystal (171 mm length and 15 mm diameter) was grown within 51 days (Fig.
2 (b)). In the SR method, the TP4N solution was put up in an ampoule with a small seed, the entire amount of
the solute was converted into TP4N crystal thus achieving solute-crystal conversion efficiency of nearly 100%
[3].

FIGURE.2 (a) Experimental setup of SR method and (b, c & d) Cut and polished SR TP4N crystals
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3. Results and discussion
3.1. Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) studies
The TP4N poZGHU VDPSOH ZDV DQDO\]HG E\ 3$1DO\WLFDO ;¶3HUW 3UR Ȝ   c  3;5'
PHDVXUHPHQW ZLWK WKH VFDQQLQJ UDQJHV IURP Û WR Û VWHS VL]H RI Û  DW URRP WHPSHUDWXUH WR ILQG WKH
crystallinity and phase purity. The PXRD spectrum of TP4N is shown in Fig. 3 (a). From the figure, sharp peaks
and different hkl planes such as (01-1), (110), (02-1), (02-2), (1-1-3) (211) and (020) are observed. It indicates
that the grown TP4N has good crystalline perfection.
3.2. High-Resolution XRD (HRXRD) analysis
The crystalline perfection of the TP4N single crystal was characterized by HRXRD measurement using
a PANalytical multifunctional X-UD\GLIIUDFWRPHWHU7KHZHOOFROOLPDWLQJPRQRFKURPDWHG&X.Į;-ray beam
was received from four bounce monochromator of Ge (200) crystals set in a dispersive (+,-,-,+) configuration.
The TP4N wafer was subjected to the PXRD along the <011> direction and the spectrum is shown in Fig. 3 (b).
The obtained peaks are (011), (022) (033) and (044) and hence it confirms that the grown crystal becomes a
single grain. However, the (hkl) plane of (011) has been selected for HRXRD measurement. Fig. 3 (c) shows the
+5;5'GDWDZKLFKZDVFROOHFWHGRQD  SODQHZLWKWKH%UDJJJHRPHWU\DQJOHș ÛRI731FU\VWDO
From the figure, the appeared diffraction curve (DC) is a single peak without any satellite peaks at the
FRUUHVSRQGLQJșSRVLWLRQZKLFKLQGicates that the TP4N single crystal is without structural grain boundaries.
7KHIXOOZLGWKDWKDOIPD[LPXP ):+0 RIWKHSHDNLVÝ7KHYHU\VKDUS'&DQGDEVHQFHRIVDWHOOLWHSHDNV
show that the TP4N has good crystalline perfection [4].

FIGURE.3 (a) Powder XRD pattern, (b) XRD spectrum of the <011> directed TP4N crystal and (c) Rocking
method curve of SR grown TP4N single crystal
3.3. UV-Vis NIR spectral analysis
The high transmittance with high band gap value of the organic single crystals is important in the
optoelectronic and laser-based device applications. The optical transmittance of SR-grown TP4N crystal with a
thickness of 4 mm was characterized by a Perkin-Elmer Lambda-35 spectrophotometer in the range of 200 1100 nm. Fig. 4 (a). shows the optical transmittance spectrum (thickness-4 mm) of the TP4N single crystal. The
SR grown TP4N crystal has higher optical transmittance (83%) in the near IR region, 60 to 80 % in the visible
region and than suddenly decreased. The cut-off wavelength of the SR TP4N crystal was found to be 382 nm.
The yellow color presented in the TP4N crystal is because of NO 2 chromophore [5]. The TP4N single-crystal
has low absorption in the visible region and hence it is suitable for NLO applications.
3.4. Birefringence Studies
Birefringence interferometry gives a qualitative evaluation of the uniformity of dislocation density in
the crystal. In this experiment, the optical homogeneity of the SR method grown TP4N crystal (1 mm thickness)
was characterized by the polarized Gaussian beam (TEM00) of He-Ne laser (wavelength= 632.8 nm, Power=10
mW). A beam expander (10X) has been used at the front of the laser source for increasing the laser beam size
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from 0.7 mm to 7 mm. The diameter of the output laser beam was controlled by an aperture placed at the front
of the sample. The sample (011) was fixed in between the two polarizers. The polarized laser beam is passed
into the sample to get ordinary (O-ray) and extra-ordinary (E-ray) rays. These two rays were analyzed by an
analyzer (another polarizer) and the interference pattern was got. The obtained interferograms of TP4N single
crystal is shown in Fig.4 (b). Normally, the fringes appear irregular on the screen is due to the poor optical
homogeneity and quality of the material. The regular fringes with equal spacing reveal high optical homogeneity
and quality of the material and also regular fringes suggest that the uniform dislocation density inside the crystal
[6]. As seen in the birefringence images the TP4N SR crystal has a better interferogram.

FIGURE.4 (a) UV-Vis NIR spectrum and (b) Birefringence interferogram of TP4N single crystal
4. Conclusion
The good quality single crystal of Triphenylphosphine Oxide 4-Nitrophenol (TP4N) of the dimension
171 mm length and 15 mm diameter was grown along (011) plane by Sankaranarayanan-Ramasamy (SR)
method. The various (hkl) planes were analyzed by PXRD. The crystalline perfection was investigated by
HRXRD measurement, it was found to be 18.1 arc sec. The UV-Vis NIR spectrum shows that the grown crystal
(4 mm thickness) has higher optical transmittance (83%) in the near IR region. The birefringence interferogram
reveals good optical homogeneity of the (011) oriented SR grown TP4N crystal.
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Abstract
Rubidium titanyl phosphate (RTP) single crystals are very much attractive and important in electro-optics
[1]. In the isostructural KTP series, Rubidium titanyl phosphate has recently attracted special interest because of its
high thermal stability and good optical nature. The materials with efficient second-harmonic generation require nonlinear materials with various desirable properties, and hence they are widely used in non-linear optics, electro-optics
device applications [3-5]. The non-linear optical properties of RTP crystals are similar to potassium titanyl
phosphate single crystals. However, RTP crystals are most effective as electro-optical modulators, waveguides, and
high-intensity Q switch applications due to lower conductivity. RTP is one of the non-linear ferroelectric single
crystal extensively used in periodically poled structure making, these devices are most beneficial for the quasiphase-matching (QPM) application for obtaining high intense laser output [6].
At atmospheric pressure RTP crystallizes below Curie temperature and exhibits non-centrosymmetric
orthorhombic crystal structure with the space of Pna2 1 [7]. At higher temperatures, RTP structure display a
reversible ferroelectric-to-paraelectric phase shift, with the Curie temperature ranging from 785oC to 829oC
depending upon the composition and growth temperature. After the second-order phase change, the crystal structure
is owned by the centrosymmetric space group of Pnan [8]. The crystal structure of the material was constructed
through the three-dimensionally joined TiO 6 and PO 4 groups where rubidium ions are positioned in the two sites
[9]. The materials' high temperature phase transition properties are of great interest in high thermal stability and are
excellent in electrical nature.
Neodymium doped Rubidium Titanyl Phosphate (RTP) single crystal was grown using a hightemperature flux solution method with rubidium polyphosphate flux. Though doping does not induce changes in
growth temperature, variations in material properties were observed while characterizing the grown crystal. Figure 1
shows the as grown crystal and Figure 2 shows the cut and polished crystal. Powder x-ray diffraction of Nd: RTP
suggested the orthorhombic structure with small structural distortion. The optical quality of the material was studied
using optical transmittance and absorption studies. The variation in the optical band gap due to Nd doping was also
analyzed. The dielectric polarization, ion hopping, activation processes, and the dielectric, conductivity, and
resistivity nature of the material were studied using impedance analysis. The properties were studied from room
temperature to 850oC and frequencies from 100 Hz to 8 MHz. and the results were compared with flux-grown pure
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RTP single crystals. The result exhibited superior properties on Nd doping in RTP. The low and static dielectric
constant exhibited by Nd: RTP made it suitable for NLO applications. The ferroelectric nature of the Nd: RTP was
analyzed from room temperature to 180oC at an applied field of 4 kV and the PE loop was found with values of
SRODUL]DWLRQDQGFRHUFLYHILHOGDVȝ&FPDQGN9FPUHVSHFWLYHO\

Fig 1: As grown Nd: RTP single crystals

Fig 2: Cut and polished portion of Nd: RTP
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Abstract In this article a silicon photonic switch matrix (PSM) is designed for reconfigurable electronicphotonic integrated circuits (RePIC), which includes the 1x1 ON-OFF silicon photonic switch and a tunable
directional coupler (TDC). The proposed PSM routes the incoming four light signals in all the possible
directions with the help of six 1x1 ON-OFF switches and a TDC. The control of the ON-OFF switch and the
tunable directional couplers are performed using the forward-biased PIN junction configuration utilizing the
plasma dispersion effect, where the change in refractive index is obtained by altering the carrier concentration
with the external electric field. The individual components are designed using the beam propagation method
(BPM) and the transmission characteristics are converted into a compact numerical model (CNM) and are
utilized in a block-based circuit design approach for large-scale photonic integrated circuits. This provides
flexibility in expressing large-scaled photonic circuits without performing the physically-based electromagnetic
simulation.
Keywords: silicon photonics, reconfigurable electronic-photonic integrated circuit, photonic switch matrix,
reconfigurable directional coupler.
I.

Introduction

The research on photonic integrated circuits has emerged from the last decades, which integrates active and
passive photonic components in a monolithic or heterogeneous way on a single chip. The photonic IC platforms
such as SoI, SiN, InP, and LNoI are being developed to an industrial scale [1, 2]. Further, the heterogeneous
integration of lithium niobate (LN) with SoI waveguides has attracted significant interest, which enabled
electro-optical tunable resonators, Mach-Zehnder modulators, and Mid-IR modulators. The industry ready
silicon platform such as SoI follows a zero-change CMOS fabrication process to fabricate the silicon photonic
components.
II.

Design of photonic switch matrix

The proposed photonic switch works based on the ON-OFF switching mechanism using a 1x1 directional
coupler. This can be viewed with a traditional 2x2 directional coupler with a waveguide that is internally
terminated. The architecture view of the 1x1 ON-OFF photonic switch is shown in Fig.1(a). During the absence
of an external electric field, the incoming light takes the cross-state operation and the maximum light intensity is
absorbed with the help of termination block [1,2], and a very minimum, negligible amount of intensity will be
available at the access waveguide, this state of operation is considered as OFF-state. With an external electric
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field, the incoming light traverses in the same waveguide without coupling to the adjacent waveguide, hence a
maximum amount of intensity will be available at the end of the access waveguide. This state of operation is
known as ON-state [3].
The input-output electric field relations in terms of field-coupling coefficient (ɤ) is derived as follows [4]. The
electric field of the light at the output port (E o ) is expressed using equations (1) and (2), in which the equation
(2) acts as the characteristic equation for the 1x1 ON-OFF photonic switch.

ª Eo1 º
«E »
¬ o2 ¼

ª 1  N (V )
«
¬ j N (V )

j N (V ) º ª Ei1 º
»« »
1  N (V ) ¼ ¬ Ei 2 ¼

(1)

where, E o1 , E o2 represents the output electric fields of the input lights, E i1 , E i2 are the electric fields of the input
lights, ɤ is the cross field-coupling factor, and ɤ 9 represents the voltage-controlled field-coupling factor, which
is obtained by forward biased PIN configuration [1,4].

Eo

1  N (V ) Ei

(2)

The value of the field-coupling factor decides the ON-state, tunable-sate, and OFF-state operation. The
maximum value field-coupling coefficient (ɤ ~1), leads to maximum coupling to the terminal block, and the
minimum value (ɤ ~0) results in the transmission of the input light to the output port.

(a)

(b)

Fig.1 The schematic representation of (a). 1x1 silicon photonic switch [1] (b) the proposed reconfigurable
photonic switch matrix.
The proposed reconfigurable switch matrix is shown in Fig.1 (b), where it includes 6-number of 1x1 switches
(S 1 to S 6 ) and a tunable directional coupler. Based on the developed compact numerical model of 1x1 photonic
switch, and the tunable directional coupler the photonic switch matrix is constructed [4,5].
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Results and discussion

The light signal available at port-A and port-C can simultaneously be routed to port-B and port-D respectively,
and its transmission characteristics are shown in Fig.2 (a). To establish path A to B, switches S 1 , S 4 should be
maintained in OFF-state, switch S 5 should be maintained in the ON-state, and the tunable directional coupler
(TDC) should be maintained in the cross-state. At the same time, to establish the path from C to D, switch S 3
should be maintained in OFF-state, switch S 6 should be maintained in ON-state, and the TDC is already
configured in cross-state. The input lights at port-A and port-C take cross-state propagation in TDC and
propagate to the respective output ports port-B and port-D. The incoming light at port-A is routed to port-D via
switch S 1 , at the same time the switches S 4 and S 5 are maintained in OFF-state to avoid the interference due to
light at the port-C is illustrated in Fig.2 (b). Similarly, the routing paths from A to C is established. In the same
way, the routing paths from C to B is established by maintaining the switch S 3 in ON-sate the switch S 6 in OFFstate. Similarly, the path B to D is established.

(a)

(b)

Fig.2 Simulation results for the configuration of (a). bar-state (A to B, C to D) routing and (b). cross-state (A to
D, B to C) routing.
IV.

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a reconfigurable photonic switch matrix and numerically demonstrated using two 1x1
photonic switches and a tunable directional coupler. The designed 1x1 photonic switch shows an ON-state
insertion loss of 0.02 dB at 0.951 V and an OFF-state loss of -11.04 dB at 0 V. The same geometrical
dimensions were adopted for the tunable directional coupler, that exhibits only bar-and cross-state operation.
Numerical simulations confirming the photonic switch matrix and various figures of merit are calculated from
the simulation results. In conclusion, based on the optimum performance, the photonic switch matrix can be
used for the reconfigurable photonic integrated circuits.
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Abstract
2-amino-5-nitropyridinium trichloroacetate (2A5NPTCA), a potentially useful compound has been
synthesized and grown as optically transparent single crystals by conventional method with a span of 90 days.
The structure formation was confirmed by the SXRD analysis. The grown crystal belongs to the monoclinic
crystal system with the centrosymmetric space group, P2 1 /n. The grown crystal possesses 60% of optical
transmittance in the visible and NIR region and thermally stable upto 158°C. The LDT property was evaluated
by Nd: YAG laser of wavelength 1064 nm. The third-order nonlinearity and optical limiting properties were
evaluated using a diode laser operated at 532 nm.
1. Introduction
In recent years, intensive research has been undertaken on organic nonlinear optical (NLO) materials
because of their potential applications in frequency mixing, electro-optical modulation, optical switching,
optical telecommunications, optical data storage, laser devices, terahertz wave generation and detection, etc [12]. The organic NLO materials have attracted a great deal of attention for material scientists owing to their
immense features including synthetic flexibility for making novel materials, the existence of macroscopic
nonlinearity, ultrafast optical response time and ease of device fabrication process. The rapid advancements in
optical communication systems have led to a demand for organic NLO materials for the high performance of
optical devices. In this context, 2-amino-5-nitropyridine (2A5NP) chromophore is a remarkable cation for NLO
applications as they have ʌ-conjugated push-pull charge transfer structure. In this chromophore, the amino
group acts as an electron donor and the nitro group acts as an electron acceptor to induce the large nonlinearity.
The pyridine ring plays a significant role in the cationic bonding site [3]. In addition, the presence of pyridinium
nitrogen and amino group in this chromophore plays as proton acceptors to induce a large NLO response.
2ZLQJWRWKHDV\PPHWU\RIFKDUJHWUDQVIHUʌ-conjugated structure of 2A5NP chromophore, it is recognized as a
noteworthy candidate for the building blocks of NLO applications. Among the organic and inorganic materials,
the trichloroacetic acid-based complexes possess excellent NLO and physico-chemical properties. From the
above discussion, it is very interesting to investigate the 2A5NP chromophore associated with trichloroacetic
acid for crystal engineering. The detailed literate report reveals that there are no significant studies on bulk
crystal growth and physico-chemical investigations on 2A5NPTCA single crystals. Only, the structural
properties have been investigated by Yvette et al [4]. Therefore, the present investigation has been taken up to
grow optically transparent 2A5NPTCA single crystals by slow evaporation solution technique (SEST) and to
study its structural, optical and thermal properties.
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2. Synthesis and crystal growth of 2A5NPTCA
The title compound was synthesized using the raw material of 2A5NP and trichloroacetic acid in the
equal molar ratio of 1:1 at 50°C. HPLC grade methanol was used as solvent for synthesis. The solubility of the
title crystal was carried out by the gravimetric method in the temperature range from 35-55°C. The solubility of
2A5NPTCA material was found to be 5.01 g/100 mL in methanol at 35°C. Transparent single crystals with the
dimension of 10×7×3 mm3 were harvested after 90 days. The reaction scheme and photograph of as-grown
crystals are shown in Figure 1. (a) and (b), respectively.

b
a

Figure. 1 (a) Reaction scheme and (b) photograph of as grown 2A5NPTCA single crystals
3. Characterizations
The formation of 2A5NPTCA single crystal was confirmed by the single-crystal X-ray diffraction
(SXRD) analysis using Bruker AXS Kappa APEX-II single-crystal X-ray diffractometer, equipped with
graphite-monochromated MoK Į radiation (Ȝ c). The linear optical properties were evaluated using a
UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer (Model: Perkin-Elmer Lambda 35) in the scanning range of 200 nm to
1100 nm. The thermal property was analyzed using the Perkin-Elmer Diamond thermogravimetric (TG) and
differential thermal analysis (DTA) instrument in the temperature range of 30°C to 300°C with nitrogen
atmosphere. The LDT measurement for the 2A5NPTCA single crystal was carried out using a Q-switched Nd:
YAG laser (Make Litron Lasers, UK) having a fundamental wavelength of 1064 nm. To determine the thirdorder NLO properties of the grown crystal, the single-beam Z-scan technique has been conducted by employing
a diode laser of wavelength 532 nm. The power of the laser was 100 mW. For this experiment, the Gaussian
beam was focused onto the crystal and then the sample was smoothly translated along the -Z and +Z direction
with the propagation direction of the laser beam. For each translation, the intensity of the transmitted light was
measured by the open/closed aperture placed in a far-field as a function of sample position. For the case of
closed aperture (CA) measurement, the intensity of the source light was recorded by the photodetector by fixing
an aperture radius of 2 mm. The optical limiting (OL) property of the 2A5NPTCA single crystal was measured
using CW laser operated at 532 nm.
4. Results and discussion
The SXRD result reveals that the grown crystal belongs to the monoclinic crystal system with a
centrosymmetric space group, P2 1 /n. It crystallizes with four molecules in the unit cell. The molecular weight
and density are found to be 302.5 g/mol and 1.726 g/cm3, respectively. The obtained unit cell parameter values
are a = 14.33 (±0.02) Å, b = 6.932 (±0.011) Å, c = 12.479 (±0.020) Å Į  Ȗ   ȕ  103.01° (±0.03),
Volume (V) = 1208 (±6) Å3. The obtained results are agreed well with the previously reported values [4]. The
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well-polished 2A5NPTCA single crystal with a thickness of 2 mm was subjected to the UV-Vis NIR
transmittance analysis and the recorded spectrum is shown in Figure 2 (a). The result illustrates that the grown
crystal has a lower cut-off wavelength at 405 nm which facilitates it to be a good candidate for frequency
conversion applications. More than 60% of optical transmittance in the visible and NIR region of the grown
crystal is attributed to the occurrence of less absorption and the less scattering centers. Hence, it is noticed that
the optical transmittance of the grown crystal seems to be quite good and this property leads to the positive sign
for its usefulness in the linear and nonlinear optical device applications [5]. The appearance of reddish-yellow
color in the title crystal can be attributed to the presence of NO 2 , NH 2 , NH+ and COO- chromophores.
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Figure 2. (a) UV-vis-NIR and (b) TG and DTA spectra
The recorded TG-DTA spectra are shown in Figure.2 (b). The TG spectrum shows that there is no peak
in the temperature range between 30°C to 150°C which evidences the absence of moisture in the grown crystal.
The dissociation in the temperature range between 150°C to 225°C is due to the elimination of volatile gaseous
products. The sharp endothermic peak was observed in the DTA spectrum at 158°C which reveals the good
crystalline quality and phase purity of the grown crystal. There is no endothermic or exothermic peak observed
in DTA spectrum in the temperature range from 30°C to 150°C which reveals the absence of any structural
changes upto 150°C. The good thermal stability of the 2A5NPTCA single crystal is attributed to the presence of
multiple hydrogen bond interactions between 2A5NP and trichloroacetic acid moieties.
The polished 2A5NPTCA single crystal was placed at the focal point of the laser for the LDT analysis.
The laser beam falls onto the crystal surface and then the occurrence of visible damage can be seen when
exceeding the threshold with the exposure of high-power laser. The laser damage was determined by the visible
microdot/fracture onto the crystal surface and the corresponding intensity of the laser was measured using the
power meter. From the analysis, the LDT for the grown crystal was calculated to be 3.1 GW/cm2. The
normalized open aperture (OA) spectrum of the 2A5NPTCA single crystal is shown in Figure 3 (a). Here, the
transmittance is found to be maximum at the focus (Z=0) when increasing optical intensity, which indicates the
nonlinear saturable absorption and positive absorption coefficient of the grown crystal. The CA spectrum is
presented in the inset of Figure 3 (a). It clearly shows that the grown crystal possesses the configuration of the
pre-focal peak to post-focal valley in transmitted intensity which indicates the occurrence of negative nonlinear
refractive index and it is facilitating the self-defocusing effect. The arising of the self-defocusing effect is due to
the local change of refractive index with temperature. The calculated values of third-order nonlinear refractive
index (n 2 ), third-order nonlinear absorption coefficient (ȕ  DQG WKLUG-order nonlinear VXVFHSWLELOLW\ Ȥ(3)) are
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found to be 7.24×10-8 cm2/W, 0.09×10-4 cm/W and 4.2×10-8 esu, respectively. Such type of materials is more
desirable for the development of the protection of optical sensors like night vision devices [6]. The measured
OL response of the title crystal is shown in Figure.3 (b). It reveals that the intensity of the output transmittance
linearly increases at low input intensity and then the output transmittance reaches flat beyond the 6.7 mW/cm2.
This indicates the obvious OL behavior of the grown single crystal. Hence, the obtained results are very
interesting which satisfies the essential requirement for the OL device applications. All the above experimental
results lead to conclude that the grown 2A5NPTCA crystal is a promising candidate for optoelectronic device
applications.
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Figure 3. (a) OA spectrum (Inset CA-spectrum) and (b) OL spectrum of 2A5NPTCA single crystal
5. Conclusion
The high NLO active 2A5NPTCA single crystal was successfully grown by the SEST with a size of
10×7×3 mm3. The formation of crystal structure was confirmed by SXRD analysis. The grown crystal possesses
more than 60% of optical transparency in the visible and NIR region. The LDT of the grown crystal was found
to be 3.1 GW/cm2. The Z-scan study reveals that the grown crystal exhibited a large nonlinear absorption
behavior. The third-order susceptibility and optical limiting threshold of the grown crystal are found to be
4.2×10-8 esu and 6.7 mW/cm2 at 532 nm, respectively.
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Abstract: In this article a technique is presented to cut type-I SHG elements conveniently from as-grown KDP
crystal using a diamond coated wire saw. For this purpose, a mount was designed and fabricated which was
fixed on the sample stage of the wire saw. The mount facilitates to maintain azimuthaODQJOH ĳ DWo for the
direction normal to the cutting plane. This mount was used to successfully slice an as-grown KDP crystal to
prepare type-I SHG plates. The orientation of the plate was confirmed by SHG test using an Nd:YAG laser
confirming the acceptable angular accuracy of ± 0.5o from the normal to the plate.
1. INTRODUCTION
Potassium dihydrogen phosphate, KH 2 PO 4 (KDP) is an important nonlinear optical crystal for frequency
doubling, tripling, and Q switching of high power Nd doped glass or YAG laser.1 KDP belongs to tetragonal
point group (D EF DQGKHQFHLVDXQLD[LDOFU\VWDOKDYLQJDVLQJOHRSWLFD[LVDORQJLWVFU\VWDOORJUDSKLFF-axis.
Preparation of a specific device from an as-grown KDP crystal requires to cut it normal to a specified direction
usually defined by two angles namely, ș - the polar angle, DQG ĳ - the azimuthal angle. ș GHQRWHV WKH DQJOH
between the direction and the z-D[LVZKLOHĳLVWKHDQJOHPDGHZLWK[-axis in the x-y plane as shown in Fig.
1(a). KDP crystal is usually grown by platform technique where the growth morphology acquires usually a
shape like tetragonal-pyramidal as shown in Fig. 1(b).2-3 It has well defined faces denoted by Miller indices
{100} and {101} called as prismatic and pyramidal faces, respectively. The edges between adjacent prismatic
faces denotes the direction of crystallographic c-axis. These direction and faces are normally used as reference
for cutting the crystal for specific device application. KDP is predominantly employed for laser frequency
doubling and Q-switching of high power Nd doped solid-state lasers. For SHG application, the crystal is
UHTXLUHGWRFXWSHUSHQGLFXODUWRWKHSKDVHPDWFKLQJGLUHFWLRQGHILQHGE\WZRDQJOHV ș PM DQGĳ PM ) with respect
to crystallographic axes.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic showing a direction (șĳ ZLWKUHVSHFWWR&DUWHVLDQD[HVDQG E 6FKHPDWLFRIWKH
morphology of KDP crystal grown by platform technique with directions marked along crystallographic axes.
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There are two types of phase matching in case of KDP crystal called as type-I and type-II.4 The azimuthal angle
for type-I phase matching is 45o while that for type-II is 90o. This makes it difficult to orient the KDP crystal
particularly for cutting type-I plate because the crystal cannot be mounted using any of its natural face as base.
To solve this problem we designed a mount, which facilitates to maintain the required azimuthal angle 45o. This
technique makes it easy to slice type-I SHG oriented plate just in single cut. To test this mount a KDP crystal of
dimensions 59×57×89 mm3 (a×b×c) was grown and cut slices using a diamond wire saw. The prepared plates
were found to be oriented to type-I SHG direction within an accuracy of ±0.5o.
2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
2.1 Methodology
To cut large size KDP crystals for SHG and electro-optic elements a diamond coated wire saw model STX 1202
[Fig. 2(a)] is used. This machine is equipped with a square flat sample stage in the horizontal plane for placing
crystal of size up to 300mm×300 mm cross-section. The sample stage has facilities of x-y translation in
horizontal plane and rotation about vertical direction to this plane as shown in Fig. 2(b). The diamond coated
wire runs along x-axis reversibly and has facility of precisely move down to cut the sample.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2 (a) Diamond coated wire saw, and (b) enlarged view of its sample stage with depiction of its motions.
The motions of the sample stage and the cutting wire make it suitable to cut a plate normal to any natural face of
KDP crystal namely (100) or (101) because these faces are easily identifiable in the crystal morphology and can
easily be placed on the sample stage. This makes it easy to cut type-II SHG oriented plate from as-grown KDP
crystal as it requires only the motion available in the sample stage but cutting a type-I SHG plate is not possible
as there is no such motion available to rotate the sample about another axis, which lies normal to z-axis. This
problem is common for commercially available cutting machines. To solve this problem KDP crystal geometry,
phase matching angles and the available motions of the sample stage were analysed and devised a mount as
shown in Fig. 3(a). It is made of aluminum and having two flat faces at top with 45o inclination from the vertical
SODQHWRHDFKVLGHDVVKRZQVFKHPDWLFDOO\LQ)LJ E ,WPDNHVLWHDV\WRDFKLHYHD]LPXWKDODQJOH ĳ WREHo,
if KDP crystal is placed with its two adjacent natural prismatic faces in contact with the two slanting faces of the
mount, no matter crystal cross-section be square or rectangular. This mount was locked on the top of the sample
stage of the diamond wire saw with its edge between two slanting faces lying along the y-axis. Table 1 lists the
required orientation of sample stage with respect to a specific orientation of KDP crystal placed on the stage.
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Further, as temperature and wavelength involved influence tKHYDOXHRIș PM ZLWKRXWDIIHFWLQJWKHYDOXHRIĳ PM ,
the same mount can be used for any correction in the polar angle if required.

(a)

(b)

Fig.3 (a) Actual photo of the mount fabricated, and (b)schematic view of the mount showing location of placing
KDP crystal for directly cutting type-I SHG plate from as-grown KDP crystal.

Table 1: Details of the orientation of sample stage with respect to specific orientation of KDP crystal placed at
the stage

SHG
type

Type-I

Sample stage rotation ș 

Phase matching angle for
laser wavelength 1064 nm5
Ĭ PM

ĭ PM

For KDP placed with its
c-axis along y-direction of
stage

For KDP placed with its caxis along x-direction of
stage

41.2o

45o

48.8o

41.2o

2.2 Crystal growth and processing
For testing the mount, a KDP crystal of dimension 59x57x89 mm3 was grown as shown in Fig. 4(a) using slow
cooling technique of solution crystal growth. The solution was prepared using once recrystallised AR grade
KDP chemical in high purity demineralized water obtained from a Millipore make water purification system. A
small size seed crystal was placed at the center of a perspex make platform. The growth parameters were
controlled during the growth period resulted in to a visibly transparent crystal without any spurious nucleation.

Fig.4 (a) As-grown KDP crystal, Size:59x57x89 mm3 (a×b×c), (b) the crystal cut into four pieces along c-axis,
(c) crystal fixed at the mount and the stage is rotated, (d) as-cut type-I SHG plate, and (e) polished type-I SHG
plate.
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The crystal was first cut using the wire saw along c-axis and prepared four crystals of cross-section about 28x28
mm2. Fig. 4(b) shows the photographs of these four pieces. Each of the four pieces has two adjacent natural
{100} faces with an intermittent natural edge along c-axis. One of the crystal piece was fixed on the mount to
cut type-I SHG plate as shown in Fig. 4(c). Fig. 4(d) shows one of such plates and Fig. 4(e) shows the polished
SHG type-I plate.
3. ASSESSMENT OF ORIENTATION OF THE PREPARED TYPE-I SHG PLATE
For geometrical assessment, we calculated the angle occurs at the natural prismatic face of KDP with respect to
c-axis when we cut out a type-,6+*SODWH7KLVDQJOH OHWVD\Į FRPHVRXWWREH

D

arctan( 2 tan T PM )

)RU ș PM =41.2o Į FRPHV RXW WR EH o, while that measured on the actual KDP crystal by a mechanical
goniometer is ~ 51o (±1o) confirming the prepared plate is quite close to the intended application.
Further the prepared sample plate was tested for accuracy of its orientation using an Nd:YAG laser. The plate
was mounted on an orienter and optimized for maximum SHG output (green color). In this situation, the
reflected beam from the front face was located and the shift in the angle from the normal to the plate was
geometrically calculated. The obtained value showed that the deviation from exact SHG orientation is within ±
0.5o which is acceptable for the device performance. This test confirms that the designed mount and technique
working well.
4. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, a methodology has been developed to directly cut as-grown KDP crystal for the fabrication of
type-I SHG elements using a diamond coated wire saw. For this purpose, a mount has been designed and
developed. From an as- grown transparent KDP crystal of size 59×57×89 mm3 SHG type-I oriented sample
plates have been successfully cut and tested, exhibiting orientational accuracy to be within ± 0.5o. This
technique makes it easier to cut type-I SHG plates, which is usually considered cumbersome.
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Abstract:
Cu doped lithium tetraborate powder was synthesized by solid state reaction, and there-afterhigh energy ball
mill was used for preparing the nanoparticles. Milling parameters were optimized to get nanometer size
particles.Synthesized nanoparticles were characterized for structure by XRD and TEM, and optical properties by
thermoluminescence. Observed particle sizes were in the range of 200 nm, and the thermo-luminescence study
shows 7-8 times lower TL intensity from nanocrystalline samples as compared to polycrystalline sample,
indicating its usefulness for dosimetry applications in high radiation environment.
1. Introduction
Lithium tetraborate is an important optical material for higher order harmonics of Nd:YAG laser. It is also a very
useful thermoluminscence dosimetry material having Z eff = 7.25, which is very close to human tissue [1].
Thermoluminescence properties of this material arise due to the presence of point defects. Recently, we
investigated the TL properties of Mn doped LTB single crystal and found that the TL intensity is a very sensitive
function of mass of the pellet [2]. Tekenaga et al. [3] studied copper doped lithium tetra borate and confirmed
that copper doped lithium tetraborate gives better TL intensity than Mn doped lithium tetraborate. Use of
nanoparticles is being explored as it leads to newer properties due to dimensional confinement.Nanoparticles
have a very large surface area to volume ratio, which results tremendous changes in properties of the material
with respect to bulk. If the size of the nanoparticles become very close to the de Broglie wavelength or the Bohr
exciton size, an effect known as quantum confinement comes into play. This changes the forbidden gap width
and forms new energy levels [4].In this paper we report synthesis of copper doped lithium tetraborate
nanoparticles by high energy ball milling,their structural characterizations and thermoluminescence study.
2. Material synthesis
Stoichiometric composition of Li 2 CO 3 and B 2 O 3 were used to prepare Li 2 B 4 O 7 powder. Two chemicals were
mixed for 1hr. in agate mortar. 0.2 Mol % CuO was added to the mixture to get Cu doped lithium tetraborate.
The mixture was then milled for 1hr. at the rate of 300 rpm in a high energy ball mill. Homogeneously mixed
powder was filled in a platinum crucible and was kept in the furnace and heated up to 400 °C at the heating rate
of 100 °C per hour and kept for 3hr. This powder was removed from the crucible and again mixed in an agate
mortar for 1h. This mixture was kept in a platinum crucible again and annealed at 750 °C for 10hr. In this
process the single phase LTB polycrystalline powder was obtained. The material, prepared by solid state
reaction was weighed and divided into 2 parts to put it into ball mill containers. For wet grinding, ethyl alcohol
is used as a grinding medium. Milling was done for different milling time with milling speed 500 r.p.m. As the
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speed of machine is very high during rotation, temperature of the bowl may increase abruptly. To avoid this,
pause time is required in between two rotation cycles. Pause time was set as 5 min for every cycle. Ball to
powder mass ratio (BPMR) is also an important factor to reduce the particle size. In our experiment BPMR was
kept 2:1. Milling is done for different time duration 5hr., 10hr. and 15hr. After milling, the powder was taken out
for characterizations.
3. Characterizations
Powder XRD study:The synthesized nanoparticles were examined by powder X-ray diffractionusing Cu KĮ 1
radiation Ȝ 1.5418716Å, Rigaku Geiger Flex X-ray diffractometer) to identify the crystalline phases and to
estimate the crystallite size. The XRD patterns were obtained with șin the range of 20 to 70 degree by step
scanning, using ș increment of 0.01 degree. All peaks of X-ray diffraction were matching with known data
(JCPDSfile no. 84-2191). XRD pattern of 5h, 10h and 15 h milled LTB powder is shown in fig. 1.
Transmission electron microscopy study: The Cu:LTB powder samples obtained after 15 hour milling were
dispersed in ethanol using ultrasonication for five minutes. The suspended particles are lifted on a carbon coated
copper grid with the help of forceps. Then the grid is dried on filter paper under an infrared lamp. For TEM
measurements 100 kV was applied, and the obtained TEM micrographs are shown in fig. 2.
Thermoluminescence study: Thermoluminescence study of prepared Cu:LTB nanoparticles was done. Pallets
were prepared from Cu:LTB nanoparticles as well as from polycrystalline sample by hydraulic pallet press
machine. These pallets were irradiated with X-rays at lithography beam line (BL-07) of Indus-2 SRS facility.In
this experiment X-ray spectral energy band of 3-10 keV was used for irradiation. Thermoluminescence spectrum
of X-ray–irradiated samples was taken by thermoluminescence dose reader analyzer (model- RA 04). In each
case heating rate was kept as 2ȠC/s. TL glow curve of nano crystalline samples were compared with that of
polycrystalline sample. TL glow curves of Cu doped LTB pallet made from polycrystal and nanoparticles are
shown in figure 3 (a) and 3 (b) respectively.
4. Results and discussion
Nanoparticles of lithium tetraborate prepared through wet grinding process in a planetary ball mill were
investigated for their phase, crystallinity, microstructure and particle sizes. The crystalline phase was determined
by powder X-ray diffraction (XRD). It has been observed that as we increase the milling time XRD peaks
become broader. From the powder XRD pattern effective crystallite size was calculated using full width half
maxima (FWHM) approach on the line broadening of XRD peaks. The apparent crystallite size D was
calculated from the relation D=ȜB Cos ș B , where Ȝis the wavelength used and B is the broadening. Calculated
size was approximately 40 nm. It can be seen through the TEM micrograph that particle size is varying from
200 nm to 1 μm. It was observed that particle size calculated from TEM analysis is much bigger than the
crystallite size. This is because in a single particle many crystalline particles are present. All crystallites are not
separate. In our experiment it has been observed that the TL intensity decreases almost 7-8 times in case of
nanocrystalline sample as compared to polycrystalline sample. This decrease in TL intensity is due to less
energy storage capacity of nanoparticles. Drastic decrease of TL output (7-8 times lower) from pellets prepared
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using LTB nanocrystals as compared to those prepared using polycrystals after irradiation with same dose levels
suggest that TL materials in nanocrystalline form are suitable for measurement of dose in high radiation
environments.
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Fig. 1 XRD pattern of ball milled Cu: LTB powder

Fig. 2 TEM micrograph of LTB nanoparticles
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Fig. 3TL glow curve of Cu: LTB (a) polycrystalline pallet and (b) palletof nanoparticles
5. Conclusions
Cu doped lithium tetraborate nanoparticles were prepared by high energy ball milling technique. Different
parameters like ball to powder mass ratio, rpm, milling time etc. were optimized to get almost uniform particle
size.It has been observed that wet grinding is preferred to get smaller particle size. XRD results show that the
prepared particles retain the phase and the crystal structure of the lithium tetraborate powder. The
thermoluminescence study shows 7-8 times lower TL intensity from nanocrystalline samples as compared to
polycrystalline sample, indicating its usefulness for dosimetry applications in high radiation environment.
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Abstract
Lithium niobate (LiNbO 3 ; LN) is an important nonlinear optical (NLO) material. In this paper, linear and
nonlinear optical properties of PMMA and 0.10 wt% LN/PMMA nanocomposites are reported. The linear
refractive index (n) was obtained by prism coupling method, the transmittance was obtained using UV-vis-NIR
spectrophotometer, and the nonlinear optical properties were measured using Z-scan technique. Using open
aperture Z-scan technique, saturable absorption was found in the 0.10 wt% LN/PMMA nanocomposite whereas
reverse saturable absorption was found in pure PMMA. Self-focusing nature of nonlinearity was found in
LN/PMMA nanocomposite by closed aperture Z-scan. The nonlinear absorption coefficient (ȕ) of PMMA,
nonlinear refractive index (n 2 ) and saturable intensity (I S ) of 0.10 wt% LN/PMMA nanocomposite are
computed.
1. Introduction
Lithium niobate (LiNbO 3 ; LN) is technologically important material having perovskite structure with interesting
ferroelectric, piezoelectric, pyroelectric and optical properties. It is extensively used in photonics and
telecommunication industry for frequency conversion and electro-optic modulation [1]. Currently there is a
strong interest in organic-inorganic hybrid composite materials due to ease of fabrication and wide range of
nonlinear optical applications [2, 3]. The second order nonlinear response of the LN/PMMA nanocomposite
material has been recently reported [4]. Z-scan technique is used for measurement of real and imaginary part of
third order susceptibility (Ȥ(3)) of the material, which is responsible for nonlinear refraction (n 2 ) and nonlinear
absorption (ȕ) respectively. For saturable absorption, the saturable intensity is measured [5].
2. LiNbO 3 /PMMA nanocomposites
The nearly stoichiometric LN nanoparticles with average diameter ~ 100 nm were synthesized by citrate
gel method [6, 7]. To get LN/PMMA nanocomposite having LN nanoparticle concentration of 0.10 wt%, the
synthesized LN nanoparticles were dispersed homogeneously into a polymer matrix, poly (methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA) by following a chemical method [4]. Here, the LN nanoparticles were first dispersed into the monomer,
methyl methacrylate (MMA) which remains in liquid form under normal condition, and after dispersing, the
liquid MMA is then solidified by polymerizing in a controlled manner by adding very small amount of initiator,
2,2'-azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) followed by heating. An element of 0.5 mm thickness and 22 mm diameter
was cut and polished from the synthesized 0.10 wt% LN/PMMA nanocomposite. The PMMA and 0.10 wt%
LN/PMMA nanocomposite are shown in figure-1.
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Fig. 1. 0.50 mm thick, PMMA (a) and 0.10 wt% LN/PMMA nanocomposite (b)
3. Optical characterization
The transmittance of 0.5 mm thick PMMA and 0.10 wt% LN/PMMA nanocomposite obtained using
UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer is shown in figure-2. The samples show high transparency (T PMMA ~90% &
T LN/PMMA ~70%) in visible range. The linear refractive indices (n) RIWKHVHPDWHULDOVDWGLIIHUHQWZDYHOHQJWKV Ȝ 
0.407, 0   DQG  ȝP  ZHUH REWDLQHG E\ SULVP FRXSOLQJ PHWKRG DV VKRZQ LQ ILgure-3.
Sellmeier equation (1) with the coefficients B 1 and C 1 were obtained by fitting the experimental data, and
shown plotted in figure-3.

݊ଶ = 1 +

భ ఒమ
ఒమ ିభ

(1)

; ߣ in Ɋm

Fig. 2. Transmittance spectra of 0.50 mm thick

Fig. 3. Refractive index as a function of wavelength for

PMMA and 0.10 wt% LN/PMMA nanocomposite

PMMA and 0.10 wt% LN/PMMA nanocomposite

A Z-scan experiment was set-up using 21 mW He-Ne laser, convex lens of 11 cm focus length, sample stage
with 30 mm scanning length for measuring the 3rd order NLO properties of the nanocomposites. The schematic
of the set up is shown in figure 4. Here, the sample is scanned along the Z-axis through the focus (Z=0) of a
Gaussian beam, and the power transmitted through the sample is measured as a function of the position of the
sample. In close aperture configuration, the power transmitted through an aperture placed in the far field is
measured as a function of sample position (Z). In open aperture configuration, the aperture is removed during
measurement.
The open aperture Z-scan trace for normalized transmittance (transmittance normalized w.r.t the linear
transmittance) of PMMA and 0.10 wt% LN/PMMA nanocomposite are shown in figure-5(a) and 5(b). In open
aperture Z-scan trace, a peak was found at beam waist (Z=0) for 0.10 wt% LN/PMMA nanocomposite whereas
a valley was observed in case of PMMA. The peak represents negative nonlinear absorption such as saturable
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absorption (SA), and the valley represents positive nonlinear absorption such as reverse saturable absorption
(RSA) and/or two-photon absorption.

Fig. 4. Schematic of optical set-up for Z-scan experiment

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Open aperture Z-scan traces for normalized transmittance of (a) PMMA and (b) 0.10 wt% LN/PMMA
nanocomposite
The absorption coefficient (Į) for RSA and SA as a function of incident intensity (I) is given by [5],

ߙ(ܫ ߚ = )ܫ
=

ఈబ
ଵାூΤூೞ

; For RSA

(2)

; For SA with saturable intensity, ܫ௦

(3)

The open aperture normalized transmittance is given by [5],

ܶ=

்ೌೝ
்ೌೝ

=

ൣଵାఉூబ (௭) ൧

; For RSA

ఉூబ (௭)

= ݁ ఈబ  ቂ1 + σஶ
ୀଵ

(ିఈబ )
!

ݍ (ߩ)ቃ ; ܣܵ ݎܨ

(4)
(5)

Here L eff = {1-exp(-Į o / `Į o is the effective sample length for the actual sample length, L. I o (Z) is the axial
intensity of the Gaussian beam. Į 0 is the linear absorption coefficients. The terms q m (U) are obtained using
Adomian decomposition method [5] where, ߩ = ܫ (ܼ)/ܫௌ . The open aperture trace for PMMA was fitted with
the expression (4) whereas for 0.10 wt% LN/PMMA the open aperture trace was fitted with the expression (5).
The closed aperture trace for 0.10 wt% LN/PMMA nanocomposite is shown in figure-6. Here self-focusing
nature of nonlinearity in LN/PMMA nanocomposite is evident. In case of PMMA, no significant self-focusing
or defocusing nonlinearity was observed in PMMA. The experimental data were fitted with the following
expression of closed aperture normalized transmittance
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(6)

where,  = ݔെ ܼΤܼோ , ܼோ = 2.279 ݉݉ => Rayleigh range and ȟȰ = 2ߨ݊ଶ ܫ (0)ܮ Τߣ

Fig. 6. Closed aperture Z-scan traces for normalized transmittance of 0.10 wt% LN/PMMA nanocomposite
The measured value of nonlinear absorption coefficient (ȕ) of PMMA is +2.51×10-5 m/W whereas for 0.10 wt%
LN/PMMA nanocomposite the values of nonlinear refractive index (n 2 ) and saturable intensity (I S ) were found
to be +1.66×10-12 m2/W and 1.90×106 W/m2 respectively.
4. Conclusions
PMMA and 0.10 wt% LN/PMMA nanocomposite were prepared for linear and nonlinear optical
characterizations. Both the materials were highly transparent (T PMMA ~90% & T LN/PMMA ~70%) in visible range.
The linear refractive index (n) was obtained by prism coupling method and the nonlinear optical properties were
measured using Z-scan technique. Negative nonlinear absorption (saturable absorption) was found in
LN/PMMA nanocomposite by open aperture Z-scan technique whereas positive nonlinear absorption (reverse
saturable absorption or two-photon absorption) was found in PMMA. Self-focusing nature of nonlinearity in
LN/PMMA nanocomposite was found by closed aperture Z-scan experiment.
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Abstract
Cesium triborate (CsB 3 O 5 ) single crystals were grown by low gradient Czochralski technique. Powder
XRD measurements of the grown crystals confirmed the formation of single phase. Samples were cut
from these crystals and transmission spectra was recorded. Refractive indices in different
crystallographic directions were obtained for different wavelengths using prism coupling method at
four wavelengths. Sellmeier coefficients and birefringence were determined from this data.
Thermo-optic coefficients were also determined from the ttemperature dependence of refractive index
data in the temperature range between 30 and 150°C for the wavelengths of 532, 828, 1064 and 1551
nm and like most of the borates it possessed negative thermo-optic coefficient of refractive index
Introduction
Solid-state laser sources in the UV regions are scarce. There is high demand of efficient, compact
solid-state laser sources in these regions for applications, such as deep UV lithography,
mass-spectrometry, biology and medicine [1-3]. Borates have gain importance as nonlinear optical
(NLO) materials due to their ability to produce compact UV laser through harmonic frequency
generation using IR lasers by second, third and higher harmonic generations [3,4]. Borates are being
considered as a potential NLO materials to fulfill this demand owing to their favourable optical and
NLO properties like, high NLO coefficient, moderate birefringence, large laser damage threshold,
transparency till deep UV range, etc. [5-7].
Cesium triborate (CsB 3 O 5 , CBO) is one of the important material of the borate family and attracting
attention due to its excellent optical and NLO properties for harmonic generation in UV region like,
deep UV transparency (170-3000 nm), NLO coefficient d 14 îG 11 ȕí%D% 2 O 4 ), high damage
threshold ~ 26 GW/cm2 DWȝPQVDORQJZLWKKLJKFKHPLFDOVWDELOLW\ [3]. The basic structural
unit of CBO belongs to nonplanar (B 3 O 7 )5- anionic groups which is slightly different from the planar
(B 3 O 6 )í with one of the boron atom is changed in structural coordination from trigonal to tetrahedral
and results in interesting optical properties like deep UV transparency [2]. The higher value of second
order susceptibility is alone not sufficient to establish a crystal as a good NLO crystal. Along with
nonlinear parameters, optical properties such as birefringence, absorption edge, walk off angle, laser
damage threshold also equally matters. Moreover, in comparison with other borate crystals such as
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BBO and LBO, CBO has advantages of congruent melting that can be utilized to grow crystals from
congruent or near-congruent melts at fast growth rate by Czochralski or top-seeded solution growth
(TSSG) technique [7].
Thought, the growth of CBO crystal from stoichiometric melt using Cz method is reported, but still the
growth of high-quality crystal free from cracks, inclusions and striations is a challenge because of high
viscosity due to B 2 O 3 and volatility of Cs 2 O [5]. The conditions for obtaining good quality crystals by
Cz method is yet to be established. In order to address the issues, this work focuses on growth of CBO
single crystals by low gradient Czochralski technique to establish conditions for the growth of good
quality crystals. The grown crystals were investigated for structural, optical absorption, refractive index
and birefringence characteristics. Further, as the knowledge of the thermo-optic coefficient (TOC) is of
prime importance for the design and operation of nonlinear optical elements and devices [5], TOC were
also determined.
Crystal Growth
For crystal growth, the starting material was synthesized from high purity (99.9%) chemicals Cs 2 CO 3
and B 2 O 3 in stoichiometric composition (Cs 2 O:3B 2 O 3 ~ 1:3) [6]. Cesium carbonate is highly
hygroscopic chemical which needs extra precaution at the time of weighing to avoid inclusion of
moisture. Handheld halogen lamp was used to keep surroundings warmer, while taking it out of bottle
as well as during weighing. After being accurately weighed and mixed homogeneously, it was then
transferred to a platinum crucible and melted at 900°C in several batches. Preliminary safety
precautions were followed throughout the process as cesium carbonate is toxic and boron oxide is
irritant for skin. The crucible was placed in a log gradient ~1°C/cm single-zone furnace controlled by a
programmable Eurotherm temperature controller. Czochralski technique was adopted to grow crystal.
Initial runs were tried with platinum wire cold finger as a seed. Fig. 1 (a) shows the CBO crystal grown
using platinum wire as cold finger. Seeds crystals were prepared from the wire grown crystal and
seeding was done as per the novel seeding discussed in ref. [8]. After seeding the growth was initiated
by employing a slow pulling of 0.2 mm/h and rotation of 6-10 rpm. After the growth, crystal was
detached carefully from the melt and allowed to cool slowly to room temperature at a rate of 20°C/hr to
avoid cracks and residual strain resulting from rapid temperature change. Fig. 1(b&c) shows the
photographs of the grown CBO crystals grown by seeded growth.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1 CBO crystals grown by Cz-method on platinum wire (a) and using seed crystal (b & c).
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Characterization
The phase formation and purity of the grown crystal was evaluated using x–ray diffraction (XRD)
technique and comparing it with JCPDS (The International Centre for Diffraction Data Sample)
database. Results were in accordance with JCPDS file number #740357 and lattice parameters
calculated using Qbasic software were in accordance with actual parameters as a = 6.2135 Å, b =
8.5322 Å, c cDQGȖ ȕ Ȗ °. Fig. 2(a) shows the direction dependent refractive index of
CBO crystal measured at room temperature using prism coupling technique [9]. Instrument used for
refractive index measurement was a commercially available prism coupler manufactured by Metricon
Corp., UK with model 2010/M with five different laser wavelengths 407, 532, 828, 1064 and 1551 nm.
The different refractive index along principal direction x, y and z depicts CBO belongs to a biaxial
system. The knowledge of refractive index is a preliminary requirement to establish the usefulness of
the crystal as a nonlinear element in optical and optoelectronic processes. The observed variation in
refractive index along different directions with wavelength shows that birefringent phase matching of
the fundamental and harmonic waves in the transparency range is possible by angle tuning and CBO
can be used as a NLO material. The corresponding Type-I & Type-II phase matching angles for the
three-wave interaction can estimated from the measured refractive index values. The refractive index
data were fitted to Sellmeier equation to determine coefficients A, B, C and D using the following
equation where ZDYHOHQJWKȜWDNHQLQP

The measured values are summarised in Table 1. Birefringence is evaluated by calculating the
difference in refractive indices measured along different directions.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2 (a) Direction dependent refractive index measured at room temperature and Sellmeier fit of the
data of CBO crystal measured for different wavelength and (b) Temperature dependent refractive index
of CBO crystal measured for different wavelength
Fig. 2(b) shows the temperature dependent refractive index of CBO crystal measured in the range of
30-150°C. The decrease in the value of refractive index with increasing temperature depicts a negative
thermo-optic coefficient of CBO crystal.
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The linear fit of the data yields the value of the thermo-optic coefficient (dn/dt) [10], which is found to
be ~ -3.12x10-5 for 532 nm wavelength. The estimated values are summarised in Table 2. The negative
value of dn/dt indicate crystal may behave as a negative thermal lens when operated at high power
radiation.
Table 1 Sellmeier coefficients of CBO crystals
R.I.
nx
ny
nz

A
2.3197
2.3700
2.4607

B
0.0353
0.0495
0.0117

C
-0.2314
-0.3771
-0.2132

D
0.0020
0.0023
0.0012

Table 2 Thermo-optic coefficient of CBO for different wavelengths
(dn/dT) x 10-5/°C
-3.1177
-3.5016
-4.5048
-3.6306

Wavelength (nm)
532
828
1064
1551

Conclusion
Single crystals of Cesium triborate were grown by low gradient Czochralski technique. X-ray powder
diffraction analysis confirmed the formation of the desired single phase of the grown crystals. Polished
samples were prepared from the grown crystals and subjected transmission and refractive index
measurements. Refractive indices along principal directions (x, y, and z) were measured for different
wavelengths and temperature. Sellmeier and Thermo-optic coefficients were estimated from the
measured refractive index data. Like other borates crystal, the thermo optic coefficient were found to
be negative.
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Abstract
Al 0.9 Ga 0.1 As/GaAs based monocrystalline distributed Bragg reflector structures are designed to have higher
reflectivity (R) at technologically important wavelengths of 1064, 1100 and 1550 nm. The designed structures are
epitaxially grown on (001) oriented GaAs substrate by metal organic vapour phase epitaxy technique. Subsequently,
the structural and crystalline quality of the grown structures are evaluated using high resolution x-ray diffraction
measurements. R ~ 99% is achieved in the desired wavelength range which confirm their suitability in many
applications including laser interferometry based gravitational wave detection, laser frequency stabilization for
optical atomic clocks, high Q oscillators, vertical cavity surface emitting lasers, distributed feedback lasers, resonant
cavity enhanced photodetectors, terahertz radiation sources and detectors.
Introduction
Distributed Bragg-reflector (DBR) is the fundamental structure used in various high performance
opto-electronic devices such as high Q oscillators, vertical cavity surface emitting lasers, distributed feedback lasers,
resonant cavity enhanced photodetectors, terahertz radiation sources and detectors. In recent years, a significant
interest has grown up in the DBR structures due to their novel applications in both fundamental and advanced
phenomena that are characterized by the strong light matter coupling. It includes the formation of exciton-polariton
quasi particles that are desired for the fundamental process in matter at high temperature including Bose-Einstein
condensation1, quantized vortices2, long-range spatial coherence3, superfluidity4 and solitons5. High quality
monocrystalline AlGaAs/GaAs based DBR structures are the ideal choice to observe these phenomena. Such DBR
structures are also proposed for highly sensitive and precise measurements such as laser interferometry based
gravitational wave detection and laser frequency stabilization for optical atomic clocks due to the low thermal noise6.
Thus, in this work, DBR stacks consisting of the alternate layers of low (AlGaAs) and high (GaAs) refractive index
material with quarter wavelength WKLFNQHVV ȜQ eff ) are used to obtain higher reflectivity in the designed wavelength
band. The reflectivity for the specific wavelength range mainly depends upon the number of layers in the given stack,
refractive indices and individual layer thicknesses. In view of above, the specific DBR structures are designed to
cover the technologically important wavelengths of 808, 880, 1064, 1150 and 1550 nm with higher reflectivity.
Numerical simulations based on Fresnel equations are initially performed using filmetric software to design the
DBR structure for optimized number of layers for higher reflectance at required wavelength7. The designed DBR
structures are thereby grown by metal organic vapour phase epitaxy (MOVPE) and characterized by high resolution
x-ray diffraction (HRXRD) measurements. Further, the reflectivity measurements are performed on these DBR
structures, which shows R~ 99% in the desired wavelength range. The optimum DBR mirrors are used to design the
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micro-cavity structure consisting of InGaAs quantum well emitter between the two AlGaAs/GaAs DBRs to
investigate the exciton-polariton strength in the matter.

Figure 1: (a) Simulated reflectivity curve of a 23 period Al 0.9 Ga 0.1 As/GaAs DBR stack with the individual layer
thickness of 134 and 111 nm respectively (b) Schematic layer diagram of a 30 period AlGaAs/GaAs DBR
structure designed for the photonic stopband around 1550 nm.
Experimental Details
High reflecting AlGaAs/GaAs DBR structures are designed with an aim of achieving the simulated reflectance
spectra for the required wavelength spans by using Filmetric software. Fresnel reflection occurs at every
AlGaAs/GaAs interface resulting into constructive interference leading to a very high reflectance at the designed
wavelength. Reflectivity value changes with the angle of incidence. In AlGaAs/GaAs DBR structures, the
reflectivity at the normal incident angle is in general given by8
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where n GaAs , n AlGaAs , and N are the GaAs (high) refractive index, AlGaAs (low) refractive index and number of
layer pairs in DBR stack respectively. Thus, higher the number of layers result in higher reflectivity, while the
contrast of refractive indices in layers controls the band width of the reflectivity profile. Generally, a broad spectral
reflector requires a large refractive index variations in layer pairs. Figure 1 (a) shows the simulated reflectivity
profile of a 23 period DBR stack based on Al 0.9 Ga 0.1 As/GaAs alternate multilayers with the thickness of 134 and
111 nm respectively. Each layer WKLFNQHVV WaȜQ eff ) is decided by the refractive index of the material (n eff ) and the
quarter wavelength for the central wavelength of photonic stopband. The simulated reflected profile is designed for
the important wavelength of 1550 nm9-10. The simulated reflectivity profile shows the maximum reflectivity of 96 %
at 1550 nm for the 23 period DBR stack. However, this reflectivity magnitude can be increased by including more
periods in the stack. Therefore, 30 period Al 0.9 Ga 0.1 As/GaAs DBR structure (S1) with the similar thicknesses is
grown on (001) oriented GaAs substrate by MOVPE as shown in figure 1 b. MOVPE growth is performed at 700 °C
under 50 mbar reactor pressure using the precursors of trimethyl-aluminium, trimethyl-gallium, and arsine sources.
A thick GaAs buffer layer of 35 QP LV JURZQ RQ  ȝP *D$V VXEVWUDWH IROORZHG E\ Al 0.9 Ga 0.1 As/GaAs DBR
stacks. Similarly, 25 period Al 0.9 Ga 0.1 As/GaAs DBR structures with varying thicknesses (S2 and S3) are also grown
by MOVPE. The structural parameters and crystalline quality of the grown structures are characterized by the
HRXRD measurements. These measurements are performed for (004) reflections using PANalytical X’PERT
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diffractometer having x-ray source of CuK Į (1.5405Å) and Ge (220) four-bounce crystal monochromator.
Subsequently, the reflectivity measurements are performed in the infrared range on the grown structures using a
Cary 5000 spectrophotometer using V-W absolute measurement accessory.
Sample
No.

Period of
Al 0.9 Ga 0.1 As/GaAs stack

S1

Layer thickness (± 2 nm)

Central wavelength of photonic
stopband (nm)

Al 0.9 Ga 0.1 As epilayer

GaAs epilayer

30

134

111

1550

S2

25

92

84

1100

S3

25

89

78

1064

Table-1: Detailed layer structure and their thicknesses for sample S1, S2 and S3.
Results and Discussion
Figure 2 represents WKH Ȧ-ș SORW RI MOVPE grown AlGaAs/GaAs DBR samples S1 and S2 for (004)
reflections. The fringes observed in the HRXRD profile indicate the good crystalline quality of the grown structures.
The structural parameters such as aluminium composition and layer thicknesses are estimated by simulating the
HRXRD profiles using X’Pert Epitaxy software as summarized in Table 1. Aluminium composition is same in all
the DBR structures, while individual layer thickness is varied depending on the required photonic stopband
wavelengths (t  ןȜ 

Figure 2: (a) Experimental and simulated HRXRD (004) patterns of AlGaAs/GaAs DBRs with different layer
thicknesses (a) Al 0.9 Ga 0.1 As/GaAs (134/111 nm u 30 pairs) and (b) Al 0.9 Ga 0.1 As /GaAs (92/84 nmu 25 pairs).
Figure 3 shows the experimentally measured reflectivity profile of the AlGaAs/GaAs DBR samples S1, S2 and
S3 respectively. High reflectivity wavelength range (commonly known as photonic stopband) results from the
constructive interference of the light wave at each AlGaAs/GaAs interface. These DBR samples show high
reflectivity (R~99%) at the required wavelength range. Such high reflectivity values with wide stopband range (~
100 nm) and sharp reflectivity oscillations confirm that the grown DBR structures are of highly uniform and are of
monocrystalline nature. Thus, MOVPE grown AlGaAs/GaAs DBR structures show a great potential to be used in
opto-electronic devices for abovementioned applications. In view of this, a Ȝn eff thick GaAs/InGaAs/GaAs
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quantum well based microcavity structure surrounded by two AlGaAs/GaAs DBR are designed and subsequently
grown by MOVPE. The detail investigations will be discussed during presentation.

Figure 3: Measured reflectivity spectrum of Al 0.9 Ga 0.1 As/GaAs DBR structures designed for photonic stopband
around wavelengths of (a) 1550 nm, (b) 1100 nm and (c) 1064 nm.
Conclusions
In order to achieve reflectivity > 99% at 1064, 1100 and 1550 nm wavelength range, AlGaAs/GaAs DBR
structures are designed and grown by MOVPE. The sharp fringes observed in HRXRD pattern confirm the good
quality of mirrors. Reflectivity ~ 99% is achieved in these DBR structures at the desired wavelength range. A wide
stopband of ~100 nm with sharp sideband oscillations on both sides of stopband along with its crystalline nature
confirms that these high reflectivity monocrystalline mirrors are suitable for several advance applications.
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Abstract
A simple experimental technique is presented to detect refractive index inhomogeneity in the order of 10-3 in large
size Nd-doped phosphate glass slabs using a small size rectangular laser beam. The glass slab is scanned across the
beam and the recorded images are stitched to get one single image and mapping of the local refractive index
variation over the whole slab volume is performed. The stitched schlieren/shadowgraphic image provide a good
qualitative estimate of the homogeneity of the glass sample. The technique is simple and useful for testing of the laser glass
which is under development.
Introduction
Small coefficient of intensity dependent refractive index and suitable stimulated emission cross section make Nddoped phosphate glass as the most suitable active medium for the kJ class lasers1. RRCAT has undertaken a project
of indigenous development of high power Neodymium (Nd)-doped phosphate glass laser, for which the Nd-doped
phosphate glass slabs with specified dimensions are being developed at CGCRI, Kolkata. Homogeneity is an
important optical property of the laser glass which greatly affects the performance of the laser systems. It does not
only affect the laser wave-front quality but ensures safe and damage-free high-peak-powered laser operation also.
The laser glass must be homogeneous and free of stress, striae, bubbles and inclusions. The index inhomogeneity must
be within the tolerance limit (of the order of 10-5or better) to qualify the glass for its use as an active medium of the laser.
Therefore, the accurate measurement of the optical homogeneity of the doped bulk glass is of critical importance for the
development of laser glass.
In general, interferometric2, schlieren3 and shadowgraphic3 techniques are used to detect optical inhomogeneity of the
transparent glass materials. Interferometric technique provides high precision measurement of optical inhomogeneity (of the
order of 10-5 or better). Such types of high precision measurements are not applicable when the glass sample is under
development and the inhomogeneity is large enough (up to the order of 10-3). Schlieren shadowgraphy is highly
advantageous due to its high sensitivity in this regime of inhomogeneity. Also, the Schlieren setup is simple and does
not require a reference beam unlike the interferometric technique. Generally, imperfections in a transparent medium like
glass, generated during the melting and casting process results in inhomogeneities in the refractive index of the medium.
When light rays pass through regions of imperfections, light rays deflect and scatter. This fractional deflection of the light rays
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results in distortion of the wave-front of the light beam. The resultant deflection of the light rays produce intensity change in
corresponding portions of the image of the light beam and therefore can be used to identify the inhomogeneity of the glass
medium.

Experimental setup
In this paper, a simple schlieren shadowgraphy technique is presented to detect the refractive index inhomogeneity
in large size Neodymium (Nd)-doped phosphate glass slabs of size ~ 300 mm (length) × 180 mm (width) × 50 mm
(thickness) using a moderately small size laser beam. An expanded, collimated and spatially-filtered laser beam of
rectangular cross-section 50 mm × 60 mm (derived from a He-Ne laser) was used in the experiments (as shown in the
schematic of the Figure 1 and photograph of Figure 2). This beam was passed through the test glass slab (both entrance and
exit faces optically polished with surface figure better than Ȝ) and the transmitted beam from the glass slab was made incident
on a spherical convex lens of focal length 500 mm to focus and image it on a screen (kept at far field of the lens). The image
on the screen was recorded using a CCD camera (Make: Imaging Source, Germany, Model: DMK 23UX236, having
1920×1200 pixels with the size of a pixel 2.8 μm × 2.8 μm). A knife edge is kept at the focal position of the focusing
convex lens to block the zero-order and negative frequency components of diffraction. This results in increased
contrast of the recorded far-field images. Since, the test glass slab size was large enough in comparison to the size of
the laser probe beam; therefore, the glass slab was kept on a motorized translation stage and scanned transversely across
the laser beam in both horizontal and vertical directions to cover/expose the complete glass slab with the laser beam for its
different positions. Overlap area of ~20 % between adjacent images was done to perform stitching. For each scanned position
of the slab, the images of the transmitted light were recorded. Finally, all the recorded images (total 21 small images)
corresponding to each scanned position of the glass slab were stitched to form one larger image corresponding to the complete
slab.

Figure 1. Schematic of the experimental setup. L: He-Ne laser, BE: beam expander, AP: rectangular
aperture, GS: glass slab, FL: focusing lens, KE: knife edge, S: screen, C: CCD camera.
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Figure 2. Photograph of the experimental setup
Results
Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the stitched images of the shadowgraphy (when knife edge is not blocking the main beam) and
schlieren (when knife edge is blocking the main beam) respectively. It is evident from these figures that there is nearly one to
one correspondence of the observed defects in both of the images. The schlieren image provides more contrast than the
shadowgraphic image. The continuity of the observed index inhomogeneity defects in between the different image frames of
small size is also evident from the both of the image shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4. This ensures that the stitching of the
small schlieren images works well and none of the defect information is missed, therefore, actual position of the refractive
index inhomogeneity in the large size glass slab can be detected precisely using a moderately small size laser probe. This
technique is especially useful in the laboratories where small size optics is available in general and an experimental setup can
be arranged quickly using standard optical components. Therefore, this scanning and stitching schlieren technique offers an
easy and simple alternative to detect the optical inhomogeneity in large size glass slabs using a small laser beam.

Figure 3. Stitched shadowgraphic image of the test glass slab.
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Figure 4. Stitched schlieren image of the test glass slab.

Conclusion
In conclusion, a simple home-made laboratory technique is presented to detect refractive index inhomogeneity in the
order of 10-3 in large size Nd-doped phosphate glass slabs using a small size rectangular laser beam. The large size
glass slab is scanned across the beam and all the recorded images were stitched to get one single image and the
mapping of the local refractive index variation over the whole slab volume is performed at millimeter scale. The
stitched schlieren/shadowgraphic image provide a good qualitative estimate of the homogeneity of the glass sample.
The technique is simple and useful for testing of the laser glass which is under development. The setup is being used regularly
to test the Nd-doped phosphate glass slab samples melted in 5 liter facility at CGCRI, Kolkata for the indigenous
development of kJ class Nd-doped phosphate glass laser at RRCAT.
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Abstract
We report nonlinear optical transmission measurements of a set of thirteen dye-based fountain pen inks,
carried out using the open aperture Z-scan experiment. 532 nm, 5 ns laser pulses obtained from a frequency-doubled
Nd:YAG laser have been used for the measurements. The materials show reverse saturable absorption (RSA) at high
laser fluences. The nonlinear absorption coefficients have been determined by numerically fitting the measured data
to the nonlinear propagation equation. Because of the strong RSA, the materials exhibit an excellent optical limiting
property, which has potential applications in protecting human eyes and sensitive optical detectors from harmful
laser radiation.
Keywords: Ink, Open aperture Z-Scan, Excited State Absorption, Reverse Saturable Absorption, Nonlinear
absorption coefficient.
1. Introduction
Nonlinear optics is the study of the interaction of intense optical radiation with matter [1]. From various reports in
literature it is evident that organic dyes exhibit interesting nonlinear optical behaviour. Inks, which belong to the
family of dyes, are colloidal systems of fine pigment particles dispersed in a solvent. The pigment may or may not
be coloured, and the solvent may be aqueous or organic [2]. Literature reports show that inks have applications even
in dye-sensitized solar cells [3]. While examining the nonlinear behaviour of a medium, a Z-scan measurement
without aperture (open-aperture Z-scan) is usually used to measure the material’s nonlinear absorption coefficient
[4]. In the present work we investigate the absorptive optical nonlinearity of a few commercially available,
chemically unbroken, free-flowing, dye-based fountain pen inks, using the technique of open aperture Z-scan.
2. Experimental
Thirteen colour variants of the Daytone brand ink (manufactured by Daylight Industries, India) were used for the
investigations (Fig. 1, top panel). All samples were diluted in water to give a linear transmission of 70% at 532 nm
when taken in a 1 mm path length cuvette. The Absorption Spectra of the prepared samples taken using a UV-VisNIR spectrometer (Perkin Elmer, Lambda 750) reveal strong absorption in the visible spectral region.
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Figure 1: The ink samples and their colour codes (top). The open aperture Z-scan setup (bottom).
The open aperture Z-scan experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1 (bottom panel). The laser source used for our
measurements is a frequency-doubled Q-switched Nd:YAG laser producing 5 ns laser pulses at 532 nm. The laser
pulse energy used is 50 μJ. The beam is split into two using a beam splitter and the reflected beam is taken as a
reference beam whose energy is detected by the pyroelectric detector A. The transmitted beam is focused using a
plano-convex lens of focal length 10 cm. The transmitted beam is allowed to pass through the sample taken in the
cuvette and the transmission is measured by the pyroelectric detector B. The cuvette is mounted on a motorized
linear translation stage so that it can be positioned at different places with respect to the beam focus on the beam
axis. The input energy per unit area, i.e. the optical fluence, keeps changing as the sample changes position. During
the experiment the optical transmission of the sample at various positions is measured. The experiment is automated
by means of a LabVIEW program. The graph plotted between the sample position and the normalized transmittance
gives the open aperture Z-scan curve, from which the nonlinear absorption coefficient can be calculated.
3. Results and discussion
The open aperture Z-scans measured for some of the ink samples are shown in Fig. 2. In a Z-scan experiment using
a Gaussian laser beam, each z position corresponds to an input laser energy density (fluence) of

ܨ ( = )ݖ4ඥ݈݊2ܧ ൗߨ ଷΤଶ ߱()ݖଶ ,
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where E in is the input laser pulse energy, and Z(z) is the beam radius. In general, for an effective third-order
nonlinearity involving absorption saturation and excited state absorption, the sample transmission is given by

)ݖ(ܨൗܨ ( ݔ݁ = )ݖെ [

ן

ଵାூ(௭)Τூೞ

+ ߚ݈])ݖ(ܫ

(2)

where F(z) = transmitted fluence, Į  OLQHDU DEVRUSWLRQ Foefficient, I = intensity at z (W/cm2), I s = saturation
intensity (W/cm2  DQG ȕ  Whird order nonlinear absorption coefficient (cm/W). After calculating I(z) (which is
given by (F(z)/W, where W is the laser pulse width) the non-linear absorption coefficient of the sample can be
numerically estimated from the Z-scan curve by using equation 2. 7KHȕYDOXHVREWDLQHGIRUWKHVDPSOHVDUHJLYHQLQ
Table 1.

Figure 2: Open aperture Z-scan curves measured for some of the ink samples. Circles are data points while solid
curves are numerical fits calculated using Eqn.2.
It is found that ߚ is minimum for the ink Crimson (3 × 10-10 cm/W) and maximum for the ink Turquoise Blue (42.9
× 10-10 cm/W), with an order of magnitude difference between the values. Reverse saturable absorption (RSA)
arising from excited state absorption (ESA) is the origin of the observed strong nonlinearity. These E values are in
the order of those reported for good optical limiters in literature, showing that the ink samples studied are potential
optical limiters which can be used for the protection of human eyes and sensitive detectors from powerful laser
radiation. RSA is prominent for materials in which excited state absorption (ESA) is larger than ground-state
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absorption. This is the case with all the ink samples we have investigated. The saturation intensities are found to be
high for the samples so that absorption saturation effects are relatively weak compared to the optical limiting effect.
Ink

E (× 10-10 cm/W)

Crimson

3.0

Brilliant Red

4.5

Deep Black

6.0

Blue Black

7.0

Dark Grey

7.9

Rose Red

8.5

Mauve

10.0

Olive Brown

10.2

Dark Brown

12.0

Havana Brown

13.0

Yellow Ochre

17.0

Emerald Green

27.0

Turquoise Blue

42.9

Table 1: Third order nonlinear absorption coefficient values calculated for the ink samples from the open aperture
Z-scan measurements.
4. Conclusions
The nonlinear optical transmission of 13 different free-flowing dye-based inks at 532 nm for 5 ns laser pulses has
been studied by the open aperture Z-scan technique using a frequency-doubled Q-switched Nd:YAG laser. The
samples show prominent reverse saturable absorption (RSA) behavior, because of which they show an excellent
optical limiting behaviour. A comparative measurement of the nonlinear absorption coefficients has been carried out
for the studied inks under identical experimental conditions. The comparison shows that the color Turquoise Blue
has maximum nonlinearity compared to the other color variants, making it the most suitable sample among the
studied media for optical limiting applications.
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Abstract:
Two semiconductor diode lasers are mutually coupled with one laser subjected to an optical feedback. The
lasers are biased near threshold and are subjected to relatively weaker coupling resulting in self pulsating nature
of the optical output intensity. Central optical frequencies of these two lasers are controlled so as to enable a
detuning in their frequencies and intensity correlation between these two lasers are found to exhibit a smooth
transition from positive to negative correlation. Numerical simulations of the suitably modified Lang Kobayashi model1 constitute this study.
Introduction
It is well known that diode lasers form the back-bone of the optical communications. In the recent decades,
interest had grown several fold towards understanding of the dynamics of diode lasers due its potential is
structuring secure optical communication. The basic requirement of such a system would involve a minimum of
two diode lasers of which one of the lasers would be the source of chaos. All these studies involving mutually
coupled diode lasers2-7 had focused on chaotic oscillations of laser output intensities and their synchronization
characteristics. Synchronization properties involved in studying the nature of its correlation, viz., positive or
negative. A negatively correlated dynamical system is also termed as inverse-synchronization or antisynchronization8,9. Two diode lasers, Driver laser ( DL) and Driven laser (RL) are coupled face-to-face and the
driver laser is subjected to an optical feedback obtained from an external cavity mirror. This external cavity
mirror provides an optical feedback with a time delay of Ĳ ext . Figure 1 is the schematic of this system which is
thus an asymmetrically coupled

Fig.1, Schematic of the system under consideration. DL is the driver laser and RL is the driven laser
Model:
Dynamics of an external cavity diode laser is modeled by the well known Lang-Kobayashi1 rate equation model
and the suitably adapted rate equations for laser field ( equations 1 and 2) and carrier densities ( equations 3 and
4) are shown below.
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Where, E and N represent the complex electric field and carrier density of diode lasers. Complex electric field is
decomposed into field amplitude and phase to carry out simulations. The subscript 1 and 2 correspond to driver
laser and driven laser respectively. Here the line width enhancement parameter D=3.8, carrier life time W n= 2 ns,
photon life time W p =2ps, J 1,2 are the bias current densities and e is elementary charge. The rate of optical
feedback for the driver laser is governed by feedback coefficient N and K is the mutual coupling strength. The
laser oscillation frequencies are Ȧ 1 and Ȧ 2 . Frequency detuning of the laser frequencies is 'Ȧ Ȧ 1 -Ȧ 2 . The
feedback delay time and the time delay between the lasers are kept at 10 ns.
Results
We solve the rate equations numerically using RK-4 algorithm for delay – differential equations. We consider
non-zero detuning ('ɘ=ɘ 1 -ɘ 2 ) for our simulations. We simulated the temporal evolution of laser field
amplitude and phase for a set of detuning parameters ranging from 7.0GHz to 7.2GHz. The temporal evolutions
exhibit self pulsating un-damped relaxation oscillations.

Fig. 2(a)

Fig. 2(b)

Figure 2. temporal evolutions of the laser field amplitude at 7.0 GHz detuning ( figure 2(a))
and at 7.2 GHz figure 2(b))
As shown in figure 2 (a) and (b), the laser are positively correlated for a detuning of 7.0 GHz and are inversely
correlated for a detuning of 7.2 GHz. The nature of synchronization is realized by plotting the synchronization
plots in which the driven laser output is plotted against the driver laser output. For an ideal synchronization the
synchronization plot should be a straight line with a positive slope and for inverse-synchronization a straight
line with a negative slope. Though there are studies on both the states of synchronization, the transitions
characteristics are not well understood. In order to understand this transition character, we varied the detuning in
smaller steps from 7.20 GHz to 7.0 GHz and observed a smooth transition of the sign of synchronization. This
transition is shown in figure 3. The synchronization plot acquires relatively more variance at 7. 15 GHz and the
variance further increases for 7.10 GHz. However, when the detuning in decreased further to 7.0 GHz the lasers
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are positively synchronized. To understand their correlations, we carried cross – correlation calculations for the
laser output amplitudes and the results are shown in figure 4.

Figure 3(a)

Figure 3(b)

Figure 3(c)

Figure 3(d)

Figure 3. The Synchronization plots for the field amplitudes of the two lasers are a detuning of
(a) 7.2 GHz, (b) 7.15 GHz, (c) 7.10 GHz and (d) 7.0 GHz

Figure 4(a)

Figure 4(b)

Figure 4, The cross – correlation plots between the laser output corresponding (a) synchronization
and (b) inverse synchronization
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For a positively synchronized situation, the cross-correlation exhibits a distinct positive peak at zero-delay as
shown in figure 4(a). Whereas, when the laser amplitudes are inversely synchronized, the cross – correlation
loses its central peak which exhibits a relatively diminished peak at zero delay almost tending towards an
inverse character.
We examined the power spectra of the both the lasers ( the results are not included in this write up considering
the space limitation) under the conditions of synchronization and inverse synchronization. We have found that
there is no loss of spectral content even if the lasers are inversely synchronized. Preservation of spectral content
is essential towards the applicability of this system for information exchange. The significance of inverse
synchronization may be understood from the corresponding phase evolutions and their correlations and this
investigation is ongoing.
Conclusions:
A non-symmetric system of coupled diode lasers is investigated for their synchronization properties. The lasers
are operated at near – threshold conditions. Frequency detuning between the diode lasers are controlled and the
corresponding synchronization of the laser field amplitudes are studied. The lasers exhibit a smooth transition
from synchronization to inverse synchronization upon varying the frequency detuning between their emission
frequencies. The inverse synchronization character is established from synchronization plots and crosscorrelation plots. The significance of such smooth transition is being investigated for their potential applicability
of information exchange.
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Abstract
The Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) and Fourier transform Raman (FT-Raman) spectra of 1,3-Diphenyl
Propenone were recorded in the regions 4000-400 cm-1 and 4000-100 cm-1, respectively, in the solid phase.
Molecular electronic energy, geometrical structure, harmonic vibrational spectra was computed at the DFT/
6-31G(d,p) and three parameter hybrid functional Lee-Yang-Parr/6-31G(d,p) levels of theory. The vibrational
studies were interpreted in terms of potential energy distribution (PED). The results were compared with
experimental values with the help of scaling procedures. Most of the modes have wave numbers in the
properties of Mulliken population analysis have been calculated. Besides, thermodynamic properties were
performed.
1. Introduction
1,3-Diphenyl Propenone is the derivative of the chalcone moieties have evoked a great deal of interest due
to their biological properties and characteristic conjugated molecular architecture. Chalcones have been
considered derivatives of the 1,3-diaryl-2-propene-1-one parent compound composed of two phenolic rings,
referred to as the A and B rings. Many of them possess important pharmacological properties, such as
analgesic

1

, arthritis

2

, anti-LQÀDPPDWRU\ 3, anti-pyretic 4, anti-bacterial 5, anti-viral

6,7

, and anti-cancer

effects.They were also potentially useful for many industrial products and phytochemical applications,
including food sciences. Nowadays, a number of comparative pharmacological investigations of the chalcones
have showed good antioxidant activity with low side effects. In this present study, a complete vibrational
analysis of the molecule was performed by combining the experimental (FTIR and FT-Raman) data and
theoretical information using Pulay’s DFT based scaled quantum mechanical (SQM) method. Moreover, the
Mulliken population analysis of the 1,3-Diphenyl Propenone compound has been calculated and the
calculated results have been reported. Finally, the thermodynamic properties of the optimized structures were
obtained theoretically from the harmonic vibrations.
2. Experimental details
A pure sample of 1DPP was purchased from Sigma - Aldrich Chemical Company, St. Louis, MO, USA,
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and used as such for spectral measurements. The Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrum of this
compound was recorded in the region 4000-400 cm-1 on a Brucke model IFS 66 V spectrophotometer
using the KBr pellet technique. The spectrum was recorded
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Molecular geometry
The numbering system adopted in the molecular structure of 1DPP is shown in Fig. 1. The optimized
geometrical parameter calculated by DFT/B3LYP with 6-31G(d,p) basis set is listed in Table 1. Table 1
compares the calculated bond length and bond angles for 1DPP with those of experimental data . From the
theoretical values, it is found that some of the calculated parameters are slightly deviated from the
experimental values, due to fact that the theoretical calculations belong to molecule in the gaseous phase
and the experimental results belong to molecule in solid state.

Fig. 1. The optimized molecular structure of 1, 3-Diphenyl Propenone
3.2. Vibrational band assignments
According to the theoretical calculations, 1,3-Diphenyl Propenone has a structure of C 1 point group
symmetry. The molecule has 28 atoms and 78 modes of fundamental vibrations. We have taken recourse to the
calculation and visualization of contribution of internal coordinates in each normal mode by Gaussian
package

15

and chemcraft program. The harmonic vibrational frequencies calculated for the 1,3-Diphenyl

Propenone compound at B3LYP level using 6-31G(d,p) along with the observed FT-IR and FTR frequencies
for various modes of vibrations .Therefore, a linearity between the experimental and scaled calculated wave
numbers for DFT method of 1,3-Diphenyl Propenone can be estimated by plotting the calculated versus
experimental wave numbers as shown in Fig. 2. The correlation coefficients (R2) for experimental and
observed wave numbers computed from the DFT method were found to be 0.9932. It can be noted from the
R2 values that the theoretical prediction is in good agreement with the experimental wave numbers. Also
Fig.2 reveals the overestimation of the calculated vibrational modes due to neglect of Lorentzian
band shapes were used with a bandwidth of 40 cm-1. Figs. 3 and 4 shows a comparative representation of
theoretical and experimental FT-IR and FT-Raman spectra,respectively.

Fig. 2. Correlation diagram for the theoretical and experimental wave number of 1, 3- Diphenyl Propenone
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Table 1
Optimized geometrical parameters for 1, 3-Diphenyl Propenone computed at DFT with 631G(d,p) basis set.
Parameters
Bond length
(Å)

Expa

B3LYP/ 631G(d,p)

Parameters
Bond angle (º)

Expa

C(16)-H(29)
C(15)-H(28)
C(14)-H(27)
C(13)-H(26)
C(12)-H(25)
C(10)-H(24)
C(9)-H(23)
C(8)-H(22)
C(7)-H(21)
C(6)-H(20)
C(3)-H(19)
C(3)-H(18)
C(2)-H(17)
C(1)-C(11)
C(11)-C(16)
C(15)-C(16)
C(14)-C(15)
C(13)-C(14)
C(12)-C(13)
C(11)-C(12)
C(3)-C(5)
C(5)-C(10)
C(9)-C(10)
C(8)-C(9)
C(7)-C(8)

1.10
1.10
1.10
1.10
1.10
1.10
1.10
1.10
1.10
1.10
1.11
1.11
1.10
1.35
1.34
1.34
1.34
1.34
1.34
1.34
1.50
1.34
1.34
1.34
1.34

1.10
1.10
1.10
1.10
1.10
1.10
1.10
1.10
1.10
1.10
1.11
1.11
1.10
1.52
1.42
1.42
1.42
1.42
1.42
1.42
1.50
1.42
1.42
1.42
1.42

H(29)-C(16)-C(11)
H(29)-C(16)-C(15)
C(11)-C(16)-C(15)
H(28)-C(15)-C(16)
H(28)-C(15)-C(14)
C(16)-C(15)-C(14)
H(27)-C(14)-C(15)
H(27)-C(14)-C(13)
C(15)-C(14)-C(13)
H(26)-C(13)-C(14)
H(26)-C(13)-C(12)
C(14)-C(13)-C(12)
H(25)-C(12)-C(13)
H(25)-C(12)-C(11)
C(13)-C(12)-C(11)
C(1)-C(11)-C(16)
C(1)-C(11)-C(12)
C(16)-C(11)-C(12)
H(24)-C(10)-C(5)
H(24)-C(10)-C(9)
C(5)-C(10)-C(9)
H(23)-C(9)-C(10)
H(23)-C(9)-C(8)
C(10)-C(9)-C(8)
H(22)-C(8)-C(9)

120.00
120.00
120.00
120.00
120.00
120.00
120.00
120.00
120.00
120.00
120.00
120.00
120.00
120.00
120.00
120.00
120.00
120.00
120.00
120.00
120.00
120.00
120.00
120.00
120.00

Fig.3 Comparative representation of FT-IR .
spectra for 1, 3-Diphenyl Propenone
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4. Other molecular properties
4.1 Mulliken atomic charges
Mulliken atomic charge calculation has an important role for the application of
quantum chemical calculation of the molecular system. Atomic charge affects dipole moment, polarizability,
electronic structure and other molecular properties as the system. The calculated Mulliken charge values of
1,3-Diphenyl Propenone are listed. It is clearly shown that the carbon atom attached with hydrogen atom is
negative, whereas the remaining carbon atoms are positively charged in the 1,3-Diphenyl Propenone
compound. The oxygen atoms have more negative charge whereas all the hydrogen atoms have the
positive charges. The more positive charge of carbon is found for the compound for C1, C3 and C7; it is
mainly due to the substitution of negative charge of an oxygen atoms. The lone pare of oxygen atom (O16)
shows the charge transferred from O to H. Illustration of atomic charge plotted for B3LYP/6-31G (d,p) level
have been shown in Fig. 5

Fig. 5. The Histogram of Calculated Mulliken charge for 1, 3-Diphenyl Propenone molecule.
5. Conclusion
The FT-IR and FT-Raman measurements have been made for the 1,3-Diphenyl Propenone molecule. The
complete vibrational assignment with PED was calculated using SQMF method.The equilibrium geometries
and harmonic frequencies of 1,3-Diphenyl Propenone were determined and analyzed at DFT level of
theories utilizing 6-31G (d, p) basis set. The difference between observed and calculated wavenumber
values of the most of the fundamental modes is very small. The calculated normal-mode vibrational
frequencies provide thermodynamic properties by way of statistical mechanics.
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Abstract:
Laser based projection displays (LBPD) require a compact device to generate high intense simultaneous RGB of
pure colours with a single pump source. In this work, we investigated phase reversal (PR) and segmented
grating structures for optimal generation of RGB at 450, 530 and 650 nm. Several different configurations of the
segmented and the PRPPLN structures were optimized for 355, 491, 480, 473, 480, 505, and 430 nm pump
sources. The RGB emissions varied from 632-656 nm for red, 504-532 nm for green and 449-484 nm for blue,
respectively for different configurations of the pump and the structure.
Keywords:
Simultaneous RGB generation · phase shifter · quasi-phase-matching · periodically poled lithium niobate
(PPLN) device
Introduction:
Simultaneous laser systems have already been demonstrated by building an additional setup to generate the
desired pump wavelength [1]. But such a configuration could make the laser system bulkier. Thus, in order to
bring down the size of the device, special attention was given to choose the most suitable pump wavelength with
respect to the commercially available laser source. Further, proper domain engineering of the QPM device could
help to phase match many wavelengths simultaneously in a single device. An alternative approach could be to
cascade an array of wavelength converters, making the system expensive and bulky. Efficiency [5,6] of such a
device depends on the domain shape, duty ratio, device length etc. Several techniques have been investigated for
the purpose of identifying the optimal structure for a given pump wavelength to produce multiple harmonics.
Techniques such as aperiodic, apodization/chirped grating structures and phase reversal structures are a few
widely explored [3,4]. In this work we analyse the different structures that can be used to generate red (R), green
(g) and blue (B) at 650, 530 and 450 nm, respectively with a single pump source. Development of such a system
would reduce the overall size, cost and complexity, contributing to the current commercial scope in laser-based
projection display (LBPD) technology.
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Results and discussions:
We consider a simple PPLN structure of 1 cm length, containing 3 sections (0.3, 0.3, 0.4 cm) as shown in fig.
1(a). The calculated phase matching periods are 2.2 μm for blue, 1.8 μm for green, and 1.65 μm for red and the
devise was pumped with 355 nm source to produce type 0 DFG outputs at 640, 532, 458 nm as illustrated in fig.
1 (b, c, d).
(a)

0.6
0.4
0.2

Normalized Intensity [arb.units]

Normalized Intensity [arb.units]

Normalized Intensity [arb.units]

(b)

0.8
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0.8
0.6
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Wavelength [μm]

0.640

0.645

0.650

Wavelength [μm]

Wavelength [μm]

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic representation of a PPLN structure containing 3 different segments. DFG intensity (b)
Blue (458.7 nm), (c) Green (532 nm), and (d) Red (640 nm) emission wavelengths.
Another PPLN structure with 7 randomly distributed phase reversal domains [2] as shown in fig. 2. (a), different
configurations, were studied for 491, 480, 473 nm pump sources (fig. 2. (b,c,d)). The most significant results are
tabulated in table. 1.

Si.

Input (nm)

no.

Period width

Phase shifter width

Number of phase shifters

(Pm)

(Pm)

(Pm)

Output (nm)

1.

491

14

10

7

517 & 635

2.

480

12.4

8.4

7

504 & 639

3.

473

10.4

5

7

496 & 656

Table. 1. Tabulates the domain width, phase shifter width, number of phase shifters and the corresponding
output wavelengths for 491, 480, 473 nm pump sources.
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Wavelength [μm]

Fig. 2. (a). Schematic representation of PRPPLN structure containing 7 PS domains distributed randomly and
DFG spectrum for (b) pump=491 nm, (c) pump=480 nm, (d) pump=473 nm.
Eight randomly distributed phase shifters at the location, 1670, 3340, 6600, 8330, 10000, 11670, 11700, 18350,
and 20000 with phase shifter and the grating period widths fixed at 8.12 μm was pumped at 505 nm (fig. 3).
This configuration produced emissions at 484, 534, and 632 nm corresponding to red, green and blue
wavelengths.

Fig. 3. Type 0 DFG spectrum for PRPPLN structure with pump=505 nm.
A pump of 465(B) nm was used to produce output emissions at 532(G) and 632(R) nm, as illustrated in fig. 4.
(b). This is a simple design containing 20000 domains separated into two segments with 10000 domains each.
The grating period was fixed at 8.2, and 5.4 μm for the first and the second segment respectively as shown in
fig. 4(a).
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Fig. 4. (a) Schematic representation of segmented PPLN structure containing 2 segments and intensity spectrum
for (b) pump=505 nm and (c) pump=430 nm.
A segmented PRPPLN structure with 2 segments pumped with a 430 nm laser source used to generate blue,
green and red at 449, 530, 649 nm respectively is shown in fig. 4 (c). The domain width was fixed at 5.03 μm
throughout the length of the device, whereas the PS domain width was fixed at 5.03 μm and 3.68 μm for the
first and second segments respectively. The PS domains were distributed randomly throughout the length of the
device.
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Conclusion:
We presented a theoretical investigation to design suitable phase reversal and segmented QPM grating structures
for simultaneous RGB generation by type 0 difference frequency generation in periodically poled lithium
niobate device. The output RGB emissions varied from 632-656 nm for red, 504-532 nm for green and 449-484
nm for blue, respectively for different configurations of 355, 491, 480, 473, 480, 505, and 430 nm pump sources
and the structural parameters.
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ABSTRACT
Herein, we report a passive nonlinear photonic diode by making use of the non-reciprocity in light transmission
by cascading a reverse saturable absorber (RSA) and saturable absorber (SA) in tandem. A 1-D polymer
photonic crystal with a cavity layer, containing phthalocyanine, is selected as RSA material while a 50 nm thin
layer of gold is chosen for SA. The localized mode of the photonic cavity is designed at 532 nm, which is the
excitation wavelength of the laser used in the study. Due to high optical density of states in photonic crystal
cavity and resultant enhanced light-matter interaction leads to giant enhancement in the nonlinear absorption of
the dye. The forward and reverse diode actions were studied using nanosecond pulsed laser by varying the input
fluencies. Our structure offers high non-reciprocity factor with low input threshold, with good chemical and
mechanical stability, making it a potential candidate towards realizing all-optical analogous of electronic
devices.

INTRODUCTION
The past few decades witnessed remarkable technological advancement in replacing conventional electronic
devices with integrated photonic systems with superior performances. The photonic integrated chips (PIC)
require all-optical elements to control the light propagation. The optical diode is one of the fundamental
elements in optical communication systems. Similar to its electronic counterpart, optical diode can block the
propagation of light in one direction, while letting in the other direction.
All-optical diodes have been realized earlier by means of linear and nonlinear optical effects such like nonreciprocal optical resonators1, 1-D photonic crystals2-4 , electro-tunable liquid crystals5-6, coupled cavity QED
system7, micrometer-scale ring-resonators8, the opto-accustic effects9, or the thermo-optic effect in silicon
rings10. Although these systems are conceptually novel, practical realizations of these structures are still
challenging. However, relatively simple structures have been made by making use of asymmetrical nonlinear
absorption of light11-13. A Saturable Absorber (SA) and Reverse saturable absorber (RSA) is juxtaposed in the
beam direction causes axially asymmetric transmission of light. Apart from the easiness in fabrication, these
systems have scalable-low cost design, which makes them potential candidate in integrated devices.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
1-D Photonic crystal comprising of two polymers polyvinyl carbazole(PVK,Sigma Aldrich, Mw=1,100,000)
and Cellulose acetate(CA, Mw=100,000,Acros Organics) with refractive index 1.69 and 1.47 respectively were
spin coated on glass substrate with quarter wave optical thickness. A metal free phthalocyanine dye (29H, 31HPhthalocyanine) is incorporated in CA film to form a defect layer. The optical limiting actions of the nonlinear
photonic crystal (NL-PhC) were studied using a Q-Switched Nd:YAG laser, having 7ns pulse width, 532 nm
wavelength. The structure of fabricated NL-PhC is given in Figure 1.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1 (a) The structure of 1-D PhC with cavity. Both DBR made up of 10 bilayers of
PVK-CA, having quarter-wave optical thickness. The defect layer (CA doped with NLO dye)
has half-wavelength thickness.(b) Structure of phthalocyanine dye

Results and Discussion
The nonlinear optical characterizations were done using z-scan technique with a Q-switched Nd:YAG
laser(pulse width 7 ns, wavelength 532 nm). The input energy is fixed at 10 uJ and focal length of the lens is 15
cm. The nonlinear transmittance vs input fluence graph of the reference sample (phthalocynine doped CA film)
and NL-PhC is shown in Figure 2. The nonlinear absorption in reference sample is insignificant while the NLPhC shows better nonlinearity. This is atributed to the strong confinement of optical field in the resonant
microcavity. Numerical simulations using transfer matrix formalism shows intense field distribution at the
defect layer (Figure 3).

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 2. (a) The open aperture z-scan signature and (b) Optical limiting action of reference and NL-PhC (c) Z scan signature
and optical limiting curve (inset)of Au film. Solid lines are theoretical fittings
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Figure 3 Spatial intensity distributions in defective photonic crystal when exciting with 532 nm wavelength. Colour bar
represents intensity

The increase in the transmittance of Au film with increase in fluence is the characteristic feature of SA type
nonlinearity. For the hybrid SA/RSA structure, the abrupt change in the nonlinear phenomena causes nonreciprocal transmission of laser beam. When light first excites the SA material, the net transmittance gradually
increases from its linear transmittance due to the depletion of the ground state. This enhanced output intensity
then passes through the RSA medium, eventually causes a reduction of transmittance. Since the SA is more
dominant over RSA, in our case, the net output will be increase in transmittance on increasing input intensity.
This is a typical behaviour of forward bias operation in an electronic diode. On other hand, when RSA is placed
in front of SA, the output intensity gets attenuated due to RSA behaviour. In that case, the output intensity from
RSA material is not sufficient to induce the nonlinear effects in SA material. Furthermore, the linear
transmittance of the SA medium is only 20% in our case. Thus, on increasing the input pulse intensity, the
resultant will be decrease in transmittance. The diode action is shown in figure 4.

Figure 4 Optical diode actions (forward and reverse biases)

The non-reciprocity factor(NRF) is the contrasst ration of nonlinear transmittance in forward and reverse bias is
given by

Where T FB and T RB are the forward and reverse bias transmittances. The system exhibited good non-reciprocity
and the measured value of (NRF) is 4.3 dB at an input intensity ~0.28 GW/cm2.
CONCLUSION
In summary, the optical diode action is demonstrated in PhC/metal hybrid structure. The strong light localized
mode in PhC leads to enhanced NLA coefficients. By utilizing the asymmetry in NLA coefficients of NL-PhC
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and gold layer, we obtained high contrast nonreciprocal light transmission. We propose this structure for various
applications in nanophotonics and for realizing all-optical devices with better on-chip integrability.
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Abstract. We computed the fundamental bandgap and excitonic optical response of anatase TiO 2 by
employing state-of-the-art many-body perturbation theory (MBPT) formalism. Quasiparticle energies and
fundamental gap are obtained as first-order correction to Kohn-Sham DFT eigenvalues with ܩ ܹ scheme
within MBPT. Kohn-Sham DFT eigenvalues with HSE06 hybrid exchange-correlation functional are used as
zero-order wavefunctions on which ܩ ܹ corrections are applied. Also, within MBPT, the dielectric function
of anatase is calculated from the solutions of the Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE). The Green’s function ()ܩ
for MBPT calculations used in this work are built from Kohn-Sham orbitals computed with HSE06 hybrid
exchange-correlation functional. Since the amount of exchange fraction(Ƚ) which defines the HSE06 hybrid
functional is material dependent, the BSE optical spectra computed on top of respective KS-DFT eigenvalues
also become sensitive to Ƚ . In this report, we analyze the role of fraction of exact exchange for the accurate
prediction of electronic and optical properties of anatase TiO 2. The dependence of quasiparticle gap,
dielectric function and exciton binding energy on the exact exchange fraction (Ƚ) is investigated
systematically from well-converged many-body perturbation theory calculations.

INTRODUCTION
Anatase form of Titanium Dioxide (TiO 2 ) is the most photo-catalytically active TiO 2 polymorph among its other
naturally occurring phases-rutile and brookite. High carrier mobility due to smaller effective mass of conduction
band electrons, low recombination rate of photo-excited charge carriers coupled with wide optical gap (UV region)
of anatase is responsible for its efficient use in different applications. Besides used in various forms in photo
catalysis, it finds applications in reducing CO 2 into hydrocarbon fuels and also as absorber material in dye sensitized
solar cells [1,2]. It has been understood that, after excitation, the conduction band electrons in anatase TiO 2 remains
bound to holes in the valence band forming excitons. The character as well as binding energy of excitons, its lifetime and spatial localization within the crystal governs the dynamics of charge carriers following the absorption of
light. Excited states in solids are routinely probed by a combination of photoemission, inverse photoemission, angle
resolved photoemission experiments and so on. Experiments are usually supported by theoretical calculations
simulating the photo-response in order to supplement experiments and, more importantly, to make useful and
reasonable predictions. On the theoretical side, Hedin’s GW method and Bethe-Salpeter Equations (BSE) within the
many-body perturbation theory (MBPT) form the state-of-the-art tools for simulations from first-principles of quasiparticle excited states and optical response [3,4].
Within the framework of MBPT, ܩ ܹ method provides accurate quasi-particle bandgaps for wide variety of
materials. In the ܩ ܹ approximation, where  ܩis the Green’s functions and ܹ is the screened Coulomb interaction,
the quasi-particle (QP) wavefunctions and eigen energies൫ܧொ ൯ are calculated as first-order perturbative correction
ܧொ = ߳ + ൻ߰ หȭ൫ܧொ ൯ െ ܸ௫ ห߰ ൿ to appropriate independent particle wavefunctions and energies [4]. In the
expression for ܧொ , ߰ is the zero-order independent particle wavefunction with energy Ԗ on which the QP
corrections are applied. In practical MBPT simulations, ߰ s are density functional theory (DFT) eigenvalues of
Kohn-Sham equations [5] with an appropriate flavor of exchange-correlation functional. This method has proven to
be sufficiently accurate, provided the zeroth order wavefunctions are chosen correctly. For transition metals and
other systems involving localized ݀ and ݂ electrons, as in TiO 2 , Kohn-Sham Density functional
theory wavefunctions with exchange correlations given by screened hybrid functional is deemed a much better zero
order wavefunction [6].
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Standard hybrid functionals, describing the exchange interactions, admixes a fraction of exact Fock exchange(Ƚ)
to the DFT exchange; while the correlations are treated at the level of standard DFT. In contrast to standard DFT
functionals, hybrid functionals formally describe two particle scattering processes with the introduction of nonlocal
exchange. It remedies the “bandgap problem” exhibited by standard DFT functionals, yields correct ordering of
bands, and more importantly, represents the localization of orbitals more accurately than standard DFT functionals
[6]
. Screened hybrid functionals are an improvement over the standard hybrids. Introducing an additional screening
parameter(ɘ) essentially restrict the computation of exact Fock exchange only to the small inter-electronic distances
where Coulomb potential is dominant. Consequently, screened hybrid functionals are rather computationally less
challenging than standard hybrid functionals, but they provide the same accuracy as the latter.
In all practical simulations the choice of Ƚ cannot be fixed as it is highly material dependent [7]. This suggests
that, for a given material, Ƚ can be adjusted to reproduce a known observable. The rationale of tuning Ƚ is the
interpretation of dielectric constant as inverse screening. An increase in Ƚ implies lowering dielectric constant of the
material and consequently electronic interactions are screened less.
In this work we investigated the electronic structure and optical properties of TiO 2 Anatase from first principles
based on ܩ ܹ and Bethe-Salpeter-Equation (BSE) within the Many-Body Perturbation Theory (MBPT) framework.
Quasiparticle energies are calculated as first-order perturbations to Kohn-Sham orbitals and energies obtained with
screened hybrid functional approximation for the electronic exchange-correlation interactions. We use the recipe of
HSE06 screened hybrid functionals as parametrized by Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof. The standard HSE06 framework
mixes 25% exact exchange with standard DFT functional. However, this choice of Ƚ does not lead to equally
accurate and reliable prediction of physical quantities for all class of materials. Hence in this work, we choose 20,
25, 30 percentages of exact exchange to understand the role of exact exchange fraction, particularly, on the
prediction of QP gap, optical response and exciton binding energy of anatase T i O 2 . Respective functionals with
mixing fraction Ƚ is denoted as HSE06(Ƚ) in this report. All the results presented in this report are well tested for its
convergence with respect to relevant computational parameters, though not shown explicitly in the body of the
paper.

METHODS
Projector Augmented Wave (PAW) method, as implemented in Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package
(VASP) [8] , is used in DFT and MBPT calculations to determine quasi-particle and optical properties of anatase
TiO 2 . For all sets of calculations, Kohn-Sham orbitals are expanded in the plane wave basis with an energy cut-off
of 520 eV. Brillouin zone integrations are performed on a 6 × 6 × 3 un-shifted Monkhorst-Pack grid. The anatase
unit cell is fully structurally relaxed ab-initio until the force on all the atoms is less than 10ି eVΤatom and with
pressure tolerance of 10ିହ eVΤA . For ܩ ܹ quasi-particle calculations, KS-DFT eigenvalues with HSE06(Ƚ)
hybrid functional has been used to construct the reference Hamiltonian. In contrast to the standard prescription of
HSE06 functionals, we have used three different exact exchange fractions Ƚ = 20, 25, 30 %, while keeping the
screening parameter fixed as in the standard HSE06. The quasi-particle eigenvalues and QP gap are obtained as first
order perturbation correction (ܩ ܹ ) to KS-DFT eigenvalues calculated with HSE06(Ƚ) functionals. We obtained
QP gaps converged to within 0.01 eV with 256 bands, 6 × 6 × 3 kpoint grid and 100 points on the frequency grid.
The outcomes of ܩ ܹ calculations, together with the calculated screened Coulomb interaction in the previous
ܩ ܹ step has been utilized for solving BSE to calculate the dielectric function. BSE is solved in the Tamm-Dancoff
approximation, as implemented in VASP. While constructing BSE Hamiltonian 8 valence bands and 16 conduction
bands with a 6 × 6 × 3 kpoint grid was used which yields first optical excitation energy and exciton binding
energies, converging within 10 meV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Structure and Electronic Properties: The relaxed tetragonal lattice (space group: ܫ4ଵ /ܽ݉݀ ) structure of
anatase TiO 2 is characterized by lattice parameters a = 3.805 A and ܿ Τܽ ratio of 2.57. Electronic structure and
optical properties are further calculated on this energetically relaxed structure. The standard HSE06 functional (i.e.,
with 25% exact exchange) yields an indirect bandgap of 3.67 eV, which is overestimated with respect to the
bandgap of anatase reported in the literature from experiments. The closest we arrive to the experimental band gap is
with a modified HSE06(20) functional (3.34 eV, indirect). In general, band gap shows a linear increase with the
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increase in exchange fraction, consistent with the literature. Analysis of electronic density of states of anatase
reveals that, at band edges, valence bands are mainly composed of O 2p states while the Ti 3d states makes most of
the conduction bands. However, the ɐ overlap between Ti 3d (݁݃) and O 2p orbitals results in the bonding ɐ band
appearing below the fermi level (predominantly O 2p character) and ɐ כorbitals above fermi level (predominantly Ti
3d). The strong hybridization of O 2p and Ti 3d states is an indication of strong covalent interaction of the Ti-O
bond. Moreover, O െ  states (out of Tiଷ െ O cluster) at the top of the valence band and Ti െ 3݀௫௬ occupying the
bottom of the conduction band primarily determine the character of optical excitation from around the band edge
region [9, 10].
Quasiparticle gap and optical properties: Quasiparticle energies obtained with ܩ ܹ calculation on
HSE06(Ƚ) functional starting points is summarized in Table 1. The direct gaps of anatase thus obtained with
Ƚ = 20, 25, 30 % are all larger than the direct optical gaps measured from experiments. Such an overestimation is
intrinsic to the ܩ ܹ method partly due to the fact that self-consistency is not enforced in the perturbative
correction. As Ƚ is increased the quasiparticle correction obtained from ܩ ܹ calculation starting from
corresponding HSE06(Ƚ) band structure tends to be vanishing. A non-vanishing QP correction would imply that
increasing Ƚ makes the starting wavefunction more accurate at capturing quasiparticle interactions, but it is only at
the expense of the bandgap being overestimated further. The best agreement with experiment is obtained with our
well converged ܩ ܹ calculation on HSE06(20) wavefunctions which yields a QP gap of 4.1 eV [11, 12].
Ƚ

HSE06
Band gap
(eV)

QP gap
(eV)

QP Correction
(eV)

First Excitation
(eV)

Exciton Binding
Energy (meV)

0.20

3.34

4.10

0.76

3.911

189

0.25

3.67

4.17

0.50

3.949

225

0.30

4.01

4.25

0.24

3.992

260

Table 1: HSE06 bandgap, QP gap, QP correction, first optical transition and exciton binding energy
obtained from BSE with HSE06 zero-order wavefunctions with different fraction of exact exchange.

The imaginary part of the dielectric function along the direction perpendicular to crystallographic c axis (Ԗצଶ ) and
parallel to it (Ԗୄଶ ) calculated from the solution of BSE are shown in Figure 1. BSE is solved on top of ܩ ܹ
calculation with HSE06(Ƚ) starting points. Irrespective of the choice of Ƚ, the first optical transition is obtained for
light polarized in the  ݕݔplane of the anatase crystal (Ԗୄଶ ) [11-13]. This corresponds to excitation of bound excitons
occurring well below the quasiparticle gap. In addition, the oscillator strengths of transitions in Ԗୄଶ is larger than Ԗצଶ
owing to strong optical anisotropy of anatase crystals. The character of band edges, as described in the previous
section, that favor transitions selectively for parallel polarizations result in a large anisotropy. Peaks in both Ԗצଶ ܽ݊݀
Ԗୄଶ are observed to be blue-shifted as the exchange fraction is increased from 20% through 30%.
The choice of Ƚ in the HSE06(Ƚ) reference Hamiltonian also affects the nature of excitons predicted from
respective BSE calculations. As given in Table 1, the excitons become more strongly bound as more fraction of
exact exchange is added to the HSE06 functional. When Ƚ is increased the bandgap predicted by HSE06( Ƚ )
functional widens. The ܩ ܹ quasiparticle gap also increases in the same way (though corrections becomes
smaller). As the gap becomes larger, the screening becomes less and less efficient. Therefore, the electron-hole
interactions are less screened making them more bound as revealed by the increase in exciton binding energy.
Among Ƚ = 20, 25, 30 %, the first optical transition (3.911 eV) and exciton binding energy (180 meV) predicted
from our BSE calculation with HSE06(20) zero-order wavefunction agrees closely with a recent work by Baldini
et.al [14]. They measured, with ARPES, the binding energy of excitons in anatase T i O 2 to be 160 meV.
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Figure 1: Imaginary part of
dielectric function of anatase TiO 2
obtained from the BSE eigenvalues
along
the
direction
(a).
perpendicular to crystallographic
ܿܽ ݏ݅ݔቀ߳ଶ)߱( צቁ and (b). parallel to it
(߳ଶୄ (߱). Each curve in the panels
represent dielectric function for
particular value of ߙ. First optical
transition in the ߳ଶ )߱( צdirection
leads to bound excitons with binding
energies increasing linearly with
ߙ. All other transitions lead to
resonant
excitons
over
the
continuum of excited states.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
Quasiparticle gaps and dielectric function of anatase TiO 2 has been obtained within the state of the art
ܩ ܹ method and the solution of Bethe-Salpeter Equations, respectively. Quasi-particle corrections to KS-DFT
eigenvalues are obtained as first order perturbations. In the KS-DFT, HSE06 functional with exact exchange
fractions is used to represent the exchange-correlation interactions. We have demonstrated that, due to the
identification of exchange fraction as inverse dielectric screening, the screening of electronic interactions in anatase
TiO 2 decreases as fraction of exchange in the hybrid functional is increased. Increase in Ƚ results in an increase in
quasiparticle gap, and the redshift of first optical excitation and the binding energy of excitons. It has been shown
that the first optical excitation leads to the formation of strongly bound exciton below the fundamental gap. The
binding energy of exciton is estimated to be 160 meV in agreement with the literature, for Ƚ = 20%. It is
overestimated when we use Ƚ = 25 and 30% , due to underscreening.
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ABSTRACT
Decoherence effects in three-level lambda and ladder systems are studied theoretically using density matrix
formalism. In particular hyperfine and optical decoherence are discussed causing variation in electromagnetically
induced transparency (EIT) window. However, decoherence in quantum systems is inevitable.

1. INTRODUCTION
Atomic coherence plays an important role in the study of atom-photon interactions. The effects of atomic
coherence are extensive e.g. coherent population trapping (CPT)1, stimulated Raman adiabatic passage
(STIRAP)2, lasing without inversion (LWI)3, electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT)4. EIT, a quantum
interference phenomenon, is mainly observed in three-level atomic systems which causes transparency by
quenching absorption of a medium. Three type of three-level systems, lambda (/) and cascade (;) and V are
mainly utilized to study the EIT phenomenon5. Depending on the nature of decay pathways, various interesting
features are observed in these systems. The width of transparency window obtained in EIT is determined by the
dephasing rate between the long lived states.
Atomic coherence is a result of multiple interfering absorption paths for the radiation interacting with the
resonant transitions. When the decay rate of atomic coherence at the forbidden transition is slower than at the
allowed transition, the interference leads to dramatic modifications of the optical response of the system6.
Decoherence rates are integral to all coherence effects since coherence between energy levels cannot exist if the
decoherence rates are too large. In an open quantum system uncontrollable interaction with the environment may
lead to the loss of information initially stored in its states. This phenomenon is commonly known as loss of
coherence or decoherence. To analyze the coherence term in an atomic system, one should also incorporate the
decoherence effects. In this work, we explore the effect of decoherence in the three-level / and ; systems.
Mainly two types of decoherence, i.e., hyperfine and optical decoherence exit in these systems7.
This paper is inclusive of the theoretical model for the three-level / and ; systems in section 2. Section 3
consists of the results and discussion part, finally in section 4 we present the conclusion of this work.

2. THEORETICAL MODEL
We discuss the phenomenon of EIT in two types of three-level systems, lambda (/) and cascade (;) with levels
named as 1 , 2 and 3  7KH SUREH ILHOG IUHTXHQF\ ȍ p acts on the transition 1 - 2 and the control field
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IUHTXHQF\ȍ c couples the 2 - 3 transition as shown in Fig.1. The corresponding detuning terms are defined as
ǻ p Ȧ 12 - Ȧ p DQGǻ c Ȧ 23 - Ȧ c KHUHȦ ij is the i ĺ j atomic transition frequency. In both the systems these
transitions are electric dipole allowed but the transition 1 - 3 is dipole forbidden. The spontaneous decay rates
from the excited states 2 and 3 are * 2 and * 3 , respectively. To analyze the optical properties of the threelevel / and ;, systems in 87Rb atom we take 5S1/ 2 o 5P3/ 2 and 5S1/ 2 o 5P3/ 2 o 5D5/ 2 transitions, respectively as
shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 The EIT scheme in the three-level / (left) and ; (right) systems. The dotted lines represent dephasing in
the ground levels denoted by J c and zigzag lines represent decay rates from excited states denoted by J ij .

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Decoherence in / system: First, decoherence effects in a three-level / system are discussed. The time of flight
through the laser field aids the hyperfine decoherence because the system loses coherence when the atoms leave
the interaction region. Decoherence mainly appear due to the dephasing in the ground levels 1 and 3 7. This
decoherence (J c ) can be described as:

Jc

S
v,
2d

where d is the diameter of the beam and v is the most probable velocity of the atoms. It is evident from the above
relation that for a tightly focused beam, a high decoherence is observed. It decreases the interaction time of the
atoms with the beam, consequently coherence exists for a lesser time in the system. In the three-level / system,
the steady state solution for the coherence term U 12 can be obtained by solving the density matrix equations
under a weak probe approximation as follows8:

U12

i: p 2
2

:c 2
- i' p ) (
[Jc - i 'P  'c ]
2
J12

.

The optical decoherence for the system is J ij = (* i + * j )/2, here * 1 =* 3 =0. It is observed that the laser line width
also plays an important role in the dephasing, a large laser line width will suppress the EIT transparency
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window. The finite linewidth increases the dephasing rate of the off-diagonal coherence terms. If J 1 and J 2 are
the probe and control lasers line widths, respectively, then decoherence terms J 12 and J 23 are defined as9:

*2
 J1 , J 23
2

J12

*2
 J2.
2

Fig. 2 Absorption and dispersion profile in / system with different J c . In the calculation, parameters are
:p

0.001 u * and
2

:c

2 u.* 2

Fig. 2 shows the absorption and dispersion behavior of the three-level / system with different values of
dechorenec (J c ) arising because of the dephasing between the ground states 1 and 3 . It is observed that with
increasing dephashing in the ground levels, transparency window deteriorates. For high values of J c , there is
complete loss of transparency and the absorption peaks start flattening at the line center with a subsequent
change in the dispersion profile. However, the linewidths of lasers show negligible effect on the transparency
window of this system.

Decoherence in ; system: In a ; system, decoherence appear mainly because of the optical deoherence.
Decays outside the three-level system cause optical decoherence, hence deteriorate the EIT phenomenon. The
8

steady state solution of this system can be written as :

i: p 2

U12
(

J12

2

:c 2

- i' p ) [

J13

2

2

, J12

*2
 J1 , J 23
2

*3
 J1  J 2 .
2

- i 'P  'c ]

Fig. 3 shows the absorption and dispersion behavior of the three-level ; system with linewidths of the lasers
varying from 50KHz to 3MHz. It is evident from the plots that lasers with small linewidths are required for
achieve narrow EIT. In ; type EIT systems the decay rates from the excited state also change the transparency
window significantly. The higher lying Rydberg states with lower decay rates lead to the enhancement of EIT
effect10.
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Fig. 3 Absorption and dispersion profile in ; system with different laser linewidths. In the calculation,
parameters are : p 0.001 u * 2 and :c 2 u * 2.

CONCLUSION
We have theoretically discussed deoherence effects in three-level / and ; systems. To obtain narrow EIT
linewidths, it is highly desirable to control decoherence. Cold atoms are borne out to be an effective host to study
the coherence related phenomena increasing the light-atom interaction time. Use of buffer gas can also decrease
the time of flight.
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Abstract
In the present paper, we have synthesized a Heterocyclic Schiff Base dye under microwave irradiation. The structure of
the dye was confirmed doing FT-IR, NMR spectroscopy, and elemental analyses. The molecule was screened for third
order NLO response. The nonlinear refraction (n 2 ) and nonlinear absorption ȕ of this novel material were studied by
the Z-scan technique using a continuous wave diode laser of 120 mW operating at 520nm. These third order nonlinear
optical properties were investigated at several dye solution concentrations and several laser powers. The values of n 2
DQGȕDUHIRXQGWRYDU\OLQHDUO\ZLWKFRQFHQWUDWLRQDQGSRZHU)XUWKHU, the optical limiting characteristic of the dye was
also studied and the dye evinced a good limiting response at 520nm.
1. Introduction
Now a day there is a great search for optical materials such as organics, organometallics, nanomaterials, semiconductors
etc. which are having large third order nonlinearity due to their various application in high optical density, optical data
storage, photodynamic therapy, optical limiters etc1,2. Nonlinear refraction and nonlinear absorption have important
technological applications, like fast optical switches, protective shields for eyes or equipment from intense laser beams.
Organic dyes with large third order nonlinear optical properties are always have been in great demand for above
applications. Their nonlinear optical properties depend upon various factors like ʌ-electron delocalization length, donoracceptor substituent, charge orientation, charge –transfer complex formation, dimensionality, etc3,4. The present report
deals with the synthesis and NLO characterization of new dye 1,3-diethyl-2-thioxo-5-(2,3,4-trimethoxybenzylidene)
dihydropyrimidine-4,6(1H, 5H)-dione (D1). The Z- scan technique [3] has been used to study the nonlinear refractive
index(n 2 ) and absorption coefficient ȕ of dye D1. These studies have been carried out at different dye solution
concentrations using a continuous wave (CW) diode laser.
2. Experimental details
Synthesis
A mixture of the 3,4,5-trimethoxybenzaldehyde (0.025 mol) and 1,3- diethyl-2-thiobarbituric acid (0.025 mol) in
absolute ethanol (35 mL) and few drops of pyridine was refluxed at 80 0C for 1 hour with continuous stirring. The
reactions were monitored through TLC using solvent system ethyl acetate: benzene (2:8), when the reaction was found
to be complete, then reaction mixture was cooled in an ice bath and the product thus formed was filtered washed with
water and recrystallized by distilled ethanol and chloroform. The chemical structure of the dye molecule (D1) is shown
in Fig.1.
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Fig.1. Chemical structure of dye D1 with molecular formula (C 18 H 22 N 2 O 5 S).
1,3-diethyl-2-thioxo-5-(3,4, 5-trimethoxybenzylidene) dihydropyrimidine-4,6(1H, 5H)-dione (D1):
Orange color solid (Chloroform); Yield: 75.25%; IR (KBr) v max cm-1: 2948 (C–H aromatic), 2911 (C–H aliphatic), 1668
(C=O), 1648 (C=C), 1216 (C–O), 1149 (C=S), 1121 (C–N); 1H – NMR (CDCl 3 į V&+ &  V+&+
aromatic), 7.68 (s, 3H, Chromatic), 4.56 (t, CH 3 –CH 2 –N), 1.28 (q, CH 3 –CH 2 –N); 3.85 (s, 3H, CH 3 –O), 3.76 (s, 3H,
CH 3 –O), 3.66 (s, 3H, CH 3 –O).
Z-scan details
We have used open aperture and closed aperture Z- scan technique5 to measure nonlinear refractive index, n 2 and
QRQOLQHDUDEVRUSWLRQFRHIILFLHQWVȕRIG\HD1. Herein the continuous wave (CW) diode laser of 120mW operating at
520 nm was employed. The dye solution sample poured in a 1 mm quartz cuvette is translated at the long travel stage
for the z-scan measurements. A lens of focal length 5 cm is used to focus the laser beam at the sample and an iris
aperture is placed far away from the focus for the closed aperture scans. Open aperture measurements are done by
opening the iris fully. The other experimental details are given in our previous paper4.
3. Result and discussion
The peak-valley normalized transmittance curve obtained from closed aperture z-scan data are shown in Fig. 2(a) and
(b). These figures indicate that the sign of the nonlinear refractive index is negative (n 2 < 0), i.e., self-defocusing nature
for present dye at all concentrations and laser powers. The nonlinear refractive index nଶ is related with the following
relation
|ȟȰ | = knଶ Lୣ I
Where, |ȟȰ | is the on- axis phase shift and it is expressed as
ȟTି = 0.406(1 െ S).ଶହ |ȟȰ |
7KHTXDQWLW\ǻ7 P-V is measurable and is defined as the difference in the peak-valley normalized transmittance. We can
obtain the nonlinear refractive index by fitting the normalized transmittance curve with the following equation
T(close) = 1 +
where, ɏ =

ஏ
బ

; with ȟȰ

2(െɏx ଶ + 2x െ ͵ɏ)
ȟȰ
(x ଶ + 9)(x ଶ + 1)

and ȟȲ are the phase shift due to nonlinear refraction and nonlinear absorption

respectively, ȟȲ = ȾI Lୣ /2 , and x = z/zୖ is related to the diffraction length of the beam, Zୖ . Z is the position of
the sample.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 2. Closed aperture normalized transmittance at (a) 25mW, (b) 100x10-5 M, (c) optical limiting characteristics
The values obtained for n 2 DQGȕDUHUHSUHVHQWHGLQ7DEOHDQGWKH\DUHUHODWLYHO\KLJKDVFRPSDUHWRWKRVHRIUHSRUWHG
Schiff base organic dyes3,6. It is clear from Table 1 that the magnitude of nonlinear absorption coefficient ȕ , nonlinear
refractive index (n 2 ) and nonlinear optical susceptibility, Ȥ (3) increases linearly with solution concentration and laser
power. It is based on high thermal lensing effect at high concentration and laser power due to enlarge molecular
interaction.
Table 1: Variation of n 2 ȕDQGȤ (3) with concentration and laser power.
C x10-5

n 2 x10-7

ȕ[-4

Ȥ (3) x10-6

Power

n 2 x10-7

ȕ[-4

Ȥ (3) x10-6

[M]

[cm2/W]

[cm/W]

[esu]

[mW]

[cm2/W]

[cm/W]

[esu]

100

-2.10

-5.55

11.14

30

-2.23

-6.01

11.83

75

-1.52

-3.73

8.06

25

-2.10

-5.55

11.14

50

-1.23

-2.70

6.52

20

-2.05

-5.05

10.87

25

-0.68

-0.23

3.61

15

-1.97

-4.87

10.45

10

-0.15

-0.08

0.79

10

-1.89

-4.59

10.02

The optical limiting behavior of dye D1 at 520 nm wavelength for different concentrations is represented in Fig. 2(c).
For low input power, the transmitted power increases linearly, but for high input power, the transmitted power gets
saturated. The estimated optical limiting threshold values are tabulated in Table 2. This shows that the threshold value
decreases as we increase the concentration. This is attributed to the fact that the number of absorbing molecules
increases with increasing the dye concentration which in turn lowers the limiting threshold. From the above results, it is
found that dye D1 possesses good optical limiting behavior at different concentrations. Hence the dye D1 evinces the
potential for nonlinear optical and limiting applications.
Table 2: Optical limiting threshold of dye D1 at different concentrations.
Concentration x10-6 [M]

Optical limiting threshold [mW]

100

3.79

75

4.59

50

4.76

25

5.58
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4. Conclusion
The present synthesized dye molecule D1 was screened for NLO characterizations. The values obtained of nonlinear
optical parameters are high among these types of molecules and showing high nonlinear optical response. The obtained
NLO results reveal the potential of D1 for photonics and NLO applications. The optical limiting behavior of D1 proves
that such type of dyes has potential applications in the development of photonic devices like optical limiters for human
eye and equipment safety.
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Abstract: We have developed a simple Rubidium (Rb) atomic beam source to load a magnetooptical trap (MOT) setup in ultra-high vacuum (UHV) environment. The atomic beam source is
generated from a pair of Rb dispensers joined in parallel configuration and placed inside a glass
jacket having a narrow tube structure opening in the UHV chamber. A MOT has been loaded using
this source with 2.3× 107 atoms of 87Rb at a background pressure of ~3.5×10-9 Torr.

The magneto optical trap1-3 (MOT) is nowadays used a basic tool to produce sample of cold atoms for variety of
applications such as magnetic and optical trapping, studying quantum degenerate gases, precision
measurements4-5, quantum sensors6, etc. The MOT is usually loaded from background vapour. However, the
requirement of ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) environment for some applications of cold atoms makes it difficult to
load MOT with background vapor. The MOT loading in UHV region can be achieved using various techniques
such as using Zeeman slower devices, double-MOT setup, etc. However, the Zeeman slower cooled thermal
atomic beam source generally involves ovens, shutters, differential pumping arrangement and complicated
magnetic field design which results into a large setup. A double-MOT setup, in which UHV-MOT is loaded
from vapor cell MOT, is also a widely used alternative to the Zeeman slower loaded UHV-MOT but it involves
differential pumping arrangement and complications of pushing atoms from one chamber to another. Thus,
simple and compact cold atom setups with UHV-MOT are still required for several applications.

Fig. 1: Schematic of setup with Rb atomic beam source for loading of UHV-MOT. Two pairs of MOT laser
beams are also shown in the figure and third pair of MOT beams is perpendicular to plane of paper.
Here, we present our work on the development of an UHV magneto-optical trap (MOT) loaded using a using a
Rb atomic beam source. The atomic beam source is developed using a dispenser assembly containing a pair of
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Rb-dispensers joined in parallel configuration and placed inside a glass jacket having a narrow tube structure
opening in the UHV chamber. With this source, Rb vapor is directly injected into the MOT region without
significantly changing the pressure in the UHV chamber.
The schematic of the MOT setup is shown in Fig. 1. A vacuum level of ~3.5×10-9 Torr is achieved in a
glass cell using turbo-molecular pump (TMP), sputter ion pump (SIP) and titanium sublimation pump (TSP).
The whole setup was baked at ~150 oC for 24 hours and degassing of dispensers and activation of TSP has been
carried out for achieving UHV environment. The Rb-vapor is generated in the UHV chamber by flowing current
through the dispensers. The photograph of the in-house developed Rb atomic beam source having glass jacket
with nozzle opening is shown in Fig. 2. Here, two Rb dispensers (manufactured by M/s SAES dispensers) in
parallel arrangement have been used. The temperature of dispenser reaches ~ 3500 C for passing 2.5 A current
through each dispenser (estimated from the data sheet of the dispenser). After MOT loading, dispenser
temperature is required to be brought down quickly to minimize the change in the UHV environment.
Neglecting radiative cooling, the time required for the dispenser to cool down is inversely proportional to its
conductance. The parallel arrangement not only lowers the current requirement in each dispenser, but also
provides higher conductance for heat dissipation. In our setup, the atomic flux from the dispensers gets
collimated to form an atomic beam. The hot atoms emitted by dispensers strike the glass jacket walls multiple
times and eject in the form of a beam of atoms to reach the trap. The nozzle opening at the exit of the glass
jacket acts as a collimator. The cooling and repumping beams in the MOT setup are generated from two
extended cavity diode lasers operating at 780 nm. Three laser beams, with intensity ~ 20 mW/cm2 in each beam
and red-detuned by ~ 15 MHz to cooling transition (87Rb 5S 1/2 F = 2 o5P 3/2 F' = 3), were retro-reflected to
generate six MOT beams. A laser beam with power ~ 8 mW and nearly resonant to the repumping transition
(87Rb 5S 1/2 F = 1o5P 3/2 F' = 2) is mixed with one of the MOT beams. This repumping beam is used to avoid the
collection of atoms in a dark state. A pair of magnetic field coils is used to generate an axial field gradient of 10
G/cm at the MOT centre position. The formation of MOT is observed by collecting the fluorescence of the
trapped atoms on a CCD camera. In our setup, MOT cloud was formed by passing a total ~ 5 A current in the
Rb dispenser assembly. The number and temperature of atoms trapped in MOT were estimated to be ~ 2.3× 107
and ~400 μK, respectively.

Fig. 2. The vacuum compatible feed-through inserted inside the UHV chamber with the Rb-dispenser assembly
with two dispensers connected in a parallel geometry.
To study the loading behavior of MOT in the UHV environment we have measured the number of atoms with
time. The temporal loading curve for the MOT can be generated by grabbing images of atom cloud in the MOT
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in regular intervals. The number of atoms trapped in the MOT (N) is determined by balance between capture
rate (R) and loss rate from the trap. The rate equation is given by7
ௗே
ௗ௧

=ܴെ

ே
ఛ

(1)

െ ߚ݊ܰ.

The third term represents loss rate due to two body collisions which is dependent on two body loss coefficient ȕ
and number density n. It becomes significant at high number densities trapped atoms7. The variation in the
number of atoms with time has been shown in Fig. 3. From the variation in number of atoms with time, we have
HVWLPDWHGDORDGLQJWLPH Ĳ aVE\ILWWLQJWKHH[SHULPHQWDOGDWDWRequation (1). We have also observed that
when the dispenser current was switched off, the MOT decays slowly. This shows that the background vapour is
less in the MOT region which is beneficial for performing experiments with the cold atom sample.

Fig. 3. Loading curve of MOT for current of ~ 5 A through the Rb dispenser assembly.
To conclude, we have developed a new Rb-source for loading of magneto-optical trap in an ultra-high vacuum
environment (UHV) directly. Here, use of a glass jacket with nozzle opening to cover Rb-dispensers helps in
loading the MOT but also maintains the UHV- environment. We have estimated loading time of MOT to be
~4.5 s which is much higher than the loading time of the MOTs loaded from background vapour (few hundreds
of ms). This confirms that the MOT is formed in the UHV environment.
We are thankful to our colleagues S. Singh and V. Singh for useful technical discussions. We acknowledge
the valuable support provided by the Glass & Ceramic Components Development Facility, RRCAT.
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Abstract: Here, we present our studies on launching of laser cooled Rb atoms in a fountain geometry. In
our experiments, the laser cooled

87

Rb atoms in a magneto-optical trap (MOT) were launched in the

vertical geometry using moving optical molasses technique to make atomic fountain. The atom launch
velocity ( X atom ) was experimentally measured to be 0.48 m/s for the relative shift in the frequency of
cooling laser beams of įȞ launch = 0.60 MHz. The atom launch velocity was also observed to increase with
increase in the relative shift in the cooling laser beams detuning.
Atomic fountains are now a days one of the key techniques used in cold atom based precision sensors such as
gravimeters, atom gyroscopes, atomic clocks, etc1,2. In an atomic fountain, the atoms from a cold atom source are
launched in the vertical geometry using moving optical molasses technique. The source of the cold atoms to make an
atomic fountain is usually a magneto-optical trap (MOT) and launching of atoms in fountain is usually accomplished
either by a pushing beam or by moving molasses techniques.
Here, we present our studies on vertical launching of cold atoms in a Rb atomic fountain by using a moving
optical molasses technique. The atoms trapped in the MOT were launched in the vertical geometry using moving
optical molasses technique. The atom launch velocity ( X atom ) has been experimentally measured to be 0.48 m/s for
WKHUHODWLYHVKLIWLQWKHFRROLQJODVHUEHDPVGHWXQLQJįȞ launch = 0.60 MHz. This fountain is a part of a setup being
developed for measurement of acceleration due to gravity “g”.
The laser system used here is an extended cavity diode laser (ECDL) which generates the cooling laser
beam at wavelength of 780 nm along with an electro-optic phase modulator (EOM) working at 6.58 GHz to generate
re-pumping laser beam. The schematic of the experimental setup, is shown in Fig. 1(a). The setup consists of a
stainless steel octagonal chamber evacuated to a pressure of ~ 1x10-8 Torr using suitable vacuum pumps. The Rbvapor is injected into the chamber by passing a DC current of ~ 3.2 A through a Rb-dispenser source. The dispenser
source is inserted in the chamber through a vacuum compatible feed-through. The magnetic field gradient for MOT
(~10 Gauss/cm) is produced by a pair of quadrupole coils. The intensity in each MOT beam is ~ 12 mW/cm2 (power
~ 2 mW) in which cooling and re-pumping parts are mixed in ratio of 3:1. From the viewports in the upper part of
the chamber, two MOT beams were directed downwards at + 450 and - 450 angle with respect to the vertical axis.
Similarly through the viewports in the lower part of the chamber, another two MOT beams were directed upward in
the counter-propagating arrangement of the previous two beams. Then, another horizontal counter-propagating pair
of MOT beams was aligned through the chamber, to complete the requirement of six beams for a MOT. All six
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MOT beams intersect each other at the center of the chamber. The cooling laser frequency was kept ~12 MHz reddetuned with respect to the cooling transition 52S 1/2 )  ĺ2P 3/2 (F'= 3) of 87Rb.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1: (a) Schematic of the experimental setup; (b) Schematic of the atom launching and measurement of launch
velocity. PD: Photodiode, Amp: Amplifier, Osc: Oscilloscope, probe-1 and probe-2: probe laser beams, įȞ launch :
relative red shift in the frequency of cooling laser beams, X atom : Launch velocity of atoms; (c) Schematic of the
forces on MOT atoms due to imbalance of detuning of MOT beams.
The number of cold atoms in the MOT has been estimated by collecting the probe beam excited
fluorescence from the MOT cloud on a calibrated CCD camera3. In our experiments, the measured cold atom
number and the number density of the cloud were ~ 5.0x106 and 8.0x109 cm-3 respectively. The measured
WHPSHUDWXUHRIWKHFROGDWRPLFFORXGLQWKH027ZDVaȝ.. In order to launch atoms vertically, the frequency
of two upper MOT beams directed downwards was UHG VKLIWHG įȞ launch ), and the quadrupole magnetic field was
switched-off. This results in imbalance of force on atoms in the molasses, with net force in the one (upward)
direction (Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 1(c) ). Molasses with net force on atoms in one direction are referred as moving
molasses. The net force on atoms in molasses launches atoms in the vertically upward direction with launch velocity
( X atom ) to reach a certain height until the velocity of the atoms is reduced to zero. The schematic of detection of
launching of cold atoms is shown in Fig. 1(b). Atoms are launched upwards by introducing a small red detuning

GQ launch

in downward directed MOT beams as indicated in Fig. 1(b). The launch velocity of atoms along the

vertical direction in the laboratory frame is given by 4,5,

X atom

O GQ launch
2

(1)

In order to measure the velocity of launched atoms experimentally, two vertically separated probe beams,
each of size ~ 1 mm (1/e2 radius) and power aȝ: were aligned above the cold atom cloud. The first probe beam
was placed immediately above the atom cloud and the second probe was separated by a vertical distance of ~ 5 mm
from the first probe beam. These two probe beams were focused on a sensitive photodiode for measurement of
absorption signal during vertical flight of atoms. The size and power of the probe beams were optimized to get
absorption signal with reasonable narrow width. The separation of the two probe beams was also optimized to get
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well separated absorption signals. As the atoms are launched upward, interaction of these atoms with the probe
beams is marked by absorption dip in the probe beam power observed by the photodiode. The time interval between
the absorption dips in the probe beams power is used for the estimation of the launch velocity of atoms. Fig. 2 shows
the experimentally observed probe beams absorption signals corresponding to įȞ launch = 0.6 MHz.
The atom launch velocity ( X atom ) is experimentally measured using relation,

X atom

h
1
 g ( 't d  d )
( 't d  d ) 2

(2)

where h is the separation between the two vertically separated probe laser beams and 't d d is the time interval
between the two observed absorption dips in the probe signal and

g is the acceleration due to gravity. The width of

the experimentally observed signal depends on the velocity distribution of the cold atoms cloud, finite size of the
probe beams etc.

Fig. 2: Photodiode signals GXULQJWKHIOLJKWRIDWRPVLQWKHIRXQWDLQIRUįȞ launch = 0.60 MHz. The black curve is the
best fit to the observed signals corresponding two dips (d-1 & d-2) and the red curves are the individual curves used
for generating the black curve.
As shown in the Fig. 2, the time interval between the absorption dips corresponding to įȞ launch = 0.60 MHz
is 12 ms. The launch velocity ( X atom ) corresponding to įȞ launch = 0.60 MHz , as estimated using Eqn. (2), is 0.48
m/s. The estimated launch velocity ( X atom ) corresponding to įȞ launch = 0.84 MHz is ~ 0.60 m/s. The launch velocity
FDQ IXUWKHU EH LQFUHDVHG E\ LQFUHDVLQJ WKH ODXQFK GHWXQLQJ įȞ launch . Using Eqn. (1), the theoretically calculated
YDOXHV RI ODXQFK YHORFLW\ IRU įȞ launch = 0.60 MHz and 0.84 MHz are 0.33 m/s and 0.46 m/s, respectively. The
deviation in experimentally measured launch velocity from its theoretically estimated value could be due to the
misalignment and intensity imbalance in the MOT beams, and improper switching of magnetic field during the
launch process.
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In conclusion, we have presented our studies on launching of atoms in a Rb atomic fountain. In our
experiments, the atoms produced in a magneto-optical trap (MOT) were launched in the vertical geometry using
moving optical molasses technique. The atom launch velocity ( X atom ) was experimentally measured to be 0.48 m/s
for the relative shift in the cooling laser beams of įȞ launch = 0.60 MHz. The atom launch velocity was also observed
to increase with increase in relative frequency shift in the cooling laser beams.
Acknowledgements: Authors are thankful to K. Bhardwaj and S. Bhardwaj for their help during the experiments.
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Trapping of laser cooled atoms in time averaged adiabatic potentials
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Abstract : We have theoretically shown that time averaged adiabatic potential (TAAP) is a versatile
scheme for trapping and manipulating laser cooled atoms. It allows a convenient conversion of one
type of trapping geometry into another.
Trapping and manipulation of laser cooled atoms in different geometries is an important aspect for applications
in various precision measurements1 and fundamental understanding of physics2,3. Optical4, magnetic5,6 and
hybrid7 (using both optical and magnetic) fields can be used to trap atoms in potentials of different shapes such
as double well2,8, ring6,7,9,10, arc5,11 etc. The radio frequency (rf) dressed potentials or adiabatic potentials are the
versatile tool to trap ultracold atoms in a variety of geometries6,8,9. Lifetime of the atoms in rf-dressed potentials
is limited by Landau - Zener losses in the trap. This can be taken care to some extent by using a time averaging
fields, called time orbiting potential (TOP) fields12, along with the rf-dressed potentials. This combined trapping
scheme, containing rf-fields for rf-dressed adiabatic potentials and TOP fields for time averaging, is known as
time averaged adiabatic potential (TAAP)10,13,14,15 scheme. Time averaged adiabatic potentials (TAAPs) offer a
much larger scope to manipulate the trapping by changing the parameters of the TOP fields as well as the rffields. Such a large variation in atom trapping geometries can facilitate experimentalists to study some exotic
quantum mechanical phenomena such as super-fluidity3, Bose - Einstein condensation (BEC) in lower
dimensions3,7,10,11, vortex generation14, tunnelling2, atom-interferometry1,16, etc. TAAP scheme also promises a
quick conversion from one kind of trapping geometry to the other by changing the TOP field parameters.
In this work, we have theoretically proposed and investigated some interesting atom trapping geometries
using TAAP scheme. It is also shown that conversion of one atom trapping geometry to another is easily
possible by changing field parameters in TAAP scheme.
We consider the 87Rb atoms in their |F = 2, m F = 2² hyperfine dressed state corresponds to the 5S 1/2 level.
Our static in-homogeneous magnetic field is a quadrupole field of the form given as, B S (r) = B q (x, y, -2z),
where B q is the gradient of the quadrupole field in radial (i.e. x-,y-) direction. Larmor frequency of the atoms in
the quadrupole field is given as

Z0 ( r )

g F PB
!

x2  y2  4z 2 .

(1)

The radio frequency (rf) field is considered as

Brf (t ) {Brfx cos(Zrf t ) , Brfy cos(Zrf t  D ) , Brfz cos(Zrf t  E ) } ,
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Brfx , Brfy and Brfz are the rf-field amplitudes along x-, y- and z- directions respectively. Ȧ rf is the rf field

frequency, Į and ȕ are the relative phases of the rf-field components. The expression for the rf-dressed adiabatic
potential3 for a general |F, m F ²dressed stateis of the form

mF ! ('(r )) 2  (:(r )) 2 ,

E AP (r )

(3)

Above expression (Eq. (3)) of adiabatic potential has two terms. One of them is called detuning, which is given
as

'(r ) Z0 (r )  Zrf .

(4)

The RWKHUWHUP(r) is called Rabi frequency5, which can be written as

:( r )

g F P B BS (r )
u Brf .
! BS (r )

(5)

The most general TOP field has the following form

{BTx cos(ZT t ), BTy cos(ZT t  T1 ), BTz cos(ZT t  T 2 )} ,

BT (t )
where

(6)

BTx , BTy and BTz are the magnitudes of the TOP fields along x, y and z directions respectively. T1 , T 2 are

the relative phase angles of the TOP fields and TOP field frequency Ȧ T =ʌu7.5 KHz.
By averaging over the period ʌ Ȧ T ) of a time averaging field, expression for TAAP can be written as

ETAAP (r )

ZT
2S

2S
ZT

§
·
BTx
BTy
BTz
¨
¸ dt .
E
x
t
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t
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(7)

The expression for E TAAP in Eq. (7) has been numerically evaluated by writing a code in Python. The trapping
potentials E TAAP for 87Rb atom in |F=2, m F =2² state have been evaluated corresponding to different values of rfx

fields ( Brf ,

Brfy , Brfz , Įȕ) and TOP fields ( BTx , BTy , BTz , T1 , T 2 ) parameters. Here x-y TOP field is used

throughout the article with a phase difference of ʌbetween x and y components of TOP fields.
Figure 1(A) shows conversion of a x-direction double well into a double along y-direction when x-TOP
field is varied (keeping y-TOP field at a fixed value). Usually, in rf-dressed potential, a double well is formed
along the direction of polarization of rf-field. In rf-dressed potential alone, it is not possible to alter the
directionality of the well without changing the direction of the rf field. But here in figure 1(A), due to unequal
values of the TOP fields, the directionality of the double well gets changed. Similarly, figure 1 (B) shows the
results where a y-directional double well is getting converted into x-directional double well by changing y-TOP
field (keep x-TOP field value fix) in TAAP scheme.
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(A)

(B)

Figure 1. Directional conversion between the double wells. (A) x- directional double well is converted into the ydirectional double well. RF field value

Brfx = 500 mG. Value of BTy is fixed at 535 mG, and the BTx values are:

(a)535 mG, (b)963 mG, (c) 1.39 G, (d)1.81 G respectively. (B) y- directional double well is converted into the xdirectional double well. RF field value

Brfy = 500 mG. Value of BTx is fixed at 535 mG, and the BTy values are

: (a) 535 mG, (b) 963 mG, (c) 1.39 G, (d)1.81 G respectively. Quadrupole field gradient B q = 90 G/cm, rf field
frequency Ȧ rf ʌu1.4 MHz for both the two subfigures (A) and (B).

(A)

(B)

Figure 2. Conversion of arc into double well. RF field values are

Brfx

phase difference between x- and y-rf fields is ʌ, rf field frequency Ȧ rf

Brfy

500 mG , Brfz

700 mG and

ʌu1.4 MHz and quadrupole field

gradient B q = 90 G/cm for both the two subfigures (A) and (B). (A) Arc is getting converted into y-directional
double well. Value of

BTy is fixed at 535 mG, and the BTx values are: (a) 535 mG, (b) 963 mG, (c) 1.39 G, (d)
x

1.81 G respectively. (B) Arc is getting converted into x-directional double well. BT value is fixed at 535 mG,
and the

BTy values are: (a) 535 mG, (b)963 mG, (c) 1.39 G, (d) 1.81 G respectively.
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Arc trapping geometry is needed when we want unequal population around the ring, rotation of an arc is a
very good platform to study the dynamics3,11 of atom cloud. Along with a circularly polarized rf field when we
insert a z-rf field to a magnetically trapped atom cloud, then an arc type of trapping geometry is formed. Almost
all the atom cloud can be brought into one side of a ring by the arc geometry. Figure (2) shows how does an arc
trap is getting converted into a double well trap when we change the x-TOP (y-TOP) field values while keep fix
the y-TOP (x-TOP) field value. The conversion of the arc shaped trap to double well shaped trap is not possible
in rf dressing technique, unless the directionality of the rf field is changed. These kind of conversions show the
versatility of the TAAP scheme. TAAP with multiple13 rf frequency will lead to the formation of periodic
potential geometry like lattices, multiple wells, etc.
In conclusion, we have theoretically shown that conversion between directions of trapping double well and
conversion from arc trapping into double well trapping is achievable in TAAP scheme by modulation of TOP
fields. The arc trapping or double well trapping geometries are very useful in studying Bose-Einstein
condensation in lower dimensions, super-fluidity, atom- interferometry and tunnelling phenomena. We can study
the dynamics of the atom cloud when one kind of geometry is converted into the other.
S. Sarkar is thankful for the financial support from RRCAT under the HBNI programme.
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Abstract: We report our studies on the optimization of optical pumping of cold

87

Rb atoms to a

particular Zeeman hyperfine state (F=2, m F = +2) using Stern-Gerlach (SG) technique. Nearly 55% of
cold atoms number from Grey magneto-optical trap (G-MOT) have been optically pumped to m F = + 2
state. These studies are expected to be useful in maximizing the number of atoms trapped in the magnetic
trap on the atom-chip setup.

An atom-chip1-2 with micron sized wire structure patterns on a reflecting surface provides platform for
trapping and manipulation of atoms on a miniaturized scale. The manipulation of cold atoms have been
demonstrated using atom traps, atom guides3 and beam splitters4. Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) on
atom-chip has also been achieved5. Usually, cold atoms in an atom chip setup are produced in a
magneto-optical trap (MOT) known as U-MOT using cooling laser beams reflecting from atom chip surface
in presence of magnetic field produced by a U-shaped wire. The temperature of cold atoms is reduced and
position of cold atoms is shifted closer to the atom chip surface in the subsequent stage of Grey-MOT
(G-MOT). To trap these cold atoms on the atom-chip, these atoms need to be pumped efficiently into a
trappable magnetic state.
Here, we report our studies on the optimization of optical pumping of cold 87Rb atoms on atom-chip
using Stern-Gerlach (SG) technique. We are able to transfer ~ 55 % of cold atoms from Gray
magneto-optical trap (G-MOT) into m F = + 2 state.
The details of the experimental setup can be found in our earlier published works6-8. The experimental
setup consists of an octagonal vacuum chamber. A turbo molecular pump (TMP) (77 l/s), a sputter ion
pump (SIP) (300 l/s) and a titanium sublimation pump (TSP) are the vacuum pumps used for creating the
ultrahigh vacuum UHV with a base pressure of ~ 2.0 x 10-10 Torr in the chamber. The dispensers are
located at a distance of ~ 17 cm from the center of the octagonal chamber. The Rb vapor is injected into the
vacuum chamber after passing a current through this feed-through. This results in some increase in the
pressure in the chamber, reaching the value ~ 3.5 x 10-10 Torr after the release of Rb-vapor from the
dispensers. Four independent cooling laser beams (mixed with re-pumper laser beams) are used to form
mirror MOT with quadupole field produced by U-shaped external wire as shown in Fig. 1. The various
steps from MOT formation to G-MOT and imaging of cloud using CCD are controlled by an in-house
developed FPGA based electronic controller system.
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Fig. 1: Schematic of the atom-chip setup. Four MOT beams are marked by arrows and two counter
propagating MOT beams are perpendicular to plane of paper, making required six beams for a MOT.
There are various consecutive stages involved in the process for optimization of optical pumping of 87Rb
cold atoms using SG technique in our atom-chip setup. The duration of first stage of laser cooling is around
20 s and can be divided into two phases. In the first phase, a U-MOT is formed from background Rb vapor
generated by a dispenser source operating ~ 3.0 A. The current of ~60 A is passed in U-wire, and magnetic
field of ~ 10 G in y-direction and ~ 1.5 G in z-direction is applied. The cooling laser frequency is detuned
by ~ - 14 MHz from the resonance. The atom cloud in the U-MOT is formed ~ 6 mm below from the atom
chip surface as shown in Fig. 2 (a). The number of cold atoms and the temperature of the atom cloud is ~ 5
x 107 DQGaȝ.UHVSHFWLYHO\

(a)

(b)

87

Fig. 2: CCD images of Rb atoms in atom cloud in (a) U-Magneto-optical trap (U-MOT) and (b) Gray
magneto optical trap (G-MOT).
In the second phase, these cold atoms are moved vertically up (in z-direction) to a position ~ 2 mm from the
chip surface. This is achieved by ramping the current in U-wire (60 A to 80 A ) and Y-bias coil (15 A to 43
A) in 100 ms. During the compression, the laser cooling frequency was detuned to ~ -20 MHz to reduce the
repulsive force resulting from multiple scattering processes within the dense cloud. The G-MOT stage is
performed for ~ 10 ms as the cooling laser frequency is detuned to ~ - 40 MHz to lower the temperature of
the cloud. The atom cloud in G-MOT is trapped ~ 2 mm from the chip surface as shown in fig. 2 (b). The
total cold atom number and the average temperature of the atom cloud is found to be ~ 2.5 x 107 and~ 160
ȝ.UHVSHFWLYHO\
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After the G-MOT stage, all the magnetic fields and laser lights are switched off. A current value of 20 A is
passed in copper Z-wire to generate magnetic field gradient force, called as Stern-Gerlach (SG) force, on
cold atom cloud. This results in spatial separation of atoms populated in different magnetic hyperfine
Zeeman states. The fluorescence image of cold atom cloud was then taken after evolution of atoms for a
duration of ~ 3 ms (Fig.3(a)) in the force. The profile of cold atom cloud along z-direction was fit with
three Gaussian distribution functions (red, green and blue) confirming the presence of cold atoms in m F =
{0, +1, +2} states respectively. The blue curve in all the figure shows m F = +2 state atoms. The cold atoms
present in m F = +2 state experiences maximum SG force. As a result, this group of atoms are at the
outermost position in the CCD images of the cloud.

Fig. 3 (a)

z-direction

w/o OP pulse

Fig. 3 (b)

23SRZHU ȝ:
z-direction 23SXOVH ȝV

Fig. 3 (c)

z-direction

23SRZHU ȝ:
23SXOVH ȝV

Fig. 3 : The cold atom cloud under Stern-Gerlach (SG) force for the characterization of the optical
pumping process. (a) The effect of SG force on cold 87Rb atoms, without any optical pumping, (b) By
SHUIRUPLQJRSWLFDOSXPSLQJIRUaȝVaDWRPVDUHLQP F = + 2 state w.r.t to atoms in G-MOT. (c)
%\SHUIRUPLQJRSWLFDOSXPSLQJIRUaȝVaDWRPVDUHLQP F = + 2 state w.r.t to atoms in G-MOT.
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The m F ^íí`VWDWHVDUHQRWVHHQLQWKHLPDJHDVWKH\DUHDFFHOHUDWHGXSZDUGVLQWKHPDJQHWLFILHOG
gradient and lost to the chip surface. The power and pulse duration of optical pumping beam was varied to
optimize the optical pumping. Fig. 3(a) shows the effect of SG force on cold 87Rb atoms without any optical
pumping beam. The corresponding line profile of cold atoms along z-direction is fit with three Gaussian
distribution function confirming that cold atoms are in m F = {0, +1 +2} states. We have found ~ 28 % of
atoms in m F = + 2 state with respect to number of atoms atoms in G-MOT. Fig. 3(b) shows the image of
cold

87

Rb atoms after using 30 ȝVRSWLFDO SXPSLQJ 23 SXOVH ı+ SRODUL]HG OLJKW SRZHU  ȝ:  LQ

presence of ~ 3 G bias magnetic field. We have found that ~ 32 % atoms are transferred to m F = + 2 state
with respect to atoms in G-MOT. It is evident from Fig. 3(c) that, after using ȝVRSWLFDOSXPSLQJ 23 
SXOVH ı+ SRODUL]HG OLJKW SRZHU   ȝ: ,QWHQVLW\   P:FP2) in presence of ~3 G bias magnetic
field, ~ 55% atoms are transferred in m F = + 2 state with respect to number of atoms atoms in G-MOT (the
blue curve in Fig.3(c)).
In conclusion, we have studied optical pumping process using SG force. We are able to transfer ~ 55
% of cold

87

Rb atoms from Gray magneto-optical trap (G-MOT) to (F=2, m F = + 2) state. This study is

useful to maximize the number of atoms in the magnetic trap on the atom-chip.
We are thankful to A. Kak for fabrication of vacuum feed-throughs and R. Shukla and C. Mukherjee
for fabrication of atom-chip, and Bhupinder Singh and M. S. Ansari for the development of switching
circuit, and Ayukt Pathak for the development of FPGA based controller system. The assistance provided
by Shri Amit Chaudhary during the experiments is also gratefully acknowledged.
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Abstract: Since the famous 1935 paper by Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen, the idea of entanglement has
generated significant interest among physicists. It even inspired many works regarding the foundations of
quantum mechanics. Recently the applications of entanglement span a wide spectrum such as quantum
information theory, quantum computing, quantum cryptography etc. In this work our focus is on the quantum
entanglement between atoms interacting via a quantized field. Considerable difference from the quasi-classical
scenario in the photoelectron spectrum is seen when the quantum nature of the field is taken into consideration1.
Thus for a complete understanding of the atom-field interaction, quantum description of the field is important.
We use the model introduced by 93HĜLQRYi et al.,2 for our study. This model which comprises an atom with an
auto-ionizing level and a two-level atom without any auto-ionizing level proved that the long-time behavior of
atoms will show quantum correlation even when they are not interacting directly. Our aim in this work is to
study the feature/features of the quantized field that will decide the degree of entanglement.
Optical excitation model
Let us consider two atoms, ܽ and ܾ, in an electromagnetic field. The atom ܽ is a two-level atom and the atom ܾ
is an auto-ionizing system. We use ݊ to denote the number of photons in a mode and |0 ۄand |1 ۄrepresents the
ground states and excited states of the atoms (|1 ۄb is the auto-ionizing state). |ܧௗ  ۄis the continuum state of the
R

atom b and ܧௗ is the energy difference between the ground state and the continuum state. For simplicity, we
assume both the atoms interact with the same mode  ܮof the electromagnetic field. We can write the levels of the
atom by photon-number states:
|݊ ۄL ٔ |0,0 ۄa,b , |݊ െ 1 ۄL ٔ |1,0 ۄa,b , |݊ െ 1 ۄL ٔ |0,1 ۄa,b ,
R

R

R

R

R

R

|݊ െ 2 ۄL ٔ |1,1 ۄa,b , |݊ െ 1 ۄL ٔ |0, ܧௗ  ۄa,d , |݊ െ 2 ۄL ٔ |1, ܧௗ  ۄa,d .
R

R

R

R

R

R

The Hamiltonian can be written as
(1)

ܪ = ܪ + ܪି + ܪ௧ି + ܪ௧௦ ,
where ܪ is the Hamiltonian for the electromagnetic field and is equal to
ܪ = ჯܽற ܽ ,

(2)

with ܽற and ܽ being the creation and annihilation operators. The Hamiltonian ܪି for the auto-ionizing
system can be written as

ܪି =
ܧ |1ۄ ۃ1| + ܧ ௗ |ܧௗ ܧۃۄௗ |݀ܧௗ + ܧ| ܸ(ௗ ۄ ۃ1|+ܪ. ܿ. )݀ܧௗ +
(ߤ ܽ |1ۄ ۃ0|+ܪ. ܿ. ) + ܽ ߤ( |ܧௗ ۄ ۃ0|+ܪ. ܿ. )݀ܧௗ ,
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where ܧ represents the energy difference between |0 ۄb and |1 ۄb , ߤ and ߤ are the dipole moments or the
R

R

strength of excitations from the ground state to the excited states, ܸ is the Coulomb configuration interaction
between the excited states of atom ܾ. ܪ௧ି is the Hamiltonian for the two level atom and can be written as
ܪ௧ି = ܧ |1ۄ ۃ1| + (ߤ ܽ |1ۄ ۃ0|+ܪ. ܿ. ) ,

(4)

ܧ is the energy difference between the ground state and the excited state of the atom ܽ and ߤ is the dipole
moment. ܪ௧௦ is the dipole-dipole interaction between the two atoms and is expressed as
ܪ௧௦ = (ܬ |1ۄ ۃ0||0ۄ ۃ1|+ܪ. ܿ. ) + ܧ| ܬ(ௗ ۄ ۃ0||0ۄ ۃ1| + ܪ. ܿ.)݀ܧௗ ,

(5)

ܬ and  ܬdenotes the energy transfer from |0 ۄb to |1 ۄb and to |ܧௗ  ۄrespectively at the cost of decay from the
R

R

state |1 ۄa to |0 ۄa. Following the calculation in reference 1 and 2, it is easy to see that the long-time behavior of
R

R

the system is characterized by complete ionization of the auto-ionizing atom and both the levels of the two-level
atom being equally occupied.
Entanglement calculation
The entanglement between the bound-electron of two-level atom and the ionized electron in the auto-ionizing
atom is created by the quantized field and the dipole-dipole interaction. Different types of quantized fields such
as the coherent state (|ჴ)ۄ, squeezed-vacuum state (|ߦ)ۄ, photon-added coherent state (|ჴ, ݉)ۄ, etc., are studied.
These states shows different photon-number distribution, different quadrature variances and photon-statistics.
We have found that despite these differences when the mean photon number of these quantum states becomes
same, the amount of entanglement created is also the same. We use negativity3 to quantify the degree of
entanglement.

Fig. 1: Negativity between the electrons of the two atoms when the laser mode contains a mean number of
photons of 4.5.
Conclusion
We have found that during atom-field interaction the degree of correlation only depends on the mean number of
photons in the field and not on any other parameters. We have also extended the study to more than two-atom
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scenario and the presence of multi-partite entanglement created due to the quantized field and dipole-dipole
interaction is observed.
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Design and Development of mirror MOT Atom Chips for Cold Atom Interferometry
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Abstract
Experiments involving laser cooled atoms to study the wave property of matter has garnered a lot of
attention in the past decades. It shows real promise in inertial sensing, metrology, time keeping, studies on
fundamental constants and quantum computing. In most such experiments the center of cold atom cloud
generation and manipulation is integrated platforms known as atom chips. Chip provides the means for cold
atom experiments to make the transition from laboratory demonstration to ruggedized, compact and more
practical devices and to integrate complex infrastructure into miniaturized subsystems. In this paper we discuss
the design and implementation of mirror MOT atom chip and atom cloud formation as well as atom cloud
manipulation.
1.

Introduction

In recent years, the wave nature of matter in
the microscopic world has been an important topic of
physics research and a driving force in developing
modern scientific technologies. Apart from the
possibility of understanding fundamental physics in
multitude ways, interference of matter waves provides
an unmatched tool for performing high precision
measurements. Cold Atom interferometry is such a tool
that exploits the wave property of matter to make
measurement of inertial forces while promising very
high accuracy. To have a miniaturized, stand alone
measurement system for field applications in different
environments, technology has to be realized in to a
compact ruggedized model so that external disturbances
will not affect the sensing. The atom chip technology is
the most compelling method for integration and
miniaturization of subsystems in cold atom technology.
The atom chip is considered as a necessary tool
Figure 1: Principle of the magnetic microtrap. A
in miniaturization and integration of cold atom
experiments aimed with applications in the development
homogeneous bias field B0 is superposed on the
of novel sensors required for precision measurements. It
field of a microscopic current carrying wire. The
is a device intended to miniaturize setups and
resulting field has a minimum along the wire
subsystems for quantum optics associated with cold
axis. [4]
atom experiments. Similar to role of the integrated
circuits in electronics, atom-chip is expected to be a basic building block of atom optical devices for various
applications in quantum information processing, communication, precision sensors, etc.. [1].
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In recent years, there has been great
progress towards integrating a wide range of
optical, electric and magnetic elements into atom
chips. The chip trapping promises low power
consuming, heat efficient cooling and trapping
method to achieve Cold Atom cloud and/or BEC
in a portable and autonomous setup. Evidently,
this was the reason behind atom chips being used
in very recent, first demonstration of BEC in
microgravity [2]. This establishes the fact that,
atom chip is the ideal solution to achieve required
compactness and ruggedness for atom
interferometry in space.
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Figure 2: (a) Schematic of the mirror-MOT. M: mirror,
Q1,Q2: quadrupole coils. (b) Setup of the experiment.
W: microfabricated wire, B1,B2: bias coils, P: probe
beam. (MOT beams and coils not shown.) [4]

In this document we will discuss a brief
overview of the working and design of atom chips based on endeavors by different groups working in Cold
atom technology development. We will also discuss initial design of mirror MOT atom chip intended to create
cold atom cloud and compare the expected properties. The cloud manipulation and subsystem integration that
can be achieved through the chip development will also be reviewed in detail.
2.

Trapping Atoms using Chips

To achieve trapping fields in atom chips one does need to miniaturize the field generated with
macroscopic Anti Helmholtz coils. Such trapping fields can be generated from superposing the magnetic field of
a single wire with an external bias field B 0 (See Fig. 1). This configuration, which has previously been widely
used to trap atoms, results in a line with zero field parallel to the wire at a distance
μ ܫ
2ߨ ܤ
Where I is current through the wire and Bo is the external bias
field. In the vicinity of zero field line, the field magnitude varies
approximately linearly with a gradient that is equal to that of the wire alone.
In this way, a two-dimensional quadrupole potential is obtained which has a
steepness of
ݎ =

2ߨ ܤ ଶ
μ ܫ
close to the trap center [3,4]. To obtain a three-dimensional trap, a
wire is bent at both ends so that it forms either a “U” or a “Z”. Compact
chip magnetic traps used for trapping cold atoms reduce distance between
the wire and the trap center by several orders of magnitude (from centimeter
to microns). Microstructures required for trap formation require less current
than macroscopic coils.
|ݎ(|ܤ ) =

Figure 3: Magnetic field

The prospects of integrating laser beams required for generating
configuration and beam. Bo
the MOT cooled atom cloud is rapidly evolving with different designs such
indicates
the
external
as mirror MOT, pyramid MOT, grating MOT etc [1,5]. These chip trap
magnetic field.
configurations minimizes the number of laser beams to be directed into the
vacuum chamber for cooling the atoms. The mirror-MOT [Fig. 2] is a one
of the standard chip scale magneto-optical traps which cools and traps atoms close to a surface. It uses only four
instead of the usual six laser beams, two of which are reflected off the mirror surface, with the polarizations and
magnetic field orientation. The mirror MOT typically contains 106 atoms at distance from the surface typically
larger than 1 mm.
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Design of Atom Chips

Atom chips must incorporate the MOT trapping in the form of optical scattering forces and the coils
required for generating quadrupole magnetic field gradient. Forces are made to be zero at the center of the trap
by tuning the atom chip current, intensity and polarization of laser beams. The criticality in miniaturizing
subsystems using atom chips comes in the form of less
accessibility for cloud probing multiple directions.
The chip design mentioned here has the symmetry in
the chip surface that ensures zero unbalanced forces
parallel to chip surface. The forces perpendicular to the
chip surface are to be balanced with the laser beam
alignment, intensity and polarization adjustment.
Unlike the conventional MOT, mirror MOT
only uses 4 laser beams for cooling as shown in Fig 2.
Two axial beams are taken along the chip surface as
shown in Fig 2(b). Rest four cooling beams are
generated from two beams incident on the chip mirror
surface at an angle. The beams are kept having
opposite circular polarization to enable MOT beam
Figure 5: Magnetic Field when wire current I = 8 A.
polarization criteria for Sub Doppler cooling. Thus the
Horizontal line indicates ‘U’ shaped wire in xy plane.
mirror-MOT uses four beams and a mirror as shown in
Fig 3 to reproduce the exact laser-field configuration The trap center is displaced a 0.7 mm from the chip
of the standard MOT in the half-space delimited by the surface.
mirror. It is derived from an earlier surface- MOT scheme, and has also been related to the ‘pyramid MOT’,
which traps atoms inside a pyramid formed by four mirror surfaces. Although other planar mirror orientations
exist that reflect beams in the right directions, the configuration on Fig 3 is the only one in which the reflected
beams have the correct polarizations with respect to the magnetic quadrupole field.
To employ the mirror-MOT with a chip trap, the
chip surface has to be reflective. The cloud will be
formed close to the chip surface, where laser cooling is
performed with aid of mirror surface on the chip. One
method to achieve mirror MOT is to metal-coat the
whole chip surface with the exception of narrow etchings
separating the conductors [6]. This achieves a very good
overall reflectivity, but some inevitable diffraction at the
etchings. It has been reported that, the deformation of the
light field due to these gaps does not seem to result in a
significant degradation of MOT performance.
In the initial design idea atom chip will be
having an area of 4 cm x 4 cm. The substrate on which Figure 6: Variation of Magnetic Field with distance
chip fabrication has to be performed is chosen as p type (wire current is varied for constant bias B = 10 G).
o
Silicon substrate of  ȝm thickness. The Si substrate The trap center shifts closer to chip surface with
has to be insulated with a thermally grown 1 micron
increase in wire current.
thick oxide layer on the surface. The wires and reflecting
mirrors are photo lithographically patterned on the surface and Gold electroplating is used to micro fabricate
gold wires and mirrors. On the bottom surface of the chip, another ‘U’ shaped wire of higher thickness made of
copper will be pasted. This thicker wire will play a major role in cloud manipulation after MOT formation. The
schematic for micro fabrication layers are shown in Fig 4. The wire geometry on chip surface is designed based
on literature survey on mirror MOT atom chips established by many groups. Both ‘U’ shaped and ‘Z’ shaped
wires are to be designed in geometry for sufficient cloud control.
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Magnetic Field Analysis of Chip

Dimensions of chip wire were fixed based on different attempts of
mirror MOT formation in literature [4, 6]. The magnetic field
simulation of chip wire is carried out in Ansoft Maxwell. A ‘U’
shaped gold wire of length 60 mm, width 100 micron and thickness
10 micron was generated with dimensions as shown in the Fig 7. A
constant Magnetic field of 10 G is applied perpendicular to the
wire and wire is subjected to constant currents. The magnetic field
gradient above the wire is monitored.
Fig 6 shows the magnetic field gradient obtained in the
Figure 7: Schematic for design layers
plane perpendicular to the wire. The magnetic field minimum point
of atom chip (not in scale). Gold
is evidently seen in the figure. In this configuration, the 4 laser
wire deposition is 10 ʅm and
beams have to be aligned to this point to achieve mirror MOT. As
the current through the wire is changed the magnetic field
reflective layer thickness is 250 nm
minimum point shifts its position. By varying the current for a
constant bias magnetic field, trap point movement in z axis is shown in Fig 6. It can be seen that the trapped
cloud position can be moved from/ to the chip surface by varying the current through the wire. It has to be
noticed that by changing the current the magnetic trap gradient varies slightly.

5.

Conclusion

Trapping of cold atoms using the atom chip magnetic traps is the most important step towards the
miniaturization and integration of cold atom sensor technology. Development and fabrication of atom chips will
most definitely be an asset to advancements in realizing the compact portable high precision inertial sensors
based o Cold Atom Interferometry. In this paper we discuss the constraints that one has to navigate while
designing an atom chip for cold atom experiments. We also briefly discuss the analysis of magnetic trap and the
control of Cold atom cloud that can be achieved with the design of atom chips. The thermal simulation of the
chip has to be performed to understand the constraints of Joule heating that will be introduced in the conductor.
The fabrication process has to evolve with multiple trials to incorporate the wire geometry and mirror geometry
and improve the efficiency of micro fabrication. The present design enables generation of the cold atom cloud
from chip configuration for atomic interferometers and other applications.
6.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Generation of entangled Photon - Pair through difference frequency generation using
Type 0 Quasi Phase Matched LiNbO 3
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Abstract
Photons are elementary particles where entangled photon pair involve two photons which are linked together by
a process called entanglement. Now these two entangled photons correlate their properties with each other
where irrespective of the physical distance between them. Entangled Photon pair are at the heart of many
quantum optics experiments such as quantum cryptography, quantum key distribution and useful for testing the
fundamental laws of physics. We demonstrate generation of entangled photon pair with the help of type 0 quasi
phase matched Lithium Niobate crystal. This is realized with the help of both Spontaneous Parametric Down
Conversion (SPDC) and Difference Frequency Generation. SPDC is just the spontaneous splitting of a single
photon of higher energy to two photons (signal and idler) lower energy. By introducing a single aperiodic
domain in the LiNbO 3 structure generation of a broadband signal is made possible through similar modelling
generation of entangled photon pair is suggested and possible.
Introduction
The use of Lithium Niobate as a nonlinear medium for the generation of a broadband signal is demonstrated. In
a 1mm LiNbO3 polarization throughout the length of the ferroelectric crystal is found to be in randomly
distributed manner. Through electro polling process on applying a electric field of 21KV/mm throughout the
length of the sample to form domains with specific polarization and specific period. Lithium Niobate being a
uniaxial crystal it possesses an ordinary axis and an extraordinary axis both with differing refractive indices for
both the axis.
The setup consists of light source, a nonlinear crystal and a spectrum analyzer. The refractive index for each
axis can be determined with the help of Sellmeier equation. Since refractive index of a nonlinear medium is a
function of wavelength and temperature, the refractive index of each axis was determined for a range of
wavelengths namely from 0.35μm to 2μm. Throughout the process the temperature was set as 24°C with which
further calculations were made. The light source or pump was chosen as 0.933 μm with which the signal and
idler wavelengths were calculated. It is assumed that the device length is 0.54 cm equal to 5400 μm where one
aperiodic domain of width 27 μm is inserted at 4474 μm.
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Figure 1.1 Gives a rough depiction on the device considered
Generation of the entangled photon pair
The length of the quasi phase matched LiNbO 3 device is 0.54 cm with the introduction of a single aperiodic
domain at the middle of the device with a period of 27 μm. The wavelength of the pump is chosen as 0.933 μm.
With the following assumptions made the output spectrum was analyzed through the simulation tools matlab
and wolfram mathematica.

Figure 1.2 Gives the Sellmeier plot for Lithium Niobate obtained for a range of wavelengths (0.35 μm – 2.0 μm)
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Figure 1.3 Represents the obtained broadband spectra as a result of placing the phase shifter at L= 4474 μm with
width = 27 μm
The refractive index obtained for a range of wavelengths while keeping the temperature a constant will be used
in calculating the signal and idler wavelengths. The obtained output spectrum is depicted through figure 1.3.
Further analysis was done by observing the fluctuations in the output spectra if any one of the input parameters
were varied.
Initially the aperiodic domain was placed at L = 4474 μm, by varying the position of the domain to the middle
of the device that is 2700 μm It is observed that there are multiple peaks with unequal intensity.

Figure 1.4 Output spectrum with location of the PS moved to L = 2700 μm
Similar fluctuation in the output was observed when the aperiodic domain was kept at L = 4474 μm but the
width of the domain was varied to 21 μm from 27 μm.
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Figure 1.5 Output spectrum obtained when the width of the domain was only altered

Conclusion
We have demonstrated using simulation the generation of broadband response using difference frequency
generation process and electro poled LiNbO 3 crystal as the nonlinear medium and adding a single aperiodic
GRPDLQ LQ WKH FU\VWDO VWUXFWXUH7KH WHPSHUDWXUH DQG JUDWLQJ SHULRG ZHUH  Û& DQG P UHVSHFWLYHO\ ZHUH
used to produce the near flattop broadband. The electro poled LiNbO 3 is normally known to produce a tolerance
to temperature between SOXVRUPLQXVÛ&WRWKHVHWWHPSHUDWXUH. The location of the single aperiodic domain
and width is important as when the phase shifter being placed in different positions within the device the
broadband response produces a serious variation in the desired output either by not producing a band spectrum
or producing a band spectrum with several points where a dip in intensity were found. Through similar
mathematical and device modelling generation of entangled photon pair can be realized.
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Abstract
Here we report detailed nonlinear optical studies of Au @Ag core shell nanostructures under ns. The size and
shell thickness of the core shells were obtained from TEM images. A significant blue shift from 519 nm to 411
nm in surface plasmon maxima is observed upon forming Ag shell over Au nanoparticles and a slight red shift
(411 nm to 425 nm) is observed as the shell thickness increases. All the samples showed RSA behavior under ns
excitation and extent of nonlinear absorption enhances on increasing the shell thickness. Nonlinear refraction
properties of the samples are also analyzed and all the samples are found to be exhibited negative nonlinearity
under ns excitation. Improved nonlinear optical activity is due to enhanced local field effect and nonlinear
scattering effect

Introduction
Noble metal nanoparticle shows an inimitable absorption (surface plasmon resonance absorption) in the visible
range of the electromagnetic spectrum, and it can be tuned over a wide range from UV to near infra-red by
modifying the parameters like size, shape and surrounding dielectric medium [1]. Surface plasmon resonance
(SPR) is the coherent oscillation of free conduction band electrons due to the interaction of electromagnetic
field. The SPR of NSs causes a huge enhancement of the local field on the surface as well as near the
nanoparticles surrounding, in addition to the enhancement of absorption and scattering [5-6].Formations of
nanostructures with one or more elements are one of the easiest ways to modify optical properties of
nanostructures, and it can be attained by forming an alloy, core-shell, and composite structures. Local field
effect can significantly improve in metal-based core shells, which can be employed in surface-enhanced Raman
spectroscopy. The SPR of the Au/Ag core shell structure can be potentially tailored by modifying the size and
shape, width of the shell and the coupling of core and shell. Nano-sized materials with excellent NLO response
have been getting special attention as optical limiters, [2]. Optical limiters attenuate strong laser beam by
controlling output fluence/ intensity to a safe range and thereby protecting delicate optical instruments and
human eyes.
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Synthesis and characterizations of Au@Ag core-shell nanostructures
Chemical synthesis strategy was followed to synthesize Au@Ag core-shell metal nanostructures. In brief, citrate
stabilized Au nanospheres were prepared and an Ag layer was coated over their surface. Turkervich method was
used to synthesize the spherical Au nanoparticles. Core shell structure and morphology was analyzed using
High resolution-transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) JEOL, JEM-2100. Z scan measurements of the
samples were done under both ns and femto second region. A frequency doubled, Q switched Nd:YAG laser
(wave length 532 nm, pulse width 7 ns and repetition rate 10 Hz ) was used as ns excitation source.
Results and Discusions
High resolution-transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) technique was employed to investigate the size of
synthesized nanostructures. TEM images reveal the presence of monodispersed Au nanospheres with an average
diameter of 16 nm as shown in figure 1(a). TEM images of core-shell nanostructures synthesized using different
amounts of AgNO 3 are shown in figure 1(b-e). The diameter of nanostructures is found to be systematically
increased from 31 nm (t = 7.5 nm) to 61 nm (t = 22.5 nm) when the volume of AgNO 3 is increased from 0.1 to
0.8 ml. Inset of each TEM image shows the zoomed area TEM images of nanostructures.

(b)

(a)

(d)

(c)

(e)

Figure1. HR-TEM images and corresponding size distribution of (a) Au nanospheres, (b) 0.1 ml, (c) 0.2 ml, (d)
0.4 ml and (e) 0.8 ml AgNO 3 added Au@Ag core shell nanostructures. Inset of the images shows the zoomed
area image of nanostructures.
Au nanospheres exhibit a sharp extinction (or plasmon resonance) peak at a wavelength of 519 nm (figure 2). A
significant shift in extinction peak is observed towards the blue wavelength region when they are coated with a
layer of Ag. The peak position is slightly red shifted from 411 to 425 nm as the shell thickness of core-shell
nanostructures increases from 7.5 to 22.5 nm
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Figure 2.Ultraviolet-visible extinction spectra of aqueous solutions of Au and Au@Ag core-shell nanostructures
The transmitted data obtained from the Z scan experiment is given in figure 3. In a Z scan experiments, the
valley (reduction in normalized transmittance) indicate the extent of nonlinear absorption. Au NSs as well as its
core shell structures with varying thickness exhibited a central valley flanked by a two identical peaks on both
sides of the valley. The peak flanking the valley is due to saturation of absorption at lower input fluences in
addition to the NLA. On considering the weak saturation effect iQDGGLWLRQZLWK1/$WKH1/$FRHIILFLHQWĮ , 
can expressed as [3]

D (I )

D0

I
1
Is

 E eff I
(1)

:KHUH Į 0 is the intensity independent absorption coefficient at the laser wavelength used for excitation. I is
input laser intensity and I s saturation intensity. ȕ eff is the effective two photon absorption (TPA) coefficient
which comprises both TPA and two step excitation of the system.
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Figure 3. Open aperture Z scan signatures and NLA coefficient plot as a function of axis intensity of Au@Ag
core-shells with varying shell thickness under ns laser pulse excitation
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The NLA mechanism in Au Ns and Au@Ag core-shell can be discussed based on conjoint interaction of SPR,
interband, intraband transitions [1,4]. The SA in association with free carrier absorption in the conduction band
results in reverse saturable absorption (RSA) behavior. At high input intensity, even in the single photon
absorption range, the effect of multi photon (especially TPA) is also having significant role. Hence the net NLA
effect observed in Au@Ag core shell structure should be a combined effect of single photon assisted excited
state absorption and simultaneous absorption of photons (genuine TPA). It is also evident from the NLA
coefficient and on axis intensity plot, where a decrease in ȕ value is observed upon increasing the intensity of
both pure Au NSs and Au- Ag core shell structures. It is due to the bleaching of ground state electron up on
increasing input intensity which consequently reduces the effective NLA [1,4].
Conclusion
Short pulse NLO optical nonlinearity of Au @ Ag core-shell NS were conducted at 532 nm wavelength. The
core shell formation, particle size and shell thickness were obtained from the TEM analysis. The core shell
structure found to display good NLA under ns and it is also observed that NLA is significantly enhancing on
increasing shell thickness.
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Broadband Nonlinear Optical Studies of a Novel Phthalocyanine Using MHz and kHz
Femtosecond Pulses
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Abstract: We present extensive nonlinear optical (NLO) study of a novel Tri-methoxy-phenoxy-phthalocyanine
(TMPC, Chemical Formula: C 68 H 58 N 8 O 16 ) molecule with ultrafast laser pulses. We have utilized a ~150 fs
oscillator pulses (Chameleon Ultra) at 80 MHz repetition rate as well as a 1 kHz, 50 fs amplifier pulses. We
obtained the NLO coefficients by performing the Z-scan experiments using these pulses. The exotic molecule
has exhibited a fine and significant nonlinearity, having a saturation absorption combined with reverse saturable
absorption nature in open aperture configuration and a clear defocusing Kerr-lens effect in closed aperture
mode.
1. Introduction:
6LJQLILFDQWO\ ULFK GLVWULEXWLRQ RI GHORFDOL]HG ʌ-electrons in the organic molecules such as porphyrins,
phthalocyanines etc. has established them as potential candidates to be rigorously investigated for optical signal
processing, optical switching, and optical power limiting [1-6]. Phthalocyanines, in particular and their
derivatives whether in solution, thin films form, have been a prime subject for nonlinear optical investigations,
photodynamic therapy, optical limiting and optical switching also. In this recent work, we have carried out our
investigation to study the nonlinear optical domain of a novel Tri-methoxy-phenoxy-phthalocyanine (TMPC)
molecule. We have implemented both MHz oscillator and kHz amplifier pulses as nonlinear probes.
2. Synthesis & Characterization section:
These Tri-methoxy-phenoxy-phthalocyanine were synthesized in the form of macromolecules utilizing the
Matrix assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI) technique and their structures are designed as follows.
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Figure 1. Molecular Structure of TMPC investigated in the present study.

2.1 UV-Visible Absorption spectra:
A Shimadzu UV–Visible–NIR (UV-3600) spectrophotometer was used to collect the absorption spectra of
studied compound utilising various different solvents as DCM, Toluene, DMF, CAN, THF to make a keen
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observation on the solvent effects on optical absorption. The molecule in solution form displayed clear
absorption central peak, at 703 nm, in case of each different solvent as follows in Figure 1.
1.0
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TMPC
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Figure 2. UV-Visible absorption spectra of TMPC with respect to different solvents.

3. Nonlinear Optical Measurements:
3.1 Experimental Details:
To explore the NLO coefficients of the afore mentioned phthalocyanine [2] TMPC compound in solution
(solvent- DCM) form, first they were made interact with femtosecond oscillator pulses (Chameleon, 150 fs, 80
MHz, central wavelength at 800 nm) involving Z-scan measurements as a tool for NLO measurements. The
input beam of 2 mm diameter was focused using a 10 cm plano-convex lens, that offered ~ (10-20) MW/cm2
peak intensities into the system as a reason of the generation of high nonlinearity within. The estimated beam
waist at the focus was nearly ~25 μm. In this presence of the high field intensity the TMPC compounds,
dissolved into solution form, loaded in a quartz cuvette, were scanned throughout using a linear stage within 5Z 0 to 5Z 0 distance range, where Z 0 is the Rayleigh range (estimated approx. ~2.5 mm). The transmitted beam
after the sample was collected through a thermal sensor connected to a power meter. Interconnecting all, the
translational stage along with the power meter was correlated together and corresponding data was displayed by
a LabVIEW program. The Z-scan details with amplified pulses can be found elsewhere [1]
3.2 Results & Discussion:
The generic multiphoton absorption influenced transmittance nature of z-scan process can be signified in a
mathematical form as follows [7],

ܶை() =

ଵ
భ

 మ
బ

…………………… (1)

[ଵା(ିଵ)ఈ (ூబ /(ଵାቀ ቁ ))షభ ]షభ

The transmittance curve in case of closed aperture configuration will tend to follow this equation as,

ܶ = 1 ±
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,P Ȥ(3))
× 1010
(e.s.u.)

n 2 × 10-11
(cm2/W)

5H Ȥ(3))
× 1010
(e.s.u.)

800

38

3.14

18.7

3.62

27.9

Total
Ȥ(3)) u
10-10
(e.s.u.)
33.6

850

3.3

0.26

1.72

3.4

26.2

26.3

900

2.5

0.18

1.38

1.73

13.3

13.4

7

Table 1: Summary of the NLO coefficients obtained in the present study.

Figure 3. NLO OA and CA transmittance curves of TMPC for 800 nm oscillator pulses (a, b), 850 nm (c, d), 900 nm (e, f).
Symbols represent the experimental data points and solid lines are the theoretical fits.

In this present investigation of the NLO domain of the aforementioned TMPC molecule, it has revealed fantastic
nonlinear optical signatures to us, exhibiting pure reverse saturable absorption (RSA) curve in open aperture
mode and a peak-valley nature in closed aperture configuration for oscillator pulses. It also has revealed exotic
‘M’ curved NLO nature in interaction with 800 nm fs amplifier pulses. We have extracted out the NLO
coefficients by fitting the experimental data to the theoretical curves and calculated the significant NLO
parameters [presented in table 1] in case of oscillator pulse nonlinear data and we are analyzing the fs amplifier
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data. The TMPC phthalocyanine has exhibited significantly high two-photon absorption (TPA) [5,6] coefficients
and cross-sections.

Figure 4. NLO OA (a) and CA (b) transmittance curves of TMPC using ~50 fs, 800 nm, amplifier pulses.

4. Conclusions:
The synthesised TMPC molecule has displayed significantly high TPA coefficients and cross-section values,
making it an exotic candidate for NLO and photonic applications. We have studied its nonlinear nature first
utilising MHz fs pulses, which essentially has dominant contribution from thermal nonlinearity and later we
carried out the experiments with amplified 1 kHz pulses to assess its true (electronic) nonlinearity. All the
results will be discussed in the conference presentation.
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Photonic and electronic state nonlinear interactions in BaTiO 3 based Microcavity
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Abstract: Ultrafast absorption dynamics and the interactions of photonic modes with the electronic states are
investigated in BaTiO 3 (BTO) based optical microcavity. The cavity-enhanced transient dynamics reveal the
excited state absorption at a picosecond time scale. Angle dependent photoluminescence behavior exhibits
tunable emission from the defect energy states of BTO assisted by the photonic cavity modes. Third-order
nonlinearity shows excited state absorption with seven-orders of magnitude enhancement in the two-photon
absorption coefficient compared to bare BTO film. The optical properties are correlated with the transfer matrix
method simulations. The novel optical structure can be envisaged in nonlinear optics and photonics.
1.

Introduction

A photonic crystal is a novel class of optical media finding various applications in nanophotonics and nonlinear
optics. [1-4] The optical microcavity is realized from a central defect layer sandwiched between two distributed
Bragg reflectors. The optical field confinements and the control of spontaneous emission can be visualized
through the interactions of the embedded material’s electronic states and the photonic density of states of the
photonic structures. Because of the intriguing properties of optical field modulations and controlled optical field
propagation, this novel architecture finds applications in optical filer, optical switching, optical limiters, etc. [5,6]
Barium titanate is one of the layered perovskite structures which exhibits special electro-optical and magnetic
properties because of the TiO 6 octahedra, which supports the Mott type exciton within the large electronic
bandgap of the structures. [7-9] The enhanced features of excited state absorption and the photoluminescence of
BTO are yet not explored in an optical microcavity. In this works, the linear and nonlinear optical properties of
BTO based optical microcavity were investigated via optical pump-probe and single-beam Z-scan technique.
The optical microcavity, realized from the central layer of BTO sandwiched between two distributed Bragg
mirrors of (SiO 2 /TiO 2 ) is fabricated using RF sputtering technique [Schematic Figure 1a]. The detailed
fabrications procedures are given elsewhere. [10] The optical thicknesses of the constituent layers are found to be
55 nm, 73 nm, and 199 nm for SiO 2 , TiO 2, and BaTiO 3 , respectively.
2.

Results and Discussions

2.1. Linear optical responses of BaTiO 3 microcavity
The linear transmission and reflections spectrum details provide the idea about the photonic band structure of a
photonic crystal. Figure 1b shows the reflection spectrum of BTO based optical microcavity, where the dashed
curve represents the TMM simulation. The photonic bandgap lies between 1.85 eV to 2.7 eV, with the photonic
cavity mode at 2.23 eV. The angle-resolved reflection map is depicted in Figure 1c, where the white dots
represent the experimental point. The blue shifting of photonic cavity mode can be attributed to the shortening
of lattice constant encountered by the incident electromagnetic wave,[3] which can be expressed as follows
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)) 1 2 , where E ph (T ) is the angle-dependent photonic cavity mode and Ec is the

photonic cavity mode at normal incidence, and neff represents the effective refractive index of the optical
microcavity.

Figure 1. (a) Schematic representation of the BaTiO 3 (BTO) based optical microcavity. (b) Refection spectrum
of the microcavity. (dashed line represents the transfer matrix simulation). (c) Angle-resolved transverse optical
field map (White dots represent the experimental data).
The spontaneous emission of BTO is hugely modified inside the photonic crystal by the cavity photonic modes.
The downward transitions for the radiative recombination

*i o f

[11]

can be expressed by the Fermi’s golden rule as

2

(2S !) V U ( E ) , where ᄬVᄬ is the zero-point Rabi matrix element, and ȡ ( is the final density of

states. The radiative recombination is coming from the defect energy state of BTO, supported by the photonic
cavity mode. The angle-dependent PL study, excited at 4.18 eV, reveals the prominent photonic cavity effect
which is depicted in Figure 2b.

Figure 2. (a) Angle angle-dependent reflection spectrum. (b) Angle dependent photoluminescence (PL) spectra
of the microcavity (Excitation energy E ex =4.18 eV) (c) Schematic representation of electronic and photonic
energy band diagrams and the emission process in a photonic crystal.
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2.2. Nonlinear absorption dynamics of BaTiO 3 microcavity
The ultrafast absorption dynamics were investigated using optical pump-probe measurements using 3.54 eV (1
kHz, 120 fs) as pump obtained from an optical parametric amplifier (OPA) and broad-band white light as probe.
Figure 3(b) represents the transient diIIHUHQFHDEVRUSWLRQ ǻ$ VSHFWUXPSXPSLQJZLWK-SXOVHHQHUJ\$
SRVLWLYH GLIIHUHQFH DEVRUSWLRQ ǻ$ !  VSHFWUXP LV REVHUYHG FRUUHVSRQGLQJ WR WKH SKRWRQLF FDYLW\ PRGH DQG
other photonic minibands regions. The positive difference absorption spectrum can be attributed to the excited
state absorption from the BTO defect energy states. As the pump pulse excites the optical microcavity, the
defect energy states of BTO are populated, which exhibits excited absorption in the presence of the probe beam.
The observed decay dynamics for three distinct regions of interest (Figure 3(c)) show two-time constants, with
the larger one in the range of 15-50 ps and the shorter ones in the range of 5-8 ps.

Figure 3. Transient absorption measurements using 3.54 eV (120 fs, 1 kHz) as the pump of 0.25 μJ pulse energy
and broad-band white light as the probe. (a) The transmission spectrum of the optical microcavity indicating
WKH SXPS DQG SUREHG UHJLRQV D  'LIIHUHQFH WUDQVLHQW DEVRUSWLRQ ǻ$  VSHFWUD RI %D7L2 3 based optical
microcavity. (c) Temporal dynamics of transient absorption signals probed at 1.82 eV, 2.23 eV, 2.67 eV.
The third-order nonlinear optical properties were investigated using a single-beam Z-scan technique

[12]

using a

1.55 eV Gaussian laser beam, focused with a convex lens of 15 cm focal length. The open aperture (OA) Z-scan
trace (not shown here) shows reverse saturation absorption associated with saturation behavior which can be
attributed to the two-photon absorption saturation.
-5

[4]

The extracted two-photon absorption coefficient is found

-1

to be 3.85 x 10 m W , which is seven orders of magnitude higher than the bare BTO film. The closed aperture
(CA) trace shows the positive nonlinear refractive index in the order of 6.97x10-17 m2 W-1.
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Conclusion

The interaction of photonic modes and ethe electronic states are visualized through the novel photonic
architecture. The linear optical properties agree well with the transfer matrix simulations. The cavity mode
assisted tunable photoluminescence behavior established the photonic cavity effect on the BTO spontaneous
emission. The transient absorption dynamics reveal the enhanced features of the excited state absorption
behavior of BTO 3 . The single-beam Z-scan measurements showed seven orders of magnitude enhancement of
the two-photon absorption coefficient of optical microcavity with respect to bare BTO film. The novel
architecture is a promising candidate for optical limiters, ultrafast laser operations, and future photonic device
applications.
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Abstract:
The low dimensional inorganic-organic (IO) hybrid semiconductors becomes a fascinating subject of interest
due to their unique crystal structural packing and tunable optical exciton emission features. These naturally selfassembled 2D IO hybrid semiconductors form multiple quantum well (MQWs) like structure due to the quantum
width limit of both organic moiety and inorganic network structure, enables stable room temperature excitons
having large exciton binding energy. A systematic co-existence of two kinds of excitons observable from oneʄȦ(J DQGWZR-SKRWRQ ʄȦ(J H[FLWDWLRQVLVFDUULHGRXWWRSUREHLQWRGHHSHUGHWDLOVRIVHQVLWLYHVWUXFWXUDO
changes in the IO-hybrids thin film and single crystals.
Introduction:
The low-dimensional 2D Inorganic-Organic (IO) hybrid semiconductors are represented by general formula (RNH 3 ) 2 -MX 4 . They are derived from the fundamental AMX 3 type structure, where ‘R’ is the organic moiety,
‘M’ is the divalent metal (Pb2+, Sn2+, Cu2+ etc.) and ‘X’ is the halide-ion (Cl-, Br-, I-)

1, 2

. The IO hybrid

semiconductors forms multiple quantum well (MQWs) like structure where the inorganic network structure acts
as a quantum well and organic moiety acts as a quantum barrier. The charge carriers are confined within the
extended inorganic network structure due to the quantum confinement effect and large dielectric constant
difference between the organic moiety and inorganic network structure3. These quantum and dielectric
confinement effects are mainly responsible for the formation of Mott-type excitons which are stable at room
temperature and showing strong excitons emission features of the IO hybrid semiconductors. The IO hybrid
semiconductor formed different crystal packing structure (2D,1D,0D) depending upon the shape, size of the
organic moiety, position of amino group and how these organic ammonium cation interlinked with the iodine of
the extended inorganic network structure through hydrogen bridging4. In 2D IO hybrid semiconductors; the
metal halide octahedra extend in both direction and organic moiety and inorganic network structure are formed a
perfect layered structure arrangement with corner sharing PbI 6 octahedra. The optical exciton emission features
of the low-dimensional IO hybrid semiconductors are strongly depends upon the choice of organic moiety and
crystal structural packing (1D/2D/3D) within the extended PbI 6 network structure. A systematic coexistence of
two types of excitons from thin film and single crystals bits are observed under one-photon (1PA-PL, 400 nm)
and two-photon (2PA-PL, 800 nm, 120 fs, 84 MHz) excitation5,6,7.
Experimental Techniques:
Thin film of all synthesized inorganic-organic (IO) hybrid semiconductors was obtained typically by using spin
coating method on to a glass substrate. The obtained uniform thin films are used for glancing angle thin film
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XRD (GAXRD) using Cu-K Į UDGLDWLRQ $ၨ ZLWKGLIIUDFWLRQDQJOH ș ၨWRၨ The optical absorption
spectra of all synthesized IO hybrid semiconductors are carried out using Shimadzu UV-VIS-NIR3600
spectrophotometer. The photoluminescence (1PA-PL, 2PA-PL) spectra, high resolution 1PA- and 2PA-PL
spatial (PL/BF/DF) and line scan spectral mapping/imaging of single crystal bits of IO hybrid semiconductors
were performed using advanced modified optical microscopes which is shown in Figure 1. This optical
microscope is coupled with 400 nm, CW and high intensity femtosecond Ti: Sapphire laser with excitation
wavelength 800 nm (120 fs, 84 MHz) through multimode optical fiber.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of advanced modified optical microscope which is connected with 400 nm CW and
high intensity Ti: Sapphire laser (800 nm, 120 fs, 84 MHz) through multimode optical fibers.
Results and Discussion
The optical features of organometal halide based IO-hybrids play a crucial role in attaining designed optical
properties for various optoelectronic applications. The 2D inorganic organic hybrid semiconductors of the form
(R-NH 3 ) 2 PbI 4 shows strong Mott-type exciton features in the green spectral region. The quantum confinement
effect along with large dielectric constant difference between the organic moiety and extended inorganic
network structure will enhance the formation of stable exciton3. The Mott-type excitons are stable at room
temperature and responsible for the strong exciton emission and absorption features of the IO hybrid
semiconductors. The optical exciton and absorption spectra of one of the cyclic IO hybrid semiconductor CPPI
(n=3) was shown in Figure 2 which shows strong exciton emission at 490 nm. The absorption spectra consists of
strong exciton absorption peak around 484 nm which is due to the confinement of excitons in the lowest band
gap of extended PbI 6 network structure. The charge transfer peak around at 350-400 nm arises due to the
transfer of charge carrier from valance band of inorganic network structure to the HOMO (highest occupied
molecular orbitals) of the organic moiety.
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Figure 2 ([FLWRQ DEVRUSWLRQ Ȝ abs a QP  DQG SKRWROXPLQHVFHQFH Ȝ PL ~490 nm) spectra of CPPI
(n=3). The insert images showing the high resolution microscope PL images of CPPI (n=3). Ex: 400
nm, CW laser.
High resolution line scan PL spectral mapping/imaging of single crystal bits of IO hybrid semiconductors were
performed using modified multifunctional optical microscope (Figure 1) which is connected with (i) 400 nm, for
1PA-PL and (ii) 800 nm (120 fs, 84 MHz) for 2PA-PL as an excitation source5,6,7. The one-photon (1PA-PL)
induced photoluminescence provide information about the surface excitons (PL HE ) which are present in the
nearly perfect and stress-free layers of the near-surface region. However two-photon induced
photoluminescence (2PA-PL) gives an idea about the crumpled excitons (PL LE ) which are present in the lowO\LQJ H[FLWDWLRQ VWDWH GXH WR WKH ODUJHU SHQHWUDWLRQ GHSWK aĮ  DQG KLJK LQWHQVH SKRWRQ HQHUJ\ RUGHU RI
GW/cm2)5, 6. High resolution line scan PL spectral mapping/imaging of CPPI (n=3) under one-photon (400 nm)
and two-photon (800 nm, 120 fs, 84 MHz) excitation was shown in Figure 3. In 1PA-PL, the PL spectral is
deconvoulated into surface excitons (PL HE ~490 nm) and crumpled exciton (PL LE ~510 nm). However twophoton (2PA-PL) excitation probes the overall crystals due to the larger penetration depth and provides
information about low-lying crumpled exciton emission (PL LE ~510 nm).

Figure 3 (a) Horizontal 1PA-PL line scan spectral mapping of CPPI (n=3) single crystal platelet monitored at
PL max =490 nm (b) 1PA-PL spectra extracted from various positions irrespective of depth/thickness (c) is
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deconvoulated 1PA-PL spectra under one-photon excitation when excited with 400 nm, CW laser (d) 2PA-PL
line scan spectral mapping of CPPI (n=3) single crystal platelet monitored at PL max =510 nm (e) 2PA-PL
spectra extracted from various positions (f) is the deconvoulated 2PA-PL spectra under two-photon excitation
when excited with 800 nm (120 fs, 84 MHz). The Figure b & e inset images are respective confocal highresolution microscope 1PA- and 2PA-PL images.
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Soumyodeep Dey and Prem Ballabh Bisht*
Department of physics, Indian Institute of Technology, Chennai 600036, India
*bisht@iitm.ac.in

Abstract: Femtosecond pulses from oscillators at high repetition rate (HRR) impart additional thermal effects
to the materials under study. This results in temperature changes that leads to additional phase change to optical
devices. Therefore, under HRR excitation, in the spatial self-phase modulation (SSPM) experiments the
contribution of optical phase is generally masked by the thermally induced phase changes. In this work, the
simulations by finite difference method have been used to distinguish the mismatch with the optical phase as a
function of the pulse duration.
1. Introduction
Spatial self-phase modulation (SPM) experiments are a popular technique to estimate nonlinear refractive
index of a materials1. The expected nonlinear refractive index supposed to be due to the optical Kerr effect
(OKE) induced phase change in the material. However, under high repetition rate (HRR) ultrafast pulsed
laser excitation, additional phase change is induced due to the thermal effect. Deng et. al.2 have shown
such an effect with the self-diffraction rings. The effect of pure thermally induced phase change in selfdiffraction rings under continuous wave laser has been demonstrated by Harrison et. al.3.
Study of thermally induced phase change can be useful to estimate the optimum pulse duration to
look for pure OKE. In this work, we have simulated temperature rise inside a material due to HRR fs pulses
by finite difference method (FDM). From this study, it can be seen that for a particular value of pulse
duration it is possible to overcome the errors arising out of the thermal effects.
2. Theory
2.1. Temperature Rise Due to HRR Pulses
A simple model has been assumed to calculate the temperature rise inside the material studied under
pulsed laser excitation. A square pulse replicating the same amplitude and duration has approximated the
Gaussian laser pulse. The temperature rise has been assumed to be exponential during pulse duration (tp)
followed by the exponential relaxation till the next pulse arrives. The total temperature change ȟT due one
pulse can be written to the form given by eq. 1. Here t ୰୧ୱୣ = ɘ /Vୱ and t ୰ୣ୪ୟ୶ = ɘଶ ɏC୮ /4K are the rise time
and relaxation time of the temperature, ɘ is the spot radius, Vୱ is the velocity of sound in the sample and
T is the room temperature.
Tଵ (t) = T 1 െ e
Tଶ (t) = Tଵ ൫ɒ୮ ൯ e

୲
ି
த౨౩ ൨ , 0

୲
ି
த౨ౢ౮ ൨ , ɒ

ȟT = Tଶ ൬ɒ୮ +
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2.2 Spatial Self-phase Modulation (SSPM)
When a high intense laser pulse travels through an optical medium, then some of the incident energy is
absorbed by the medium depending on the absorption coefficient of the sample. For highly absorbing
materials, the sample will heat up. As a result, changes in refractive index are observed as shown in Eq. 2.
On the other hand, if the input electric field is high enough to induce OKE as given by Eq. 3. The refractive
index of the sample will change along the transverse direction of the input beam.
Ɂn =

ୢ୬
ୢ

(2)

(T െ T୭ )

(3)

Ɂn = nଶ I

The phase Ȱ(r) of a Gaussian laser beam after passing through a material as a function of the transverse
coordinate can be written as
Ȱ(r) ൎ

୩బ ୬బ ୰మ
ଶୖ

(4)

+ ȟԄexp(െ2r ଶ /ɘଶ )

Where k0, n0 and R are the wave-vector, the refractive index and the beam radius of the Gaussian beam
respectively. The amplitude of the phase change ȟԄ can be written as ȟԄ + ȟԄ = k  [Ɂn + Ɂn ]L .
Where DFOL and DFTL are phase change due to OKE and thermal effects respectively. ȟT = T െ T is the
change in temperature, L is the length of sample and I is the input intensity. The far field diffraction
pattern (as a function of diffraction angle q) can be written from the Fresnel-Kirchhoff diffraction formula2
as
I(Ʌ) =

ஶ
୰మ
I ቤ୰ୀ J (k  Ʌr) exp ቆെ మ
னబ

ଶ

(5)

െ iԄ(r)ቇቤ

Where I0 is the incident intensity and J0(x) is the zeroth order Bessel function of first kind.
3. Results & Discussions
The parameters used in this work are given in table 1. For all the simulations, the average power (500
mW) as well as the repetition rate (82 MHz) of the input laser (ɉ = 780 nm) has been kept constant. The
laser focus spot size (ɘ ) has been taken as 10 mm. The pure optical nonlinear refractive index (nଶ ) has
been assumed of the order of 10ିଵ mଶ /W. The solvent has been assumed ethylene glycol (parameters are
given in table 1).
Table 1. Physical parameters of ethylene glycol solvent
Quantity
Values
1632.1 m/s
Acoustic velocity (Vs)
Density(ǒ)
1110 kg/m3
1.4163
Refractive Index (n0)
2690 J/kg.K
Specific heat (CP)
Thermal conductivity (K)
0.254 W/m.K
Thermo-optic coefficient (dn/dT ) ì4.8 × 10ì4Kì1

Reference
[4]
[5]
[6]
[4]
[5]
[4]

3.1. Temperature Rise
Equation 1 has been solved for  10ହ number of pulses to achieve the steady state temperature as shown
in fig. 1 (A). It can be seen that the steady state can be achieved after about 1 ms which is long enough for
the case of long duration pulses. The calculated temperature changes as a function of pulse duration are
shown in fig. 1 (B).
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Fig. 1. (A) Temperature rises due to HRR pulses as a function of time. (B) Steady state temperature as a function of pulse
duration.

3.2. Self-phase Modulation
The evaluated temperature changes from fig. 1 (A) has been used in eq. 2 to calculate the thermally
induced phase change. At constant input average power, when the pulse duration increases the peak
power decreases. As a result the OKE phase change decreases. On the other hand, the temperature
increases at longer pulse durations. Equation 5 has been solved to obtain the self-diffraction pattern as
shown in fig. 2 (B).

Fig. 2. (A) Thermal (DFTL), optical (DFOL) and total (DF) Phase change as a function of pulse duration. (B) Radial
intensity profile due to self-diffraction. The dotted line represents when thermal effect is absent.

Figure 2 (A) is the plot of the total phase change (ȟȰ), optically induced (ȟȰ ) and thermally induced
(ȟԄ ) phase changes as a function of pulse duration. It can be seen that, for shorter duration of pulses the
optically induced phase change is higher as compared to that due to the thermally induced. For longer
pulse duration the ȟȰ as well as ȟԄ are approaching to the same value. In fig. 2 (B), for the case of 250
f s the lines of ȟԄ and ȟԄ almost coincide. But for other pulse durations, the two curves do not coincide
specifically near r γ0. From fig. 2 (A) it can be seen that, ȟԄ and ȟԄ values are very near in case of 100 f
s pulses. Even this small phase change (-2:12) can cause significant effect as shown in fig. 2 (B) (for 100 f s
case).
4. Conclusions
FDM simulations have been done to study the thermally induced phase changes due to HRR pulses. Figure
1(A), shows that the longer duration pulses generate more heat into the material resulting in larger value
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of phase change due to thermal effects. For a constant average power, both the optical and the thermal
phase changes approach the common value as shown in fig. 2(A). From fig. 2(B) it can be seen that
additional peaks appear for the case of longer (750 f s) as well as shorter (100 f s) pulse durations. On the
other hand, for the case of 250 f s pulses the curve of DF and DFOL almost coincide. This indicates that the
250 f s is the optimum value of the pulse duration to avoid thermal effects in this system. The study of
thermally induce phase change can be useful to choose optimum pulse duration in SSPM experiment to
minimize the error in OKE measurements.
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Abstract: We report, mode locking operation using nonlinear multimode interference (MMI) based saturable
absorber in Ytterbium doped fiber laser under all-normal dispersion configuration. The MMI is observed in step
index single mode-multimode-single mode (SMS) fiber structure. Single pulse mode locking operation in the laser is
realized at a very low pump power of ~56.3 mW at which laser generates 180 ps duration pulses at ~9 MHz
repetition rate with measured signal to noise ratio of ~50 dB. This all-fiber integrated laser operates in multi pulse
and noise-like rectangular pulse regimes at increased pump power.
Multimode interference (MMI) in optical fibers has been used for several applications viz. sensors, mode
field adopters, wavelength tunable laser sources and high power fiber lasers with good beam quality. Current
research on MMI in optical fibers has been extended beyond linear regime and use of MMI as saturable absorber
(SA) based on Kerr induced nonlinear effect has been demonstrated. MMI was used as SA, for the first time, to
passively Q-switch an Erbium (Er) doped fiber laser [1]. After that mode locking operation in fiber lasers using
MMI based SA has been demonstrated in various operating regimes viz. anomalous dispersion, stretched pulse and
all-normal dispersion (ANDi). For the construction of MMI based SA, different geometries of multimode fiber
(MMF) were explored viz. step index [2], graded index [3], no-core fiber [4] or even their hybrid combinations [5]
to design mode locked fiber lasers. Earlier studies show that due to very small self-imaging length of graded index
MMF, it becomes very difficult to control the length of MMF with the fiber cleaver and combination of graded
index and step-index MMF relaxes this requirement to some extent [4]. Considering these limitations, use of only
step-index MMF for designing mode locked fiber lasers based on nonlinear MMI would be an easy and more viable
solution. Although, Chen et al have demonstrated mode locking operation in Er doped fiber laser using step-index
MMF in nonlinear MMI [2], mode locking in Ytterbium (Yb) doped fiber laser under ANDi configuration using
MMI consisting of only step-index MMF has yet not been reported, to the best of our knowledge.
In this paper, we report mode locking operation in ANDi Yb doped fiber laser using step-index MMF in
nonlinear MMI based SA. The MMI

is observed in step index single mode-multimode-single mode (SMS) fiber

structure. A fiber integrated acousto-optic tunable filter (AOTF) is incorporated in the laser resonator to provide
pulse shaping mechanism of dissipative solitons as required in ANDi laser. Mode locking in single pulse operation
was realized at a very low pump power of 56.3 mW where 180 ps duration pulses are generated at 9 MHz repetition
rate. The signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the pulse train was measured to be ~50 dB. The laser also operates in multipulse and noise-like rectangular pulse regimes at higher pump powers.
The schematic of the all-fiber laser setup is shown in figure 1. The pigtailed fiber end of the laser diode
(LD, 976 nm) was spliced to pump port of 976/1060 nm wavelength division multiplexer coupler (WDM). The
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output port of WDM was fusion spliced to an 80 cm long Yb-doped fiber (YDF). The other end of YDF was fusion
spliced to an 80:20 fiber optic coupler. The 80% port of the coupler was connected to the input port of a fiber
integrated AOTF via a segment of ~11cm long step index MMF of 50 Pm core diameter (cladding diameter
125Pm). The AOTF acts as a band pass filter (1.5 nm bandwidth) with central wavelength tunable from 950 to 1100
nm. The output fiber end of AOTF was joined to the signal port of WDM through a 14 m long SMF fiber spool
followed by an in-fiber polarization insensitive isolator (ISO) to complete the unidirectional ring resonator. The
MMF in combination with the SMFs on its both sides conform the SMS structure. The SMS has the maximum
transmission for wavelengths for which the length of the MMF becomes an integral multiple of the self-imaging
length corresponding to a particular wavelength. However, due to the optical Kerr effect the average refractive index
of the core of the MMF is modified with intensity which in-turn leads to the self-imaging length to be a function of
the intensity of the incident light. As a result transmission of the SMS structure varies dynamically with intensity
and it acts as a saturable absorber. A polarization controller (PC) is used to apply stress in a section of MMF with
the help of a knob for biasing and fine tuning of the transmission wavelength of the SMS structure. The output was
taken through 20% port of the fiber coupler and pulses are detected with the help of a photodiode of 40 ps rise time
and displayed on an oscilloscope of 2.5 GHz bandwidth. The output spectrum was characterized with the help of a
wavelength meter.

Fig. 1 Schematic of Yb doped mode locked fiber laser based on nonlinear MMI based saturable absorber.
The laser is first operated without AOTF in the cavity. The pump power is increased to 150 mW and the PC
knob is continuously rotated to tune the transmission of SMS structure. The oscilloscope trace shows formation of
pulses however stable mode locking could not be established as shown by modulation in the pulse train in figure
2(a). The optical spectrum of the laser is shown in figure 2(b) which is multi-peaked and ranges from 1040.7 to
1047.8 nm. The observed pulsing behavior of the laser suggests that nonlinear MMI is playing its role of SA and
helping to create strong intensity fluctuation and chaotic train of pulses. However, as suggested by numerical
simulation, a narrowband spectral filter is also needed for MMI based SA to be effective. Additionally, since the
laser resonator is configured in ANDi configuration, a spectral filter with appropriate transmission bandwidth is
required to stabilize the mode locking based on spectral filtering of chirped pulses. For this, an AOTF based band
pass filter with tunable central wavelength is spliced in the resonator between SMS and ISO as shown in figure 1.
After introducing AOTF in the resonator, pump power is increased and central wavelength of AOTF is continuously
tuned by scanning its radio frequency. At 78 mW pump power and 134.13 MHz radio frequency of AOTF, a train of
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relatively stable mode locked pulses is obtained as shown in figure 2(c). The optical spectrum of train of mode
locked pulses is shown in figure 2(d) which is centered at 1045 nm with 0.6 nm spectral width. The pulse train still
shows some amount of fluctuation in amplitude of the mode locked pulses. Passively mode locked lasers using

Fig. 2 Oscilloscope trace and corresponding optical spectrum of pulse train, (a, b) without AOTF in cavity and (c,
d) with AOTF in the cavity.
saturable absorbers are known to exhibit such type of behavior due to relaxation oscillation initiated Q-switched
mode locking instabilities. However, such type of instability can be avoided by pushing their threshold towards
higher value by suitable choice of cavity parameters [6]. In our experiment, the stability of mode locked pulse train
is improved by splicing a fiber spool (14m long SMF) between AOTF and ISO in the resonator. The oscilloscope
trace of train of mode locked pulses is shown in figure 3(a) at 56.3 mW pump power after splicing the fiber spool in
the resonator. The stability of mode locked pulse train is characterized by radio frequency (RF) measurements. RF

Fig. 3 (a) Stable mode locking operation with AOTF and fiber spool in the laser resonator, (b) RF trace of the train
of mode locked pulses and (c) mode locked pulse at 56.3 mW pump power.
trace with 1 Hz resolution bandwidth is shown in figure 3(b). The RF trace is centered at ~9.05 MHz which is the
fundamental repetition rate of mode locked pulses. The SNR was measured to be better than 50 dB which indicates
reasonable stability of mode locked pulses. The average output power of the mode locked pulses at 56.3 mW pump
power was measured to be 1.41 mW, which corresponds to 0.15 nJ single pulse energy. The individual pulse
duration and the mode locking dynamics is studied by varying the pump power in the resonator. At 56.3 mW pump
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power, the duration of mode locked pulse was measured to be 180 ps as shown in figure 3(c). With further increase
in pump power the laser operates in multi-pulse burst regime and the number of pulses in the burst increases to ten at
88.7 mW pump power as plotted in figure 4 (a). The expanded view of group of pulses in a single burst is shown in
figure 4(b). The multi-pulsing behavior in mode locked fiber lasers has been well reported [7] and is usually
observed at increased pump powers due to energy quantization as a result of area theorems [8] for dissipative
solitons. At 94 mW pump power, the individual pulses in the burst seem to be merged together to form a noise-like
rectangular pulse of 2.03 ns duration as shown in figure 4(c). With further increase in the pump power, the mode
locked pulses are deteriorated into random chaotic pulses.

Fig. 4 (a) Burst of 10 pulses at 88.7 mW pump power, (b) expanded view of pulse burst and (c) noise-like
rectangular pulses at 94 mW pump power.
In conclusion, we report the mode locking operation in ANDi Yb doped fiber laser using step-index MMF
in nonlinear MMI based SA. The SMS structure consists of a step index multimode fiber spliced between standard
single mode fibers. Single pulse mode locking operation in laser is realized at a very low pump power of ~56.3 mW
at which laser generates 180 ps duration pulses at ~9 MHz repetition rate with measured signal to noise ratio ~50
dB. The laser operates in multi pulse and noise-like rectangular pulse regimes at increased pump power. The mode
locked fiber laser we presented is in all-fiber format, very simple in design and may be used as seed source for
ultrashort laser and amplifiers.
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There has been never ending quest to generate spectrally ultra-broad bandwidth light sources to probe materials
with unprecedented temporal resolution for various scientific applications and curiosity driven research. While
such sources naturally occur (e.g. Stars), creating coherent broadband sources (e.g. Laser) is quite difficult in a
practical situation. For instance, controlling phase slippage of different spectral components to generate high
energy pulses with duration down to few optical cycles (1 optical cycle at 1054 nm equals to 3.51 fs) require
special care not only in choosing laser materials and optical components but also need vibration-insensitive and
thermally stable environment. Technique of chirped pulse amplification [1] is widely applied to built energetic
ultra-short pulse laser systems, as it avoid problems of space-time distortions [2] of pulsed beams due to optical
non-linearities and laser induced damage of optical components. Further, CPA based laser systems often use
single or multiple dispersive optical elements that also change characteristic of pulsed beam due to
spatio-temporal or spatio-spectral distortions (i.e. electric fields E(x) or E(y) and E(t) or E(Z) are coupled) [3-5].
The term space-time used earlier is to be differentiated with term spatio-temporal most often used for low order
phase errors such as pulse front tilt. While spatio-temporal distortions occur in one plane (mostly horizontal) due
to dispersive characteristic and positioning of the optical elements, misalignment and incorrect positioning of
dispersive elements generate distortions in both x-t and y-t spaces of the pulsed beam. While such distortions are
minimized in most of situations e.g. generation of ultrashort laser pulses, these are also used to optimize
outcome of physical processes e.g. efficient parametric generation, THz and x-ray generation etc.
Next, chromatic aberration of a refractive optical system also severely distort characteristic of a pulsed
beam owing to difference in group and phase velocities. For example, a lens system generate a radially
dependent propagation delays causing a horse-shoe shaped space-time profiles [6-8]. Likewise, spatial
aberration of optical systems (e.g. spherical aberrations, astigmatism, coma, distortions etc), orientation,
refractive index mismatch and numerical aperture of a lens system also affect space-time profiles [7] especially
for pulses with few cycle duration. The term distortion used for spatial aberration is to be differentiated with
space-time or spatio-temporal distortion of pulse. Even in absence of spatial aberrations of wave-front of a beam
or a optical system, non-linear phases in both space and time domain induced by optical non-linearities at higher
pulse intensities, also affect characteristics of pulsed laser beams. Therefore, it is desirable to study volumetric
propagation of ultrashort pulsed beams through a nonlinear dispersive and aberrated optical system that is often
a case even in transporting intense beam from a CPA laser system for any application involving refractive (e.g.
lens, window) or refractive components (e.g. mirrors). Propagation characteristic of femtosecond laser pulses
have been extensively studied and shown both theoretically and experimentally, for example, role of angular
dispersion, group delay and its dispersion, spatial chirp and aberrations of optical systems on space-time
characteristic of ultrashort laser beams with duration even down to few cycles. While most of spatio-temporal
model developed for ultrashort pulses describe complex evolution of pulses through linear and nonlinear
dispersive medium, constant and linear phase terms are often ignored. Constant and linear phase terms and their
various space-time coupling are also desirable respectively to account absolute phase and spatio-temporal
distortions of the pulsed beams. Further, in most of reported literature, two-dimensional description of pulsed
beam (in x-t or y-t space) has been used to carry out pulse propagation studies of radially symmetric beams.
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While simultaneous use of two-dimensional description of pulsed beam can also be applied to study propagation
characteristic of elliptic pulsed beam in x-t and y-t space considering respective dispersive and space-time
coupling parameters for given practical situation, a three-dimensional description, in general, is desirable also to
include induced (optical non-linearities) or fixed non-symmetric aberrations of the optical systems, constant and
linear phase terms and their x-t or y-t coupling. For example, a three-dimensional model of ultrashort pulse
propagation [9-12] through linear aberrated optical systems (e.g. lens system) have been reported that combine
ray tracing and field estimation. In this paper, a two-dimensional model (in 1D space and 1D time for symmetric
systems) and three-dimensional model (in 2D space and 1D time for non-symmetric systems) of ultrashort pulsed
laser beams based on angular frequencies for pulse propagation studies through non-linear aberrated optical
systems is presented to include constant/ linear phase terms and different space-time coupling (x-t and y-t) to
account absolute phase and pulse-front distortions. While physical defects are modeled through amplitude mask,
surface and bulk phase obscurrations are treated with phase masks, desirable to estimate quality of glass to build
a laser system.
An ultrashort pulsed beam is considered to occupy a finite three-dimensional space (transverse (x and y)
and longitudinal time (t) dimensions ) and three-dimensional field of pulsed beams is expressed in terms of their
spatial (k x and k y ) and temporal (Z) angular frequencies as

FT 1 E(k x , k y , Z : z)

E( x , y, t : z)

f f f

v

³³³

E ( k x , k y , Z : z )e

 j( xk x  yk y  tZ)

(1)

dk x dk y dZ

f f f

where

E(k x , k y , Z : z)

A(k x , k y , Z)e

j [)  ) (k x , k y , Z)]
o

(2)

Operator FT-1 in Eq. (1) is three-dimensional inverse Fourier transformation. Functions A(k x , k y ,Z) and )(k x ,
k y ,Z) in Eq. (2) is spectrally dependent amplitude and phase of the pulsed beam, while ) o is a spectrally
independent phase offset i.e. phase constant. For symmetric systems, one space dimension in Eqs.(1) and (2) is
ignored to evaluate electric field in x-t and y-t space either for elliptic beams or astigmatic systems.
To study propagation characteristic of such a pulsed beam (e.g. initial Gaussian shaped distribution in
space and time in the present case) through an optical system, propagation distance is divided into finite steps
such that diffraction, dispersion effects are decoupled from non-linear effects and estimated independently for
each propagation step using well known Fourier transformation based angular spectrum propagation method.
Likewise, optical elements are divided into segments. For example, a lens is treated as a single optical surface
followed by a propagation through lens optical medium and another optical surface with suitable curvatures.
While a single step for each optical surface bounded by two different optical medium is chosen such to consists
of two steps with varying propagation distances through different mediums, varying refractive index is
accounted by creating a three-dimensional index space to account dispersion and striae.
To account optical non-linearities, aberration and dispersion, diffraction step (both inclusive) followed by
nonlinear step in contrast to symmetric split-step, has been taken in the present study and simulated using
nonlinear operator in space-domain using function N(x,y,t) as E( x, y, t : 'z) E( x, y, t : 0) N( x, y, t : 'z) and
diffraction operators in frequency-domain using three-dimensional transfer

function H(k x ,

k y ,Z)

as E(k x , k y , Z : 'z) E(k x , k y , Z : 0) H(k x , k y , Z) . Three-dimensional operator H(k x , k y , Z) include constant, linear
and higher order terms and their couplings, coefficients quantifiable for given optical system, to account for
absolute phase, spatio-temporal distortion and aberrations. While static spatial phase (e.g. thermal) and intensity
dependent spatial and temporal phases are included in function N(x,y,t) using beam-breakup or B-integral
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defined as B(r, t ) 2S n 2 I(r, t )dz (n 2 is nonlinear refraction, z is length of nonlinear medium, and I(r,t) is the
³
O

pulse intensity), ionization dependent and non-instantaneous phases are not included in the present model.
Present model works well to study propagation of chirped energetic pulses through aberrated optical systems
(inclusive of surface or bulk scatterers owing to physical or density dependent defects causing varying spatial
frequency bands down-stream of non-linear slabs) with moderate non-linearities. While numerical outcome of
present model is cross-checked for spatial and temporal width for given estimated diffraction and dispersion as
illustrated below, space-time evolution of pulsed beam is being validated with reported experimental
observations under different practical situations involving surface aberrations and defects (physical as well as
phase obscurrations) of optical system, differential arrival time of pulse-lets in presence of optical
non-linearities.
For illustration purposes, an initial 20 fs duration chirp-free energetic Gaussian shaped pulse (E p =2 mJ) at
wavelength of 1054 nm is considered to propagate through 20 mm thick optical medium kept in vacuum and
gaseous medium like air. While Figure 1 show composite images of beam profiles, pulse shapes and respective
pulsed beam in space-time domain for pulse propagation through optical medium with pure quadratic and pure
cubic dispersion in absence of non-linear phases, Figure 2 depict composite images of beam profiles and pulse
shapes for a case of non-dispersive positive non-linear slab kept in vacuum and in negative nonlinear gaseous
medium. It may be seen from Figure 1 that pulse is broadened to 78 fs while propagating through linear optical
medium with

quadratic dispersion and found to match well with estimated pulse width. Initial Gaussian pulse

shape is transformed to asymmetric pulse with pedestals in case of pure cubic dispersion as expected, while
beam profile remain unchanged in both the cases for given pulse propagation parameters (Figure 1a).

Figure 1: (a) Composite image of beam profiles with propagation along with initial Gaussian shaped pulsed
beam in (3+1) space; Composite image of pulse shapes with propagation and propagated pulsed beam in (3+1)
space at 0.5 m for pure quadratic dispersion of 27.5 fs2/mm (b) and pure cubic dispersion of 47.7 fs3/mm (c).
From Figure 2, it may also be seen that cumulative nonlinear phase generate rings in the beam profile and
temporal pulse splitting for non-dispersive nonlinear slab (n 2 =3.5.10-4 cm2/TW) kept in vacuum (on axis
B-integral of ~4S), while no temporal pulse splitting in the case of nonlinear slab kept in negative nonlinear
gaseous medium (n 2 = -1.7.10-7 cm2/TW) due to expected reduction of effective cumulative nonlinear phase.
Observed focal length of nonlinear slab from simulated results also found to match well with estimated value of
2.8 m in case of non-dispersive nonlinear slab kept in vacuum. In contrast to self-focusing, Gaussian beam may
get converted into a flat-top shaped beam profile at optimum propagation through negative non-linear optical
medium and temporal pulse shape will also be flattened with asymmetric shape due to non-linear chromatic
errors with blue-shifted radiation in the leading-front as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 2: Initial and propagated pulsed beam in (3+1) space (a and d) and composite image of line-scanned
beam profiles (b) and pulse shapes (c) with propagation distance for non-dispersive 20 mm thick positive
nonlinear optical slab kept in vacuum (I) and in negative nonlinear gaseous medium (II).

Figure 3 : Initial and propagated pulsed beam in (3+1) space (I and III) and composite image of evolution (II)
of beam profile (a) and pulse shape (b) with propagation distance for non-dispersive 73 cm thick negative
nonlinear optical slab. Line scan of beam profile and pulse shape are also given in (II) for clearer illustration.
In summary, a three-dimensional description of ultrashort pulsed laser beams based on angular frequencies
is presented for volumetric pulse propagation studies through non-linear optical systems with non-symmetric
aberrations. Constant/ linear phase terms and different space-time coupling (x-t and y-t) have been included in
present model to account absolute phase and propagation delays due to difference in group and phase velocities.
While three-dimensional description of ultrashort pulse propagation is quite good for low to mid band of angular
frequencies, computational time for large sized ultrashort pulsed beams is reduced by optimizing upper-bound
of angular frequency in space-time domain for desired accuracies in spatial and temporal domains. Higher band
of spatial frequencies due to e.g. striae and bubbles acting as converging or diverging miniature lenses buried in
glass shall be treated in future. Alternatively, a two-dimensional description in x-y or x-t space is applied for
pulse propagation studies in such cases. Discussion is supported with few examples.
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Ultra-fast lattice dynamics in GaP/Ge(111) heterostructure measured with timeresolved x-ray diffraction
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Abstract
In this paper, we present time resolved x-ray diffraction study of GaP/Ge(111) heterostructure sample
using laser plasma Cu K Į (8.05 keV) x-ray source and 400 nm laser pump at pump fluence of ~6.5 mJ/cm2.
Diffraction peak from GaP-epilayer shifts towards lower angle indicating lattice expansion. It shows maximum
strain of ~2.7×10-3 at ~80 ps after photoexcitation. At similar delays, the Ge (111) substrate shows lattice
compression and corrosponding strain was ~7.5×10-4. This study will enhance our physical understanding of
thermal transport in GaP/Ge(111) heterostructure induced by ultra-fast impulses which is important to
understand lattice dynamics and heat management at nanoscale.

1. Introduction
The investigation of ultra-fast dynamics of group III-V like GaP semiconductors on group IV substrates
like Ge is necessary as they are important for the development of high efficiency multi-junction solar cells, wide
range of detectors, advanced lasers, spintronics, and spin-photonic devices1,2. Ultra-fast lattice dynamics of
materials after laser excitation is studied using time resolved x-ray diffraction (TXRD) technique which uses
ultra-short optical pump and x-ray probe and gives the information of change in the angle of the diffracted x-rays
as a function of delay between pump and probe3-5. An ultra-short x-ray pulse is generated by same ultra-fast laser
which was used to pump the crystal resulting in virtually jitter free pump probe set-up. Ultra-fast structural
dynamics of materials provide the information of length and time scales of lattice heating. This study will be
helpful to increase the fundamental understanding of thermal transport in GaP/Ge(111) heterostructure induced
by ultra-fast impulses which is important to understand lattice dynamics and heat management in nanoelectronics1.
In this paper, the time resolved x-ray diffraction study of strain oscillations in an impulsively heated
GaP/Ge (111) heterostructure using wire target based laser plasma Cu K Į x-ray source is reported. The ultra-fast
lattice dynamics of GaP(111) epilayer and Ge (111) substrate is studied by changing the delay between laser
pump and x-ray probe pulses after the irradiation by 400 nm (second harmonic of 800 nm femtosecond laser)
pump beam.

2. Experimental details
A 6.5 mJ, 50 fs, 1 kHz Ti:Sapphire laser operating at 800 nm, was used in this experiment. Figure 1
shows the schematic of experimental set-up. Energy band gap of GaP is ~ 2.26 eV which is considerably higher
than the photon energy of the Ti:sapphire laser (~1.55 eV), hence single photon absorption of this pulse is not
possible in GaP epilayer. To enable single photon excitation of the GaP epilayer, we have first converted a part
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of the laser beam into second harmonic and then used it as pump pulse to irradiate the GaP (111) epilayer. The
remaining fundamental part of laser beam was focused (using gold coated, f/8, 90° off axis parabolic mirror
(OAPM)) on a moving Cu wire target (kept inside a vacuum chamber evacuated to 10-2 mbar) to generate laser
plasma Cu K Į x-ray source (probe pulse). The emitted x-rays were focused using the polycapillary optics of 50
mm input and 100 mm output focal lengths. A moving transparent debris protection tape was placed in front of
Cu wire target to protect the optics inside the chamber from Cu plasma debris. The focused x-ray beam was
H[WUDFWHG IURP SODVPD FKDPEHU WKURXJK  LQFK GLDPHWHU  ȝP WKLFN NDSWRQ ZLQGRZ $ &G-Te detector was
used to measure Cu K Į x-ray photon flux in single photon counting mode. The measured Cu K Į flux was ~
2×109 photons/sr/s at laser intensity of ~3.2 × 1016 W/cm2. The sample is consisted of 500 nm thick epitaxial
layer of GaP grown on Ge (111) substrate and was placed outside the plasma chamber in symmetric Bragg
geometry. The sample was grown using metal organic vapour phase epitaxy (MOVPE) technique. The
characteristics of the sample such as crystalline and electronic band alignment properties and effect of
germanium auto-diffusion on the bond lengths of Ga and P atoms etc., is reported in separate study2,6. The
diffracted x-ray signals from GaP epilayer and Ge crystal were recorded simultaneously on x-ray CCD detector.
The pump beam was focused with ~1.5mmu~5mm (FWHM) spot size on the sample. A delay line was set-up in
air in the pump beam path that covers ~ 2 ns delay. The GaP (111) epilayer was pumped at laser fluence of ~6.5
mJ/cm2, which is below its damage threshold (~ 13 mJ/cm2). Pump and probe beams were matched spatially and
temporally at the sample. The evolution of strain in the sample after laser excitation was recorded by varying the
delay between laser pump and x-ray probe beam. In our setup, the lattice dynamics of both the epilayer and
substrate can be probed simultaneously.

f/8 OAPM 90°

Cu KĮ

800nm

Debris
protection
tape

Polycapillary
Lens

12
400 nm

GaP (111) on
Ge substrate
BBO
6.5 mJ , ~ 50 fs,
1 kHz, 800nm
laser pulse

Figure 1: Experimental configuration of time resolved x-ray diffraction set-up

3. Results and discussion
The diffraction pattern from GaP epilayer and Ge (111) substrate after pumping of epilayer by laser
pulse at ~80 ps delay was recorded on x-ray CCD, same is shown in figure 2(a). The diffracted x-rays from Ge
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Figure.2: The diffraction pattern from GaP/Ge (111) heterostructure recorded on x-ray CCD at ~80 ps delay (a).
(111) diffraction pattern of GaP epilayer (b) and Ge substrate (c).
substrate shows well resolved Cu K Į (8.047 keV) and K Į (8.027 keV) lines whereas diffraction pattern of GaP
epilayer shows the broad Cu K Į line. Due to large lattice mismatch between GaP and Ge, its critical thickness is
very small (7 nm). Therefore, it is expected that layer is completely relaxed via the formation of line defects,
which results in the broadening of rocking curve. The diffraction profile for GaP and Ge for the pristine and
irradiated conditions is shown in figure 2(b) & 2(c) respectively. Laser excitation of the epilayer launches a
thermal strain in it, which results in its lattice expansion. As the thermal strain crosses the GaP epilayer, it first
creates compression in Ge substrate. Afterwards, Ge substrate also shows thermal expansion. This strain (change
in the lattice spacing) is manifested in terms of change in the angle of the diffracted x-rays. The strain
propagation is probed by changing the delay between the pump and probe pulses. Approximately 80 ps after
photoexcitation, expansion of the GaP lattice reaches its peak value. At this delay, it shows strain of ~2.7×10-3.
At similar delays, Ge substrate shows lattice compression and corresponding strain was ~7.5×10-4. Detailed
results will be presented.

4. Conclusion
Ultra-fast lattice dynamics of GaP/Ge(111) heterostructure using wire target based laser plasma Cu K Į
x-ray source has been studied. After the laser irradiation of epilayer, lattice expansion was observed in it. When
strain wave reaches Ge substrate, it results in compression of the substrate. Finally, substrate also shows thermal
expansion. This study will enhance our physical understanding of thermal transport in GaP/Ge(111)
heterostructure induced by ultra-fast impulses which is important to understand lattice dynamics and heat
management at nanoscale.
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Abstract:
We present an experimental study on complete temporal characterization of attosecond high-harmonic
pulse trains, generated in an argon filled gas cell. The characterization has been carried out using FROG-CRAB
cross-correlation technique. The cross-correlation is performed by simultaneous focusing of high order
harmonics and the dressing IR pulse in low pressure gas sheath and the generated photoelectrons are detected
using MBeTOF spectrograph. The spectrogram is generated by stacking the photoelectron spectrum generated at
different delay between the two beams (high-harmonics and IR) and complete temporal profile of attosecond
pulse trains is successfully retrieved using PCGPA algorithm. The duration of individual attosecond pulse in the
pulse train is measured to be ~300as to ~400as, and width of complete pulse envelop is ~15 fs (FWHM).
Introduction:
High order harmonic generation (HHG) is a well established route to produce attosecond duration
extreme-ultraviolet pulses. The high order harmonics are generated by focusing an ultrashort laser (I ~ 1014-15
W/cm2) pulses in gaseous medium and the odd harmonic orders of the fundamental laser frequency are
produced1. The coherent generation process enables the high-harmonics to be phase locked, which leads to
generation of attosecond pulses. For a multi-cycle laser pulse, a train of attosecond pulses are generated2.
Complete characterization of such pulse trains may reveal information about interaction of a photo-electron with
atomic/molecular coulomb field in presence of a strong laser field3. It is therefore essential to precisely
characterize the attosecond pulses to probe ultrafast phenomena4, molecular tomography5 and also to control the
attosecond electron wavepackets6.
Temporal characterization of the attosecond pulses is extremely challenging. Conventional methods
such as autocorrelation used for characterization of ultrashort pulses cannot be used this case, as the wavelength
of attosecond pulses (high-harmonics) is in extreme-ultraviolet range, and no non-linear medium is available in
this wavelength range. For such pulses, several techniques have been proposed, however only few studies have
been experimentally reported, in which complete characterization of such pulses is successful7-9. All these
techniques rely on the generation of photoelectron (PE) through photo-ionization of atom, which is a replica of
the attosecond pulses. Cross-correlation of the attosecond pulse with an IR dressing laser field, generates
photoelectron peak correspond to odd harmonic orders as well as sideband photoelectron peaks (correspond to
even harmonic order). With change in the delay between the two pulses, the intensity of sideband peak oscillates
and this is used to extract the temporal structure of the attosecond pulses. One of the well known techniques is
“Reconstruction of attosecond beating by interference of two photon transition” (RABITT), which only gives an
estimate of average duration of attosecond pulses in pulse train8. However, the complete characterization of such
attosecond pulse trains cannot be achieved using this technique. The other technique which can be used for
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complete temporal characterization is “Frequency resolved optical gating for complete reconstruction of
attosecond bursts”10 (FROG-CRAB). This technique is analogous to the blind “FROG” technique, used for
characterization of fs IR laser pulses, where the pulse to be characterized is decomposed in different temporal
slices, using the gate pulse and then the spectrum of each slice is measured11. This creates a 2D data set, known
as spectrogram or FROG trace.
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is laser frequency. The gate pulse may be related / unrelated to signal or it may be an unknown pulse (blind
FROG). Various efficient iterative algorithms, such as “Principal component generalized projections algorithm
(PCGPA) is then be used to extract the signal pulse E(t) as well as gate pulse G(t)12. Both signal and gate pulse
are not known prior to reconstruction (in Blind Frog), they are simultaneously reconstructed from the recorded
spectrogram. To characterize the attosecond pulse trains, the photoelectron spectrum generated by simultaneous
focusing of high order harmonics and IR dressing laser field is recorded as a function of the delay between the
two pulses, till the two pulses are overlapped . When two pulses are overlapped in time, the photoelectron peak
correspond to odd harmonic orders as well as sideband peak, correspond to even multiple of laser frequency are
simultaneously observed. When these two pulses get separated temporally, the sideband peak disappears. The
intensity of sideband peak oscillates with change in delay DWȦ L , where Ȧ L is the frequency of dressing laser
field. The FROG-CRAB technique (similar to FROG algorithm), with the gate pulse as phase gate10 (G(t) ~
eiࢥ(t)) and “Principal Component Generalized Projection Algorithm” (PCGPA) is used to reconstruct the CRAB
trace as well as to extract the temporal profile of the signal and gate pulse.
In this paper, we present complete temporal characterization of attosecond high order harmonic pulse
train generated in argon filled gas cell using FROG-CRAB technique. The cross-correlation photoelectron signal
is generated by simultaneous focusing of higher harmonics and the dressing IR pulse in low pressure gas sheath
and detected them using magnetic bottle electron time of flight (MBETOF) spectrograph. After this, the FROGCRAB technique is applied for the temporal reconstruction of attosecond pulse train of the high-harmonics. The
reconstruction discloses the temporal structure of attosecond high-harmonic pulse trains and the temporal
profiles of the individual attosecond pulses as well. The duration of individual attosecond pulses is measured to
be in the range of ~300as to ~ 400as, with an overall attosecond pulse train envelope duration of ~15 fs
(FWHM).
Experimental setup:
The experiment has been performed using Ti: sapphire (central wavelength O o = 800nm) laser system,
which can deliver ~50fs (FWHM) duration pulses, at 1 kHz repetition rate. A schematic of the experimental
setup is shown in Fig 1a. The laser pulse is splitted into two parts using beam splitter (BS). The energy of the
transmitted laser beam is ~ 4mJ and the energy of reflected laser beam is ~1mJ. The transmitted beam is focused
in an argon filled cell of ~ 5mm length using a plano-convex lens of focal length 550mm for generation of
higher harmonic orders. The generated harmonics are focused in a low pressure helium/neon gas sheath (p~105

mbar), using a grazing incidence toroidal mirror (R s ~25mm and R m ~10m), which leads to photo-ionization of
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atoms present in the gas sheath. The generated photoelectrons are detected using an in-house developed
magnetic bottle electron time of flight electrograph (MBETOF).

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Schematic of experimental setup used for complete characterization of attosecond high-harmonic
pulse train using FROG-CRAB technique, (b) The photoelectron spectrum generated be simultaneous focusing of
higher harmonics and dressing IR laser beam in low pressure helium gas sheath at ~ 3×10-5 mbar pressure.
The spectrograph consists of a permanent magnet separated by a solenoid to generate a magnetic bottle
configuration, which guides the electrons generated in interaction region (gas sheath) to the micro-channel
(MCP) detector. The MCP generates the timing signal of individual electrons falling on it. Every electron is
amplified by MCP to 106 at the exit and it generate electrical signal upon striking the anode. The MCP signal is
amplified by an RF amplifier and detected using time to digital convertor (TDC). The energy resolution (ǻ(
of MBETOF varies from ~400 to ~200 in the photoelectron energy range from ~10eV to ~25eV, which is
sufficient for the present experiment. For the cross-correlation measurement, a closed loop piezo electric
transducer (PZT) based delay line is installed in the path of the dressing laser beam (reflected from BS). The
two beams are then recombined using a holed mirror (HM), where harmonic beam pass through the central hole
of HM and dressing beam reflects from the surface. The dressing beam is focused in the gas sheath using planoconvex lens. The spatio-temporal overlapping of higher harmonic beam and the IR laser beam is very crucial to
observe the sideband photoelectron peak, as slight misalignment of any of the beams leads to disappearance of
the side-band signal. The spatio-temporal overlapping was achieved by observing the interference fringe
generated by the overlapping of dressing IR beam and the IR beam which generates harmonics. The alignment
is highly sensitive to vibrations, the vibration isolation pads were placed beneath all the experimental tables
containing optical elements. A typical photoelectron spectrum is shown in Fig 1b. The position of harmonic
orders in the recorded PE spectrum is performed by adding the ionization potential (IP) of sheath gas atom
(Neon: IP~21.56eV) to the PE energy and divided by the photon energy of harmonic generating IR laser pulse
(~ 1.55eV). The spectral position of 17th to 27th odd harmonic orders and the generated sideband correspond to
18th to 26th even harmonic orders are marked in Fig 1b.
Result and Discussion:
For complete characterization, the photoelectron spectra are recorded by varying the delay between the
harmonic and dressing IR laser beam. The scan is taken over a delay of ~ 300fs, till the sideband photoelectron
peak is observed in the spectrum. The scan is taken in a delay step size of ~ 20nm (corresponds to ~ 132 as),
over a length of ~ 40μm. This corresponds to recording of (40/0.02) ~2000 data files and their post processing
thereafter. Thus a Labview automation subroutine is developed at RRCAT, which automatically move the PZT
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stage, record data from TDC and save it in separate files. The details of this automation subroutine will be
reported separately.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) The experimentally measured spectrogram generated by column stacking of the harmonic spectra
derived from the recorded photoelectron spectrum at different delay between the higher harmonics and the
dressing IR laser pulse (b) the reconstructed spectrogram using FROG-CRAB algorithm. The frequency on yaxis is multiple of driving laser frequency (ȦL).
The post processing of data is performed using python code, which generates spectrogram from
experimentally recoded photoelectron spectra. The spectrogram is interpolated to generate 8192×8192 matrix.
The background noise in the spectrogram is removed using moving average and Baseline-Removal functions of
python subroutines. Figure 2a shows the spectrogram generated from the experimentally measured
photoelectron spectra and column stacking of these data according to increasing delay between the two pulses.
The FROG-CRAB reconstruction algorithm is written in python and it is used to reconstruct the signal
(attosecond pulse train) and gate (IR dressing pulse) and the reconstructed spectrogram is shown in Fig 2b. It
may be seen in Fig 2b that the reconstructed spectrogram matches closely with the experimentally measured
spectrogram.

(a)

FWHM:
15fs

(b)

Figure 3: The reconstructed temporal profile of attosecond pulse trains (signal) generated in argon filled cell,
(b) the reconstructed IR dressing laser beam profile (gate). Both viz. the signal and gate pulse are
reconstructed using FROG-CRAB algorithm.
The reconstructed attosecond pulse train (signal) is shown in Fig 3a and the reconstructed IR dressing
laser pulse (gate pulse) in Fig 3b. The FWHM width of the attosecond pulse train envelope is measured to be ~
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15fs and the width of individual attosecond pulse varies from ~ 300as to ~ 400as.

The width of the

reconstructed dressing IR pulse is found to be ~ 70fs, which is close to the FWHM of the IR laser pulse
measured using autocorrelation technique.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we have designed and developed a facility to fully characterized attosecond pulse train
envelope generated through high order harmonic generation using FROG-CRAB technique. The crosscorrelation photoelectron spectrum by simultaneous focusing of high-harmonics and IR laser pulse is recorded.
The spectrogram is generated by column stacking of the photoelectron spectrum recorded at a different delay
between the two pulses. This experimentally measured spectrogram is smoothened and background subtracted.
The signal and gate pulse is reconstructed using FROG-CRAB algorithm and the reconstructed spectrogram
matched well with the experimentally measured spectrogram. The duration of attosecond pulse is measured to
be in the range of ~ 300as to ~ 400as. The overall attosecond pulse train envelope duration is calculated to be ~
15fs (FWHM).
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Abstract: This paper reports the terahertz time-domain spectroscopy of 3, 4, 5 -Trinitro 1-H Pyrazole
(explosive) between 0.1-1.8 THz range. We employed an indigenously designed terahertz system using
LT-GaAs photoconductive antenna as a source and ZnTe crystal an electro-optic detector. In addition, we
ascertained the value of refractive index and absorption coefficient of the 3, 4, 5-Trinitro 1 –H Pyrazole
in solid powder form.
1.

Introduction:
Terahertz Time-domain spectroscopy is an attractive and unique nonionizing and non-destructing

spectroscopic technique in the far-IR range. During the past two decades, it has been used in wide range of
research applications such as detection of explosives, drugs, biological molecules and identification of
concealed objects [1]. Different from the conventional spectroscopic techniques, THz-TDS can provide both
types of information in terms of absorption coefficient and the refraction index of a sample with a high signalto-noise ratio (SNR). The conventional explosives or high energy molecules are sensitive to shocks and incident
X-ray radiation and get ionization under the influence of incident radiation. Therefore, there is a need of new
types of high explosive molecules with good thermal stability, insensitive to external shocks and high
performance [2]. Pyrazole based compounds have attracted renewed attention due to their high heat of formation
and density and good thermal stability. 3, 4, 5 -Trinitro 1-H Pyrazole consists of density 2.1 g/cm3 with
detonation velocity and detonation pressure of the order of 9.40 km/s and 41.60 GPa, respectively [3]. As
compared to premium high energetic materials such as RDX, HMX, it possesses high detonation velocity and
pressure which indicates it’s stability and pressure insensitivity [3]. Therefore, it is very safe for long-distance
transportation. The structure of 3, 4, 5 Trinitro 1-H Pyrazole is shown in Figure 1(a). To the best of our
knowledge, it is the first report on terahertz based characterization in solid powder form.
Table1: Comparative physical properties of premium explosives with Pyrazole.
Explosive

RDX
HMX
3,4,5Trinitro-1H
Pyrazole

CP-05-603

Detonation
Velocity
(km/s)
8.86
9.10
9.40

Detonation
Pressure
(GPa)
34.23
39.40
41.60

Melting
Point
(oC)
205.5
276
185

288

Density
(g/cm3)
1.82
1.91
1.86

Energy of
Explosion
(kcal/g)
1.25
1.25
1.51
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Figure 1: (a) structure of 3, 4, 5-Trinitro 1-H Pyrazole (b) experimental schematic set up for the THz timedomain spectroscopy.
2.

Sample Preparation and Experimental Method:
The sample pellets of 12 mm diameter of weight 500 mg were prepared by mixing 100 mg of sample

with 400 mg of Teflon [polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)] powder. Particle sizes are minimized by mixing the
compound and PTFE powder to make a homogeneous mixture. The mixture was subjected to press mills for
preparation of pellet. The whole mixture was loaded into a die and pressed with 2 tons of hydraulic pressure.
The diameter and thickness of pellets are 12 and 2.16 mm, respectively. A pure teflon pellet of identical size
was also prepared and used as a reference.
Figure. 1(b) shows the experimental layout of THz generation and detection. A Ti: sapphire lasertunable oscillator with pulse duration of 140 fs at a repetition rate of 80 MHz (coherent chameleon ultra-II
made) was used as a pumping source. A beam splitter (90:10) was used the laser beam was split into a pump and
probe. A transmitted pump beam is used for pumping the Photoconductive antenna for terahertz generation. A
half axis parabolic mirror is used to collimate and focus the generated THz radiation was detected by Electrooptical sampling technique using ZnTe Crystal. In the detection arm, the reflected beam is passed through a
linear translation stage and loosely focused on detecting setup. The detecting system is connected to a low-noise
current preamplifier, which is fed to the lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research Systems, model no. SR830). A
mechanical chopper operating at 1.5 kHz is used as a reference to the lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research
Systems, model no. SR830). The data acquisition and motion control of the delay stage are done by software
using the Lab View program. All measurements were carried out at room temperature under ambient conditions.
3.

Results and Discussion:
A typical response of THz time domain temporal and spectral profiles for air, teflon and pyrazole are

shown in figure 2 (a), (b) and (c) respectively. The air, Teflon show highest transmission between 0.1 – 1.5 THz
range whereas the pyrazole show a short drop at 1.2 THz after that it shows another peak between 1.2 – 1.8 THz
range.
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Figure 2: Terahertz temporal profiles and corresponding frequency domain spectrum of (a) Air (b) Teflon and
(c) 3, 4, 5 –Trinitro 1-H Pyrazole
5HIUDFWLYHLQGH[ Q Ȧ DQGDEVRUSWLRQFRHIILFLHQW Į Ȧ ZHUHFDOFXODWHGIURPWKH))7spectrum. The
intensity ratio of the transmitted radiation from the sample and reference provides the actual transmittance of the
sample pellets and is given by eq. (1):

T=

ۚEୱୟ୫ ۚ

(1)

ۚE୰ୣ ۚ
It is related to the complex refractive index N = n + ik, where the real part corresponds to the refractive index
and the imaginary part is molar absorptivity. the absorption coefficiHQW Į LVFDOFXODWHGXVLQJeq. (2).
Ƚ(ɘ) = Ӎ

ଵ
ୢ

lnT

(2)

Where “d” is thickness of the sample, and the refractive index is calculated using eq. (3)
݊(߱) = 1 +

߂ߔܥ
2ߨ߭݀

(3)

Where “ǻĭ” is phase difference between the reference and the sample, c LVYHORFLW\RIOLJKWȣLVIUHTXHQF\ in
THz region.

Figure 3: (a) Refractive index, (b) Absorption coefficient of the 3, 4, 5 –Trinitro 1-H Pyrazole
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The refraction index and absorption coefficient of 3, 4, 5 Trinitro 1-H Pyrazole in the 0.1–2.5 THz region
shown in Figures 3 (a) and 3(b). The refraction index varies between 1.8 and 1.3 in the range of 0.1–2.5 THz.
Figure 3(b) shows the absorption coefficient peaks of 3, 4, 5 Trinitro 1-H Pyrazole located at 0.84, 1.10, 1.35,
1.50, 1.63,THz, respectively. The corresponding absorption coefficients are 9.43, 24.5, 34.45, 34.60, 24.19 cm-1,
respectively.
4.

Conclusions:
We have successfully studied the Terahertz time-domain spectroscopy of 3, 4, 5-Trinitro 1-H Pyrazole

between 0.1 – 2.5 THz range. The value of refractive index and Absorption coefficient are also calculated. The
value of refractive index varies between 1.8 to 1.3 range.
5.
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Abstract:
The stainless steel and copper surfaces were engineered to show anisotropic non-wetting property using controlled
and precise micromachining with femtosecond pulses. These surfaces have potentially anisotropic due to the raster
scan and - dimensional laser ablation capability of the focused femtosecond pulses. The water droplets on the
irradiated surface took the form of an ellipsoidal shape with two different contact angles from two orthogonal
azimuthal directions. The surfaces' wetting property evolves from hydrophilic to superhydrophobic nature as time
passes till achieving a stable contact angle after three months or even more time. An experimental method to
calibrate the ellipsoidal droplet volume and analytical calculations for hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces is
presented over a broad range. The comparative study of the evolution of anisotropic contact angles and their droplet
spreading dynamics are studied. Triple contact line (TCL) theory predicts the contact angle depends only on the
droplet's pinning boundary and irrelevant to the surface roughness inside the droplet. We proved that the ellipsoidal
droplets are indeed fitting to the TCL theory with high accuracy. This work experimentally validates the TCL
theory over a broad range of contact angles with reasonable confidence.
Abbreviations fs: Femtosecond, FESEM: Field Effect Scanning Electron Microscope, LDW: Laser Direct Writing.
TCL: Triple contact line, CA: Contact Angle, Cu: Copper, SS: Stainless Steel, 2-D: Two-dimensional, 3D: ThreeDimensional.

Introduction:
A water droplet kept on an fs patterned surfaces forms an ellipsoidal shape rather than a spherical one, with a contact
angle depending on the surface’s properties[1,2]. As the surface's roughness increases, the contact angle increases
and can behave as a superhydrophobic surface if the contact angles (CAs) are greater than 150º and these surfaces
behaved the same as the ‘‘lotus leaf effect’’ [3].

There were reports to which showed mimicking naturally

occurring functional surfaces[4]. Mimicking these surfaces is demonstrated on several surfaces such as ZnO nano
rods[5], metallic surfaces[6], polymers[7], semiconductors[8], etc. On 2D symmetric surfaces, liquid wetting
behavior is extensively referred by Wenzel[9] and Cassie Baxter models[10]. As per the Wenzel model, a liquid
droplet penetrates partially into the micro-cavities on the surface. As in the Cassie-Baxter model, an intermediate
interface is filled with air between the water droplet and substrate; the air on the surface valleys suspends the liquid
droplet. These models interpret that the CAs are dependent on the surface roughness. The contact angle formation
is a one-dimensional problem, as shown by Gao et al. [11].

The CAs do not depend on the surface roughness

inside the droplet. Liu and coworkers further investigate this TCL theory to explain the wetting behavior on
symmetrical droplets[12]. This theoretical work related the droplet's effective volume derived from the physical
parameters of the triple contact line of a spherical droplet with the contact angle and compared their theory with the
literature experimental values. All these works are restricted to the symmetric surfaces with spherical droplets. This
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paper formulated and experimentally validated the TCL model on asymmetric droplets over a broad range of contact
angles.

Experimental Techniques and Materials used:
Two different kinds of substrates, SS and CuZHUHIDEULFDWHGZLWKOLQHVSDFLQJIURPȝPWRȝPDWDfixed
laser beam parameter (average power 1.05-:DWW (QHUJ\ SHU SXOVH  ȝ- IRFXVHG VSRW GLDPHWHU a ȝP DQG
fluence 1.3 J/cm2) and for each spacing both in single and dual scan modes using fs fiber laser (Amplitude,
Satsuma). Its central wavelength is 1030 nm, pulse duration of 350 fs, and operated at 200 kHz fixed repetition rate.
The Schematic representation of the LDW setup is shown in Fig.1(A). The combination of half-wave plate and
polarizer is used to control the laser power and the polarization state of the input beam. Laser patterning is
performed in a raster fashion over the entire surface, as shown schematically in Fig. 1(B), in the case of single scan
substrates. For detailed laser writing setup and CAs measurements, refer to [1]; only brief experimental details are
discussed here. The substrate is mounted on a computer-controlled -axis stage (Newport) for precise machining with
1μm accuracy, as illustrated in Fig. 1(A). Surface morphological characterizations of SS/Cu substrates were carried
out FESEM (Zeiss Ultra). The anisotropic droplet images were taken from two orthogonal directions, keeping the
laser grooves' reference [1].

Fig. 1: Schematic of (A) Experimental laser direct writing setup, (B) Periodic raster scanning processes.

Results and Discussions:
Total 16 substrates of Cu and SS were fabricated with the fixed fluence of 1.3 J/cm2, with line spacing of 15, 30, 45,
and 60 μm. Each set of spacing is with both single and double laser scan methods, as presented in Table 1. Our
laser fabricated surfaces yielded a very high contact angle of ~172° on Cu for the C5 substrate. The FESEM images
are shown in Fig. 2 of Cu and SS substrates, in 1st and 2nd column, respectively. Laser irradiated surfaces of four
sets of line spacing between the two successive scans (as marked on the left side of Fig. 2). The single and double
scan are represented in two sets of columns for each of the spacing. Each substrate's FESEM images are presented in
two different magnifications to understand their macroscopic surface morphologies (scale bar is 20 μm) and
microscopic nanostructures (scale bar 500 nm). The first scan of LDW increases the surface roughness and optical
absorption compared to the un-patterned surface. Therefore, the second scan (orthogonal to the first scan) generates
higher and smoother groove depth due to efficient materials' laser ablation. With the second scan groove being
deeper over and on top of the first scan groove, the combination forms a very clear square grid microscopic structure
formation.

The microscopic surface morphologies of double scan substrates are different from single scan

substrates, which can be observed from the higher magnified FESEM images.
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Cu substrates

Line
spacing
(μm)

Type
of
Scan

No.

șx

șy

15

Single

C1

167.7±1.2°

170.5±2.7°

30

Single

C2

166.4±2.5°

45

Single

C3

60

Single

15

SS steel substrates
¨ș

No.

șx

șy

¨ș

2.8±1.5°

S1

164.1±0.8°

165.1±0.6°

1±0.2°

168.6±1.8°

2.4±0.7°

S2

134.8±2.1°

141.6±1.5°

6.8±1.3°

165.1±2.4°

166.5±2.3°

1.4±0.1°

S3

163.2±0.1°

165.9±0.1°

2.7±0.0°

C4

162.8±5.4°

166.1±3.5°

3.3±1.9°

S4

162.7±1.1°

164.6±1.4°

1.9±0.2°

Double

C5

169.3±1.4°

172.4±2.1°

3.1±0.7°

S5

164.8±0.9°

167.6±0.9°

2.8±0.0°

30

Double

C6

167.6±2.7°

169.2±2.7°

1.6±0.0°

S6

167.5±2.2°

168.4±2.1°

0.9±0.1°

45

Double

C7

167.1±1.2°

168.1±1.5°

1.0±0.3°

S7

168.3±1.9°

169.6±2.4°

1.3±0.5°

60

Double

C8

169.3±0.6°

171.0±0.7°

1.7±0.1°

S8

168.6±0.8°

171.1±1.0°

3.5±0.2°

Table. 1. Laser irradiation parameters and anisotropic droplet parameters on laser patterned Cu and SS substrates.

Fig. 2. Optical micrographs of the fs laser irradiated Cu and SS substrates. The magnified images with a scale bar of 500nm are shown next to
each substrates' main images (20 μm scale bar), and the arrows represent the scanning direction.

Triple contact line theory and its approach to the hydrophilic surfaces:
After the evolution of more than three months, the anisotropic contact angles were presented for Cu and SS
substrates in Table 1, derived from a large set of data collected for statistics. Also, during the evolution of the
contact angles from the fabrication day, we collected the contact angle measurements. In each measurement, we got
the CAs along the groove's direction and CAs orthogonal to the grooves. Apart from the CA’s, we also measured the
droplet dimensions in both the orthogonal directions.

Fig. 3(A) and (B) gives the schematic illustration of the

measured ellipsoidal dimensions or parameters. The length of the semi-major axis along the groove is ‘a’ and the
corresponding contact angle is ‘ș X ’ is measured. Similarly, length of the semi-minor axis perpendicular to the
groove is ‘b,’ and the corresponding contact angle is ‘ș y ’ is measured. Also, we measure the height of the droplet ‘h’
and derive the value of ‘c’ from droplet parameters. These parameters are shown in Fig. 3(A) and (B); our length
measurements are calibrated with a reference. The dimensionless effective volume function ‘I ș x ș y )’ is expressed
by equation (1)[1].
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= cot ߠ௫ cot ߠ௬

(1)

The primary purpose of this dimensionless volume function, f (ߠ  ݔ, ߠ  = ) ݕcotߠ  ݔcotߠ ݕ, is to relate the ellipsoidal
droplet's parameters with the contact angles in orthogonal directions for CAs greater than 90º. These droplet
parameters must be unique for given contact angles determined by the droplet's pinning line boundary at the air,
solid, and liquid interface. This function consists of the parameters of a, b, c, and h (where h is the height of the
droplet). These parameters are experimentally measurable for a given sessile droplet. We calculated the functional
values and compared it with f (ߠ  ݔ, ߠ  = ) ݕcotߠ  ݔcotߠ y , orthogonal contact angles. We observed an excellent fit
between the experimentally derived values of f (ߠ  ݔ, ߠ  ) ݕfor the observed CA’s and the estimated f (ߠ  ݔ, ߠ  = ) ݕcotߠ ݔ
cotߠ y [1]. This is a piece of direct evidence for supporting the TCL theory experimentally.
In contrast to the widely accepted Wenzel and Cassie models, TCL (triple contact line theory) predicts the contact
angles depend only on the droplet's pinning line boundary and is irrelevant to the surface roughness inside the
droplet. Surface roughness is essential for producing higher contact angles as it offers the barrier for the flow of the
liquid. As we create anisotropic surfaces by LDW techniques, the surface offers two different barriers against the
liquid flow in the orthogonal directions to form ellipsoidal droplets.

C

D

Fig. 3: Schematic of anisotropic (A) Superhydrophobic and (B) hydrophilic water droplets laser irradiated substrates. C &D: Combined data
points from Cu and SS together. These graphs show the variation of ݂൫ߠ௫ , ߠ௬ ൯ = ܿߠ ݐ௫ ܿߠ ݐ௬ as a function of two anisotropic CAs. C: 2D
plots of ݂൫ߠ௫ , ߠ௬ ൯ vs CAs of water droplets on both Cu and SS substrates.

TCL analysis for droplets on the Cu and SS surfaces:
The CAs given in Table 1 is the statistical average of the several droplets formed on Cu patterned surfaces. Each
droplet formed is taken as a data point for obtaining a, b, c, h,

ݔ

and ߠ y parameters of an ellipsoidal droplet. From

there, we arrived at a dimensionless volume function value f ș x ș y ), which is obtained as per Equation (2). Fig. 3A
shows a plot of the dimensionless function I ș x ș y ) on the y-axis and the contact angles of both along the groove
and perpendicular to the groove is on the x-axis, for all the droplets formed on both Cu and SS. . The pink curve
represents the theoretical value (ܿߠ ݐ௫ ܿߠ ݐ௬ ) . The stars and blue colored squares represent the experimentally
obtained data points corresponding to the CAs in the grooves' direction and orthogonal to the grooves, respectively,
for a given functional value. The data points in this graph include the points obtained during the evolution of the Cu
surface. Along the groove CAs value are represented as red stars, and across the groove are represented as blue
squares. For a given set of the CAs (ș x  ș y ) there is a unique value for the function I ș x  ș y ). Hence, for a given
droplet along the groove and across the groove will have same y-axis value on these plots. In other words, each
droplet is a unique value in the y-axis with FRUUHVSRQGLQJș x
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TCL theory. One can see the correlation between the experiment and the theoretical values. The actual functional
value always lies between the star and square point along the y-axis. There is a unique value of I ș x ș y ) for a given
ș x ș y value, hence this 2D figure is a projection of the actual 3D plot in the diagonal plane. The 3D plot of these
values is shown in Fig. 3D. Each water droplet condenses to a single circular point in this graph having a unique
function value I ș x ș y ) for a fixed ș x

ș y value. All the points correlate to the functional value, color grid surface,

2

with a R -regression coefficient of 0.81 gives confidence in the model.

Conclusions:
We optimized the best conditions for Cu surface to behave as superhydrophobic with CA as much as 172º. We
experimentally measured the dimensions of these ellipsoidal droplets from hydrophilic to superhydrophobic cases.
Expressions for the ellipsoidal cap volume estimations were presented for the entire range of contact angles. A
dimensionless volume function is presented and uniquely depends on the droplet's dimensions or the pinning
boundary of the droplet. The experimentally measured data and theoretically predicted values of this function show
very good correlation overall ranges of contact angles. We believe our work will help in developing new kinds of
functional surfaces with intrinsic anisotropy and the droplet's non-contact volume calibration for many quantitative
measurements.
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Estimation of Precise Concentration of N and NP Compound Fertilizers Sample with
Laser Interaction Technique
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Abstract
Fertilizer is an important factor in plant growth, which improves the productiveness of plants and enhance the
natural fertility of soil. Detection of precise concentration of fertilizers sample is one of the key issues. In this
paper, the laser interaction technique combined with Beer-Lambert’s law were employed to design system setup
able to record the absorption and concentration of fertilizers sample. When laser light interacts with fertilizers
sample, the molecules present inside medium undergo vibrational state at appropriate frequency due to its
chemical structure. The technique derives concentration of nitrogen and DAP compound fertilizers sample in
terms of photodetector voltage with high precision.
Keywords: Beer-Lambert’s law, LabVIEW, fertilizers, Transmittance, DAP.
1.Introduction
The primary nutrients like nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P), potassium (K) is naturally present in soil. Artificially
these primary nutrients are provided through fertilizers to enhance the plant growth factor but excessive use of
fertilizers is harmful for agricultural soil [5]. In order to control over-fertilization case, there is need to estimate
the presence of fertilizer. It is very important to detect the presence of fertilizers sample inside agricultural soil
for precision agriculture. However, the traditional soil testing methods has the disadvantages of taking large
time for testing and expensive in cost [6].
The new proposed experimental technique gives the optical measurement of fertilizers samples by using visible
and near infrared laser light with photodetector. In this work, laser absorption technique is totally based on the
Beer-Lambert law which is applicable for detection of chemical samples. Beer’s law states that the
concentration of chemical solution (C) is directly proportional to the absorbance of sample (A). Lambert’s law
states that the length of absorbing medium is directly proportional to the absorbance of chemical sample (A) [1].
 = ܣlogଵ

ூబ
ூభ

(1)

 = ܣ፴ܮܥ

(2)

ூబ

(3)

From equation (1) and (2),
logଵ

ூభ

= ፴ܮܥ

The absorbance of chemical sample (A) is totally depending on the molar concentration (C) in [mol Lିଵ ], molar
absorptivity   ڙLQ >Lmolିଵ cmିଵ ], length of absorbing medium (L) in [cm]. In this work, when laser light of
appropriate wavelength is passing through the fertilizers sample then the chemical species absorbs photon light.
Depending on the chemical composition of fertilizers sample solution, it absorbs different wavelength of light
[2]. From photon absorption of light in terms of photodetector voltage [mV] inside the absorbing medium, it is
possible to detect presence of fertilizers sample [3].
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2. System Setup

Figure. 1: Block Diagram of System Setup

In this experimental work, lasers with high power are used as a source with different wavelengths. When laser
light is interacted with the fertilizers sample inside the container, the molecule in sample start vibrating at a
particular wavelength of light and this vibration is totally depends on composition of fertilizers sample and
chemical bonding between atoms [2]. From photon absorption in mV inside the absorbing medium, it is possible
to determine and calculate the concentration of fertilizers sample [3]. LabVIEW programming is done in such a
way that the absorption in terms of photodetector voltage and percentage concentration will be observed.
Different fertilizers sample shows absorption at different wavelength of light [4]. In this technique BeerLambert’s law derived in terms of photodetector voltage and concentration instead of intensity of light and
concentration.
3. Experimental Section
Experimental platform consists of number of fertilizers sample and proposed system setup. In this, when laser
light of selective wavelengths with high power are focused on fertilizers sample inside the absorbing medium
then laser light is interacted with absorbing medium. Some amount of photon light is absorbed, some part is
reflected within medium and remaining amount of light is transmitted [2]. The transmitted light is captured at
the photodetector in terms of voltage (mV). The precise concentration of fertilizers sample is obtained by using
laser absorption technique and the mathematical model for Beer-Lambert law is derived for fertilizers sample.
3.1. Concentration Analysis for Nitrogen Compound Fertilizer
Nitrogen compound fertilizers sample shows photon absorption of light at wavelength of 405 nm. The figure 2a
shows the plot for varying concentration of nitrogen sample versus absorption loss. From figure 2a and 2b we
get equation (4) and equation (5) respectively. The figure 2b shows plot for varying length of absorbing medium
versus absorption loss. As length of absorbing medium start increasing then absorption loss goes on decreasing
exponentially.
Concentration Vs Absorption Loss
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Figure 2: Performance Plot of Nitrogen Compound Fertilizers Sample: (a)Concentration Vs Absorption Loss; (b)Length of
Absorbing medium Vs Absorption Loss
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……. (0 ݈݉   ܥ 6 ݈݉ and 0 ݀ ܤ  ܣ 5.7 ݀)ܤ

(4)

……. (6.2 ܿ݉   ܮ 15.2 ܿ݉ and 0 ݀ ܤ  ܣ 4 ݀)ܤ

ቃ

(5)
From equation (4) and equation (5), the Beer-Lambert’s law expressed as,
20 logଵ




ଡ଼[మ .]

= ፴ ܣ(ଵ  ܥ+ ܤଵ  ܥଶ ) ݀ ܥ.  ቀܣଶ .  ܲܺܧቂ



(6)

ቃቁ ݀ܮ

Transmittance is expressed as,

ܶ = 10ି፴ ൫భ ାభ 

మ

൯ ௗ.ቀమ .ாቂ

ుౌ[ామ .ై]
ቃቁ ௗ
ಽ

(7)

Here ܸ , ܸ , C, L and T are expressed as output voltage, input voltage, concentration, length of absorbing
medium and transmittance respectively. These ܣଵ , ܤଵ , ܣଶ , ܤଶ are curve fitting constants. From above equations it
clearly observed that the absorption loss is directly proportional to the concentration of sample and inversely
proportional to the length of absorbing medium.
3.2. Concentration Analysis for NP Compound Fertilizers
NP compound fertilizer is a Di-Ammonium Phosphate (DAP) Compound fertilizer. This compound fertilizer is
a combination of nitrogen and phosphate compound. DAP shows higher photon absorption of light at
wavelength of 660 nm. The figure 3a shows the concentration of DAP versus absorption loss. As concentration
of DAP increases then absorption loss start increases. From figure 3a and 3b we get equation (8) and equation
(9) respectively. The Figure 3b shows length of absorbing medium versus absorption loss. As length of
absorbing medium increases then absorption loss decreases.
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Figure 3: Performance Plot of NP (DAP) Compound Fertilizers Sample: (a)Concentration Vs Absorption Loss; (b)Length of
Absorbing medium Vs Absorption Loss
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(8)
(9)

Equation (8) and equation (9) expressed the Beer law and Lambert law for NP compound fertilizer in terms of
photodetector voltage, concentration and length of absorbing medium. From equation (8) and equation (9), the
Beer-Lambert’s law expressed as,
20 logଵ
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Transmittance is expressed as,

ܶ = 10ି፴ ൫భ ାభ 

మ

൯ ௗ.(మ .ா[మ .]) ௗ

(11)

4. Results and Discussion
Different high-power lasers with different wavelengths are used in this experimental work. Fertilizers sample
i.e. nitrogen and NP compound are detected at different laser light of wavelength. Detection is totally based on
the absorption of light in terms of photodetector voltage. As the concentration increases in absorbing medium
then corresponding output voltage is decreases because of absorption loss at a particular wavelength. Figure 4

Absorption of light in mV

represent that the different fertilizer absorbs different wavelength of light.

Photon Absorption for Fertilizer Compounds
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0
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Figure 4: Absorption of Nitrogen and Di-Ammonium Phosphate in (mV) at different wavelength (nm)

Absorbance level of each nutrient is different at different wavelength. Nitrogen shows higher absorption at
wavelength 405 nm. Di-Ammonium Phosphate shows the photon absorption of light at both wavelength 530 nm
and 660 nm but absorption level is higher at wavelength of 660 nm in terms of photodetector voltage.
5. Conclusion
The experimental laser interaction technique is used to detect the precise concentration of fertilizers sample with
different wavelengths of laser. Beer-Lambert law is derived in terms of photodetector voltage and concentration
to preserve the natural fertility of agricultural soil. Absorption in terms of voltage for nitrogen and NP
compound fertilizers sample are observed at wavelength 405 nm and 660 nm respectively. This experimental
setup detects the presence of nitrogen and NP compound fertilizers sample in terms of photodetector voltage for
approximately 69000 ppm concentration of aqueous solution. The same technique is applicable for detection of
both single element and compound of chemical fertilizers sample. Furthermore, due to its cost effectiveness it
can be easily adopted in many other application fields.
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Abstract: Silvernanoparticles (AgNPs) were biosynthesized using Cynadon dactylon extract by green synthesis
at room temperature. The photoconstituents present in the extract act as reducing and stabilizing agents for
AgNPs 7heir size, shape, morphology and stability were investigated. The local field enhancement effect of
AgNPs on the luminescence properties of Eu(TTFA) 3 and Sm(TTFA) 3 complexes were investigated.
Luminescence intensities of the complexes were enhanced several times in the presence of silver and gets
quenched with further increase of the concentration of AgNPs. The nonlinear optical properties (NLO) of NPs
were studied using Z-scan technique in nanosecond time domain.
Introduction:
Synthesis of silver nanoparticles (Ag NPs) using plant extracts is an emerging field of nanotechnology due to
extraordinary properties and their novel applications in fields of science and technology such as optoelectronics,
pharmaceuticals, biomedicine and photonics. Various conventional methods such as chemical, microbes
mediated synthesis etc., are being utilized for the preparation of silver particles. Microbial mediated synthesis is
not feasible for large scale production of NPs due to heavy lab maintenance. Whereas, biological synthesis of
Ag NPs using plants extracts is an easy, efficient and environment friendly way. Surface Plasmon absorption of
metal nanoparticles arises from collective oscillations of free electrons. It can be tuned by changing the
parameters like size and shape of nanoparticles. Localized surface plasmons modify the optical properties of
rareearth ions. Luminescence enhancement depends on multiple parameters a) coupling distance between the
metal nano particles b) distance between the metal naoparticles and rare earth ions c) concentration of rare earth
ions and metal nano particles [1]. Here, Ag nano particles synthesized via biosynthesis method allows the fine
control of coupling distances of metal nano particles and rareearth ions. Hence there is plasmon induced local
field enhancement of rareearth ion emissions.
Materials and Methods: Synthesis of Nanoparticles
Fresh Cynadon dactylon leaves were thoroughly rinsed in deionized water several times. Ten grams of leaves
were chopped into pieces, homogenized and boiled in 100 ml of distilled water for 5 min. The mixture was then
cooled down to room temperature and filtered with Whatman no. 1 filter paper. The filtrate was again filtered
with 1 mm filter paper to remove granules and later refrigerated at 4 0C for further use. Briefly, 1 mM silver
nitrate (AgNO 3 ) aqueous solution was prepared and used for the synthesis of Ag NPs. 3 ml of leaf extract was
mixed with 30 ml of 1 mM AgNO 3 solution. Initially the solution was transparent and after few minutes the
solution turned into dark reddish colour indicating the formation of Ag NPs. All these processes have been
carried out at room temperature. The experiment was repeated thrice to confirm the reproducibility. Active
compounds present in Cynadon dactylon extract were responsible for the reduction of silver ions.
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Results and Discussion

Fig.1. UV-9LVDEVRUSWLRQVSHFWUXPRIGLIIHUHQWFRQFHQWUDWLRQVRI$J13VZLWK(Xȝ0
Inset Fig. shows (i) Increase in absorption with Ag NPs concentration (ii) surface plasmon absorption peak of
pure Ag Nps
When the aqueous AgNO 3 was added to the Cynadon dactylon extract, the colour of the reaction mixture
turned from transparent to dark reddish due to excitation of surface Plasmon of AgNPs. Formation of the AgNPs
was confirmed by monitoring the surface Plasmon resonance (SPR) peak of the metallic nanoparticles, which is
around 435 nm as shown in inset Fig. 1(ii). The spherical shape of AgNPs leads to single SPR band as predicted
from the Mie theory. Fig. 1. shows the absorption spectra of different concentrations (5, 10, 20, 50, 70, 100 and
200 μl) of Ag NPs with 20 μl concentration of Eu(TTFA) 3 solution. Absorption of the combined solution of
AgNPs and Eu complex with the bands at 262, 342 and 435 nm, and the absorption band at 300-400 nm are
slightly red-shifted due to the interaction between AgNPs and complex molecules, i.e. Plasmon field around the
Ag NPs affecting the Eu3+ ions. With increase in the concentration of AgNPs, surface Plasmon peak at 435 nm
is same as that of the pure Ag colloidal solution as shown in inset Fig. 1(i). Inset Fig. 1(i) shows linear increase
in the absorbance with increase of AgNPs concentration in 20 μl europium complex solutions indicating that the
AgNPs did not agglomerate.
Fig. 2 represents the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of the synthesized Cynadon dactylon
extract capped AgNPs. TEM analysis (Fig. 2a) clearly revealed the uniform and well dispersed formation of
spherical nanoparticles. From Fig. 2 (b&c) crystalline nature of the AgNPs and its correspnding planes are
observed, which are supported by XRD in Fig. 2. Spherical particles’ mean diameter was 6.5 nm with ranging
from 3-14 nm (Fig. 2d).
Figs. 3(a) and (b) shows the absorption spectra of pure Eu(TTFA) 3 and Sm(TTFA) 3 complexes with absorption
bands at 262 and 342 nm. Figs. 3(c) and (d) correspond to the luminescence spectra of pure Eu(TTFA) 3 and
Sm(TTFA) 3 . Fig 4(a) and (b) show the luminescence emission spectra of Eu(TTFA) 3 and Sm(TTFA) 3 with Ag
NPs respectively excited at 350 nm. In the case of Eu3+ ions, electric-dipole transition band at 614 nm (5D 0
ĺ 7F 2 ) is sensitive to the local environmental fields and its enhancement factor (EF) is 8.7 while magnetic
dipole transitions at 577 nm and 590 nm (5D 0 ĺ 7F 0 and 5D 0 ĺ 7F 1 ) EFs are 3.8 and 5.4 in the presence of
AgNPs. Inset fig shows the dependence of luminescence intensity on the concentration of Eu complex (20, 30,
40 μl) with varying Ag concentration from 5 to 200 μl. Enhancement of luminescence intensity is seen for 20μl
Eu complex
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Fig. 2. TEM images of bio reduced Ag NPs
in different concentrations of AgNPs. Fig 4(b) shows the emission spectra of Sm(TTFA) 3 with different
concentration of AgNPs. The magnetic dipole transition bands at 566 nm (4G 5/2 ĺ 6H 5/2 ) and 602 nm (4G 5/2
ĺ 6H 7/2 ) enhanced by 1.8 and 3 respectively and electric dipole transition band at 645 nm

(4G 5/2 ĺ 6H 9/2 )

enhanced by 3.6. Enhancement of luminescence intensity is seen for 220μl Sm complex in different
concentrations of AgNPs. It has been reported by many groups [2] that the scattering spectra of AgNPs lie at
around 600nm for a particular distance between the AgNPs. As the scattering spectra of the NPs can be tuned
depending on the distance between the NPs, the emission intensity enhances when the emission spectra of rareearth ion overlaps with the scattering spectra of the NPs. When the distance between NPs decreases, the
scattering at 612 nm initially increases, this makes the increase of the overlap between the scattering of AgNPs
and the emission band of Eu3+ ions resulting in the enhancement of luminescence. Then it decreases as the
distances between NPs further decrease, which result in the decrease of coupling efficiency between the AgNPs
and Eu3+ ions, and the decrease of the enhancement factor of luminescence. This could be the reason why we
did not observe increase in luminescence intensity for other concentrations of Eu+3 (40 μl and 60 μl) and Sm3+
(200 μl and 240 μl) ions as shown in the inset Fig. 4. Overall enhancement in luminescence of Eu3+ and Sm3+
ions in the presence of Ag NPs is found to be 20 and 5 times respectively, when compared to pure Eu3+ and
Sm3+ ion solution.

Fig. 3. Absorption spectra of pure (a) Eu(TTFA) 3 and (b) Sm(TTFA) 3 and PL spectra of pure c) Eu(TTFA) 3
and (d) Sm(TTFA) 3
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Fig. 5(a) shows the open aperture Z-scan data with nanosecond laser at different input intensities. We observed
reverse saturable absorption (RSA) behaviour in the green synthesized Ag NPs which are attributed to the

Fig. 4 (a). /XPLQHVFHQFHHPLVVLRQVSHFWUD Ȝ exc = 350 nm) of 20μl Eu(TTFA) 3 with different concentrations of
Ag NPs: a) 5, b) 10, c) 30, d) 50, e) 70, f) 100, g) 200 μl. Inset fig shows dependence of Ag concentration on the
PL intensity. Eu complex concentration is (a) 10μl (b) 20 and (c) 30μl. 4 (b) Luminescence emission spectra
Ȝ exc = 350 nm) of 240μl Sm(TTFA) 3 with different concentrations of Ag NPs: a) 5, b) 10, c) 30, d) 50, e) 70, f)
100, g) 200 μl. Inset figure shows dependence of Ag concentration on the PL intensity. Sm complex
concentration is (a) 200μl (b) 220 and (c) 240μl.
excitations from surface Plasmon resonance (SPR) band to the free carrier band of Ag NPs and two-photon
absorption (TPA) from ground state. From the fit we estimated Į 2 to be 10.2×10-9 cm2/W for different input
intensities in the range of 0.78 GW/cm2 to 3.9 GW/cm2. This value is almost same for different input intensities.
Fig. 5(b) shows the optical limiting threshold and value which is found to be 0.05 J/cm2.

Fig. 5(a) Open aperture Z-scan curves, (b) Optical limiting curves of Ag NPs with 532 nm, 30ps pulse width and
10Hz reprate.
Conclusions: Biosynthesized Ag NPs have been successfully synthesized utilizing Cynadon dactylon extract
as capping and reducing agent. Luminescence enhancement and quenching of RE ions have been observed in
the presence of such nanostructures. Hence, these NPs show applications as luminophores with good optical
limiting characteristics.
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Perfect absorption in a pulsed laser deposited sub-wavelength thick indium tin oxide
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In this report, we have experimentally demonstrated near-perfect absorption (~99.83%) of incident p-polarized
light around the technologically important telecommunication wavelngth (1550 nm) in a pulsed laser deposited
indium tin oxide thin film of thickness less than 100 nm excited through Kretschmann-Raether geometry. A
theoretical model, based on the transfer matrix method, accurately reproduces the experimentally observed
absorption spectra. This behavior is linked to the epsilon near zero mode, and rigorous calculation of the local
field intensity enhancement factor establishes substantial enhancement of electric field inside the film as the
main catalyst behind such a high degree of absorption.
From the beginning of the last decade, transparent conducting oxides (TCOs) like indium tin oxide
(ITO), aluminum/germanium doped zinc oxide (AZO/GZO) have paved the way for the new exciting field of
research based on epsilon near zero (ENZ) property of such materials. The vanishingly small permittivity of
these ENZ materials at the juncture of dielectric-to-metal transition has led to many trendsetting phenomena like
squeezing of the electromagnetic wave energy1, perfect absorption (PA)2, 3, extremely high optical nonlinearity4,
etc. Amongst these, PA in sub-wavelength thick films turns out to be fundamentally fascinating and
technologically paramount from the device application point of view. In a pioneering work, Luk et al.2
demonstrated PA in several sub-wavelength thick ITO thin films backed by silver superstrate and have
discussed ENZ mode mediated PA. Soon after this work, Yoon et al.3 presented broadband PA in unpatterned
ENZ films, devoid of any backing superstrates. However, in both of these reports, PA was not achived at
telecommunication wavelength, which is pivotal when it concerns actual real-life devices.
Here, we experimentally achieved about 99.83% absorption at and around the telecommunication wavelength in
an ITO thin film of thickness less than 100 nm when probed via Kresthmann-Raether configuration.
Experimental results and subsequent theoretical analysis are presented in the following sections.

Figure 1: Schematic of the Kretschmann-Raether geometry based set up.
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Experimental and Characterization techniques
ITO thin films were deposited onto the coring glass substrate using a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser
(Spectra-Physics) operated at 532 nm wavelength. During the deposition, substrate temperature and chamber
pressure were maintained at 400 °C and 0.05 mbar of helium gas, respectively. The film's thickness, surface
roughness, and dielectric permittivity were analyzed using spectroscopic ellipsometry (SEMILAB GES5E)
instrument. A virtual surface roughness layer defined by Bruggemann effective medium approximation (BEMA)
on top of a thin film dispersion layer characterized by a combination of Drude and Gaussian oscillators was used
to model ellipsometric data. Excitation of ENZ mode was realized in a Kretschmann-Raether configuration, as
shown in figure 1. ITO films were placed upside down onto the right-angle BK7 glass prism by employing an
index matching fluid. A purely p-polarized light generated in the ellipsometer was employed at several incident
angles through the slanted face of the prism, and the reflected spectra were collected using an analyzer equipped
with a NIR detector over the wavelength range 900 – 1700 nm.

Numerical simulation based on Transfer matrix method
Reflection and transmission spectra of a multilayer system can be accurately simulated by employing
the transfer matrix method (TMM). TMM typically correlates the electric and magnetic field of the first layer to
the last layer. A Matlab code based on TMM was modified to take into account the contribution of the surface
roughness. Surface roughness described by BEMA was included in the simulation as a uniaxially anisotropic
layer. For p-polarized light, the matrix component of any intermediate layer is defined as5,
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where İ i and İ i+1 are the dielectric constant of two back to back layers and L i is the effective thickness of the ith
layer. k z i is the z-component of the wavevector is defined as,

H i k02  k x2

k zi

(2)

where k 0 is the incident wavevector, and k x is the x-component of the imparted to the incident wavevector due to
the oblique incidence. So, the total transfer matrix of an N-layer system is given by,
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Subsequently, the reflection coefficients and, thereby, the amplitude is given by,
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Figure 2: (a) Variation of real (İ 1 ) and imaginary (İ 2 ) part of permittivity. The black dotted line in the middle
represents the 0 value of the real part of permittivity.; (b) experimental and simulated reflection spectra of ppolarized light over the wavelength range 900-1700 nm.

Results and discussions
Figure 2 (a) shows the variation of the real (İ 1 ) and imaginary (İ 2 ) part of permittivity of the pulsed
laser deposited ITO thin film over the wavelength range 900-1700 nm. Real permittivity exhibited a clear cutoff
at the wavelength 1415 nm; wherein the value of the imaginary part of permittivity is also relatively low (~
0.85). Thus ENZ condition is fulfilled in this region. To further validate the results, reflection spectra were also
taken over a range of incident angles from 50° to 70° at an interval of 1°. The frequency of the experimental
data was increased to around 56° in order to accurately pinpoint the PA point. The highest value of absorption
(~ 99.83%) was achieved at the angle of incidence of around 56.75° at the wavelength of 1541 nm. These
values, along with measured film thickness (90 nm), perfectly satisfy the PA condition2 :

Figure 3: Angular distribution of the local field intensity enhancement factor (LFIEF) over the wavelength
range 900 – 1700 nm. The colorbar beside the map indicates the exact value of LFIEF. The green star represents
the simulated PA point.
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(5)

where n p is the refractive index of the prism. Here we have neglected the film's surface roughness since it is
significantly less than the film thickness. One thing to notice from the PA condition is that the value of the real
and imaginary part of permittivity ultimately dictates the PA wavelength and angle. Thus, we can shift the PA
point at our will for an absorber of given thickness just by playing with the disperison property of the material.
Figure 2 (b) depicts the experimentally measured reflection spectra along with simulated one in the wavelength
range of 900 – 1700 nm. We can see that the simulated spectra almost precisely matches with that of the
experimental one. It provides concrete proof that our simulation method, as discussed in the earlier section, is
quite handy when it comes to the films with small surface roughness values.
To further understand the physical origin of the ENZ assisted PA in sub-wavelength thick ITO thin
film, we also calculated the local field intensity enhancement factor (LFIEF) inside the film. As depicted in
figure 3, there is a strong enhancement of the electric field near the PA region. However, the strongest
enhancement point is slightly redshifted as compared to the PA point. This is in line with several earlier reports2,
6

.

Conclusions
In conclusion, the experimental demonstration of perfect absorption using Kretschmann-Raether
geometry is achieved in an unpatterned ITO thin film. The combination of real and imaginary parts of the film
proved pivotal when it concerned the PA condition. The electric field is strongly enhanced locally when the
incident wavelength is close to the ENZ wavelength and provides the necessary loss mechanism for PA. PA in
the telecommunication wavelength could be very beneficial for absorption-based device applications.
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Abstract:
We report that laser texturing with in-situ glass particle deposition on stainless steel meshes can produce
superhydrophilic meshes for gravity driven oil water separation application. The glass particle deposition
resolved the problem of the gradual loss of hydrophilicity of the laser textured bare stainless steel mesh during
storage, which renders the mesh unusable for oil water separation. We showed that the glass particle coated
stainless steel mesh could perform oil water separation with an efficiency of ~96% for various oils and could be
stored up to the tested duration of ~8 months without any significant degradation.
Introduction:
The laser surface texturing as a method to induce superhydrophilicity in porous or mesh-like metals has received
considerable attention recently [1,2] where the induced superhydrophilicity has been exploited for highly
efficient oil water separation which can have applications in the areas where oil and water get inadvertently
mixed such as oil spilling/leakage in water, industry waste water etc. However, no attention has been paid to the
long term stability of the superhydrophilicity and the usability for oil water separation of the prepared metallic
meshes. This is important as the well-known wettability transition phenomenon of the laser textured metallic
surfaces [3,4] is expected to cause a gradual loss of superhydrophilicity upon storage in ambient air and hence
affect the oil water separation efficiency. Therefore, we investigated the loss of superhydrophilicity and oil water
separation efficiency of laser textured stainless steel mesh and observed a complete transition to
superhydrophobicity and total failure of oil water separation within 75 days of storage in ambient atmosphere. In
Further, as a solution to this problem, we have shown that using a glass cover plate over the steel mesh during
laser processing results in deposition of micron/submicron sized glass particles over the mesh via a process
known as laser induced plasma assisted ablation (LIPAA) [5]. The glass being inherently inert and hydrophilic,
when deposited in the form of micron/submicron sized particles imparted stable superhydrophilicity to the
prepared mesh. The glass particles coated mesh could be used for oil water separation for oils like mustard oil,
kerosene and petrol with efficiency ~96% without any significant degradation upon storage up to the tested
duration of ~8 months.
Experimental:
Figure 1A shows a schematic of the experimental setup. Briefly, a frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser at 532 nm
with repetition rate of 18 kHz and pulse duration of ~ 200 ns was used for texturing. The laser average power
was varied from 1 W to 2.5 W. The laser beam was focused with a 25 mm focal length lens resulting in a focal
spot of ~68 μm. The stainless steel (SS 316) mesh (# 300 i.e. 300 meshes in an inch length) samples were placed
on a motorized XY stage and were scanned in parallel lines relative to the stationary laser beam with a scanning
line separation of ȝP and scan velocity of 5 mm/s. During glass particle deposition, a ~1.2 mm thick soda
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lime glass plate was placed over the mesh. To avoid sticking of the mesh with the glass plate during laser
processing, a ~100 μm thick spacer was inserted between the mesh and the glass plate. The morphological
examination of the textured meshes was carried out using a field effect scanning electron microscope (Carl Zeiss
Sigma 02). The compositional analysis of the samples was carried out using an Energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX)
analysis system (Element EDS system, EDAX Inc.). To characterize the wettability of the mesh surfaces, liquid
contact angle was analysed using a home-built set-up. In this setup, light from an illumination lamp was passed
through an aperture and illuminated a ~5 μl liquid droplet. The droplet was then imaged using an USB
microscope (Research India MPC27). The contact angle of the droplet was calculated using ImageJ image
analysis software.
Results and Discussion:
Figure 1B shows a stainless steel mesh which was laser processed without any glass cover plate i.e. bare mesh.
The laser processing was carried out at average laser power of ~1 W. The laser processed area of the mesh
appeared blackish, which may be due to the light trapping effect of micro/nano structures/particles formed
during laser processing as well as due to chemical surface modification. However, when the laser processing was
carried out with the glass cover plate on the mesh at a laser power of ~ 2.5 W, the processed mesh area appeared
to be whitish. In this case also the mesh was covered with micron/submicron sized particles but the EDX
analysis of these particles showed that they are mainly composed of Si, Na, Mg, Ca and O which are known to
be the main constituents of soda lime glasses. These results suggested that the particles deposited over the mesh
must have originated from the ablation of the soda lime glass plate during the laser processing. Such glass
particle deposition may occur via a process known as laser induced plasma assisted ablation (LIPAA) [5] in
which the intense plasma formed during laser ablation of mesh can interact with the top cover plate and ablate it.
This is depicted in a schematic shown in Fig 2D.

Figure 1(A) A schematic of the laser texturing set up. M1-0EHDPVWHHULQJPLUURUV/EHDPIRFXVLQJOHQV¨\
inter-line separation (B) Photograph and SEM micrograph of the laser textured mesh without any glass plate.
(C) Photograph and SEM micrograph of the laser textured mesh with the glass cover plate. (D) A schematic of
the glass particle deposition phenomenon during laser processing.
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The unprocessed stainless steel mesh was hydrophobic and exhibited a static contact angle of ~110o as shown in
Fig. 2A. Immediately after laser processing, the meshes with glass particle deposition (GPcoatedM) or without
glass particle deposition i.e. bare mesh (BareM) were found to exhibit superhydrophilicity as also shown in Fig.
2A. The superhydrophilicity observed in the case of the BareM may be due to the combined effect of laser
ablation induced micron/submicron scale metal features as well as the formation of metal oxides which are
known to be hydrophilic. Similarly, in the case of the GPcoatedM, the presence of micron/sub-micron sized glass
particles and their intrinsic hydrophilic nature may have resulted in the observed superhydrophilicity. Figure 2B
shows the time-evolution of water contact angle and it may be noted that while the BareM gradually lost
superhydrophilicity and became superhydrophobic with a contact angle of 156o±1o within a duration of ~75
days. The reason for this transition has been known to be the reactive nature of the metallic oxides formed during
laser processing which react with the gases and moisture present in the ambient air and. Such reaction results in
adsorption of organic matter over the metal surface making it superhydrophobic. However, Fig. 2B also shows
that the GPcoatedM maintained its superhydrophilicity even after a time duration of ~8 months. The reason for
this stability of the GPcoatedM may be the inherently non-reactive nature of the glass particles.

Figure 2. (A) Contact angle of a water droplet on the mesh before processing i.e. pristine mesh and immediately
after laser processing without/with top glass cover plate. (B) Evolution of the contact angle of the laser
processed meshes after being left in ambient air.
When water is poured over the laser textured superhydrophilic mesh, the rough surface features of the mesh get
impregnated with water and a thin film of water is formed over the mesh. When an oil droplet approaches such a
pre-wetted mesh, the pockets of water trapped in the rough surface do not allow the oil droplet to make a contact
with the mesh. Similarly when a mixture of oil and water is poured over the mesh pre-wetted with water, the oil
being lighter than water hits the mesh first, but not being able to make contact with the mesh rises upwards, and
the water passes through. Even when all the water is passed through, the oil is still retained over the mesh as long
as the water film is present over the mesh. Thus as long as the mesh is superhydrophilic which is the case with
freshly prepared BareM, freshly prepared GPcoatedM as well as aged GPcoatedM, it can serve to separate
oil/water mixture as shown in Fig 3A. The aged BareM became superhydrophobic after 75 days of storage in
ambient atmosphere and did not allow formation of thin film when pre-wetted with water. When the oil/water
mixture is poured over it, the oil being lighter first makes contact with the mesh and wets the mesh and some
quantity of oil may also pass through before it is displaced by the heavier water phase. Since a layer of oil has
got spread over the mesh, the water is not able to pass through and the oil being lighter than water moves
upwards and sits over water layer. Thus, the mesh completely loses its separation action as shown in Fig. 3B.
The separation efficiency of water from an oil/water mixture was calculated as Ș P c /m o ×100%, where m c and
m o are the original mass of water and the mass of water collected after separation, respectively. The separation
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efficiency was found to be > 96% for all the freshly processed meshes i.e. BareM and GPcoatedM (Fig. 3C). The
separation efficiency of the BareM dropped to 0% after 75 days of storage whereas the separation efficiency of
the GPcoatedM did not change significantly over the investigated time duration of 240 days. Furthermore,
different oils such as mustard oil, kerosene and petrol could be separated from oil water mixture with efficiency
> 96% (Fig. 3D).

Figure 3. Schematic and photographs of (A) oil/water separation through superhydrophilic mesh, the case
applicable on BareM fresh, GPcoatedM fresh and GPcoatedM aged meshes (i) during and (ii) after pouring of
oil water mixture (B) no oil water separation, applicable on BareM old mesh (i) during and (ii) after pouring of
oil water mixture
Conclusion:
We have shown that by using a glass plate over the stainless steel mesh during nanosecond laser processing,
micron/submicron sized glass particles could be deposited over the mesh. These glass particles endowed long
term superhydrophilicity to the mesh and allowed the use of the prepared mesh for efficient oil/water separation
even after a long storage durations. Further, as the glass particle deposition occurs during the laser processing,
the advantages associated with laser texturing, such as chemical-free and one-step process, are still retained.
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Abstract:
Simulation studies of Photonic nanojets and fabrication of nanoholes on Stainless Steel (SS) substrate
experimentally by the photonic nanojets using particle assisted laser exposure method is reported. The nanojet
simulation study has been carried out for three different incident laser wavelengths for the case of spherical
particles of three different diameters. Experiments performed with polysterene particles of 1 μm, 0.5 μm and
0.3 μm exposed to laser of wavelength 1064 nm yield results that agree with the simulation.
1. Introduction
Optical lithography is an important and powerful technique emerging in the recent years to create fine
nano-structuring and modifications in a remote and controlled manner on a substrate and the limit in the
focusing ability set by diffraction is overcame by special methods. The conventional far-field techniques are
limited by the spatial resolution of a lens which, in turn, is limited by diffraction limit and is approximately one
half of the wavelength. Some near-field techniques, such as NSOM (Near field Scanning Optical Microscopy),
laser in combination with AFM (Atomic Force Microscope) probe etc. are made use of to overcome these
limitations. One of the promising and powerful technique developed to overcome the diffraction limit is by
using a dielectric sphere in combination with laser beam, where the confinement of the light in the form of
photonic nanojet (PNJ) underneath the particle can be achieved to within less than half of the wavelength. PNJ
was theoretically demonstrated by Chen et.al. for the first time by using finite-difference time-domain (FDTD)
numerical modeling.1 It is defined as a non-resonant phenomenon, in which a properly illuminated dielectric
microparticle will focus the light in the vicinity of the microparticle at the shadow side.2 It was found that PNJs
thus produced have waists smaller than the diffraction limit and there is an enhancement in the intensity of the
backscattered light by several orders of magnitude.3 One of the important aspects of this photonics nanojet is
that, it can propagate over a length of several wavelengths without any appreciable divergence making it most
appropriate for applications in many areas such as laser surface nanostructuring/nanopatterning, Raman
spectroscopy, optical data storage and tissue engineering.
2. Theory and Simulation
Simulation studies were carried by solving Maxwell’s equations using Comsol mulltiphysics 3.4.
which is based on finite elemental analysis method (FEM) similar to that of Patil et.al4. FEM is a numerical
technique used for solving partial differential equations (PDE) and integral equations. In FEM based analysis,
the structures are split into elementary sub-spaces, the value of electromagnetic field for each element is
calculated and finally the value for the total field is arrived at by interpolation method. The simulation
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experiment comprises of illumination of a dielectric sphere by using a Gaussian shaped uniform plane wave
propagating along the x-axis, where the electric field oscillation takes place in the z- axis. The variations in the
electric field as a function of propagating distance are defined by the Eq. 1.4.
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3. Results and Discussions
The first set of simulation experiments were carried out with spherical particles with a diameter of 1
μm. The refractive indices chosen for the particle (polystyrene (PS) particle) as a function of wavelength are
1.63 at 355 nm, 1.59 at 532 nm and 1.57 at 1064 nm5. Refractive index of the surrounding medium is chosen as
1.0 as it is assumed that particle in air for simplicity. Fig. 1 depict the electric field intensity distribution of
photonic nanojet by a particle of 1 μm diameter when illuminated by a plane wave of wavelength 355 nm, 532
nm, and 1064 nm. Fig. 1.d shows the transverse intensity profile of photonic nanojet generated by a particle with
1 μm diameter when irradiated with plane waves with afore mentioned wavelengths. From the figures it is clear
that intensity enhancement is highest when the particle is irradiated with shortest wavelength i.e., 355 nm, and
intensity enhancement is lowest when the particle is irradiated with longest wavelength 1064 nm in this case.
Intensity enhancement factors are 3.649, 3.459, 2.405 respectively for the wavelengths of irradiations 355 nm,
532 nm and 1064 nm. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) calculated from the intensity profile of the
photonic nanojet for different irradiation wavelength 355 nm, 532 nm and 1064 nm are 140 nm, 200 nm and 438
nm respectively.

a

b

1.0

1.0

c

d

1.0

Fig. 1. Electric field Intensity distribution of photonic nanojet by a particle of 1.0 μm dia.
illuminated by a plane wave of wavelength a. 355 nm b. 532 nm c. 1064 nm.d. Transverse intensity
profile of photonic nanojet generated by particle with 1.0 μm diameter when irradiated with plane
waves of different wavelengths.
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The next set of simulations were then carried out for
particles with diameter 0.5 μm and 0.3 μm also. It can be
seen that the enhancement in the field intensities in these
two cases is lesser compared to that of larger particle (1
μm). The measured enhanced field intensity values are
3.012, 2.396 and 1.776 for the irradiation wavelengths 355
nm, 532 nm and 1064 nm for particles with 0.5 μm
diameter and 2.189, 1.805 and 1.387 respectively for
particles with 0.3 μm diameter. The full width at half
maximum (FWHM) calculated from the intensity profile of
the photonic nanojet for different irradiation wavelength
355 nm, 532 nm and 1064 nm are 136 nm, 214 nm and 476
nm respectively for 0.5 μm particle and 140 nm, 200 nm

Fig. 2. Transverse intensity profile of photonic
nanojet generated by particles of different
diameters when irradiated with plane waves with
a wavelength of 355 nm

and 438 nm respectively for 1 μm particle. A clear decrease in the enhanced intensity value and an increase in
the FWHM of the spot size is evident with increase in the particle size. Fig. 2 depicts the transverse intensity
profiles of photonic nanojet for three different particles with diameters 0.3 μm,0.5 μm and 1 μm when irradiated
with wavelengths 355 nm.
We then experimentally fabricated nano holes on Stainless Steel (SS) substrates by using photonic
nanojet. A monolayer of polystyrene (PS) particles (Sphereotech inc. USA) was made on the substrate as
depicted in Fig. 3. Monolayer formation of the particles was ensured by proper cleaning of the substrate surface,
proper dilution of the particles followed by ultrasonication
as well as by keeping the substrate at an angle of 15 0 at
the time of deposition. The experimental setup used for
nanostructuring consisted of a Perspex chamber vacuum
sealed by the sample holder at one end and a BaF 2
Brewster window at the other end. A rotary pump was
connected to the chamber in order to prevent any
redeposition of the removed particles. An Nd: YAG laser
(Model-SL 332-T, Ekspla) capable of delivering single
mode pulses of pulse duration 300 ps at 1064 nm and 532
nm wavelengths was used as the source of irradiation. In

Fig. 3. SEM micrograph of SS substrate coated
with monolayer of PS particles of 1 μm dia.

the first set of experiments, SS substrate with a layer of
1 μm diameter was irradiated using laser pulse of 1064 nm wavelength beginning from a very low fluence.
Substrate surfaces prior to and after laser irradiation were analyzed using AFM (XE 100, Park Systems). AFM
in Fig. 4.a depicts the nano pits (nano holes) formed on the SS substrate after irradiating the surface containing 1
μm diameter particles with 1064 nm at a fluence of 36.6 mJ/cm2. As seen in the pit profile in Fig. 4.b pits having
a depth of ~ 2.5 nm were formed on the substrate. So, this fluence is considered as the threshold fluence for
pitting in these conditions. In order to understand the effect of laser fluence on the size (both depth and width) of
the pit the experiment was repeated for different laser fluence values. For a laser fluence of ~ 65 mJ/cm2 depth
of the nano holes were increased to ~40 nm and the width was increased to ~300 nm and is depicted in Fig. 5.
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The experiments were repeated using smaller particles such as 0.3 μm and 0.5 μm and also for a different
wavelength of 532 nm. Experimentally also It was observed that, as the particle size reduces, the threshold
fluence for nano hole formation increases. Further it also reduces with reducing irradiation wavelength. It was
also observed that as predicted by the simulation results, as the particle size increased, the depth of penetration
too increased. More results will be presented during the conference.

a

Fig. 4 AFM micrograph depicting the nano
pits formed on SS substrate by using PS
particles of 1 μm dia at 1064 nm irradiation
and fluence of 36.6 mJ/ cm2: b. Profile of a
nanopit showing depth of ~ 2.5 nm.

4. Conclusions:

b

Fig. 5 AFM micrograph depicting the
nano pits formed on SS substrate by
using PS particles of 1 μm dia at 1064
nm irradiation and fluence of 65 mJ/
cm2: b. Profile of a nanopit showing
depth of ~ 40 nm

In conclusion, simulation studies on photonic nanojets were carried out by using Comsol multiphysics
3.4 and nanoholes were fabricated on SS substrate using particle assisted dry laser exposure methods.
Experimental results corroborates results obtained by simulation.
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Abstract: Shear cutting of SS sheets introduces significant tensile residual stress on the cut surfaces, which
makes them prone to Stress corrosion cracking (SCC). Laser shock peening (LSP) of shear cut surface has been
carried out using in-house Nd:YAG laser. The study involved characterization of shear cut surface of laser
peened and unpeened specimens w.r.t residual stress, SCC, microstructure, crack density, hardness and X-Ray
diffraction. LSP modified the residual stresses on the shear cut surfaces from tensile to compressive. The study
demonstrates the potential of LSP in preventing the SCC damage of shear cut SS sheets stored in stock yard.
1.0 Introduction: Austenitic stainless steels (ASS) are extensively used for the fabrication of components in
nuclear and process industries due to high general corrosion resistance and high temperature strength. SCC is a
serious type of material degradation involving service/storage of stressed components in susceptible corrosive
environment. The phenomenon of SCC is known to occur in the event of simultaneous presence of (i)
susceptible material, (ii) exposure to corrosive environment, and (iii) tensile stress above a threshold [1]. Many
research studies have suggested that surface condition plays a very significant role in the initiation of stress
corrosion cracks [2-3]. Surface modifications introduced by cutting, machining and grinding operations may
introduce significant residual stresses. Shear cutting/machining of austenitic SS leaves a work hardened surface
layer associated with high density of strain-induced martensite, and lattice defects like mechanical twins and
dislocations [4]. Surface working operations result in enhanced electrochemical activity of the resultant surface,
which is of serious concern with respect to SCC [5-7]. A study demonstrated that surfaces cut by cut-off wheels
and shear cutting methods are susceptible for SCC due to high tensile residual stresses while surfaces cut by
bandsaw are resistant to SCC in susceptible environment [8]. Process of LSP, because of its ability to introduce
residual compressive surface stresses without introducing any thermal effects into the material, has attracted
immense interest for enhancing the life of components operating under fatigue and SCC-prone conditions
[9,10]. Peyre et al. have demonstrated that LSP can effectively prevent initiation of SCC in 316L SS in boiling
MgCl 2 solution [11]. Authors own laboratory have also demonstrated the use of laser peening for pitting, SCC
and fatigue life performance improvement [12]. The present study has been undertaken with objective to explore
the use of laser peening to minimize the SCC susceptibility of the shear cut surfaces of SS with high tensile
stresses.
2.0 Experimental procedure: The study was performed on a 10 mm thick sheet of 304L stainless steel (SS).
The chemical composition of the SS sheet (in wt%) was: 0.02 C/18.03 Cr/10.55 Ni/1.22 Mn/0.28 Si/0.277
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Mo/0.001 S/0.015 P/bal. Fe. The 304L SS sheet was shear cut into specimens of dimensions 60 x 25 x 10 mm
for subsequent experiments. The specimens were ultrasonically cleaned in soap and acetone medium.
Laser shock peening of shear cut surfaces of 304L samples was carried out using indigenously developed high
energy flash lamp pumped electro-optically Q-switched Nd: YAG laser system with maximum laser energy of
7J. During the laser peening, the specimen surface is covered with a black color adhesive PVC tape (thickness100 μm) and around 1 mm thick layer of flowing water is maintained to confine the plasma formed as a results
of laser beam interaction with the tape. The sacrificial layer of black PVC-tape also serves as a protecting
material to the substrate from the unwanted thermal effects, which may otherwise introduce undesirable residual
tensile stresses. The details of experimental set up are provided elsewhere [12-13]. Laser peening is carried out
with a laser energy of 2.5 J with pulse width of 10 ns and pulse repetition rate 2 Hz. During peening process, the
laser spot diameter on the sample surface is maintained to 3 mm with axial laser beam overlap of 70% and track
to tack overlap of 58%. It should be noted that while conducting multiple i.e., double and triple laser peening
treatment, new PVC tape was applied after each peening treatment. As sheared and sheared + laser peened
specimens were characterized w.r.t optical microscopy, micro-hardness (force=100gf; dwell time: 10 Sec.),
residual stress using X-ray diffraction and accelerated SCC test in boiling magnesium chloride as per ASTM
G36 [14].
3.0 Results and Discussion: Shear cut surfaces carried
signature of mechanical deformation. Laser-peened and
unpeened shear cut surfaces had similar visual appearance.
Micro-hardness (knoop) measurements performed on the
polished cross-section of shear cut specimens showed
increased micro-hardness near the sheared edge (Fig.1), which
is attributed to extensive plastic deformation near shear the
cut edge.
After double and triple LSP, surface tensile stress is modified
to compressive stress. Fig.2 shows the comparison of residual

Fig.1. Micro-hardness profile along the depth

stress profiles of double and triple peened shear cut surface as

of a un-peened shear cut surface of 304 L SS.

compared to unpenned surface. It is also clear that triple
peening is more effective than double in suppressing the tensile stresses generated in shear cutting process. It
may be noted that, in case of triple peened sample (Ref. Fig.2), in one of the laser peened location tensile stress
was recorded due to tearing of tape and consequent melting. X ray diffraction pattern obtained from the shear
cut and polished surfaces revealed strong signature of cold work and state of stress in case of shear cut surface
in the form of significant peak broadening. Whereas the diffraction pattern of polished sample carried very sharp
peaks of austenite indicative of stress free state.
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Fig.2. Residual stress profiles before & after double & triple laser peening of shear cut surface of 304L SS

These results supplement the residual stress data of as-shear cut surface. Details of XRD results could not be
presented due to paucity of space. Exposure to 8 hrs long SCC testing of unpeened and laser peened samples

Fig.3: Micrographs of shear cut surfaces of (left) unpeened and (right) triple laser peened 304L SS specimens
after undergoing 8h long accelerated SCC test as per ASTM G36. Cracks are marked with arrows.

(double and triple) showed extensive cracking on
unpeened shear cut surface as shown in Fig.3 while
almost no cracks were seen in laser peened shear cut
surfaces (Fig.3). Crack density measurement (crack
length

mm/cm2)

was

also

calculated

at

80X

magnification using an optical microscope. The
difference of crack density in unpeened and laser
peened samples after exposure to SCC test are
presented in the Fig.4. Crack density measurements
confirmed that, LSP treatment has played vital role on
controlling the SCC damage on shear cut surfaces
carrying high magnitude of tensile stresses in as shear
cut condition.
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From the above results, it is clear that as-shear cut surfaces of 304L SS carrying high tensile residual stress and
high hardness are highly prone to SCC damage. Laser shock peeing is found to be very effective in suppressing
the SCC damage in shear cut surfaces by modifying the surface stresses from tensile to compressive.

4.0 Conclusion:

The results of the study demonstrates that laser shock peening is highly effective in

suppressing stress corrosion cracking on shear cut surfaces of 304L SS. With respect to double peening triple
laser peening is more effective. Laser peening brought about many fold reduction in SCC induced crack density
as compared to unpeened shear cut surface. The technique holds promise towards treatment of shear cut edges
of austentic stainless steel for preventing possible cracking during their storage in susceptible coastal
environment.
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ABSTRACT
Effect of oxygen vacancies on ferroelectric and dielectric properties are investigated in Sr 0.5 Ba 0.5 Nb 2 O 6 (SBN)
ceramics synthesized by standard solid-state reaction method. The phase analysis has revealed formation of
tetragonal tungsten bronze (TTB) P4bm crystal structure without any impurity phases. Relaxor-like dielectric
behavior and a ferroelectric-like field induced polarization (P-E) loop are observed for air sintered SBN ceramic.
High dielectric loss and a leaky P-E hysteresis loop are observed for SBN ceramic when sintered in vacuum. The
leakage results are explained with the help of Raman spectroscopy considering transformation of NbO 6 octahedron
to NbO 5 hexahedron.
INTRODUCTION
Among the class of materials known as relaxor ferroelectrics, strontium barium niobate (SBN) has received
particular attention due to its excellent pyroelectric, photorefractive, and electro-optic characteristics

1-2

. The

ferroelectric SBN crystal has a tungsten bronze type structure belonging to the tetragonal system, with a space group
P4bm (C24v)

3-4

. As for other crystals having this structure, the general formula of a lattice cell of SBN can be

written as (A1) 4 (A2) 2 (B1) 2 (B2) 8 O 30 , so that different types of cationic sites are available in this host crystal. The
A1 sites are partially occupied by Sr2+ ions, the A2 sites are randomly occupied by the Sr2+ and Ba2+ lattice ions,
while the B1 and B2 sites are completely filled by Nb5+ ions. In spite of the wide band gap in SBN, this material
shows high conductivity, which often depends upon the sintering conditions

5-6

. It is believed that the high

conductivity is related to the presence of oxygen vacancies but conduction mechanism is not fully understood. In
order to investigate the role of oxygen vacancies, the Sr 0.5 Ba 0.5 Nb 2 O 6 ceramics is sintered in air and vacuum.
Dielectric and ferroelectric properties revealed high conduction in vacuum sintered SBN ceramic. A mechanism
based on transformation of NbO 6 to NbO 5 has been revealed with the help of Raman spectroscopy.
EXPERIMENTAL
Sr 0.5 Ba 0.5 Nb 2 O 6 (SBN50/50) ceramic are synthesized by conventional solid-state reaction method using high-purity
SrO, BaO and Nb 2 O 5 as starting materials. The calcination is carried out at 1200qC for 6hrs. The green pallets are
sintered at 1400qC in air and vacuum (10-6mbar) for 2hrs. The density of the sintered pellets, 95% of the
theoretical values, are measured by liquid displacement method. The sintered pallets are crushed to fine powder for
structural analysis (Rigaku X-ray diffractometer, Cu KĮ). Dielectric measurements are carried out using an
automated HP4194A impedance analyser over a frequency range of 100 Hz–1 MHz at various temperatures. All the
data are collected during the cooling cycle. The electric field-induced polarization (P-E loop) measurements are
conducted on a Radiant Workstation PE Materials Analyser using a standard waveform at 1 kHz. Raman spectra of
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sintered samples are recorded in a micro-Raman Spectrometer (LABRAM HR-800), working in a backscattering
configuration, equipped with an Ar+ ion (Ȝ= 488 nm) laser. The spectral resolution of the system is 1 cmí1.

RESULTS & DISCUSSION
Figure 1 compares the powder XRD patterns of air and
vacuum sintered SBN50/50 ceramic samples. No impurity
phase, corresponding to Nb 2 O 5 as reported by previous
researchers

7

in oxygen deficient SBN50/50 ceramic

samples, is observed. All the major peaks of XRD pattern
are indexed with tetragonal tungsten bronze (TTB) P4bm
crystal structure with JCPDF No.39-0265 No effect on
crystal structure due to sintering environment is observed.
The calculated lattice parameter for both the samples are
a=b=12.466(3) Å; c=3.955(1) Å, which is consistent with
the earlier reported parameters in the literature.

Fig1. XRD pattern of Air and vacuum sintered
SBN 50/50
Temperature dependence of dielectric constant (H) and
dialectic loss tangent (tanG) for air and vacuum
sintered SBN50/50 ceramic is compared in figure 2.
For the sake of clarity, data is shown for 100 Hz, 10
kHz and 1 MHz only. It is clear from the figure that air
sintered SBN50/50 ceramic shows a diffuse phase
transition peak and the temperature of peak maximum
is found dependent on the measured frequency,
which is similar to the typical relaxor-like dielectric
behavior.

Maximum

dielectric

constant

(H m )

decreases and temperature of the H m (T m ) shifts
towards

higher

temperature

with

increase

in

frequency. No phase transition peak is observed for
vacuum sintered SBN ceramic. Both the dielectric
constant and

tanG are

observed

to

increase

continuously with increase in temperature. The
vacuum sintered SBN50/50 ceramic show high
dielectric constant and loss at all the frequencies and
temperature. Absence of the phase transition peak is due to

Fig2.

the high dissipation loss, which seems to mask the peak.

dielectric constant (upper) and loss (lower) of Air

Temperature

and

frequency

dependent

and vacuum sintered samples.
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Similar behavior has been reported in many ferroelectric perovskites like other lead-free sodium bismuth titanate
(NBT)

8

and bismuth titanate (BT)

9

in which high dielectric loss is associated to presence of the oxygen defects.

Therefore, vacuum sintered SBN50/50 ceramic sample indicates high dielectric losses due to oxygen defects. Field
induced polarization (P-E) loop (fig. 3) and strain (fig. 4) for vacuum sintered SBN50/50 ceramic is compared with
that of air sintered SBN. A well-defined ferroelectric-like P-E curve is observed for air sintered SBN50/50 ceramic
having with P r = 3.2 μC/cm2 and coercive field Ec= 15.5kV/cm along with ~ 4Pm displacement is observed
compared

to

6

leaky

hysteresis

P-E

loop

for

Air annealed
Vacuum Annealed

SBN

ceramic.

Air Sintered SBN 50/50

Displacement (Pm)
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Fig 3. P-E loop of air and vacuum sintered SBN 50/50

Fig 4. Field induced strain measurement of SBN 50:50

Figure 5 compares room temperature Normalized (with respect to intensity of 630cm-1) Raman spectra of air and
vacuum sintered SBN50/50 ceramics. Consistent with earlier reports, the Raman spectrum showed two strong and
broad bands around 250 cmí1, 630 cmí1 along with another weak band at around 840 cmí1. Out of possible 120
Raman active modes, significantly lower modes are
generally observed because of the lattice disorder. The
two strong modes around 250 and 630 cmí1 are assigned
to transverse A1 symmetry modes (NbO 6 ), which are
related to ionic displacements parallel to the ferroelectric
axis. The peak at ~ 840 cm-1 is assigned to B1 and B2
modes. An important feature inferred from the
normalized Raman spectra is that position of 630 cm-1
mode is red-shifted and intensity of 830 cm-1 mode is
reduced when oxygen vacancies are created by sintering
SBN ceramic in vacuum, which may be associated with
Fig 5. Raman spectra of air and vacuum sintered ceramic

change in NO 6 octahedra. Y. Li et al
the

electronic

structure

10

have discussed

of oxygen deficient

Sr 0.6 Ba 0.4 Nb 2 O 5.8 using first principal calculations and suggested that oxygen vacancies energetically prefer to
appear in the B corners of NbO 6 octahedron. Hence NbO 6 octahedron transform to NbO 5 hexahedron via the
change of the Nb-O bond angles in ab plane. Sintering SBN50/50 ceramic samples in vacuum involves evolution of
oxygen (O 2 ) from SBN structure via the following reaction:
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The electrons released during this process may either recombine (i) with positively charged oxygen vacancies (V••O
) to preserve electroneutrality or (ii) may be donated back to Nb5+ cations of NbO 6 octahedron, leading to a change
in the average Nb valence and an increase in the electrical conductivity as observed in dielectric and polarizations
studies. These results are in concurrence with our dielectric and polarization studies of SBN50/50 ceramic.
However, the detail dynamics of these bands is matter of further investigation.

CONCLUSIONS:
Effect of oxygen vacancies on ferroelectric and dielectric properties has revealed that high dielectric loss and leaky
P-E loop is due to the release of electron in vacuum sintered Sr 0.5 Ba 0.5 Nb 2 O 6 (SBN) ceramic. Phase analysis has
revealed formation of tetragonal tungsten bronze (TTB) P4bm crystal structure and no impurity phase is detected.
Raman spectroscopy has revealed decrease in the intensity of the mode at 840 cm-1, which may be related to
transformation of NbO 6 octahedron to NbO 5 hexahedron.
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Abstract
We report fabrication and characterization of bio-inspired metallic nanostructures as an efficient
absorber of broadband solar light radiation. We used bottom (hydrophobic) and top (hydrophilic)
surface of Palash leaf (scientific name “Butea Monsperma”) as a template substrate to grow
nanostructures of Cu using the method of pulsed laser deposition. Optical image and reflectivity data
of two surfaces coated with Cu showed that the Cu coated top leaf surface is shiny metallic,while the
bottom surface has black appearance with strong and broad band optical absorption. The naturally
occurring hierarchal micro/nano structures on the bottom hydrophobic surface of these leaves are
responsible for similar hierarchal micro/nano structures of Copper. These hierarchal Cu nanostructures
enable the excitation of surface plasmons over a wide range optical spectrum and black color
appearance of leaf surface. Thermal images of these surfaces under solar light also showed substantial
rise of surface temperature (by 90%) for Cu coated hydrophobic leaf surface over deposited Cu film of
same coat thickness. Temperature rise has been correlated with absorption strength and local field
enhancement. Fabrication of such plasmonic structures on bio-inspired surfaces can be utilized as
strong absorber of solar light in many applications including photovoltaic, thermo-plasmonic, solar
heating applications etc.
Introduction
Development of strong and broadband visible light absorber materials for various device applications
such as photovoltaics, thermo-plasmonics, photo detector/energy meter etc. is an active area of
material research. In that respect 1several novel and exotic material systems have been investigated for
broadband visible light absorption or as a perfect black material [1,2 ]. Most material systems for
broad band absorption are based on surface plasmon resonance (SPR) induced absorption from
metallic nano/micro structures of different shape, density and morphology [1-4]. Effort therefore is
made to grow such dense microstructures using variety of deposition techniques [1-4]. Bio-inspired
materials such as plant leaf, insect wing etc. are known to be composed of dense microstructures and
which is responsible for their different wetting properties i.e. hydrophobic or hydrophilic surfaces and
also wide range color appearances. Recent studies have shown successful utilization of these
biomaterials, particularly the leaf, as a template substrate to grow metallic nanostructures. The scope
of finding dense nanostructure in leaves can be identified by looking for hydrophobicity and small roll
off angle of water droplet. The durability and strength of leaf template is also very desirable for
practical uses. Palash plant (scientific name “Butea Monsperma”) leaves have these features and also
have potential for fabricating large surface area of nanostructures particularly for thermo-plasmonic
applications. In this work we report efficient bio-inspired broadband absorber material fabricated using
pulsed laser deposition of Cu on Palash leaf. Detailed SEM images of grown nanostructures of Cu
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reveal dense nanospikes network and hierarchical nano/microstructure when coated on hydrophobic
surface of leaf (the bottom surface of leaf). While the top surface of leaf, which is hydrophilic in
nature, did not show such hierarchical nano/microstructures. The Cu coated Palash leaf bottom
(hydrophobic side) has very low reflectivity and hence appears black whereas the Cu coated Palash
leaf top (hydrophobic side) has higher reflectivity with metallic shiny appearance. Copper coated
nano-micro particles on bottom leaf surface enables the excitation of surface plasmons which helps in
efficient coupling of light and hence dark coloration. This higher absorption in Cu coated Palash leaf
bottom results in ~90% increase in temperature over planar Cu film (from room temperature of 260Cto
~ 470C) as seen from thermal image. These plasmonic nanostructure coated surfaces can be utilized in
many applications including thermo plasmonic, solar heating applications etc.
Experimental Details
We used pulsed laser deposition (PLD) method to grow metallic nanostructures of Cu on these leaf
surfaces. PLD deposition set up is shown in Figure 1 (a) where leaf substrates are mounted inside a
vacuum chamber (10-4 Torr pressure) and Cu target was ablated using 5 ns, 10 Hz repetition rate
second harmonic (532 nm) pulses of Q-switched Nd:YAG laser. Laser fluence used was ~10
J/cm2.The deposition was taken on both the top and bottom surface of Palash leaf and simultaneously
on glass slide as shown in Fig. 1(a). The bare film of Cu on glass slide was used for comparing
reflectivity data and also to measure Cu film thickness. Thickness of the deposited film was measured
using mechanical stylus based surface profilometer. A 45 minute PLD process produced ~ 70 nm thick
Copper film on Palash leaf. The quantitative reflectivity measurement was made using CARY 5000
spectrophotometer equipped with integrating sphere in Diffuse + Specular (D+S) mode. The nano/
micro structures of coated samples were analysed using SEM (Sigma 02, Carl Zeiss) images. The
thermal images for temperature rise measurement was recorded using Fluke make thermal camera.

b)

a)

Fig. 1a) Schematic of PLD set up(Top view) b) 70 nm thick Copper coated Palsh Leaf. Fig. 2b) Copper coated substrates.
The left side image is the Palsh leaf bottom (hydrophobic side). The right side image is Palsh leaf Top (hydrophilic side).
The middle is highly reflecting pure Copper film (70 nm) thick grown on glass slide

Result and Discussion
As seen from Fig. 1b), the Cu coated palash leaf bottom (hydrophobic side) appears black with low
optical reflectivity. The right side image is ofCu coated palash leaf top (hydrophillic side) having
metallic shine appearance with higher optical reflectivity. The middle image is highly reflecting pure
Copper film (70 nm) grown on glass slide. Fig. 2 a) shows the thermal image of these three sample
exposed to sun light. The Palash leaf bottom (hydrophobic side) appears hottest (maximum
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Temperature of 470 C)owing to high absorption of broadband solar light. The right side image of
Palash leaf top (hydrophillic side) appears moderately heated (~35 C) due to less absorption of solar
light. The middle image of Copper film (70 nm) grown on glass slide appears coolest at room temp ~
25C due to lowest absorption of solar radiation. The higher absorption in black color appearing leaf
can be attributed to the nano/micro structures of Cu on its surface. These structures are seen from SEM
image of Copper coated Palash leaf in Fig.2 b).TheCu coated on hydrophobic sideshows a dense
network of nanospikes of Cu and typical of hierarchical structures. The rightside SEM image of Cu
coated on hydrophilic side shows absence of hierarchical structuresand appears as a coarse continuous
film of Cu. The difference in microstructures of Cu on these leaf surfaces are primarily due to different
wetting properties i.e. hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces.

Fig. 2a) The thermal image of Copper coated on two sides of Palash leaf and also bare Cu film of glass slide. Fig.2 b)
SEM image of Copper coated on bottom and top surface of Palash leaf.

To get further insight and correlate temperature rise with different microstructures of Cu, we measured
optical reflectivity of Cu coated leaf samples. Fig. 3 a) shows the integrated (diffuse and specular)
reflectivity data of bare Palash leaf and 70 nm thick Copper coated Palash leaf bottom (R sp ) and also
of planar Cu film (R p ). Hydrophobic bottom side having dense nanospike network of Cu show
broadband absorption as evident from low reflectivity as compared to bare leaf and planar Copper
film. The Fig. 3 b) shows the reflectivity data of top of bare Palash leaf along with and 70 nm thick
Copper coated on leaf top. Due to coarse deposition of Cu on this surface we observe less broadband
absorption as evident from reflectivity data. Temperature rise was analytically formulated by
considering total absorption of light by considering light coupling through excitation of surface
plasmons in these nano/micro structures [5-7].Temperature enhancement was observed to be strongly
dependent on both the absorption (1-R) and field enhancement [5-7]. The temperature enhancement in
metal coated leaf due to surface plasmon over a planar solid metal (T sp /T p ) can be obtained as
Ts p
Tp

Esp
Ep

2
2

(1  Rsp )
(1  R p )

=

I sp Asp
I p Ap

Where E sp and E p is the electric field associated with surface plasmon and the planar Cu target on
optical field irradiation. A sp and A p are the respective optical absorption fraction of the Cu coated
Palash and Planar Cu. The prerequisite for temperature enhancement i.e. large optical absorption is
present in metal coated hydrophobic side of Palash leaf. The value of A sp /A p at 500 nm (solar
spectrum peak) is 1.5. Further, by considering the Electric field enhancement factor the temperature
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enhancement measured from the thermal image (470C/250C=1.9; 90% increase in temperature over
planar Cu film) can be validated.

Fig. 3 a) Reflectivity of bottom of bare Palash leaf and 70 nm thick Copper coated Palash leaf bottom and planar Cu film.
Fig. 3 b) Reflectivity of top of bare Palash leaf and 70 nm thick Copper coated Palash leaf top.

Conclusion
Cu metal nanostructure based broadband absorber material was fabricated on palash leaf surface using
the PLD method. The study clearly brings out the role of hydrophobicity of the leaf surface for
identifying potential template substrate for fabricating broadband absorbing material. The dense
nanospike network and hierarchical nano/microstructure of Cu on Palash leaf was identified using
SEM analysis of Cu coated leaves. Coating with Copper metal helps in efficiently exciting surface
plasmons which lead to strong light coupling in such material. The broadband absorption clearly leads
to the efficient temperature enhancement as evident from the thermal imaging. This simple and
economically viable utilization of leaf surface as substrate material will be useful to fabricate compact
and fast heating materials for solar heat/steam generation, thermo-plasmonics and photo thermal
applications.
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Abstract
Carbon dots (CDs) is an emerging class of nanodots that are highly biocompatible and water dispersible.
Besides, these particles are highly fluorescing and can be synthesized from naturally occurring materials via
microwave or solvothermal techniques. In this work, we present the results of synthesis and characterization of
the CDs using glucose as a starting material. A microwave synthesis route is adopted to prepare waterdispersible carbon dots at 160°C for 10 minutes. The as-prepared CDs are characterized by UV–Vis,
photoluminescence, XRD, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, ݢpotential from which their structural information and property are interpreted. In addition, as-prepared C-dots
demonstrate excellent pH sensing in the range of 3 to 8 and temperature sensing over wide-ranging temperature
(30–65 °C) in water.
Introduction
Carbon dots (CDs) are an emerging class of carbon-based fluorescent nanoparticles with a size range of 2-10
nm. Most of the reported carbon dots comprise carbon atoms with considerable fractions of hydrogen, oxygen,
and a trace amount of nitrogen and surface functional groups (e.g., carbonyl, carboxyl, hydroxyl, and amine
groups). The low-cost synthesis, biocompatibility, tunable emission properties, chemical inertness, high
photostability, and good intracellular solubility make CDs a favorable candidate for optical bio-imaging1. The
accurate measurement of fundamental thermodynamic variables like temperature and pH is increasing
importance due to their widespred applications in biology and medical diagnostics. As shown in Fig 1, laserinduced fluorescence setup-based nano-sensors offer potential applications because of their fast response, safety
handling, and low cost.

Figure:1. Laser-induced fluorescence setup
Synthesis of Carbon dots (CDs) by microwave method:
Carbon dots were synthesized by microwave method by using carbohydrates (glucose) in water. In a typical
procedure, 1.5 g glucose and 0.2 g NaOH were added in 50 mL water under stirring. The solution was then
transferred into a microwave vial and heated at a temperature of 160 °C for 10 min with 300 W power. The
carbon dots solution was washed with dichloromethane to remove unreacted organic impurities. For further
purification, FDUERQGRWVVROXWLRQGLDO\]HGZLWKDGLDO\VLVEDJ 0:&2§'D IRUKRXUV)LQDOO\EODFN
powder C-Dots were obtained by drying at 80°C.
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Results and discussion:

Figure:2. Absorption spectrum (a), emission spectrum (b), FTIR (c) , XRD (d) spectrum of CDs.
The UV-Vis absorption spectra and emission spectra of CDs were collected, as shown in Figure. 2 (a) and (b),
respectively. Absorption spectra of C-GRWV VKRZ EDQGV DW  QP FRUUHVSRQGV WR WKH ʌ-ʌ  WUDQVLWLRQV RI
conjugated C=C bands and n–ʌ WUDQVLWLRQRIWKH& 2EDQGV2. 8QGHUௗQPH[FLWDWLRQWKHFDUERQGRWV\LHOG
JUHHQ HPLVVLRQ DW ௗQP ILJ 2(b). The photograph (Fig. 2b, inset) shows the CDs dispersed in water under
visible light (left) and illumination at 405 nm (right). The XRD pattern of the CDs fig. 2(c) shows a broad
diffraction peak centered at The XRD pattern of the CDs (Fig.2d VKRZVDEURDGGLIIUDFWLRQSHDNFHQWHUHGDWș
=22.5° and 37.5°, which is attributed to the amorphous carbon phase2. The surface functional groups of the CDs
are detected by FTIR fig. 2(c) characteristic absorption bands of O–H (3366 cmí1), the stretching vibration band
of C=O (1713 cm-1, 1604 cm-1), and the stretching vibration bands of C–O (1033 cmí1). Moreover, the peaks at
2942, 1378 cm-1 are associated with the stretching and bending vibrations of C–H, C=C, respectively3.

Figure:3 XPS spectra of survey scan of CDs and C1s,Na1s and O1s.
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The XPS measurement showed the existence of two elements, C and O (Fig. 3). The deconvolution of the C1s
spectrum of the CDs indicated the presence of three types of carbon bonds 284.79 eV (C-C/C=C), 286.15 eV
(C-O) and 287.98 eV (C=O). The deconvolution of the O1s peaks could attribute to the 530.86 eV (C=O),
532.62 eV (C-O/C-O-C) and 535.51 eV (O-H) and accounting for 59.1%, 40.5% and 0.4% of C, O and Na
elements in the CDs4.

Figure :4 Concentration-dependent emission and zeta potential of CDs
The effect of CDs concentration in the range of 0.08 to 1 mg/mL was investigated. From the concentrationdependent emission shown in Fig. 4, the PL intensity decreased at lower and higher concentrations, at 0.25
mg/mL achieved maximum intensity. The emission increased because of the reduction in self-absorption
quenching and collisional quenching at high-concentration5. The zeta potential of the CDs in the water was 52.5 mV, thus indicating the electrostatic stabilization of the CDs in an aqueous solution, as shown in Figure
4(b).

Figure 5. pH-dependent emission of CDs
The pH of the medium has a substantial influence on the emission intensity of fluorescent CDs. It is evident in
Fig. 4 that the fluorescent intensity increased gradually by varying the pH values from 3 to 9, while the
fluorescence intensity decreased rapidly in the range of 10 and 12. The CDs showed an excellent linear
relationship between the enhancing efficiency (I/I 0 ) and the pH range of 3 to 8. fitted as a function of F(x)=
0.16112x-0.565 with a correlation coefficient R2=0.9835. Here, I is the integrated intensity at various pH, Io is
the integrated intensity at pH 3 and x, and F(x) represents the variation of fluorescence intensity with pH value
under 405 nm excitation. This could be used as a potential pH sensor in acidic conditions. For higher pH values
from 6 to 9, the emission peak slightly redshifted from 510 to 520 nm. Yang et al., reported similar studies
where the fluorescence of CDs enhanced along with pH value increasing from 1.48 to 7.56, then slowed down
when the pH reaches the values more than 8. Also, the redshift of fluorescence emission peak at high pH values.
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This may be due to the deprotonation of surface groups of CDs at high pH values and might form a new surface
state6.

Figure 6. Temperature-dependent emission of CDs
More interestingly, the CDs very sensitive to temperature variation. Fig.6(a) shows the temperature dependence
of emission spectra of the as-prepared CDs. The fluorescence intensity decreased by 50% upon raising the
temperature from 30°C to 65°C. Fig 6(b) shows the excellent linear relationship between the logarithm of
intensity ratio (I 0 /I) and the temperature. The linear curve can be fitted to the function of F(T)= 0.0045T-0138,
with a correlation coefficient R2=0.9914. Here, I is the integrated intensity at various temperatures, Io is the
integrated intensity at 30°C, and T and F(T) represent temperature and fluorescence intensity at 405 nm laser
excitation. The temperature-dependent fluorescence intensity decrease feature could be attributed to the
temperature enhanced population of nonradiative channels of surface (trap/defect) states and excited electrons
returned to the ground state through nonradiative relaxation7. Therefore, the CDs have the potential to be
developed as a sensitive, robust temperature sensor.
Conclusion
CDs have been successfully synthesized by microwave treatment. FTIR, XPS characterizations confirm the
formation of C-Dots. The as-prepared CDs possess excellent aqueous dispersibility. Based on the pH and
temperature dependence of their steady-state fluorescence emission spectra, the as-prepared CDs can be used as
potential pH sensors in acidic conditions and temperature sensors over the physiological temperature range (30–
65 °C).
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Optical Properties in CZF ferrofluids
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Abstract: Copper Zinc Ferrite nanoparticles are dispersed in distilled water as their carrier liquid for preparing
the different concentrations for magneto-optical characterization, and are subjected to uniform field where the
Magneto-Optic rotation (MOR) is studied using green He-Ne laser of wavelength 543.5 nm to propagate
through CZF. These ferrites are generally isotropic in nature, but under magnetization, the magnetic
nanoparticles aligned themselves along the direction of an easy axis of the fluid, resulting to an increasing
magnetic moment along an easy axis and decreasing magnetic moment along a hard axis of the ferrofluid, thus,
making their isotropic behavior anisotropic.
Introduction: The interaction of light with matter is affected by the magnetic state of the medium and involves
the electronic structure of the matter. Such interaction between electromagnetic radiation and magnetically
polarized materials results in ‘Magneto-Optic’ effects [1]. Ferrofluids are the suspension of colloidal
nanoparticles which have both the fluidity and magnetic behavior of the liquids and the magnetic materials
respectively [2]. Ferrofluids are optically anisotropic which exhibit several optical properties such as MagnetoOptic and dielectric properties [3], dichroism, birefringence, etc [4]. Due to their stability, there are no phase
separation or aggregation of particles even under strong magnetic field, they are excellent candidates to use for
Magneto-Optic rotation (MOR) which is our main interest in this research. Ferrofluids can be synthesized by
different methods such as co-precipitation, micro emulsion, ball milling, sol-gel method, etc [5]. In our
experiment, co-precipitation method is used for synthesis of ferrofluids due to its less energy requirements and
low cost. Brownian energy due to randomization of nanoparticles may not be able to overcome the dipole-dipole
and van der Waal attractive forces, thus an extra repulsive force is needed to prevent agglomeration and
sedimentation of magnetic nanoparticles. Coulomb repulsion is used when the particles are either positive or
negative charges which is used for ionic ferrofluids where a polar carrier liquid (water) is needed, and Steric
repulsion is used where the particles are coated with a suitable surfactant which is used for surfacted ferrofluid
with any carrier liquid (water, oil, etc)]. However under breaking down of surfactants, there will be aggregations
of nanoparticles. In our experiment, steric repulsion is used for synthesizing Cu-ZnFe2O4 ferrofluids with
Dodecylbenzenesulfonic acid (DBSA) as a surfactant and water as a carrier liquid. In most experimental set-ups,
the external field is applied parallel to the beam propagation, and are observing a MOR for higher fields of two
orders of magnitude in Gauss with different concentrations. In our experimental set-up, the external field is
applied perpendicular to the beam propagation, where magneto-optic effect is observed at low fields of single
order of magnitude in Gauss with different concentrations of ferrofluids, where it reaches a maximum MOR
after the threshold magnetic field occurs. MOR increases with an increasing in concentration till it reaches a
critical concentration after where it drops. In our set-up, a laser beam is passed through the ferrofluids sample, in
a direction perpendicular to a magnetic field, variation in the transmission will occur due to optical anisotropy of
magnetic particles. The ferrofluids under the influence of an external magnetic field, the field will induce the
magnetic and dielectric anisotropies, resulting to optical activity of the magnetized anisotropic, where it will
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rotates the plane of polarization, the phenomena known as Magneto-Optic Rotation (MOR). The rotation of the
rod-liked short chains of magnetic fluids is caused by the external magnetic field along the direction of the field.
Applied magnetic field is used to revamp the optical properties of ferrofluids. Magneto-optic properties due to
structural reorientation of the nanoparticles suspended in magnetic fluid, they can be used in developing
photonic devices, like optical sensors, etc. In addition to optical-device applications, is is also used in detection
system design for glucose concentration, measuring the speeds of artillery projectiles, estimating the properties
of oscillating currents and in communication technologies. The DBSA coated Cu-ZnFe2O4 ferrofluids shows
good response in magneto-optic effects at low fields of few gauss of magnetic fields, which can be applied to
many physical measurements without the need of a high magnetic field. It is also very useful in sensing small
magnetic field and adjustment of light intensity. It has a very good history of contribution in basic sciences,
where in 1931, Allison using this method, detected a heavy isotope of hydrogen, and this motivated a Chemist
Harold Clayton Urey to discover Deuterium which he won the Nobel prize in Chemistry in 1934.
Materials and Methods
1.1.

Synthesis of Cu-ZnFe2O4 magnetic nanoparticles

For the synthesis of Cu0.8Zn0.2Fe2O4 magnetic nanoparticles by the co-precipitation technique, following
steps are followed as shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1: Flowchart of the synthesis of Cu-ZnFe2O4 (CZF) nanoparticles.
1.2.

Physical properties of Cu-ZnFe2O4 NPs
In Figure 2(a), the crystalline structure of the Cu0.8Zn0.2Fe2O4 NPs is confirmed from an X-ray

diffraction (XRD) analysis using Bruker powder diffractometer. The (111), (220), (311), (220), (400), (511),
(440) and (533) diffraction peaks observed on the curves can be indexed to the spherical structure, and all the
peaks were in good agreement with the Cu-ZnFe2O4 phase (JCPDS card 19-0629). The molecular structure of
Cu-ZnFe2O4 molecule is represented in Figure 2(b) having molecular weight 304.62 g and density 5.5 g/mL at
300 K in nanopowder form. Cu-ZnFe2O4 is a dipolar compound having delocalized electrons together with
DBSA as its surfactant which acts as a Bronsted acid-surfactant combined catalyst to avoid agglomeration and
cluster formation of Cu-ZnFe2O4 NPs in a carrier liquid. The magnetic properties (Hysteresis loop) of NPs are
shown in Figure 2(c) as measured at room temperature 300 K with a vibrating sample magnetometer (Lakeshore
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VSM), where the saturation magnetization (MS) was determined as 76 emu/g. The particles showed no
remanence or coercivity at 300 K, that is, super paramagnetic behaviour.

Fig. 2: At Room temperature (300K): (a) Powder XRD for DBSA coated Cu-ZnFe2O4 NPs. (b) Molecular
structure of Cu-ZnFe2O4 molecule. (c) Hysteresis loop of super paramagnetic NPs.
2.

Experimental details

2.1.

Preparation of Cu-ZnFe2O4 Ferrofluids

Water based Copper-Zinc ferrite ferrofluids are prepared by suspending the synthesized DBSA coated CuZnFe2O4 nanoparticles in distilled water as a carrier liquid and sonicated for 20 minutes: 0.05 mg of
synthesized Cu-ZnFe2O4 nanoparticles is mixed in 300 μL of distilled water, and the concentration of this
ferrofluid is calculated as 0.17 mg/ml. This solution is again diluted into five different concentrations of
3.07×10-3 mg/ml, 3.67×10-3 mg/ml, 4.06×10-3 mg/ml, 5.05×10-3 mg/ml and 6.02×10-3 mg/ml as shown in
Figure 3(a), and are tabulated in Table1. The response of Cu-ZnFe2O4 magnetic ferrofluids to a non-uniform
strong magnetic field of two orders of magnitude in Gauss produced by permanent magnets (made up of a
NdFeB material) is shown in Figure 3(b). Using Particle Size Analyzer (PSA, Model: Litesizer TM 500, from
Anton Paar), the hydrodynamic diameters of different concentrations of ferrofluids are noted from the histogram
plot. On increasing the concentrations of ferrofluids from 3.07×10-3 mg/ml to 6.02×10-3 mg/ml, the
hydrodynamic diameter of particles decreases from 71.41 nm to 29.29 nm as shown in Figure 3(c) and is
tabulated in Table 1.

Fig. 3: At Room temperature (300K): (a) Synthesized Cu-ZnFe2O4 ferrofluids samples of different
concentrations.(b) Nanoparticles (NPs) response between two permanent magnets. (c) Particle size distribution
of different concentrations of Cu-ZnFe2O4 ferrofluids using PSA.
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Table 1: Cu-ZnFe 2 O 4 ferrofluid samples of different concentrations.
Sample
Name

Samples
No

Volume of Ferrofluid
solution having concentration
of 0.17 mg/ ml

Water volume

Concentration of Cu-ZnFe 2 O 4

(μL)

in distilled water
(10-3) (mg/ml)

(μL)
CuZnFe 2 O 4
Ferrofluids

Particle
hydrodynamic
diameter
(nm)

1

7.5

400

3.07

71.41

2

9

400

3.67

65.85

3

10

400

4.06

60.73

4

12.5

400

5.05

43.92

5

15

400

6.02

29.29
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Abstract:
Present work reports the successful growth and characterization of Ni:ZnO thin films with varying Ni-content in
precursor solution (x Ni = 0.0, 0.10, 1.00, 4.84, 9.25 and 13.27 at. %). An indigenously designed and developed aerosol
assisted chemical vapour deposition system has been used for the growth of Ni:ZnO thin film DWႏ. The average
transmittance of pure and Ni-doped ZnO came out to be DERXWRaman spectroscopy, XRD and UV-VIS
spectroscopy were utilized to investigate the optical and structural properties of Ni: ZnO thin films. Raman
spectra of pureand Ni-doped ZnOthin films measured atroomtemperatureinthe wavenumberrange200-4000 cmí1.
Introduction:
Due to its versatility, ZnO has drawn considerable attention, thin films of ZnO find a multitude of immensely
impotant applications in electronic and optoelectronic devices such as photothermal conversion systems, transparent
conductors, gas sensors for toxic and combustible gases and heat mirrors among many others 1. Ni doped ZnO is
considered as an important II-VI diluted magnetic semiconductor material due to its unique magneto-electrical and
magnet-transport properties2. The microstructural and optical properties of ZnO are very much sensitive. NiO has

face-centered rombohedral crystal structure with lattice constants: a = 4.17 ÛA, Į = 90o 3.8ƍ (at room temperature).
NiO can also exhibit small deviations from strict stoichiometry, for example: 3 Ni íį) O, where 0 į5 10í3. At
į close to the upper boundary, the material is opaque with black/brownish colour, while with į closer to zero the
material becomes green and translucent (usually upon annealing). The resistivity can be lowered by inclusion of
Ni+2 ions either through Ni vacancies and/or interstitial oxygen in NiO crystallites. The actual charge conduction
mechanism in nickel oxide is still not clear [4].
TCOs are one of such type of semiconducting materials. TCOs are highly conducting with low absorbance in
visible and near infrared (IR) region, but have high UV absorption properties since these materials have high
transparency in the visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum. TCOs are wide band gap semiconductor that have
relatively high concentration of free electrons in the conduction band. The conductivity and mobility of TCOs can
be modulated according to the doping concentration that in turn improve transparency and band-gap for TCOs.
TCOs represent a compromise between electrical conductivity and optical transmittance science for the device
application careful balance between these properties are required.
Results and Discussion:
The films were grown by an indigenously developed aerosol assisted chemical vapour deposition system. The
different mass proportion of zinc acetyl acetonate (w 1 ) and nickel acetyl acetonate (w 2 ) dissolved in a certain
volume of isopropyl alcohol have been used to have the various concentration of precursor. Table 1 shows the
experimentally chosen values of faction of nickel content in precursor solution (x Ni ), precursor concentration (PC),
deposition time (D t ), thickness (t), deposition rate (D R ) and the optical band gap (E g ) of AACVD grown Ni:ZnO
thin films.
The value of x Ni have been calculated in atomic percent (at.%) and weight percent (wt.%). For these calculations
the following expressions have been used.
x Ni = (w 1 × 100)/(w 1 + w 2 )
(wt.%)
= (w 1 × 100)/(w 1 + w 2 × C)
(at.%)
(1)
Here, C is the ratio of molecular weight of nickel acetyl acetonate (258.93 amu) to the molecular weight of zinc
acetyl acetonate (263.61 amu) i.e., 258.93/263.61 = 0.98. The formula used for the calculation of precursor
concentration was (w 1 + w 2 )/volume of IPA. To calculate the thickness of the present thin films the density
method has been adopted. According to this method the thickness of the film can be calculated by using the
following expression.
t = m f / (d f × A f )
(2)
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Table 1: Experimental parameters of AACVD grown Ni:ZnO thin films
S.
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

w2
(g)
0.00
0.002
0.02
0.1
0.2
0.3

w 2 /w 1
Ratio
—
1:1000
1:100
1:20
1:10
3:20

x Ni
( at. % ) (wt. % )
0.00
0.00
0.10
0.09
1.00
0.99
4.84
4.76
9.25
9.09
13.27
13.04

PC
(g/l)
10.00
10.01
10.10
10.50
11.00
11.50

Dt
(min.)
40
30
40
32
35
35

t
(nm)
154
134
185
109
216
209

DR
(pm/s)
64
74
77
57
103
100

Eg
(eV)
3.26
3.25
3.24
3.16
3.13
3.10

Here, m f is the mass, d f is the density and A f is the surface area of Ni:ZnO thin films. In the present
calculations the density and surface area of AACVD grown Ni:ZnO thin films were found to be 5.61 g/cm3 and 1
cm2, respectively. The mass of the deposited thin films have been calculated by the difference of pre and post
deposition masses of substrate. The calculated values of thickness of the films have been shown in table 1. These
values have further been used to calculate the rate of deposition D R of thin films which is the ration of the film
thickness and the time of deposition D t as given in the table 1.

Figure-1: Pictorial view of AACVD grown Ni:ZnO thin films with varying x Ni .
molecules at the heated substrate. The calculated value of average rate of deposition of the films was (0.335 ±
0.030) nm/s. The effect of Ni doping in the lattice of ZnO can be seen by the color of present films. As the x Ni
increases the reflation shifts form red wavelength to the green wavelength i.e. blue shifting of reflation and hence
the red shift of absorption edge or band gap. The same has been confirmed by the optical spectroscopy of the
films. The present film have been characterized for their structural and optical properties.
1. X-ray Diffraction Spectroscopy of AACVD Grown Ni:ZnO Thin Films
To focus on the structural properties of the grown films x-ray diffraction have been carried out. In this figure 2 the
angle of diffraction (2ș) for a polycrystalline specimen has been plotted as a function of diffracted beam intensities
where every single peak in the diffraction pattern corresponds to a set of crystallographic planes. The presence of
number of diffraction peaks indicates that the films possess a polycrystalline structure. For all the samples three
well-defined diffraction peaks (100), (002) and (101), have been used to calculate the lattice constant, lattice volume,
crystalline size and the lattice strain of Ni:ZnO thin films are corresponding to the wurtzite (hexagonal) ZnO
crystalline structure.
2. Raman Spectroscopy
Figure 3 shows the raman spectra of pure and Ni doped ZnO thin films measured at room temperature in the
wavenumber range 200-4000 cmí1. In case of undoped ZnO thin film, the strong and intense peak appearing at
1180 cmí1 has been designated as high frequency branch for the E2 mode of ZnO thin films. The blue shift in
Raman spectra is observed and the corresponding peak value is centered around 1104 cmí1. Raman spectra of
Ni-doped ZnO shows the presence of large vibration mode centered around 560-565 cm-1 which can be assigned
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as local vibrational mode bounded with the various donar defects. Moreover, the different peaks appearing at
various energy values can be considered as second-order vibration mode, optical mode and the optical phonon
mode.
3. Ultraviolet-Visible Spectroscopy of AACVD grown Ni:ZnO Thin Films
Ultraviolet-visible transmittance spectra of AACVD grown Ni:ZnO thin films having Ni-content x Ni varying
from 0.0 to 13.27 at.%. A STDFSM digital fiber spectrophotometer has been used to measure the transmittance
spectra from 300 to 800 nm, of Ni:ZnO thin films deposited on soda lime glass substrates. The presence of
clearly visible interference fringes in the visible region of transmission spectra justify that the present AAVCD
grown Ni:ZnO thin films have optical uniformity with appreciable transmittance. As depicted by figure 4, within
the high visible region of 550 to 800 nm the average optical transmittance (T avg RI1L=Q2WKLQILOPVLV§
For all the films a shaUSEDQGHGJHDEVRUSWLRQDWQPZDYHOHQJWKKDVEHHQREVHUYHGZKLFKFRUUHVSRQGVWR
WKHRSWLFDOEDQGJDSRISXUHDQGGRSHG=Q27KHYDULDWLRQRI ĮKȞ 2 as a function of LQGLFDQWRSWLFDOHQHUJ\KȞ
that can be used to determine Eg
The x-axis intersects RIDV\PSWRWHRI ĮKȞ 2 9VKȞFXUYHDW ĮKȞ 2 = 0 directly gives the bandgap of thin film. It
is interesting to note that with the increase of x Ni a monotonically decreasing trend in the bandgap of Ni:Zno
have been observed. This is because with the doping of Ni+2 ions in the lattice of ZnO the presence of excess
Ni+2 ions increases that dominate the band gap renormalization effect and hence reduce the band gap of Ni:ZnO
as compare to that of ZnO thin film.
Figure-2: ș-ș scan of x-ray diffraction pattern of AACVD grown Ni:ZnO
thin films. The effect of x Ni over the shift in the position of three
prominent peaks (100), (002) and (101) of Ni:ZnO has been highlighted
by the inset of the figure

Figure-3:- Raman spectra of AACVD grown Ni:ZnO thin films having
different Ni-content.

Figure:4:Ultraviolet-Visible transmittance spectra of AACVD grown
Ni:ZnO thin films having different Ni-content. Inset shows the variation
RI ĮKȞ 2 DQG D IXQFWLRQ RI LQFLGHQW SKRWRQ HQHUJ\ KȞ 7KH SORWV DUH
used to calculate the variation of optical band gap Eg as a function of
x Ni that has also been shown in the inset of figure.
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Conclusion
In summary, the deposition parameters like deposition temprature and precursor flow rate of indigenously
designed and developed aerosol assisted chemical vapor deposition system have been successfully optimized for
the fabrication of Ni:ZnO thin films. The present work can be concluded with the following scintillating
findings.
Ni:ZnO thin films having various Ni contents x Ni , have been deposited on soda lime glass substrate kept at
constant growth temperature of 500 oC.
Raman spectroscopy, XRD and UV visible spectroscopy measurements were utilized to investigate the effect of
varying x Ni over the optical and structural properties of Ni:ZnO thin films.
The XRD of Ni:ZnO thin films reveals that the required phase is present with a little amount of impurities that
matches well with the with JCPDS data indicating the hexagonal structure. The particle sizes measured by by
the XRD Scherer’s formula, values lattice constants and the volume of unit cell of Ni:ZnO were found to be in a
good agreement with literature.
UV-VIS spectroscopy of gown films shows that the films were highly transparent in the visible spectra. The
optical band gap of the films shows considerable decrease with increasing the dopant concentration suggest that,
Ni doping successfully narrows the band gap of ZnO. The AACVD grown Ni:ZnO thin films were found to
KDYHORZDYHUDJHDEVRUEDQFH§DQGKLJKDYHUDJHUHIOHFWDQFH§
Raman spectroscopy of the films shows the presence of various vibrational modes like first and second-order
vibration mode, optical mode (transverse) and the optical phonon mode (longitudinal). The doping of Ni +2 ions
in the lattice of ZnO were confirmed by the clearly observed shifts in the optical modes of ZnO thin films.
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Effect of melt pool geometry on laser polishing of Laser Additive Manufactured SS 304
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Abstract: Laser Additive Manufacturing (LAM) is one of advanced manufacturing processes used for the
fabrication of complex shaped components directly from 3D model data using shapeless raw material. Generally,
waviness pattern is observed on the surface of LAM built structures. Post-processing techniques, like – polishing are
necessary to be applied on LAM built components to reduce the waviness on the surface. In the present work, laser
melting using CW fiber laser is used for the surface polishing of LAM built SS 304 sample. Different settings of
laser process parameters are used for the optimization of the melt pool width and depth to achieve reduction in the
surface waviness after solidification. The measured optimum melt pool depth and width is ~50 μm and 450 μm
respectively at 200 W laser power, 70% line overlapping and 300 mm/s speed to achieve desire smooth surface.
Introduction: Laser Additive Manufacturing (LAM) is a disruptive technology used primarily for building for the
fabrication of complex shaped components directly from digital model data. Stainless steel SS 304 is one of the
popular alloys used for industrial applications due to its excellent mechanical properties and corrosion resistance.
Literature shows that SS 304 components of various geometry and shapes can be built using LAM processes.
However, the major problem associated with LAM components is its surface waviness and roughness, which
reduces its use for many commercial applications. Laser Directed Energy Deposition (LDED) is one of the LAM
processes that uses a laser beam to create a melt pool on the surface of a substrate/ previously deposited layer on to
which raw material is added. The surface is not smooth after solidification and waviness is generated because of
surface tension gradient of the liquid melt pool, surface waviness elimination is required for smooth surface finish.
In general, the focused laser beam diameter in the range of 600 μm -100 μm similar to diameter of melt pool during
laser treatment. Therefore, the roughness with spatial wavelength ȜODUJHUWKDQPHOWSRROGLDPHWHUZLOOQRWUHPRYH
Spatial waves greater than this limit can be considered as the surface waviness. Thus, using traditional laser
polishing, it is possible to decrease the surface roughness significantly but not the waviness. Hence, there is a need
for the investigation of the effect of melt pool geometry and its optimization for surface waviness removal. For melt
pool analysis various thermal model were presented in the literature [1-2]. For explaining the effect of laser melt
pool geometry on surface finishing improvement, both experimental and analytical work is performed in the present
work. Waviness reduction is obtained at the optimum melt pool depth and width, which mainly depends on laser
power, line overlapping and scanning speed. The knowledge generated in this study can help to understand the fast
and non-contact CW laser polishing process of LAM built components having larger waviness.
Experimental Details: The SS 304 sample is fabricated by LDED based LAM method. A 2 kW continuous wave
(CW) fiber laser-based LDED system is deployed for melting and layer by layer deposition of SS 304 using a
coaxial nozzle for laser beam and powder delivery. The SS304 powder particles diameters was in the range of 45-
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 ȝP 7KH SHUFHQW PDWHULDO FRPSRVLWLRQ RI 66  SRZGHU LV 6L   &   0R   1L   6  
Mn(1.4), Cr(17.3) and balance Fe. After LAM sample preparation, laser surface melting experiment is performed for
polishing using CW fiber laser with a variable laser power in a range of 100–400 W, laser line overlapping in the
range of 50%-90% and laser beam diameter in a range of 800 μm -200 μm at the focal position. The laser beam is
delivered to the sample surface using a Galvano scanner which directs the laser beam in the x and y-axis. Single
laser scans only x axis and double pass scanning in x and y-axis can be applied to the surface with maximum N
number of laser passes. The thermo-physical property of SS 304 is taken from the literature [3].
Results and Discussion: It was observed that during LDED process, melted material is relocated on the surface in
its molten state. The surface waviness is generated on as-built LDED sample because of temperature and surface
tension gradient of the liquid melt pool. Marangoni forces generated along the melt pool lead to circulation of the
liquid melt pool. The effect of gravity g in melt pool is accounted for pressure gradient and slight increase in surface
height is seen. The pressure gradient is G3G[ ȡJǻKZKHUH¨KLVWKHZDYLQHVVKHLJKW (Fig.1). The maximum height
RIVXUIDFHZDYLQHVVLVJLYHQE\ǻK max  ǻ7ȡJG GıG7 ZKHUH ¨7LVWHPSHUDWXUHJUDGLHQWDQG Gı/dT) is the
VXUIDFHWHQVLRQJUDGLHQW¨KDOVRYDULHVLQYHUVHO\ZLWKWKHGHSWKRIPHOWSRROGDQGWKHJUDYLW\WHUP'XULQJODVHU
polishing of LDED sample, large value of melt pool depth d is favorable for the reduction in surface waviness
height. When laser falls on surface, the local melting takes place on the peak of the surface and fill in the valley as
VKRZQVFKHPDWLFDOO\LQ)LJZKHUHȜLVWKHZDYHOHQJWKRIWKHSHULRGLFVWUXFWXUHRIVXUIDFHZDYLQHVVDQGVKRXOG
also be eliminate after laser melting and polishing. Waviness is the measurement of the more widely spaced
component of surface texture. Here the value of Ȝ is ~0.5 mm measured using confocal microscope.

Fig. 1(a): Schematic of waviness on the surface and effect of laser melting (b) after laser melting material melts
from the peak and relocated in the valley(c) Optical microscope image of the cross section of the single-track
Laser melted layer.
For reduction of the waviness magnitude, a CW fiber laser beam of diameter w(z) and power P is applied on the
surface for melting at the scan speed of V. Here, the equation Ȝ a P=m[C P (T m -T 0 )+L f ]+4k (T m -T 0  Z ] 9Į

0.3

establish a relation between the required powers P to melt the surface of a material for a given speed V. Further, W.
M. Steen [3] relates laser energy density (ED) in J/cm2 with laser scanning speed using a simple relation
ED=(6000P/d L V). A higher waviness reduction rate is observed for most of the metals and alloys during laser
polishing in the range of ED value of 1800 to 3000 J/cm2. The shape of the melt pool was a spherical shape as
shown in Fig. 1 (c). Here w(z) = d L /2.
(a) Melt pool depth analysis: Rosenthal Equation provides the analytical method to predict the thermal analysis
during the fusion of metals. The Rosenthal equation, is given as follows
T
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Where, T 0 is the surface temperature, k LVWKHWKHUPDOFRQGXFWLYLW\Ȝ a is the surface absorption, V is the
laser scanning speed, and Įis the thermal diffusivity of the sample. The melt pool width is at its maximum when
dy/dȟ= 0; The melt pool width L for low thermal diffusivities materials like SS 304 will be simplified as
L

2d

Oa P
8
S e U CPV Tm  T0

(2)

Where, ȡ is the density. It was observed that the Rosenthal equation considered a semi-circular melt pool
(perpendicular to the beam travel direction) as shown in Fig.1 (c ). Hence, the calculated melt pool depth d is
equivalent to a half of the melt pool width as d=L/2. For the SS 304, the melt pool depth d variation with laser
power and speed ratio P/V is shown in Table 1. It shows clearly that for a given speed V the value of melt pool
depth is higher for the higher power level and beneficial for the polishing.
Table 1: Variation of melt pool depth d with different power and speed levels for LAM SS 304.
S.No. Power Speed (V) (P/V)
Melt pool depth d
Melt pool depth d
Difference in
(W)
mm/s
J/mm
in μm
in μm
calculated and
(Calculated value)
(Experimental
experimental value
value)
1
100
300
0.33
31.2 28.9
7.37%
2
100
500
0.20
18.9 17.5
7.41%
3
4
5
6

100
150
150
150

700
300
500
700

0.14
0.50
0.30
0.21

12.8
44.8
29.8
20.2

11.9
43.7
28.4
18.7

7.03%
2.45%
4.69%
7.42%

7
8
9

200
200
200

300
500
700

0.66
0.40
0.28

52.2
38.1
26.4

49.7
36.4
25.2

4.78%
4.46%
4.54%

At different values of P and V, there are multiple solutions, which give different melt pool depths as given in Table
1. A significant reduction of the waviness HOLPLQDWLRQRIȜDFFRUGLQJWR)LJ was observed with increase in the
melt pool depth up to a certain level. In present experiment the optimum melt pool depth d is ~50 μm at 200 W CW
laser power and 300 mm/s speed where waviness eliminates after solidification. If we increase the melt pool depth
further, either by increase the laser power or lower the scanning speed beyond the optimum value, small surface
waviness is again observed after melting and solidification because of hydrodynamic instabilities in the melt pool.
Hence, it is necessary to control and optimized the melt pool depth with selection of optimized scanning speed (V)
and laser power (P) during polishing.
(b) Melt pool width analysis: If molten zone width is optimum and sufficient for the liquid material during laser
melting material, it fills in the valleys from the peak and improve surface smoothness. The width of the melted zone
is measured using optical microscope. Fig. 2 shows the dependence of molten pool width with laser power P for a
fixed value of processing speed V=500 mm/s. It increases almost linearly with the laser power in the range of 50 W
to 400 W laser power in the present experiment. Higher value of laser power is beneficial but beyond an optimum
value of laser power i.e. 200 W, a temperature gradient is established and this creates a surface tension gradient and
again a surface waviness is observed in place of smooth surface. The experimental data shows that the speed V is
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almost inversely propoUWLRQDOZLWKWKHPHOWSRROZLGWKDQGFRQILUPWKHHTXDWLRQ+$= ¥ĮW d ¥ĮZ ] 9Fig. 3
shows that in the range of V from 100 mm/s to 800 mm/s, the optimum value of melt pool width (~450 μm) is
obtained at V=300 mm/s after that at higher V the melt pool width is small and unable to redistribute the material
within the molten pool to fill valleys. Further, line overlapping also plays important role on the removal of surface
waviness during laser melting. It was observed that the overlapping operation has significant effect on the removal
of surface waviness, ripples, undercuts and bulges. Percentage line overlapping can be calculated using the hatch
spacing of the drawing transferred to Galvano scanner according to relation Hatch Spacing = (1-overlapping) × laser
spot diameter. There is an optimum value of line overlapping (~70%) where a smooth surface is achieved, free from
waviness. Finally, waviness of LDED sample is completely eliminated at the optimum value of fiber laser power
P=200 W, speed 300 mm/s and 70% laser line overlapping as shown in Fig. 4 (a) and 4 (b). Finally, wide (~ 450 μm
) and large depth (~50 μm) melt pool is favorable for the waviness removal of as-built LDED SS 304 sample.
0.70

V= 500 mm/s

P= 200 W

0.60

Molten pool width (mm)

Molten pool width (mm)

0.65
0.60
0.55
0.50
0.45

0.55
0.50
0.45
0.40
0.35

0.40
0

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

0

450

Laser power (W)

Fig. 2: Variation of melt pool width with P.

100

200
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600

700

800

900
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Fig. 3: Variation of melt pool width with V.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 4(a): Surface of LDED built SS 304 sample before surface melting and polishing shows waviness (b) Sample
surface after laser melting and polishing without waviness.
Conclusion: Fiber laser based melting and solidification is a fast, dry and non-contact method for improving
surface finish of LAM built components. From the analytical and experimental studies, it is found that, melt pool
geometry plays an important role for the waviness removal and it depends on laser scanning speed, line overlapping
and laser power. A relation is established between the melt pool geometry to the surface finish. In the present work,
the calculated value of melt pool geometry is in good agreement with experimental values for laser polishing.
Reference:
1. Lan Chena et al. Additive Manufacturing 32 (2020) 101013.
2. J. Xie and A. Kar, J. Appl. Phys., 81(7) (1997) 3015-3022.
3. W. M. Steen, “Laser Material Processing”, 2nd Ed., Springer-Verlag, London, 1998.
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DSMC study on reduction of atomic vapour Doppler width for LIS
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Abstract
In Laser Isotope Separation (LIS) of

176

Yb, the Doppler width of the vapour plays an important role

due to close isotope shift. One of the strategies of reducing Doppler with is to put array of multiple
slits in evaporator along the source length. In this paper, we report the results of Direct Simulation
Monte Carlo (DSMC) simulations performed with multiple slit configurations of varying slit lengths
keeping overall vapour width and length constant. Our results show that Doppler width reduces as a
function of the length-to-width ratio of the slit configuration.
Introduction
In Laser Isotope Separation of 176Yb, the closest isotope affecting its selectivity is 173Yb. The isotope
shift between the two is 1.4 GHz in the first step and 0.3 GHz in the second step of the three step
selective laser ionisation process [1]. Therefore, it is necessary to have sufficiently narrow line-width
laser and reduced Doppler width of the vapour in the laser propagation direction. The theoretical basis
of reducing Doppler width has been studied and reported earlier [2]. To produce a wedge shaped
vapour column, use of collimated array of small diameter channels normal to laser direction was
described. The experimental results were compared with theoretical estimates in the free molecular
flow regime.
Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) simulation is carried out to study the effect of varying slit
length for an array of multiple slits on Doppler width of vapour in the laser-vapour interaction area.
For parametric study, the total length and width of the vapour source are kept constant. To
compensate for the change in the slit length, number of slits is changed so that total evaporating
length remains same. A DSMC solver, “dsmcFoamPlus” [3], written in OpenFOAM framework has
been used to study the evolution of the vapour flow. Division of the computational domain into cells
were done using snappyhexmesh, mesh generation utility of the OpenFOAM package. Distribution of
atomic velocity and number densities at different height from source have been computed and
relevant results are presented
DSMC Method
Direct Simulation Monte Carlo is a numerical method to solve Boltzmann equation proposed by
Bird[4]. It is a particle based method for solving rarefied gas flows. Herein each particle represents a
large number of real molecules. This factor is generally called as weighting factor. In DSMC method,
the domain is divided into cells smaller than mean free path and time marching is done with time step
less than the mean collision time. This is a statistical method in which collisions within cells are
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performed using probabilistic sampling method. Hence, typical particle count per cell should be more
than 20 to get statistically relevant results [5].
Benchmarking of the DSMC solver
The code is benchmarked with the published results of Rosengard [6] for a freely expanding vapour at
Knudsen number (Kn) of 0.38. The length averaged normalised number density obtained from this
code and from Rosengard’s empirical estimates, have been plotted in Figure 1 as a function of height
from the evaporating source. In Figure 2, length averaged normalised number density along vapour
width is plotted. In both the cases normalisation of number density has been done with respect to
source number density. In both the two cases, the estimates from the code are found to be in good
agreement with those of Rosengard’s.

Figure 1: Length averaged normalised number density
along height from source

Figure 2: Length averaged Normalised number density along
source width direction at 150mm from source. Normalisation
has been done with respect to source number density

Simulation Study
The geometries considered for simulation are shown in Figure 3. The computational domain is
divided in two parts. The lower part consists of slit arrangement of with different configurations while
the upper part is kept constant for all configurations. The evaporating surface width and its total
length are kept constant at 5mm and 125mm respectively for all simulations. The length-to-width ratio
(aspect ratio) of the slit arrangement is taken as 1, 2, 4, 12 and 25 for five different configurations
having 21, 11, 6, 2 and 1 number of slits respectively. The ratio between slit height and its width is
kept constant at 10. The upper part is a cube of side 200mm symmetric with respect to the bottom
part. There is no computational boundary between the two parts. Following assumptions have been
made:
1. The evaporator surface is at constant temperature of 800 K (Kn = 0.38).
2. The slit walls are at same temperature as of the evaporator surface and are reflecting atoms
diffusively
3. The hard sphere collision model is valid.
4. There is no clustering of atoms to behave as a molecule.
5. The background air density is so low that it doesn’t interfere with the vapour.
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w = slit width
l = slit length
w

l

Y
Z

X
Figure 3: (a) Schematic of computational domain, (b)array of slits

Results and discussion
Figure 4 shows variation of number density as a function of height from the source for various aspect
ratios. Beyond the exit of the slit the number density is found to be slightly less for lower aspect
ratios. This can be explained following Clausing [7]. With smaller aspect ratios, more atom-wall
collisions take place which are diffusive, leading to more number of atoms going back towards
source. This leads to lower atom densities for slit
configurations with lower aspect ratios at the same height
from the source.
The typical number densities required for laser atom
interaction is in the order of 1011-1012 atoms/cm3 region [8].
Hence, the number density distribution and Doppler width
of the vapour is investigated at height (150 mm) where
number density is approximately 5x1011 atoms/cm3. Figure
5 shows number density along slit length for different

Figure 4: Number density along height from source for

aspect ratios. At the centre, the number density for the different aspect ratios

lowest aspect ratio is found to be half of the highest case. However, it is observed to be slightly more
uniform along the slit length.

Figure 5: Number density along source length
at laser-atom interaction height
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Figure 6 shows the distribution of the atoms as a function of velocity along slit length at laser-atom
interaction height (150 mm). Here, the Y-axis represents the fraction of atoms having velocity v z and
X-axis represent the velocity v z along laser propagation direction. The figure shows that the peak of
the distribution curve is highest for the lowest aspect ratio. This implies that the spread of vz
decreases with decreasing aspect ratio.
Since, distribution curves in Figure 6 are not strictly Gaussian; FWHM cannot be taken directly. The
FWHM corresponds to 76% area under the standard Gaussian distribution. Hence, the equivalent
velocity spread has been calculated by considering the
width for which area under the curve is 76%.
The calculated Doppler width is shown in Figure 7 for
different aspect ratios at laser wavelength of 555 nm
[1]. It is found that Doppler width reduces strongly as
the aspect ratio reduces to 1. This implies that using
multiple slits of smaller length-to-width ratio results in
lower Doppler spread. This can be beneficial for LIS
process of elements having smaller isotopic shifts.
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Figure 7: Doppler width of the vapour calculated from
the distribution functions for different aspect ratios
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Abstract
We present the experimental study on generation and characterization of fast electrons in p-polarised,
ultrashort, relativistic laser interaction (I L ~ 4x1019 W/cm2) with thin foil target. Direct evidence of JxB
acceleration mechanism is inferred from fast electrons beam measurement along laser propagation direction
apart from the low flux electron beam along the laser transverse/polarization direction. Strong polarization (p vs
s) dependence of fast electrons is observed which is understood through role of pre-heating of the target. 2D PIC
simulation also supports the experimental observations.
Introduction
In intense laser interaction with thin foil targets, energetic fast electrons (sub-MeV to tens of MeV) are
generated through different mechanisms1 including resonance absorption, vacuum heating, and JxB heating.
Angular distribution measurement can be used to find out the applicable acceleration mechanisms. Study of fast
electron generation and its transport through solid density matter is also of significant importance for the success
of fast ignition concept in inertial confinement fusion, and other processes such as x-ray generation and
proton/ion acceleration1. The JxB acceleration is the most dominant mechanism of laser energy absorption in the
relativistic regime leading to fast electrons generation along the laser propagation direction. Most of the
investigations on JxB acceleration have been performed using relatively longer pulse duration > 500 fs, and
there are limited reports2 using laser pulse of few tens of fs duration with ultrahigh relativistic laser intensity of
>1019 W/cm2.
In this paper, we present experimental study on fast electron generation in ultrashort laser interaction
with thin metal foil targets at laser intensity of ~4x1019 W/cm2. Applicability of JxB acceleration mechanism
was demonstrated through observation of a directed electron beam along laser propagation direction. Further,
fast electron beams along transverse to the laser propagation were also observed. P-polarisation was found to be
favourable for generation of fast electrons compared to s-polarisation. Generation of three electron beams and
its polarization dependence observed in experiment was also replicated in 2D PIC simulation performed using
EPOCH code3.
Experimental setup:
The experiment was carried out using 150 TW Ti:Sapphire laser facility at RRCAT. The peak laser
intensity on the target was ~ 4x 1019 W/cm2 achieved by focussing laser pulse energy of ~1.5 J with duration
~25fs to an elliptical spot of ~5 μm x10 μm (FWHM) using off axis parabolic mirror (f/3.6). The ASE intensity
contrast at 1 ns prior to fs pulse was measured to be < 2x10-10. Thin foil target of Cu was irracdiated at an laser
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incidence angle of ~30°. The fast electrons were detected using combination of phosphor screen and CCD
cameras as shown in fig. 1(a). Al filter of 500μm thickness was used to shield the phosphor screen from ions,
plasma light and low energy x-rays. The cut-off electron energy reaching the phosphor screen was ~350 keV.
Energy spectrum of the electrons were measured using magnetic spectrograph consisting a rectangular dipole
magnet with magnetic field (~700G) and a phosphor screen-CCD combination as a detector. To capture the
electrons from target front, the target was rotated (indicated by dashed line target in fig 1.a) in such a way that
the interaction incidence angle remains 30°, but electrons from target front can now be detected by the
transverse DRZ phosphor screen setup.
Results and discussion:
Measurement of the angular distribution of electron
emission showed generation of forward fast electrons with
peak along laser propagation direction. In addition to forward
electron beam, two electron beams in the transverse directions
along laser polarisation were also observed. Typical electron
beam profiles recorded on the phosphor screens along with
their polar plot are shown in fig.1 (b) for Cu 7 μm target at p
polarization and intensity of ~4x1019W/cm2. The electron
beam charge (energy >300 keV) for the forward and transverse
beam were estimated to be ~1150 ± 90 pC and ~115 ± 20 pC
respectively. Generation of such fast electron beams were
found for wide parametric variation of laser intensity (1 – 4
x1019 W/cm2), angle of incidence (100 – 600), polarisation (p
and s), laser pulse duration (30 – 400fs), and target thickness
Fig 1.(a) Experimental setup geometry. (b)
Polar plot of fast electrons in the plane of
incidence with typecal spatial profile of fast
electron beams in three direction.

(2 – 100 Pm), although variations in the electron beam
parameters

were

observed.

Next,

the

energy spectra

measurements showed that the maximum energy (with fitted
temperature) for the electron beam was ~3 MeV (0.43 MeV)
at intensity of ~4 x 1019 W/cm2.

Experimental observation of fast electrons along the laser propagation direction is consistent with the
heating of electron by JxB mechnsism. Peak of the forward emitted electrons were found to be slightly deviated
towards the target surface (e.g. ~10° for Cu 7μm target) and can be attributed to deviation by self-generated
surface magnetic field at the front surface of the target. Further, it can be noted that, the measured fast electron
temperature of ~0.43 MeV is smaller than the expected temperature of ~1.75 MeV from Wilks scaling4 for JXB
heating at laser intensity of ~4x1019 W/cm2. This can be understood from the intense laser matter interaction
occurring at a very sharp density gradient plasma created by ultrashort ultra high contrast laser pulses. Further,
the escaping electrons can also lose a significant part of their energy in combating with the surface sheath field
in order to come out of the foil target resulting into a much cooler spectrum.
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For the transverse beam, maximum energy and temperature was found to be similar to that of forward
beam. With change in polarisation from p to s, maximum electron energy and temperature reduced to ~1 MeV
and 0.1 MeV respectively. Generation of such beams in laser polarization direction have been previously
observed in laser gas and laser cluster interactions. However, in high intensity laser solid interaction, till now
there are no reports on observation of transverse electron beam with p polarized laser beam. In the present
experiment, the observed reduction of electron flux as well as electron energy in transverse direction on
changing the laser polarization from p to s (shown in fig.2a) suggests that the origin of transverse beams is laser
electric field in the polarization direction.
In order to verify the role of polarisation dependent
mechanisms on forward JxB heated fast electrons, study was also
performed with s polarisation as shown in fig.2. The forward electron
beam charge reduced by ~ 6 times from ~1150 ± 100 pC to 174± 30
pC with change in polarisation from p to s. Fast electron maximum
energy (temperature) also reduced to ~1.5 MeV (~0.22 MeV) when s
polarisation was used as shown in fig 2.b.
JxB mechanism responsible for acceleration of forward fast
electron is expected to be independent of polarization (p or s).
However, there are few reports where polarisation dependence was
observed even in case of JxB mechanism5, although no detailed
physical reasoning was provided. Based on our experimental
Fig.2 : (a) Fast electron angular
distribution
and
(b)energy
distribution for p and s polarized
laser

observation, we conjecture that some pre-generation and pre-heating
of low energy electron happens in preformed preplasma in case of ppolarization which becomes favourable for JxB heating leading to
higher flux and energy.

To understand the generation of fast electrons, 2D PIC simulation using code EPOCH was performed.
Laser pulse of 30 fs duration, intensity of 2×1019 W/ and incidence
angle of 300 was used. The target was 2 Pm thick pre-ionized Cu
with uniform density of 10 n c . A pre-plasma precedes the target
with the scale-length of ~ 0.5 Pm. From the electron density map,
it was found that energetic electrons were generated along the
laser propagation direction as well as along the transverse
direction. The polar plot of the electron angular distribution for
both p and s polarization is shown in fig 3. The flux of electrons
reduced significantly (~ 7X)in case of s polarization compared to
Fig.3. Polar plot p and s polarization

p polarization. The energy analysis of forward beam showed that

interaction from 2D PIC simulation

max energy reduced from ~3.5 MeV to ~1.5 MeV when the

polarization was changed from p to s corroborating with the experimental results.
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In conclusion, we demonstrate the applicability of ponderomotive JxB acceleration through observation
of directed forward beam in the interaction of ultra-short duration laser pulses with thin foil targets at laser
intensity of ~4x1019 W/cm2. In addition, transverse beams along were also observed. Strong polarization
dependence of forward fast electrons is explained from probable pre-heating. 2D PIC simulation supports our
results.
Acknowledgements: The authors acknowledge the laser operation mechanical support provided by Shri R.A.
Khan, Shri Ankit, Shri S. Meena and Shri K. Meena.
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Abstract
Study of fast electron transport has been carried out through 2D Cu K Į imaging using a spherically bent
quartz crystal spectrograph in ultra-short laser matter interaction at a laser intensity of ~7x1019W/cm2. Front
and rear side x-ray source size was measured to be ~38±2 μm and ~47±2 μm for Cu 7 μm foil. A fast electron
half divergence angle of ~17° inside solid density was estimated from the measured rear side source sizes
with different thickness target foil. Such small divergence indicates towards collimation of the beam by magnetic fields at high laser intensity.
Introduction
In ultra-short, intense laser interaction with thin foil targets, energetic fast/hot electrons (sub-MeV to tens of
MeV) are generated via various mechanisms1. These fast electrons propagate and deposit their energy in the
overdense plasma and can eventually escape from the target. Study of fast electron transport inside solid material is a decade long research problem due to its immense importance for the success of fast ignition concept1 of
inertial confinement fusion (ICF). The transport of fast electrons in dense solid is a very complex and interesting
subject due to presence of very high hot electron current (MA), drawing of return current for neutralization,
electric field inhibition, generation of mega gauss magnetic fields etc. In particular, the magnetic fields can
further act on the diverging fast electrons and collimate them. Studying the fast electron source sizes at the front
and rear surfaces and finding divergence angle is therefore an important topic of research. The fast electrons
generate characteristic x-ray line radiation during its propagation in the material. The measurement of x-ray
source sizes at the front as well as rear surface will indirectly provide insight about electron transport processes.
Monochromatic imaging of x-ray source using a spherically bent quartz crystal2 provides 2D image of the x-ray
source.
In this paper, we report the investigation of fast electron generation and transport in intense laser matter
interaction through 2D imaging of Cu K Į source at target front and rear surfaces. Front x-ray source size was
measured to be ~38±2 μm. The rear x-ray source size was estimated to be ~47±2 μm and 58±4 μm for Cu 7 μm
and Cu 25 μm foil respectively. A fast electron half divergence angle of ~17° inside target material was calculated from the fitting of rear side source sizes.
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Experimental Setup
The experiment was performed with a maximum laser energy of ~2.2J and pulse duration of 25fs using
150TW Ti:sapphire laser system at RRCAT, Indore. The
schematic of the experimental setup for the Cu K D x-ray
source imaging is shown in Fig. 1. The laser beam was
focussed using an off axis parabolic mirror (F/2.4) to a
focal spot of 7μm x 5μm (FWHM) containing ~24% of
laser energy. The peak laser intensity was calculated to
be ~7 x 1019 W/cm2. The contrast of the ASE prepulse at
1ns was measured to be better than 2x10-10 while for
replica fs prepulse arriving 11ns prior to main pulse, the
Figure 1: Schematic of the experiment setup for xray imaging from both front and rear surface

contrast is measured to be >10-7. The laser beam was
focused on Cu foil targets (of thickness 7μm and 25μm)
at two incidence angles viz. 30° and 70°.

High resolution spherically bent quartz crystal spectrograph was designed and setup to image Cu K Į (8.048
KeV) source at the target front and rear surfaces. A spherically bent quartz crystal (size:15x50mm) of lattice
spacing 2d 002 =1.542A° and radius of curvature of 250mm was used for the monochromatic x-ray imaging. The
Bragg angle for the Cu K Į for this crystal is ~88.7°. An indirect detection x-ray CCD camera (Spectral Instrument) was used as detector which was kept outside the experimental chamber. X-ray (~ 8 keV) from interaction
region (inside chamber at vacuum level of ~10-5 mbar) was transmitted through Kapton window to the x-ray
CCD camera kept outside at atmospheric pressure. In order to image the Cu K Į source, the crystal was kept at a
distance of ~140mm from the source (interaction point) for a fixed source to detector distance of ~1000mm. The
magnification was ~8.1. For front side imaging, incidence angle was kept at ~30°, such that the crystal faces the
target front surface and interaction region in the normal direction and therefore will provide near circular x-ray
images. For rear side imaging, the target was rotated in clockwise direction keeping the crystal position fixed
such that the crystal faces the rear surface of the target. However, the incidence angle was limited to ~70° in this
case.
Results and discussion

Figure 2: (a) Cu K D source image recorded from the front surface. (b) Line cut of the image for size
measurement. The region of interest is marked by horizontal lines in figure (a) for taking lineout for source size
measurement.
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Figure 2 (a) shows the front side Cu K D source image as recorded on the x-ray CCD camera. Nearly circular images with high signal to noise ration of >30 was obtained. Fig. 2(b) is the line cut of the image which was
fitted to a Gaussian distribution to estimate of x-ray source size. The average front side souce size was calculated to be ~38±2 μm.

Figure 3: (a) and (b) Cu K D source image recorded from the rear surface for Cu 7um and 25um foil
thickness. (c) Schematic of fast electron divergence measurement from source size. The region of interest is
marked by verticle lines in figures (a) and (b) for taking lineout for source size measurement.
Figure 3 (a) and (b) shows the Cu K D source image at the rear surface for Cu 7μm and 25μm foil thickness.
As the incidence angle was ~70° in this case, the crystal looks the rear side image from an angle (Fig. 1) and
therefore the images are compressed horizontally. However, the line cut along verticle direction ( binned
between the marked verticle lines) will give the estimate of source size. The rear side source size was estimated
to be ~47±2 μm and 58±4 μm for Cu 7 μm and Cu 25 μm foil respectively. Figure 3(c) shows the schematic of
fast electron divergence measurement from source size. The fast electron half divergence angle can be calculated as T 1/2 = tan-1[(d 2 -d 1 )/2L 1 ] where, d 1 are d 2 are source sizes for Cu 7 and 25μm foil and L 1 is the difference
in thickness of the two foils. A fast electron half divergence angle of ~17° inside target material was calculated
from rear source sizes using the above relation. Such small divergence indicates the role of self-generated magnetic fields on collimating fast electrons. The divergence data matches well with the other reported results2,4-6 at
similar intensity.
In conclusion, we have performed 2D imaging RI&X.ĮVRXUFHfrom target front and rear surface using a
quartz crystal spectrograph. Front side source size as well as rear side source size was estimated for Cu 7 μm
and Cu 25 μm foil. A fast electron half divergence angle of ~17° inside target material was calculated from the
fitting of rear side source sizes.
Acknowledgements: The authors acknowledge the laser operation mechanical support provided by Shri R.A.
Khan, Shri Ankit, Shri S. Meena and Shri K. Meena.
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Abstract: We present controlled electron injection using sharp density transition scheme which enhances the
stability and repeatability of the laser wakefield electron accelerator. Generation of electron beams with tunable
energy between 100-250 MeV was observed using Ti: Sapphire laser pulses of intensity ~3.5×1019 W/cm2 (a 0 ~
4) interacting with 4 mm long helium gas-jet target plasma at an electron density of ~ 6.8×1018 cm-3. With the
use of a knife edge in the gas flow, a density transition is created. Next, by varying knife edge position inside
the gas-jet, accelerator length was varied and its effects on electron beam energy and divergence was also
studied.
Introduction: Laser wakefield acceleration (LWFA)1 is being intensely investigated due to its capability to
offer large electric field of the order of hundreds of GV/m for acceleration of electron bunches with energy
several 10s of MeV to GeV2-5 in a compact set-up. LWFA experiments usually rely on self-injection of
background plasma electrons into the laser driven plasma wave by non-linear process of wave-breaking6. In this
regime, the intensity of the drive laser pulse is high enough to excite large amplitude non-linear plasma wave
and induce self-injection of electrons. The injected electrons are trapped in the plasma wave and the huge
longitudinal electric field of the plasma wave rapidly boosts these electrons to extremely high energies (typically
~ 100MeV/mm). While the self-injection precludes the need for external electron source for injection, it suffers
from inherent limitations e.g., absence of control over exact locations of injection, the amount the injected
electrons and the accelerated electron beam parameters. To overcome these limitations, different controlled
methods were suggested and investigated in which electron injection is achieved by various mechanisms viz.,
density down ramp7, ionization induced8, colliding laser pulses9, and sharp density transition10.
Here, we present tunable energy electron beams from LWFA using controlled injection via sharp
density transition scheme. In this scheme a knife edge (blade) is introduced in the supersonic flow of the gas jet
to produce a sharp density transition10. The focus of the drive laser pulse and the gas jet entrance were adjusted
in such a way that the laser pulse experiences a density spike (which has sharp trailing edge) at the beginning of
the laser interaction with the gas jet. As the laser pulse goes through the plasma with sharp downward density
transition, the plasma wavelength Ȝ p increases abruptly from its value in the high-density region to the lowGHQVLW\ RQH +HUH WKH SODVPD ZDYHOHQJWK LV JLYHQ E\ Ȝ p

 ʌFȦ p ZKHUH F LV WKH VSHHG RI OLJKW DQG Ȧ p =

(n e e2/H 0 m e )1/2 is the plasma frequency, with e, m e , n e being electron charge, mass, and density, respectively.
Such an abrupt increase in the plasma wavelength results in injection of a fraction of the plasma electrons into
the accelerating phase of the plasma wave. The characteristic length of the density transition should be of the
order of Ȝ p for this scheme to be operational.10 The scheme allowed us to generate tunable electron beams
between 100-250 MeV, at a background plasma density of ~6.8×1018 cm-3 in a 4mm long helium gas jet, by
controlling the location of injection and consequently accelerator length with the help of the knife edge. A 25fs,
150TW Ti: sapphire laser with a focused intensity of ~3.5×1019 W/cm2 was used to drive the LWFA.
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Experimental Set-up: Fig.1a shows the schematic of the experimental set-up. The 25fs, 150TW Ti: Sapphire
laser operating at central wavelength of 800nm was focused to a spot size w 0 | 6 μm (radius at 1/e2) using f/5
off-axis parabolic mirror, and resulting intensity of I L | 3.5×1019 W/cm2 (for a slightly stretched pulse duration
of ~50fs) (a 0 | 4) was used. A knife edge (blade) was inserted (Fig.1b), from the direction of laser incidence, in
a 4mm long helium gas-jet to create a sharp density transition at the entrance of the gas jet. A typical expected
density profile is shown in Fig.1c. The knife-edge could be scanned in the longitudinal direction to change the
effective gas-jet length (after the density transition) and hence to tune the electron beam energy. The laser pulse
channeling inside the plasma was monitored on a CCD camera by side-view imaging. A QDUURZȦEDQG-pass
filter was kept before the CCD Camera to preferentially collect nonlinear Thomson scattered laser light from the
plasma. A C-shaped permanent dipole magnet with effective magnetic field strength of 0.75 T, within a pole gap
10 mm over 75mm length, was kept at 13cm from the gas-jet to disperse the electron beam produced from
LWFA. A phosphor screen (DRZ-high) was placed after the magnet, at 115cm from the gas-jet, to record
electron beam profile and its spectrum. The electron spectrometer provides resolution of 5% at 100 MeV and
10% at 200 MeV, considering electron beams of 10mrad divergence.

Figure 1(a) Schematic of the laser wakefield acceleration set up with a knife-edge (blade) inserted in the helium gas
jet flow (b) Inserted knife edge in the gas-flow, Lg is the gas length of 4mm, Lknife is length of gas jet covered by knife,
Acceleration length is Lacc = Lg – Lknife (c) A typical expected gas density profile

Results and Discussion: To clearly demonstrate the controlled injection due to the density-transition, the
plasma density is chosen such that the LWFA is operated below the self-injection threshold. In this condition,
we could observe the laser channeling due to self-focusing in the side-imaging of the plasma accelerated
electron beam recorded on the phosphor screen. Thereafter, we inserted the knife edge (blade) in the gas flow to
introduce sharp density transition (in the downstream gas flow) and scanned its location axially along the gas jet
length (L g | 4mm) to change the location of the density transition. After the insertion of the knife-edge,
electron beams started to appear on the phosphor screen after careful adjustment of laser focus and plasma
density (below self-injection threshold only). This confirmed that the knife-edge indeed facilitates external
control on electron injection and variability of its axial location allows changing the accelerator length (L acc ).
We varied the accelerator length (L acc = L g – L knife ) from 1mm to 3.5 mm by changing the axial location of
knife-edge, L knife from 3mm to 0.5mm in the gas jet. Here, we show the electron beams observed at plasma
density of 6.8×1018 cm-3 for stable laser interaction conditions. Transverse profiles of typical electrons beams
produced for different lengths of the accelerator are shown in Fig 2(i). The variation of electron beam
divergence with the accelerator length, L acc is also shown in Fig. 2(ii). Electron beam divergence decreases from
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about 36mrad at L acc = 1mm to a minimum value of ~8mrad for L acc | 1.6 - 2mm and then increases again with
increasing the L acc . Next, we show typical electron beam spectra recorded for three different accelerator lengths
in Fig.3 (i). For the accelerator length of 3mm, quasi-monoenergetic electron beam with peak energy of
~150MeV was observed. Further at 2mm and 1.6m, we observed higher energies of 180MeV and 250
MeV respectively. Further reduction in length led to decrement in electron beam energy.
The variations in electron beam divergence and energy with accelerator length can be understood by
Fig. 2(ii) and Fig.3 (ii) together. As we increase the accelerator length from 1mm to 1.6mm, we observe energy
enhancement as well as decrement in electron beam divergence. This indicates that electrons experience only
accelerating field over the distance of 1mm to 1.6mm which resulted in gain in energy (E) and hence
longitudinal momentum (p z § (F). Further, divergence of an electron beam depends on the ratios of the
transverse and longitudinal momenta (divergence, 'T | p r,max /p z ). Here, the transverse field remains same over
all accelerator distances. Therefore, the increased longitudinal momentum from 1mm to 1.6mm is likely to be
responsible for decreased electron beam divergence. Further increase in accelerator length from 1.6mm to
3.5mm shows a contrast in behavior.

From accelerator length beyond 1.6mm, apparently the electrons

experience decelerating field (dephasing) resulting in loss of energy and therefore longitudinal momentum.
Hence, both the divergence and the energy degrade for accelerator length >1.6mm. The observed variation of
the divergence and the energy on either side of 1.6mm indicates that the dephasing length is approximately
equal to the acceleration length at that injection location.

Figure 2 (i) Transverse profiles of typical electron beams observed at a plasma density of 6.8×1018 for different
accelerator length (Lacc) of 1, 1.4, 1.6, 2, 3, and 3.5mm, corresponding to different knife-edge locations(ii) Electron
beam divergence variation with accelerator length (Lacc.).

Figure 3 (i) Typical spectra of the electron beam produced at a plasma density of 6.8×1018 cm-3 for different
accelerator length (Lacc) corresponding to different knife-edge locations (ii) Variation of the electron beam
energy with accelerator length (Lacc).
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Conclusion: We presented controlled electron injection using sharp density transition mechanism and
acceleration of electrons in laser wakefield accelerator. Study showed generation of a tunable energy electron
beam in the of 100-250 MeV by varying accelerator length or injection location with the help of density
transition injection. The full potential of the scheme shall be investigated in future to produce high quality
tunable electron/x-ray beams for various applications.
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ABSTRACT
X-ray spectral studies have been carried out from laser-irradiated copper target using transmission grating
coupled with gated MCP detector. With a gating time-window of ~ 11 ns (FWHM), the X-ray spectra of copper
plasma was recorded in multiple shots by delaying the window across the laser pulse in time steps of ~ 1 ns.
Temporal evolution of spectrum at time steps of ~ 1 or 2 ns were retrieved from various difference spectra
obtained by subtracting spectra of successive delays. This provided useful information on the spectral content of
plasma as well as their temporal evolution on fast time scale.
INTRODUCTION
The development of high energy high power (HEHP) laser systems delivering short duration intense
laser pulses led to research in the area of high density high temperature plasmas. The study of laser plasmas is
very important due to their applications in the areas of inertial confinement fusion (ICF)1, 2, generation of
extremely high shock pressures3, 4, intense x-ray backlighting sources5, table top charged particle acceleration6
and, higher order harmonic generation7, 8 etc. The laser produced plasmas are much different from other types of
plasmas in terms of their dimensions (few hundreds of microns) and duration (few ns). Because of these
characteristics, the study of laser produced plasmas requires diagnostics with good temporal (ns) and spatial
(microns) resolutions, different from that of other types of plasmas. As the temperatures of laser plasmas are
typically in the range of few eV - hundreds of eV (millions of degrees), these plasmas are strong sources of xrays and thus, studies on the x-ray emission gives information about the laser produced plasmas, their evolution
and the laser-plasma interaction.
The time-resolved x-ray measurements9 can be classified into three categories: a) detectors like x-ray
photodiodes covered with different thin foils providing continuous temporal information in several spectral
ranges b) detectors like MCP based pinhole cameras providing space resolved information in different timewindows9 and c) detectors like x-ray streak cameras providing both time and space/spectrally resolved
information by coupling to pinhole camera/spectrometers9. The high speed gated micro channel plates (MCP)
are useful for time-resolved x-ray measurements in a variety of research studies such as laser plasma interaction,
capillary discharge plasmas, plasma focus, tokomaks etc. The transmission grating spectrometer (TGS) with
gated MCP is a simple diagnostics in such experiments. It can be used to carry out time-resolved spectral study
of X-rays emitted from the plasma.
In this paper, a transmission grating spectrometer coupled with a gated MCP was used to investigate
the temporal variation of the soft x-ray emission from laser-irradiated copper target. The details of experimental
set-up, obtained results and their analysis form the basis of this paper and given in subsequent sections.
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experiments were performed using a high-energy high-power Nd:glass laser system at RRCAT10.
A schematic diagram of the experimental setup is shown in Fig 1(a). The Nd:glass laser output (~ 1 ns) was
focused by using a plano-convex lens (f =50 cm) on to the copper target resulting in laser intensities of ~1014
W/cm2. The targets were mounted on target movement system placed inside plasma chamber at vacuum ~5x105

mbar. Using this movement system, fresh target surface can be used for experiments in each laser shot.

Figure 1: (a) Experimental set-up, (b) The schematic of gating delay w.r.t. pump laser

The copper plasma emits X-ray radiation consisting both line as well as continuum with a spectral profile that
strongly depends on the plasma temperature. The x-ray emission from copper plasma was spectrally dispersed
using a free-standing transmission grating (700 l/mm) and recorded on a micro channel plate (MCP) detector.
The phosphor screen of the MCP converted this into the visible wavelength range (P43-Green) which was then
imaged using a canon digital camera (DSLR). In order to confine the 'image capture time' to few nano-seconds
instead of recording the time-integrated spectra, the micro channel plate of the MCP was biased with a pulsed
voltage instead of DC as described below.
A gating pulse generator unit was developed to apply a voltage pulse on the single stage MCP detector
for these experiments. The HV stack was made using number of MOSFETs (IRF840) in series and it was
triggered by a gate driver circuit as shown in Fig. 2(a). This unit also includes a HV DC-DC converter based
supply of ~ 4 kV for biasing of phosphor section of the MCP detector. The complete unit was configured for its
fast MCP gate output of ~ 11 ns FWHM with 1 kV under 100X probe as load. The delay between the laser pulse
and the applied gate pulse on MCP was varied using a delay box as shown schematically in Fig 1(b) The
response time of the pulse generator with respect to its trigger input was also measured to be less than 70 ns.
The pulse output with the transport line connected to the MCP is shown in Fig. 2(b). A vacuum diode detector

(a)

(b)

~11ns

Figure 2: (a) Block diagram of MCP gating circuit and (b) MCP gating pulse of ~ 11 ns FWHM
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with 2.4 μm Al foil ( transmission < 3nm and 17-25 nm) was also placed to get a rough idea about x-ray
emission temporal profile of the plasma.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Initially, the delay of the applied voltage pulse on MCP was adjusted such that there is no overlap
between the MCP ON time-window (~ 11 ns) and laser plasma. In this case, no spectral emission was observed
in the images recorded by MCP detector. This is being called as zero delay. Then, the gate window was shifted
in steps of ~1ns towards the laser pulse by introducing suitable delays and the spectra were recorded. In this
way, the X-ray emission spectra from copper plasma were recorded in multiple shots at different delay times
under identical experimental conditions as shown in Fig.3 (a). All these curves are obtained by normalizing
them with their zeroeth order maxima. In these spectra, various distinct line emissions superimposed over the
continuum in soft X-ray region were observed. For example, emissions at 1.0 nm, 2.1 nm, 4.1 nm, 5 nm and 7.6
nm were observed along with broad continuous spectra as shown in Fig 3 (a). Emissions at 1.0 nm and 2.1 nm
might be due to L-shell transitions in the copper plasma.
19ns

2ns

Figure 3: The X-ray emission Spectra from copper target at (a) increasing & (b) decreasing delays and (c) Difference
spectra with respect to time

These spectral features (x-ray emission lines) could only be distinctly observed for initial delays of
few ns as the overlapping between the MCP gate pulse (~ 11 ns) and the initial x-ray emissions from plasma
was for few ns (2-3 ns) only. It is to be noted here that the duration of the x-ray emission from plasma at the
wavelengths below 25 nm is only ~few ns which was also seen from the signals recorded using the x-ray diode
with 2.4 μm Al filter ( transmission < 3 nm and 17 - 25 nm ). This gives an approximate idea of the duration of
X-ray emission which is longer than the duration of pump laser and much shorter than the lifetime of plasma.
The spectral features mentioned above slowly merged in the background of continuum for longer delays where
emissions are integrated on the MCP detector for longer time periods. Hence, the initial delay of ~ 2 ns seems to
be best suited for getting the spectrum with better contrast. If we look at the continuum spectra in Fig. 3(a), its
amplitude increases with initial delays from 2 ns to 8 ns where the gate-window of detector is shifting in time to
capture more and more emissions from plasma. For later delays i.e. 10 ns onwards as shown in Fig 3(b), it starts
falling due to initial part of emissions are out of the ON 'time window' of the MCP detector. For delays 19 ns
onwards, gate-window has almost passed out of the x-ray emissions and therefore negligible emissions are
recorded.
Ideally, gate-window of detector should be smaller than the duration of x-ray emissions in order to
record its temporal evolution. But due to limitations on the switching electronics, it was not possible to obtain
below certain value. The gate-window here is large enough to make it practically difficult to record x-ray
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spectra in smaller time-window. Thus, a different approach was adopted here to obtain temporal information
from these time-integrated spectra already recorded for initial delays. Spectra recorded at two such consecutive
delays were subtracted to get a difference spectra e.g. spectrum recorded at initial 2 ns delay was subtracted
from that of 4 ns delay to get spectrum which is actually time-integrated over the next 2 ns (between 2 and 4ns).
In this way, various difference spectra were obtained for initial delays as shown in Fig. 3(c). These act as
snapshots of spectra for a smaller time-window of either 1 ns or 2 ns. Such a temporal evolution of plasma has
been obtained up to ~ 8 ns time. A closer look at these spectra reveals some interesting facts. In the first 2 ns
time, the continuum plasma emission peaks around wavelength region of 4 - 8 nm. In next 2 ns time, the overall
emission falls and the peak shifts towards 14 - 16 nm spectral regions. The emission further shifts beyond 20 nm
in next 1 ns time. The various spectral features could be seen with good contrast for the first 2 ns time. Such, a
shift in the spectral emission with time may provide much useful information about the plasma dynamics which
is presently under investigation.
SUMMARY
In this paper, time resolved x-ray emission studies from laser produced copper-plasma have been
conducted. The x-ray emission from copper plasma was recorded using TGS with gated MCP, in multiple shots
by varying the gate-window across the laser pulse in steps of ~ 1 ns. Apart from the continuum, distinct line
emissions were observed which were seen with good contrast for initial delay of ~ 2ns. The amplitude of the
spectrum increases with time up to 8ns and after that decreases with increase in delay. A different approach was
used to get time-resolved information of the recorded spectrum with a time-resolution less than the duration of
gate-window. For that, difference spectra were obtained from subtraction of spectra at two consecutive delays.
These spectra clearly showed how the x-ray spectrum of copper plasma is shifting from shorter to longer
wavelength region in a time scale of ~ 1 - 2 ns. Further analysis of these spectra is in progress.
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We have numerically investigated the propagation of ultrashort laser pulse in Neon gas at hundreds of

mbar pressure by solving the three-dimensional (3D) wave equation. Laser intensity spatio-temporal profile at
different location in the gas target at different gas pressures are studied. Reshaping and self-compression of the
laser pulse in time without any subsequent dispersion compensation are observed. We have calculated a
compressed output laser pulse ~17 fs from a Fourier transform limited 45 fs Gaussian input pulse by passing
through 5 mm gas cell at 400 mbar pressure.
Higher order Harmonics (HOH) are generated by interaction of intense ultrashort laser pulses with a
gas target through a non-linear process[1]. To obtain the maximum harmonic intensity, it is necessary that
generated harmonics at each points in the gas medium should add constructively (i.e. minimize the phase
mismatch). The phase matching condition is optimized by varying the laser intensity[2], gas pressure and gas
target position with respect to the laser focus position[3]. Intensity of the driving laser beam is very crucial in
phase matching condition. It should be sufficiently high to generate ionization (called critical ionization) such
that phase mismatch due to plasma dispersion is balanced by the phase mismatch due to atomic dispersion. But
if the laser intensity is increased to above saturation intensity (i.e., intensity at which given atom is fully ionize),
then intensity of HOH start decreasing due to large phase mismatch. In order to understand this, it is required to
study the evolution of ultrashort laser beam and its

intensity as it propagate through the gas medium. In this

work, we have carried out the numerical investigation of the propagation of the driving ultrashort laser pulse by
solving the three-dimensional (3D) wave equation. Laser intensity spatio-temporal profile at different location in
the gas target at different gas pressures are studied. It shows the reshaping and self-compression in time without
any subsequent dispersion compensation[4]. The mechanism behind the self-compression can be understand by
two simultaneous processes. First, increase in spectral bandwidth by phase modulation due to rapidly changing
plasma refractive index, and second, spatio-temporal reshaping of pulse due to interplay between plasma
induced defocusing and laser beam diffraction.
The propagation of the driving laser beam is calculated by numerically solving the 3D wave equation[5]
which contains the diffraction term and plasma defocusing term. In our case, the laser intensity is above
saturation intensity and gas pressure is about hundreds of mbar so that plasma dispersion is very high in
comparison of other dispersion. Hence, plasma defocusing and diffraction terms are considered and other terms
such as dispersion, self-focusing and ionization loss terms are neglected. The wave equation in moving
cylindrical coordinate frame (z’ = z and t’ = tz/c) and taking slowly varying envelope approximation (i.e.,
neglecting 2(]¶2) can be written as follows:
 A2 E r , z c, t c 
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is the plasma frequency, z’ is the propagation coordinate, and r is the

transverse coordinate and t’ is the retarded time.
As the ionization in our case is tunneling ionization, free-electron density, n e (r,z’,t’) can be calculated
using the ADK ionization rates[6] and higher degree of ionization is considered. By taking Fourier transform,
equation (1) becomes

~
2iZ wE r , z c, Z
~
 A2 E r , z c, Z 
wz c
c

~
where E r , z c, Z

~
Fˆ >E r , z c, t c @ , G r , z c, Z
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º
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2
c
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¼»
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F̂ is the Fourier transform

operator acting on temporal coordinate. These equations are solved, for each value of Z , using a
Crank-Nicholson routine. Typical grid points used in calculation are 213 points in time, 250 points along the
radial direction, and 600 points along the propagation direction.
In our numerical study, we consider Neon gas interact with 3.7 mJ, 45 fs IR Gaussian transform limited
pulse centered at 800 nm wavelength. The geometry of the gas target is a gas cell of 5 mm in length. The
pressure profile along the gas cell is assumed to be constant inside the cell and has a Lorentzian shape at both
ends. The laser pulse have a beam size ~7 mm (a half-width at 1/e2 of intensity) and focused by a one inch lens
of 750 mm focal length at the center of the gas cell. Numerically estimated spot size is ~28.14 ȝm (a half-width
at 1/e2 of intensity) and peak intensity ~6.2×1015 W/cm2 (Note: these values are estimated for vacuum condition).
At this intensity, gas medium should be ionized to 200% but due to defocusing effect, this is not the case.

(a)

(b

(c)

(d

Pulse propagation direction

Fig.1 Spatio-temporal intensity profile of laser pulse as laser pulse propagate towards +z’ direction in gas
cell at propagation coordinate from z’=-3.5 to 7.5mm at three gas pressures (b) 50 mbar, (c) 150 mbar and
(d) 400 mbar. The relative pressure profile is shown in (a).
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Spatio-temporal profile of the laser pulse at different locations as the beam propagate through the gas
cell is shown in fig.1. It shows the plasma defocusing effect in both space and time due to rapidly ionization of
the gas medium leads to rapid decrease in plasma refractive index. This plasma defocusing effect increases with
increase in gas pressure and the length over which the overall spatio-temporal reshaping occurs, start decreasing
with increase in pressure. The overall spatio-temporal reshaping of pulse due to plasma defocusing effect[7],
diffraction of the laser beam and self phase modulation (SPM), results in self-compression of pulse at the exit of
the gas medium. This phenomena can be understand with the fig.2 which shows the temporal profile and
corresponding spectrum of the pulse at different propagation coordinate as beam propagate in the gas cell at 400
mbar pressure. As the laser pulse start entering in the gas medium (at z’= -3.5), the leading edge of the pulse
interact with the gas medium. Since the gas pressure is sufficient (~50 mbar) to decrease the plasma refractive
index, and hence pulse start defocusing in time and asymmetric spectrum broadening due to SPM. When pulse
entered into the gas medium (at z’=-1.5), the leading edge of the pulse suffer more rapid change in plasma
refraction index causing more plasma defocusing in time. There is splitting of the pulse with each pulse having
duration smaller than the input pulse. The pulse is defocused much earlier the vacuum peak of the pulse (i.e.,
t’=0), the peak of the pulse envelope formed earlier in time (t’<0). There is generation of additional blue shifted
frequencies due to SPM which broadens the frequency spectrum[8]. When the pulse propagate more inside the
gas cell, since the laser pulse intensity already drop down due to defocusing, no more change occur in pulse
temporal shape. At the output, we get self-compressed pulse with peak envelope earlier in time and overall blue
shifted frequency broadened spectrum laser pulse.

(a)

Pulse propagation direction

(b)

Fig.2. Temporal profile, (a) and corresponding frequency spectrum, (b) of the laser pulse as beam propagate
in +z direction in the gas medium at 400 mbar pressure.
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(c)

Fig.3 (a) Comparison of Temporal profile and instantaneous frequency of the output laser pulse with input
laser pulse when it passed through the gas cell filled at 400 mbar of Ne. (b) Corresponding frequency
spectrum of the input and output pulse. (c) Variation of the temporal profile of the output pulse with the gas
cell pressure showing that temporal width of the pulse continue to decrease to ~17 fs at 400 mbar. (d)
Variation of the output pulse width with the gas pressure.
The laser pulse after passing through the gas cell filled at 400 mbar pressure is self-compressed to ~17
fs due to spatio-temporal reshaping of the pulse as shown in fig. 3(a) and peak of the envelope appeared at ~ -35
fs with almost linear positive chirp is observed. [Input pulse is transform limited Gaussian pulse with pulse
width ~ 45 fs (FWHM)]. Corresponding frequency spectrum of the output pulse is shown in fig. 3(b). It is
clearly show that the output pulse is blue shifted with a broadened spectrum with respect to the input pulse. The
temporal profile of the output pulse is calculated at various different pressures in fig. 3(c). It shows that as the
pressure is increased, pulse width decreases and the peak envelope of the pulse is shifted to more earlier in time.
Fig 3(d) shows that temporal width of the output pulse is continue to decrease with increase in pressure and
attain a value ~17 fs at higher pressure.
In conclusion, spatio-temporal profile of the laser pulse inside the gas medium during propagation is
numerically studied. Temporal splitting of the pulse and formation of peak earlier in time due to plasma
defocusing is observed. At output of the gas medium, self compressed pulse is observed.
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Abstract: An analytical investigation of the stimulated Raman (SRS) and Brillouin (SBS) scatterings of the
coherent Stokes mode is undertaken in magnetized diffusive semiconductors. SRS and SBS gain constants have
been obtained. The magnetic field is found to subsequently augment the gain constant of the scattered mode.
SRS and SBS gain constants are effectively influenced by magnetic field such that the cyclotron frequency
becomes comparable to the optical (for SRS) or acoustical (for SBS) wave frequency.

1. Introduction
The study of stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) and stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) processes has been
the subject of intense investigations as these have manifold technological applications in optoelectronic devices
as well as provide understanding of the light-matter interactions in quantum electronics. One of the most
important applications of these processes in optoelectronics is to remove the phase aberration of the
electromagnetic fields as well as their amplification, i.e. optical signal processing1. In a crystalline medium, SRS
and SBS are very closely related phenomena as the former occurs via optical-phonon (OP) mode while the latter
originates from acoustic phonon (AP) mode vibrations. In spite of such closeness, these phenomena are usually
studied independently assuming that the second-order forces responsible for them are different, viz., the finite
differential polarizability gives rise to SRS, while the electrostrictive strain produces SBS in a material
medium2,3. Stimulated scattering of an intense beam of electromagnetic waves in plasma has been studied by a
number of authors4-6. If the plasma is un-magnetized, the scattering results from parametric decay of the pump
wave into another electromagnetic wave and either a Langmuir wave (SRS) or an ion-acoustic wave (SBS). In
magnetized plasma additional electrostatic scattered modes exist and in general, the pump and scattered waves
may be modified by the magnetic field7-9. Literature survey reveals that no attempt has so far been made on on
simultaneous study of SRS and SBS in magnetized semiconductors.
Motivated by the above discussion, in this paper we have presented a comparative study of SRS and SBS
processes in a magnetized diffusive semiconductor. The nonlinearities taken into account are the electronic
nonlinearity due to the nonlinear current density and the nonlinear polarization due to nonlinear coupling
between the resulting acoustical-optical mode and the scattered electromagnetic wave.

2. Theoretical Formulations
We consider the homogeneous medium with electrons as carriers being subjected to an external magnetic field
r
B 0 , parallel to the propagation vector k and the spatially uniform pump wave E0 exp(iZ0 t ) . The intense laser
excitation is responsible for the generation of material excitation within the crystal, which then leads to the
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stimulated scattering processes; the molecular vibrations are responsible for SRS and the acoustic mode for SBS.
Due to electromagnetic field, the ions within the lattice move into nonsymmetrical position, usually producing a
contraction in the direction of the field and an expansion across it. The electrostatic force thus produced is the
origin of the differential polarizability and electrostriction in the medium. The polarizations due to molecular
vibrations and the electrostriction are given by
r
r
Pmv H0 N (wD / wu )0 u (r , t )* E0

(1)

r
Pes

(2)

r wu (r , t )*
,
JE0
wr

where u (r , t ) is the relative displacement of oscillators from the mean position of the lattice. Eq. (1) shows that
due to the non-vanishing differential polarizability (wD / wu )0 in the Raman active medium, the optical field
derives the molecular vibrations, which in turn modulates the dielectric constant, resulting in a nonlinear induced
r
polarization Pmv . Similarly, in a Brillouin active medium, an acoustic mode is generated due to electrostrictive
r
strain, leading to the energy exchange between electromagnetic and acoustic fields, and give rise to Pes . Now,
applying the procedure adopted in our earlier work [7] to the present field configuration, the Stokes mode of this
scattered component at Zs

Z0  Z can be obtained as
1

ns*

Z2M Pnl ª« (Z2s  Z2M  iZs Q)(Z2  Z2M  iZs Q) º»
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1
2
2
»
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,

D is diffusion coefficient.
The resonant Stokes component of the induced current density due to the finite nonlinear polarization of the
medium has been deduced neglecting the transition dipole moment, which can be represented as
J ( Zs )

1

Z2 P ª (Z2  Z2M  iZs Q)(Z2  Z2M  iZs Q) º»
.
 M nl «1  s
2
2
»
Z(Z  iQ  Zc ) (Q  iZ0 ) «
k
E
¬
¼
iHZ2p Z

(4)

The Raman active medium is taken as consisting of N harmonic oscillators per unit volume, characterized by its
position x and normal vibrational coordinates u (x, t). In a Raman active medium the scattering of the pump wave
is enhanced due to the excitation of a molecular vibrational mode. As (C / U)1/ 2 is the acoustic velocity in the
crystal, we have the equation of motion of an independent oscillator as
w 2u
wu
 ZT2 u  2* v
2
wt
wt

1
Hf (wD / wu )0 E0 E1* .
2M

(5)

Treating the induced nonlinear polarization Pcd as the time integral of the nonlinear current density J nl , we
obtain the nonlinear Raman polarization due to the finite perturbed current density from Eqs. (4) and (5) as

> Pr @cd

Z2Mr H0 Hf N (wD / wu )02 E02 E1 «ª (Z2s  Z2Mr  iZs Q)(ZT2  Z2Mr  iZT Q) »º
.
u 1
2
2
»
2Z0 Zs M (ZT2  Z2  iZ*u ) «
k
E
¬
¼

(6)

Following Singh et.al.7, the third-order Raman susceptibility is obtained from Eqs. (6) and (7) as
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ª
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Following Singh et.al.7, we obtained the Raman gain constant from imaginary part of Eq. (7) as
g R ( Zs )

k Hf N (wD / wu )02 *u E0

2

ª
Z2Mr º
«1 
».
16H L M ZT [{ZT  (Z  Zs )}  * / 4] ¬ Z0 Zs ¼
2

The threshold pump field to incite SRS can be obtained by setting > Pr @cd
E0th

(8)

2
u

0 . This yields

m
ª(Z2s  Z2Mr  iZs Q)1/ 2 (Z2Mr  ZT2  iZT Q)1/ 2 º¼ .
ek ¬

r

(9)

The phenomenon of SBS is analogous to SRS with the acoustic waves due to electrostriction playing the role of
the molecular vibrations. The equation of motion for u (x, t) in the acoustical branch is given by
w 2 u CD w 2 u
wu

 2* D
U wx 2
wt
wt 2

J w
( E0 E1* ) ,
2U wx

(10)

with J being the electrostrictive coefficient.
We proceed in similar way as followed in above to study SBS and the Brillouin gain constant of the Stokes
mode. The Brillouin gain constant and threshold condition required for inciting SBS has been obtained as
ª
§
·º
Z2p Za Zc
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(12)

3. Results and Discussion
For numerical appreciation, this analysis is applied to a semiconductor crystal, viz. n-type InSb crystal as an
active medium and irradiated by a 10.6 Pm CO 2 laser. The material constants have been taken from Ref.9. From
Eqs. (9) and (12), it is found the external magnetic field reduces the threshold fields for both processes to an
appreciable extent in the highly doped medium. The threshold fields for both stimulated scattering processes
increase linearly with the increase in carrier concentration of the medium. With the above-mentioned parameters,
E0th

r

is found to be ~ 8 u 105 Vm-1 for SRS when Z c ~ Z v and E0th b is found to be ~105 Vm-1 for SBS when Z c ~

Z a , which agrees well with the literature3.
Eqs. (8) and (11) can be used to estimate the ratio (g R /g B ) between the gain constants for SRS and SBS in terms
of material parameters. This enables one to estimate qualitatively the gain constant of one of the stimulated
scatterings in terms of the gain constant of the other. Fig. 1 depicts the dependence of g R,B on the externally
induced magnetic field via the cyclotron frequency Z c . g R,B is fairly independent of Z c , at a lower magnitude of
B 0 . But as Z c approaches the molecular vibrational-acoustic wave frequency, g R,B increase rapidly and then
saturates at a higher magnitude of B 0 . Thus a higher magnitude of g R,B is obtained at cyclotron frequencies
comparable to the pump frequency (i.e., Z c < 0.1Z 0 ), which is independent of the external magnetic field. The
magnetic field B 0 is effective only when the cyclotron frequency Z c is comparable to the molecular vibrational
or the acoustical wave frequency as is evident from the enhancement parameter Z M (via Z R ). And for Z c >>Z v ,
Z a ), it is found that Z M (via Z R ) becomes independent of Z c . Hence the coherent laser may be tuned by
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operating the magnetic field (cyclotron frequency) around the vibrating phonon frequency. In the case of a
transversely applied magnetic field, it has been found that the magnetic field is effective only when the cyclotron
frequency Z c exceeds the vibrational phonon frequency of the scattering medium. Thus the circular polarization
induced by the longitudinal magnetic field saturates the Stokes gain at higher magnetic fields.

Fig. 1: Dependence of g R,B on the externally induced magnetic field (via cyclotron frequency Z c )
It can be further inferred from Eqs. (8) and (11) and subsequently from Fig. 1 that SBS has a larger gain constant
as compared to SRS process. This outcome is in agreement with the investigations carried out by Maier, Wendl,
and Kaiser10 where they had compared both steady-state gain and the corresponding transient response of the
competing processes. It has been observed from the preceding analysis that the ratio of the SRS and SBS gain
constants under the same pump intensity indicates that SBS exhibits higher gain than SRS by a magnitude
Z v /Z a . This result is in conformity with those obtained with the semi classical theory by Sen and Sen3. From the
above discussion, we may conclude that a substantial enhancement of SRS and SBS gain constants can be
achieved in magnetized diffusive semiconductors by nanosecond pulsed moderate power infrared laser
irradiation.
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Abstract: A numerical study of effect of laser energy on geometric confinement of laser generated air plasma is
performed using FLASH 2D radiation hydrodynamic code. The 10 ns laser generated air plasma is confined
laterally using a glass tube of length 12 mm and diameter 8 mm. The study is performed for three laser energies
of 50, 200 and 400 mJ to understand the effect of the input laser energy on the enhancement in plasma
parameters. The results show that the interaction of reflected shock wave along radial direction with the plasma
core has led to a pronounced increment in the plasma parameters. This work discusses the dynamics of confined
air plasma in detail.
Introduction: A laser beam when focused into a gas creates an intense spark leading to formation of plasma.
The plasma emits radiation across the em region of the spectrum, popularly known as laser–induced breakdown
(LIB) of a gas. The plasma and the shock wave associated with it expand freely into surrounding ambient air [13]. Confining the freely expanding shock wave (SW) with solid walls of a medium results in reflection of the
SW due to impedance mismatch. The reflected SW interacts with the plasma core resulting in complex plasma
dynamics. Interaction of reflected SW with plasma shows an effective increment in the plasma parameters such
as number density (N e ) and electron temperature (T e ) leading to an increment in the plasma lifetime. Confined
laser plasmas find a wide range of applications in aerodynamics and aero acoustics [4, 5], aerospace, military,
and transportation applications to mitigate blast or shock impact in the lateral direction by placing foam
materials [6], and surface cleaning based on the laser-induced shock wave generation [7]. Different aspects of
the confinement such as the spectroscopic diagnostics of confined plasma [5, 8-10], effect of shape of confining
geometry [11, 12], confinement of plasma ablated from different metal targets were studied using LIBS [11, 1319]. However, a quantitative analysis of air or gaseous samples using LIBS is limited due to its relatively low
signal when compared to solids. Tao et.al, [20] has studied the pressure evolution in the air plasma confined in
a microhole, upto few tens of nanoseconds due to the smaller dimensions of the confining geometry. Popov et.
al., [21] has studied the LIBS in air confined by a brass chamber. However, a detailed study on the SW
dynamics inside the tube, quantitative study of enhancement in the plasma parameters due to interaction
between plasma core (PC) and the reflected SW, effect of laser energy on confined plasma parameters was
sparsely studied. Hence a numerical study of the effect of laser energy (intensity) on SW evolution inside the
confining tube, SW interaction with plasma were presented in this paper.
Simulation Details: The simulations were performed in a glass tube over a computational domain of 6×6 cm
with a minimum mesh size of 30×30 μm along laser (Z - axis) and radial (R - axis) directions. Fig.1 shows the
cross-section of the computational domain where two glass plates are placed opposite to each other
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perpendicular to the laser propagation direction. The ambient air conditions are considered at normal
temperature and pressure (NTP) with a mass density of 1.3×10-3 gm/cm3.

Fig. 1 Simulation domain showing the laser beam focussed at the centre of the confining tube

A 10 ns laser pulse at second harmonic of Nd-YAG (532 nm) of different energies 50, 200 and 400 mJ is
focused to a spot size of 500 ȝm, at the center of the glass tube. The length of the confining glass tube is
considered to be 12 mm and the separation between them is taken as 8 mm, respectively. The hydrodynamic
phenomena of the laser generated plasma and shock wave, interaction of shock wave with the solid walls, and
the interaction of reflected shock with the plasma core (PC) generated at the focal volume, is studied using the
conservative equations of mass, momentum and energy (eq. 1 – eq. 5). The simulations were performed using
FLASH 2D radiation hydrodynamic code [22].

(1)
(2)

,

(3)

(4)
(5)
Here, ȡ is the total mass density, v is the average fluid velocity, P tot and E tot are the total pressure and total
specific energy which are the sum of electron, ion pressures, respectively given in equations (4) – (5). Q las is
the energy due to laser heating. The Harten-Lax-van Leer-Contact (HLLC) scheme [23] is used to determine the
inter cell fluxes. To close the above equations (1) – (3), the multi-temperature gamma equation-of-state (EOS)
for air is considered [24]. The EOS of glass is generated using IONMIX code [25]. An adaptive mesh
refinement method is used to discretize the domain. Solving the above equations, the temporal evolution of
plasma parameters and SW dynamics were studied.
Results and Discussions: The plasma generated at the center of the glass tube expands freely into the
surrounding medium, until the SW encounters the boundaries of the confining tube. When the SW interacts the
glass boundaries, it is reflected back after few hundreds of nanoseconds and travel towards the plasma core
(PC). The SW interacting with the PC compresses the PC along radial direction leading to expansion of plasma
along axial (laser propagation axis). The compression of the PC along radial direction leads to a raise in
temperature and number density at the PC. Depending on the energy of the incident laser beam, a quick or
delayed reflection the SW [1, 2] is observed. A SW generated from 50 mJ reaches the glass wall at 4.5 μs and
that in the case of 400 mJ reaches at 1.8 μs. Figure. 2 (a & b) compare the laser induced air plasma expanding
freely in ambient air with that of the confined air plasma generated in a tube for 50 mJ laser energy. The effect
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of the interaction of SW with PC is clearly seen in Fig.2 (a & b). The temporal evolution of plasma temperature
is shown in Fig. 2(a) and number density in Fig. 2(b).

Fig. 2 A comparison of temporal evolution of (a) electron temperature and (b) number density in confined and
unconfined geometry along radial direction for an input laser energy of 50 mJ

It is clearly observed from fig.2 (a) that until 5 μs the evolution of temperature is similar in both the confined
and unconfined geometries. However, after 5 μs due to the interaction of the reflected SW with the PC a sudden
raise in plasma temperature is observed. A similar increment is also observed at 13 μs where the reflected SW is
reaching the center of the PC resulting in maximum squeezing of the PC. Later, the temperature of the PC has
decreased below the value of the free expansion because of the rapid expansion of the PC (rarefaction). The
number density of the plasma is maximum at the time of maximum squeezing of the plasma core. Hence it is
observed that the plasma temperature has increased by a factor of 1.16 and number density by a factor of 3.60.
The enhancement in the plasma temperature is observed to be increasing with increasing input laser energy.
Table. 1 shows the enhancement factor in plasma temeprature and number density with varying input laser
energies.
Input
Laser Energy
(mJ)
50
200
400

Time of maximum
enhancement
ȝV
13
10
10

Enhancement
Factor in T e
1.16
1.66
1.91

Time of maximum
enhancement
ȝV
14
10
9

Enhancement
Factor in N e
3.60
1.77
1.92

Table.1 Enhancement in the plasma parameters showing the time where a maximum enhancement and enhancement
factor is achieved when compared to their corresponding free expansion

From Table. 1 it can be understood that the enehancement in plasma temeparture has increased with the increase
in the input laser energy. The maximum enhancement factor of T e is observed to be 1.16, 1.66 and 1.91 for the
laser energies of 50, 200 and 400 mJ, respectively at 13, 10 and 10 μs from t=0. The time of maximum
squeezing is delayed for lower energy because of the less initial velocity of SW when compared to higher
energy SW evolution. However, the enhancement in number density is observed to decrease with the increasing
laser energy from 50 mJ to 200 mJ and slightly increased from 200 mJ to 400 mJ. A similar trend in electron
temperature and number density is proposed by Hayat et. al [19] where lateral confinement of laser ablative
plasma from a Magnesium target is presented for different fluences and by Atiqa et.al.[26] where magnetic
confinement of the laser ablative plasma from a graphite target is discussed.
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A raise in laser energy leads to an increment in the pressure of the SW. However, the increment in shock
pressure along radial direction is not much significant when compared to that of along the axial direction. This is
because of more energy deposition taking place along the laser propagation direction, leading to an asymmetric
expansion of plasma and SW. By the time of the SW interaction with the PC, the pressure at the PC almost
reaches the ambient atmosperic pressure. Hence, a slight compression by SW is leading to a maximum
enhancement in number density. The pressure gradient between the reflected SW and PC in case of 200 mJ is
not much prominent and hence enhancement in the number density due to SW compression is less when
compared to 50 mJ. However, in case of 400 mJ the SW is interacting with the PC at 4 μs, the density at the SF
is more due to the interaction at the early timescales, the density gradient between SF and PC were little high
leading to an effective raise.
Conclusion: The effect of geometric confinement of laser generated air plasma under different input laser
eneergies is presented. The reflected SW interacting with PC is observed to enhance the plasma number density,
temperature and the life time. It is observed that an increase in input laser energy is enhancing the increment of
plasma parametes due to compression of PC along radial direction.
Acknowledgement: Authors thank DRDO for financial support.
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Abstract: The energetic yet diverging proton beam (~ 4 MeV) generated by the interaction of 25 fs, 800 nm Ti:
Sapphire laser pulse with thin metallic foil targets has been re-focussed in ambient air at a distance of 1.2 m
from its origin. An in-house developed high voltage pulsed power solenoid producing magnetic field of 5.3 T at
a current of 7.5 kA over a duration of 50 μs has been used for this purpose. The overall transmission factor of
the solenoid has been estimated to be ~30%. The refocussed proton beam could be used for performing
experiment on static and time-resolved radiography e.g., of microstructures and dense plasma, and also cell
irradiation for biological applications in near future.
In recent times, the interaction of intense, ultra-short femtosecond laser pulses with matter has gained
considerable attention owing to its underlying physics as well as potential applications1. Such interaction results
in formation of high energy charged particles and photons which has opened possibilities in various fields of
research and development2. In particular, the present report focusses on the potential utilization of laser plasma
accelerated proton beams generated from the interaction of such laser pulses with thin metallic foil targets.
When an intense, femtosecond laser pulse interacts with a thin metallic foil target, the high electric
field associated with the laser pulse ionizes the foil and releases electrons which further interacts with the laser
pulse using various collisional and collective absorption mechanisms resulting in formation of dense plasma.
Mechanisms like J u B acceleration, applicable in case of intense, ultrashort interaction of laser with dense
plasma, leads to generation of highly energetic “hot’ electrons which leave the foil target due to their inherent
high kinetic energy. While these electrons leave, they induce a positive charge on the initially neutral foil target
forming a distinct layer of positively and negatively charged surface, conventionally called as “sheath” layer3,
on the target surface. The magnitude of the electric field present in such a sheath layer can momentarily reach
up to ~TV/m. With the presence of such high magnitude electric field, the hydro-carbon contaminants normally
present on the foil surfaces are field ionized and accelerated to high energies and thereby reducing the potential
difference.
ܧ =

The

݇ ܶ௧ Τ݁

accelerating

electric

field

can

simply

be

expressed4

in

the

form

hot

. max{ ߣ , ܮ } where (k B T e ) represents the “hot” electron temperature (in eV) and O D is

the Debye length of the plasma; L n is the local plasma scale length and ‘e’ is the electronic charge. The presence
of a local plasma scale length (L n ) can be detrimental for the formation of the accelerating electric field and is
therefore avoided. Notably, such an electric field formation occurs both on the front (facing the laser) as well as
the rear surface of the foil. However, because of the presence of unwanted pre-pulse in the laser system, the preplasma forms on the front surface yielding a considerable local plasma scale-length and thereby, reducing the
accelerating electric field magnitude in the front surface5. Therefore, most energetic ion emission is observed in
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the rear surface of the foil target. This mechanism of accelerating lighter ions is known as “Target Normal
sheath acceleration (TNSA)”.
Though with the increase of the laser pulse intensity, other mechanisms of ion acceleration also have
been identified, but the TNSA mechanism still remains most well studied and consistent acceleration
mechanism. However, the lighter ion beams generated by this mechanism still suffers from the following two
major drawbacks6 (i) divergence and (ii) broad, continuous ion energy distribution. Both these drawbacks,
considerably hinders application of such beam in practical situations. Evidently, there are two ways to tackle
this problem, namely, (a) controlling the laser plasma interaction in such a way that it yields (nearly-) collimated
(quasi-) mono-energetic ions beam, else (b) using suitable beam transport system for TNSA accelerated ion
beam leading to beam collimation and controllable energy range selection. Although, the first option seems
more alluring and has been attempted worldwide with various approaches, but so far has been not very
successful. In this manuscript, we have followed the second approach by placing a beam controlling active
element7 in the path of the laser-plasma accelerated ion beam. We demonstrate that the proton beam generated
from such an interaction can effectively be refocussed by placing a high pulsed power solenoid8, 9 placed in the
beam path.

Fig. 1: (a) Schematic diagram of the experimental set up. (b) TNSA accelerated ion emission characteristics as
recorded by the Thomson Parabola Ion spectrograph (TPIS), proton (H+) tracked is marked (c) Proton energy
spectra retrieved from (b).
The experiments were performed with 25 fs, 800 nm, 150 TW laser at Laser Plasma Division, RRCAT.
The schematic diagram of experimental set up is shown in figure 1(a). The laser beam after the compressor has
been guided by dielectric coated turning mirrors to an off axis parabolic mirror (OAPM) having an effective
focal length of 300 mm. The OAPM focuses the beam to a focal spot size of 5 μm in diameter resulting in net on
target intensity of ~ 1 u 1020 W/cm2. Aluminium foil of 0.75 μm thickness has been used as the target. The
entire experimental assembly including the laser pulse compressor has been evacuated to a base pressure of 5 u
10-5 mbar to avoid any non-linear phenomena during propagation of the laser beam. The final optimization of
the laser focusing conditions as well as characterization of ion emission characteristics from the plasma has been
performed with a Thomson Parabola Ion spectrograph (TPIS). The TPIS consists of parallel electric and
magnetic fields which deviates the incoming ions through a 100 μm diameter pinhole at its entrance to parabolic
trajectories based on their charge-to-mass (q / m) ratio. The deflected ions are then detected using a 75 mm
diameter Micro-Channel Plate (MCP) detector attached to the TPIS. The ion trajectories formed on the MCP is
then imaged by an EMCCD camera to record them in single shot basis. The raw images are then processed with
inhouse developed analysis routine to retrieve the ion energy distribution of different charged species. Figure
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1(b) shows the typical parabolic trajectories of ions recorded through TPIS. For easy identification, the proton
track is marked in the figure. Figure 1(c) displays the proton energy distribution derived from figure 1(b). Proton
energies up to 4 MeV can be unambiguously observed in the figure.
Once the interaction of the laser pulse with the foil target is optimized, the TPIS is then replaced by a
scintillator screen to monitor the beam profile on a single shot basis. An inhouse developed pulse power
solenoid is then placed in the proton / ion beam path at a distance of 50 mm from the foil. The solenoid consists
of 88 single turns of SWG-16 grade enamelled copper wire wound over 35 mm diameter, 150 mm long bobbin
offering net inductance of 65 μH. A pulse power supply based on capacitive discharge scheme has been made to
drive the solenoid with currents up to 8 kA. The capacitor bank of the power supply offering net capacitance of
200 μF / 10 kV is charged using a doubler-circuit connected to a 4.5 kV, 50 Hz transformer. An externally
controllable triggered spark-gap initiates current through the coil. A Rogowski coil is also incorporated to get
current pulse signal which is calibrated using PEM make CWT-60 standard coil. Online monitoring of resultant
magnetic field was performed using DTM-141 Digital Teslameter. The solenoid characteristics were studied
offline before using it in the experiments. Typical profile of the current passing through the solenoid and the
resultant magnetic field is shown in figure 2(a). The solenoid was operated in sync with the laser operation to
ensure that the ion beam passes through it during the time duration marked by the vertical dashed lines in figure
2(a). The linearity of the solenoid functioning with increasing current values are depicted in figure 2(b).

Fig. 2: (a) Typical waveforms of current passing through the solenoid and corresponding magnetic field
recorded during the experiment. The ‘time’ region marked by two vertical dotted lines near the first peak refers
to the passage time of protons through the solenoid. (b) Linearity of the resultant magnetic field of the solenoid
with increasing driver current.
To verify the effect of the solenoid on the proton / ion beam, it is important to monitor the beam
profile. This has been performed with scintillator screen placed at different positions (P1, P2, P3) as shown in
the figure 1(a). The screen was imaged by a 14-bit CCD camera to monitor the beam profile for every single
laser exposure. Figure 3(a) shows the proton beam profile at the input the solenoid (using P1) i.e., at a distance
50 mm from the target foil plasma. The diverging nature of the proton beam is evident in the beginning. While
figure, 3(b) displays the re-focussed proton beam profile recorded at a distance 1.2 m away from the plasma
(using P3). The difference in size is evident and clearly identifies the role of pulsed solenoid on the proton
beam. Suitable metallic filters were used to ensure that only the protons having energies > 4 MeV will reach the
scintillator screen. Notably, when the solenoid was not powered, no scintillation was recorded as the net flux on
the scintillator would have too small due to its inherent divergence. Though the scintillator provided information
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about the proton beam profile, however, for the quantification of the number of protons reaching the scintillator,
CR-39 sheets were placed at its place. After suitable post-processing of the exposed CR-39 sheets, around 107-8
protons for every laser shot were estimated to enter the solenoid with an overall transmission factor of ~30%.

Fig. 3: Proton beam profile (a) before the solenoid and (b) in ambient air at a distance 1.2 m from the target
foil.
In summary, we have demonstrated control and refocussing of laser-plasma accelerated proton beam by an
inhouse developed high pulsed power solenoid. The use of solenoid shows that the by judicious choice of its
operating parameters, protons having relatively small energy variation can be focussed at different distances
which open us possibilities of sing such short pulse proton beam in reality. In near future, we plan to use such
beam to radiography of dense plasma as well as applications related to irradiation of biological cells10 and
tissues.
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Development of UHV compatible SS 316L-Kovar welding joint using fiber coupled
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Abstract: Dissimilar material joining is a challenging task due to large differences in physical and chemical
properties of the materials, which are responsible for high distortion, excessive residual stresses and formation
of intermetallic phases leading to deterioration of the weld quality. Laser welding provides accurate solution for
joining of dissimilar materials as compared to conventional welding methods due to high power density source
and low energy input process. Pulsed Nd:YAG laser system with optimized process parameters has been used to
make dissimilar material joint of SS 316L flange to Kovar sleeve of alumina ceramic chamber for fast pulsed
magnet in Indus-2. Laser welded joint has successfully achieved the permissible helium leak rate of <1x10-10
mbar.l/s for ultra high vacuum applications (UHV).
Introduction:
Dissimilar metal joints are particularly common in components used in power generation1, chemical,
petrochemical, photonics2, accelerator3 and nuclear industries4. It increases the flexibility in design and
production and often results in economic advantageous over the components manufactured from the single
material5. Expensive materials with specific properties can be used in critical locations with less expensive alloy
being used in supporting roles5. Despite of all positive impacts of dissimilar joints, there are certain
shortcomings of the same i.e., challenges in considering the joining technology arises due to different
thermophysical properties of the two dissimilar materials, which have considerable effect on joining process as
well as on weld properties6. As far as thermal joining process is concerned for dissimilar joints, there are several
challenges related to the material properties5,6, namely: 1) different coefficient of thermal expansion resulting in
large distortion and residual stresses, 2) widely different thermal conductivity resulting in uneven heat
dissipation responsible for asymmetric weld bead formation or incomplete fusion, 3) large difference in melting
temperature i.e., melting point of one material in close proximity to the boiling temperature of the second
material may cause unwanted weld quality, and 4) limited solubility of the two joining materials in each other
resulting in formation of intermetallic phases in the weld zone, which are generally brittle in nature causing
inadequate weld properties. Above mentioned effects resulting from different material properties are strongly
related to the weld heat input and tend to be more detrimental in case of high heat input. Thus, weld quality of
dissimilar joint may be assured by controlling heat input or by limiting it6. As compared to conventional
welding technologies, laser welding technology is the best solution for dissimilar weld joint due to accurate
control of heat input. High power density of focused laser beam can melt all the engineering materials and
provides better solution for welding of dissimilar materials having large difference in thermal conductivity5. The
low energy input in laser welding process reduces the size of heat affected zone (HAZ) resulting in reduction of
residual stresses6. Precise control over the location and energy of the laser beam on weld interface can be used
to control the fusion ratio in the case of welding of dissimilar materials of large melting temperature difference5.
The problem of intermetallic phase formation may be avoided by using low input laser energy resulting in rapid
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solidification with high heating and cooling rate giving limited time to phase formation responsible for weld
failure in service1. Finally, we can summarize that laser welding technology is a better option for dissimilar
material joining as compared to conventional welding methods. Further, in laser welding technology for
dissimilar joints, pulsed laser welding is a better choice as compared to CW laser welding due to low heat input
requirement to achieve the same penetration depth7. Dissimilar metal joint of SS316L to Kovar is widely used in
accelerator applications8. Kovar is an iron-nickel- cobalt base alloy having thermal expansion coefficient close
to glass & ceramic, thus finds application in metal to glass/ceramic joint and acts as an intermediate between the
same1. In this paper, we report on the successful development of pulsed laser welding process of SS316L flange
to Kovar sleeve joint of alumina ceramic UHV chamber for fast pulsed magnet called pinger magnet to be used
in Indus-2 synchrotron radiation source (SRS).
Experimental setup details:
An in-house developed fiber coupled pulsed Nd:YAG laser system with 250 W average power, 5 kW maximum
peak power, 2-20 ms pulse duration, and 1-100 Hz repetition rate has been used for laser welding of SS316L
and kovar . Laser beam has been delivered through a 600 Pm core diameter and 0.22 numerical aperture (NA)
silica-silica fiber. At the exit fiber end, laser beam has been focused to a diameter of 1.2 mm using 1:2 lens
imaging configuration. Figure 1(a) shows the experimental setup for laser welding of SS316L flange with Kovar
sleeve of alumina ceramic chamber. It comprises of CNC gantry stage used to trace the desired weld path, a
compact laser welding nozzle having provision to purge argon inert gas at the weld interface coaxially with the
laser beam. Figure 1(b) shows the weld joint configuration comprises of location of SS 316L flange joint with
Kovar end sleeve and location of braze joint of alumina ceramic chamber with kovar sleeve. Alumina ceramic
chamber of height 330 mm is kept stationary at the gantry stage and nozzle is forced to move in a circular path
of diameter 128 mm i.e., weld center of SS 316L and Kovar joint of thickness 0.5 mm as shown in figure 1(b).
Before proceeding to actual welding, a guiding red beam of He-Ne laser is used to trace the circular weld profile
with the help of CNC gantry stage and it is ensured that red poining beam maintains its position throughout the
track i.e., laser beam center must align with the weld center. Table 1 shows the chemical composition of
SS316L and Kovar.

Laser welding nozzle
Alumina Ceramic
Chamber

Figure 1(a): Experimental setup for laser welding of SS 316L flange with Kovar sleeve of alumina ceramic
chamber.
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Figure1 (b): Detail drawing of weld joint configuration
Table-1: Chemical composition of SS316L and kovar
Alloy

Fe

Cr

Ni

Co

Mn

Si

Mo

P

S

Ti

Cu

SS 316L

Balance

16.33

10.01

-

1.65

0.70

2.07

0.03

0.02

0.02

0.12

Kovar

Balance

-

29.71

17.01

0.35

0.54

0.01

-

-

0.04

0.07

Results and Discussion:
Ultra-high vacuum compatible alumina ceramic chamber is required to be used for fast pulsed magnet called
pinger magnet in Indus-2 SRS to mitigate the eddy current issues. This chamber contains helium leak tight
SS316L flange to Kovar sleeve welded joint. Helium leak rate <1x10-10 mbar.l/s is desired for its UHV
compatibility. It is required to carry out autogenous weld with minimum heat input to avoid any damage to
nearby alumina to Kovar brazed joint. The pulsed Nd:YAG laser welding process is suitable for this dissimilar
joint application as discussed earlier. Two pass welding mode has been opted to ensure helium leak tightness of
the order of <1x10-10 mbar.l/s. In the first pass, high pulse energy is used to get weld penetration up to 0.5 mm
(thickness of weld joint) and in the second pass low pulse energy laser beam is used to smoothen the weld bead.
Smoothening pass is mandatory to ensure helium leak tightness as in this pass weld bead roughness is
minimized and undulations in the first pass get re-melted to fill any cracks/porosities. The Laser welding process
has been developed successfully and laser welding of one such chamber was performed successfully with
helium leak rate of <1x10-10 mbar.l/s. Table-2 shows the optimized process parameters used for successful
development of the weld joint. Figure 2 shows a close view of the weld bead of SS 316L flange weld joint with
Kovar sleeve of alumina ceramic chamber. Figure 3(a) shows the microscopic cross-section of SS 316L weld
joint with Kovar. Figure 3(b) show the magnified view of the same, it can be observed that no cracks/porosities
occur in the weld joint and a UHLQIRUFHPHQWRIǻ\ PPZDVDFKLHYHG, which will helps to make this joint
ultra-high vacuum compatible.
Table-2: Laser process parameters.
Optimized process

Laser

pulse

parameters

energy (J)

Pulse width

Pulse

Argon

gas

(ms)

frequency

pressure

Weld

speed

(mm/min)

2

(kg/cm )

(Hz)
st

40

20

4

2

60

nd

20

20

6

2

90

1 Pass
2 Pass
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Figure 2: Close view of weld bead of SS 316L flange joint with Kovar sleeve

Figure 3: a) Weld joint cross-section under optical microscope, and b) magnified view of weld joint under
optical microscope.
Conclusion: In conclusion, pulsed Nd:YAG laser welding of SS316L flange with Kovar sleeve of alumina
ceramic chamber has been carried out successfully without damaging the brazed joint of alumina and Kovar on
the other side of the chamber. Laser process parameters were optimized for good quality welding of dissimilar
materials SS316L and Kovar and helium leak rate of <1x10-10 mbar.l/s was achieved, which is good enough for
ultra-high vacuum applications.
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Development of 0.9 J pulse energy microsecond pulse Nd:YAG laser and its application to
cutting of MEMS devices from ceramic substrate
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Abstract: In this paper, we report on the development and characterization of a flash lamp pumped, optical fiber
coupled microsecond pulse Nd:YAG laser. The laser provides a maximum pulse energy of 0.9 J at 62 Ps pulse
duration and pulse frequency can be varied in the range of 1-20 Hz. Laser beam has been delivered through an
optical fiber of 200 Pm core diameter and 0.22 numerical aperture with 90% transmission efficiency. This laser has
been used for evaporative cutting of 600 μm thick alumina wafer (100 mm x 100 mm) on which MEMS device was
fabricated by UV-SLIGA technique. Evaporative cutting technique has been used to avoid damage to MEMS
structure as the sample can’t sustain high pressure gas for removal of material as used in normal melt cutting
process. The cutting parameters were optimized and MEMS device having minimum features of 20 Pm (both
moving and stationary) was removed successfully without any damage.
Introduction: Miniaturization is an important trend in many modern technologies. Micromachining of materials with
micron resolution at high speed is a widespread technology used in several industries. Micromachining is utilized in
manufacturing of high-tech microproducts for biotechnological, microelectronics, telecommunication, MEMS, and
medical applications. A variety of ceramic materials such as zirconium and aluminum carbide are widely used in the
field of microelectronics and in other MEMS-type devices. The test devices for integrated circuits, substrates for
sensors and detectors, microcavity structures inside biomedical or chemical diagnostics, and transducers are possible
applications. Alumina ceramic is widely used in the fields of integrated circuit chip substrate and packaging materials
because of its good thermal conductivity, dielectric properties, and mechanical strength. However, high hardness and
brittleness of alumina ceramic materials due to chemical bonding, including the ionic bond and covalent bond, make
the traditional processing usually difficult. In this case, laser cutting is obviously advantageous due to its noncontact
nature, flexibility, high efficiency, minimum heat affected zone, and easy control on laser output1. Laser power
density, pulse energy and pulse duration are important parameters for laser material processing. Lasers widely used
for material processing are CO 2 laser, eximer laser, Nd:YAG laser, and fiber laser. Nd:YAG lasers operating at 1.064
μm offer the advantage of compactness and beam delivery through an optical fiber. Absorption of most of the
materials at Nd:YAG laser wavelength is much larger than that at CO 2 laser wavelength. The Nd:YAG lasers can be
pumped by flash lamp, arc lamp or laser diode. The flash lamp or arc lamp is much more rugged and cost effective
than diode pumped lasers in industrial environments.
Pulsed lasers are preferred for machining of ceramics due to better and more effective control of heat input
as compared to continuous wave mode. Laser cutting of ceramics depend on laser wavelength, laser pulse duration
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and the absorptivity characteristics of ceramic being machined. Thermal conductivity of structural ceramics is
generally poor as compared to metals. Laser machining of ceramics is difficult due to large scattering that appears
for many common laser wavelengths, which restricts localized energy absorption. For various ceramic materials,
the physical processes governing material removal are varied depending on their thermal properties. Pulsed mode
(PM) lasers are therefore more suitable for ceramic cutting due to the significant reduction in heat accumulation2,3.
Studies have been carried out to demonstrate cutting of ceramics with millisecond4, nanosecond5, picosecond, and
femtosecond lasers6. Nedialkov et al., 2003, studied laser ablation of alumina, aluminum nitride, and silicon nitride
using nanosecond pulse Nd:YAG laser with different wavelengths8. Liu et al. have studied ultrafast structuring of
ceramics using femtosecond laser, whereas Karnakis et al. have used nanosecond copper vapor laser (511 nm) and
picosecond Nd:YVO 4 laser to drill holes in ceramic materials9,10. Depth of cutting is very low in case of cutting with
ns, ps or fs pulse lasers due to lower pulse energy. Although milisecond pulse Nd:YAG lasers provide better
material removal rate, but it also requires flow of assist gas at higher pressure to remove molten material. As high
assist gas pressure results in shock to the sample, it may damage moving and stationary parts of MEMS structure.
Thus, instead of melting and removing the material, evaporative cutting technique has been adopted using high
energy microsecond pulse Nd:YAG laser to achieve larger depth of cutting.
Experimental details: Figure 1 shows schematic of microsecond pulse Nd:YAG laser. The laser pump chamber
consists of a 6 mm diameter and 100 mm long 1.1% atomic Nd3+-doped Nd:YAG rod. It also contains two 6 mm
bore diameter flash lamps placed in a double elliptical gold coated reflector. Both the ends of the Nd:YAG rod are
plane-parallel to each other and are anti reflection (AR) coated at 1064 nm wavelength. The laser pump chamber
made of SS316L has been placed in a hemispherical resonator as shown in Fig. 1. A closed-loop deionized water
chiller at 20qC has been used to remove heat load from pump chamber. Hemispherical stable resonator was designed
to provide better misalignment sensitivity and pulse to pulse stability for whole range of pump operation as
compared to other resonator configurations. Laser resonator consists of an 8 m ROC concave high reflectivity mirror
M1 (R~99.5%) and a plane output coupler mirror M2 of reflectivity 40%. Mirror M1 is placed at a distance of
d 1 =53 cm from principal plane of the rod and mirror M2 is placed at a distance of d 2 =15.7 cm from principal plane
of the rod for full range of pump power stability of the resonator.

M2

M1

Fig. 1: A schematic of hemispherical resonator with dual flashlamp pumped Nd:YAG rod.
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The optical pulse from flashlamp, output laser pulse temporal profile and output average power have been
recorded with variation in input pump voltage. Output laser pulse was monitored using fast photodiode make
Thorlabs (DET100A). For laser material processing experiments, output laser beam was coupled through an optical
fiber of 200 Pm core diameter using a plano-convex lens of 30 mm focal length. The output from the optical fiber
was focused on the job using a focusing objective. The focusing geometry consists of a plano-convex fused silica
collimating lens having a focal length of 40 mm and a plano-convex focusing lens of 40 mm focal length, which are
mounted in a focusing objective. A 1:1 imaging ratio results in a focal spot of size 200 Pm. Focus position was kept
~2 mm away from the tip of focusing nozzle.
Results: Figure 2 shows the temporal profile of the flash lamp pulse (red colour) and laser pulse (blue colour) at
1200 V. There is a delay in start of laser pulse and flash lamp pump pulse due to required threshold for pulse buildup. Figure 3 shows variation in average output power as a function of pump input voltage at different repetition rates
of 1, 5, 10 and 20 Hz. It is observed that the output power varies linearly with input voltage. At the maximum input
voltage of 1200 V and 20 Hz of repetition rate, the maximum average output power of 18.2 W was achieved. With
increase in input voltage from 500 V to 1200 V, variation in pulse duration from 72 to 62 μs was observed. This
may be due to the fact that as the photon number density in the upper level is more, pulse build up time is shorter. It
is to be noted that in our case the flash lamp pump pulse duration is around 70 μs, which is much shorter than the
spontaneous emission lifetime of Nd:YAG (230 μs).

Pump pulse

Laser pulse

Fig. 3: Variation of average output power as
a function of input voltage at different
repetition rates.

Fig. 2: Temporal profile of flash lamp pulse (red
colour) and laser output pulse (blue colour).

Laser parameters such as laser pulse energy, cutting speed and repetition rate were optimized for ablation
cutting of ceramic substrate having MEMS devices. Six numbers of MEMS devices of size (15 mm x10 mm)
and two numbers of (20 mm x15 mm) were cut out from ceramic substrate of size 60 mm x 60 mm. Table-1
shows optimized laser cutting parameters. MEMS were characterized after cutting to confirm that there is no
damage to the structure during cutting process. In a single pass 200 Pm of material was evaporated and it
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required three laser passes to cut full depth of 600 Pm. Figure 4 shows laser cutting nozzle used for cutting of
alumina substrate. Figure 5 shows alumina substrate with MEMS devices cut out from the substrate and Fig. 6
shows cut kerf on alumina substrate. A cut kerf of 440 Pm was measured with ejection of material on the edges
of the cut surface.
Table- 1: Laser cutting process parameters for 600 μm thick Alumina ceramic substrate.
Laser process parameters
Description

Alumina
substrate

Cutting
passes
Three

Fig. 4: Laser cutting nozzle.

Thickness

600 μm

Laser cutting
speed
15 mm/min

Pulse
energy

Pulse
duration

450 mJ

Fig. 5: MEMS devices cut from
alumina substrate.

62 μs

Frequency
20 Hz

Fig. 6: Cut kerf on alumina
substrate.

Conclusion: In conclusion, we have developed a microsecond pulse Nd:YAG laser for evaporative cutting of
ceramic substrates. A maximum pulse energy of 0.9 J, pulse duration of 62 Ps, maximum average power of 18.2 W
and maximum peak power of 14.5 kW has been achieved. This laser has been successfully utilized for laser
micromachining of 600 Pm thick alumina ceramic substrate to cut out MEMS devices fabricated using UV-SLIGA
technique. A total of eight MEMS devices were cut out from ceramic substrate without any damage to MEMS.
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Theoretical Estimation of Isotopic Concentration of Yb-176 Produced through
Three-Step Resonant Photoionization Method
Biswajit Jana and Biswaranjan Dikshit
ATLA Facility, BTD Group, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Mumbai-85, India.
Email: biswajit@barc.gov.in
Abstract
Highly enriched Ytterbium 176 (Yb176) isotope is used to produce Lutetium 177 (Lu177) radioisotope which has
a potential application in cancer treatments. The Yb176 isotopic enrichment is achieved by Atomic Vapor Laser
Isotope Separation (AVLIS) method. The targeted Yb176 isotope is selectively excited and ionized through threestep resonant photoionization method. In this paper, the ionization yield of the process is estimated using rate
equation approach. From the spectral overlap of between laser profile and absorption profile of the transition in
both first step and second step, the isotopic composition of Yb photoions is calculated in the laser-atom
interaction volume. The variations of Yb176 photoion concentration with laser line-width and absorption linewidth are studied to get the good selectivity of the scheme.
1.0 Introduction
Today the Lu177 radionuclide attracts a considerable attention for its use as Lu177 labeled radiopharmaceuticals in
targeted radionuclide therapy for cancer treatments. It is produced by neutron irradiation [1] of either Lu176 in
direct route through reaction of Lu176 (n, Ȗ Lu177 or Yb176 in indirect route via Yb176 (n, Ȗ Yb177reaction and the
product Yb177 (t 1/2 ~1.9 hrs) spontaneously decays to Lu177. In order to get the required specific activity of
Lu177 in indirect route, the isotopic concentration of Yb176 targeted material needs to be enriched more than 97%
. The enrichment of Yb176 isotope from its natural abundance (i.e 12.88 %) is achieved through Atomic Vapor
Laser Isotope Separation (AVLIS) method [2]. The Yb metal evaporates and forms a collimated atomic beam.
The particular Yb176 isotope is selectively excited and photoionized. The produced photoions are extracted to a
desired location with a minimum contamination of the product because of the scattering of undesired isotopes
on the product collector plates. Thus the enriched Yb176 material is produced. The selective excitation and
ionization of targeted isotope is the heart of the above processes. The efficient three step resonant
photoionization scheme for Yb was given by Borisov et.al. [3]. Here the selective photoionization of
Yb176 isotope and the composition of different isotopes in laser-atom interaction volume are studied. The
variations of Yb176 isotopic concentration with laser line-width and absorption width are carried out.
2.0 Formulation of problem
Figure 1 shows the three-step resonant photoionization scheme of Yb176 along with its relevant energy levels and
the various processes involved in the photoionization process7KUHHWXQDEOHG\HODVHUVRIZDYHOHQJWKȜ 1 Ȝ 2 and
Ȝ 3 are used in subsequent steps. The Yb176 atoms at ground level are resonantly excited to first excited level by
Ȝ 1 laser. The excited atoms are again excited E\ Ȝ 2 laser to a second intermediate excited level and further
H[FLWHGWRDQDXWRLRQL]DWLRQOHYHOXVLQJȜ 3 laser. The atom at autoionization level gets immediately ionized by
decaying to the continuum and produces a pair of electron and photoion.
The population of atoms at any level is governed by these three processes like laser induced stimulated emission
Ȧ i  ODVHU LQGXFHG DEVRUSWLRQ Ȧ i ) and spontaneous emission (A ij ). 7KH ODVHU LQGXFHG H[FLWDWLRQ Ȧ i ) rate is
decided by the product of transition cross-VHFWLRQ ı i ) and available photon flux (J i ) of the incident laser beam.
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At a particular point in the interaction volume, the time dependent populations of different energy levels are
governed by the following rate equations 1(a-d).
ப୬భ
ப୲
ப୬మ
ப୲
ப୬య
ப୲
ப୬ర
ப୲

= ıଵ Jଵ ቀെnଵ + nଶ

భ
మ

భ
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మ
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ቁ

െ ıଷ Jଷ nଷ
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= ıଷ Jଷ nଷ

(1d)

The variables n k and g k are the normalized population and degeneracy of kth energy level respectively. The A mn
is the rate of spontaneous emission from the level ‘m’ to level ‘n’, T 2 and T 3 are the radiation life time of atoms
at excited level ‘2’ and level ‘3’. These are coupled equations and solved numerically. The time integrated
population of autoionization level ‘4’ gives the yield of photoionization process.
For a given neutral atom density at the interaction volume, the Yb176 atoms density is estimated from its natural
abundance of 12.88 % in the target materials. The initial normalized density of Yb176atoms at various energy
levels are given as n 1 = 1, n 2 = 0, n 3 = 0 and n 4 = 0. The incident photon flux (J i ) is estimated with a given laser
power P avg_i as
۸ܑ (= )ܜ

ܑ_ܞ܉۾
ܑۯ× ૅܐ× ܘ܍܀

×

ܑ ()ܜ

(2)

ܜ܌)ܜ( ܑ 

where KȞ i is the individual photon energy, A i ( ~1 cm2) is the cross-sectional area of laser beam, Repf (~12.5
kHz) is pulse repetition rate of the laser and the function f i (t) is the temporal profile of copper vapor pumped
dye laser pulse for ith laser beam.
In order to estimate the isotopic composition of various Yb isotopes, the spectral overlap between laser profile
and absorption profile of the transition is considered. The spectral overlap is taken into account by defining the
effective process cross section of each isotope (ı ij ) [4] as
ߪ =

ఒ మ
ସ



(3)

ܣ ܵ ି௦ (ܵ)ݓ௦ (ݓ݀ )ݓ

where S abs (w) is the absorption line shape for the particular isotope and S las Z  LV SURILOH RI ODVHU Ȝ i is the
wavelength of the transition. It is basically the product of peak transition cross-section ı 0 ) and the overlapping
fraction of spectral profiles. Thus the effective cross-section of each isotope are calculated and used to estimate
their ion concentration respectively.
3. Results and Discussions
Fig. 2 shows the absorption profile of the first step transition along with the isotope shifts and the relative
intensities of various transition lines of Yb isotopes. The spectral profile of even isotope is taken as Voigt profile
which is the convolution of Gaussian profile with in-homogeneous Doppler broadening and Lorentzian profile
with homogeneous broadening. In case of odd isotopes, the hyperfine components of Yb171 and Yb173 atomic
transition are calculated and each hyper fine component is fitted with Gaussian profile with Doppler broadening.
Here the Doppler width is taken as 500 MHz. The single mode laser is used for the excitation process. The
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laser’s spectral profile is considered as Lorentzian type. Sankari et. al. [5] also studied the effect of line shape on
selective ionization. When the Ȝ 1 laser is resonantly tuned to the line of Yb176 isotope, a good spectral overlap
between Yb176 spectra and laser profile gives a good excitation of Yb176. In the same time, a very poor spectral
overlap of the tail part of laser profile and nearby lines of Yb174, Yb171 and Yb173 isotopes separated by ~ 0.95
GHz, 1.2 GHz and 1.5 GHz gives the unwanted excitation of these isotopes. The relative composition of
different Yb isotopes after 1st step resonant excitation of Yb176 is shown in fig. 3. A large fraction ~ 0.73 of
Yb176 is excited as its transition is resonant. The other isotopic compositions are 0.20, 0.03, 0.02 and 0.02 for
Yb174, Yb172, Yb171 and Yb173 respectively.
Fig. 4 shows the absorption profile of second-step transition along with the isotope shifts and relative intensities
of different Yb isotopes. It is seen that two nearby hyperfine components of Yb173 tare placed closely on both
side of the targeted Yb176 component in second step. They are separated from the Yb176 line by 316 MHz and
406 MHz respectively. It seems that the Yb173 is the most influential isotope in second step but its transition
component in the first step is far way separated by ~1.5GHz. Thus a very high selectivity of Yb176 excitation is
obtained by suppressing the other isotopes as the selectivity in multi-step photoionization process is defined as
the product of the selectivity in each step. Fig. 5 shows the relative intensity of different isotopes after two-step
resonant excitation of Yb176.
The isotopic concentrations of different Yb isotopes in the interaction volume are decided by the ionization
yield of different isotopes in selective photoionization process. To avoid the effect of laser power broadening,
the laser powers are taken as 0.5W, 1.5W and 25 W in consecutive steps. With these above powers a reasonable
ionization yield of Yb176 ~ 0.3 is easily achieved. The isotopic concentration of Yb176 photoions is calculated
from the model and its parametric studies are carried out. As the laser line-width increases, the spectral
overlapping fraction of adjacent undesired isotope increases. It decreases the relative isotopic concentration of
desired Yb176. Fig. 6 shows the variation of Yb176 concentration with laser line-width for different value of
Doppler width. It is examined the spectral line-ZLGWKRIERWKȜ 1 DQGȜ 2 laser are to be less than 200 MHz to get
the Yb176 abundance more than 99% in the interaction volume.
4. Conclusions
Three-step three color resonant photoionization scheme has been used to selectively excite and ionize the
targeted Yb176 isotope. The variations of Yb176 isotopic concentration with different laser line-widths and atomic
absorption line-width have been carried out. It has been found that the high value of Yb176 enrichment could be
achieved when the line widths of both lasers used in first step and second step are less than 200 MHz, the
Doppler width is also less than 300 MHz.
Fig.1: Three-step three-color resonant
photoionization scheme of Yb176 atoms
along with relevant energy levels and
various atomic transition processes.
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Fig.2. Absorption profile of first step transition for
Yb isotopes width Doppler width 500 MHz.

Fig.3.Isotopic composition of various Yb isotopes after
ILUVWVWHSUHVRQDQWH[FLWDWLRQZLWKȜ 1 laser tuned to Yb176.

Fig.4. Absorption profile of second-step transition
for Yb isotopes width Doppler width 500 MHz.

Fig.5. Isotopic composition of different Yb isotopes
DIWHUWZRVWHSUHVRQDQWH[FLWDWLRQZLWKȜ 1 DQGȜ 2 laser
tuned to Yb176 transition line.
Acknowledgement: Authors are thankful to Dr. Archana
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Abstract
We simulated the optical emission spectra of Hastelloy plasma at typical physical conditions of laser-induced plasmas. For
a particular combination of electron temperature and electron number density (e.g., T e =1 eV and N e =1017 cm-3), the
populations of lowest three ions of a particular element are calculated using Saha-LTE formulas and the intensities of all
known transitions are calculated using Boltzmann distribution accounting for fractional ion populations, abundance of the
elements, and spectral broadening. The characteristic emission lines and corresponding emission intensities of the spectra
represent each element's abundance in the sample. This simulation is a convenient and straightforward method for
performing laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) applications of multi-element samples.
1.

Introduction

Atomic emission spectroscopy (AES) is a widely used diagnostic tool for the compositional analysis of multi-element
samples (alloys, compounds, soil, rock etc.). In AES, the samples are generally excited through electrical discharge or
laser ablation process. The vaporized sample goes to high-temperature plasma state and emits characteristic emission lines
of each constituent element in the sample. The emission spectrum from the plasma then utilizes for qualitative and
quantitative analysis of multi-element samples. In this work, we simulated the optical emission spectrum of Hastelloy (a
commonly used Alloy sample in the industry with nickel: 56 wt%, molybdenum:17 wt%, chromium: 16.5 wt%, iron: 6
wt%, Tungsten:4.5 wt%) plasma at typical physical conditions of laser-produced plasmas.
2.

Simulations Details

This section describes the steps we followed to simulate the optical emission spectrum of high-temperature Hastelloy
plasma in the spectral range of 200-600 nm. To start the simulation, we only need three pieces of information: the plasma
temperature T e , electron number density N e , and the number fraction of atoms of elements in the plasma {N X }, where X
denotes the component elements. For the alloy in question, the composition is given in Table 1. To simulate the Hastelloy
plasma spectrum at LTE, we use a model shown in reference 1, with some simplifications1. Even though a simplified
model, the generated spectrum is useful for identifying prominent lines in the experimental spectra (e.g., LIBS
applications). We could split the simulation into three steps, which are described below;
Element

Ni

Mo

Fe

WX

0.560

0.170

N X (rounded)

0.604

0.112

Cr

W

Sum

0.060

0.165

0.045

1.000

0.068

0.201

0.016

1.000

Table 1: Composition of Hastelloy
Step 1: Calculating Species Contributions
In the plasma, an element X is present in its neutral state, as well as in first few ionized states. Each of them will have
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their own contribution depending on their population, which depends on T e . For the simulation, we only need the
fractional population N X,s (proportional to their actual number) of a species X-s such that  s N X,s = N X . Since the plasma
is assumed to be in LTE (local thermodynamic equilibrium), we could use the Saha ionization equation1,2, which gives
these populations' ratios. Putting the values of known fundamental constants, this can be written as
݂;௦,௦ାଵ (ܶ , ܰ ) ؝

ே,ೞశభ
ே,ೞ

= 6.009 × 10ଶଵ 

య/మ

்

ே

.

,ೞశభ (் )
,ೞ (் )

൨ ݁ ି,ೞ /்
·

(1)

Where U X,s is the partition function for species X-s, defined as  k g k eíE k /T, g k and E k are the statistical weight and
energy of the state k of the species in the plasma. V X,s is the ionization potential for this species.
Now we have N X,s+1 = f X;s,s+1 N X,s , which can be found as we know the contribution of neutral atoms, N X,I . We considered
only the first three ions, other than the neutral one (i.e., s is I, II, III and IV). Then, after doing a little algebra, this could
be found as
ܰ,ூ =

ே

(2)

ଵା;, (ଵା;,(ଵା;,ೇ))

Step 2: Estimation of Peak Line Intensity
To compute the intensity of available lines of a species X-s, we made some assumptions, which will simplify the model:
We assume little absorption effects, and there are no contributions in the emitted radiation other than line emissions.
Resulting peak intensity of the transition NĺL could be written as1

ܫ (ߣ ) =

ଵ
ܰ  ܣԖ
ସగ   

(3)

݅݊ ܽ ݁݉ݏ. ݑ.

where we have omitted the species-index to make the equation more readable. Here,  ki

KFȜ ki is the energy of emitted

photon and A ki is the transition probability (Einstein coefficient). Assuming a Boltzmann distribution, we can find the
population of state k as ܰ = ܰ݃ ݁ ିாೖ /் /ܷ(ܶ ), where N is the total poluation of the species. The values of these
spectroscopic quantities can be found at NIST's atomic spectra database3.
Step 3: Generating the Spectrum
Finally, we should give each line a broadened profile, like what we see in the real-world spectrum. Many mechanisms are
causing broadening including the Doppler and Stark, with the latter being dominant. But, calculating Stark broadening
involves the difficult task - calculation of collisional cross-sections2. We consider the plasma as an optically thin medium,
limiting the collisional and self-absorption effects in the plasma. So, we consider only a broadening attributed to the
resolving power R of our virtual spectrometer. This is given by a width of ݓ = ߣ /ܴ at the half maximum, and gives a
Gaussian shape to the line:
మ

ܫ (ߣ) = ܫ (ߣ )݁ ିସଶ[௫ೖ(ఒ)] , ݔ ݁ݎ݄݁ݓ (ߣ) =
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To get the intensity collected at sample point Ȝ (m) , we sum the contributions from all lines. This generates a
sequence (Ȝ (m) , I (m) ), which mocks the characteristic emission lines of the real-world plasma spectrum.
3. Results and Discussion
We have simulated the spectrum of Hastelloy plasma at two typical physical conditions of laser-produced
plasmas (i) at T e = 1.0 eV, N e = 1017 cmí3 and (ii) at T e = 0.5 eV, N e = 1016 cmí3. The obtained results are
shown in Fig.1. Both use equidistant sampling in 200-600 nm spectral region, with a resolution R = 1000 (We
could also use non-uniform sampling, with more samples in regions having more density of lines). We took
necessary spectroscopic data from NIST database3. Only lines having related data like A ki available are used in
the simulation. The simulated spectrum shows all possible transitions and corresponding intensities of all
species in the plasma. The persistent and strong lines of each element observed in the simulated spectrum are
distinctive tool for qualitative and quantitative elemental analysis in LIBS applications. Some of the intense
emission lines of Hastelloy plasma observed at T e = 1 eV are 232.22 nm (Ni I), 352.45 nm (Ni I), 221.65 nm
(Ni II), 231.60 nm (Ni II), 248.33 nm (Fe I), 358.12 nm (Fe I), 238.20 nm (Fe II), 259. 94 nm (Fe II), 357. 87
nm (Cr I), 520. 84 nm (Cr I), 283.56 nm (Cr II), 205.559 (Cr II), 400.88 nm (W I), and 207.91 (W II). Fig. 1
also shows a strong dependence of electron temperature and number density on emission spectra. As expected,
more energetic and intense UV transitions are observed at T e = 1 eV compared to T e = 0.5 eV. The results
imply that one has to choose a wide spectral window (starting from 200 nm) to get enough emission lines for
LIBS analysis. We need to consider additional parameters like collisional broadening, the role of ambient
pressure, self-absorption etc. to get the exact emission spectrum of laser-produced plasmas. Since LPP
generation is a complex phenomenon, more theoretical and experimental investigations are needed in this
research field.
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Figure 1: Simulated optical emission spectrum of Hastelloy plasma at 1.0 eV electron temperature (T e ) and an
electron density (N e ) of 1017 cm-3. The inset represents the zoomed view of 400-550 nm spectral region. Bottom
figure represents the same for T e = 0.5 eV, N e = 1016 cmí3.
Our study provides a convenient method to simulate the optical emission spectrum of high temperature and
number density plasma of Hastelloy sample. We used Saha-LTE and Boltzmann distribution and the NIST
atomic spectra database to simulate the emission spectrum of the multi-element sample. Even though the studied
plasma doesn't precisely mimic the laser-produced plasma (LPP), the spectra simulated at typical physical
conditions of LPP can be used for laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) applications. The persistent,
strong lines and the corresponding intensities provide the qualitative and quantitative information of each
element present in the sample. Our study also provides the information on suitable spectral window one has to
choose for LIBS investigations and data analysis. The simulated optical emission spectra of high temperature
and number density plasmas have numerous industry, material science, geology, agriculture, and space
exploration applications. Comparing the simulated spectrum with the experimental spectrum is a direct route to
identify the elements present in multi-element samples.
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Abstract
We investigated the reliability of Calibration Free Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (CF-LIBS) in the
quantitative elemental analysis of a Copper alloy. A frequency-doubled Q-switched Nd:YAG laser was
employed to generate the plasma plume from the Brass target. The experiments were carried out at rough
vacuum condition, and the characteristic emission lines of laser-produced plasma were used to determine the
plasma parameters. The plasma temperature and electron density were estimated by the Boltzmann plot method
and the Stark broadening method, respectively. The concentrations of elements in the brass alloy were evaluated
by the Calibration free LIBS (CF-LIBS) analysis. To prove the trustworthiness of the method, a comparison
between the CF-LIBS results with the nominal concentrations was carried out. It was found that the CF-LIBS
results agree well with the nominal concentrations, with relative uncertainties of constituent elements less than
3%.
1.

Introduction

Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) is an analytical technique based on atomic emission
spectroscopy. It has shown great potential over other parallel analytical methods due to its unique features, such
as its fast in situ analysis of multi-elemental samples without any sample preparation. Analysis can be done on
any sample irrespective of its physical state and consuming only some micrograms of the samples. Its portability
and remote analyzing capability make it a useful analytical tool for industry, agriculture, and space exploration.
This method is based on the spectral analysis of atomic emission lines from the laser-produced plasma. A
powerful laser beam is focused onto a target material, creating a minor ablation of material from the surface
sample. The ablated cluster is called transient microplasma of the sample consisting of free electrons, neutral
atoms, ions, etc. When the laser-produced plasma de-excites, light emission occurs, and that is collected and
dispersed in a spectrometer. It contains characteristic emission lines that provide the elemental composition of
the sample1.
Brass is generally used in applications that are decorative for its bright gold-like appearance. In industry, brass is
used primarily in applications that require low friction due to its corrosion resistance. Exact quantification of
brass is needed in most cases since the price and quality of brass is mainly depend on the amount of Copper. Due
to the fast in situ analysis, LIBS is an appropriate method for the quantification of alloys. We used the CF-LIBS
method for laser-induced plasma characterization and abundance estimation of a brass alloy in the present work.
Our investigations reveal that LIBS is a versatile tool for elemental identification and alloy classification in
industry and material science.
2.

Experimental Details

The standard experimental setup of LIBS, given in reference (1), was used to record optical emission spectrum
from laser-produced plasma (LPP) of brass alloy1. A frequency-doubled Q-VZLWFKHG1G<$*ODVHU Ȝ QP
Ĳ QVE=40 mJ) was used to ablate the target at rough vacuum (1 Torr) condition. The applied fluence F §
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J/cm2 was sufficient to produce intense light emission from plasma plume. The characteristic emission lines from
LPP were then collected using a lens system, and directed to a portable fiber optics spectrometer (Ocean HDXXR). We used the background-corrected optical emission spectrum for further compositional analysis.
3.

Methodology for Quantitative Analysis

For the meaningful application of thermodynamic expressions related to fundamental plasma parameters and the
concentration of analyte species, the plasma should satisfy Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (LTE). Hence
LTE is an essential requisite for getting reliable quantitative results, and it is crucial to assess whether a plasma
region has achieved LTE during the observation window. The most popular method for evaluating the LTE of
plasma is the McWhirter criterion, and it states the existence of critical electron number density. The lower limit
of the electron density for which the plasma will be in LTE is2 .
݊ (ܿ݉ିଷ )  1.6 × 10ଵଶ ܶ ଵ/ଶ (οܧ )ଷ

(1)

ǻ( nm (eV) is the energy difference between upper and lower states, and T(eV) is the plasma temperature. Plasma
temperature is calculated using the Boltzmann plot method, and electron number density is computed using the
Stark broadening method. The quantitative analysis is carried out by an approach proposed by Ciucci et al.3.
Under LTE conditions, the integral intensity of an optically thin emission line is,
ܫO = ܥܨ௦ ܣ

ೖ  ష(ಶೖ /ೖಳ )

(2)

ೞ (்)

where I ki represents the measured integral line intensity and F is an experimental parameter that considers the
optical efficiency of the detection system and the plasma density and volume. C s is the relative concentration of
emitting species in the plasma, A ki is the transition probability (Einstein A coefficient), g and E(eV) represents
the degeneracy and energy of the particular state respectively, T (K) the plasma temperature, k the Boltzmann
constant and U s (T) the partition function. When we take logarithms of both sides, and on rearranging, a linear
equation is obtained the familiar form of Boltzmann plot equation is,
݈݊ = ݕ

ூOೖ
ೖ ೖ

, ܧ = ݔ , ܽ = െ

ଵ
ಳ ்

, ܾ ௦ = ݈݊

ி ೞ

(3)

ೞ (்)

The slope of the plots is related to the plasma temperature, while the intercept bs is proportional to the logarithm
of the species concentration. By this, one can calculate the concentration of the species,
ଵ

ܥ௦ = ܷ௦ (ܶ)݁ 

ೞ

(4)

ி

The F factor can then be determined using normalization relation since the sum of the relative concentrations of
all the elements must be unity. The concentration of the corresponding element in the sample is the sum of the
concentrations of the neutral and single ionized species, the total concentration for a given element M is given
by,
ܥெ்ை் = ܥெ() + ܥெ()

(5)

When only the concentration of one species of a given element is known, it is possible to calculate the
concentration of the other ionization stages by making use of the Saha-Boltzmann equation while the electron
number density n e and plasma temperature T is known4,
 ேೞ (௭ାଵ)
ேೞ (௭)
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Where N s (z) and N s (z+1) are, respectively, the population of the ground state of the neutral atomic species and
that of the single ionized species and Ȥ Z is the ionization energy of the species in the ionization state Z.
Result and Discussion
Fig. 1 represents the optical emission spectrum of a Brass alloy recorded at 1 Torr background pressure. The
persistent and strong lines of Copper and Zinc are marked in the spectrum. The reduced background pressure
limited the intense light emission from Oxygen, Nitrogen and Hydrogen etc. The Lorentzian fitted emission lines
are used for finding plasma parameters and the elemental composition of brass. The Boltzmann plot, generated
using spectral line intensities of neutral species of Copper (Cu I: 465.112 nm, 510.554 nm, 515.391 nm, 521.82
nm, 793.313 nm and 809.263 nm) and Zinc (Zn I: 468.013 nm, 472.215 nm, 481.053 nm and 636.234 nm), is
shown in Fig. 2. The plasma temperature calculated from the slope is 11600 ± 400 K. The electron number
density is determined from the Stark broadening of the emission line at 515.554 nm (Cu I). The value of n e in the
brass plasma is obtained to be 2.89 x 1018 cmí3. Plasma satisfies the McWhirter criterion; therefore, the plasma is
in local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE). For quantifying elemental contents in the sample, we have computed
the relative concentration of Cu I and Zn I from the y-intercept of the Boltzmann lines. The ratio of the number
density of neutral and ionized Copper and zinc species was calculated using the Saha-Boltzmann equation. Using
these number density values; we have determined the weight percentage of Zn and Cu in the brass sample. The
ratio of Zn and Cu concentrations in the brass sample obtained from the CF-LIBS analysis is 35±3 % : 65±1.5
%, and that of the certified ratio is 34 : 66. The obtained results indicate that the accuracy error of the LIBS
method is less than 3%. Even though CF-LIBS provides good accuracy, more investigations are needed to
improve the accuracy of LIBS method so that it can be used as a more reliable quantitative analytical technique,
especially for remote and in situ applications in industry, agriculture, and geochemical analysis.

Figure 1: Portions of the LIBS spectrum of a brass sample. Persistent and strong lines of Cu and Zn are marked.
The spectrum was recorded at laser fluence F = 75 J/cm2 under 1 Torr of air atmosphere.
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Figure 2: Boltzmann plot of the species in the Brass alloy
Conclusions
In conclusion, we investigated the reliability of CF-LIBS technique for quantitative elemental analysis of a
multi-element copper alloy. A frequency-doubled nanosecond laser pulse from the Nd:YAG laser was used to
ablate the brass target at 1 Torr background air pressure. The plasma temperature (11600±400 K) and electron
density (2.89 x 1018 cmí3) were estimated by the Boltzmann plot method and the Stark broadening method,
respectively. We have also quantified brass sample using the CF-LIBS technique, and the obtained abundance
(weight percentage) is 65±1.5% of Copper and 35±3% of Zinc. The elemental concentrations obtained from the
CF-LIBS technique are in excellent agreement (accuracy error < 3%) with the nominal concentration. Our results
conclude that CF-LIBS is a reliable analytical technique for multi-elemental compositional analysis.
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Abstract
The investigation of the concentration dependent spectroscopic characteristics of Nd3+ ion in Ba(PO 3 ) 2 +La 2 O 3
glasses have been carried out. Based on well known Judd-Ofelt (JO) formalism, the three JO phenomenological
intensity quantitative parameters and radiative characteristics were determined from the absorption spectra.
From these intensity parameters various radiative properties such as spontaneous de-excitation probability,
radiative lifetime, luminescence branching ratios which are useful to assess the potentiality of the glasses have
been evaluated. The de-excitation spectra observed for these glasses yield three prominent levels of
4

4

4

F 3/2 o

4

I 9/2 , I 11/2 and I 13/2 for which effective bandwidths and stimulated de-excitation cross-sections are quantified.

1. Introduction
Now-a-days the development of needy materials for photonics applications has been carried out that includes
synthesis of many trivalent rare earths (RE3+) embedded matrices, consisting of glasses, crystals and glassceramics. Mainly, glass based materials have been focused by many scientists as they found to be very good
host materials for rare earth ions because the hosts possess wide transmission range covering from mid-infrared
(IR) to ultraviolet (UV), good thermal and mechanical stabilities, chemical, high nonlinear refractive index,
reduced multiphonon non-radiative probabilities due to relatively low phonon energy and in turn enhances the
quantum yields. In this connection, phosphate glasses are very good preferred host materials for RE ions owing
to their chemical durability, manufacturability, optical properties, mechanical stability, and advantage in
economy. However, relatively poor chemical durability restricts phosphate glasses for a wider application. On
the other hand, presence of the alkaline earth metal and alkali oxides in the P 2 O 5 matrix enhances the glass
transition temperature and chemical durability [1,2]. So that, in the present work BaO and La 2 O 3 are chosen
as a modifiers and also the addition of BaO and La 2 O 3 improves the glass stability and the glasses can be tuned
for many more different optical devices. By making use of the inhomogeneous broad optical lines that is
manifested as larger broadening of the absorption and de-excitation levels of Nd3+ ions have been exploited for
variable and ultra-fast laser gain medium. By considering all these motives, the present work aims to study the
concentration dependent spectral properties of Nd3+ ions in Ba(PO 3 ) 2 +La 2 O 3 glasses to develop future
photonics devices.
2. Experimental details
Barium metaphosphate glasses (PBaLa) with composition of 47.5 Ba(PO 3 ) 2 +(5-x) La 2 O 3 +x Nd 2 O 3 , where (x =
2.0, 1.0, 0.5 and 0.1 mol %), referred as PBaLaNd 2.0 , PBaLaNd 1.0 , PBaLaNd 0.5 and PBaLaNd 0.1 ,
correspondingly, have been developed. The stoichiometric components of the batches were melted in a silica
crucible at 12000C for 1h. These glasses were annealed at 4000C for 14 h and cooled slowly to room
temperature to eliminate the thermal stress induced with these glasses during forced sudden quenching method.
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The refractive index have been determined using Abbe refractometer at 589.3 nm (sodium vapour lamp). The
density has been determined by following Archimede’s method where water has been used as immersion liquid.
The luminescence (excitation and de-excitation) and experimental lifetimes were measured using
spectrofluorimeter (Edinburgh FLS 980) with intense xenon source for optical de-excitation and 808 nm laser
diode for NIR de-excitation has been used as the source of excitation.
3. Results and Discussion
Fig. 1 depicts the characteristic absorption levels of PBaLaNd 1.0 glass measured in the 400-940 nm region. The
measured absorption levels are attributed to the 4f3 ĺI3 levels from the 4I 9/2 ground state to different excited
energy states of Nd3+ ion. The located and assigned absorption levels, accurate peak locationV Ȝ p ) and their
oscillator strengths (experimental (f exp ) and calculated (f cal )) are tabulated in Table 1. The characteristic JuddOfelt (JO) SDUDPHWHUV ȍ O (O = 2, 4 and 6), are determined by the method of least square fit between the
experimental (f exp ) and calculated (f cal ) oscillator strengths following the method outlined earlier by our group
[3,4].

Fig.1. Optical absorption spectrum of PBaLaNd 1.0 glass.

Table 1. AssiJQPHQW RI DEVRUSWLRQ WUDQVLWLRQV SHDN SRVLWLRQV Ȝ QP  H[SHULPHQWDO
(f exp , x 10-6) and calculated (f cal , x10-6) oscillator strengths for PBaLaNd 1.0 glass.
Transition
4
I 9/2 ĺ
4

F 3/2
F 5/2 + 2H 9/2
4
F 7/2 + 4S 3/2
4
F 9/2
2
H 11/2
4
G 5/2 + 2G 7/2
4
G 7/2
4
G 9/2
2
G 9/2 +2D 3/2 +2K 15/2
2
P 1/2 +2D 5/2
4

CP-09-356

Ȝ QP
877
804
747
684
629
584
527
513
477
430

Oscillator
strengths
f exp
f cal
3.24
2.89
10.35
9.95
10.47 10.81
1.47
0.83
0.43
0.23
23.22 23.16
4.51
6.24
2.84
3.87
0.66
0.94
0.37
0.69
į rms = ±0.86
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The level at 804 nm is very commonly followed for the excitation (optical pumping) of neodymium-diluted
laser glasses, either by semiconductor GaAs laser diodes or flash lamps [5]. The evaluated JO intensity
of the PBaLaNd 1.0 glass are estimated to be ȍ 2 =7.08

10-20 cm2ȍ 4 =5.34

10-20 cm2,

parameters (ȍ Ȝ

 )

and ȍ 6 =7.60

10-20 cm2 and in turn spectroscopic quality factors (F) is 0.70. The quantities of the JO intensity

parameters determined in this work enhances in the order of ȍ

6

> ȍ 2 > ȍ 4 . Normally, the values of ȍ 2

depends on the covalence nature and asymmetry between ligand anions and rare-earth ions, but the values of
ȍ 4 and ȍ 6 are attributed to the bulk properties that includes rigidity and viscosity of the surrounding host
medium [6]. Fig. 2 represents the near infrared (NIR) de-excitation spectra for variety of concentrations of Nd3+
ions in PBaLaNd glasses. The de-excitation levels belonging to the 4F 3/2 ĺ4I J (J = 13/2, 11/2 and 9/2) levels are
assigned at 874, 1055 and 1325 nm, correspondingly. The electronic level scheme showing the de-excitation and
excitation levels of Nd3+ doped PBaLaNd glass medium is presented in Fig. 2(b).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) Concentration dependent NIR emission spectra of PBaLaNd glasses. (b) Partial electronic level
scheme of PBaLaNd glass.
The intensity of 4F 3/2 ĺ4I 11/2 luminescence transition depends only on ‘F’ which is nearly unity for many
commonly studied phosphate laser gain media glasses. To be more precise, in meta-phosphate laser gain glasses
the luminescence intensities are nearly 0.5% , 5-10%, 50-60% and 30-40% for the radiative luminescence that
starts from the excited energy level 4F 3/2 to the 4I 15/2 , 4I 13/2 , 4I 11/2 and 4I 9/2 terminal states, respectively.
4. Conclusions
Spectroscopic study of Nd3+:barium phosphate based laser glasses have been prepared and characterized
through absorption and emission analysis. The Judd-Ofelt intensity quantities have been utilised to predict the
radiative characteristics of the fluorescent states of PBaLaNd glasses. The de-excitation spectra of the titled
glasses exhibited strong near infrared de-excitation at 1055 nm belonging to 4F 3/2 ĺ4I 112 transition. The
evaluated results showed that the present PBaLaNd glasses could be considered for the development of efficient
NIR emission and optical amplification at 1055 nm.
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Abstract
This paper describes three-step photoionization of lithium (Li) in hollow cathode (HC) discharge lamp by
optogalvanic (OG) technique. The atomic vapour of Li is produced in HC lamp by sputtering method. The HC
lamp used is in-house developed. The Li photoionization is carried out by copper vapour laser pumped dye
lasers through its intermediate energy states with transitions ĺFP-1 DWQP ĺ
cm-1 DWQPDQG ĺ!FP-1) for < 819 nm. This study demonstrates that HC lamp can be
used efficiently to realize the photoionization pathways for any element in an easier and cost-effective way.

1. Introduction
In recent years, demand of lithium (Li) has been increased tremendously due to its heavy use in large power
battery banks required for solar based electricity generation and to drive new generation electrical auto-vehicles.
The use of Li is not only limited to these activities, however its isotopes are also important for nuclear industry.
Natural Li consists of two stable isotopes 6Li (7.52%) and 7Li (92.48%). The isotope 6Li has a very high neutron
absorption cross-section that’s why it is a rich source of tritium (T) needed for development of both the
thermonuclear weapon and future controlled nuclear fusion. The separation of Li isotopes by lasers is an
attractive and cost-effective method that needs the knowledge of its suitable energy levels and the absorption
frequencies. Lithium has an ionization potential (I.P) of 5.39 eV [1] appropriate to two-step and three-step
selective photoionization. Photoionization by two-step is although a simple method but needs tunable UV
radiation at least in one of the two-steps [2]. The process of generation of UV radiation is more complexed and
difficult as compare to visible radiation generation. Therefore, in present study, Li is photo-ionized by two-step
resonant excitation followed by a non-resonant third-step ionization using laser radiation in the visible range by
optogalvanic (OG) method. The energy levels of Li are well reported [3]; however, their use for multi-step
excitation/photoionization is reported rarely and many crucial details are also still lacking. Therefore to
investigate an efficient root of Li photoionization, it is essential to perform some concrete experimental research
using a simple atomic reservoir such as hollow cathode (HC) lamp. In recent past, resonant laser photoionization
of Ge has been reported in HC lamp [4]. In present experiment, we used home built HC lamp [5] to investigate
the Li photoionization scheme through its intermediate energy states with transitions

 ĺ  FP-1) at

QP ĺFP-1 DWQPDQG ĺ!FP-1) for < 819 nm by OG method.

2. Pathway for Li three-step photoionization
Figure 1 shows the pathway for resonance ionization of Li atoms through its intermediate energy states. The Li
atoms available in 2s (2S 1//2 ) ground state is resonantly excited to first 2p (2P 1/2,3/2 ) energy state using pulse laser
tunable across 671 nm. Subsequently, in second step, the population from 2p state is further excited into higher
energy 3d (2D 3/2, 5/2 ) state by another laser pulse of photons with wavelength ~ 610.35 nm. As I.P of Li is 5.39
eV and excitation energy corresponding to first and second-step transitions are ~ 1.84 and 2.03 eV respectively
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[6], therefore excited Li atoms from 3d state can be ionized by the photons with wavelength shorter than 819
nm. In the present experiment, either of the first or second step laser pulse can serve the purpose to photo ionize
Li atoms, as the pulse energy is sufficient to bridge the gap between the Li ionization and 3d excited state.

Fig. 1 Three-step selective photoionization pathway for Lithium

3. Experimental details
The schematic of experimental setup used to realize above described photoionization scheme using OG
spectroscopy by laser multi-step excitation technique is shown in Fig. 2. In-house developed HC lamp [5] with
neon as buffer gas and Li as cathode is used to generate the Li atomic vapour. An electrical discharge is applied
to HC lamp by a high voltage power sXSSO\WKURXJKDNȍEDOODVWUHVLVWRU7KHUHVXOWLQJVLJQDOGXHWRWKUHHstep ionization is coupled to boxcar integrator (SRS-250) through 47 nF capacitor. The signal is recorded by a
data acquisition system developed in-house, using computer controlled dye laser wavelength scanner and data
acquisition card (Advantech, USB-4716). The CVL pumped two independent dye laser system in
synchronization with each other, is used to excite the step-wise Li transitions. The layout of experimental setup
is arranged keeping in mind the optical delay between green (510.6 nm) and yellow (578.2 nm) components of
CVL pump laser and the delay (~ ns) required in between first and second resonant step of lithium excitation. In
present CVL laser system, the yellow component appears after ~ 20 ns time interval of green laser pulse. The
used system delivers the laser output powers of around 100 mW from dye laser-1 (~ 2.5 GHz, 635-680 nm,
DCM dye, 2.6 mM) and 150 mW from dye laser-2 (~ 2 GHz, 600-625 nm, Rh-640 dye, 0.16 mM) at 6.5 kHz
repetition rate, those are sufficient to saturate the respective first and second step of Li transitions as shown in
Fig. 1. Two spherical lenses L1 and L2 each of focal length 30 cm are used to focus the laser beams in to HC
discharge from opposite sides. For accurate and precise tuning of the dye laser wavelengths corresponding to
respective Li transitions, a computerized motor control is provided to each of the dye laser. A precise
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wavelength meter (WS-7, HighFinesse) with high accuracy is used to monitor dye laser wavelengths. A PINphotodiode (PD) is used as a trigger to generate the gate window to retrieve the OG signals form HC lamp
through boxcar-integrator (SRS-250) on a computer.

Fig. 2 Three-step OG spectroscopy setup for lithium selective-photoionization

4. Results
In HC discharge, the origin of optogalvanic (OG) effect can be understood by two different mechanisms. First
one, the laser excitation of atoms from lower to higher electronic sates leads to an increased cross-section for
electron impact ionization and the excited atoms thus ionized. The ionization of excited atoms results in the
decrease of HC discharge impedance and results an OG signal. In present setup, when HC discharge current
decreased up to threshold current (~ 25 mA) and dye laser-1 is scanned from 670.70 to 670.95 nm, an OG
spectrum as shown in Fig. 3(a) is observed with slightly reduced strength of Li signal however with clear D 1
and D 2 components. This spectrum is noisy because of instant background disturbance present in the lab,
although OG signal is still clearly retrieved. Similarly, the dye laser-2 is scanned from 610.30 to 610.52 nm
across 610.365 nm wavelength that corresponds to second-step for Li (2P 1/2,3/2 ĺ 2D 3/2,5/2 ) excitaion from its
excited state, in absence of laser light from dye laser-1. An OG spectrum with weak signal strength at 610. 365
nm is observed as shown in Fig. 3(b). The fine structure components and isoptopic signature are not clear,
however a cumulative signal is explicit. This signal occurs from Li excited state transistion possible in HC
discharge because few higher enegy states close to ground state are possibly populated by the elctronic impact
excitaion in HC dischrge lamp. Now, the experiment is repeated with laser radiation from both the dye lasers
allowed to pass through the negative glow region of HC lamp, keeping the dye laser-2 wavelength fixed at
610.36 nm and scanning only the wavelength of dye laser-1 in the range of 670.70 to 67.90 nm. An intersting
result with remarkable enhancement (~ 10 fold) in Li signal with moderately resolved D 1 & D 2 lines is observed
as shown in Fig. 3(c). The enhanced OG signal is observed when both the first and second step transitions are
excited simultaneously with a few nano-second inter-delay between them followed by non-resonant third-step
ionization at 610.36 nm wavelenth. Similar, results were obtained by scanning the wavelength of dye laser-2 in
the range of 609 to 613 nm while keeping the wavelength of dye laser-1 fixed at 670.78 nm which corrsponds to
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Li first-step resonant transtion (2S 1/2 ĺ 2P 1/2,3/2 ). The effect of dye laser-2 power is also observed on Li OG
signal. The enhancement is observed only at higher power levels that ensure about the cascaded three-step
photoionization of Li in HC lamp by OG effect.

Fig. 3(a)

Fig. 3(b)

Fig. 3(c)

5. Conclusion
In summary, three-step Li photoionization scheme is realized by OG spectroscopy using in-house developed HC
lamp. Pulsed OG effect has been detected across 671 nm Li transition from its ground state to excited state. Li
OG signals are observed with good S/N ratio at moderate incident laser power (~50 mW) obtained from CVL
pumped dye laser (~2.5 GHz, 20 ns, 635-680 nm). Doppler limited OG spectrum resolved the two Li (D 1 & D 2 )
lines fairly. This study demonstrates that HC lamp based photoionization setup would be suitable to realize the
photoionization pathways for any element in an easier way with cost-effectiveness, especially for refractive
elements that require very high temperature to be atomized.
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Abstract:
Reconstruction of attosecond pulse generated by higher order harmonics of femtosecond laser pulse is carried
out by delay scan photoelectron spectroscopy technique. Large no. of spectrogram data sets are required as input
to computational frog-crab algorithm applied for reconstruction of attosecond pulse. These huge data sets are
acquired by conducting the delay scan photoelectron spectroscopy experiments. A typical experiment runs for
~12 hours and generates thousand of data files.This paper describes the development of automation software to
generate 2-d spectrogram data from electron time of flight spectrograph in synchronization with a PZT delay
stage, both interfaced to PC.
Introduction:
Reconstruction of attosecond pulse generated by higher harmonics of femtosecond laser pulse1,2 is carried out
by delay scan photoelectron spectroscopy technique. For reconstruction of attosecond pulse, huge set of data is
required to be input to frog-crab algorithm of pulse reconstruction, which runs on computing server. Data
acquisition in experimental studies of delay scan photoelectron spectroscopy experiments becomes tedious when
one needs to acquire data by synchronizing two or more equipments for very long duration. This introduces an
added difficulty, since multiple data points are acquired in a short time. In such scenario, human error can render
all data useless. Hence, automation of experimental setup becomes essential. This paper describes the
development of automation software to generate 2-d spectrogram data from electron time of flight spectrograph
in synchronization with a piezoelectric translation stage (PZT).
Experimental Setup Description:
The experimental setup is shown in figure 1. The setup is used to generate the attosecond XUV pulses and
characterize their temporal profile. A 1 kHz, 6 mJ, 50 fs Ti:Sapphire laser is used in as a source of XUV pulses.
The laser pulse is first splitted into two parts using a beam splitter in the ratio: reflected(R)-20% and
transmitted(T)-80%. Transmitted beam is focussed on a gas cell (GC) filled with argon gas due to which higher
RUGHUKDUPRQLFVRIODVHUDUHJHQHUDWHGDWRGGPXOWLSOHRIODVHUSKRWRQHQHUJ\ KȞ L ). These harmonics are then
allowed to pass through a 750 nm thick Al filter to remove the co-propagating laser pulse. After filtering, the
harmonics are then focussed using a toroidal mirror (TM) onto a low density gas sheath (GS). The reflected part
of laser is used to generate cross correlation between harmonics and laser beam. This laser is passed through a
piezoelectric transducer controlled delay line and then recombined with harmonic beam on a holed mirror (HM).
Harmonics are passed through HM and laser reflected from HM. These two pulses are focused and matched
spatially and temporally on GS. Harmonics generated photo-HOHFWURQV IURP *6 DW DQ HQHUJ\ Q KȞ L – IP,
where IP is ionization potential of gas and 2n+1 is order of harmonic.
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The harmonics are generated at odd multiple of laser photon energy, when IR laser pulse also interact with
the harmonics it generates with photo-HOHFWURQDWHQHUJ\ Q KȞ L - ,3KȞ L . Energy of these photo-electrons
lies in between photo-electrons of harmonics and hence they are known as side bands. It may be noted that each
side band is generated from two paths i.e. (2n- KȞ L - ,3  KȞ L DQG Q KȞ L - IP - KȞ L . With the changing
delay these two paths interfere with one another and generate a beating pattern at frequency double of laser
frequency. This signal is detected by a magnetic bottle time of flight spectrograph (MBTOF) which is composed
of a permanent magnet (PM), a solenoid and a micro channel plate (MCP). The time of electron strike on MCP
depends on the energy of electron. The electrons detected by the MCP generate a low voltage spike which is
amplified by amplifier (~300 MHz bandwidth). Then, this signal is converted into a timing signal using a
constant fraction discriminator (CFD). Finally the signal is measured by a time to digital converter (TDC).
Trigger to TDC is generated by a photodiode sensing the scattering of laser pulse. TDC generates the spectrum
of harmonics and their sidebands by making a histogram of ~10000 events. This histogram shows number of
events versus time of event and gives the time at which electron strike MCP. This time is then converted into
energy of harmonic orders and spectrum is generated.
Data is gathered by acquiring MBTOF spectrum after changing the position of PZT stage. The control
software we have developed controls this aspect of experiment.

Figure 1: Experimental setup
DAQ System Description:
DAQ system is PC based and runs automation software developed to carry out delay scan photoelectron
spectroscopy experiments. The TDC is Roentdek GmbH Model: TDC8HP with resolution of 25 picosecond and
range ~1 nanosecond to 1 microsecond. The PZT delay stage is Thorlabs Model: PAZ 009 having resolution: 10
nm and range ~40 micron. The PC connects to PZT delay stage through USB bus. We have installed TDC PCI
interface card in PC to acquire data from time to digital convertor (TDC). The communication to PCI TDC
interface card is through dynamic-link library and PZT stage is controlled through ActiveX control.
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Automation software3,4 is developed using labview platform which provides GUI to user for acquiring
2-d spectrogram data of events occurring during the experiment. The event driven, dataflow and GUI
capabilities of labview are utilized to develop the software.
The software provides various facilities to user to setup the experiment. Automated initialization and
configuration of instruments is carried out at application software startup. This ensures reliable data collection
during experiments. We have provided user interface (figure 2a) for configuring settings of PZT delay stage
according to experiment. The user can set calibration constant and position of PZT stage from the dedicated
panel. A panel to verify PZT movement is also provided (figure 2b).
Similarly, we have provided a separate panel (figure 2c) to configure settings of TDC controller for
ease of operation. The software allows user to set time of flight (TOF) range, TOF bin size, TOF offset, time of
exposure, acquisition channel, trigger channel, pre-delay and post-delay for stabilization of TDC data. It also
provides user to save or reload configuration data file. We have also provided a panel to carry out the initial
settings for a particular experiment (figure 2d).
The software provides a separate panel named ‘Delay Scan Panel’(figure 2e) for data acquisition. This
panel allows user to set delay scan start position, end position, scan step and data folder for saving. The acquired
TDC data with the changing position of delay stage is plotted online. The TDC histogram is also plotted online.
All data capturing is synchronized with trigger received by TDC.
During experiment TDC data is acquired at user defined delay step (minimum 10nm) from start
position to end position (max. 40 micron) as per preset scan range. Data files with name of current delay
position and time stamp is generated. After each experiment a new data directory is generated by software for
easy handling large number of data files. Acquired data of total TDC counts versus delay position is plotted in a
graphical window on PC screen for monitoring purpose. The multiple data sets thus collected for several runs of
experiment is then saved in the PC in spreadsheet format for further analysis. The saved data can be also viewed
offline by importing save data in ‘Load Data from File’ panel (figure 2f).

Figure 2a: Delay Stage Configuration Panel
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Figure 2c: TDC Configuration Panel

Figure 2d: TDC Control Sub Panel

Figure 2e: Delay Scan Panel

Figure 2f: Load Data File Panel

Figure 2(a to f): Automation Software screenshots
Results and Discussion:
A typical experiment runs for around 12 hours and the developed DAQ software generates ~2000 no. of 2-d
spectrogram files for each run. The large no. of data files thus generated by the software, are fed to server
running computational frog-crab algorithm. The algorithm then generates attosecond pulse temporal profile. The
software is being used in the laboratory for continuous data acquisition. This automation has resulted in
automated data acquisition and storage in a compatible format for computing server. This automation saves a lot
in terms of time & efforts and provides user with an easy platform to conduct their experiments.
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Abstract: We demonstrate the improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio of the LIBS spectra using the 2D
correlation spectroscopy analysis, the time resolved LIBS spectra from the gated spectrometer is used for this
analysis. The correlations between LIBS peaks were also visualized. Correlation strengths of the atomic
transitions were visualized in case of Aluminium (Al), Copper (Cu), and Brass targets. The improvement is
demonstrated in case of aluminium transitions and the diagonal of the 2d analysis is used for the demonstration
of the improvement in the spectra in case of LIBS peaks of aluminium.
Introduction: The plasma formed when the intense pulsed laser interacts with the target material emits ionic
and atomic emissions during the recombination. This analytical spectroscopy technique is called laser induced
breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS)1. LIBS was applied on diverse samples like samples from mining, archaeology,
explosives, metals, alloys, etc. Femtosecond LIBS also contains molecular transitions which can be used in
further understanding the material2-4 used as target.
Experimental Procedure: Figure 1 depicts the experimental schematic of the nanosecond LIBS setup. A
nanosecond Nd: YAG laser of 7 ns pulse duration at 532 nm with an average pulse energy of 42 mJ was used
for the breakdown of the samples.

Fig. 1 The schematic of the LIBS experiment where the plasma emissions are collected using the gated
spectrometer which is triggered using the reference signal from the laser via delay generator.
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The collected LIBS signal was fed to the ICCD and spectrometer combination and as the plasma emissions from
metals are high the initial delays are kept at 1 μs and also the gate width of 1 μs was set. Each spectrum is the
accumulation of 10 acquisitions. The exposure time was set to 2 milliseconds, with a gate delay of 1 μs
including all the insertion delays. A 600 μm optical fiber was used to couple the collected light to the
spectrometer and ICCD, which was triggered by the delay generator output.

The nonlinear variations in the

intensity of the peaks with increasing the
compositions are the primary motivation
for this work to study the correlation
between the transitions in the LIBS spectra.
2D correlation spectroscopy was first
introduced by Isao Noda5. The spectra with
systematic perturbations like electric field,
magnetic field, chemical composition, and
also the time resolved spectra are used for
studying

the

correlations

between

transitions in the spectrum. It is used for
various spectroscopy methods like infrared
and Raman spectroscopy.6,7 Here in this
study the time-resolved LIBS spectra is
used for the correlation and signal-to-noise
ratio improvement studies. The cross-peaks
gives the information on the correlation
strength of the peaks.8 The figure.2
contains the original spectra and the surface
plot of the 2D correlation analysis and the
diagonal extracted from the analysis. The
contour plots of the 2D correlation analysis
of

the three different targets in used for the
analysis are shown in the figure 3 below.

Fig. 2 The regular LIBS spectra of (a) Aluminium target in the spectral range of 303-312 nm and the
corresponding (b) 2D correlation spectra and (c) diagonal of the 2D correlation analysis of the LIBS spectra is
plotted.
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Fig. 3 The time-resolved LIBS spectra of (a) Aluminium (b) Copper (c) Brass at five different gate delays with
regular interval of 1 Ps and are used for the 2D correlation studies of (e) Aluminium (f) Copper (g) Brass
targets, respectively.
Results and Discussion:
The S/N ratio was improved and the correlations between the transitions were visualised in the above two
figures. Here the off-diagonal peaks, called cross-peaks, in the 2D plots show the correlation strength between
the peaks. The diagonal peaks are called auto-peaks. The intensity of the diagonal peaks depends both on the
intensity and the correlation between the transitions in the regular LIBS spectra. It is observed that the crosspeaks are more intense than the actual peak at 308.3 nm. In copper the 324.83 nm and 327.48 nm peaks are
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correlated which was anticipated. It was observed that the zinc peaks in the brass are correlated to the copper
peaks in the figure 3(f) zinc first ionised peak at 334.5 nm is correlated with the copper first ionised peaks.
Further studies need to be done for better understanding the correlations from the 2D analysis which might turn
into a potential tool for data analysis in LIBS.
Conclusions:
Femtosecond LIBS spectra usually contain molecular emissions.9,10 Those studies can be extended using the
presented analysis aiding in improvement of the signal-to-noise ratio in cases where the S/N ratio is poor. For
example, in the case of stand-off LIBS the S/N ratio diminishes as the distance is increased11. The images can
also be used for deep learning models like convolution neural networks (CNN) and also the diagonal of the 2D
analysis for classification, prediction studies.
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Abstract:
With the advent of public health emergencies, maintaining proper hygiene can lower the risk of contamination
and diseases. Recently, the use of hand sanitizer (HS) has seen increasing use with the outbreak of COVID-19.
Even though very basic in composition, the alcohol concentration in the HS plays a predominant role in the
process of disinfection. Thus, assessing the quality of HS is important. In this study, different vibrational
spectroscopic techniques were used for the assessment of various commercially available HS along with inhouse prepared HS using the WHO protocol. Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and Raman
spectroscopy were used to quantify the alcohol and water concentration in the HS. The presence of ethanol and
isopropanol in HS were confirmed using FTIR based on absorption peaks at 1050 cm-1 and 1221 cm-1
respectively, whereas the peak at 1650 cm-1 helped to quantify the amount of water in HS. Further, Raman peaks
at 881 cm-1 and 816 cm-1 also confirmed the presence of ethanol and isopropanol added to the samples under
study.
Keywords: Disinfectant, Hand sanitizers, Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy
Introduction:
Vibrational spectroscopic methods are used to study and understand the matters’ composition, electronic, and
physical structure based on the interaction of matter with radiative energy thereby causing vibration of the
chemical bonds. Its application has been found in almost all the experimental disciplines of science. Vibrational
spectroscopies have been used to detect the minerals constituents in soil or rocks, determine the various
compounds in fruits, vegetables, and oils, study the progression of chemical reactions, perform elemental
analysis in various biological and non-biological samples, detect toxic compounds and pathogens in water, food
or blood are among a few to be mentioned [2-6]. Apart from these, spectroscope has also been used to study and
analyse various components to perform a qualitative and quantitative assessment of multiple solutions. With the
advent of public health adversaries, the need of maintaining proper hygiene can reduce disease transmission to a
great extent. In the recent outbreak of COVID-19, studies have shown that using HS can be an effective way to
avoid falling sick and prevent the spread of the disease [7]. HS is either commercially available or can be
prepared using the WHO-approved protocol [8]. Increasing demand of HS have seen a lot of variation in the
alcohol level in the same which plays the most important part in disinfection. Also, many manufacturers were
also found to add harsh chemicals, which can cause allergic reactions in the user. Thus, it is important to assess
HS for their quality control. Various methods such as gas chromatography or alcoholmeter are used for
assessment of HS but they are often don’t give all the necessary information or being expensive to use. In this
work electromagnetic radiation-based vibrational spectroscopic techniques have been used as an alternative
approach for quantitative and qualitative analysis of alcohol-based HS. These methods are rapid, fast, lessexpensive and are much easy to use. With the rapid development of modern spectrometer in illumination
sources and detectors, the compact instruments are manufactured and can be easily carried to a remote location
for sample analysis.
Methodology:
Commercial HS from eight different brands were purchased from the local market for use in experiments and
have been labelled as A-H for ease in representation. Further, HS were freshly prepared in-house using the
WHO-approved protocol with varying concentration of alcohols (ethanol & isopropanol- from 50-100 %) along
with water, glycerol and 3% hydrogen peroxide and used for the spectroscopic analysis at room temperature.
The vibrational spectroscopic techniques such as FTIR spectroscopy and Raman spectroscopy were used in this
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study for the evaluation of different HS. ATR-FTIR spectra were recorded using a Bruker 4000 (USA)
spectrometer in the spectral range of 4000–600 cm-1 to analyse the chemical composition of HS. A portable
Near-IR Raman spectrometer (AvaRaman-785 TEC, Avantes BV, The Netherlands) was used to record and
analyse various HS sample’s Raman spectra. The system is equipped with a diode laser (wavelength and
bandwidth are 785 nm and < 0.2 nm), spectrometer (AvaSpec-ULS2048LTEC) with grating (785-1080 nm),
slit-25, DCL-UV/VIS, TE cooled, Raman probe, and sample holder. The samples were loaded (200 μL in each
well) in a 96-well plate (Eppendorf, Germany), and the laser is focused using Raman probe which was placed
perpendicular to the plate at a focal length of ~ 1 cm for spectrum acquisition. A Raman spectrum was recorded
from the blank well for background vibrational spectrum. The integration time is 10 secs for a single spectrum.
The average spectrum was plotted after acquiring three spectra from the same field of view. Recorded spectra
were analysed over the wavenumber range 0–3600 cm-1.
Results:
FTIR spectroscopy:
FTIR was used to study the commercially available HS as well as the different grades of HS prepared in-house
according to the WHO protocol. Fig.1A and B shows the FTIR spectra of various brands of HS. Upon spectral
analysis of commercial HS, they were matched with the spectra of undiluted ethanol and isopropanol. Based on
this, the type of alcohol present in an HS was identified and the HS was divided into two groups: HS with
ethanol (A, B, C, D, E) and isopropanol (F, G, H), respectively. The FTIR spectra of ethanol and isopropanol as
shown in Fig. 1 inferred that ethanol has a characteristic peak at 881 cm-1 and isopropanol at 817 cm-1 due to
symmetric C-O stretching in the molecule. Moreover, ethanol-based HS shows a peak at 1050 cm-1, whereas
isopropanol-based HS shows at 1126 cm-1 due to characteristic asymmetric C-O stretch. The peak at 1650 cm-1
indicates the characteristic -OH bending mode of water.

Fig. 1: FTIR spectra of various brands of HS; A) ethanol based, and B) isopropanol based. The major spectral
features associated with alcohols and water are indicated in the graphs.
Quantifying the amount of alcohol content is essential to meet the quality control and assurance process of HS.
FTIR measurements were undertaken for different grades of HS with various alcohol (ethanol and isopropanol)
concentrations from 50-100%. Fig. 2A and E shows the combined FTIR spectra of the HS with varied ethanol
and isopropanol concentrations respectively. There are three prominent peaks observed at 881 cm-1, 1046 cm-1,
and 1650 cm-1, which correspond to symmetric C-O stretch, asymmetric C-O stretch, and O-H bending water
mode, respectively [9-10]. It was also observed that the percentage of transmittance changes with an increase in
ethanol concentration. The transmitted intensity at the peaks 1046 cm-1 and 1650 cm-1 were observed to
gradually decreases and increases with an increase in ethanol concentration, respectively (Fig. 2B and C). The
calibration curve was plotted considering the variation of intensities in 1046 cm-1 and 1650 cm-1 with the change
in concentrations, as shown in Fig. 2D, suggests a reasonable coefficient correlation (R2 = 0.96 & 0.98
respectively) values. Similarly, HS with varied isopropanol concentrations were also examined and three
prominent peaks were observed at 817 cm-1, 1127 cm-1, and 1650 cm-1, which correspond to symmetric C-O
stretch, asymmetric C-O stretch, and O-H bending mode of water, respectively. Similarly, the transmitted
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intensity at 1127 cm-1 and 1650 cm-1, were observed to change with the variation in isopropanol concentration
and the calibration curve was plotted considering the same suggested a good coefficient correlation (R2) values
as shown in Fig. 2H.

Fig. 2: FTIR analysis of in-house prepared HS. (A)and (E)shows the spectra of in-house prepared HS with
various concentrations of ethanol and isopropanol respectively. (B) and (F) shows the variation of the FTIR
transmittance as a function of alcohol concentration whereas (C) and (G) shows transmittance as a function of
water. (D) and (H) are the integrated linear plots with varying alcohol and water concentration. The data is
plotted as a function of transmittance intensity. The statistical values estimated for each recombination path are
reported.
The plotted wavenumber of the HS with different concentrations of alcohol shows a shift in peak wavenumber
with the change in alcohol concentration. Even though FTIR provides a simple, fast, and accurate process for
analysis of HS, often overlapping of different functional groups are observed. Thus, a more accurate
spectroscopic method based on Raman scattering which provides fingerprints for different chemical compounds
should be further employed.
Raman spectroscopy:
The different ingredients added to formulate HS as well as the variation in alcohol concentration among the HS
was determined using Raman spectroscopy. Raman spectra of the different grades of HS were acquired and
analysed. Fig. 3A and B show the Raman spectra of ethanol and isopropanol based commercial HS. Raman
spectrum can distinguish them due to specific Raman fingerprints at 883 cm-1 (ethanol) and 816 cm-1
(isopropanol) based HS [11].

Fig. 3: Raman spectra of various brands of HS; A) ethanol based, and B) isopropanol based. The major spectral
features associated with alcohols and water are indicated in the graphs.
Ethanol and isopropanol-based HS were prepared in-house according to the WHO protocol. Raman spectra of
these HS were acquired with varying concentrations of ethanol and isopropanol. Fig. 4A and D shows the
acquisition and analysis of Raman spectra of ethanol and isopropanol-based HS with concentration ranges from
50% to 100% respectively. The fingerprint Raman intensity of 883 cm-1 corresponding to C-C-O symmetric
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stretching vibration modes in ethanol, increases with an increase in concentration as shown in Fig. 4B. The same
has been confirmed with the linear plot indicating that Raman spectroscopy can identify the ethanol-based HS
with varying concentrations of alcohol. The Raman spectra for isopropanol-based HS with varying alcohol
concentrations were acquired, and analysed is shown in Fig. 3D. The peak at 816 cm-1 was observed to be the
fingerprint peak related to isopropanol, which rises due to the C-C-O stretching in the isopropanol molecule and
was found to vary in intensity with change in concentration.

Fig. 4: Raman analysis of in-house prepared HS. (A)and (D) shows the spectra of in-house prepared HS with
various concentrations of ethanol and isopropanol respectively. (B) and (E) shows the variation of the Raman
intensity as a function of alcohol concentration. (C) and (F) are the integrated linear plots with varying alcohol.
The data is plotted as a function of transmittance intensity. The statistical values estimated for each
recombination path are reported.
The variable intensities, as shown in Fig. 3E were also plotted, showcasing to increase linearly. Apart from these
prominent peaks, various other peaks can also be inferred from the spectrum and it can be observed that ethanol
shows C–O stretching at 1046 cm-1 and CH 3 rocking at 1079 cm-1 indicated by two small bands in the same
region as observed in the spectra. Anti-symmetric vibration of CH 3 in ethanol is also observed at 1462 cm-1.
Further, CH 2 asymmetric stretching vibration modes at 2934 cm-1 and CH 3 asymmetric stretching vibration
modes at 2975 cm-1 were also observed [12-13].
Conclusion:
In this work, various vibrational spectroscopic techniques were applied to characterize commercial HS and are
compared with in-house prepared HS to determine the efficiency of the technique. FTIR and Raman
spectroscopy being vibrational spectroscopic methods, efficiently demonstrated their ability for the
quantification of alcohol and water content in the HS. They also elucidated its role in quantitative and
qualitative identification of the chemical compositions of the HS. FTIR confirmed the presence of ethanol or
isopropanol in HS based on the presence of absorption peak at 1050 cm-1 and 1221 cm-1 respectively. Further,
the amount of water content in the sanitizer could be quantified based on the intensity of the -OH bending peak
at 1650 cm-1. Apart from this, other basic components of the HS such as oxidising agent (H 2 O 2 ) or glycerol can
also be identified for their presence in the HS with FTIR spectroscopy. On the other hand, Raman spectroscopy
detected the presence of different constituents based on the characteristic’s vibration of the bonds specific to the
chemicals. It could distinguish between the presence of ethanol or isopropanol based on the peaks at 881 cm-1
and 816 cm-1 respectively. This method was used in complement to FTIR as Raman peaks are more specific for
the distinction of chemical bonds. Therefore, these two spectroscopic techniques provided alternatives in
probing and characterizing the different constituents of the HS.
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Abstract
We have indigenously developed a high temperature effusive atomic beam based linear time-of-flight mass
spectrometer for experimental demonstration of isotope selective photoionisation of medical isotopes. The
atomic vapour source developed can be operated at high temperatures and is efficient to generate effusive atomic
beam of most of the elements of interest. The performance of the mass spectrometer was tested by carrying out
single colour multi-photon photoionisaton of atomic samarium. We have achieved a mass resolution better than
500 for this instrument which is desirable for isotope selective photoionisation studies of isotopes of medical
importance like Sm, Yb and Lu.

1. Introduction
Time-of-flight mass spectrometer (TOFMS) has been an attractive choice of instrumentation for
spectroscopic diagnosis due to its accurate mass determination, rapid data acquisition and high sensitivity. The
basic working principle involves acceleration of ions through an electric field of known strength, which confers
the same kinetic energy to all ions of equal charge. After gaining the kinetic energy, the ions are allowed to
travel through a field-free drift tube. The time taken by the particle to reach the detector placed at the end of the
flight tube is directly proportional to square root of mass-to-charge ratio (m/q)1/2. Hence by measuring this flight
time accurately, the m/q of the particles can be calculated.
The simplest TOFMS consists of an ion source in a high vacuum chamber, ion extraction and acceleration stages
and a detector situated at the end of an evacuated drift tube. The ions formed in the laser-atom interaction zone
are accelerated out of the source towards the collector by either one or a series of constant electric fields. Pulsed
or continuous fields can be used for acceleration. In either case, the velocity of the ions in the field-free region is
a function of their m/q values. Hence the arrival of ions of different m/q values can be registered in time by a
high temporal resolution detector placed at the end of the drift tube. If only singly charged ions were present,
then the group of ions having the lightest mass will reach the detector first, followed by the groups with
successively heavier masses. Thus, it is possible to get the entire mass spectrum for each ionising pulse in every
few micro seconds. Hence the use of a TOFMS as a spectroscopic diagnostic tool in isotope selective
photoionization experiments will have the advantage that, it is possible to determine the relative isotopic ratios
more accurately, even in the presence of random variations in the source conditions, provided the variations
affect different masses in an analogous manner. The TOFMS developed for the photoionization experiments is a
Wiley-McLaren type1 mass spectrometer. The schematic of the time-of-flight mass spectrometer and the
experimental set-up used for the photoionization experiments are shown in the Figs.1 & 2 respectively.
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2. TOFMS components
The TOFMS consists of a high temperature oven kept in a high vacuum chamber for producing the
atomic vapours of the element under consideration, a series of electrodes for extracting and accelerating the
photoions and a drift tube. At the end of the drift tube, a micro channel plate (MCP) detector is used for detecting
the arrival time of different ions with high accuracy. We have used a Baspik make chevron type MCP (Model:
DV2510A) with a gain of 107 at an operating voltage of 2400 V and a rise time less than 1ns.

1500 V

1000 V

0V

0V

s = 15 mm d = 10 mm

D= 125 cm

Laser

Es
Repeller

Ed

MCP detector

ED = 0

AAccelerator
ccel t
E t t r Ac
Extractor
b = 3 mm

d =15 mm

Fig. 2: Schematic of the
experimental set-up

Fig. 1: Schematic of TOFMS

A Pfeiffer, make turbo molecular pump HiPace 400 with a pumping speed of 355 l/s for N 2 backed by of
magnetically coupled rotary vane pump model, Duo 10M with a pumping speed of 10 m3/h is used to evacuate
the chamber to a pressure better than 2x10-6 mbar which is required for carrying out the photoionisation
experiments. Two full range gauges are used in the chamber at two different locations, one connected in the
ionisation chamber and the other connected nearer to the detector for the online monitoring of the vacuum
conditions inside the TOFMS. The detailed design aspects are given in the following section.
2.1 Atomic Vapour Source
A resistively heated, water cooled atomic vapour source was developed for producing atomic vapours of Sm.
The oven was made of tantalum foil of thickness 25 Pm rolled into a cylinder of radius 7mm and length 7 cm.
The two ends of the rolled tantalum sheet are closed with caps made of molybdenum. Two water cooled copper
feedthroughs are used to hold the oven assembly. The electrical connections to the oven are made through
copper feed throughs. The molybdenum caps provide electrical contact between the tantalum oven and the
copper feed throughs. Atomic vapours of Sm are generated by resistively heating few hundred mg of Sm metal
sample placed inside the tantalum oven. The vapours effuse out of a hole of diameter 1mm drilled at the centre
of the tantalum oven. To reduce the Doppler width of the atomic beam source, the Sm vapour effusing out of the
oven orifice of 1mm diameter is further apertured by using a fixed circular aperture of diameter, b = 3mm kept at
a distance of, d = 15mm from the oven orifice as shown in Fig. 1.
The reduced Doppler width2 is given by,
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,where
is the Doppler width at equilibrium temperature T, M atomic mass in amu and

is the line centre of absorption

line profile. The reduced Doppler width of the samarium atomic absorption line in the interaction zone at 800K
is calculated to be ~ 100 MHz.
2.2 Time-of-Flight Analyzer with Ion optics assembly
In present system, the TOF assembly, a linear flight tube with double stage extraction is used. The extraction
stages are separated by three ion optics plates namely, repeller, extractor and accelerator. Repeller and extractor
are15mm apart whereas the separation between extractor and accelerator is kept at 10 mm using insulator
(macor) beads. These three ion optics plates are circular plates of 70 mm diameter and are made from 2 mm SS
sheet. The extraction and the accelerator plates have circular aperture of diameter 20 mm at the center, which are
covered by 50 lines/inch SS mesh/grid, having 90% transmission. After the accelerator, follows the field-free
drift tube. The length of the flight tube is 125cm. One end of the flight tube holds the ion optics and the other
end one gate valve is connected to separate the detector region from the flight tube assembly. The photograph of
the time-of-flight mass spectrometer developed is shown in Fig. 3.
3. Performance testing of the TOFMS
The TOFMS was performance tested for mass resolution. For this purpose, natural samarium sample
was loaded in its atomic beam generator and evaporated by resistive heating in the temperature range 800 K. A
single-colour resonance of Sm at 683.9 nm was used for multi-photon ionization. An Nd:YAG pumped dye
laser, with a combination of LDS and DCM dyes with ethanol solvent is used for getting the lasing at the
required wavelength. The dye laser output with a pulse repetition rate 20 Hz, pulse duration 6 ns and pulse
energy 10 mJ was used for single-colour muti-photoionization. The laser beam was focused in the interaction
zone of TOFMS using a lens of focal length 25 cm to ~ 100 Pm. At these high intensities, we observed both
Sm+ and Sm++ ions in the TOFMS at flight times 34μs and 24μs respectively as shown in Fig.4(a). Sm has seven
natural isotopes (144Sm,147Sm, 148Sm, 149Sm, 150Sm, 152Sm, 154Sm) with natural abundances of 3.1, 15, 11.3, 13.8,
7.4, 26.6 and 22.6 percentages respectively. The mass spectrum exhibiting the seven natural samarium isotopes
of doubly ionized Sm is shown in Fig. 4(b). The mass spectrum does not reflect the natural abundance of
different isotopes because it depends on where exactly the laser wavelength is fixed in between the resonances of
144

Sm and 154Sm isotopes with respect to the isotope shifts. Another reason for the disagreement with the natural

abundance could be the polarisation effects, since we have used a linearly polarised laser for the photoionisation
process.
3.1 Mass Resolution of TOFMS
If ion formation is limited to a plane parallel to the source electrode and if all the ions are formed with zero
initial velocity, then flight time will be same for all the ions with same m/q value and the overall resolution of
the TOFMS would be limited by the resolution of the ion detector. But in experimental conditions, due to the
ubiquitous initial space and kinetic energy distributions, the resolution of the TOFMS depends on its capability
to reduce the time spread caused due to these two factors. The spread in the flight time due to the initial space
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distribution can be compensated either by making the longitudinal length over the region where ions are formed
smaller or by space focussing, where the flight time of the different ions are made independent of its position, by
adjusting the electric field ratio E d /E s . Since we are using a double field system for ion extraction and
acceleration, the space focussing condition is achieved by adjusting the fields E d and E s . The typical values of
the electric fields used in this set up is 33 V/mm in the extraction region and 100 V/mm in the acceleration
region. The energy resolution is achieved by using the collimated atomic vapour source whereby limiting the
transverse distribution of the initial velocity components. With the electric fields mentioned above, the typical
flight time (t), obtained for doubly ionised samarium isotopes is around 24 Ps with fwhm ¨W RIWKHPDVVSHDNV
~ 22 ns. +HQFHZHKDYHDFKLHYHGDPDVVUHVROXWLRQ W¨W EHWWHUWKDQE\XVLQJWKLV72)06
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Fig: 4: (a) TOFMS spectrum of Sm+ and Sm++

developed TOFMS

(b) Mass spectrum of Sm++

Conclusions: We have indigenously developed a high temperature effusive atomic beam based linear time-offlight mass spectrometer with mass resolution better than 500 for isotope selective photoionisation of medical
isotopes. The time-of-flight mass spectrometer developed was further utilised for the process qualification of
isotope selective photoionisation of medical isotope of ytterbium. The details of the process qualification using
the TOFMS will be presented in another manuscript.
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Abstract
We investigated the feasibility of Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) technique for elemental
identification and alloy classification in industrial applications. A frequency-doubled nanosecond Nd:YAG laser
was used to generate the plasma from the alloy samples (copper alloys: industrial grade Brass and Bronze) kept
at atmospheric conditions. The characteristic emission lines in the optical emission spectra were then used for
elemental identification and alloy classification. We developed a computer program to analyze the spectrum,
which compares the peaks from the spectrum with the persistent and strong lines of elements from the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) database and identifies the elements present in the sample. It thus
classifies the copper alloys based on their chemical composition. Our study confirms that LIBS is a viable
method for compositional analysis of multi-element samples.
1. Introduction
Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) is a promising analytical technique that has gained considerable
attention due to its fast and reliable detection method. LIBS has demonstrated its unique features as an analytic
technique, allowing fast, contact-less, multi-elemental analysis of almost any sample type with practically no
sample preparation1. In LIBS, a high-energy pulsed laser is focused on a sample's surface to generate a plasma
that vaporizes a small amount of the sample. This transient plasma emits electromagnetic radiations, consisting
of discrete lines and bands corresponding to the neutrals, atomic, ionic species of the plume, and a broad
underlying continuum. These discrete lines, which provide the "spectral signatures" of the material, are used to
develop the qualitative and quantitative analytical information of the sample. In principle, LIBS can directly
address and simultaneously detect atomic and molecular species of all types of samples in its surrounding
environment using a single laser shot. Like any other analytical technique, LIBS is not without its limitations.
LIBS has higher limit of detection (LOD), shot-to-shot variations, and sample matrix effect compared to other
spectroscopic techniques2.
During the last two decades, there has been considerable progress in exploring LIBS's different applications,
including remote material assessment in nuclear power stations, geological elemental analysis in space
exploration, and other industrial applications3. Because of its intrinsic versatility, LIBS has been widely used for
metallic alloy identification and classification. The mechanical, structural, and electrical properties of an alloy
strongly depend on its composition. The copper alloys are widely used for industrial applications because of its
wear-resistance, electrical and thermal conductivity, and corrosion resistance properties. In the present work, we
investigated the feasibility of the LIBS method for elemental identification, and alloy classification of two most
commonly used copper alloys (industrial grade Brass and Bronze).
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2. Experimental Details
A standard LIBS experimental setup has been used for recording the optical emission spectra of alloy samples. A
frequency-doubled nanosecond Nd:YAG laser beam (ʄ=532 nm, Ĳ 10 ns pulses) with 40 mJ pulse energy was
focused using a bi-convex lens (f = 25 cm) onto the target material at atmospheric pressure. The laser fluence at
the focal spot was approximately F § J/cm2, which is higher than the threshold fluence needed to ablate the
Cu alloy targets. Optical emission from the laser-produced plasma (LPP) was collimated and focused using two
bi-convex lenses of focal lengths 15 cm and 10 cm, respectively. The focused light was collected using an optical
fiber, connected to a portable spectrometer (Ocean HDX-XR). The recorded LIBS spectra were then used for
qualitative elemental analysis and alloy classification.
3. Qualitative Elemental Analysis
The basis of any LIBS measurement is the plasma's emission spectrum, which contains information about the
elements present in the target material. Figure 1 represents the portions of the LIBS spectra recorded from Brass
(a & b) and Bronze (c & d) alloys at F = 100 J/cm2 under ambient conditions. The characteristic emission lines
and corresponding intensity information are essential for analyzing the sample, either qualitative or quantitative.
The qualitative analysis seeks to establish the presence of a particular element in the sample. The critical step is
identifying each emission line of a specific element in its neutral or ionized state. The emission peaks in the
LIBS spectrum are the characteristic of different elements present in the sample. We developed a computer
program to identify the intense peaks in the LIBS spectra. Comparing these emission lines with the NIST atomic
spectra database and the Kurucz database identifies the elements present in the multi-element samples4, 5.
Figure 1: LIBS spectra of
Brass and Bronze alloy
recorded at F=100 J/cm2
under ambient conditions.
The persistent lines of Cu,
Zn and Sn are marked in
the spectra.

Fig. 1(a) and 1(b) represents the characteristic emission lines of copper and zinc in the Brass alloy, whereas Fig.
1(c) and (d) shows the same for copper and tin in the Bronze sample. The essential spectroscopic data of the
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persistent lines (of Cu, Zn, Sn) used for the qualitative elemental analysis and sorting of alloys are shown in table
1. Spectroscopic data, along with intensity information, can be used for abundance estimation of any multielement samples. We have also observed persistent and strong lines of Nitrogen and Oxygen at wavelengths
567.75 nm, 593.908 nm, 744.509 nm, 868.546 nm and 777.349 nm, 844.633 nm 927.194 nm respectively, which
is due to the breakdown of the ambient atmosphere at the laser focal spot6. Since the characteristic emission lines
of constituent elements are in the 460-690 nm region, our study indicates that LIBS in the visible region is
sufficient to sort copper alloys based on their composition.
Wavelength
(nm)
510.554 (Cu I)
515.323 (Cu I)
521.820 (Cu I)
468.013 (Zn I)
472.215 (Zn I)
481.053 (Zn I)
558.881 (Sn II)
645.354 (Sn II)
684.418 (Sn II)

Energy
Lower – Upper
(eV)
1.388 – 3.816
3.785 – 6.191
3.186 – 6.192
4.006 – 6.654
4.029 – 6.654
4.077 – 6.654
8.853 – 11.071
7.053 – 8.973
7.053 – 8.864

Transition
Lower - Upper

Term Symbol
Lower - Upper

Degeneracy
Lower - Upper

3dଽ 4s ଶ - 3dଵ 4p
3dଵ 4p - 3dଵ 4d
3dଵ 4p - 3dଵ 4d
3dଵ 4s 4p - 3dଵ 4s 5s
3dଵ 4s 4p - 3dଵ 4s 5s
3dଵ 4s 4p - 3dଵ 4s 5s
5s ଶ 5d - 5s ଶ 4f
5s ଶ 6s - 5s ଶ 6p
5s ଶ 6s - 5s ଶ 6p

2

D 5/2 - 2P 3/2
2
P 1/2 - 2D 3/2
2
P 3/2 - 2D 5/2
3
P 0 - 3S 1
3
P 1 - 3S 1
3
P 2 - 3S 1
2
D 3/2 - 2F 5/2
2
S 1/2 - 2P 3/2
2
S 1/2 - 2P 1/2

6-4
2-4
4-6
1-3
3-3
5-3
4-6
2-4
2-2

Table 1: Spectroscopic data of persistent lines (of Cu, Zn, Sn) used for the qualitative elemental analysis of alloy
samples
4. Computational Method for Data Analysis.
Qualitative analysis of a LIBS spectrum is a repetitive and tedious process. For complex substances such as
alloys with more than one element present in them, manually looking for each element would take up much time.
The repetitive process can be automated using computational methods. The current algorithm takes up a LIBS
spectrum and processes it to find the peaks above a certain intensity baseline. The intensity baseline is placed to
eliminate noise that is captured by the spectrometer. If not eliminated, the noisy peaks might interfere with the
algorithm and be detected as other elements and might cause a false-positive result. The algorithm then uses a
standard database imported from the available NIST Atomic Spectra Database and compares the peaks with lines
of all the database elements. The database provides the wavelength, relative intensity, species designation,
transition probabilities, energies and quantum numbers of the upper and lower levels. We used a Hit interval
(probable wavelength shift in experimental data) of 0.2 nm and appropriate intensity cut off for analyzing
different portions of LIBS spectra. The element would be considered to be present if at least three peaks match
with persistent or strong lines in the database. All these parameters in the program are variables and can be
modified according to the need. The algorithm has provisions to check custom lists of elements, and hence the
choice of whether to use strong or persistent lines is available. Based on set criteria such as Hit interval and
intensity cut off, the algorithm then assigns an element as present or absent. This process is repeated for each
element in the checklist which can be custom-defined. The program gives back a list of elements that satisfy the
given criteria and classifies the material into different alloys. Fig. 2 shows the screenshot of the output of the
spectrum analysis software. The vertical lines in each spectrum show the persistent lines of constituent elements
in the alloy targets. The computational method provides a fast, convenient, and effective platform for elemental
detection and sorting of alloys based on their elemental composition.
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Figure 2: Screenshot of the
output of the spectrum analysis
software.

The

vertical

lines

represent the persistent lines of
constituent elements present in
Brass and Bronze alloys.

Conclusion
We investigated the feasibility of laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy method for elemental detection and
alloy classification. A nanosecond Nd:YAG laser was used to ablate the Brass and Bronze alloys at atmospheric
pressure condition, and a portable fiber optic spectrometer was used to record the optical emission spectra. The
persistent and strong lines of Cu, Zn, and Sn were used to confirm the elemental composition, and differentiate
the alloy samples. An indigenously developed spectral analysis software provides a fast, convenient and efficient
way of elemental detection and sorting of alloys based on their composition.
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Abstract
The results of a Raman spectroscopic study on pure ghee (made from cow and buffalo milk) and vanaspati are
presented. A home-built Raman set up with 532 nm excitation was used to measure Raman spectra from the
pure ghee and vanaspati samples. Though the spectra of all the samples were seen to be primarily characterized
by the Raman peaks characteristic of hydrocarbon molecules and carbonyl group of esters, significant spectral
differences across various Raman bands were observed between vanaspati and both the types of pure ghee.
While the pure ghee made from buffalo milk showed enhanced contribution of the Raman signatures of
saturated fatty acids as compared to vanaspati, a number of significantly different Raman bands characteristic of
beta carotenoids were observed for the pure ghee made from cow milk with respect to the vanaspati indicating
inherent compositional differences.
Introduction
Pure ghee, made from either cow or buffalo milk, is a form of clarified butter which is widely used in the Indian
subcontinent as a cooking medium. In addition to its culinary uses, ghee also plays a major role in the traditional
Indian system of medicine. It is an effective delivery medium for hydrophobic drugs used in Ayurveda. The
major components of pure ghee are the fats (99% or above). Most of this fat is saturated and is primarily made
up of triglycerides, with much smaller quantities of diglycerides, minute amounts of free fatty acids,
phospholipids and sterols, and traces of vitamins A, D, E, and K1–2. A less-expensive variant of ghee, known as
vanaspati, is prepared by hydrogenation of vegetable cooking oil such as palm oil and is widely popular in India
as a cheaper substitute of pure ghee. However, vanaspati contains trans fats, which increases the risk of coronary
heart disease upon consumption3. Moreover, traces of nickel and lead often found to be present in vanaspati are
known to be toxic to human health.
Since the physical properties of both pure ghee and vanaspati are alike, unscrupulous vendors often adulterate
pure ghee with vanaspati for commercial benefits. At present, there does not exist any method which can
provide, in a rapid and non-destructive way, insight into the chemical composition of pure ghee and vanaspati
that can form the basis of quantitative discrimination between the two.
Raman spectroscopy, essentially a vibrational spectroscopic technique, has garnered a great deal of interest in
recent years for monitoring foodstuff. Its attractiveness comes from its ability to provide quantitative
information about the chemical composition of any material in a non-destructive manner. Basically, it probes the
vibrational energy levels of molecules, and specific peaks in the Raman spectrum correspond to particular
chemical bonds or bond groups. Because of its chemical specificity, it is expected to discern the subtle changes
in the chemical composition between pure ghee and vanaspati.
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We report here the results of an exploratory study carried out to evaluate the applicability of Raman
spectroscopy for characterizing pure ghee (made from cow and buffalo milk) and vanaspati. The objective is to
assess whether pure ghee can be differentiated from vanaspati based on the measured Raman spectral signatures
of the two.
Materials and method
Figure 1 shows the schematic of the experimental set-up for the Raman spectroscopic measurements. The set up
uses a 532 nm diode-pumped solid-state laser (EXLSR-532-300-CDRH, Newport corporation) for Raman
excitation. Combination of a half-wave plate and a polarizer controls the power of the laser on the sample plane.
The dichroic mirror reflects the excitation light which is passed through an objective lens for focusing it onto the
surface of the cuvette containing the sample. The Raman signal backscattered from the sample following
removal of the elastically scattered excitation component is focused onto the tip of a detection fiber connected to
a Raman spectrograph equipped with a thermoelectrically cooled, back-illuminated, deep depletion CCD camera
for spectral measurements.
Pure ghee made from cow as well as buffalo milk and vanaspati purchased from the local market were used in
the present study. Prior to the Raman measurements, the samples of ghee or vanaspati were taken in a glass
beaker, which was then put in a hot water bath until the samples were transformed into their liquid form.
Subsequently, 3.5ml of the liquid sample was put in a quartz cuvette and thawed to the room temperature for
measuring Raman spectra. For each of the samples of ghee or vanaspati, the Raman spectra were recorded from
five different spatial locations across the surface of the cuvette containing the sample. The optical power
delivered onto the sample was ~50 mW and spectral acquisition time was 5 seconds.

Figure 1: Schematic of experimental arrangement of Raman system

Results and Discussion
Figure 2(a) shows the mean-normalized Raman spectra measured from vanaspati (shown by red colored line)
and pure ghee made from cow milk (shown by black colored line). Each spectrum is the average over the
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spectra acquired in five different measurements. The grey colored background represents ±1 standard deviation.
It is apparent from the figure that the spectra of both vanaspati and pure ghee are characterized by a few
common Raman bands occurring at 968, 1063, 1083, 1265, 1300, 1440, 1650, 1747 cm-1. These bands are
known to correspond to different modes of vibration of fatty acids4-5. However, one can see that the spectrum of
pure ghee made from the cow milk has some additional Raman bands appearing at 1008, 1150 and 1525 cm-1.
These Raman bands, believed to be characteristic of beta carotenoids4-5, are absent in the spectrum of vanaspati.
For a better understanding of the spectral differences between vanaspati and pure ghee made from cow milk, a
difference spectrum was derived from the measured Raman spectra of the two. Figure 2(b) plots the difference
spectrum. The grey band in the difference spectrum shows the confidence interval, calculated by multiplying
the standard error with a t-value corresponding to 95% confidence and the degrees of freedom equal to sum of
total spectra minus one. The Raman bands, which lie outside this confidence interval, represent the bands of
statistically significant spectral differences. One can see that significant spectral differences exist at 1008, 1150
and 1525 cm-1, where intensity values are considerably higher in the Raman spectra of pure ghee made from
cow milk indicating contribution of beta carotenoids. Statistically significant spectral differences are also
present at 968, 1265, 1440, 1570 and 1650 cm-1 where intensity values are higher in the Raman spectra of
vanaspati indicating higher contribution of fatty acids in vanaspati.

Figure 2: (a) Measured Raman spectra of pure ghee made from cow milk (black line) and vanaspati (red line). (b)
Difference Raman spectrum of vanaspati subtracted from pure ghee made from cow milk.

Figure 3(a) shows the mean-normalized Raman spectra measured from vanaspati (shown by red colored line)
and from a pure ghee sample made from buffalo milk (shown by black colored line). Each spectrum is the
average over the spectra acquired in five different measurements. The grey colored background represents ±1
standard deviation. It is apparent from the figure that the spectra from both vanaspati and pure ghee made from
buffalo milk are characterized by Raman bands characteristic of fatty acids only and unlike pure ghee from cow
milk, Raman signatures characteristic of beta carotenoids are absent in the spectrum of pure ghee from the
buffalo milk. However, significant differences in the intensities across all the Raman bands are clearly visible in
the spectra which are evident from figure 3(b) that plots the difference spectrum between the two. It can be seen
that the intensities of all the Raman bands (at 840-890, 1063, 1083, 1300, 1440 cm-1) characteristic of saturated
fats are significantly higher in the spectra of buffalo ghee as compared to vanaspati indicating higher relative
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contribution of saturated fats4-5 in the pure ghee made from buffalo milk. In contrast, the intensities of Raman
bands at ~ 968, 1265, 1570 and 1650 cm-1 characteristic of the vibration modes of unsaturated fats are found to
be considerably higher in vanaspati as compared with pure ghee made from buffalo milk indicating higher
relative contribution of unsaturated fats in vanaspati.

Figure 3: (a) Measured Raman spectra of pure ghee made from buffalo milk (black line) and vanaspati (red line). (b)
Difference Raman spectrum of vanaspati subtracted from pure ghee made from buffalo milk.

The results of the study suggest that Raman spectroscopy has potential for rapid characterization and
differentiation of the pure cow and buffalo ghee from vanaspati.
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Abstract: The results of an exploratory study to evaluate the potential of Raman spectroscopy for monitoring
the temperature-induced changes in mustard oil are presented. A home-built Raman set up with 785 nm
excitation was used to measure Raman spectra from mustard oil heated at various WHPSHUDWXUHVXSWRႏ for
varying time durations. While the spectra were observed to show changes across various Raman bands for the
oil heated at and EH\RQG ႏ, these spectral changes were the most significant at higher temperatures near
ႏ indicating deterioration of natural ingredients of oil along with formation of oxidation products due to
heating. The results suggest that heating of oil at WHPSHUDWXUHVEHWZHHQႏ-ႏLVVDIHIRUthe purpose of
cooking.
Introduction
Mustard oil, primarily used as cooking oil, is essentially a vegetable oil which is an important source of
nutrition. It mainly consists of oleic acid, erucic acid and linoleic acid1. In addition, it also contains good
amount of vitamin E, vitamin A and pigments like chlorophyll that add to its nutritional value. Though mustard
oil is widely used for cooking in northern and north-eastern belts of India thereby making it the country’s
second most important edible oil after groundnut, the temperature at which the oil can be heated during cooking
so as to keep its nutritional value intact is not known to date.
In order to find the temperature that can be considered safe for cooking with mustard oil, it is important
to know how heating of the oil at various temperatures may lead to alterations in its chemical composition.
Since Raman spectroscopy, a vibrational spectroscopic technique, has the intrinsic ability to detect molecular
information in a material, it is expected that the technique will be able to discern subtle chemical changes
associated with heating thereby making it particularly suited for determining the safe cooking temperature(s) for
the mustard oil. We report here an exploratory study to evaluate the potential of near-infrared (NIR) Raman
spectroscopy for monitoring the temperature-induced changes in mustard oil.
Materials and Methods
Figure 1 shows the schematic of the experimental set-up for the NIR Raman measurements. The set up
uses a 785nm diode laser (CL-2000, CrystaLaser) for Raman excitation. The output of the laser is collimated by
the achromatic doublet lens and is passed through the laser clean up filter. The beam then falls on the dichroic
filter which reflects the laser light onto the sample through the microscope objective lens. The backscattered
Raman signal is collected by the same objective lens and is passed through the dichroic filter which transmits
the beam to the notch filter to separate the Rayleigh scattered light from the collected output signal. The beam is
then passed through the lens which couples it to the Raman spectrograph (SR-303iA, Andor Shamrock)
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equipped with a thermoelectrically cooled, back-illuminated, deep depletion CCD camera (DU416A-LDC-DD,
Andor).
Mustard oil purchased from the local market was used in the present study. For the Raman
measurements, 120μL of the oil was put in shallow round dip created on a metal substrate made of aluminium
and the Raman excitation beam was made to fall on the oil from the top. Raman spectra were measured from
the oil at room temperature as well as from the heated oil. For heating, 30ml of the oil was taken in a bottle
made of borosilicate glass and heated at 75ႏႏDQGႏXVLQJDPLFURZDYHRYHQThese temperatures
were chosen as they are close to home cooking and frying temperatures (pan frying temperature is around
ႏQRUPDOIU\LQJWHPSHUDWXUHLVDURXQGႏ-ႏDQGGHHSIU\LQJWHPSHUDWXUHVLVKLJKHUWKDQႏ 
Raman spectra were recorded from the samples of oil heated at each of these temperatures for varying durations
of time (30 minutes, 1 hr, 2hrs and 3hrs). In order for recording Raman spectra of oil heated at a particular
temperature for a chosen time duration, 120μL of the oil was taken out from the glass bottle kept in the
microwave oven where it was heated at that particular temperature for that chosen time duration leaving the
bottle containing the remaining oil in the oven for getting heated for longer time durations at that temperature.
This process was repeated for completing measurements from oil heated for various time durations at a
particular temperature as well as for different temperatures.

Figure 1. Schematic of the Raman experimental setup.
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Results and Discussions
Fig. 2(a) shows the Raman spectrum of mustard oil at room temperature (before heating). The spectrum is the
average of the Raman spectra measured from five different spatial points of the samples. The integration time
used for the spectral measurements was 1 s, five accumulations and the laser power measured at the sample
surface was ~60 mW. One can see that the spectrum is characterized by a number of Raman bands located
between 800 cmí to 1800 cmí which correspond to particular chemical bonds or bond groups. For example,
the Raman band at 865 cmí is assigned to phospholipids2,3, the band at 970cmí, corresponding to out of phase
HC=CH wag vibration of cis double bonds, is assigned to fatty acids methyl esters2,4, the bands between 10631083cmí are assigned to saturated fatty acids2 and the relatively smaller bands at 1156cmí and 1526cmí are
assigned to beta carotenoids2. Similarly, the bands at 1264cmí corresponds to =CH bending, scissoring and
1300cmí corresponding to C-H bending, twisting, the Raman band at 1440cmí is assigned to the saturated
fatty acids2, the 1656cmí band corresponds to cis double bond stretching for unsaturation and the 1748cmí
band has been assigned to ester stretching triacylglycerol5,6.

Figure 2. Raman spectrum of (a) non-heated mustard oil used in the study, (b) mustard oil heated at 75౯, (c)
mustard oil heated at 125౯ and (d) mustard oil heated at 200౯.
Figs. 2(b)- 2(d) display the mean normalized 5DPDQ VSHFWUD FRUUHVSRQGLQJ WR PXVWDUG RLOV KHDWHG DW ႏ
ႏDQGႏIRU varying durations of time (30 mins, 1hr, 2hrs and 3hrs). A close look at the figures shows
the following points which are worth noting. It can be seen that while the Raman spectra of the mustard oil
KHDWHGDWႏGRQRWVKRZDQ\DSSUHFLDEOHFKDQJHVDVFRPSDUHGto that of the mustard oil at room temperature
(non-heated) irrespective of the durations of heating, when the temperature was raised to ႏ, spectral
changes start becoming appreciable and gradually get more prominent with the increase in the duration of
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heating. For example, one can see that the intensities of the Raman bands at 1156 and 1526 cm-1 get reduced in
the heated oil and the amount of reduction increases with the increase in the duration of heating. The plausible
reason for this reduction in the Raman intensity appears to be the deterioration of beta carotene present in the
oil2,7. When the oil is further heated to 200Ԩ, considerable changes were observed at Raman bands from
1220cm-1 to 1329cm-1. This indicates change in lipid structure due to the oxidation and formation of toxic
aldehydes8. The ratio of intensities of Raman bands at 1264cm-1 and 1300cm-1bands can be used to determine
the loss of unsaturation in the heated samples2,8. It is also evident from the figure that characteristic Raman peak
of beta carotene at 1526cm-1 is completely destroyed after half an hour of heating and a shifted band appears at
1493cm-1 which may be due to the isomerization of beta carotene9. The intensity of 1493cm-1 band also
increases with the duration of heating. The decrease in intensity of 1440cm-1 Raman band indicates the
oxidation of saturated fatty acids with heating2.
The results of this preliminary study appear to suggest that WKHWHPSHUDWXUHUDQJHEHWZHHQႏ-ႏcan be
considered safe for cooking with mustard oil. This is because Raman spectra of the oil heated at temperatures in
this range did not show any visible changes in any of the Raman bands clearly suggesting that heating through
this temperature range does not cause any appreciable changes in the chemical composition of the mustard oil
(from its non-heated state).
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Abstract: Isotopically pure 176Yb is a pre-requisite for production of the medical isotope 177Lu in nuclear reactor
using no carrier added route, demanding highly enriched (> 97%) isotope separation of this isotope from its
natural abundance of 12.73%. Resonance ionization mass spectroscopy is performed to precisely determine laser
wavelengths pertaining to the three-step photoionization scheme available in literature for selective ionization of
176

Yb. Further, a protocol is developed to mimic the separation process in a time of flight mass spectrometer and

qualify laser parameters like wavelength, intensities, etc. to achieve desired enrichment.

Introduction
Lutetium-177 is one of the most important medical isotopes, currently high in demand for its two-fold
applications in radiopharmaceutical industry of diagnostic as well as therapeutic. Albeit it is not existed in
nature, it can be produced by two routes namely neutron irradiation of
very low neutron absorption cross-section as compared to

176

owing to its potential of no carrier added production of

176

Yb or

176

Lu[1]. The isotope

176

Yb has

Lu, nevertheless the Yb route is gaining popularity

177

Lu. For high specific activity production of the

medical isotope, highly pure Yb-176 is a pre-requisite. Recently we demonstrated enrichment of 176Yb from its
natural compositon to > 97% by selective three-step photoionization employing single mode process dye lasers
developed in-house. This paper presents our work on precise determination of the laser wavelengths pertaining
to selective photoionization of

176

Yb using a time of flight mass spectrometer (TOFMS). Further, the selective

ionization process was mimicked in the TOFMS and laser parameters like their intensities were optimized to
achieve spectroscopic selectivity of > 99% for 176Yb and qualify the process.
The seven naturally occuring isotopes of ytterbium are
(21.82%),

173

Yb(16.13%),

174

Yb (31.84%), and

176

168

Yb (0.13%),170Yb (3.03%),

171

Yb (14.31%),

172

Yb

Yb (12.73%). Owing to its fully filled 4f subshell and two

valence electrons, it has simpler atomic structure with ground level configuration 4f146s2 1S0. The first ionisation
potential of Yb I is 6.25 eV (50441cm-1)[2]. The most efficient three-step photoionization (PI) scheme for Yb
available in literarure is 6s2 1S 0 (0 cm-1) o6s6p 3P 1 (17992 cm-1)o 4f136s26p (7/2, 3/2) 2 (35197 cm-1) o
4f136p26s (52353cm-1) as shown in Figure-1[3]. The constituent energy levels and transitions of this scheme are
well characterized in literature for their spectroscopic parameters like isotope shifts, hyperfines structures, level
life times, excitation cross-sections, etc [3,4,5, 6]. The odd isotopes of Yb exhibit hyperfine structure and its spread
encompasses the spectral lines corresponding to even isotopes. Reported separation of

176

Yb transition lines in

first and second step from the closest neighbouring spectral features of other isotopes is 954 MHz and 316 MHz
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respectively as shown in Figure-2. Consequently efficient isotope separation of

176

Yb using this scheme

necessitates use of single mode(SM) lasers with linewidths 250 MHz for desired isotipoc enrichment of > 97%
in first and second steps of the photoionization ladder. The ionizing transition at 582.7 nm shows a broad line
shape (~13cm-1) and thus a multi-mode laser can be used as third step laser.
Continuum
52353 cmоϭ
582.7 nm
4f136s26p (7/2,3/2)2 35197
cm-1
581.027 nm
4f146s6p

3P o
1

17992 cm-1

555.6 nm
4f146s2

1S

0

0 cm-1

Figure-2: Spectral features of Yb isotopes in the vicinity of the
Yb spectral lines pertaining to first and second step excitations

Figure-1: Three-step selective
photoionization scheme for Yb

176

Experimental
The experimental set up consists of two main modules: three pulsed dye laser systems (two stabilised single
mode lasers for excitation and one broadband laser for ionization) pumped by CVL/DPSSL lasers and a linear
TOFMS integrated with a water-cooled resistively heated effusive atomic vapour source. Both the modules are
indigenously designed and developed. Details of design and development of both single mode process lasers and
TOFMS are presented as separate papers. Well-collimated atomic beam of Yb was generated by resistively
heating few hundred mg of Yb in metal form placed inside a tantalum oven made from rolling tantalum foil into
a cylinder of 60-70mm length and 5-6mm diameter. The reduced Doppler width of the atomic lines in the
interaction zone is calculated theoretically to be ~ 100MHz. The average output power of the dye lasers of pulse
repetition rate of 6.25 kHz was approximately 30mW at 555nm, 100mW at 581nm and 1.9W at 582nm. The
laser wavelengths were monitored by M/s. Angstrom, Russia make wave meter Model No- WS UL. Combined
beam of all the three lasers was sent through the interaction zone of TOFMS to overlap with Yb atomic beam.
The resulting mass spectra from TOFMS were monitored on a digital storage oscilloscope and recorded for
further analysis.
Results and Discussion
TOFMS is a fast and powerful diagnostic tool for understanding kinematics and dynamics involved in selective
resonant photoionization processes and becomes a natural choice to cater to the objective of this work. The
qualification of lasers and their wavelength determination was performed stepwise.
Step-I: All the lasers were operated in multi-mode configuration (typical line widths ~ 9 GHz for O 1 and O 2 , ~ 3
GHz for O 3 ) and set in resonance with respective transitions of

176

Yb PI scheme as shown in Figure-1. The

reported transition wavelengths served as starting point for this. Using the isotope shifts data from literature, O 1
and O 2 were tuned to maximize
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starting point for precise wavelength tuning. The mass spectra recorded after optimization of O 1 and O 2 are
shown in Figure-3. They clearly indicate ionization of all Yb isotopes.
Step-II: O 1 was set in SM configuration followed by its fine tuning to maximize 176Yb ion yield. It improved the
enrichment of 176Yb drastically as illustrated in Figure-4.

TOF Signal, V

TOF Signal, au

0

-0.01

-0.02
168

170

172

174

176

-1

166

178

168

170

172

M, amu

174

176

178

M, amu

Figure-3: Mass spectra of Yb isotopes with
all lasers in multimode configuration after
setting O1 and O2 to obtain maximum ion
yield of 176Yb (line widths of first and second
laser ~9 GHz; of third laser ~ 3 GHz)..

Figure-4: Resonant photoionization spectra in
TOFMS showing Yb isotopes with O1 in single mode
and O2, O3 in multimode configuration. There is
remarkable improvement in selectivity of 176Yb as
evident from spectra.

Step-III: Subsequently, the second step laser was set in SM configuration followed by its fine tuning to
maximize 176Yb ion yield. With both first and second steps excited by SM lasers of line widths ~ 100 MHz, the
selectivity of ionization process enhanced further as can be seen in Figure-5. Narrow line widths of ~ 100 MHz
of the first and second step lasers had two-fold effect on the ionization process. Firstly, it improved isotopic
selectivity of 176Yb . Secondly, the ionization efficiency of the targeted isotope significantly enhanced compared
to multimode lasers owing to better spectral density of photons causing first step and second step excitations.
The transition wavelengths for 176Yb determined in the above process are given in Table-1.
Table-1: Transition wavelengths for selective three-step photoionization of 176Yb
Ȝ 1 (cm-1)
17991.969

Ȝ 2 (cm-1)
17205.088

Ȝ 3 (cm-1)
17156.49

Further, the dependence of selectivity on laser intensities was evaluated. At higher intensities, even with SM
lasers, other isotopes were seen owing to saturation broadening. When O 1 and O 2 pulse energies were reduced to
~< 5 and 16 ʅJ/pulse respectively, which were focussed to an area of ~ 3 mm2 in the laser-atom interaction
region of TOFMS, isotopic enrichment S 176 of > 99% was achieved for 176Yb with an enrichment factor Į 176 of
1047 as shown in Figure-5. Here, isotopic enrichment S 176 is defined as the fractional abundance of

176

Yb ions

in the Yb photo-ions generated during selective photoionization while enrichment factor Į 176 is defined as the
ratio of fractional abundance of

176

Yb in Yb photo-ions (product) to its natural fractional abundance (feed).

Before the enrichment experiment, laser intensities intended for actual experiments were applied and tested for
selectivity in TOFMS to ensure enrichment of > 99% for
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replicated in TOFMS and qualified. It may be noted that TOFMS spectra illustrate spectroscopic enrichment
while in actual enrichment experiment; overall enrichment is expected to be lower than this value owing to
factors like non-selective pick up, neutral vapour deposition on product collectors, etc. By employing the single
mode lasers and the transition wavelengths with intensities qualified by above procedure an enrichment of 
97% was realized for

176

Yb with production rate of ~ 3 mg/hr in experimental demonstration of

176

Yb isotope

separation.
Yb- 171

172

174

173

176

0.0

Yb-174
Area=-6.200E-10
TOF Signal, V

Figure-5: Mass spectrum of Yb isotopes
showing selective photoionization of Yb-176
with enrichment factor of ~ 1047 and
selectivity of 99.35%. The laser energies for
first and second step excitation are ~
5PJ/pulse and 16 PJ/pulse respectively
focused to ~ 3 mm2. Here, isotopic enrichment
S176 is defined as the fractional abundance of
176Yb ions in the Yb photo-ions generated
during selective photoionization while
HQULFKPHQWIDFWRUĮLVGHILQHGDVWKHUDWLR
of fractional abundance of 176Yb in Yb photoions (product) to its natural fractional
abundance (feed).

-0.5

D176 = 1070
-1.0

S176 = 99.35%

Area=-9.662E-08
-1.5
36.4

Yb-176
36.6

36.8

37.0
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Time of Flight, Ps

Conclusion
We have successfully demonstrated three-step selective photoionization of
transition wavelengths for three step resonant photoionisation of

176

176

Yb from natural Yb sample. The

Yb were precisely determined to the

accuracy of ± 30MHz. Protocol/methodology was established for qualification of selective photoionization
process in terms of laser wavelengths, intensities and spectroscopic selectivity by using TOFMS as diagnostic
tool. The protocol was successfully used for laser qualification during laser isotope separation experiment to
realize production of ~ 97% enriched 176Yb at ~ 3 mg/hr.
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Abstract
Though Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) is a promising analytical method to monitor heavy
metals in aqueous solutions on-site, its sensitivity for such studies is still a problem. Most of the LIBS
investigations were performed on solid and gas samples that provide a uniform surface, greater reproducibility,
and sensitivity. In this work, we focus on investigating the performance of the liquid LIBS technique using drop
coating deposition on different substrates. Our results reveal that this system may be useful in designing a robust
method for trace elemental detection in environmental samples. An attempt has been made to investigate the
presence and bioaccumulation of metallic elements in Swarna river water at Udupi using a developed laser
induced breakdown spectroscopy technique.
Introduction
Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) is the most promising technique for the rapid quantification of
trace metals in common fluids. Research in liquid sample studies using Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy
(LIBS) is a rapidly growing research field [1,2]. The studies range from different experimental configuration to
the development of new plasmonic nanoparticle assisted enhancing substrates for real-world applications[3].
Thus, even for specialists, it is a very challenging task to handle liquid samples as compared to solid specimens.
It is a fast method that requires little or no sample preparation. Unfortunately, laser-generated plasmas in liquids
present several experimental challenges[4]. When the plasma is induced by nanosecond laser pulse inside the
liquid bulk, fast quenching of laser-induced plasma occurs,[5] and atomic emission becomes weak in its
intensity having a short lifetime. This work communicates the feasibility of LIBS to analyze the liquid samples
using three different substrates viz. glass, Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA), Teflon using dried droplet
analysis. The experimental method consists of sample deposition, drying and analyzing steps. Micro volumes of
droplets are manually loaded onto different substrates using calibrated micropipette and dried using microwave
oven. The developed SELIBS substrate can currently be fabricated on a large scale at relatively low-cost, toward
real-world applications in biomedical and environmental fields.
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2. Experimental
2.1 Drop coating deposition
For overcoming the well-known drawback and difficulties arises from the physical properties of the liquid
sample substrate coating method can be used. Liquid to solid conversion can be done by drying liquid solution
on a suitable solid substrate. The sample deposition can be performed either by dipping the substrate on to the
solution or drying the microliters of the solution onto the substrate. This approach will help to reduce expense
and system complexity. One of the main advantages of this approach is the lack of experimental modification,
thereby reducing the cost and system complexity. Figure.1 shows a schematic diagram of drop coating
deposition, which includes loading, drying, and LIBS analysis.

Figure.1 Schematic diagram of drop coating deposition
3. Result and discussion
3.1 Liquid studies using the drop coating method
In order to explore this observation, we started our work on drop coating with glass as a substrate. 1000ppm
copper sulfate solution was prepared by dissolving copper sulfate on de-ionized water. 10ul of 1000ppm copper
sulfate solution was deposited on the glass slide surface using a micropipette. To measure how many shots were
necessary to completely remove the deposited analyte particle from the substrate itself. The variation of CuI521.8 line intensity as a function of the number of laser shots, of 6mJ, fired at an area of Cu deposited substrate
is plotted in Fig. 2. This investigation was carried out by monitoring the intensity decrease of the Cu emission
intensity at 500-525 nm wavelength regions as a function of the number of laser shots. The signal intensity
rapidly decreases with an increase in the number of laser shots. The decrease of signal intensity indicates the
removal of Cu from the irradiated sample area. It can be seen that about five shots are required to nullify the
spectral intensity, which most probably indicates the complete removal of Cu from the irradiated sample area.

Figure.2 a) Decrease of 1000ppm Cu emission intensity as a function of the number of laser shots focused on a
glass slide to remove deposited analyte b) Calibration curve of Cu built by using a glass slide
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Different concentrations of Cu solutions were monitored by the drop coating deposition method on glass slide
substrate. The analyte sample with different concentrations (Cu 200mg/L – 1000mg/L) was analyzed.10ul of the
solution was used for each measurement and recorded by single pulses having energy 6mJ. Five LIBS spectra
were recorded from different spots to evaluate the standard deviation. Figure.7 depicts the calibration curves of
the Cu (324.8 nm) emission line. Data points represent the average signal to background(S/B) ratio of five
spectra and error bars represent the standard deviations.
3.2 Detection of trace elements in Swarna river water
Nowadays, owing to haphazard urbanization and industrialization, the quality and quantity of water are turning
out to be a major threat to mankind. The river water is becoming polluted day by day due to industrialization,
urbanization, sewage waste, increase in population, dead bodies burning ash, and agricultural practices. The
optimized drop coating deposition method was used for detecting trace elements in Swarna river water from
malpe in the Udupi district.

Fig.3. LIBS spectra of Swarna river water using drop coating deposition
The LIBS spectrum of Swarna river water has been recorded using the drop coating deposition method in the
spectral region 300–800 nm and is shown in Fig. 3. The recorded spectrum consists of the number of atomic
emission lines of varying intensities. These LIBS emission lines have been recognized using NIST spectral data.
The recorded LIBS spectrum shows the presence of atomic lines of the macronutrients, (Na, K, Ca, Mg)
micronutrients (Fe, Zn, Cr, Sr), and toxic metals (Pb). Insets are also used in Fig. 3 to get the details in the
spectral ranges from 405 nm to 407 nm with enlarged intensity scales. The detected elements are presented in
Table .1 with their emission wavelength. ICP-OES studies on the same samples need to be conducted to confirm
these observations.

Table.1 Elemental species detected from the Swarna river.
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4. Conclusion
The present study demonstrates the capability of the LIBS technique for the elemental analysis of water samples
without sample treatment in a short duration. It is found that the limit of detection for all elements of interest in
drop coating deposition methods is better than direct bulk and liquid jet methods. The obtained result shows that
the developed drop coating deposition on the substrate is efficient for detecting trace elements in contaminated
environmental samples. Results demonstrate the analytical capability of the drop coating deposition method; as
a potential target material for liquid sample analysis by the LIBS technique. The main advantages of using drop
coating deposition in the liquid application are as follows: (1) It can avoid the problem of the sample
inhomogeneities and splashing (2) it provides a more stable signal than the bulk liquid and jet method; (3) it is
easier to perform calibrations since the sample can be coated and dried without affecting the optical alignment,
and (4) It can be applied in biomedical field where the sample quantity is limited. The drop coating deposition
has proven to be cable of detecting a very lower concentration using 10uL of analyte quantity with high
specificity, but achieving a single molecule in any highly diluted solutions (parts per trillion) remains a
challenge. The drop coating deposition study could be further extended by applying more robust sampling
enrichment and applying nanoparticles for enhancing the LIBS intensity.
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Speckle interferometry technique is recently used in different studies such as measuring large object
deformations by using temporal evolution of speckles

[1]

based on the temporal evolution of the speckle pattern

[2]

electronic speckle interferometry

[3]

. It has also been used to measure micron size particle
, as well as film thickness are determined based on the

. In this study, we obtained a surface topography of films using Speckle

Interferometry Technique. Simple experimental arrangement, non-destructive and non-contact measurement
mode are the salient features of this technique. When laser beam is incident on any rough or diffusive surface,
with the roughness to be order of the wavelength of incident light or more and smaller than coherence length of
incident laser beam, more likely we see a randomly distributed pattern containing spots of light formed with
varying sizes, which is a speckle pattern. In a speckle interferometry, we intentionally superpose it with a
coherent reference beam. As a result, we have an interference between a speckle field and the reference light
waves.
Experimental setup: We choose to implement on a Michelson interferometer geometry with one arm
containing the reference light wave and the other arm has specimen under study as shown in fig(1). We initially
setup the arrangement for zero path difference on the image plane. We record the interference pattern digitally
using CCD Camera at the screen position. Then, subsequently insert the reference sample as well as the desired
sample in the arms of the setup and acquire images at each instant. These images are subtracted by using code
written in MATLAB and the film thickness is obtained. In this work, we obtain the thickness of poly vinyl
alcohol – graphene oxide (PVA –GO) film by using speckle interferometry. Here the film was coated on a
cleaned and treated glass plate. First, we mount two identical glass plate without any film deposition in both the
arms of the interferometer set up and adjust to zero path difference to obtain the fringes due to glass plate alone.
For studying the thickness of film, the blank glass plate from the 2nd arm is replaced by film coated glass plate.
If the film surface is rough, then we got a speckle pattern on the image plane and the speckle pattern gives the
film information’s.

CCD

PC

BS

M1
Laser

P

M2

BE

Fig (1) Schematic of Michelson Interferometer. P: Polarizer, BE: Beam Expander, M: Mirror, BS : Beam
Splitter
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Principle: If a plane wave is incident normally on a film of thickness d, then the waves reflected from the upper
surface interfere with the waves reflected from the lower surface. It is clear that, the wave reflected from the
lower surface of the film traverses an additional optical path of 2݊݀, where ݊ represents the refractive index of
the material of the film. If the film is placed in air, then the wave reflected from the upper surface of the film
will undergo a sudden change LQSKDVHRIʌ7KHQWKHFRQGLWLRQ for destructive or constructive interference will
be given by,

2݊݀ = ൝

݊ߣ

݁ܿ݊݁ݎ݂݁ݎ݁ݐ݊ܫ ݁ݒ݅ݐܿݑݎݐݏ݁ܦ

1
൬݊ + ൰ ߣ
2

݁ܿ݊݁ݎ݂݁ݎ݁ݐ݊ܫ ݁ݒ݅ݐܿݑݎݐݏ݊ܥ

where ݊ = 0, 1, 2, … and ߣ represent the wavelength.
For the non-normal incidence, wave reflected from the upper surface of the film interfere with the wave
UHIOHFWHGIURPWKHORZHUVXUIDFHRIWKHILOP7KHODWHUWUDYHOVDQDGGLWLRQDORSWLFDOSDWKǻZKLFKLVJLYHQE\
ο = 2 ݊ଶ cos ߠ

(1)

Where ߠ is the angle of refraction and ݊ଶ is refractive index of the medium [4]
In the present study, we have two different set of images one with glass plate – glass plate and the other being
film coated glass plate– glass plate reflecting surfaces. The image obtained by glass plate – glass plate surfaces
is subtracted from the image obtained by film coated glass plate – glass plate surfaces to give the thickness of
the film. The intensity distributions are recorded using a digital camera, which produces electrical signals stored
in the computer memory in the form of digital JPEG image files. After capturing each file the intensity
distribution due to glass plate – glass plate is subtracted from that of film – glass plate in the computer and the
subtracted image is displayed on the monitor. This subtraction is performed by pixel by pixel (one pixel is
equivalent to 6.45 ߤm).
Preparation of PVA Solution: 5 wt% PVA solution is prepared using stirring with heating process. For this
1.25 g PVA is heated and mixed with 25 ml distilled water for 1 hr at 1000 C for getting transparent PVA
solution.
Preparation of 0.3 wt % PVA-GO solution: Graphene oxide is prepared through modified hummers’ method.
For 0.3 wt% PVA-GO solution, 5.1 mg of graphene oxide is dissolved in 1.6 mL distilled water using ultrasonication for 10 minutes to get GO solution first, Each 1.6 ml GO solution is slowly added to 2ml of PVA
solution under constant stirring for 40 minutes for obtaining PVA-GO solution.
Film Preparation: Doctor Blade method is used to make PVA-GO films. For this purpose 5 drops of composite
solution is dropped on a clean glass plate, and then casted on the entire surface by using another glass slide.
Resultant film is allowed to dry for 24 hrs for getting PVA-GO films
Result and Discussion: The resultant fringe patterns obtained from the interferometry arrangement is shown in
below. Fig.(a) represents the fringe pattern of reference beam due to the glass plate-glass plate combination. It is
a net like structure, represents the intersection of the interference pattern due to each glass plates placed on the
two mirror positions. Fig (b) represents the speckle pattern from the film surface alone. PVA – GO film is
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transparent in nature. I.e. a portion of the beam is transmitted through the film and the transmitted light intensity
is less. Therefore, the speckle pattern from the film surface may be arise due to the intensity distributions of the
scattered light from the upper and lower surfaces of PVA – GO film. Fig (c) gives the fringe pattern due to glass
plate-film combination. Compared to the reference beam, when film is inserted a change in the fringe pattern is
clearly visible. This change in the pattern contains film information. Fig (d) is the subtracted image of glass
plate- glass plate from glass plate – film image. This fringe represents the optical thickness of film alone. From
this, we can find out the thickness of film.

a

b

c

d

From the resultant specklegram, the difference between two points on consecutive bright or dark fringes along X
–axis or Y – axis and this difference multiplied by the pixHOVL]HRIȝPJLYHVWKHRSWLFDOWKLFNQHVVUsing
equation (1) thickness of film is obtained as around 56ȝP+HUHUHIUDFWLYHLQGH[RI39$-GO film is calculated
using Brewster angle method and is obtained as 1.51. Thickness of PVA-GO film is also compared using optical
PLFURVFRS\ KDYLQJ OHDVW FRXQW ȝP 7KH UHVXOW VKRZV JRRG DJUHement with the result from Speckle
Interferometry. For this, the measurements were carried out from the glass plate in which the film is coated.
Then the readings were taken out from the film surface. In addition, the subtracted Vernier scale positions give
the film thickness. The readings were carried out at least of five different positions on the film surface.
Moreover, it is fall in the range of 50 -6ȝP
Conclusion: In our study, we presented a simplest experimental arrangement to find out the thickness of films.
The main advantages of this work are, thickness was obtained in a non-contact mode only, which do not cause
any additional deformation on film surface and this arrangement is easy to set up and understand. Thickness of
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film measured using speckle interferometry is almost matched with the film thickness obtained from optical
microscopy.
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Abstract
Altering the laser beam profile from Gaussian to vortex beam using a spiral phase plate and subsequently using
it for optical trapping in an unconventional face-on orientation and for simultaneous micro-Raman spectroscopy
presents a prospect of studying conformational state of hemoglobin (Hb) molecules near the erythrocytes
membrane. In this study the Raman spectra recorded using the vortex as well as the Gaussian beam has been
compared to identify the oxygenation status of Hb molecules near the membrane and inside the bulk of the cell
respectively. We also discuss the possible reason for the observed difference in distribution of oxy/deoxy Hb
molecules inside the cell.
Introduction
The pursuit of methods for analysing the biomolecules with a view to get deeper insights into the biological
processes and early diagnosis of diseases is an ever-growing field of research. Among the methods, Raman
spectroscopy has been successfully employed to determine the molecular structure, its constituents, and
interaction between them 1. Raman spectroscopy relies on the inelastic scattering of light by the molecule and
carries the fingerprint rotational and vibrational information of the sample.
Erythrocytes are primarily responsible for carrying oxygen throughout the body. The erythrocytes concentration
in blood is approximated to be 4-6

109 cells/mL and are the most copious cells in humans. They are 6-8 m

in diameter and 2 m thick with a shape of biconcave disks 2. The Raman spectra of erythrocytes are dominated
by the vibrational modes from hemoglobin (Hb) as 33 % of erythrocytes is Hb by volume. There has been a
long-standing interest in the Raman spectroscopic investigation of erythrocytes; primarily due to oxy-deoxy
transition in erythrocytes that leads to significant structural modifications in Hb. This following research mainly
concentrates on obtaining Raman signals from erythrocytes trapped in face-on orientation using vortex beam
with a focus on obtaining Raman signals exclusively from the boundary of the cell.
Experimental
The experimental setup used for our experiment is shown in figure 1. The usage of 785 nm can be attributed to
WKH IROORZLQJ FRQVLGHUDWLRQV 7KH HIILFLHQF\ RI 5DPDQ VFDWWHULQJ KDV D Ȝ-4 dependency, indicating the
desirability of shorter wavelengths. However, the shorter wavelengths present the problem of laser-induced
photodamage. Moreover, the choice of 785 nm reduces the fluorescence effect that can mask the weak Raman
signals. Thus 785 nm appears to be the right choice 3. The Galilean type beam expander is used to overfill the
back aperture of the microscope objective so as to focus the light efficiently. The 1:1 telescopic arrangement is
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for quick correction on any possible misalignments and also for the sub-micron displacement of the focal spot.
The dichroic mirror is used for reflecting the laser beam while transmitting the Raman signals and visual light
from halogen lamp. The laser is focused on the sample by the objective lens and the backscattered light is
collected by the same objective and focused onto the spectrometer slit by an f/4 lens. The high pass edge filter is
used to remove the Rayleigh scattered signal and pass only the Raman signal to the spectrometer. The Raman
signal is dispersed using the Horiba Jobin Yvon iHR320 using 1200 grooves/mm grating blazed at 750 nm.
Signal detection is performed by liquid nitrogen cooled charge-coupled detector operating at 140 K.

CCD camera

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the micro-Raman setup
Spiral phase plate with topological charge m=12 was introduced into the aligned micro-Raman setup and we
could observe the laser beam with vortex or donut shaped profile. The inner diameter of the vortex beam was set
to about ȝm. This size for the donut focal spot of the vortex beam ensures optical trapping of erythrocytes
(6-ȝP E\LWVRXWHUULPDQGH[FLWHVVLPXOWDQHRXV5DPDQVFDWWHULQJ.
Results and Discussions
The introduction of spiral phase plate changed the laser profile from Gaussian to vortex having a central null
region with intensity distributed in a doughnut shape. The conversion was confirmed by taking the image of the
laser beam focussed using microscope objectives and are shown in figure 2A. Single, live erythrocytes were
trapped using a vortex beam both in face-on and edge-on orientation. Figure 2B shows the images and
schematic representation of optical trapping using Gaussian and vortex beams. The usage of the Gaussian beam
for trapping results in the flipping of erythrocytes to acquire edge-on orientation as shown in figure 2(B(a)).
This flipping of erythrocytes is to align its symmetry axis perpendicular to the beam axis to maximize the
overlap between cell and trapping beam We made a successful effort in trapping erythrocytes as a flat disc
(face-on orientation) using the vortex beam as shown in figure 2(B(b)). This required precise alignment of the
optical set up so that the intensity distribution throughout the rim of the vortex beam is uniform. The optical
force acting on the cell was perfectly balanced by fine adjustment of SPP using an XY translational stage.
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5 ߤm

c)

Figure 2. Image of the Gaussian and doughnut (vortex) beams focussed using 40x microscope objective(A).
Optical trapping of single, live RBC(B) using (a) Gaussian beam, (b) vortex beam (face-on orientation), (c)
vortex beam (edge-on orientation),
Micro-Raman spectroscopy measurements were performed on single, optically trapped erythrocytes using
Gaussian as well as vortex beams. During Raman measurement, the cell was trapped in an edge-on orientation
with the Gaussian beam and was trapped in face-on orientation while using the vortex beam. The single-cell
spectrum in both cases (Figure 3 and 4) has all prominent spectral features from hemoglobin, proteins, lipids and
carbohydrates. On comparing the spectral features of heme, it has been observed that the vortex beam excited
spectrum is dominated by the contribution from hemoglobin molecules in an oxygenated state whereas that
recorded using the Gaussian beam showed contributions from hemoglobin molecules in both oxygenated state
(oxy-state) and deoxygenated state (deoxy-state). The Raman frequencies at 672, 1222, 1373, 1397, 1559, 1616,
and 1637 cm-1 are relatively intense in vortex beam excited Raman spectra, whereas the peaks at 1116, 1522,
1548, and 1602 cm-1 are intense in the Gaussian beam exited spectra. Additionally, the peaks at 562 and 1564
cm-1 are present in former spectra, and peaks at 749, 1211, and 1607 cm-1 are present in the latter spectra. The
Raman peaks listed above and their relative intensity variations are well understood and reported as markers for
the oxy/deoxy state of hemoglobin 4.
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Figure 3: Raman spectra of trapped single ERYTHROCYTES (low frequency region) recorded using the vortex
beam (A) and Gaussian beam (B). Power density: ~ 3.6 ×104 W/cm2, Integration time: 40 s, average of 2
accumulations.
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Considering the fact that oxygen influx in erythrocytes is through the cell membrane, the oxygen
concentration/tension near the cell membrane should be more compared to that inside the bulk of a cell. The
cytoplasmic diffusion has been reported to be a dominant barrier for efficient oxygen transport in erythrocytes5.
This diffusion should create an oxygen gradient in erythrocytes with its concentration being more near the cell
membrane. At ambient conditions, the erythrocytes will have hemoglobin molecules in both the oxy and deoxy
state, but with the above-mentioned gradient in oxygen tension and its influence on hemoglobin’s oxygen
affinity, one can expect that most of the hemoglobin molecules close to the erythrocytes membrane should be in
oxy state. On contrary the Raman spectra recorded using the Gaussian beam show a mixture of R- and T- state
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of hemoglobin; more specifically, no oxygen saturated hemoglobin.
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Figure 4: Raman spectra of trapped single ERYTHROCYTES (high-frequency region) recorded using the
vortex beam (A) and Gaussian beam (B). Power density: ~ 3.6 ×104 W/cm2, Integration time: 40 s, average of 2
accumulations.
Conclusion
It has been found that most of the hemoglobin molecules in the vicinity of the cell membrane are in the oxystate, and molecules inside the bulk of the cell are a mixture of oxy and deoxy states. This observation suggested
that a concentration gradient in oxy-Hb is present inside the erythrocytes with its maxima being close to the cell
membrane. This is possible because oxygen is readily available near the cell membrane and its concentration
decreases away from it owing to diffusion induced retardation.
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ABSTRACT
The invention of plastic materials has evoked an insurrection in manufacturing industries, but along with the
ever-intensifying hazard of plastic solid waste. The recycling industries which are important in plastic waste
management are challenged by the absence of a proper plastic sorting system. The current article discusses
about the progress in development of an integrated LIBS and Raman spectroscopic system for the rapid
characterization of plastics. We have successfully developed the system using single source and single detector
optical scheme that makes it cost-effective. Four industrially important plastic classes were successfully
characterized using the system with the help of multi-variate data analysis technique.
INTRODUCTION
The invention and development of plastic materials, especially thermo-plastics, had an impact in making our
day-to-day life easy. Because of their characteristic properties like heat-induced molding, weightlessness,
toughness, and cost-effectiveness, plastics are widely used in different industries like food, electronics, toy, and
construction. But this increase in plastic usage is eventually causing an increase in plastic solid-waste from postconsumer products that is triggering serous impacts on environment1. The plastics discarded in water bodies and
landfill causes severe health hazards because of the pollution as well as the presence of potentially hazardous
additives in them2. Since there exists no proper plastic-waste disposal method without interrupting environment,
an established plastic waste management method is the plastic recycling. The quality of recycling and thus
ecological and economic impact is defined by the accuracy in sorting the collected plastic wastes in to the native
plastic classes like PET, PC, PE, PMMA, PP, PVC, PS, etc.3.
The application of spectroscopic techniques for the plastic identification and characterization is gaining attention
and are been under investigation for the said purpose. The major spectroscopic techniques including nearinfrared (NIR), x-ray fluorescence (XRF), laser induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS), and Raman
spectroscopy are being examined for the specific application of plastic identification and sorting. Some inherent
drawbacks of these methods are preventing them from being the best method for sorting plastics. Recent studies
suggests that a single method of analysis alone cannot provide an accurate assessment of all commonly used
plastic classes4.
A possible solution for tackling the drawbacks of spectroscopic methods is to combine them together in a
system so that the weakness of one method can be compromised with the advantage of the other. The benefit of
combining LIBS and Raman spectroscopic techniques together is that the combined elemental and structural
information of the sample can be obtained using a single system that will be complementary and can act like
inter-confirmatory to ensure the maximum possible accuracy for the sorting system. Our group has reported the
combined LIBS-Raman system with multiple detectors for plastic identification5 by combining it with the
chemometric tools. Use of multiple detectors make the system costlier and bulkier. Also, the optimized analysis
time required for a single sample, especially for Raman analysis is 40 seconds that reduces the total number of
samples analyzed per hour considerably, preventing it from being an ideal system for industry-oriented plastic
sorting. Thus the objective of this work is to develop a compact and portable LIBS-Raman device dedicated for
plastic analysis with considerably less analysis time. Also, the over-all cost of the system is to be reduced for a
wide practical application.
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METHODOLOGY
Experimental Set-up
The system was designed and developed using a single source and single detector for both LIBS and Raman
analysis of samples without any disturbance or rearrangements to the optical alignment. The laser source used is
a pulsed nano-second Nd:YAG laser operating at 532 nm wavelength. Laser repetition rate was fixed at 10 Hz
for the output having a pulse width of 6 ns. A Czerny-Turner spectrograph (Andor-Kymera 328i)-CCD (Andor
iDus) combination was used for resolving and detecting collected signal. The optical alignment of the system is
represented in figure 1. The signal collection geometry was realized in back-collection mode where a single lens
is used for both focusing the beam and collecting the signal. A 60mm focal length 2” diameter lens was used for
signal collection for ensuring maximum signal collection efficiency. A 200mm focal length 2” diameter lens
was used for coupling the signal to spectrograph. A laser energy regulator device that was developed in the
laboratory was used to tune the laser energy in accordance to whether LIBS is to be carried out or Raman
analysis of the sample.

Figure 1: Experimental setup for LIBS-Raman study of plastics
Samples Used
All preliminary studies in the proposed system was carried out using virgin plastic samples procured from
CSIR-National Institute for Interdisciplinary Science and Technology (NIIST) Trivandrum. Laboratory-made
samples including polypropylene (PP), polycarbonate (PC), Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA), and polylactic
acid (PLA), which are industrially important plastic classes were subjected for analysis.
Experimental Procedure
All samples where in the form of granules having a dimension of about 4mm. Samples were stuck on the sample
holder using double sided tape. Different acquisition settings were applied for LIBS and Raman as follows:
LIBS experiments were carried out by applying a laser energy of 5mJ, which is significantly less compared to
the previous reports. The LIBS acquisition was performed in the single-shot mode where only a single pulse
from the laser is used for ablation and excitation of the sample. The edge filter (532nm) in the setup shown in
figure 1 was mounted in a rotatable filter wheel thus allowing it only during the Raman analysis. Exposure time
of 0.05second was applied and a total of ten spectra in a wavelength region dominated by CN molecular
emission bands were collected from each plastic class. All LIBS spectra were background subtracted and
normalized with respect to CN molecular emission band at 388.31nm. Since LIBS was performed in ambient
air, the air breakdown spectra were also recorded and compared with the sample spectra to check for air
contribution in the sample spectra.
Raman spectra of the samples were collected by keeping the edge filter in position and applying a laser energy
of 2mJ for excitation and an exposure time of 4 seconds. This reduced acquisition time helps to analyze the
samples rapidly using the proposed system. As in the case of LIBS, a total of ten spectra were collected from
each sample class for analysis. All Raman spectra were background subtracted and normalized with respect to
the highest peak (since no emission bands are common for all samples).
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The LIBS spectra of PP, PC, PMMA, and PLA samples with that of ambient air prior normalization are shown
in figure 2a.

Figure 2: a) LIBS spectra of PP, PMMA, PLA, and PC samples with LIBS spectra of ambient air b) PCA score
plot on LIBS data, and c) Loadings plot based on PCA results
Figure 2a suggests that the CN molecular emission rises purely from samples since it is absent in air spectra. A
common emission line in samples and air is the hydrogen emission line at 399.8nm. A variation in spectra is
expected in the region containing these lines and thus the principal component analysis was performed in the
range from 340 to 410nm after normalization. Corresponding PCA score plot, and loadings plot for first two
components are shown in figure 2a and 2b, respectively.

Figure 3: Raman spectra of PP, PMMA, PLA, and PC samples
The PCA score plot proposes a good classification of the samples based on the LIBS spectra. All four samples
are separately classified without any ambiguity. The loadings plot suggests that the major variance in the
spectra is caused due to the variations in CN molecular emission bands at 388.31nm, 387.12nm, and 386.17nm
and hydrogen emission line at 399.8nm. Thus for the four plastic classes considered for the study, LIBS analysis
in the wavelength region from 340nm to 410nm offers a good classification and can be used for building a
classification model.
Since the samples considered does not have close-comparable elemental composition, any ambiguous results
were not expected. To ensure the ability of the system to perform LIBS and Raman, and as a confirmatory study
for the results obtained from LIBS analysis of virgin plastics, Raman analysis was also performed. This intervalidation will be crucial when the system is applied for analyzing post-consumer plastics in real-world
conditions. The corresponding Raman spectra of samples are shown in figure 3 along with assignments for four
major Raman bands from each class. From figure 3, it can be identified that the Raman spectra of different
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plastic classes are visually itself different based on the characteristic emission bands. Yet a PCA analysis was
carried out on the data collected during Raman analysis and the corresponding score plot and loadings plot for
first two components are shown in figure 4.

Figure 4: Results of PCA analysis on Raman data a) Score plot, b) Loadings plot
As anticipated from the spectra, a good clustering of data can be seen in the score plot in figure 4. The loadings
plot (fig.4.b) also suggests that emission lines from a sample is characteristic to that sample and that provides a
good variance among the data. Thus by combining these two techniques, a more accurate and rapid device can
be developed with inter-confirmatory capabilities.
Since this results are of a preliminary study using virgin plastics, it can be considered as a motive for carrying
forward the proposed research using real-life samples like post-consumer plastics with different additives and
fillers in their matrix.
CONCLUSIONS
A combined LIBS-Raman plastic characterization and sorting system using single source – single detector
optical alignment has been realized in a compact and portable manner. The total analysis time required for one
sample using both technique has been reduced considerably compared to the previous reports. The preliminary
evaluation of the system using four different virgin plastic types including PP, PMMA, PC, and PLA shows the
capability of the developed instrument to carryout both LIBS and Raman analysis without altering the optical
alignment and in a short interval of time. A good classification of the samples based on the data collected is also
obtained that promises the application of the system for the analysis of real-life plastic samples in future studies.
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Abstract :
The Sm3+ ions doped fluoroborosilicate (SBNCSm) glasses were prepared using melt quenching
technique. For the synthesized glasses absorption and photoluminescence emission spectra were recorded. From
absorption spectra J-O parameters were evaluated. The glass doped with 0.5 mol % Sm3+ ions (SBNCSm05) has
the highest emission intensity for 4G 5/2 ĺ6H 7/2 transition (600 nm). The fluorescence emission parameters were
calculated form emission spectra. The SBNCSm05 glass attain highest ķ emi (11.23 x 10-20 cm2), gain bandwidth
(16.22 x 10-25cm3) and optical gain parameter (19.85x 10-25 cm2s). The obtained values suggested that
SBNCSm05 glasses can be used as a potential candidate in photonic device applications.
1.

Introduction:
In recent years, scientist were very fascinated in the field of luminescence exhibited by the materials

activated with rare earths (RE) and transitions metal (TM) ions due to their wide applications in up-converters,
hole burning high-density memories, light-emitting diode (LEDs), modern telecommunication (optical fiber
amplifiers, waveguide lasers, optical luminescence solar energy concentrators. The low phonon energy host
materials will give higher radiative emission efficiencies due to decrease in non-radiative losses. The glasses
activated using RE3+ ions mainly used in various applications like solid-state lasers, medicine, military, day-today lightening, and modern communications systems [1-4]. Among the glass host materials, the borosilicate
glasses are excellent host materials for RE ions doping. The incorporation of alkali/alkaline fluoride to
borosilicate glass host will modify the structural groups of the host glass and the coordination of the boron,
reducing the phonon energy dispersion and scattering losses of the borosilicate glass host and increases its
mechanical strength. Calcium fluoride (CaF 2 ) and sodium fluoride (NaF) were included in the present
investigated glass composition.
The Sm3+ ions doped materials are potentially used in the visible lasers, high-density optical devices,
bio-friendly lighting sources, and under see communication and high power lasers. Furthermore, The Sm3+ ions
activated glass hosts are used in micro beam radiation therapy (MRT) (i.e., preclinical radiation treatment for
cancer and also used traffic signals and headlights in vehicles. Based on these, the trivalent samarium ions
doped glass is superior to the other RE ion-doped host matrices. Owing to these interesting properties and their
extensive applications in modern technology, in this present work, trivalent samarium (Sm3+) ions were selected
as doping ions in the aforementioned fluoroborosilicate glasses. In this present work, upon considering the
above mentions points, the authors prepared fluoroborosilicate (SBNC) glasses activated with different
concentrations of Sm3+ ions. Various physical, optical and spectroscopic properties were analysed to optimize
Sm3+ ions concentration in synthesized SBNC glasses. The obtained results suggested that the SBNCSm glasses
could be used as potential candidates for photonic display device application.
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Experimental :
The fluoroborosilicate glasses activated with different concentrations of Sm3+ ions were synthesized by

adopting the melt quenching method. For the present work, glass composition is as follows (35-x) SiO 2 + 25
B 2 O 3 + 10 Na 2 CO 3 + 15 NaF + 15 CaF 2 + x Sm 2 O 3 (where x = 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 mol %). The glass
preparation procedure was explained in [5]. The synthesized samples were named as SBNCSm01, SBNCSm05,
SBNCSm10, SBNCSm15 and SBNCSm20 for Sm3+ = 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5and 2.0 mol% respectively. Synthesized
sample's refractive index and density were determined with an Abbe refractometer (using C 10 H 7 Br as contact
liquid) and Archimedes principle (using distilled water as immersion liquid) respectively. The absorption
spectra were measured with JASCO model V-570 UV-vis –NIR spectrometer with 1 nm resolution within 300
to 2000 nm wavelength range. The emission profile was recorded using FLS -980 fluorolog-3
spectrophotometer. All the experiments were performed at room temperature (RT) only.
3.

Results and Discussions:
The various physical properties such as refractive index (n = 1.664), thickness (t = 0.303 cm), density

į JFP3), dielectric constant ( = ܭ2.709) were calculated for SBNCSm05 glass.
3.1. Optical absorption spectra and JO Intensity parameters
Fig. 2 shows the optical absorption spectrum of SBNC glass doped with 0.5 mol% Sm3+ ions within
300 to 1800 nm spectral ranges. It was noticed that the spectrum consists of 04 peaks in visible (359, 373, 400,
Table 1. The values of oscillatory strength
(experimental (f exp ) and calculated (f cal )) for
various absorption bands in SBNCSm05
glass.
Oscillatory
Absorption Wavel
ength
strength
transition
(X 10-6)
Ȝ QP
f exp
f cal
4

I 9/2 ĺ 4D 3/2
I 9/2 ĺ 4L 17/2
4
I 9/2
ĺ (2D 5/2 , 6P 5/
2)
4
I 9/2 ĺ 6P 3/2
4
I 9/2 ĺ ( 4P 5/2
, 4P 5/2 )
4
I 9/2 ĺ 6F 11/2
4
I 9/2 ĺ 6F 9/2
4
I 9/2 ĺ 6F 7/2
4
I 9/2 ĺ 6F 5/2
4
I 9/2 ĺ 6F 3/2
4
I 9/2 ĺ 6H 15/2
4

359
373
400

1.251
1.454
8.942

0.984
2.512
8.743

436
475

0.315
2.656

0.005
0.245

937
1071
1218
1364
1466
1517

0.848
0.601
3.970
3.826
6.127
6.261
4.814
4.799
3.848
3.849
2.404
0.031
į rms = 1.06 x 106

436,

and

4

4

475

nm corresponding
4

6

6

6

to

the

4

transitions

I 9/2

4

ĺ D 3/2 , L 17/2 , ( D 5/2 , P 5/2 ), P 3/2 , ( P 5/2 , P 5/2 ) respectively) and 06
peaks in the NIR region (937, 1071, 1218, 1364, 1466 and 1517 nm
corresponding to the transitions

4

I 9/2 ĺ 6F 11/2 ,

6

F 9/2 ,

6

F 7/2 ,

6

F 5/2 , 6F 3/2 , 6H 15/2 respectively).
The optical absorption spectra of all the SBNCSm glasses

under investigation have similar band positions as SBNCSm05 glass
except their intensity. For Sm3+ ion in SBNC glasses, the transitions
WKDWIROORZ_ǻ-_VHOHFWLRQUXOHDQGDUHLQGXFHGHOHFWULFGLpole and

WUDQVLWLRQVZKLFKIROORZV_ǻ-_ DUHPDJQHWLFGLSROH[18,35]. It is observed that 6H 5/2 ĺ 6P 3/2 and 6H 5/2
ĺ 6F 7/2 were treated as hypersensitive transitions for SBNCSm glasses. In general, the intensity of the
absorption bands was measured in oscillatory strength. The calculated (theoretically determined) oscillatory
strength (f cal ) were evaluated by employing the Judd-Ofelt theory. The obtained f exp and f cal values of SBNCSm
glasses are presented in Table 1.
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Table 2. J-O spectral intensity parameters of
SBNCSm glasses

Glass sample

SBNCSm05
SLfSfASm10 [3]
SNbKZfSm10 [4]
BPbBaLiSm10 [1]
LCZSFBSm10 [2]

Table 3. The radiative parameters values for
SBNCSm05 glass

JO parameters
(x 10-20 cm2)
2
4
6
3.51
8.10
4.36
2.73
7.49
3.01
1.19
6.71
2.48
2.649 4.247 4.183
2.44
8.54
6.40

Transition
4

G 5/2 ĺ6H 5/2
4
G 5/2 ĺ6H 7/2
4
G 5/2 ĺ6H 9/2
4
G 5/2 ĺ6H 11/2

SBNCSm05
S ed
A
15.49
32.90
245.22 259.65
183.60 183.60
70.23
70.23
A T = 604.30
Ĳ R ȝV

ȕR
0.05
0.43
0.30
0.12

Judd-Ofelt theory is a well-HVWDEOLVKHG PHWKRGWRHYDOXDWH VSHFWUDOLQWHQVLW\SDUDPHWHUV ȍ 2 ȍ 4, and
ȍ 6 ) of lanthanide ions activated glass hosts materials. The phenomenological spectral intensity parameters are
useful in describing selective information related to the fluorescent material's performance and efficiency. The
JO parameters are evaluated for the present investigated SBNCSm glasses, and the resulted values are shown in
Table 2, along with previously reported values. The values of JO intensity parameters for all concentrations of
Sm3+ LRQVGRSHG6%1&JODVVHVIROORZHGWKHȍ 4 !ȍ 6 !ȍ 2 trend. The magnitude of these intensity parameters
increased with concentration of Sm3+ LRQVDWWDLQVPD[LPXPWR6%1&6PJODVV ȍ 2 = 3.514 x 10-20 cm2ȍ 4 =
8.103 x 10-20 cm2 DQG ȍ 6 = 4.365 x 10-20 cm2) and decreased with further increase in the Sm3+ ions
concentration.
3.2. Emission spectral analysis
Fig. 2 depicts the emission spectra of investigated SBNCSm glasses within 500 to 850 nm spectral
range. The emission profile was recorded under 405 nm wavelength excitation. Four emission peak positions
were noticed in the Fig.4 at 563, 600, 647 and 718 nm and the corresponding transitions are 4G 5/2 ĺ6H 5/2 , 4G 5/2
ĺ 6H 7/2 ,

4

G 5/2 ĺ 6H 9/2 and

4

G 5/2 ĺ 6H 11/2 respectively. It is observed that, transition 4G 5/2

ĺ6H 7/2 (600 nm) has the highest peak spectral intensity than the rest of the transitions.
Table 4. Comparison of characteristic laser parameters for 4G 5/2 ĺ6H 7/2
(600 nm) of SBNCSm05 glass with reported literature
ı emi
ı emi [¨Ȝ eff
ı emi x
Glass sample
Ȝp
¨Ȝ eff
(x 10- (x 10-25 cm 3) Ĳ mes
20
cm2)
(x 10-25
cm 2s)

SBNCSm05
SLfSfASm10 [4]
BLPbASm10 [5]
PMZSSm10 [6]
PKANbSm10 [7]

600
599
600
600
599

14.44
14.52
10.59
18.43
15.07

11.23
9.23
7.23
9.57
11.52

16.22
13.40
7.59
17.63
17.35

Fig 2. The fluorescence emission profile of
SBNCSm glasses.

It was also noticed that the intensity of the emission peaks was increase with the increase in the
concentration of Sm3+ ions up to 0.5 mol% Sm3+ ions doped glass (SBNCSm05) and further enhance in the
concentration of Sm3+ ions the emission intensity was decreased. This decrease in emission intensity at higher
Sm3+ concentration may be due to the concentration quenching effect. This was due to the cross-relaxation
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energy transfer at a higher concentration of Sm3+ ions because while an increase in the Sm3+ ions concentration,
For SBNCSm05 glass, the fluorescence emission peak corresponding to transition 4G 5/2 ĺ 6H 7/2 (600 nm) has
attains maximum spectral intensity than the remaining. Using these radiative parameter values (table 3) and
emission data the fluorescent emission parameters were calculated and tabulated in the table 4. From the Table
4, among the four transitions of the optimized SBNCSm05 glass, transition 4G 5/2 ĺ 6H 7/2 emitted visible
radiation at 600 nm has attains high values of stimulated emission cross-VHFWLRQ ı emi JDLQEDQGZLGWK ı emi x
¨Ȝ eff RSWLFDOJDLQSDUDPHWHU ı emi [Ĳ R ) and H[SHULPHQWDOEUDQFKLQJUDWLR ȕ exp ). The comparison of emission
parameters of 4G 5/2 ĺ 6H 7/2 transition of optimized glass (SBNCSm05) with reported literature was shown in
Table 7. From the table 7 the ı emi value of SBNCSm05 glass (11.23 x 10-20 cm2) was higher than SLfSfASm10
glass (9.23 x 10-20 cm2) [1] , BLPbASm10 (7.23 x 10-20 cm2) [5], PMZSSm10 (9.57 x 10-20 cm2) [6] and
TWGSm10 (6.99 x 10-20 cm2) [7].
4.

Conclusions :
The oxyfluoroborosilicate glasses doped Sm3+ ions were prepared. The high values of the JO

parameters were suggested that, the environment around the Sm3+ ions in the SBNC glass was covalent, regid,
and highly asymmetric in nature. The values spectroscopic parameters (stimulated emission cross-section (ķ emi
= 11.23 x 10-20 cm2), gain bandwidth (ķ emi [¨Ȝ eff = 16.22 x 10-25 cm3) and optical gain parameter ((ķ emi [Ĳ R =
19.81 x 10-25 cm2) suggested that the investigated SBNCSm glasses could be used in the development of
photonic device applications.
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Abstract
We report the first observation of the harmonic and anaharmonic vibrational frequencies of the X26+ ground
electronic state and a low-lying A2' state in TaC molecule. The investigation was carried out by laser-induced
dispersed fluorescence spectroscopy in a pulsed supersonic molecular beam setup. The TaC molecules were
produced by the reaction of laser ablated Ta metal plasma with 1% CH 4 gas seeded in helium. Dispersed
fluorescence spectra were recorded by exciting the isolated rotational lines of the 23 : X26+ (v,0) bands.
Introduction
Transition-metal carbides, in particular TaC has the highest melting temperature among other physical and
chemical properties. The information on the molecular properties of such transition-metal carbides are vital to
determine various physical and chemical properties, as these materials plays important role in material science,
thin films and nanotechnology 1,2. As pointed out by Krechkivska and Morse 3, group 35 monocarbide are more
difficult to produce than those of groups 810 because of atypical conditions needed for their formation. This is
the reason why their spectroscopic investigation has been impeded and the only experimental study on TaC has
been reported by Krechkivska and Morse 4. However, to the best of our knowledge, experimental determination
of the ground state vibrational frequency and observation of the low-lying states in TaC molecule has not been
reported. There are a few ab initio studies on this molecule 5.
In this paper, we investigated vibrational structure of the ground electronic state and observation of the low-lying
electronic states of TaC. Usually isovalent molecules exhibit the same ground state electronic configuration and
term symmetry. However, while the 2ǻ (1V22V21S41G1) state is the ground state for VC and NbC, the 26+
(1V22V21S43V1) state is the ground state for TaC. The different ground state in TaC molecule, as compared to
VC and NbC, is due to the net relativistic stabilization of the 6s orbital in Ta atom. Due to this effect, the
contraction of 3V orbital in TaC resulting in the 26+ (1V22V21S43V1) state falls below the 2ǻ (1V22V21S41G1)
state. Moreover, since the 3V orbital in TaC has 6s in atomic character, this unpaired electron couples with the
181

Ta, nuclear spin, I =7/2 to give the unusual hyperfine coupling case b ȕS with the total spin momentum,

G = I + S, which can take the values 3 and 4. The interaction energy is given by b F IS, where b F is the Fermi
Contact parameter. Thus, each rotational level of the ground state is split into two hyperfine components
belonging to the G = 3 and 4 and is separated by 4b F = 0.52 cm-1. The dispersed fluorescence (DF) spectra were
recorded from the excited electronic states reported by Krechkivska and Morse and vibrational frequencies for
the ground X26+ state and observation of A2' state are reported.
Experimental
The TaC molecules were produced in a pulsed supersonic molecular beam (SMB) setup 6. A rotating and
translating tantalum metal rod was ablated with the third harmonic beam of a Nd:YAG laser having pulse energy
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a10 mJ, focused to a spot of a1 mm2 area. The resulting tantalum metal plasma reacted with 1% methane seeded
in helium gas, generating TaC molecules at low temperature by supersonic expansion. The molecules in the
beam were probed at right angle to the supersonic expansion axis by a tunable pulsed dye laser. The resulting
laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) was gathered by a collection optics in orthogonal direction to the laser beam
and SMB axes. The LIF was dispersed by a monochromator and detected by a Peltier cooled photomultiplier
tube (PMT). The PMT signal was further amplified and integrated by a gated Box-car integrator and stored on a
computer. The DF spectra were obtained from the excited electronic states reported by Krechkivska and Morse
by exciting the isolated rotational lines. Typical DF spectral line widths (FWHM) were ~50 cm-1 at the best
obtained resolution.
Results and Discussion
Dispersed fluorescence spectra were recorded from the observed TaC transitions over the range
17850-20000 cm-1 from the ground X26+ state, reported by Krechkivska and Morse. In their work, they reported
transitions having the upper state symmetry 23 1/2 . Apart from this, other spectral features were found as complex
overlapping bands which remained unanalyzed, without establishing the upper state symmetries. The DF spectra
were recorded in the wavelength region 400-900 nm by exciting a single rotational level within the various
excitation bands. We observed vibrational progression v = 05 for the X26+ ground state. A DF spectrum
recorded by exciting an isolated rotational line at 18618.30 cm-1 from one of the unanalyzed band
[18.61] 23 : X26+ (v,0) is shown in the Figure 1.

Figure 1. Laser-induced dispersed fluorescence spectrum of TaC molecule observed by exciting an isolated
rotational line at 18618.30 cm-1 form the [18.61] 23 : X26+ (v,0) band. The x-axis shows the displacement in
cm-1 from the excitation line.
The equilibrium vibrational constants for the ground X26+ state were obtained by fitting term values to an
anharmonic oscillator formula,
'G = G(v) - G(v) = Ze v + Ze x e v(v +1)
(1)
where v is a vibrational quantum number, G(v) is term value of vth vibrational level and, Ze and Ze x e are
harmonic and anharmonic vibrational constants. We determined Ze = 778(4) cm-1 and Ze x e = 1.9(7) cm-1 for the
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ground state. In addition, the A2' state, which was identified as the ground state in isoelectronic VC and NbC
molecules, was also observed at T 0 = 4775 cm-1 (see Figure 1). The observed vibrational frequency of the X26+
ground state and term energy of the A2' state in this work are in good agreement with the ab initio calculations
reported by Majumdar and Balasubramanian, respectively at 748 cm-1 and 4847 cm-1.
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Abstract
Plasmonic nanoparticles are highly potential candidates for the fabrication of the simple, rapid,
1

selective and specific SERS detection systems for analytes of plant origin offering very low detection limits.
The study describes a simple approach for the synthesis of silver nanoparticle colloidal solution using chemical
reduction method that can be used for enhancing the Raman spectral signatures of the plant phenolic compounds
like ferulic acid and sulphosalicylic acid. The Raman spectral signatures of the phenolic compounds excited by
785 nm laser shows vibrational spectral features that are peculiar for each phenolic compound having the
capability to detect these compounds even at 1 PM concentration. The vibrational spectral signatures obtained in
this study are very helpful in conceptualizing, designing and fabricating simple, rapid and cost effective onsite
detection of the detection of plant derived products with very low detection limits.
Introduction
Antioxidant compounds like ferulic acid and sulphosalicylic acid are important natural ‘plant phenolic
compounds’ having substantial lipid and water solubility possessing immense beneficial effects on human
health. They are reported to have UV-protection, cardiovascular protection, anti-carcinogenic, free radicals
scavenging capability, DNA damage repair and andanti-inflammatory properties. Furthermore these compounds
have also much industrial applicability like natural food preservative, production of paints, paper, and
cosmetics. Particularly, the food industry has increasingly considered the use of natural phenolic antioxidants as
an efficient strategy to retard oxidative deterioration in food-based systems and thereby maintain their sensory
characteristics [1]. Therefore, there is an increasing demand of methods for extraction of natural antioxidants
from plant materials and the protocols and techniques for their characterization, detection and quantification.
Characterization and quantification of phenolic compounds is conventionally performed by mass spectrometry
(MS) and various combinations of chromatographic procedures such as ion exchange chromatography, gel
filtration chromatography and high pressure liquid chromatography. Some of these techniques are although
sensitive and accurate but they require specialized facilities, equipments/instrumentations and are high cost and
non-portable. These techniques also require expensive materials, qualified operators, multi-step sample
preparation and complex analytical procedures [2].
Thus there is a need to develop detection systems that have ease of operation and provide high
selectivity and sensitivity towards a range of metal ions in situ in real-time. Vibrational spectroscopic probe like
Raman spectroscopy produces characteristic fingerprint spectra of the sample by the interaction of the incident
monochromatic light with the vibrations of the chemical bonds of the sample. Although Raman spectroscopy is
a widely recognized and powerful technique in many fields of science, conventional Raman spectroscopy is
limited by low cross section (1012-1014 times smaller in comparison to fluorescence) resulting in low signal and
poor efficiency. In order to enhance the Raman scattering signal, the advancements in the resonance Raman
technique can be utilized. Surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) spectroscopy significantly augments the
scattering and provides large enhancement of several orders of magnitude (~106) in the Raman cross-section on
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prepared metal surfaces especially prepared silver (Ag), gold (Au) and copper (Cu) nanoparticles by the means
of localized surface Plasmons without the need of new components or instrumentation [3].
In this study, we report the synthesis of silver nanoparticles synthesized by chemical reduction method
using sodium borohydride. The synthesized nanoparticles have been used for the surface-enhanced Raman
scattering detection of the antioxidant compound: ferulic acid, and sulphosalicylic acid. The optimized synthesis
process and surface enhanced Raman scattering signals deduced in this study are useful in conceptualizing and
designing devices for the specific and sensitive detection of antioxidant compounds at very low concentrations.
Materials and Methods
Silver nitrate (AgNO 3 ), sodium borohydride (NaBH 4 ), NaOH, ferulic acid and sulphosalicylic acid
were procured of analytical grade from the Sisco Research Laboratories, Mumbai, India and were used without
further purification. All the solutions were prepared in distilled water. The silver nanoparticles were synthesised
with the help of sodium borohydride (NaBH 4 ) as a reducing agent. 10 ml of 10 mM AgNO 3 and 30 ml of 10
mM NaBH 4 solution was prepared in distilled water. The solution of AgNO 3 was added drop-by-drop in the
NaBH 4 solution kept in ice bath in an opensystem under continuous stirring. After colloidal solution synthesis,
the solution was kept in dark. In order to investigate the LSPR properties of the synthesized colloidal solution,
the solution was characterized using ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy. The ultraviolet-visible measurements were
acquired by using fibre optic spectrometer (AvaSoft-3648, Avantee, Netherland) in the spectral region 200-800
nm at 2.3 nm resolution. The synthesized silver nanoparticles colloidal solution was used for recording the
SERS spectra of the ferulic acid and sulphosalicylic acid.
Surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) measurements of the metal ions
The ferulic acid and sulphosalicylic acid were dissolved at a concentration of 1 mM concentration in
distilled water and the resultant solutions were mixed with synthesized silver colloidal solution in order to
obtain their SERS spectra. The surface-enhanced Raman scattering measurements were performed on confocal
micro Raman mapping system (UniRAM). The SERS signals were excited by 350 mW, 785 nm near infrared
diode laser. The metal-nanoparticles solutions were
kept in sample container and placed on the sample
platform. The laser beam was focused on the
sample surface with the help of 10x objective lens.
The

scattered

signals

were

detected

by

thermoelectrically cooled charge coupled device
detector together with 600 groove/mm grating with
the help of Andor Solis software. The spectra were
collected in the spectral range 0-2000 cm-1 at an
integration time of 10 sec. The obtained spectra
were denoised by Savitzky-Goley algorithm using 3
data point polynomial window and 21 points

Figure 1: Ultraviolet visible spectra of the synthesized silver
nanoparticles colloidal solution

window size. Further the baseline of the spectra has been corrected by piece-wise correction method using
Origin 9.0 Pro software. The reproducibility of the results were ascertained by analysing three different and
independent experiments and the obtained resultant average intensity has been reported in the form of mean ±
standard error.
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Results and discussion
Figure 1 shows the recorded ultraviolet-visible spectrum of silver nanoparticles colloidal solution
synthesized by chemical reduction method using sodium borohydride as reducing agent. The analysis of the
silver nanoparticles colloidal solution shows a strong band at 395 nm and a weak band at 590 nm. The band 395
nm arises due to LSPR band of silver nanoparticles. The LSPR band is observed due to the oscillations of the
electromagnetic field of the incident electromagnetic wave are in resonance with those of the local
electromagnetic field of the nanoparticles and is characterized by the resonance oscillation frequencies. The
LSPR arises due to the confinement of the electric field in a small metallic sphere whose radius is much smaller
than the wavelength of the electromagnetic radiation. This property can be tuned by controlling parameters like
shape, size, uniformity and surface coating and can be used for the biosensing applications in the field of
biology, pharmaceutical and chemistry [4].

Figure 2: Molecular structure of (a) Ferulic acid and (b) Sulphosalicylic acid
The synthesized silver nanoparticles have been used for recording the SERS spectra of the antioxidant
compounds like ferulic acid and sulphosalicylic acid at 1.0 PM concentration. Figure 3 shows the recorded
SERS spectra of the like ferulic acid and sulphosalicylic acid on silver colloidal solution. The analysis of the
SERS spectra of the ferulic acid on silver nanoparticles colloidal solution shows several peaks at wavenumbers
247, 320, 389, 433, 511, 610, 740, 816, 933, 965, 1118, 1191, 1245, 1367, 1483, 1579 and 1613 cm-1. The peak
at 247 cm-1 arises due to E (C-OOH) and E (O-CH 3 ). Three small peaks originating at 320, 389 and 511 cm-1
develops due to C-O-CH 3 bending mode, E (O-H) and J (C-C-C) respectively. Small band is also located at 610
cm-1 which corresponds to E (C-O) and E(O-H) in COOH vibrations. Moreover, bands are also observed at 740,
816 and 965 cm-1 is assisgned to E (C-C-C), ring breathing and J (C-H) vibrations respectively. Furthermore,
1483 cm-1 is also observed which develops due to OCH 3 bending and O-H bending. The spectrum also shows
very intense peaks at 1118, 1245 and 1367 cm-1 developing de to in plane C-H bending, C-O stretching and
COO stretching respectively. In addition, to these peaks, vibrational frequencies are also observed at 1597 and
1613 cm-1 correspomding to C=C stretching and phenyl ring deformation respectively [5].
Similarly the analysis of the SERS spectra of the sulphosalicylic acid shows prominent peaks at 363,
434, 599, 667, 731, 808, 891, 943, 1023, 1081, 1151, 1243, 1289, 1372, 1553, 1575 and 1605 cm-1. The bands at
wavenumbers 363, 434, 599 and 667 cm-1 arise due to torsional O-H and out of plane bending phenyl ring
vibrations respectively. The vibration arising at 731 cm-1 corresponds to stretching phenyl ring vibrations. The
Raman signatures seen at 808, 891 and 943 cm-1 develop due to C-H out of plane bending vibrations.
Furthermore, bands arising at 1023 and 1081 cm-1 are assigned to S-OH and C-COOH stretching vibrations
respectively. In addition, the bands observed at 1151, 1243, 1289 and 1372 cm-1 correspond to in plane C-H
bending, stretching SO 2 vibrations, in plane CH 3 bending and stretching (C-O)-C vibrations respectively. A
weak band developing at 1575 cm-1 corresponds to stretching vibrations of phenyl rings [6]. The limit of
detection and limit of quantification have been estimated and it lies in the micro-molar range.
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Figure 3: SERS spectra of (a) Ferulic acid and (b) Sulphosalicylic acid on silver nanoparticle colloidal solution.
The vibrational spectral signatures obtained in this study are very helpful in conceptualizing, designing
and fabricating simple, rapid and cost effective onsite detection of the detection of plant derived products with
very low detection limits
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Abstract
Bougainvillea is an ornamental flower which has an immense value in landscaping, pharmaceutical and
1

cosmetic industries. The colour of the flowers is a function of plant pigments and therefore it is very essential to
identify the pigments present in the flowers using automated cost effective and rapid techniques. Keeping this
fact in mind, the study highlight the applicability of the confocal Raman microspectroscopy for the nondestructive, label free, rapid identification and characterization of the biochemicals present in the delicate
biological samples having complex matrix like flowers. The Raman spectra of the different cultivars of
bougainvillea have been recorded using 785 nm laser in the spectral region <2000 cm-1. The analysis of the
spectral signatures reveals that different cultivars of bougainvillea have different biochemical composition and
are rich in carotenoids, flavonoids, phenolic and cuticle compounds and they can be readily evaluated with the
help of the detected Raman spectral features. The spectral signatures obtained in this study can be used by the
planners and industrial personals for the effective use of bougainvillea flowers for allied purposes.
Introduction
Flowers are the wonderful gift of nature and are available in different attractive colours, shapes, forms
and odours. Bougainvillea also known as paper flower belongs to family Nyctaginaceae and is a widely grown
flower [1]. This bougainvillea plant is a thorny, woody, climbing vine that grows well in warm climate and
requires well-drained soil. It is widely used for landscaping and beautification. Bougainvillea is also used in
pharmaceutical industries. Different parts of bougainvillea have immense medicinal values as they are used for
the treatment of cough, sore throat, diarrhoea, stomach acidity and diabetes. Besides having ornamental and
medicinal values, it is recently being recognized as pollution tolerant plant that can help in the mitigation of air
pollution especially greenhouse gases. The leaf of bougainvillea is also referred to as dust mitigator and
therefore bougainvillea is highly recommended for plantation in urban and industrial areas having high
particulate loading in the atmosphere. On account of its wider adaptability to different agro climatic regions of
the world and bright inflorescence, it can be planted in traffic island, central verge, and polluted soil for
beautification, landscaping and use by different industries [1].
Microscopy coupled non-invasive and label free vibrational spectroscopic probes like confocal micro
Raman spectroscopy have recently shown their applicability for the simultaneous characterization of multicomponents of the samples of biological origin. It provides chemical signatures of the compounds present in the
samples by using the phenomena of the inelastic scattering of light due to rotational and vibrational modes of
the bonds of the molecules. It can also identify the relative quantity of the molecules, crystallinity or type of
polymorphic structures and stress and strain states. Raman spectroscopy can be exploited for the economical and
rapid identification and classification of biochemicals present in flowers according to taxonomy and
phylogenetic relationship [2].
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Despite the immense potential of non-destructive spectroscopic techniques, there are very few reports
that describe the application of state of art technique confocal micro Raman spectroscopy for the
characterization of biochemical present in the flowers. The aim of the present study is to explore the potential of
confocal Raman spectroscopy for the identification and characterization of biochemicals present in the petals of
different cultivars of bougainvillea flowers. The obtained spectral features have been pre-processed and
correlated with biochemicals present in the petals of bougainvillea. The spectral signatures obtained in this study
are useful in monitoring the different phenotypes of the flowers which is highly desirable in the floriculture,
pharmaceutical and pigment industry. Moreover, the biochemical information obtained from this study can act
as source of new innovative materials having the potential to be used in the future industrial applications.
Materials and methods
Sample collection
Different cultivars of healthy bougainvillea flowers having red, pink and pinkish-white colour were
collected from the Roxburg Botanical Garden of University of Allahabad, Allahabad. The healthy flower
samples were sorted and washed with double distilled water and dried at room temperature to remove surface
contamination. Then the petals of the flowers samples were used for the biochemical investigation using
confocal micro Raman spectroscopy.
Confocal micro Raman measurements
Raman measurements were also performed on the petals of the cultivars of bougainvillea by using
confocal micro Raman mapping system (UniRAM) equipped with 785 nm laser as an excitation source and a
high resolution SR 303i-A imaging spectrograph, thermoelectrically cooled charged couple device detector and
BX43 microscope. The Raman signals were acquired on the adaxial surface of the bougainvillea flowers by
focussing the 785 nm laser with the help of 10x objective lens and exciting the Raman signal in the spectral
region <1700 cm-1. Good signal-to-noise ratios were obtained in 5 second integration time on using exciting
power of 60 mW. All spectra were obtained thrice for each sampling positions and average intensity was
observed. The obtained spectral features were exported to Origin 8.0 software package and analyzed. The
spectra were pre-treated by smoothing in order to remove unwanted signals and denoised the observed signals.
Smoothing was performed by Savitzky Goley algorithm using third order polynomial and window of twenty one
data points. The broad and undulating background in the spectral features were removed by baseline correction
using rectangle method. In order to obtain statistically significant results, 9 floral samples were analysed for
each cultivar. After pre-treatment, the average intensity pattern obtained for each spectral signal which was
presented in the form of mean ± standard error. From each sample, single spectrum was acquired making a total
of 9 spectra per floral sample.
Results and discussion
Figure 1 represents the optical images, confocal images and its corresponding Raman spectra in the
spectral region <1700 cm-1. Table 1 gives the value of the observed Raman bands in different variety of
bougainvillea, detected phytochemicals and evaluated area by the curve fitting of the spectral signature of
thephytochemicals present in the flower samples. The shape analyses of the spectral signature such as peak
position, area of the profile, breadth yield identification and amount of the phytochemical present in the flower
sample. The position of the peak of the spectral signature provides the identification of the phytochemical while
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the areal intensity depicts the level of concentration of the detected phytochemical in the flower. In addition,
breadth of the spectral profile yields impact of the surrounding phytochemicals.
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Figure 1: Recorded Raman spectra of the (a) pink, (b) pinkish-white, and (c) red bougainvillea.
In order to reduce dimensions of the complex data sets of the Raman measurements, the data have been
subjected to multivariate analysis using principal component analysis. The score plot and loading plot generated
from principal component analysis have been analysed for observing the possible class clustering and
identification of the important wavenumbers that display major variation. The eigen value plot of the principal
component analysis reveals that it is able to capture
81.39% of the total variation in the data. The
analysis of the scatter plot reveals that scores of the
principal component 1 are able to capture 70.92% of
the total variation while principal component 2 is
able to capture 10.47% of the total variation in the
data sets. The scattering plot also reveals that score
of the pink, pinkish-white and red cultivars lies at
different coordinates indicating that the Raman
scattering signatures of the different cultivars are

Figure 2: Scatter plot of principle component analysis of the
Raman spectral data of the petals of the different cultivar of
bougainvillea flowers.

different. In order to identify important points of variation, the loading plots have also been analyzed. The
analysis of the loading plot reveals the loadings of principal component 1 shows positive loadings at 788, 1084,
1227 and 1384 cm-1. The loadings of principal component 2 are also positive at 1384, 1510 and 1598 cm-1. In
addition, the loadings of principal component 2 are negative at 742 and 797 cm-1. These results show that
principal component analysis in combination with
Raman scattering is highly efficient artificial
intelligence tool for the characterization of the
biosamples.
The analysis of the Raman spectra reveals
that the spectrum shows the presence of peaks at
different wavenumbers caused by the vibrations of
Figure 3: Loading plot of principal component analysis of the Raman
spectral data of the petals of the different cultivar of bougainvillea flowers.

the molecules that correspond to the presence of
different phytochemicals present in the flowers.

Strong peaks appearing at the wavenumber 519 and 1084 cm-1 have been identified to arise as due to the
cellulose [3] while the peak observed at 788 cm-1 denotes the presence of lignin in the petals of bougainvillea
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flower. The comparison of the area of the curve fitting analysis reveals that area of the cellulose band at 519 cm1

is highest in the red flowers in comparison to pink and whitish pink flowers. The band of lignin at 788 cm-1

does not show much variation in the different cultivars of the bougainvillea flowers. In addition, the peak
appearing at 1435 cm-1 arises due to G(O-CH 3 ), G (CH 2 ) guia acyl ring vibrations of lignin [4]. A weak peak
located at 953 cm-1 is attributed to the carotenoid while the peak appearing at 1368 cm-1 corresponds to the
esterified pectins. The comparison of the area of the carotenoid band at 953 cm-1 shows that the area of this band
is greatest in the pink and red flowers than in the whitish pink flowers. The Raman band detected at 1227 cm-1
has been identified as Keracyanin like anthocyanin compounds. The comparison of the area of the anthocyanin
band shows that its area is maximum in pink and red flowers than in pinkish-white flowers. In the pink flowers,
a small band is seen at 1510 cm-1. This band is observed due to stretching mode of C=C in the central polyene
chain of the carotenoid [5]. This band appears only in the pink bougainvillea flowers. In the bougainvillea
flowers, band centred in the spectral region 1580-1600 cm-1 belongs to the aromatic ring vibrations of the
phenolic compounds. In the pink flowers the phenolic band appears at 1598 cm-1 while in the whitish-pink and
red flowers, the band of phenolic compounds appear at 1588 cm-1 [6]. The comparison of the area of the
phenolic band reveals that its area is maximum in the pink flowers while its area is compatibly less in whitish
pink and red flowers. In addition, the peak observed at 655 cm-1 is identified due to the methionine (amino acid)
[7, 8]. Thus the Raman measurements reveal presence of different phytochemicals in varying amount in the
petals of different colour flowers. The spectral signatures obtained in this study can be used by the planners and
industrial personals for the effective use of bougainvillea flowers for allied purposes.
Table 1: Observed Raman bands, detected phytochemicals and their areal intensity
Observed Raman
Detected
Areal intensity of the different peaks of the bougainvillea
band (cm-1)
phytochemical
cultivars
Pink
Pinkish-white
Red
519
655

Cellulose
55.16 ± 7.82
47.84 ± 9.99
70.81 ± 8.77
Methionine
38.64 ± 4.62
34.73 ± 13.17
21.45 ± 4.95
(Amino acid)
788
Lignin
457.03 ± 40.66
406.36 ± 83.86
476.09 ± 54.18
953
Pectin
26.84 ± 4.02
7.13 ± 2.87
13.33 ± 2.68
1084
Cellulose
350.00 ± 50.63
167.14 ± 7.29
325.51 ± 34.27
1227
Keracyanin like
247.03 ± 41.91
122.04 ± 0.89
250.18 ± 21.89
anthocyanin
1368
Esterified pectin
191.26 ± 10.67
50.11 ± 12.24
161.97 ± 20.31
1435
Lignin
168.13 ± 16.15
129.23 ± 10.14
153.09 ± 24.85
1510
Carotenoid
97.16 ± 2.71
1588
Phenolic compounds
58.43 ± 13.98
36.99 ± 9.50
1598
Phenolic compounds
200.05 ± 9.94
Data are the means ± standard error of three independent experiments.
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Laser Interferometry for distance measurement: Demonstration in laboratory
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Abstract
Laser Interferometry is a widely used and reliable technique for measurement or estimation of various parameters
including distance, velocity, gravity, refractive index of a material, etc. A modified Mach Zender interferometer is
realized in laboratory on an optical breadboard with optical components and a translation stage. The translational
stage has been used to give movement to two of the mirrors, thereby introducing a known path length difference.
The fringe movements are captured in a photodetector to estimate the distance moved using an algorithm. The paper
gives details on the interferometry setup, laser locking, fringe capture and algorithm to estimate the distance. This
work
1.

is

further

planned

to

be

extended

for

estimating

local

gravity

in

laboratory.

Introduction

The interferometry technique allows us to extract information and measurements from data collected by
superimposing waves to cause the phenomenon of interference. In most of the light interferometers, light waves
from a single source are split into two beams those travel in different optical paths and then recombined to produce
interference pattern. The desired information can be extracted from this interference fringe pattern. Michelson,
Mach-Zender, Sagnac, Fabry-Perot etc. are some of the interferometric configurations which are in use nowadays,
depending up on the studies aimed at. These configurations are based on the difference in the relative optical paths
of waves taking part in the phenomenon of interference.
Interferometry is considered to be an important technique for the measurement of small displacements, refractive
index changes, surface irregularities, plasma density, density of neutral particles, etc. in various fields of science and
technology due to its high precision and ease of experimental set up. Its application extends into various fields
including spectroscopy, quantum mechanics, nuclear and particle physics, fiber optics, oceanography, remote
sensing, plasma physics and astronomy [1].
A laser interferometry experiment has been carried out in the laboratory for deducing the screw gauge induced path
difference to one of the interfering beams. The present study focuses on estimating the rate of rotation from the
interferogram captured using the photodiode. The theory and experiment in detail are described in the further
sections of this paper.
2.

The Interferometry Experiment

2.1 Saturation Absorption Spectroscopy module for laser locking

The desired frequency of the input laser beam with narrow line-width is chosen by the frequency selective feedback
and the laser frequency locking mechanism, based on saturation absorption spectroscopy. This eliminates the effects
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of slow drifts like small temperature fluctuations for frequencies within the locking window and also eliminates
unwanted noises, for the entire duration of the interferometry
experiment. The optical module for laser locking is given in fig. 2.1.
In saturation absorption spectroscopy, the laser beam is divided into
two counter-propagating beams of different intensities called pump
beam and probe beam. Pump intensity has higher intensity while
probe beam has lower intensity. Both the beams are allowed to pass
through the Rb vapour cell and probe beam is detected using a photodetector. The intensity ratio of the pump and probe beams is
controlled

to

get

well

defined

saturated

absorption

peaks.

Figure 2.1: SAS set up for laser
frequency locking

2.2 The interferometry experiment
The schematic diagram of the optical set up used for the interferometry experiment is given as Fig. 2.2. The light
intensity in one of the combined directions is measured with a photo detector. The intensity seen at the photodiode is
sensitive to both the amplitudes and the relative phases of the two
beams as they interfere at the second beam splitter. Both the mirrors
M1 and M2 are mounted on a translation stage with capability of 1
div rotation = 0.25 mm horizontal movement. The stage is provided
with X and Y adjustments independently so as to change the optical
path length between the two interferometric arms.
The interference data recorded with the laser, first unlocked and then
properly locked to a definite transition of

85

Rb evidently shows the

difference in the stability of the interferogram (fig. 2.3), thus

Figure 2.2: Interferometry set up

confirming the importance of laser frequency locking in our
experiment.

(a)
(b)
Figure 2.3: The interference data recorded with the laser (a) unlocked and (b) properly locked
The path length L is varied by introducing a horizontal displacement to the translation stage on which mirrors M1
and M2 are mounted. Displacement of interference fringe during this operation is captured in photodiode. The fringe
patterns are then analyzed to derive at the rate of rotation of the screw gauge which induced changes in path length.
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The rotations to the screw gauge are done manually with hand in a slow, moderate and fast rate. The photodiode
data recorded at various rate of rotations are given in fig. 2.4. The entire experimental set up is mounted on an
optical table over a seismic platform in order to isolate it from external vibrations and thereby eliminating unwanted
noises.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 2.4: Interference data recorded during (a) Slow (b) Moderate and (c) Fast rotations
3.

Results and discussions

4.

In the interferogram, a change of one dark fringe (intensity = 0) to the next bright fringe (intensity = max.)
FRUUHVSRQGVWRDQH[WUDSDWKGLIIHUHQFHRIȜLQDGGLWLRQWRWKH
existing path difference which can be counted as one zero
crossing in the photodiode data as the intensity goes from
minimum to maximum[2] 7KLV H[WUD SDWK GLIIHUHQFH RI Ȝ LV
induced by the rotation of screw gauge to the translational stage
on which the two mirrors are mounted. Here, due to our
interferometry arrangement and screw gauge orientation, one
IULQJHFKDQJHFRUUHVSRQGVWRDSDWKGLIIHUHQFHRIȜ7RJHWWKH
path difference induced at different times due to the rotations
given to the system, the number of dark-bright fringe changes
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(zero crossings) is counted from the real time data captured and the path difference is calculated as multiples of
ȜWRDIL[HGSHULRG7KLVKDVEHHQ plotted with path difference on y-axis and time on x-axis (fig. 3.1).
The number of rotations has been calculated by considering the screw gauge measurement. One complete rotation of
the screw corresponds to d = 0.25 mm displacement. The relation between the number of zero crossings n and
number of rotations R is given by,
ܴ=

݊ߣ
4݀

ZKHUHȜLVWKHZDYHOHQJWKRIWKHVRXUFHODVHU QP 
The rate of rotation is also calculated and plotted with number of rotations per second on y-axis and time on x-axis
(fig. 3.2). The average numbers of rotations per second in the case of slow, moderate and fast rotations are found to
be 0.0059 s-1, 0.0257 s-1 and 0.4368 s-1, respectively.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.2: Rate of rotation of the micrometer screw

Another study has been attempted to compare the theoretical and experimental values of number of interference
fringes obtained by giving a known rotation to the screw gauge manually. By one complete rotation of the screw, a
total path difference of 0.5 mm is introduced to the interferometry path and the corresponding number of fringes is
calculated to be 1282. Experimentally, the value was found to be 1307, verifying the displacement estimation
algorithm. The small deviation in the experimentally obtained value is attributed to the errors due to manual rotation
of the screw.
5.

Conclusion

The laser interferometry module for the calculation of an extra path difference induced to one of the interferometry
paths by means of a screw gauge is realized. Rate of rotation is calculated from the interferogram obtained out of the
experiment. The studies were carried out with both unlocked and locked laser conditions and the interference pattern
obtained out of the properly locked laser was observed to be very stable compared to the unlocked system.
6.
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Influence of solvents on the kinetics of ground-state bleaching and vibrational levels of
the first excited state, and excited-state absorption of IR800 dye.
Sajin Ponnan, Desai Narayana Rao and Sri Ram G Naraharisetty
University of Hyderabad, Hyderabad
Abstract:
Using transient absorption spectroscopy at 800nm pump and white-light continuum probe we
observed the ground state bleaching, stimulated emission, vibrational levels of first excited
state and excited-state absorption, and their relaxation kinetic of IR800 dye. And we observed
the influence of different solvents in those properties, we used Acetone, Dichloromethane
(DCM), Dichlorobenzene (DCB), Ethanol, Methanol as solvents. We observed that the
absorption peak varies from 780nm to 830nm with different solvents. Nondegenerate pumpprobe studies have performed using home-built transient absorption spectrometer and 2D
colour contour plot with time delay in X-axis, the wavelength in Y-axis and the difference
absorption (ȟA) as colour were plotted using Origin pro software. Ground state bleaching is
observed around 800nm wavelength, stimulated emission is observed around 840nm
wavelength, vibrational levels of first excited state-observed between 700nm to 800nm range
and excited-state absorption is observed around 570nm wavelength. Relaxation kinetics are
plotted and fitted with double exponential curve fitting using origin pro and we obtained the
decay constants ɒଵ and ɒଶ .
Introduction:
Solvents play a very important role in the absorption and relaxation dynamics of dyes. This is
due to the different channels and methods that energy transfer happens. Because of these
energy transfer happens in a few picoseconds to nanosecond time span we use ultrafast
pump-probe spectroscopy to study these ultrafast dynamics. Here we have studied behaviour
of IR-800 dye in five different solvents.
Experimental Setup
The commercially available IR-800 dye dissolved in five different solvents, Ethanol,
Methanol, Acetone, DCB and DCM are taken in a 1mm quartz cuvette as a sample cell. The
steady-state absorption spectrum is taken using a commercial spectrometer (JASCO V-670
UV-Vis Spectrometer). It has a very sharp absorption peak around 770nm to 830nm for
different solvents. Laser irradiation may degrade the dye, hence we have recorded and
confirmed the absence of photodegradation by taking steady-state absorption spectra before
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and after the pump-probe experiment. Since the dye has very strong absorption around
770nm to 830nm, we choose 770nm to 830nm for each solvent in OPA as the pump beam.
We performed pump probe spectroscopy using home-made transient absorption spectrometer.

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of Transient absorption spectrometer
Results
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Conclusion
We have studied the excited state absorption and relaxation kinetics of IR-800 dye in five
different solvents, by excited using a pump of 770nm to 830nm and probed with a white light
supercontinuum. Then a 2D colour filled contour plot was made using origin software. The
WUDQVLHQW DEVRUSWLRQ VSHFWUD DW YDULRXV WLPH GHOD\V LQIHUUHG WKDW ǻ$ GHFUHDVHV ZLWK LQFUHDVLQJ
time delay. Curve fitting done using the exponential decay equation y = A1*exp(-x/߬ଵ ) + A2*
exp(-x/߬ଶ ), where t1 and t2 values give the period of decay. We compared the relaxation time of
excited state of IR-800 in different solvents.
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THz- TDS As a Diagnostic Tool for Monitoring the Water Content in Different
Coloured Indian Almond (Catappa) Leaves.
Nagaraju Menchu, Chandan Ghorui, Ganesh Damarla and Anil Kumar Chaudhary*
Advanced Centre of Research in High Energy Materials (ACRHEM), University of Hyderabad, Hyderabad
500046, Telangana, India.
*Corresponding author e-mail: akcphys@gmail.com, akcsp@uohyd.ernet.in
Abstract: This paper reports the terahertz-time domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) as an
efficient diagnostic tool for monitoring the water and chlorophyll contents in the green and
coloured leaves. The study was carried out between 0.1-3.5 THz frequency range on different
colored leaves such as green, light green, light red, dark red, and dry plucked from an Indian
almond tree. The study reveals the significant changes in the absorption coefficient and the
refractive index of different colored leaves attributed to the leaf's water and chlorophyll
content. The green-healthy leaf shows higher absorption coefficients than other colored leaves
and dry leaf at 0.24, 0.54, 0.74, and 1.14 THz frequencies. We also observed the chlorophyll
signature peak at 0.34 THz [1], and the green leaf showed higher chlorophyll content than all
other leaves.
1.

Introduction:
The plant’s green-colored leaf contains water molecules and several secondary metabolites that participate

in the photosynthesis process and responsible for the fruit’s growth and crop yield [2]. In plants, leaves water is
a constituent of protoplasm and acts as a solvent in absorbing nutrients when they dissolve in water. It is also
used for the transpiration carrier of nutrients from the soil to green plant tissues. The end products of
photosynthesis are also conveyed through the water to various plant parts. The leaf’s water content is also
reflected in its color in terms of chlorophyll content in the leaves. The color change usually happens before the
leaves fall off of the tree.
THz radiation has lower energy and deeper penetration depth; it can be used for non-destructive and
noninvasive tool to analyze explosives, drugs, and bio-molecules. Also, the plant’s health can be monitored by
measuring the water content in the leaf. This can provide valuable information in irrigation and for better
understanding the plant physiological condition [3]. The early detection of drought stress can help to take
proactive action related to plants’ health monitoring to improve the overall productivity [4]. This technology
could be a potential tool in measuring and observing water content in plant leaves. There are many groups
including our group has reported the THz based estimation of water content in different types of plant leaves
and rose petals [ 5]. The water concentration in the leaf can be ascertain using THz radiation in transmission
mode.
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Experimental details:
A Ti:sapphire femtosecond oscillator (Coherent, Chameleon Ultra II) was used as a source. It delivers ppolarized femtosecond pulses of 140 fs at 80 MHz repetition rate, tuned between 780- 850 nm. The variable
attenuator VA was used to attenuate the average output power, and the pulses were allowed to incident on
the ZnTe crystal (110 cut) of 2.0 mm thickness for THz generation. The fs-laser pulses were loosely
focused on the crystal using plano-convex lens L1 with a focal length of 30 cm. The generated THz pulses
were collected using two off-axis parabolic mirrors (PM1, PM2). The residual transmitted laser pulses from
the source were separated from the THz radiation using a high-resistivity float zone silicon plate and black
polythene filter. After the filter, the off-axis parabolic mirrors were used for collimating the THz radiation,
and the sample is placed in between them. PM2 focused the generated THz radiation, after the sample, on to
the photoconductive antenna, which was coupled with the preamplifier, and the output of the preamplifier
was fed to the lock-in amplifier. The output of the lock-in amplifier was sent to the computer for the
recording of time and frequency domain signal using LabVIEW [6].

Figure. 1 Experimental schematic of the Terahertz time domain spectroscopy.
The experiment was conducted in two steps. In the first part, different colored leaf samples, viz. green leaf, light
green leaf, light red leaf, dark red leaf, and dry leaf were plucked from the Indian almond tree, located in our
campus. These leaves were cleaned to remove dust particles using dry tissue paper, after cleaning the thickness
and weights of leaves were measured. The sample name, thickness, and weight measurements are shown in table
1. In the second part, the collected sample leaves were subjected to the THz radiation for recording of the time
domain spectroscopic data.

Figure.2 Photographic images of the leaves from Indian almond tree taken for tera-hertz time-domain
transmission studies. (a) Green leaf, (b) light green leaf, (c) Light red leaf, (d) dark red leaf, (e) naturally dried
leaf.
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Figure 2 shows the five different coloured leaves taken for the preliminary study of the variation in the water
content using THz-TDS.
3.

Results and discussions:
In the transmission mode, the time-domain terahertz spectra of different coloured leaves of the Indian

almond tree are showed in fig.3(a), and the corresponding frequency domain spectra are showed in fig.3(b). The
dry leaf has shown higher spectral amplitude from the frequency domain spectra, the green leaf has the lowest,
and light green, light red, and dark red have approximately the same spectral amplitudes observed. The variation
in the spectral amplitude of prominent signature peaks of water (i.e., 0.24, 0.54, 0.74, and 1.14 THz) in the
samples are visualized in the bar graph in figure 4 (b). This graph clearly shows that the dry and green leaf have
weak and robust absorption bands, respectively, and the other three colored leaves show reasonably strong
absorption bands but lower than the green leaf. These results suggest that light green, light red, and dark red
leaves have less water content than a green leaf but higher than the dry leaf. The calculated absorption
coefficients of the sample are shown in figure 3(c). These results indicate that green leaf has the highest
absorption coefficients, the dry leaf has the lowest values, and the other 3 colored leaves have approximately the
same values. This variation in absorption coefficients are shown in the bar graph in fig.4(a). The green, dry, and
other three cloured leaves have strong, weak, and reasonably strong absorption coefficients at prominent water
peaks, respectively. We observed a strong dispersion in the refractive index, which could be attributed to the
leaf’s significant water content shown in figure 3(d). The study also confirms that the green leaf has higher
absorption coefficients as compared to dry and other colored leaves. This is a clear indication of the reduction
of water concentration in colored leaves[7]. The refractive index of dried leaf is highest, i.e., 4, and it is
approximately 3 for other leaves at 0.1 THz frequency.

Figure.3 (a) The time-domain terahertz signal of five different coloreds and naturally dried leaves of the same
tree (b) FFT of the time domain signal (c) absorption coefficient (d) refractive indices of five different leaves.
The corresponding spectra of other colored leaves are labels, respectively.
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We also observed the chlorophyll signature band at 0.34 THz [1] and the green leaf shown higher chlorophyll
content compared to other leaves. And for the dry leaf the chlorophyll band is flattened due to lowest
chlorophyll level in the leaf.

Figure 4: The prominent signature peaks of water content in leaves visualized in bar charts in terms of (a)
absorption coefficient and (b) spectral amplitude.

4.

Conclusions:

We have successfully demonstrated the use of THz-TDS spectroscopy as a diagnostic tool for monitoring the
water content in leaves on different colored Indian almond leaves. We also ascertained the refractive index and
absorption coefficients of these leaves betweeen 0.1-1.4 Thz range. The signature peak of chlorophyll in leaf
was observerd at 0.34 THz frequency. It is the first feasibility study for Indian almond leaves of different
colored . The value of absorption coefficient is highest for the green leaf which confirms the presence higher
water concentartion.
Acknowledgment: The author thanks the DRDO, Ministry of Defence, and Govt. of India
(ERIP/ER/1501138/M/01/319/D(RD)) for funding, and also thank The Director ACRHEM for constant support
and encouragement during the experiment.
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Synthesis and Spectroscopic Characterization of Orange-Red Emitting Sr 2 Sb 2 O 7 :Eu3+
Phosphor for White Light Emitting Diodes
1

Anns George1,2, P R Biju1*
School of Pure & Applied Physics, Mahatma Gandhi University, Kottayam, Kerala- 686560, India
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Assumption College Autonomous, Changanacherry, Kottayam, Kerala -686103, India

Abstract
Europium doped Strontium Antimonate phosphor was synthesized by high-temperature
solid-state reaction method. XRD analysis confirmed its orthorhombic structure with the space
group Imma. Under near-UV excitation, the emission spectra of the samples consist of characteristic
emission peaks of Eu3+ ions corresponding to 5D 0 -7F J (J = 0,1,2,3,4,) transitions. The CIE
chromaticity coordinates and CCT values confirm orange -red emission in the warm CCT region
with high color purity. The results suggest that the prepared phosphor has potential application as an
orange-red phosphor in phosphor converted white light emitting diodes and optoelectronic devices
INTRODUCTION
During the past few decades rare earth (RE) ion doped materials have attracted extensive
attention due to their rich luminescent properties and potential applications. Inorganic phosphors
doped with rare earth ions is one of the most promising materials for a variety of applications in
solid state lighting, optical communication fields, solid state lasers and field emission displays
[1]. However, low color rendering index and high correlated color temperature due to deficiency
of the red light component have seriously limited the quality of white light in commercial
phosphors converted WLED [2]. Therefore, numerous efforts have been made to develop new
phosphors that can emit suitable red light. Luminescence properties of various phosphor
materials depend highly on the crystallographic structure of the host lattice and nature of the
activator ion. Thus choosing the host lattice and the activator ion as well as understanding the
chemistry and structure plays a crucial role in phosphor synthesis. Europium ions are widely
used as activator for red luminescence in phosphor due to their unique intra-configurational f-f
transitions, which can occur as sharp and intense emission lines [3]. Sr 2 Sb 2 O 7, one of the ternary
antimonate has an orthorhombic weberite structure with Sr and Sb cations forming a distorted
face centered cubic array [4]. This structure is relatively compact and the compound is optically
transparent and chemically stable. Owing to its good physical and chemical stability Sr 2 Sb 2 O 7
could be a favorable host for phosphor materials [5,6]. In the present work Eu3+ ions doped
Sr 2 Sb 2 O 7 phosphors were synthesized by conventional solid state reaction method and optical
properties of the samples were studied.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sr (2-x) Sb 2 O 7 : x Eu3+ (x = 0, 0.08 mol %) phosphors were synthesized by the conventional
high temperature solid state reaction method. The stoichiometric amount of raw materials were
mixed thoroughly and ground in an agate mortar for 1 hour to get a homogenous mixture. The
mixture was transferred into a platinum crucible and initially heated at a temperature of about
600oC for 5 hours and was allowed to cool. The mixture was again ground in an agate mortar and
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the homogeneous mixture was heated at a high temperature of 1000oC for 4 hours. After
calcinations, the samples of the prepared phosphor sample was determined by powder X-ray
diffraction analysis (XRD) using PANalytical X’Pert Pro Diffractometer with Cu- .ĮUDGLDWLRQ
DW Ȝ  c ZLWK DQ DSSOLHG YROWDJH RI 45 kV and 30 mA anode current. The surface
morphology of the phosphor samples were determined by scanning electron microscope (JEOL
JSM-6390). The room temperature photoluminescence excitation (PLE) and photoluminescence
emission (PL) spectra of phosphor was recorded on a Horiba Jobin-Yvon Fluromax-4 with 150
W excitation of Xe-arc lamp.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
X- Ray Diffraction Analysis and Scanning Electron Micrographs
Figure 1 shows the X-ray diffraction pattern of pure Sr 2 Sb 2 O 7 and Europium doped
Sr 2 Sb 2 O 7 samples. XRD pattern of both the samples are similar which indicates that doping of
Eu3+ ions does not change the crystal structure or induce any new phase. From the XRD
spectrum the average crystallite size of the phosphor was calculated using the Debye- Scherrer
formula [7] and the average crystallite size was found to be 51 nm.

Figure 1 XRD spectra of Sr 2 Sb 2 O 7 :Eu3+ phosphor. Figure 2. SEM image of Eu3+ doped of Sr 2 Sb 2 O 7

The Scanning electron micrographs (SEM) of Sr 2 Sb 2 O 7 host and Eu3+ samples are given
in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b). SEM images shows that particles are slightly agglomerated and fluffy
mass made up of irregularly shaped aggregates could be seen in both images. The particle sizes
were found to be in the micrometer range which is a suitable size for fabrication SSL devices.
Also, the morphologies of pure and doped samples are almost same indicating that doping of
Eu3+ ions did not alter the particle size and agglomeration.
Photoluminescence Excitation and Emission Spectra
Figure 3 shows the excitation spectra of the prepared phosphor at an emission wavelength
of 612nm. Narrow excitation peaks are observed in the longer wavelength region which can be
assigned to the intra-configurational f-f transition of Eu3+ ions. The peaks at 393 nm due to 7F 0
ĺ5L6 transition and 464 nm due to 7F 0 ĺ5D 2 are more intense compared to other peaks. The
intense excitation peaks suggests that the prepared phosphor can be effectively excited by NUV
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(393 nm) or blue light (464 nm), which matched well with the emission wavelength of NUV or
blue LED [ 8].

Figure 3 Excitation spectra of Sr 2 Sb 2 O 7 :Eu3+ phosphor DWȜ em =612 nm. Figure 4 Emission spectra of
Sr 2 Sb 2 O 7 :Eu3+ SKRVSKRUVDWȜ exc = 393 nm.

Figure 4 shows the emission spectra of Eu3+ doped Sr 2 Sb 2 O 7 phosphor excited at 393 nm
in the range 550 to 750 nm. The emission spectrum consists of a series of sharp peaks at 577 nm
,592 nm ,612 nm ,650 nm and 705 nm which can be assigned to 5D 0 -7F J (J=0,1,2,3,4) transitions
of Eu3+ ions. According to Judd-Ofelt theory, the emission lines are a cumulative effect of the
magnetic dipole (MD) transition and the electric dipole (ED) transition depending on the specific
environment of Eu3+ ions [4]. It can be seen that the peak at 612 nm corresponding to 5D 0 -7F 2
transition has the highest intensity.
The Figure 5 shows the overall mechanism of energy transfer at 393 nm excitation.
Under 393 nm excitation the electrons in the ground state of Eu3+ ions get excited to the upper 5L 6 level.
These electrons then relax to the lowest excited level 5D 0 by nonradiative (NR) energy transfer and finally
get de-excited to the ground state 7F j (j = 0,1,2,3,4) by radiative transitions. This give rise to the
characteristic emission of Eu3+ ions in the 550 to 750 nm range producing yellow, orange red and red
emissions. The important measurement for specifying the property of a phosphor is the color. To

evaluate the material performance on color luminescent emission, the CIE chromaticity
coordinates x, y of the sample was calculated under 393 nm excitation. According to NTSC
standard CIE for red color is (0.67, 0.33). In the present work, the CIE chromaticity coordinates
of the sample was found to be (0.637, 0.363) under 393nm excitation and is shown in Figure 6.
This corresponds to orange-red emission. The color temperature of lamps makes them visually
“warm”, “neutral” or “cool” light sources. The correlated color temperature of the phosphor was
calculated from the chromaticity co-ordinates using McCamy’s approximate formula. The CCT
values was calculated and is found to be in the warmer region i.e., CCT<3200 K which makes it
suitable for indoor application [6]. The color purities of the prepared phosphor are found to be
88% which indicates that the prepared phosphor has high color purity.
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Figure 5 Energy level diagram of Eu3+ ion in Sr 2 Sb 2 O 7 :Eu3+ phosphor. Figure 6 CIE chromaticity co- ordinates

CONCLUSION
Europium doped Strontium Antimonate phosphor was synthesized via solid state
reaction method. XRD analysis indicates that doping of Eu3+ ions does not change the crystal
structure or induce any new phase. SEM analysis indicates that particle sizes are in the
micrometer range. Under 393 nm excitation, the emission spectra of the sample shows five
emission peaks at 577 nm ,592 nm ,612 nm ,650 nm and 705 nm corresponding to 5D 0 -7F J (J =
0,1,2,3,4,) transitions of Eu3+ ions. The CIE coordinates of the sample was found to be (0.637,
0.363) under 393 nm with high color purity and CCT in the warm region. The results suggest
that the prepared phosphor has potential applications as orange-red phosphor in pc-WLEDs and
optoelectronic devices.
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Abstract: We present a robust method for improving biological performance of 316L stainless steel (SS)
through nanosecond laser surface texturing. Two types of micro-groove patterns were generated on 316L
SS at different laser powers and investigation pertaining to adhesion, orientation, and spreading of U2OS
osteosarcoma bone cells was carried out. Qualitative and quantitative analysis revealed contact guidance
and larger cell density on laser textured samples in comparison to pristine 316L SS sample. This can be
attributed to the laser induced change in the topographical microstructure in the micro-grooves which
provided appropriate anchoring to the cells for attachment and contact guidance.
Introduction:
Laser surface texturing (LST) process has gained great interest in medical, and industrial applications
because of its potential to alter the surface properties such as, surface roughness, surface energy, wettability,
porosity, and oxidation of bio-materials. Additionally, LST is a chemical free, fast, reproducible, versatile, one
step, and an econimic technique which does not require pre or post processing of the samples [1]. The 316L
stainless steel (SS) bio-implants have been extensively used in orthopaedic, dentistry and craniofacial surgeries
because of its multiple advantages viz., fracture toughness, tensile strength, fatigue, wear resistance and cost
effectiveness [2]. However, this biomaterial has deficiency in bio-functionality and that can be improved by
altering its topographical nano/micro structure and/or surface chemical compositions [3]. In bio-functionality,
osseointegration, a measure of cell attachment, cell expansion and cell proliferation, is the foremost requirement
of an artificial implant in human body and depends largely on their sub-scale surface properties [4].
Materials and Methods:
Mirror

Laser

Table-1: Laser power, groove width, average surface
roughness and water contact angle of SS, SS-1 & SS-2
Sample

Laser
Power

Groove
width

SS

-

SS-1
SS-2

Lens

Mirror
Sample

-

Average
surface
roughness
ȝP

Water
contact
angle
78o ± 2o

10 mW

ȝP

ȝP

105o± 2o

100 mW

ȝP

ȝP

> 150o

Fig. 1- Experimental set-up used for LST

In this paper, we present the results of our investigations on adhesion and contact guidance of U2OS
osteosarcoma bone cells on laser induced micro-grooved 316L SS sample surface. For LST, a 10 Hz Qswitched nanosecond Nd:YAG laser operating at a wavelength of 532 nm and delivering pulses of duration 6 ns
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was employed. The laser beam was focused onto the sample using a cylindrical lens of focal length 10 cm and it
focused the beam in line shape of dimension (9000 ʅm × 20 μm) on the sample surface. This lead to large area
surface processing of the sample that in turn leads to reduction in the processing time. The sample, mounted on
a computer controlled XY-WUDQVODWLRQDO VWDJH ZDV VFDQQHG DW D OLQHDU VSHHG RI ȝPVHc along x-direction.
Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up used for LST is as shown in Fig. 1. Two types of micro-grooves
were generated at different laser powers such as, 10mW and 100mW, and samples are referred as SS-1 and SS2, respectively. The results of LST samples were compared with results obtained for pristine sample named as
SS. Surface topography, average surface roughness and water contact angle of all samples were characterized
using Field Emission - Scanning Electron Microscope (FE-SEM), profilometer and water contact angle
measurements, respectively. The U2OS osteosarcoma bone cells were procured from National Cell Repository,
National Centre for Cell Science, Pune, India. Cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium
supplemented with 10 % fetal bovine serum and maintained at 37 Ԩ and 95 % relative humidity under an
atmosphere of 5 % CO 2 3ULPDU\DQWLERG\DJDLQVWĮ-tubulin was procured from Sigma Aldrich. AlexaFluor-488
tagged secondary antibody was procured from Jackson Immunoresearch. Immuno-fluorescence staining was
used to investigate adhesion, density, orientation, spreading and contact guidance of the cells on SS, SS-1 and
SS-2 sample surfaces. For this, about 0.4 Ё 106 cells were seeded in 60 mm dishes containing the sample to be
evaluated. Before seeding, sample surfaces were sterilized with 70 % ethanol. Post seeding, cells were allowed
to attach on the sample for 48 hours, followed by immunofluorescence staining that involved cells to be fixed
with 3.5 % paraformaldehyde, followed by permeabiliziation in PBS containing 0.2 % Triton-X-100 for 10
minutes. Cells were then blocked using 5 % bovine serum albumin in PBS containing 0.1 % Tween-20 and then
treated with primar\ DQWLERG\ DJDLQVW Į-tubulin overnight at 4Ԩ, followed by treatment with AlexaFluor-488
tagged secondary antibody for 3 hours at room temperature. Nuclei were stained using 10 μM Hoechst 33258.
Sample surfaces were then visualized under a Zeiss LSM 780 microscope. Attached cells were scored by
capturing about 10 random fields at 20X magnification, followed by counting number of nuclei per field. Each
experiment was repeated for three times.
Results and discussion:
The FE-SEM images and the water contact angle of SS sample shown in Fig. 2a revealed that, the pristine
sample surface has rough topography with hydrophilic nature. The confocal image of the bone cells in Fig. 2a
showed a random arrangement of the cells on SS sample surface. Large numbers of filopodia were extended in
all directions from the central part of each cell. Figs. 2b and 2c show, the laser induced micro-grooves and the
microstructures within the grooves of samples SS-1 and SS-2, respectively. It can be noticed in the magnified
FE-SEM images of the samples that, with increased laser power from 10 mW to 100mW, the micro-groove
width increased along with a significant variation in the microstructure. The sample SS-1 textured at lowest
laser power contains porous surface. The porosity, however, reduced and surface became denser as laser power
was increased for sample SS-2. The water contact angle measurement revealed that the wettability of the sample
reduced after laser treatment and the samples SS-2 and SS-3 became hydrophobic (Fig. 2b) and
superhydrophobic (Fig. 2c), respectively. The chosen laser power, corresponding groove width, average surface
roughness, and water contact angle of all samples are listed in table-1. There was a significant increment in the
surface roughness and a corresponding increase in the surface area of the samples following laser texturing.
However, not much variation in surface roughnesses between sample SS-1 and SS-2 was observed. Well aligned
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bone cells along the major axis of grooves with reduction in their aspect ratio were observed on the surface of
LST samples. Squeezing of cytoplasm in the vertical direction and spreading along the grooves with extensively
long dominated micro-spikes in filopodia indicated contact guidance of the cells along the grooves.
Additionally, asymmetry in the intensity of actin fibers indicated, the cells were migrating along the grooves
following a stretch, bind and retract process [5]. Such directional expansion of cytoplasm was not observed on
the SS sample. Chen et al. reported that, the edges of the grooves differ in reactivity due to the existence of
more valencies, and this controls the extracellular matrix protein of the cells which, in turn, is responsible for
adhesion mechanism and contact guidance [6]. Also unlike in case of pristine SS sample, the anchoring
locations of the cells were aggregated at the bottom and ridges of the grooves in case of samples SS-1 and SS-2.
The filopodia of the cell appear to have sensed the surroundings and guided the locomotion of cells along the
grooves in LST sample surface. The mechanism of contact guidance of cells has a great potential in inducing
specific cell response leading to tissue engineering [6-7]. This can limit the scar tissue formation in the wound
area and can promote osseointegration.

Fig 2: SEM image, magnified SEM image, water contact angle and confocal microscope image of U2OS bone cells on (a)
SS, (b) SS-1 and (c) SS-2.

Fig.3 shows the quantitative evaluation of cellular attachment on the SS, SS-1 and SS-2 samples based on
microscopic image analysis. More numbers of cells were found to be attached on SS-1 and SS-2 samples in
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comparison to that of SS surface. This confirmed better adhesion and viability of cells on the LST samples,
which can be attributed to the increase in the surface roughness due to which the probability of anchoring and
adhesion of the cells increased.

Fig 3: Quantitative evaluation of cellular attachment on control and LST samples based on microscopic image analysis.

In conclusion, large area surface texturing to generate micro-groove patterns on 316L SS were performed
by focusing a nanosecond pulse laser through a cylindrical lens on the sample surface. Laser power dependent
variation in the surface morphology of 316L SS sample leads to superior osseointegration. The micro-groove
patterns with nanostructures therein supported adhesion, alignment and contact guidance of the U2OS bone cells
on LST samples. Asymmetry in the intensity of the actin fibers of bone cells revealed their migration along the
grooves.
Acknowledgment: The authors gratefully acknowledge the constant guidance and support of Head, L&PTD
and AD, BTDG.
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Abstract: Pulsed laser deposition of zirconia (ZrO 2 ) thin film was carried out on grade-5 titanium metal
by employing a nanosecond Nd:YAG laser. The measured average surface roughness and wettability of
the titanium sample were found to decrease after coating. Micro-Raman analysis revealed monoclinic
phase of ZrO 2 thin film. The lower wear trace depth, investigated by ball-on-disc test in dry condition,
suggests reduced coefficient of friction for coated surfaces. These results indicate that ZrO 2 coating can
be used as promising candidate for improving the tribological properties of Ti6Al4V bio-alloy.
Titanium based bio-alloys such as, titanium-6Aluminum-4vanadium (Ti6Al4V) have been extensively
studied for their use as artificial dental and orthopaedic implants since decades. This bio-alloy has good
biocompatibility, mechanical strength, and excellent corrosion resistance. However, it shows poor tribological
properties which need to be improved for its use in load-bearing applications [1]. Also, the extent of wear and
friction of such artificial implant decides its durability in human body. Different techniques have been
developed such as, surface coating, surface texturing, laser treatment and sand blasting to improve the surface
properties of Ti6Al4V samples [2]. Reports show, thin film coating of zirconia (ZrO 2 ), a material with good
tribological properties, fracture toughness and biocompatibility, on Ti6Al4V surface can improve its wear
resistance [1, 3-4]. Various methods such as, plasma spray, sputtering, chemical vapour deposition and pulsed
laser deposition (PLD) can be used for thin film coating on bio-implants [5]. However, PLD has advantages of
precise control over the thickness of the film deposited in addition to maintaining the stoichiometry of the film
as that of target material. The PLD is a physical phenomenon wherein, when irradiated by a laser pulse of
appropriate energy, duration and wavelength, the vapourised target material forms a plume of atoms, molecules,
ions, and molten globules that expands in the chamber maintained at ultra high vacuum and gets deposited on
the substrate surface kept at an appropriate distance facing the target.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1: (a) Typical set-up for Pulsed Laser Deposition, and (b) Photograph of PLD chamber in which ZrO 2
target and ablated plume are visible
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In this paper, we present, our studies on tribological performance of the ZrO 2 coated Ti6Al4V using a
ball-on-disc tribometer in dry ambient condition. For this, PLD of ZrO 2 thin film was performed on Ti6Al4V
samples measuring 20mm × 10 mm × 1mm. The third harmonic of a nanosecond Nd:YAG laser (355 nm) at
10 Hz repetition rate and of 6 ns pulse duration was employed to ablate the ZrO 2 circular pellet of diameter
about 10 mm. The laser beam at 200 mW power was focused on the target through a 500 mm focal length lens.
The temperature of the substrate (Ti6Al4V) on which coating is to be done was maintained at 200 °C and the
deposition was carried out for an hour (36000 number of laser exposures). The distance between target and
substrate was kept fixed at 30 mm and the background pressure in the chamber was about at 2 x 10-5 mbar. Fig.
1a shows the typical PLD set-up and a photograph of PLD chamber showing ZrO 2 pellet/target and laser ablated
plume is depicted in Fig 1.b. respectively. Average surface roughness and wettability of the samples prior to and
after coating were measured using profilometer and water contact angle measurement, respectively. MicroRaman analysis of thin film was done at excitation wavelength of 532 nm, over a spectral range of 100–2000
cm-1 with spectral resolution of 1cm-1. The dry sliding wear tests were performed using ball-on-disc machine
(M/s. Anton Paar) at a constant sliding speed of 5.2 cm/sec under a load of 2N. A standard Stainless Steel ball of
diameter of 5 mm was used as counterpart of Ti6Al4V. The ball moves repeatedly along a circular path on the
substrate surface, increasing the wear with each cycle as entailed by the laod and the sliding speed. The worn
surfaces of both coated and uncoated samples were compared using profilometer data.

(a)

(b)

Ti6Al4V_ZrO2

Fig. 2: (a) Water contact angle of uncoated and coated Ti6Al4V sample, and (b) Raman spectrum of ZrO 2
coated Ti6Al4V sample
The average surface roughness (R a ) of Ti6Al4V sample reduced from 1.8 ʅm to 1.4 ʅm post ZrO 2 coating.
Fig. 2 shows, the wettability of Ti6Al4V surface also reduced and water conatct angle increased from 75o to
103o post the ceramic coating of the surface. Fig. 2b is the Raman spectrum of ZrO 2 thin film on Ti6Al4V
sample with the peaks at 181 cm-1, 192 cm-1, 385 cm-1, 480 cm-1 and 610 cm-1 suggestive of moniclinic phase of
ZrO 2 .
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Fig. 3: Coefficiaent of friction as a function of number of cycles (a) uncoated Ti6Al4V, (b) ZrO 2 coated
Ti6Al4V, and depth profile of wear track (c) uncoated Ti6Al4V, and (d) ZrO 2 coated Ti6Al4V
Figs. 3a-3b show, the coefficient of friction (COF) for uncoated and coated Ti6Al4V samples, respectively,
as a function of number of sliding cycles. The initial COF for uncoated sample was around 0.55 at a load of 2N
and it reaches to a maximum value of about 0.97, whereas the minimum and maximum values of ZrO 2 coated
sample were 0.29 and 0.85, respectively. Figs. 3c-3d show, the uncoated sample exhibited a deeper wear,
whereas the coated sample displays a relatively compact groove. This significant reduction in COF and depth of
the wear track indicate improved tribological properties of Ti6Al4V post ZrO 2 coating.
In conclusion, the present work addressed the study of tribological behaviour of PLD coated Ti6Al4V
sample. The average surface roughness and wettability of the surface reduced after thin film coating. Monoclinic
phase of ZrO 2 was found on the Ti6Al4V surface from Raman analysis. A notable reduction in COF and depth
of the wear trace indicated superior tribological properties of ZrO 2 coated Ti6Al4V.
Acknowledgements: The authors gratefully acknowledge the constant guidance and support of Head, L&PTD
and AD, BTDG.
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Abstract: Self-assembled transparent particle mask for laser assisted nano-pitting array on stainless
steel substrate surface was investigated for bio-application. Monolayers of polystyrene micro-particles
were deposited on 316L stainless steel and optical near-field lithography was performed using single
shot picosecond laser irradiation at 532 nm. A variety of nano-pit patterns were generated on the
substrate surface depending on the exposure conditions. Scanning electron microscope images
confirmed denser growth of hydroxyapatite in the nano-pit region in comparison to plain surface when
immersed in simulated body fluid for 24 hours indicating a superior biocompatibility and a probable
faster method of improving the effectiveness of a biomaterial over large surfaces.
The possibility of enhancement of material properties by surface modification/texturing has resulted in an
increased research activity in the field of surface modification that can be achieved by the interaction of the
surface with various beams, e.g., electron beams, ion beams, plasma, and lasers. Of these, laser surface
processing has advantages of being a chemcial free contactless process capable of generating complicated
structures, maskless processing, and ability to work in air/vacuum/liquid environments. In addition, the
possibility of a wide range of modifications, e.g, structuring, oxidation, nitridation, etching and deposition of
biomaterials that can improve the bio-functionality, mechanical properties and tribological properties of
biomaterial [1] make this method more attractive. In general, resolution of laser induced features are limited by
diffration limit. However, optical near field techniques overcome this limitation and can be used to generate
smaller features [2, 3]. Microparticle lens array is one such method of nano patterning in which spherical
transparent micro-particles are deposited over the target substrate in the form of monolayer and subsequently
irradiated by an appropriate laser beam [4]. The spherical particles acting as transparent micro lenses focus the
incoming radiation, leading to a high intensity region of evanescent waves underneath the microparticles that
can raise the substrate surface temperature leading to its melting and even vapourisation. This, in turn, causes
pitting on the surface in the nanometer scale [4, 5-6].
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(b)

(a)

Fig 1: (a) Experimental set up for nano-patting of 316L SS bio-material using a picosecond laser, and (b)
Illustration of laser beam focusing through PS particle micro lens on 316L SS surface.
In this work, we present the experimental results of laser assisted nano pitting on a biomaterial, 316L
stainless steel (SS), and the improvement in the growth of Hydroxyapatite (HAP), the bone cement and an
essential intermediary for the integration of the implant with the body, for the case of laser treated samples as
against the untreated plain biomaterial. For these experiments, commercially available colloidal solution of
monodispersed polystyrene micro-spheres (PS) of diameter ~1 μm was used. Monolayers of PS were deposited
on mirror polished circular 316L SS substrates. The as received colloidal solution of PS (2.5 wt%) was suitably
diluted using methanol and ultrasonicated for 30 minutes to remove particle clustures in the solution. An
optimized volume of diluted PS solution was drop casted on SS substrates and allowed to dry under ambient
conditions. The second harmonic of a picoseocnd Nd:YAG laser (M/s. Ekspla) operating at at 532 nm and
capable of delivering a maximum of ~ mJ/pulse at a repetition rate at 10 Hz and pulse width of 30 ps was used
as the coherent irradiation source. The schematic diagram of the experimental set-up used in this work is shown
in Fig. 1a. Number of laser irradiated samples were prepared by exposing the substrate surface to a single laser
pulse (beam diameter ~ 6 mm) of different laser powers, such as 50 mW, 80 mW and 100 mW and examined
using Sacnning Electron Microscope (SEM) and Atomic force microscope (AFM). The exposed samples were
cleaned off the remnant PS particles shot by chemcial method. The patterned samples where dipped in
Simulated Body Fluid (SBF) prepared in house for 24 hours to observe the growth of hydroxyapatite on
patterened sample surface. The list of salts and their weight used to prepared 1L of SBF is given in Table-1 [7].
Table-I: Salts and their weights used for the preparation of 1 litre of SBF.
Salts

NaCl

NaHCO 3

KCl

Na 2 HPO 4 .2
H2O

MgCl 2 .6
H2O

CaCl 2 .2
H2O

Na 2 SO 4

(CH 2 OH) 3
CNH 3

Weight
(gm/litre)

6.54

2.26

0.37

0.17

0.30

0.36

0.07

6.05
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(b)

(a)

Fig 2: (a) SEM image and (b) AFM image of PS micro-particle monolayer on 316L SS substrate

(a)

50 mW

80 mW

(b)

50 mW

(d)

100 mW

(c)

50 mW

(e)

Fig 3: SEM images of nano-pits generated on 316L SS samples using picoseconds laser at (a-c; for different
magnification) 50mW, (d) 80 mW, and (e) 100 mW

50 mW

Fig 4: SEM images show the growth of HAP grown on pitted and un-pitted regions on 316L SS sample

Fig. 2a-2b are the SEM and AFM images of PS particles deposited on SS substrate, respectively. The close
packed monolayer of PS is clearly visible in the images. Figs. 3a-3c shown the SEM images (at different
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magnification) of nano-pits generated on SS substrate at 50mW laser power. The diameter of the pit was
measured as ~ 448 nm (Fig. 3b) and separation between the two pits was measured as 1180 nm, as expected for
a close packed monolayer, in Fig. 3c. The pit diameter increased with increase in laser power. Figs. 3d and 3e
show SEM images of the substares irradiated at 80 mW and 100mW where diameters of the pit were measured
as 454 nm and 566 nm, respectively. As stated before transparent/semi-transparent particulates act as focusing
media and enhance the intensity of the incident radiation underneath the particulates. The increased intensity
leads to enhanced absorption by the substrate causing surface pitting as a result of ablation even when the
incident laser intensity is well below the ablation threshold [8]. The distribution of light between micro-particle
and substrate controls the feature of the pits, Fig. 1b. Light enhancement under the particle also depends upon
the particle size and the laser wavelength. It is shown that the light enhancement increases as particle diameter
increases and light wavelength decreases [9]. In the present work however, the particle size and laser
wavelength were maintained constant, and hence the increase in pit diameter is directly attributable to the
increase in incident laser power. Fig. 4, show the SEM image of 50 mW laser power patterned SS sample
dipped in SBF for 24 hrs. Denser growth of HAP was observed at and near the pitting area (magnified SEM
image). However, discrete nucleation of HAP was observed on plain region, maked with arrow in the figure.
Faster growth of HAP on nano-pits as compared to the untreated surface may be attributed to the depth of the
feature that can increase the residance time and hence the interaction of SBF solution with material surface. This
is a positive indication of the probability of better acceptance of the laser treated biomaterial by the body. More
systematic studies on the sub-nano level topographical and chemical changes in pitted area followed with time
dependent growth of HAP on the sample, other parameters e.g., corrosion resistance, anti bacterial behaviour etc
are in progress.
In conclusion, nano-pits with various diameters were generated on 316L SS substrates by irradiating the
monolayer PS sample using single shot picosecond laser pulse. The generation of nano-features are attributed to
enhancement of light energy at near field through the micro-particles. Immersion of laser treated samples in SBF
revealed that the surface pitting supported denser growth of HAP that is attributable to higher residance time of
SBF and, in turn, longer interaction time between SBF and the substrates.
Acknowledgment: Authors thank useful discussions with Mr. Bijoy Sugathan. The authors also gratefully
acknowledge the constant guidance and support of Head, L&PTD and AD, BTDG.
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Abstract
It is well-known that the exposure of bacteria and germs to electromagnetic radiation can lead to their
annihilation. In the present study, we have attempted to characterize the effect of laser radiation on test samples
comprising of bacteria and viruses. A pulsed TEA (transverse excitation atmosphere) CO 2 laser that operates in
the mid-IR region of the electromagnetic spectrum has been employed for the studies. The Aeromonas enteric
bacterium and its specific virus, P2 bacteriophage, cultured on a typical matrix of Tryptic Soya Agar (TSA),
served as the test samples. Agar overlay technique was used to examine the test results. Detailed analysis of the
laser exposed samples showed complete neutralisation of bacteria and viruses for appropriate laser parameters.
Introduction
It is widely acknowledged that electromagnetic radiation effectively neutralises bacteria and germs1-3 under
controlled conditions. While gamma and UV radiation4 have the effect of degrading the genetic material of the
organisms, exposure to infrared wavelength causes a rise in temperature which in turn results in their
annihilation5. Excimer lasers and Infrared lasers have also been tried for decimating viruses and bacteria6-8. We
in the present work, have studied the effect of a pulsed TEA CO 2 laser WKDWRSHUDWHVLQWKHȝPUHJLRQon the
enteric bacterium, Aeromonas, and its specific virus, P2 bacteriophage, grown on TSA matrix9. The efficacy of
such a laser towards decimating the bacteria/virus and thereby decontaminating the surfaces has been studied as
a function of the laser power density, the pulsing frequency and its exposure time.
Experimental Work
Two types of samples, those of bacteria and virus, viz., the enteric bacterium Aeromonas (107cfu/ml) grown on
Tryptic Soya Agar (TSA) matrix and P2 phage (lab isolate), a bacteriophage (a virus that feeds on bacteria) of
Aeromonas hydrophila CECT 839T have been prepared and employed for laser irradiation studies. The details
of the sample preparation and the methodologies adopted for the analysis post irradiation is elaborated in our
recent work10.
f = 75 cm lens

The pulsed CO 2 laser (Light Machinery, Canada)

TEA CO2 laser

Laser beam

capable of delivering ~2 J/pulse and pulse
repetition frequency ranging from 1-100 Hz was
Virus/bacteria sample
embedded in matrix

used as the source of irradiation. The schematic
of the experimental set-up is shown in figure 1. A
focusing lens (75 cm f) was used to gradually
increase the laser fluence on the sample plane,
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and the same was estimated by measuring the laser energy and the beam size at the target location.
In the first set of experiments, four different sets of bacterial samples were irradiated at different laser fluence
and analysed (Table 1). No bacterial growth is expected to be observed in the laser-exposed zone in the event of
its

annihilation

while
Sample
Sample 1

60 cm

4.3

5 pulses, 1Hz

Sample 2

30 cm

1.2

5, 10 pulses, 1Hz

Sample 3

10 cm

0.5

20 pulses, 1Hz

Sample 4

0

0.4

Control (standard)
(top half)
Bottom (30Hz, 1 sec)

normal bacterial growth is
expected

in

the

other

regions. As can be seen
from Table 1, except for
case of sample 3 for
which case, the fluence
was not sufficient to cause
annihilation,

general

cleaning of the bacteria
could

be

Laser
Fluence
(J/cm2)

Distance
from
lens

otherwise

Irradiation conditions

Inference
Bacterial growth
is inhibited
Bacterial growth
is inhibited
Bacterial growth
not inhibited
Growth present
Growth inhibited

Table 1. Irradiation of bacterial samples with CO 2 ODVHU ȝP at different
fluences.

observed for all the samples.
Figure 2 shows the case of sample 4 where the broad-based annihilation of the
bacteria upon exposure to laser under unfocussed conditions i.e., ~0.4
J/cm2 (1.824 J over an area of 25 mm x 18 mm), at a repetition rate of 30 Hz
can be seen. The top half indicates the control standard (no laser exposure)
while the bottom half indicates the irradiated region. In this case, though the
fluence was less, but owing to the higher repetition rate (30 Hz), the growth of
bacteria could be inhibited. Also, the underlying matrix remained intact during
the process. It may be noted that the increased temperature effect at higher laser
fluence may be achieved at a lower value as well, but for higher pulse
repetition rates, due to inefficient/limited heat conduction between pulses.

Figure 2. CO2 laser
irradiation of Aeromonas
grown
on
(107cfu/ml)
Tryptic Soya Agar matrix.

Sample

Virus
density
(pfu/ml)

Focal
distance

Laser
Fluence
(J/cm2)

Region of irradiation

Inference

Sample 1

106

10 cm

0.535

Top (1 pulse, 1 Hz)
middle (5 pulses, 1 Hz)
Bottom (10 pulses, 1 Hz)

No observable
killing of virus

Partial killing of
virus
-*
++*
6
30 cm
1.2
ditto
Sample 3
10
+++*
Ablation of matrix
too observed
*
+ indicates effectiveness of virus decimation. Qualitative comparison of virus killing as shown in
Figure 3.
Sample 2

106

20 cm

0.764

ditto

Table 2. Irradiation of virus samples with CO 2 ODVHU ȝP DWGLIIHUHQWIOXHQFHV
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In the second set of experiments, virus samples, viz., P2 bacteriophage, at a concentration of 106 pfu/ml, were
exposed to laser pulses of different fluence viz., 0.535 J/cm2, 0.764 J/cm2 and
1.2 J/cm2 (as enumerated in Table 2). The irradiation was carried out at three
different regions of the prepared samples, i.e., the top, middle and the bottom
regions. A sample case is shown in figure 3. In order to test the effect of the
laser radiation on the virus samples, the same have been exposed to
Aeromonas bacteria post irradiation. To be noted that this virus, if present,
feeds on the bacteria and doesn’t allow its growth. It can be observed from
Table 2 that, only for case of irradiation at 1.2 J/cm2 (sample 3), the virus
could be most effectively killed as is indicated by the presence of bacterial
growth (in the bottom region as indicated in figure 3) and no such growth in
the other regions (top and middle) where the virus was not affected by laser
radiation. Partial killing of virus resulted in partial growth of bacteria (figure
3, middle region).

Virus density
(pfu/ml)

Focal
distance

Figure 3. Effect on virus
grown on TSA matrix for 1
(top), 5 (middle) and 10
(bottom) exposures (table 2).
Growth of bacteria in the
bottom trace indicates more
effective killing of virus.

Exposure
time

Killing of
virus
Sample 1
105
20 cm
1 sec
+/Sample 2
105
20 cm
5 sec
+/Sample 3
105
20 cm
10 sec
+
Sample 4
105
20 cm
15 sec
++
+/- denotes the very marginal killing of virus; + denotes more killing of
the virus as compared to +/-; ++ denotes more killing of the virus as
compared to +.
Sample

Table 3. Irradiation of virus samples with CO 2 ODVHU  ȝP  IRU
different exposure times; Laser fluence = 0.764 J/cm2, 1 Hz repetition
rate, Peak power=9.1 MW, Average power=1.82 Watt, Power
density=0.764 W/cm2, Area of exposure=14x17 mm2.
More studies were carried out with samples exposed to higher number
of laser pulses and at higher repetition rates. In this regard, four
samples, viz., sample 1, 2, 3, 4, as shown in figure 4, were irradiated
at a constant fluence of 0.764 J/cm2 (Table 3). The photographs
shown in figure 4 are of the samples one day following the laser
exposure. The clear gradation of the growth of bacteria and hence
improved efficiency of virus decimation with increased number of
laser pulses is evident for irradiation conditions as tabulated in Table
3. To be noted, the medium remained intact in the entire process.
Following this, two more samples, numbered 7 & 8 (figure 5) have
been irradiated at a fixed fluence of 0.535 J/cm2 but at 1 Hz and 10
Hz repetition rate respectively. A zone of matrix damage could be
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seen for the case of irradiation at 10 Hz (as can be seen in
figure 5) owing to rise in surface temperature.
Conclusions
The effect of mid IR laser radiation on the bacterial and
virus samples has been investigated and the results
Sample 7

summarized. We observed that the extent of bacterial
killing increased either with increased laser fluence (0.4
to 1.2 J/cm2) or with increased number of pulses (1 to 30)

Sample 8

Figure 5. Increased repetition rate at the same
fluence resulted in matrix damage in sample 8.

and increased repetition rate. Even though the extent of
P2 bacteriophage killing also showed similar trend, the effect is much less distinct. Importantly, the matrix in
which the viruses are suspended seems to play a significant role. The results obtained from the present study
provide a qualitative evidence for killing of viruses by CO 2 laser.
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Abstract
Short term hyperglycemic stress on red blood cells (RBCs) have been studied using Raman optical tweezers
having 532 nm excitation light. Use of 532 nm light for exciting Raman spectra also results in simultaneous
photoreduction of intracellular hemoglobin (Hb). Since increasing glucose concentration was observed to limit
the photoreduction effect in treated RBCs, prior formation of permanently oxidized Hb by hyperglycemia
effects, offers a possible explanation. Any subsequent damage to RBC membrane due to hyperglycemia
induced oxidative stress were also investigated using optical stretching experiments with the laser trap.
Introduction
About 422 million people worldwide are suffering from diabetes, and 1.6 million deaths are directly attributed
to diabetes each year.[1] Both the number of cases and the prevalence of diabetes have been steadily increasing
over the past few decades. The measurement of glycated hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c) level is the widely accepted
indicator for glycemic control,[2] but it does not addresses short term fluctuation in the blood glucose level.
However, it would be interesting to understand if two individuals, having similar HbA1c level but largely
different glucose variability, would have the same or different level of risk for developing complications.
Particularly in diabetes patients, the postprandial phase is known to be associated with a rapid and large increase
in the blood glucose level.[3]
To investigate the short term hyperglycemia effects on RBCs , that may occur during the postprandial phase, we
performed studies using single cell Raman spectroscopy. We made use of the fact that exposure to visible lasers
is known to cause reduction of oxygenated hemoglobin (oxy-Hb) inside the cells.[4] Therefore, if short term
hyperglycemia causes damage and denaturation of oxy-Hb via developing oxidative stress to cells it will aid in
the formation of permanently oxygenated Hb that cannot be photoreduced [5] and such effects may be probed
by recording Raman spectra from the cells. Since the increased oxidative stress may also alter the mechanical
properties of cellular membrane, hyperglycemia exposed RBCs were studied using optical stretcher for
comparing the elongation lengths with that for unexposed cells, and a reduced elongation for hyperglycemia
exposed cells suggesting a loss of elastic nature could be observed.
Materials and methods
Fig. 1 shows a schematic of the experimental set-up. The 532 nm cw beam from a frequency doubled Nd: YVO 4
laser (Verdi -5, Coherent Inc) was used for both photoreducing single RBCs as well as exciting their Raman
spectra. The laser beam was introduced through the illumination condenser into the cell sample placed on an
inverted microscope (Axiovert 135 TV, Carl Zeiss). The elastically scattered laser light and Raman scattered
light were collected by a microscope objective lens. The light was then passed through a notch filter to suppress
the Rayleigh scattered light while the Raman signal passing through the filter was coupled to an imaging
spectrograph (Shamrock SR-303i, Andor Corp). The spectrograph consists of a 1200 lines/mm grating blazed at
a wavelength of 600 nm and a back-illuminated, thermoelectrically cooled CCD (iDus 401-BRDD, Andor
Corp.) camera.
Raman spectra were recorded from single RBCs by manipulating the cells into the 532 nm laser beam with the
help of a laser trap[6] formed using the 1064 nm beam from a Nd:YAG laser (Compass, Coherent Inc.). At the
time of recording the spectra the cells were placed in the path of the 532 nm laser beam and the trap laser was
turned off after positioning of the cells.
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Fig.1. A schematic of the experimental set-up. The beams from a 532 nm laser (for photoreduction and Raman
excitation) and a 1064 nm laser (for optical trapping) were coupled to the sample via dichroic mirrors (DM1DM3) though the condenser (C) and the objective lens (MO) respectively. The Raman signal was observed via a
spectrograph-CCD system after rejecting the Rayleigh scattered light by using a notch filter (NF).

Human blood samples obtained from blood bank of Choithram Hospital and Research Centre, Indore were used
for the experiment. RBCs were separated from whole blood by centrifugation at 600g for 3 minutes. The
separated RBCs were then washed with phosphate buffer saline (PBS) twice by centrifugation at 600g for 3 min
and then resuspended in the same buffer. Appropriate dilutions of the cells in buffer solution containing 2%
bovine serum albumin (BSA) were then used for the experiments.
For studying the short term hyperglycemic effects on RBCs, D-glucose was added to the cellular suspensions in
varying concentrations from 5 mM ( 90 mg/dl) to 40 mM (720 mg/dl) and incubated for 3 hours before
recording spectra.
For studying the effects of medium glucose on RBC membrane, optical tweezers based cell stretcher[7] was
used. In this technique first a single RBC is trapped with optical tweezers using NIR laser and thereafter a fluid
drag is applied on the trapped cell by applying medium flow around it. Any loss of elasticity for the cell leads to
smaller increase in stretched length. In our experiments, single RBC were trapped under NIR laser tweezers
using ~ 5 mW power and a constant velocity of 120 μm/s was used to uniformly move the sample chamber,
resulting in the stretching of the trapped RBC along the flow. The percentage elongation for the RBCs were
estimated as,
 ݔെ ݔ
ܲ݁= ݊݅ݐ݈ܽ݃݊݁ ݁݃ܽݐ݊݁ܿݎ
× 100
ݔ
Where ݔ and  ݔare the natural length and stretched length of RBC respectively .
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Results and discussions
The Raman spectra from glucose incubated cells were recorded in a photo reduced condition by using 300 μW
of power from the 532 nm laser. With increasing glucose concentration noticeable changes in the Raman spectra
with respect to control were observed and the magnitude of the changes found to increase with glucose
concentration (Fig. 2). The most significant spectral changes were seen as the increase in intensity of the Raman
peaks at 1637,1582 and 1373 cm-1 with increasing glucose concentrations The observed spectral changes
indicate the formation of permanently oxygenated Hb within the glucose incubated RBCs.[8]

Fig.2. (A) Mean Raman spectra of RBCs exposed to varying concentrations of glucose. The Raman bands with
significant changes are marked and shown under shaded regions. (B) The difference spectra of RBCs exposed to
20 mM and 40 mM concentrations of glucose with respect to the mean spectrum from 5 mM concentration of
glucose
This permanently oxygenated form of Hb is known as hemichrome. The generated hemichrome is known to
have a much higher affinity for RBC membrane.[9] This attachment is caused by an irreversible crosslinking
involving both band 3 and spectrin in membrane.[10] This binding may weaken or disrupt the band 3cytoskeleton linkage, triggering the clustering of band 3 and consequent membrane damage. To identify the
possible membrane damage, optical tweezers based cell stretcher was used. A RBC when held in an optical
tweezers was subjected to fluid drag by applying a medium flow around the cell leading to its elongation along
the flow. Around 30 cells at each glucose concentration levels were studied under the optical stretcher and the
mean percentage elongations at each concentration are plotted in the fig. 3. The reduction in elongated length
under identical trap power suggests a detectable loss of elasticity for the cells under higher glucose
concentration.

Fig.3. Mean elongations against concentrations are plotted the linear fits are shown. The results obtained from
samples indicate a possible reduction in elasticity of RBCs at high glucose concentrations. Although the
scattering in data is large, similar trend could be observed from all the samples studied under optical stretcher.
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Conclusion
Using simultaneous laser induced photoreduction and Raman spectroscopy, changes suffered by RBCs under
short term hyperglycemic scenario could be studied. The analysis of recorded Raman spectra suggests alteration
in redox balance of cell that leads to oxidative damage to intracellular hemoglobin. Optical stretcher experiment
enabled us to examine oxidative damage to cellular membrane showing reduced cell elasticity for
hyperglycemic RBCs.
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Abstract
Excretion of albumin in urine (microalbuminuria) is an important indicator for the onset of renal disease
associated with conditions like diabetes and pre-eclampsia. Current methods of microalbuminuria detection are
chemical intensive and time consuming. Here, a Raman spectrosocpy based method called drop-coating Raman
spectroscopy (DCDRS) is explored for detection of microalbuminuria which does not require prior sample
processing. Solution of Human serum albumin (HSA) at various concentrations was prepared in artificial urine
and DCDRS spectra were recorded using visible laser. Results show identifiable differences in the region of
1400 to 1500 cm-1 even at low concentration of HSA (0.06mg/ml). DCDRS thus is a potential technique for
microalbuminuria detection.
Introduction
Urinary albumin excretion (UAE) is a key indicator to detect renal complications in conditions like type 2
diabetes or pre-eclampsia1,2. Microalbuminuria, as it is called (UAE excretion of 0.025 to 0.5 mg/ml), has also
been established as a risk marker for cardiovascular and kidney disease and is associated with related mortality
risk. The conventional microalbumin measurement methods are chemical intensive and require sophisticated
instruments and trained manpower. Alternative low-cost methods such as urinary dipsticks have exhibited poor
sensitivity3. Thus, there is need for a reliable, accurate and rapid method of microalbuminuria detection.
Raman spectroscopy is a molecular sensitive technique and a promising alternative for microalbumin detection
in urine. However, since Raman signals are inherently weak and the concentration of albumin to be detected is
very low, various signal enhancement techniques are required to achieve the desired outcome. Several reports
have recently demonstrated the application of surface –enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) based approaches
for enhancing the Raman signal from albumin4,5. Though these approaches have shown detection down to ng/ml
of albumin, but the clinical translation of these techniques shall be rather complicated and associated with
fabrication of a reproducible SERS substrate. To address this issue Flores-Guerrero et al. very recently reported
a pilot study on urinary albumin detection by conventional Raman spectroscopy. However, it required high
signal acquisition time of ~ 5 min1.
In the current study we explore another variant of Raman spectroscopy called Drop Coating Deposition Raman
Spectroscopy (DCDRS) for detection of microalbuminuria. It is a technique with no requirement of either
specialized substrate or higher exposure times for signal enhancement. The technique relies on ‘coffee ring’
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effect which results in analyte concentration at the edges of a drying drop6. The Raman signal from the
concentrated analyte at the periphery of such a dried drop is significantly enhanced.
Materials and method
Instrumentation
The experimental arrangement used for DCDRS measurement consisted of a single mode laser (Spectra physics)
with central wavelength of 532 nm as the excitation source. A half wave plate and polarizer are placed in the
path of laser beam to adjust the power at the sample. The laser beam is then reflected by a dichroic mirror (DM)
that is placed at an angle of 45°. Another mirror (M) is placed at an angle of 45° to steer the beam towards the
sample, where the beam is focused onto the sample surface using an objective lens (20 X, 0.45 NA). The back
scattered Raman signal from the sample is collected through the same objective lens, reflected by M and
transmitted through DM and then finally passed through a notch filter which removes the elastically scattered
Rayleigh component. The output of the notch filter is then focused using a lens on to the end of an optical fiber
of 200 μm diameter. The fiber then leads to an imaging spectrograph (Acton Spectra Pro, SP-2300, and
Princeton) equipped with a thermoelectrically cooled, back-illuminated, deep-depletion CCD camera (Figure 1).

Figure 1: A schematic representation of the Raman spectroscopy set up for the DCDRS measurements. The
DEEUHYLDWLRQVDQGWKHLUFRUUHVSRQGLQJH[SDQVLRQVDUHDVIROORZVȜ—Half wave plate, P—Polariser, DM—
Dichroic mirror, M—Mirror, OL—Objective lens, NF—Notch filter and L—focusing lens.
Human serum albumin samples
Solutions of varying concentrations (0.02 mg/ml to 1 mg/ml) of Human serum albumin (HSA) (Sigma-Aldrich,
USA) were prepared in deionized water as well as in artificial urine. Artificial urine was composed of urea,
creatinine and uric acid at concentrations of 16.0 mg/ml, 1.04 mg/ml and 0.34 mg/ml, respectively.
Data acquisition and processing
To acquire the DCDRS spectra, a triplicate of 5 ȝl drops of each concentration of HSA in water or artificial
urine was air dried on aluminium foil at room temperature and the laser was then focused at the periphery of
each dried drop. DCDRS spectra were thus measured from five different points on the circumference of each
dried drop. The incident laser power was 100 mW and 10 data were acquired from each point with acquisition
time of 0.5 s each. The recorded Raman spectra were smoothened using a second order Savitzky-Golay
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algorithm. The Raw measured spectra were processed to remove background signal followed by baseline
correction using range independent background subtraction algorithm (RIA) to obtain zero baseline spectra7.

Results and Discussion
To explore the feasibility of identification of low concentrations of HSA using DCDRS, the Raman signal were
initially acquired from dried drops of aqueous solution of HSA. Characteristic Raman peaks of HSA at 1000,
1330, 1442 1545, 1600 and 1646 cm

-1

were identified in DCDRS spectra of aqueous HSA to a concentration

upto 0.08 mg/ml. Below this concentrations, only peaks at 1442, 1545 cm-1 and 1600 were identified upto a
concentration of 0.02 mg/ml of HSA (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Drop-coated deposition Raman spectra of aqueous human serum albumin (HSA) at different
concentrations(0.02 mg/ml, 0.08mg/ml and 1.25 mg/ml) .
Since HSA could be identified at low concentrations from its aqueous solution using DCDRS, further study was
done to mimic real situation where DCDRS was explored for detect HSA in artificial urine. It was observed that
the DCDRS spectrum of samples in artificial urine is primarily dominated by that of urea and creatinine which
are seen to mask the HSA peaks. However, significant differences were noted in average DCDRS spectra in
range from 1400 to 1500 cm-1 in HSA containing samples as compared to the control artificial urine (Figure 3).
HSA specific peak at 1442 cm-1 was visible in all HSA containing samples but not in control artificial urine
(Figure 3, inset). The band at 1442 cm-1 is assigned to CH 2 deformation of HSA. Other distinguishing features
were an increase in peak ratio of 1418/1407 cm-1 and appearance of peaks at 1458 cm-1 in HSA containing
samples.
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Figure3: Averaged Drop-coating deposition Raman spectra (Mean normalized) of different concentrations of
human serum albumin (HSA) (0.06 mg/ml to 1.0 mg/ml) in artificial urine (AU). Inset: Magnified DCDRS
spectra in region from 1380 to 1500 cm-1.

The results obtained in this study suggest that DCDRS is a suitable tool for a rapid, reagent free qualitative
diagnosis of microalbumiuria at initial stages of condition progression without the need of sample preparation.
Details of this study will be presented in the poster.
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Abstract : Aqueous solvent based dye lasers offer significant enhancement in laser output stability as well as
improved safety considerations involved in handling large volumes of dye solutions owing to the non-toxic,
non-flammable and eco-friendly nature of water compared to conventional organic solvents. However,
formation of non-emissive aggregates limits the utilisation of water as solvent for many Rhodamine class dyes
including Rh 110. In this paper, studies on photo physical properties of Rh 110 along with the narrowband laser
performance & photo-chemical stability in water-based binary solvent with high repitition rate Copper vapour
laser (CVL) as pumping laser are presented.

Introduction:
Dye lasers are widely used as unique source of tunable laser radiation. Due to high conversion efficiency,
continuous wavelength tunability & possibility to generate narrow-band laser (down to few tens of MHz), it is
an indispensable tool for many applications in the field of physics, astronomy, spectroscopy, laser-based isotope
separation techniques1, medicine2 etc. In laser-based isotope separation techniques, selective excitation &
ionization of desired isotope has been targeted by using pulsed DL’s with high peak powers at high pulse
repetition rate (PRR~ multi-kHz). The choice of the dye as well as the solvent becomes very crucial for
sustainable, efficient and long-term operation of such high-repetition-rate dye laser systems.
Laser based enrichment of

176

Yb has been demonstrated in BARC to produce the starting material for

production in nuclear reactor. The radioisotope

177

177

Lu

Lu is known for its varied applications in cancer therapy. In

3

order to use the reported ionization scheme for selective photoionization of

176

Yb, Rh 110 is chosen as a

potential candidate. Our results show that Rh 110 has a) good absorption cross-section (GSA) at the available
pump wavelength of 511 nm and b) good photochemical stability so as to avoid the need for frequent
replacement/replenishment of dye solution.
The need for a water-based dye laser system has arisen due to certain advantages of water over conventional
organic solvents. Water is non-flammable, eco-friendly and does not require any special methods for disposal
unlike organic solvents. Besides, its use as solvent offers better laser output stability owing to its superior
thermo-optic properties compared to organic solvents4. Despite these advantages the use of water as a medium
for dye lasers is limited by the low solubility of the organic dye molecules in aqueous media which increases
their tendency to form aggregates which are usually known to be non-emissive in nature and thus reduce the
lasing efficiency of the dye laser drastically. To circumvent this problem, we used water based binary solvents
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e.g. n-propanol and ethanol in water and studied the performance of Rh 110 in terms of its lasing efficiency and
photostability. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report on the use of a binary solvent for
development of Rh 110 based dye laser system.
Materials and methods:
Ethanol, n-propanol (HPLC grade) and Rh 110 as its chloride salt were procured from Sigma-Aldrich and used
as received. Absorption and emission spectra of the samples were recorded by Thermo Fischer Scientific
spectrophotometer and Fluoromax4 spectrofluorimeter (Make: Horiba) respectively. Lifetimes of the dye in
different solvents were measured using a time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) based instrument
from IBH, UK. To obtain the quantum yield of photo-degradation, experiments were performed using the green
component (511nm) of CVL (PRR 6.25 kHz). The pump laser was focused by a lens onto the dye solution of
appropriate concentration to ensure complete absorption of incident laser energy by the dye solution in the entire
period of exposure (~1 hour). The number of photo-degraded dye molecules in the exposed volume of the dye
solutions was quantitatively estimated from the measured absorbance, before and after exposure of pump beam
using an absorption spectrophotometer.
Results and Discussions:
Absorption and Fluorescence measurements:
The absorption spectra of the dye in different solvent combinations are shown in Figure 1. As can be observed
the absorption maxima undergoes a slight blue shift in wavelength with increase in polarity of the solvent. This
may be due to the presence of a zwitterion in the ground state. Zwitterionic5 dyes are reported to exhibit
negative solvatochromism due to decrease in dipole moment in the excited state. The fluorescence spectra of Rh
110 are also presented in different solvents as depicted in Figure 2. The inset shows that fluorescence intensity
increases with percentage of n-propanol and becomes saturated at ~20% n-propanol-water combination. The
quantum yield of fluorescence as well as Stokes’ shifts in different solvents are tabulated in Table 1. The
average lifetime values of the dye in different solvents were determined by exponential fitting of the decay
traces (Figure 3) and are mentioned in Table 1.

Figure 2. Fluorescence spectra of Rh 110 in
different solvents

Figure 1. Absorption spectra of Rh 110 in different
solvents
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Figure 3. Fluorescence decay curves of Rh 110 in different solvents
Dye laser performance:
1.

Efficiency of narrow band dye laser oscillator:

A narrow band dye laser oscillator, pumped by a copper vapour laser, was set up in a grazing-incidence-grating
*,* FRQ¿JXUDWLRQ7KHJUHHQ DWQP DQG\HOORZ DWQP FRPSRQHQWVRI&9/ZHUHVHSDUDWHGE\D
dichroic mirror and the green component was used for pumping Rh 110 dye laser oscillator. The tuning curve of
the dye was obtained by scanning of thH ZDYHOHQJWK RI WKH G\H ODVHU WKURXJK WKH JDLQ SUR¿OH RI WKH G\H DQG
subsequently measuring the average pump and dye laser powers with power meter. The tuning curve is
presented in Figure 4. Rh 110 is reported to exhibit lasing peak efficiency of 9% in methanol6. Our result
indicates marginal increase in peak efficiency (~ 11%).

Figure 4. Tuning curve of Rh 110 in 20% n-propanol-water (Pump Power: 6.2 W)

2.

Photo-stability studies:

Our studies on photostability of Rh 110 revealed its photo degradation quantum yield in 50% ethanol-water
solution and 20% n-propanol-water solution to be 2.515 * 10-5 and 7.8 * 10-6 respectively. These results clearly
indicated better photostability of Rh 110 in water-20% n-propanol solution. Rh 6G, a well-known laser dye
belonging to the same class of compounds as Rh 110, is reported to exhibit the value of quantum yield of photo-
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degradation as 8.5 * 10-6 in ethanol solution7. Our results show that a comparable photo-stability of Rh 110
could be achieved in 20% n-propanol solution. A more efficient solute-solvent interaction due to suitable
polarity of the medium could probably be the reason for higher photo-stability of the dye in a binary mixture of
water-n-propanol compared to that in ethanol-water solution.
Table 1. Table showing different parameters of photo physical properties of Rh 110 in different solvents
Dye

Solvent

Abs max

Fluorescence

 abs (cm2) at

Fluorescence

Lifetime

Stokes shift

(nm)

max (nm)

510.6 nm

quantum

(ns)

(nm)

yield
Rh 110

Ethanol

501

522

1.6 *10-16

0.87

4.2

21

50%

500

522

1.5 *10-16

0.81

3.9

22

499

521

1.4 *10-16

0.84

3.9

22

496

516

1.2 *10-16

0.83

4.1

20

EtOHwater
20% npropwater
Water

Conclusion:
In conclusion, the results of this study clearly indicate higher photo-stability of the dye in n-propanol-water
solvent compared to ethanol-water. The photo physical properties of the dye were investigated and are reported
herein. Hence, a water-based binary solvent was used and an efficient and stable narrow band laser operation
could be achieved.
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Abstract
We report the results of a study carried out to evaluate the efficacy of an indigenously developed wide area
pathogen disinfection system emitting ultraviolet C (UV-C) for inactivation of severe acute respiratory
syndrome corona virus-2 (SARS-CoV-2) virus and two pathogenic strains of bacteria, spread on inorganic
surfaces. Real time polymerase chain reaction analyses of the swabs obtained from the virus-contaminated
inorganic substrates exposed to UV-C emitted by the device, show increased cycle threshold value > 38 for the
virus marker genes. Further, colony forming units assay of bacteria spread on plastic surface and exposed to
UV-C show ~2.8 log survival loss. These results suggest inactivation of the SARS CoV-2 and bacteria spread on
inorganic surfaces by the UV-C based wide area disinfection device.
Introduction
The pandemic corona virus disease -2019 (COVID-19) caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome corona
virus-2 (SARS-CoV-2) has now spread to more than 190 countries. It is now clear that apart from the direct
route of transmission resulting from inhalation of nasal and oral droplets produced during sneezing and
coughing, contact routes through the fomites play important role in the transmission of COVID-19, as the
causative virus. SARS-CoV-2 can persist on inanimate surfaces for long duration 1,2. Hence, much importance
has been attributed to prevention of COVID-19 transmission through environmental surface decontamination.
Ultraviolet-C (UV-C) is an easily deployable and safer approach for inactivation of a wide range of
microorganisms including corona viruses such as SARS-CoV-12-6.Hence, use of UV-C has attracted much
interest for inactivation of SARS-CoV-2. In fact, recently the susceptibility of SARS-CoV-2 suspended in liquid
medium to UV-C has been demonstrated2. However,efficacy of UV-C for inactivation of SARS-CoV-2
persistent on environmental surface has not been determined. Recently, we have developed a tower based wide
area disinfection device which emits UV-C. In this paper, we report the efficacy of this wide area pathogen
disinfection system for inactivation of SARS-CoV-2 spread on inorganic surfaces. In addition, the efficacy of
the device for inactivation of two bacteria responsible for wide spread nosocomial infections worldwide,
namely; Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Methicilin resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) has been evaluated
to establish the utility of the device as a general disinfection device.
Materials and Methods
This study was conducted in a BSL-3 level facility associated with Employees State Insurance Corporation of
India Medical College, Hyderabad,India. Swab samples of COVID-19 subjects suspended in viral transport
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medium (VTM) with a known cycle threshold value (Ct) of 22-24 were used for validating efficacy of the
indigenously developed wide area disinfection device; Neel Bhasmi. The device consists of a central tower
fitted with 4 arms and a knob for height adjustment (figure 1 A). Each arm hosts 2 UV-C tubes (TUV 30,
Philips) emitting 254 nm light. The device has inbuilt motion sensor which avoids unwanted exposure and a
timer to ensure the time of exposure without manual intervention. To demarcate the effective area of
illumination, the tower was set at 6 ft and all the four arms were spread out in horizontal direction with all the
four UV tubes held in side-by-side orientation. The measured power density at 4 , 8 and 10 ft radial distance
from the source were ~ 82.6, 13 and 6 μW/cm2, respectively (figure 1 B). Also, for the tower height set at 6/7 ft
and at a radial distance upto 8 ft, the power density on the floor and at different heights (1-5 ft) does not vary
appreciably. For the virus inactivation study, a fixed volume of the VTM were smeared on a 10 mm circular
spot on glass slides, sterile clothes, papers and plastics (figure 2). These samples were placed at different
distances (4/8/10 ft) from the UV-C irradiation tower either on the floor or at a height of 3.5-6 ft above ground.
After an exposure time of 90 min, the irradiated samples were swabbed, processed for RNA extraction, and
RTPCR analysis. Following RTPCR analysis, the Ct values for the target sequences for two markers; ORF 1ab
protein, and the E protein genes of the SARS-CoV-2 genome were enumerated. To ascertain the effect of UV-C,
a negative result was confirmed only if Ct values were >38 in case of both the marker genes.

A

B

Figure 1: (A) The tower based wide area sanitization device.(B): Radial distance dependent power density
variation for Neel Bhasmi.The tower (blue square;centre) was set at 6 ft and all the four arms (solid blue lines)
were spread horizontally with the UV tubes held in side-by-side orientation. The power density at each position
(blue circle) is represented in red numerics.
For bacteria inactivation studies, MRSA (ATCC 43300) and P.aeruginosa PA01 (MTCC 3541, IMTECH,
Chandigarh, India) were cultured in tryptone soya broth (TSB). The bacterial suspensions in exponential phase
were diluted to obtain ~107 or 106 colony forming units / ml. The bacteria suspended in sterile phosphate
buffered saline were spread on sterile, polystyrene petridish (diameter:35 mm) and the petridishes without lids
were placed at a distance of 8.5 ft from the central tower of the Neel Bhasmi, with tower height set at 6ft . The
exposure time was set for 30 min to achieve a fluence of ~20 mJ/cm 2. Following UV-C irradiation, the bacteria
suspensions were suitably diluted, plated on TSB plates and incubated for 24 h at 37 0C. The colony forming
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units (CFU) for untreated control (C) and UV-C irradiated (U) groups were counted and the CFU per unit
volume (CFU/ml) was enumerated. Reduction in CFU was calculated as follows:
Percent reduction = [C-U] / [C] x 100

Figure 2: Schematic of the experimental protocols used for UV-C mediated inactivation of SARS-CoV-2 spread
on inorganic substrates.VTM : Virus transport medium. E-gene : Nucleocapsid gene. ORF 1ab: Open reading
frame 1ab.

Sample groups

Rate of negatives ( Ct > 38
for E-gene & ORF 1ab )
6/6 (~100 %)
5/6 (~83 %)
4/4(~100 %)
5/5 (~100 %)

Unirradiated control (n= 6)
UV-C ~29 mJ/cm2 ( n = 6)
UV-C ~68 mJ/cm2( n = 4)
UV-C ~ 440 mJ/cm2( n = 5)

Table 1: Efficacy of the wide area disinfection device for inactivation of SARS-CoV-2. Effect of UV-C emitted
by the device on E-gene and ORF 1ab expression of oral swabs of COVID-19 subjects suspended in VTMs and
spread on inorganic surfaces. Samples with Ct>38 for both the genes were termed as negative. Number of
samples (n) and percentage (%) of double negatives are denoted in parentheses.
Results and discussion
In this study, the VTMs containing SARS-CoV-2 were smeared on four different types of materials (glass,
plastic,paper and cloth). These virus contaminated samples were placed at different distance from the central
tower of the device and exposed to the three different UV-C fluence. Results show that, in all but one of the
samples subjected to UV-C, Ct values are > 38 for both the marker genes analyzed (table 1). Hence, the
percentage double negatives in all the UV-C treated samples are nearly > 95 %.These results suggest that
damage to the virus spread on inorganic surface seems to have occurred with ≥ 29 mJ/cm2.Further, the results of
our microbiological assay (table 2) show ~2.8-3 log magnitude of inactivation for P.aerugniosa and MRSA.
Since 3-log10 (99.9%) inactivation of bacteria can be reasoned to be sufficiently therapeutic fraction, the results
presented in this study also indicate the antibacterial effectiveness of this UV-C based wide area disinfection
device.
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Survival loss (log 10) with respect to unirradiated control
MRSA
P.aeruginosa
~2.8 ( p<0.05)
~3 ( p<0.05)

Table 2: Efficacy of the wide area disinfection device emitting UV-C for inactivation of MRSA and P.
aeruginosa spread on plastic petridish. The bacteria samples were exposed to a fixed UV-C fluence of ~20
mJ/cm2 by placing the petridish without lids on floor at 8.5 ft distance from the Neel Bhasmi tower . Number of
samples (n) and p-value of student’s t-test are in parentheses.

In summary, in this study, the efficacy of the larger area disinfection device emitting UV-C for inactivation of
SARS-CoV-2 spread on inorganic surface has been demonstrated. The inactivation of virus kept at distance of
~10 ft from the tower suggest its utility for the wide area disinfection. In addition, the inactivation of MRSA and
P. aeruginosa smeared on plastic petriplate, caused by the UV-C, suggest the potential of the device to contain
spread of infection whereever these two strains represent major threat of infectious disease spread through
surface contact .
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Abstract
Bougainvillea is an ornamental flower which has an immense value in landscaping, pharmaceutical and
cosmetic industries. The colour of the flowers is a function of plant pigments and therefore it is very essential to
identify the pigments present in the flowers using automated cost effective and rapid techniques. The laser
induced fluorescence spectroscopy is highly efficient tool for the non-destructive, extraction free, label free,
rapid and simultaneous multi compound detection that can be applied for the on-site detection of chemicals and
pigments present in the biosamples. The current study aims at investigating the biochemicals present in different
cultivars of bougainvillea flowers using laser induced fluorescence. The analysis of the acquired fluorescence
reveals that the petals have rich presence of fluorochromes like chlorophyll, carotenoids, flavonoids and
anthocyanins. The spectral signatures obtained in this study can be used by the planners and industries for the
effective use of bougainvillea flowers for allied purposes.
Introduction
Flowers of bougainvillea serve as the reservoir of naturally occurring chemical compounds and
structurally diverse bioactive molecules. The chemicals present in the flowers are important in pharmaceutical
industry, cosmetic, food and as raw material for the extraction of dyes [1-3]. The function of biomolecules
present in the flowers is characterized by their molecular structures that help in determining the quality of
flowers. The extraction of bioactive compounds from the flowers and their quantitative and qualitative
estimation is significantly important for exploration of new biomolecules that can be used by pharmaceutical
and agrochemical industry directly or can be used as a lead molecule for synthesizing more potent
molecules [4, 5]. For revealing information about the structure of phytochemicals, analytical techniques are
required that are able to spectrally and spatially resolve bimolecular features at the cellular level with high
sensitivity. High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), thin layer chromatography (TLC), high
performance thin layer chromatography (HPTLC), mass spectrometry (MS) are some of the prevalent analytical
techniques for the analysis of bioactive compounds present in flowers [3]. Although some of them provide high
end information about the constituents of the sample but most of these are limited by the time involving sample
extraction procedure that disturbs the structure and configuration of the chemicals from their natural form and
hence are generally regarded as destructive, labour consuming and least environment friendly [3].
This situation necessitates the need of exploring such technique that is sensitive, rapid, non-destructive,
label-free and eco-friendly. These superior analytical features are readily found in optical spectroscopic
technique like laser induced fluorescence [6]. The laser induced fluorescence spectroscopy relies on the
detection of the radiation of the emitted photons by the fluorophore upon the absorption of the radiation. This
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technique is non-invasive, noncontact, label free and relatively fast and provide information about the chemical
composition of sample without the involvement of sample preparation stage. Also it shows high chemical
specificity and provides information about a range of molecules simultaneously [8, 9].
Realizing the importance of non-destructive probe in the realm of compound identification, the present
study exploits the utility of laser induced fluorescence spectroscopy for the in situ analysis of phytochemicals
present in different cultivars of bougainvillea flower. For this, three widely grown bougainvillea cultivars (red,
pink and pinkish-white) have been collected and their fluorescence spectral signatures have been investigated.
The obtained spectral features have been pre-processed and analyzed with multivariate approach. The spectral
features obtained are very useful in monitoring the biochemical composition of the samples of plant origin.
Materials and methods
Different cultivars of healthy bougainvillea flowers having red, pink and pinkish-white colour were
collected from the Roxburg Botanical Garden of University of Allahabad, Allahabad. The healthy flower
samples were sorted and washed with double distilled water and dried at room temperature to remove surface
contamination. Then the petals of the flowers samples were used for the biochemical investigation using laser
induced fluorescence spectroscopy.
Laser induced fluorescence measurements were performed on the adaxial surface of the petals of the
flowers. Fluorescence emission signals from the fluorophore of the flowers were excited with 405 nm, 50 mW
violet diode laser (Oxxius CE, model PS-007). For this, petals of the different colour flowers were clamped in
sample holder and laser beam was focused on it in right angle geometry. The distance between the laser and the
sample was kept 50 cm to avoid any kind of photo-damage. The emitted fluorescence was recorded with the
help of 600 μm optical fibre coupled spectrometer (Ava-Soft 3648, Avantee, Netherland) in the spectral region
of 400-800 nm at a resolution of 2.3 nm. The obtained data were analyzed with the help of Origin 8.0 software
package.
Signal Processing
The obtained spectral features were exported to Origin 8.0 software package and analyzed. The spectra
were pre-treated by smoothing in order to remove unwanted signals and denoised the observed signals.
Smoothing was performed by Savitzky Goley algorithm using third order polynomial and window of twenty one
data points. The broad and undulating background in the spectral features were removed by baseline correction
using rectangle method. In order to obtain statistically significant results, 9 floral samples were analysed for
each cultivar. From each sample, single spectrum was acquired making a total of 9 spectra per floral sample.

Pink

Pinkish-white

Red

Figure 1: Acquired optical images of the collected different variety of the bougainvillea flowers.
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Results and discussion
The recorded fluorescence spectrum of the different flower petals of bougainvillea is shown in Figure 1.
The fluorescence spectra of pink and red bougainvillea show a strong band at wavelength 677 nm having a
shoulder at 730 nm.

These bands arises due to the chlorophyll molecules [6, 7]. In the pinkish-white

bougainvillea flowers, the chlorophyll band is observed at 684 nm. In pinkish-white, pink and red bougainvillea,
the florescence signals at 630, 620 and 614 nm are also observed that denotes the presence of anthocyanins in
the floral petals [7]. Anthocyanins are responsible for the beautiful purple, blue and red colour of different fruits,
flowers and vegetables and are water soluble compounds belonging to class of flavonoids [3, 8]. They possess
antidiabetic, anticancer, anti-inflammatory and anti-microbial effects. They also help in the prevention of
cardiovascular diseases [9]. In addition to these bands, emission bands are also observed at 467 and 516 nm in
the pinkish-white and red bougainvillea flowers. These bands develop due to carotenoids [6, 7].

Figure 2: Recorded laser induced fluorescence spectra of the (a) pink, (b) pinkish-white, and (c) red
bougainvillea in the spectral region 400-800 nm.
The presence of carotenoids in the petals of flower is responsible for beautiful bright yellow, orange and red
colour. Carotenoids serve two key roles in plants; they absorb light energy for use in photosynthesis and they
protect chlorophyll from photodamage. They have health-promoting effects: immune enhancement and
reduction of the risk of developing degenerative diseases such as cancer, cardiovascular diseases, cataract and
macular degeneration and plays a dual role in metabolism. Also, carotenoids facilitate plants in photosynthesis
by absorbing light energy. Also carotenoids act as antioxidants in the human body and have strong cancer
fighting properties. In the pinkish-white bougainvillea, the fluorescence bands at 502 and 567 nm are observed
due to the presence of flavonoids [3]. Flavonoids are another class of plant pigments that are found along with
the phenolic compounds, and are known to possess antioxidative, anti-inflammatory, anticancerous and antimutagenic properties. They also have the capacity to modulate key cellular enzyme functions [8, 9]
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Abstract:
Dissolution testing of a pharmaceutical drug is important to assess the bio-availability and therapeutic
effectiveness of the drug. The techniques currently used for measuring dissolution are tedious and time
consuming. We report here the results of an exploratory study to evaluate the applicability of Raman
spectroscopy for measuring dissolution kinetics of paracetamol, a common pharamceutical drug to treat fever
and pain. Paracetamol tablets were made to dissolve in water and Raman spectra were acquired from this
aqueous solution at different points in time. The Raman peaks characteristics of paracetamol were observed to
show successive increment in their intensities with increasing dissolution of the tablets in water. The results thus
demonstrate the potential of Raman spectroscopy for testing dissolution of paracetamol tablets.
Introduction:
Dissolution is defined as the dynamic process by which active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) is transferred
from solid dose state (tablet) to solution per unit time
to assess the in-vivo bio availability of the drug

[1]

[2, 3].

. Testing of dissolution of a drug is therefore important

In pharmaceutical industry the dissolution of drugs is

regularly monitored for quality control and maintaining batch to batch consistency of the drugs.

The

conventional analytical techniques used for dissolution testing are UV-Vis spectrophotometry and High
Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC). While UV measurements are quite sensitive, it lacks selectivity
since presence of chromophores other than the API in a multi-component matrix may result in erroneous
interpretation. Similarly, HPLC despite being a sensitive technique has several shortcomings. For example, it is
time consuming, tedious and also requires pre-processing like filtration of samples prior to analysis.
Raman spectroscopy, essentially a vibrational spectroscopic technique, has garnered a great deal of interest in
recent years for rapid pharmaceutical analysis. Basically, it probes the vibrational energy levels of molecules,
and specific peaks in the Raman spectrum correspond to particular chemical bonds or bond groups. Since
several APIs are known to have sharp and intense Raman bands in comparison with excipients [3], the technique
is expected to have potential for measuring dissolution of an API present in a pharmaceutical drug.
We report here the results of an exploratory study carried out to evaluate the applicability of near-infrared (NIR)
Raman spectroscopy for measuring dissolution kinetics of paracetamol, a common pharamceutical drug to treat
fever and pain.
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Materials and Methods
Figure 1 shows the schematic of the experimental set-up for the NIR Raman measurements. The set up uses a
785nm diode laser (Tech 510, Sacher Lasertechnik) for Raman excitation. The output of the laser is collimated
by the collimating lens and is passed through the laser clean up filter. The beam then falls on the dichroic mirror
which reflects the laser light onto the sample through the microscope objective lens. The backscattered Raman
signal is collected by the same objective lens and is passed through the dichroic mirror which transmits the
beam to the notch filter to separate the Rayleigh scattered light from the collected output signal. The beam is
then passed through another lens which couples it to the Raman spectrograph (Acton SP2300, Princeton
Instruments) equipped with a thermoelectrically cooled, back-illuminated, deep depletion CCD camera (PIXES
100,Princeton Instruments).

Fig.1: Schematic of the Raman spectroscopy setup
Pure paracetamol (acetaminophen) powder was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and paracetamol tablets (Calpol
500mg) were obtained from a local pharmacy shop. All solutions were prepared in deionized water. The
dissolution of paracetamol tablet was carried out by placing the tablet in 90 ml water in a glass bottle (250 ml)
and stirring it at 60 rpm on a heated magnetic stirrer. The temperature of water was maintained at 37 °C
throughout the experiment by the heated magnetic stirrer plate with temperature set at 37 °C. Three millilitre
water sample was drawn into a quartz cuvette every 10 mins upto 90 mins for Raman spectroscopy
measurements. The samples were replaced in the apparatus soon after individual measurements. All Raman
measurements were made through lateral side of the sample filled cuvette, placed horizontally under the Raman
excitation beam. The optical power delivered on to the sample was 100 mW and the spectra were acquired for
an integration time of 30 s.
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Results and Discussion
Figure 2, shows the Raman spectra of pure paracetamol powder and its aqueous solution. Paracetamol is a
highly Raman active molecule and its Raman spectra shows several dominant peaks[4,5] at 686, 833, 892, 1202,
1267, 1355, 1398, 1587, 1639 and 1672 cm-1. The peak assignment is shown in Table 1. All major peaks of
paracetamol can be distinctly observed in the spectra of its aqueous solution except peaks at 1587, 1639 and
1672 cm-1, which are merged with the water Raman peak in the region.
Table: 1
-1

Raman Peaks (cm )

Peak assignment

686

out of plane C-NH deformation

833

C-N-C ring stretching

892

C-N-C ring breathing

1202, 1267

C-C ring stretching

1355

in plane C-NH deformation

1398

C-H deformation

1587

amide II ( C-N stretching , N-H bending)

1639

N-H deformation

1672

amide I (C=O stretching)

During the dissolution process, the Raman spectra of dissolution media clearly show dominant characteristic
peaks of paracetamol, the intensities of which increase with increasing time (Figure 3a). This suggests
progressively increasing dissolution of paracetamol from the tablet. An area under curve plot against the time
(Figure 3b) shows complete dissolution of the tablet being achieved at around 70 mins.

Figure 2: Raman spectra of pure paracetamol powder (red) and aqueous solution (black). Inset: Molecular
structure of paracetamol.The spectra are offset for clarity.
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a)

b)

Figure 3:a) Raman spectra of dissolution media (water) at different time points (mins) during dissolution of
paracetamol tablet (500mg) in water at 37 °C stirred at 60 rpm. The spectra are offset for clarity. b) Plot of
Area under curve of Raman spectra (depicted in 3a) against time of dissolution.
The results thus demonstrate the potential of Raman spectroscopy for testing dissolution of paracetamol tablets.
The technique can provide a rapid and sensitive alternative to the current dissolution testing methods with
additional advantage of no prior sample preparation. The study shall be extended to study other APIs to
elaborate on the scope of this technique in dissolution testing of other important pharmaceuticals.
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Abstract: In this work we have analytically shown the existence of rectangular dark pulse using an ansatz in
cubic quntic Ginzburg-Landau equation. The study shows the relationship between the pulse parameters and
cavity parameters in case of rectangular dark pulse via a free parameter B contained in the ansatz. The variation
of the pulse width, depth and output energy with B parameter are studied. Theoretically predicted results are
supported by experimental observation in a uniquely designed all fiber linear cavity in all normal dispersion
regime.
Research in the field of passively mode locked fiber laser has increased in last three decades because of its
potential application in various fields such as tele-communication, micro-machining, sensors, bio-medical etc.
Mode-locked laser generates short high intensity optical pulses in the output at a repetition rate governed by the
cavity length. Optical pulses contain energy in much shorter time compared to cavity round trip time and there is
no energy in between optical pulses, known as bright pulses. In case of dark pulses, an intensity dip in the
continuous wave (CW) background is observed. The existence of dark pulse was first predicted theoretically by
Hasegawa and Tappert [1] in 1975. After that in 1987 the existence was experimentally demonstrated by Emplit
et al. [2]. Since then, a great amount of work had been done on dark pulse because of its captivating properties
and advantages over the bright pulses. In optical communication and signal processing the use of the dark pulses
has increased as they are less sensitive to the background noise, suffer less broadening during propagation and
are less influenced by stimulated Raman scattering in comparison to the conventional bright pulses [3].
Experimentally, dark pulses of inverted bell shaped as well as rectangular profiles have been reported. Inverted
bell-shaped pulses were analyzed using tangent hyperbolic function as a solution of non-linear Schrödinger
equation (NLSE) or cubic quantic Ginzburg-Landau equation (CQGLE) which are used to model mode-locked
fiber lasers. However for analysis of rectangular dark pulses (RDPs) in mode-locked fiber lasers, no function
has been proposed so far.
In this paper we present an ansatz to model rectangular dark pulse. The ansatz is based on the ansatz proposed
by Renninger et al [4] as a solution of CQGLE which predicts diverse bight pulse profiles including rectangular
bright pulse. We have modified the ansatz to investigate rectangular dark pulse and derived relations between
pulse and cavity parameters. Passively mode-locked fiber laser in the presence of fiber dispersion, nonlinearity
and dissipative process due to the interplay between gain medium and loss in the cavity is modeled by:
iAz -

D
i
Att Ȗ|A|2 A = iıA + Att +iĮ|A|2 A + iį|A|4 A
2
ȍ

(1)

where A is slowly varying envelope of the electric field, z is propagation coordinate along length of the fiber, t is
time measured in the pulse frame, D is net dispersion of the cavity, ɀ is cumulated cubic nonlinearity in the
medium, ı is related to gain or loss in the cavity, ȳ represents total filtering effect due to gain medium and
band-pass filter used in the cavity, Ƚ and Ɂ are the coefficients of cubic and quintic term associated with
saturable absorber respectively. The following ansatz has been used to realize RDP:
A (z, t)=ඨ൬ī-
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t

where M= cosh ቀ ቁ +B is real for all values of t. Ĳ P0 ȕșī all are real pulse parameters. Here all the pulse
Ĳ

parameters are connected to system parameters (D, ɀ, ȳ , Ƚ, Ɂ) via free parameter B used in the ansatz. Since the
number of pulse parameters and system parameters are same therefore the ansatz has a zero co-dimension.
Among these five pulse parameters Ⱦ and Ʌ are dimensionless quantity, ɒ has the dimension of time, both P
and Ȟ have the dimension of power. To investigate how the pulse profile, evolves with free parameter B for a set
of system parameters and to understand the effect of various system parameters on the pulse parameters for a
fixed value of B, we have solved for all five pulse parameters in terms of system parameters. Inserting the ansatz
in equation (1) and separating real and imaginary parts from the equation we got eight equations where two
trivial equations are physically unacceptable. Other six equations are solved to find out pulse parameters. One of
these six equations directly gives us the two possible solutions for chirp parameter Ⱦ, one set of solution with
positive chirp and other set with negative chirp. We have discarded the negatively chirped solution to focus on
all-normal dispersion (ANDi) set up and the solution is given by ɴс

ȴнϰ
,
Dɏ

where ȟ = ξ3Dଶ ȳଶ + 16 is a

dimensionless parameter derived from the system parameters. After solving other equations we got four coupled
algebraic equations involving four pulse parameters namely Ȟ, P , ɒ, Ʌ
P0 =
Ĳ2 = െ

൫B2 െ 1൯ Ȗ(ǻ)
ቈ
െ ī
B
įDȍ

1 ǻ- ǻ-2)
ī
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ቈ
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െ
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൨+ Ȟ 
൨ൠ
ଶ
ɒ 4 ȟെ4
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(3. a)
(3. b)

(3. c)

(3. d)

It may be noted that expressions of P , ɒ, Ʌ shown in equations (3.a), (3.b), (3.d) respectively are void of Ƚ whereas
expression of Ȟ shown in equation (3.c) directly depends on Ƚ. This suggests that the depth of the dark pulse (depends on
the value of Ȟ) is solely determined by the cubic term of the saturable absorber (Ƚ) if other system parameters are kept fixed.
On the other hand, for a particular set of system parameters (a, experimental cavity design using NOLM as a saturable
absorber and generating dark rectangular pulses) by changing the free parameter B it is possible to get various kind of pulse
profiles both in dark and bright domain. Since we had six equations initially, therefore it is possible to solve for another
quantity assuming that the energy of the pulse is controllable externally to account for gain in the experiment. Once we
determine the values of the pulse parameters for a particular set of system parameters then it is possible to figure out the
YDOXHRIı
ɐ= െ

B ʹȟ െ 6
ȟ(ȟ െ 2)
+ Ȟ ൬
൰
ଶ
(ȟ
+ 4)
P Ͷȳɒଶ
Ͷȳɒ

(4).
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loss line. And to for EULJKWSXOVHıZKLFKLVWKHFRQGLWLRQIRUVWDELOLW\DJDLQVWWKH&:EDFNJURXQGLQPRGH-locking
process. Therefore, for dark pulse we must choose only
WKRVHYDOXHVRISXOVHSDUDPHWHUVIRUZKLFKı!6LQFHLQ
this work our main goal is to provide an insight to RDP,
Output Energy

we have chosen the value of free parameter B accordingly.
In Fig 1. (a) the several RDPs are shown with increasing
(b)

value of the free parameter B where the depth of the RDP
(the difference between CW background and minimum of
the pulse) remains constant with increase in the value of B.

(C)

Width of RDP is 9.5 ps for B=200 which increases to 22.4
ps for B=106, where the values of pulse parameter are
P0 = െ7.24 × 10 , Ȟ = െ73.06, ɒ = 0.287, Ⱦ =
0.34 as shown in figure. In Fig. 1 (b) three quantities
namely pulse width, pulse depth and output energy are
plotted with -Log(B). The output energy is calculated by
integrating the area under CW background curve.

Figure 1. (a) Variation of the width of RDP with free parameter B (b) Theoretically
calculated variation of pulse width, depth and output energy of RDP with -Log(B),
(c) Representative spectrum with B value.

Here, output energy is analogous to the output power
in an experimental set up. To get spectral information
we did Fourier transformation of the pulse profile for
B = 106 and the spectrum is shown in the Fig. 1 (c).
It’s a multipeak spectrum with three clearly
distinguishable

peaks.

Experimental

cavity

Figure 2. Schematic of the laser setup.

which

generates RDPs is developed to verify theoretical findings. It is a linear high finesse standing wave type cavity having 80 cm
long Yb-doped fiber placed in between two high reflectivity loop mirrors. One loop mirror is based on by joining the output
ports of a nearly 50/50 coupler (49.4:50.6) through ~ 1m long fiber segment whereas the other mirror is based on nearly
50/50 coupler (49.1:50.9) with a loop length ~1km. Due to the slight imbalance in splitting ratio of the couplers, the
transmission of the loop mirrors become power dependent, however, due to the long loop length of the second loop mirror it
predominantly acts as a saturable absorber and assists in mode-locking. To initiate the mode locking process a pair of
polarization controller is attached on the fiber of second loop mirror.
At about 58 mW of pump power the laser cavity with loosened PCs starts lasing in CW regime. As the pump
power was increased to ~230 mW fluctuations in the output power was observed in the temporal profile on
oscilloscope. In this condition, by slightly adjusting the PCs in the cavity stable train of mode-locked pulses
with features of dark pulse at ~200 kHz repetition rate is observed. The mode-locked pulse train remains stable
up to the pump power of 362 mW. With further increase of pump power, the train of dark pulses vanishes. Pulse
train exhibiting dark pulse operation in the cavity at 362 mw pump power is shown in Fig. 3(a) and zoom in
view of a single dark pulse is shown in the inset of the figure. Measured radio-frequency spectrum shown in Fig
3 (b) exhibits signal to noise ratio of ~44 dB which is low for a mode-locked lasser indicating that this state of
operation is not robust. However we havee seen the cavity remains in this operating regime even for couple of
hours.
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Figure 3. (a) Oscilloscope traces of RDP train at ~362 mW pump power , inset: expanded view of a single RDP (b) RF spectrum at
fundamental repetition rate, (c) oscilloscope traces of RDPs at various pump powers, (d) variation of pulse width, pulse depth and output
power with pump power and (e) Spectrum of RDP at a pump power ~362 mW pump power

Width of the dark rectangular pulse decreases with increase in the pump power as shown in Fig 3 (c). At ~238
mW pump power, the pulse width is ~507 ns with noisy background level. With increase in the pump power to
362 mW width reduces to ~336 ns corresponding to ~ 34% reduction in the pulse width is observed with
increase in the pump power. The variation of pulse width, output power and depth of modulation with variation
in the pump power is shown in Fig. 3(d). It can be seen that the pulse width (blue open circles) decreases
monotonically whereas the pulse-depth (red solid square) remains nearly constant with increase of pump power.
Overall the output power (black solid triangle) increases linearly with the pump power. Figure 3(e) shows a
representative optical spectrum of the dark pulse. It can be seen that the spectrum is centered at ~1043.2 nm
with estimated root mean square (RMS) width of ~2.06 nm.
Theoretically increase in the width of RDP with B value is observed, where increase in B value is analogous to
decrease in small signal gain (g 0 ) achieved by decreasing the pump power experimentally. Further linear
relationship between Log B value and g 0 was shown earlier for bright rectangular pulses [5].
In conclusion, investigation of RDP was carried out theoretically by taking an ansatz. Relationship between
pulse parameters and cavity parameters is derived by substituting the ansatz in CQGLE. Theoretically predicted
results of RDP are supported by experimentally observed results.
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Abstract: In this paper we report our studies on propagation characteristics of dark pulses through single mode
fiber by numerically solving the nonlinear Schrödinger equation and compared the same with bright pulses with
identical pulse parameters. Our studies show that a pair of dark solitons allow more proximity of the pulses and
can tolerate higher losses in fiber than the bright counterpart and hence dark solitons are more favourable for
high speed long-haul fiber-optic communications systems with high bit rate.
Optical fiber technology provides the fastest and most secure method of transmitting large amounts of data very
cheaply. Conventionally, bright optical solitons are preferred in fiber-optic high speed long-haul optical
communications systems due to the remarkable stability of soliton pulses during propagation in optical fiber.
The bright solitons are formed due to the exact balance of third order nonlinearity known as self phase
modulation (SPM) with the anomalous dispersion in silica optical fiber. Bright solitons are the solution of
nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE) under anomalous dispersion [1]. However, to maintain the soliton
profile the peak power of the pulse needs to be maintained at a certain level depending on the dispersion and
nonlinearity of fiber and hence the pulse power must be amplified periodically at certain distances to
compensate the losses in fiber. However, the optical amplifier noise affects the timing jitter of optical pulses at
the receiving end and eventually deteriorates the transmission characteristic kwon as Gordon-Haus effect [2].
Furthermore, in case of transmission of a plurality of optical soliton pulses carrying digital information, the
soliton-soliton interaction also causes the timing jitter at the receiving end limiting the bit rate transmission in
the communication system. In contrast to the bright pulses, dark pulses refer to an intensity dip over a
continuous wave back ground and solitary dark pulses are formed as the natural solution of NLSE in normal
dispersion as a result of balance of SPM with the normal dispersion in fiber[1]. The dark soliton has an
advantage over the bright soliton in that it permits reduction of the Gordon-Haus jitter to about 70% and
suppression of the soliton interaction without the requirement of any complex instrumentation [3]. Due to this
advantage and with the recent progress in generation of dark pulses from fiber oscillators dark solitons are
looking attractive for high-capacity long-distance transmission through optical fiber. However, though several
reports on propagation characteristics of dark pulse in optical fiber are available in literature [4], the influences
of loss and proximity of pair of dark solitons in comparison to bright counterparts are not readily available.
In this paper we report our studies on propagation characteristics of dark pulses through single mode fiber
(SMF) by numerically solving the NLSE and compared the same with bright pulses with identical pulse
parameters. Our studies show that a pair of dark solitons allow more proximity of the pulses and can tolerate
higher losses in fiber than the bright counterpart.
The framework for numerical simulation of pulse propagation through optical fiber is shown in Fig.1(a). It
consists of a source of optical pulse and a segment of SMF of length L. At the end of SMF we observe the
temporal profile of the input pulse after propagating the fiber. The propagation of an optical pulse through SMF
is governed by the Nonlinear Schrödinger Equation (NLSE) given by
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(1)

where A(z,t) is the slowly varying pulse envelope, ] LV WKH SURSDJDWLRQ FRRUGLQDWH ȕ 2 is the group velocity
dispersion (GVD) parameter, D is the loss coefficient in fiber, ȖLVWKHFXELFQRQOLnear coefficient of the fiber:
J

n 2Z0 / cA eff where n 2 is the coefficient of intensity dependent refractive index of the fiber, Z0 is the central

angular frequency, c is the velocity of light in vacuum and A eff is the effective area of the core of the fiber. In
the numerical simulation the input pulse is propagated through SMF by solving Eq. (1) using split-step Fourier
method with relevant values of parameters of SMF e.g. ȕ 2 = 23 ps2/km (for normal dispersion) or -23 ps2/km
(for anomalous dispersion), n 2 = 2.3u10-20m2 W-1, A eff = 30Pm2, Z0 =1.88u1015s-1 and c=3u108ms-1.

Figure 1: (a) Scheme for numerical simulation (b) input pulse profiles (c) output pulse profiles and (d)
Variation of pulse duration (FWHM) with the length L of SMF for different pulse profiles.
The simulation is run for different input pulse profiles as listed in Fig.1(b) like Gaussian pulse with amplitude

>

@

profile : A 0, t

P0 exp  ( t  W) 2 / 2T02 , Secant hyperbolic : A 0, t

Gaussian : A 0, t

P0 exp  0.5(( t  W) / T0 ) 2 m and dark pulse: A 0, t

>

@

>

@

P0 sec h ( t  W) / T0 , Super

P0 tanh >( t  W ) / T0 @ . Here

P 0 is the peak power, T 0 is the 1/e width of the intensity profile (true only for Gaussian pulse), W is a shift in
time and m is the order of Super Gaussian pulse (m =10 is used in our simulation). The full width at half
maximum (T FWHM ) of the pulse can be obtained as 1.665×T 0 ( Gaussian type pulse) or 1.7627×T 0 ( Hyperbolic
type pulse). The respective pulse profiles after propagating a distance of 5m through the case of lossless SMF
with T FWHM = 0.1ps and P 0 =1W are shown in Fig.1(c) for normal dispersion only by setting D = 0 and J = 0. It
can be seen the all pulse profiles are broadened due to the GVD in fiber. The computed variation of pulse
duration (FWHM) with the propagation distance for different pulse profiles are shown in Fig. 1(d). It can be
seen that the pulse broadening is maximum (by a factor of 50) for super Gaussian pulse and least (by a factor of
8) for dark pulses. Further there is no reduction of CW background power for dark pulses showing the
advantage of dark pulses for high bit rate data transmission. However, the dark pulse develops oscillations in
CW background power with decaying magnitude near the rising and falling edge of the pulse as can be seen
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from Fig.1(c) which could be detrimental for high bit rate data transmission. Hence dark pulses only in normal
dispersion are not favourable for data transmission.

Figure2: Simulated profiles of pair of pulses for different values of initial pulse separation (2W) through 5 m
long lossless SMF (a) dark soliton pair in normal dispersion (b) bright soliton pair in anomalous dispersion.
Next we run the simulation to observe the influence SPM on the dark pulse profile after propagating through 5m
long lossless (D = 0) SMF under normal GVD (ȕ 2 = 23 ps2/km) by incorporating the value of J in Eq.(1). The
strength of nonlinear phase shift due to SPM was increased by increasing the CW background power of the dark
pulse. As the CW back ground power (P 0 ) is increased the pulse is compressed in time and the fluctuation of
power near the rise and falling edge of the dark pulse reduces. At a input power level of P 0 = E 2 /(J T 0 2) ~1520W
the ripples in the CW background vanishes and dark pulse is transformed into fundamental dark soliton with the
pulse profile at the exit of the fiber identical to that of the input pulse profile. It may be noted that the secant
hyperbolic pulse also transformed into the fundamental bright soliton pulse with the peak power of 1520W
under anomalous dispersion (ȕ 2 = -23 ps2/km) in the SMF. However, in the context of optical communication
one needs to study the propagation characteristics of a train of dark solitons. For that purpose we investigated
the propagation of a pair of dark soliton with varying time separation between the pulses. We define a pair of
dark soliton by the following equation:

A 0, t

P0 ( tanh>( t  W) / T0 @u tanh>( t  W) / T0 @ , for W 

(2)

Where P 0 =1520W, T 0 = 1.7627uT FWHM and W is the shift in time with respect to t=0. The dark soliton pair was
propagated through a 5 m long loss less SMF. The simulated output pulse profiles with varying value of W are
shown in Fig. 2(a). It can be seen that the pulse separation is maintained for dark soliton pair during propagation
till 2W = 0.2ps and the individual pulses can be easily seen. However, as the pulse separation is reduced further
the dark soliton pulses repel each other. It can be seen from the top panel of Fig.2(a) that for an initial pulse
separation of 0.1ps, the pulses are repelled to a value of 1.24ps. Simulation shows that a maximum data bit rate
of ~(2T 0 ) -1 can be reliably sent in the form of dark soliton pulses in fiber-optic communication. For comparison
we also show the pulse pair profiles for bright solitons of 0.1 ps duration (FWHM) in 5m long SMF under
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anomalous dispersion in Fig.2(b). It can be seen that the bright soliton pair are well separated up to an initial
pulse separation of 0.4 ps and then as the initial pulse separation is reduced further, bright solitons attract each
other and coalesce. Finally we have incorporated the term D in Eq.(1) to observe the influence of fiber loss on
the transmitted profiles through the SMF. The simulation results for dark and bright pair of solitons are shown in
Fig.3 which shows that the pulse profiles are distorted with increase in fiber loss as the pulses are deviated from
the soliton condition due to the reduction of peak power. However, dark solitons are more immune to distortion
due to loss than the bright solitons. It can be seen from Fig. 3 that even at high loss (D = 0.02 cm-1), the dark
soliton pair can be distinctly identified whereas the bright soliton pair is completely merged. Further the
attenuation of dark pulses are lesser than the bright pulses which reduces the number of repeaters for long haul
transmission which in turn reduces the timing jitter in the pulses.

Figure 3: Influence of fiber loss on propagation of pair of pulses (a) dark soliton (b) bright soliton
In conclusion, we have studied the propagation characteristics of dark pulses through single mode fiber by
numerically solving the nonlinear Schrödinger equation. The simulation results show that the dark soliton has
favourable characteristics for high bit rate transmission through optical fiber as compared to the bright solitons.
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Intensity referencing in fibre optics based temperature Sensing
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Nakhe2, Laser Electronics Division, RRCAT, Indore
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Abstract
Fibre Bragg Grating (FBG) based sensing utilises edge filtering for wavelength to intensity conversion.
For a FBG with known Bragg’s wavelength (O B ), a fixed optical band pass filter is employed along with
sensitive photo-detection system to achieve a measurable electrical signal output. The linear portion of the
characteristics curve of optical filter is used for intensity conversion corresponding to shift in O B in response to
the varying temperature. The intensity referencing of the single point sensing FBG are validated and relative
error due to optical power attenuation of the sensor head because of optical source power fluctuations, variation
in remote sensing point distances etc. are compensated. The ratio- metric technique and polynomial curve fitting
are used to compute the temperature and minimise errors in measurement due to optical power variation anywhere in the system. Developed unit provides the measurement accuracy of ± 10C in the range of 25 -5000C.
The same unit with calibration can be used to interface FBGs with different Braggs wavelength.
Introduction
FBG based interrogator system [1] for measurement of temperature uses the shift in O B due to
temperature variation. The shift in Bragg’s wavelength due to variation in temperature is translated into intensity
modulated signal using edge filter which is monitored using photodiode. Intensity referencing is used to
incorporate ratio metric detection with an aim to minimize the error in measurement due to variation in optical
power because of optical source power fluctuations and variation in remote sensing point distances etc.
Calculating the ratio of the intensity modulated signal and reference for the temperature range between 25qC to
500qC, a characteristic polynomial is derived. Curve fitting of the acquired data is carried out to compensate the
non-liner response of the edge filter. The developed system is successfully tested with C-band FBG at 1552.7
nm and is working as standalone monitor with overall full scale accuracy of ±1qC.
Experimental Setup
The block schematic comprising various optical and electronic components, is shown in figure 1. The
optical components are C-Band ASE Source, FBG Sensor with O B 1552.7 nm, Optical circulator, Optical
Coupler, Edge Filter with central wavelength 1550 nm, and FC/APC patch cords. The electronic components
used are Photodetectors, Analog Front End (AFE) and a Data Acquisition System (DAQ) with high resolution
ADC. The precision analog front end is developed indigenously using multi-layer PCBs for photo detectors. The
printed circuit board is built on FR4 and ceramic base materials along with proper guarding and shielding to
ensure ultra-low leakage operation, which is a key requirement in the intensity based FBGs interrogation.
Photodiode signal conditioning is implemented using op-amp based trans-resistance amplifier having ultra-low
bias current in the fA range. The detectors are used in pair for detecting modulated and reference optical signal
for ratio-metric technique.
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The C Band source is interfaced to the input port of the optical circulator and at the other port an FBG
sensor is connected. Based on the temperature of the FBG, a particular wavelength gets reflected back and is
available at the third port of the optical circulator. The reflected wavelength changes with temperature. There is
a wavelength shift of approximately 10 pm/0C with temperature.

Figure 1. Block schematic of the ratio-metric temperature measurement system.
The reflected signal reaching at the third port of the circulator is divided in two parts using 50:50
dividers. One part of the coupler output is passed through an edge filter which provides intensity modulation on
the reflected wavelength and then given to the detector. Other output is given directly to the detector. The
detector outputs are digitized using 16-bit ADC interfaced with microcontroller board [2].
The FBG sensor is placed in a temperature controlled oven and temperature is varied between 25qC to
500qC in steps and corresponding detector’s output signals are digitized. The ratio of the voltages before and
after the edge filter is computed using microcontroller throughout the range. Then curve fitting is carried out for
the available data points and is implemented and the controller displays the actual temperature. Figure 2 displays
the photograph of the system.

Figure 2. FBG Interrogator system using intensity referencing.
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Results and conclusion
The signals received are tabulated and ratio is calculated. Transfer characteristic of the interrogator system is as
depicted in figure 3. The edge filter used has the peak wavelength of 1550 nm and hence falling edge of the
edge filter is utilized with FBG at O B 1552.7 nm. The curve derived here is analyzed as a 5th order polynomial.
The microcontroller receives input as ratio of optical power levels and using this 5th order polynomial, computes
and displays the temperature over the range from 25qC to 500qC.

Figure 3. Transfer characteristic of the Interrogator.

In this work a low cost and accurate FBGs interrogation system has been designed and demonstrated using edge
filtering along with intensity referencing. Temperature quantisation was done using ratio-matric measurement
technique to make system immune to optical power fluctuations because of optical source power fluctuations
and variation in remote sensing point distances etc. The developed unit is calibrated over the range from 25qC to
500qC with accuracy of ± 1qC.
Authors acknowledge sincere efforts of Shri Dheeraj Shukla in assembly of the unit.
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TRIGGERING AND SYNCHRONISATION OF SPARK GAP SWITCHES USING
OPTICAL BEAM DELIVERY SYSTEM
Ritu Agarwal, Amitava Roy, Archana Sharma
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Abstract : Triggered spark gap (SG) switches are one of the most essential components of Pulsed Power
Systems. A laser triggered sparkgap (LTSG) system has been developed using Nd:YAG laser of 6-7 ns pulse
duration with 19 fiber optic beam delivery system having less than 1 mJ of energy from each fiber. This paper
describes the Laser triggering of SG having Laser (532 nm) focused on-axis of electrodes using optical fibers.
The experiment was carried out using 0.15 μF/ 50 kV energy storage capacitors, discharged through stainless
steel electrode of diameter 68 mm across 10 ohm non inductive load. The initial experiments demonstrated that
for electrode gap of 5 mm and self breakdown voltage (SBV) of 16.5 kV, switching range of 16 % was obtained
for Laser Pulse energy of 900 μJ. While for SBV of 20 kV, switching range of 12% was obtained at Laser
energy of 800 μJ. It was observed that for lower Laser energy switching range reduces drastically. The SG has
been tested upto of SBV of 32 kV under pressurized condition. Further studies have been carried out to improve
switching range by varying various system parameters.
Key words: Nd:YAG laser, Laser triggered sparkgap (LTSG), Self breakdown voltage (SBV)
Introduction:Pulsed power is a technology that accumulates energy over a relatively long period and releases it
into a load within a short time interval, thus generating high instantaneous power. Pulsed power systems are
used for Flash X-ray production, high-power microwave generation, charged particle sources, radars, thermonuclear fusion reactions, radiation generation etc. The systems for these applications are typically large
machines and are operated in a single-shot mode or at a low repetition rate. The synchronized triggering of two
or more high voltage switches which should be capable of switching large currents and handling high voltages
ranging from few kV's to 100's of kV, is one of the requirement for high performance of system. In this paper,
triggering of spark gap switch with Laser[1,2] (532 nm, 7 ns pulse) focussed on-axis of electrodes using optical
fibers with less than 1mJ of energy has been described. The triggering is achieved using single Laser pulse of 67ns FWHM. Switching time jitter is an important property to consider when selecting a closing switch for a
pulsed-power system, and time-precise triggering may be achieved through the use of lasers. For a mid-gap
laser-triggered spark gap using an Nd:YAG laser at 532 nm, where the laser pulse LVJXLGHGYLDDQRSWLFDO¿EHU
to the spark gap; the laser pulse energy and the applied voltage may be varied with nitrogen as the working gas.
One drawback of the current laser triggering technology compared with other triggering techniques is that laser
systems are more complex and prone to electromagnetic interference. However, the laser offers an alternative
triggering device which is basically safer and simpler to use as it is isolated electrically from the SG.
High voltage switches: Depending on the type of energy storage element used in a pulse generator, closing or
opening switches are used for capacitive and inductive energy storage, respectively. Power semiconductor
switches like IGBTs, MOSFETs, SCRs can be used but their usage is limited up to a few kilovolts. The spark
gap switches are most commonly used due to its advantages of high hold-off voltage, large conducting current,
high energy efficiency and low cost. Spark gaps switches can broadly be classified as self-triggered and
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triggered SG. Triggering is generally achieved by an external agency in the form of an electron-beam, a LASER
beam or by raising the electric field in some part of the gap etc. Electrically triggering is having three electrodes
geometry which requires trigger generator to initiate breakdown of SG. But the triggering time and jitter time in
trigatron method of triggering is high. Also, parallel triggering of spark gaps through the trigatron method is
difficult to achieve due to requirement of trigger voltage at third electrode which causes insulation problem.

Fig.1: Schematic of Laser Triggered Sparkgap Switch.
In Laser Triggered spark gap switch, Laser can be focused using lens, on-axis[3] or mid-plane point between the
electrodes. Fig.1, shows the schematic of laser triggered SG switch having Laser focussed on-axis. When the
laser beam is directed at the surface of cathode of SG where the energy from laser causes thermo emission of
electrons, and even an explosion of the cathode metal at the surface. In the presence of an electric field, the
process develops in the same manner as in the presence of initiating plasma. It is interesting that the delay time
of the discharge in the switch practically does not depend on which anode or cathode surface plasma is
generated. Triggering of SG using Laser is the fastest way of triggering as compared to other triggering
methods.
Design and simulation of LASER triggered spark gap switch: The Fig.2 displays CST EM STUDIO
simulation of a laser triggered SG to obtain electric field distribution along cross section of the SG switch. For
electrode separation of 4 mm at a potential of 15 kV with air medium, maximum field obtained is 38.87 kV/cm
and field at the centre of bottom electrode is 22.79 kV/cm.

Fig.2 : CST simulation of Laser triggered Spark gap Assembly

Fig.3: Focussing Optics for LASER beam

The laser beam is transmitted through a multimode 200 μm fiber with N.A=0.26, therefore gets diverged by an
angle of 30 deg. Therefore, a collimator setup has been designed containing a convex lens of f 1 = 50 mm such
that it made the diverging beam into a parallel beam. Further, the parallel LASER beam was focused at the
surface of cathode by a converging lens of f 2 = 50 mm. Fig.3 depicts a typical collimator setup where a laser
beam coming out from optical fibre and gets diverged in the air medium by around 30 deg. The collimator
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converges the beam into a parallel beam. As the parallel beam passes through convex lens with focal length f 2 , it
gets converged at the surface of the cathode of the spark gap. This results in excitation of ions at cathode surface
along with the ionisation of gas medium. The fibre optic core diameter is 200 μm and focal length of collimator
(f 1 ) and converging lens (f 2 ) is same, so spot size of the focussed beam is 200 μm.
Experimental setup: A laser triggered SG system has been developed using Nd:YAG laser of 6-7 ns pulse
duration with 19 fiber optic beam delivery system having less than 1 mJ of energy from each fiber. Innolas
Spitlight 400 LASER setup is capable of producing 400 mJ maximum energy at 1064 nm and 200 mJ maximum
energy at 532 nm with 6-7 ns pulse duration. As optical fibres of 532 nm are available, so present Laser system
is used at 532 nm for laser triggering. It is having nineteen optical fibres and each fibre provides a maximum of
1 mJ of energy at 532 nm. The optical fibre[4] reduces the complex system of mirrors used to transport the laser
beam to the spark gap switches. In order to pressurize the SG, a feed through window was required between
focussing arrangement and SG assembly. For that study of percentage absorption of laser energy when passing
through different materials (fused silica, glass and perspex) was carried out. It was observed that perspex
scatters the laser light, glass absorbs more energy as compared to fused silica for the same thickness. Due to the
absorption, the Laser energy further reduces. Hence, focussing lens itself is used as a feedthrough in the above
experiments. The power density of laser beam when it hits the electrode is 0.40 GW/cm2.
Fig.4(a) displays the Laser system and 4(b) shows spark gap switch with focussing optics being pressurized by
N 2 gas. For the experimental setup, energy storage capacitors of 0.15 μF/ 50 kV has been discharged through
laser triggered SG across non inductive load of 10 . In order to increase the SBV of spark gaps, they were
filled with N 2 gas at a pressure of 0.2 kg/cm2. The pressurized gases follow Streamer theory and Paschen’s law
where the breakdown occurs at range of nano seconds.

Fig.4(a): Innolas SpitLight 400 LASER setup

Fig.4(b): SG switch being pressurized by N 2 gas.

Synchronisation of two spark gap switches: Two spark gaps were triggered simultaneously and their
synchronisation was measured. Fig. 5(a) shows the schematic for synchronisation of two Laser triggered spark
gaps and 5(d) shows the circuit diagram. Fig. 5(c) shows the assembly of sparkgaps along with focussing optics.
The gap spacing between the two electrodes was adjusted to 4 mm in each of the sparkgaps, having SBV
obtained was 18.4kV and 18.6kV respectively. The collimator and lens assembly was same for both the
sparkgaps with lenses having focal length of 5 cm. For jitter measurements, two current shunWVRIPȍ each
are connected across each load. The output discharge waveform of each spark gap was recorded using a 200
MHz Tektronix oscilloscope, capable of measuring jitter up to 1ns.The applied voltage was varied from
minimum voltage to self breakdown voltage in step of 0.5 kV and the laser energy per pulse was kept constant at
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<1 mJ. Fig.5(b) shows the output waveform for the synchronization of two SG with jitter < 5 ns at a charging
voltage of 17.5kV. Further experiments demonstrate that for electrode gap of 5mm and SBV of 16.5 kV,
switching range of 16 % was obtained for Laser Pulse energy of 900 μJ. While for SBV of 20 kV, switching
range of 12% was obtained at Laser energy of 800 μJ. It was observed that for lower Laser energy switching
range reduces drastically. The SG has been tested upto of SBV of 32 kV under pressurized condition.
Spark Gap
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Fig.5(a): Schematic diagram for synchronisation of two
Spark Gap switches

Fig.5(b): The output waveform of two switches
showing jitter < 5 ns.

Fig.5(c): Photograph of sparkgaps assembly along with
focussing optics

Fig.5(d): Circuit diagram for synchronisation
of two spark gap switches

Conclusion: A fiber-delivered LTSG was developed comprising of a Nd:YAG laser connected to 19 optical
fibers each carrying a maximum of 1 mJ energy at 532 nm. The synchronization of two SGs at lower voltages
with jitter < 5ns has been achieved at laser energy < 1 mJ. The laser optics consists of collimator, optical fibre
and convex lens has been used for laser beam focussing. The experiments are under way to improve the
switching range and jitter of the SG with an ultimate aim to achieve laser trigger upto 100kV voltage.
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Design of optical interface module for fiber delivered DPSSGL beam to pump dye laser
amplifier
1
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Abstract:
The design of optical interface module (pump beam optics) for transversely pumped dyer laser amplifier (DLA)
module is presented. The input beam for interface module, 532 nm Nd:YAG @ 6.25 kHz, is delivered by optical
fiber . The first scheme employs independent collimation optics module for each optical fiber arranged in
angular multiplexed fashion to aim at the dye cell. Its application is however limited to few fibers owing to
space constraints. Another design of interface module is considered which enables easier handling of multiple
fibers, reduce active alignment burden and reshape the pump laser beam for improved spatial overlap with
signal.
Introduction:
Narrowband pulsed dye lasers are widely used tunable lasers for separation of isotopes of industrial, medical
and strategic importance. These lasers are deployed in MOPA configuration to generate the process beam.
Number of stages for amplification in MOPA is governed by the total power required for the process, seed
signal strength from the oscillator, total available pump power and extraction efficiency of an amplifier in each
stage. Diode pumped solid state green laser (DPSSGL, Nd:YAG second harmonic) delivered by optical fiber
ȝP

[1]

at 6.25 kHz is used for pumping of the master amplifier in transverse configuration. Optical

interface module (pump beam optics) delivers the output of the optical fiber to the DLA in required dimensions.
The exact match of the pump beam shape and size with the signal is essential for maximum efficiency and low
amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) generation. Power scaling at this stage can be achieved by pumping with
plurality of fibers, arranged in angular multiplexing configuration, from both sides. However, the extent of
power scaling with multiple fibers is limited by capability of chosen pumping scheme to effectively concentrate
this power into lasing zone of desired dimensions. Therefore, it is desirable to have pumping scheme capable of
handling multiple fibers and reshapes the pump beam to create illumination bar which optimally fills the lasing
zone.
In this paper two designs of optical interface module are considered. First scheme is simple in approach and
utilize independent optics for generation of illumination bar dimension equal to flow channel length (in
horizontal direction) for each fiber. The height of the illumination bar is controlled by common cylindrical lens.
This scheme has limitation in addressing plurality of fibers due to space constraint in closely placing the
independent optics of all the fibers at the operating distance. This limits the maximum no. of fibers to be used
from each side. Second scheme takes care of above limitation and utilizes common optics for all the fibers,
allowing adjacent placement of the fibers in compact manner. Therefore, this scheme permits use of more fibers
in comparison to first one. In addition; this scheme enables homogenization of illumination bar in vertical
direction by very nature of its design which helps in imparting better spatial profile to the output signal beam of
the amplifier.
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Designs for optical interface modules:
Design 1: In this design, DLA is pumped from both sides by DPSSGL beam at 532 nm and 6.25 kHz repetition
rate, delivered by step index fibers FRUHVL]HȝP1$ 

[1]

using optical interface modules arranged in

angular multiplexed fashion to form a line focus at the dye cell. The combination of collimation optics and
focusing lens is designated as optical interface module. The interface module takes light from the fiber and acts
in a way to create elongated image of the optical fiber output at the dye cell. As circular fiber face is to be
imaged as elongated illumination bar, this scheme utilizes combination of spherical and cylindrical optics to
achieve the desired spot size of 10 mm x 1 mm at the dye cell. Each fiber is placed in a V groove holder, as
depicted in Fig. 2 which is placed in opto-mechanical mount with necessary tilt and translation control to
precisely place the image at the dye cell. This scheme incorporates independent collimation optics module for
each fiber and common focusing optics i.e. cylindrical lens as shown in Fig 1(a). The limitation of this scheme
comes in handling multiple fibers for pumping DLA module. If multiple fibers are to be used for pumping from
one side it can be achieved by increasing the launch angle of the each fiber (and its collimation optics) relative
to the normal of the dye cell. However, the use of large angles for multiplexing is limited by the clear aperture
of the focusing optics and dye cell holder eventually. Also various angles of fibers results in slightly different
spot size at the target plane. Hence maximum launching angle is limited by acceptable tolerance in focused spot
size. To avoid larger angles and accommodate more fibers these modules along with the fiber can be placed at
longer distances in order to reduce the launching angle. However, this is limited by the available space and
spherical aberrations of the focusing optics (as it will receive larger sized beam) placed near the dye cell.
Another drawback of this scheme is the requirement of individual collimation optics for each fiber leading to
large optics and mounts inventory requirement. As image of each fiber is aligned at the dye cell using individual
tilt and translation controls leading to more degree of freedoms to maintain active alignment which could be
detrimental in longer durations.

Fig. 1(a) Schematic of the DLA pumping scheme

(b) Schematic of double sided pumping
Cylindrical lens
Collimation optics module
Optomechanical mount holding fiber
Optical fiber

Fig. 2. Actual deployment of design 1[1]

Design 2: This design is modified version of interface module for enhanced transverse energy input in the form
of rectangular illumination bar[2]. It makes use of an all spherical optics to create de-magnified image, of the
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rectangular pupil created by two closely spaced parallel mirrors called folding bars

[3]

at the dye cell. The

folding bars derives its name from the way it acts on the input beam to homogenize it in the vertical direction
(where input beam suffer multiple reflections). The diverging beam from optical fiber is launched into these
parallel mirrors which acts as a waveguide and causes beam to remain within the gap which otherwise was
diverging. This results in beam homogenization which can be understood by considering diverging beam at the
exit gap of the parallel mirrors to be sequentially folded like a piece of paper to fit into the gap. As the beam
propagates through these mirrors it suffers reflection only in vertical direction and horizontal direction is
allowed to expand which creates rectangular pupil at the exit gap of these mirrors. The beam intensity at this gap
is imaged on to dye cell using all spherical relay optics with suitable demagnification to achieve desired spot
size (10 mm x 1 mm) at the dye cell. In order to use multiple fibers in this scheme these are again placed in
coplanar and angular multiplexed fashion (in X-Z plane) to aim at the common point which in this case is optics
immediately following the mirrors. The design of the optics is such it brings rays emerging from all the fibers to
a common plane. The number of fibers launched is limited by the geometry of the design but still can accept
large numbers as compared to scheme 1 with minimal aberrations.
This scheme is different from one described above in the sense that it doesn’t have individual alignment control
of the fibers. Fibers must be placed in a coplanar way within a metal plate with their optical axis orientation
angle fixed by the hard grooving in the structure. The angle is determined by the optical software simulation so
as to direct beam from all the fibers at the dye cell and overlapping. The structural angles eliminate the
requirement of individual tilt and translation control of the fiber and they can be placed in very close proximity.
Overall five to six fibers can be easily placed in the design (X-Z plane) within a space of 10 mm in the plate
with fixed angles with maximum angle being 8 degree relative to central fiber. However to further increase the
number of fibers optics following the mirrors can be suitably designed for acceptance and spot size generation
within required range. As can be seen that overall optical loss each beam suffers is more in this scheme.
However the scheme is capable of delivering higher pump power into DLA module using multiple fibers owing
completely to the advanced design and the way it operates on the rays in both directions.

Fig 3. (a) Schematic of the design 2 with Top and side view
in vertical direction with parallel mirrors i.e. folding bars.

(b) Beam homogenization achieved

Simulation & Results: The optical fiber used for the schemes is large core multimode fiber, with fused silica
FRUH RI VL]H  ȝP and Numerical aperture (NA) 0.22. The spot size obtained in two pumping schemes is
evaluated using ray propagation calculations available in optical simulation software. Optical fiber is simulated
by considering different points on periphery of the core as the individual point sources of NA 0.12 as it is the
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exit beam NA from the fiber. It is also assumed all point sources emit light in cones which are parallel to each
other. This is incorporated by using telecentric object space.
Design 1 beam size results:
All dimensions in footprint diagram
are in mm and wavelength in
microns.

Here

smaller

ellipse

corresponds to different points on the
fiber used for simulation. Total beam
size is arrived at by considering the
maximum and minimum value of the
ray position in each direction.
Fig. 4. Beam footprint shown in different colours are for different launch angle of the fiber as shown in Fig. 1(a).
Design 2 beam size results:

Fig. 5. Beam footprints shown in different colours are for different launch angle of the fiber as shown in Fig. 3(a).
It can be seen that spot size in design 1 is elliptical with major and minor axis as length and height of lasing
zone in an amplifier. In design 2 the illuminating zone is rectangular and homogenized in vertical direction as
shown in Fig 3(b). The homogenization in vertical direction is expected to yield better spatial overlap with
signal
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Abstract
The sensitivity of long-period fiber grating (LPG) operating near phase matching turning point (PMTP) has very
high sensitivity to external perturbations such as temperature, refractive index and strain. In this work, LPGs
operating near PMTP has been inscribed and further optimised with respect to fluence, focussing and period
successfully in-house, using frequency converted copper vapour laser.
1. Introduction
Long period fiber gratings (LPGs) are passive optical components, inscribed in single mode fibers. A
long period grating (LPG) is a refractive index periodic structure of period of few hundred microns in the core
of a single mode optical fiber [1-4].Long period fiber gratings are useful for many optical devices and coupling
systems and as physical, chemical and bio sensors. Some of techniques used for LPG inscription includes local
exposure of the fibre to a UV laser, CO2 laser, femtosecond laser or by electrical arc discharge [1-2]. UV beam
irradiation induce periodic refractive index structure is more conventional. Long-period gratings (LPGs)
operating at and around the phase matching turning point (PMTP) possess some of the highest sensitivities to
external perturbations in the family of LPG-based sensor devices [5]. By the choosing the grating period
carefully, it is feasible to write LPGs operating near phase matching turning point suitable to develop high
sensitive sensor for monitoring external parameters such as temperature, strain and refractive index (RI).
This paper presents the fabrication of the LPFGs in Ge-B doped fiber by UV writing, using in-house
developed fabrication setup, with periods to couple to high order cladding modes is described. The UV beam
(255 nm) generated from frequency doubled copper vapour laser inscribed LPGs operating near phase matching
turn around point by point-by-point method.
2. Principle
The periodic modulation of RI in the fiber core of the long period fiber gratings causes the core mode to couple
with a number of co-propagating cladding modes. Fig.1 shows the schematic of working of LPG in a optical
fiber.The transmission (T) at wavelength (O) is described by [1]
Nమ

T(O) = 1 െ ൭*మ
ర

ାNమ

*మ

൱ ݊݅ݏଶ ቆට
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where L is LPG length and / is period. The detuning factor (*) and coupling coefficient (N) are given as,
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where n co and n cl,m are effective RI of co-propagating core mode and mth cladding mode and 'n is refractive
index modulation in the fiber core. I is the overlap integral between the fundamental guided mode and the
cladding modes in the core region. At phase matching, the resonant wavelength and transmission at that
wavelength is given as,
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Fig.1 Schematic of the LPG in a optical fiber, input and out put spectrum
In order to predict coupling from the core to the different cladding modes, phase matching curves (O vs /) are
generated by calculating the dispersion of core and the cladding modes [5 ]. A single mode is coupled at two
different wavelengths simultaneously for an LPG operating near turning point [5]. This is because the cladding
mode’s effective refractive index will decrease more than the effective refractive index of the core mode with
increase in wavelength. This corresponds to the dual bands that become apparent in the LPG transmission
spectrum. Figure 2 shows phase-matching curve for a typical cladding mode which has a PMTP in the
observation band of 1200-1700 nm. At the turning point, the gradient of the curve tends to zero [פd/ / dOפĺ0].
The LPGs operating at/near turning point have very high sensitivity to external perturbations. The appearance of
turning points moves towards shorter wavelengths with increase in cladding mode order.

Fig.2 Simulated curve for variation of wavelength with grating period for a typical cladding mode
2. Fabrication process
Figure 3 represents the schematic of LPG fabrication by point-by-point method. The long period gratings
(LPGs) were inscribed, in house, by frequency doubled copper vapour laser UV beam (255.3 nm, 25 ns, 6.5
KHz).

LPGs were inscribed in single mode photosensitive Ge-B codoped fiber (PS 1250/1500, Fiber core).

The fiber fixed on two V-grooves mounted on a three axis computer-controlled precision translation stage of
resolution of 2 Pm. The UV beam ofdiameter 4 mm was focused on to the fiber by a 10 × microscopic
objective, affixed to a three axis mount for beam alignment and beam focussing on the fiber. The protective poly
acrylate coating of the fiber was removed, cleaned and then fixed on the two V-grooves by two magnetic clamps
for LPG writing. The focussing lens fixed and fiber movement programmed for LPG inscription. LPGs of
different periods in between 150 Pm to 210 Pm inscribed to find out the period for which the resonant
wavelength at PMTP obtained. The LPG transmission spectra were monitored by an optical spectrum analyser
(OSA, Agilent 86142B) and a broad band light source of OSA (600-1700 nm).
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Fig.3 Schematic of the LPG writing by 255.3 nm UV beam
3. Results and Discussion
LPGs were fabricated following the procedures as described. The spectrum of gratings inscribed, for period
varied in between 160 Pm to 200 Pm, observed to find out the typical period for which the LPG spectrum is
near phase matching turn around point for the fiber used in the study. The resonant wavelength of the highest
mode in the observation band (1000-1700 nm) increased with increase period. As PMTP approached, two
resonant bands of the highest mode appeared. AT PMTP, only a single band observed. In this study for the fiber
used, the PMTP observed for periods of 196 Pm (11th cladding mode) and 170 Pm (12th cladding mode). Figure
4a shows the transmission spectrum observed, near PMTP, for the period LPG of 196 Pm and grating length of
12 mm. The resonant wavelength at PMTP is 1600 nm with bandwidth ~ 240 nm and transmission dip of 10 dB.
The wavelength of the attenuation band for the penultimate cladding mode coupling is 1190 nm (~10 dB).
Figure 4b shows transmission spectra for the LPG of period, / = 170 Pm. The resonant wavelength (1590 nm,
13.2 dB) is near PMTP. Figure 5a shows the LPG spectra for two periods, 166 nm and 168 nm which are less
than 170 Pm. The separation between two resonant peaks of a typical mode increased with increase in the
difference in grating period from that of PMTP. The grating period vs resonant wavelength for the periods near
PMTP is shown in figure 5b. The period and wavelength for phase matching turn around point depends on
effective refractive index of core and cladding and also RI changes in the core of fiber during fabrication.
Different periods with the same fabrication conditions lead to resonances at specific wavelengths. The position
of the attenuation band shifted toward longer wavelengths as the grating period increased for the PMTP. It was
also observed that the position of resonant wavelength changed and period for PMTP changed with change in
UV bean fluence used in LPG fabrication. The simulated phase-matching curve for a typical period may not fit
precisely. This is due to change in effective index of photosensitive fiber core by UV excitation. For the periods
above the period for PMTP, the transmission dip vanished as the resonant condition is not satisfied. The
transmission follows the equation 1.
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Fig.4 Transmission spectra of LPG of period (a) 196 Pm and (b) 170 Pm

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5 (a) Transmission spectrum of LPG at two different periods and (b) grating period vs wavelength
4. Conclusion
The fabrication of long period fiber grating near PMTP by frequency doubled CVL has been demonstrated. It
was observed that the fabrication of LPG near PMTP requires a precise control of the grating period, grating
length fiber alignment and UV fluence. The resonant coupling a typical cladding mode near PMTP splits into
two attenuation bands, the wavelength laying on both sides of the resonant wavelength for PMTP. The
fabrication of LPG near PMTP will be very useful for the development of high sensitivity sensors for
temperature, chemical and bio-chemical sensing.
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Studies on the thermal behaviour of different resonant modes of a long period grating
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Abstract
This paper presents an experimental study on the blue shift of wavelength of different resonant modes of a long
period fiber grating due to thermal relaxation of photo- induced refractive index in the fiber core. This
irreversible change in resonant mode is significant as the initial design wavelength and is different for different
modes. The LPGs used in the sudy was fabricated, in-house, using 255 nm UV beam obtained from frequency
conversion of copper vapour laser (CVL).
1. Introduction
A long period fiber grating is a periodic refractive index modulation in the fiber core of period of the
order of few hundred microns. Long period fiber gratings (LPGs) are useful elements in many optical devices
and physical, chemical and bio sensors [1-4].The spectral characteristics of LPGs are much more sensitive to
temperature, bending and surrounding refractive index (RI) in compared to a short period fiber grating. The
most conventional technique for writing LPG, is the UV beam irradiation on photosensitive fiber to induce
periodic refractive index modulation. The long period fiber grating couples the core mode to co-propagating
cladding modes. A typical LPG is suitable for simultaneous measurement of multi-parameters [4-6]. This is
because the resonant wavelengths corresponding to different cladding mode orders have different sensitivity to
physical parameters such as temperature and density of a liquid. The difference in sensitivity allows decoupling
of temperature effect from the other parameters affecting the resonant of different orders coupled. Hence precise
knowledge of evolution of wavelength with temperature is very important.
In this paper, it is shown that the UV induced RI loss in the fiber core at elevated temperature leads to
change in resonant wavelength significantly from the initial designed wavelength. This change is different for
different modes due to difference in cladding mode dispersion. The difference in evolution of resonant
wavelength of a thermally stable LPG in different modes investigated. The results explained in terms of change
of thermo-optic coefficient and dispersion. The study will help in design and development of LPG based devices
for multi parameter sensing.
2. Principle
The periodic modulation of RI in the fiber core of the long period fiber gratings causes the core mode to couple
with a number of co-propagating cladding modes. The resonant wavelength and transmission at phase matching
for the mth cladding mode are described by [1]

O = ൫݊ െ ݊, ൯/ = ܰ /
ܶ = ܿ( ݏN )ܮ
ଶ

(1a)
(1b)

where L is LPG length and / is period and N m is coupling coefficient. n co and n cl,m are effective RI of copropagating core mode and mth cladding mode respectively. N m (=൫݊ െ ݊, ൯) is termed as differential
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effective RI. The coupling cofficient (N m = S'n I m /O) depends on is refractive index modulation ('n) in the
fiber core and overlap integral (I m ) between the fundamental guided core mode and mth cladding mode.
3. Experimental
Figure 1a shows the schematic of in-house LPG fabrication by point-by-point method using frequency doubled
copper vapour laser (CVL- UV) beam (255.3 nm, 25 ns, 6.5 KHz) as writing source. The LPGs are inscribed in
single mode photosensitive Ge-B codoped fiber (PS 1250/1500, Fiber core) for the present study. The UV beam
ofdiameter 4 mm was focused on to the fiber by a 10 × microscopic objective, affixed to a three axis mount for
focussing and alignment.

(b)
(a)
Fig.1 Schematic of LPG writing set up by CVL-UV beam (b) Transmission spectrum of an inscribed LPG
The LPG transmission spectrum was monitored by an optical spectrum analyser (OSA, Agilent 86142B) and a
broad band light source of OSA (600-1700 nm). Fig 1b shows the transmission spectrum of a typical LPG (/ =
320 Pm) and length 10 mm, inscribed by the set up. The thermal behavior of the LPG was studied by heating it
in a programmable PID controlled tubular oven. The oven temperature was measured by a thermocouple
transducer. The wavelength and transmission of few modes recorded during annealing. The temperature of the
oven brought down to room temperature to complete the annealing process. The resonant wavelength and
transmission dip noted before annealing and after annealing. The spectral evolution of wavelength of few
modes of the annealed thermally stable LPG recorded with change in temperature in the interval of 30 oC to
250 oC.
3. Results and Discussion
The LPG was annealed to study the effect of thermal relaxation on spectral evolution of a pristine grating with
time and temperature. Figure 2a shows variation of resonant wavelength and figure 2b shows the transmission in
different modes following the annealing process. The temperature elevated and annealed at 200 oC for 200
minutes and then rose to 250 oC and annealed further for 200 minutes. With increase in temperature, the
resonant wavelength and transmission dip decreased. At a fixed temperature, the wavelength and transmission
dip of all the modes (marked as LP06, LP05 and LP03) decreased with time.
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(a)

(b)

Fig.2 (a) Variation of resonant wavelength and temperature (b) transmission dip and temperature in different
modes with time
Following annealing process in time from 30 oC to 250 oC, the transmission dip decreased from 18 dB to 7.3 dB
in LP 06 mode, 13.1 dB to 4.2 dB for LP05 mode and 7.7 dB to 3.4 dB in LP03 mode. The resonant wavelength
blue shifted ( from 1594 nm to 1455 nm, 1361 nm to 1277 nm and 1262 nm to 1193 nm for LP06, LP05 and
LP03 modes respectively. After annealing, the temperature of grating brought down to room temperature of
30 oC. The decreases in resonant wavelength from the design wavelength due to thermal relaxation are 37 nm,
26 nm and 23 nm respectively for LP06, LP05 and LP03 modes respectively. During increase in temperature,
the blue shift of resonant wavelength is combined effect of both the irreversible and reversible changes of core
and cladding mode effective refractive index and the overlap integral of core and cladding modes in the fiber
core. The reversible changes associated with thermo-optic coefficient and dispersion of core and cladding
modes. At constant temperature, the resonant wavelength blue shifted and transmission dip decreased further
irreversibly. The irreversible loss of RI due to thermal relaxation is associated increase in demarcation energy
which is a function of time and temperature. The irreversible thermal decay of photo-induced refractive index
leads to decrease in RI modulation and period averaged RI [1]. The decreases in photo-induced average RI in
the fiber core lead to decrease in resonant wavelength. The decrease in RI modulation in the fiber core leads to
decay in the grating strength. The reduction of resonant wavelength of LP06 mode is higher than LP05 and that
of LP05 is higher than LP03. This is attributed to difference in modal dispersion (wN m /wO) of differential RI.
Lower order cladding modes have lower dispersion of differential RI [5-6]. The difference in transmission dip
and associated different loss during annealing is attributed to difference in overlap integral (I m ) between the
fundamental guided core mode and mth cladding mode. The higher order cladding modes have higher values of
I m as more power is confined in the core [6]. The spectral change with temperature for annealed gratings was
found to be reversible in different temperature cycles in the interval of 30 oC to 250 oC. Thus the refractive
index loss of the core and cladding modes is reversible for the operating temperature less than equal to 250 oC.
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(a)

(b)

Fig.3 (a) Variation or resonant wavelength of post annealed FBG with increase in temperature (b)
Transmission spectrum at different temperature
Fig. 3a shows the transmission spectrum of LPG at 30 oC (T 0 ), 140 oC (T 1 ) and 250 oC (T 2 ) for LP06 and LP05
modes. Fig 3b shows the variation of resonant wavelength with temperature. Transmissions dip of LP 06 mode
is increased from 4.5 dB to 7.5 dB. The increase is attributed to increase in overlap integral with temperature.
The wavelength decreased due to decrease in differential RI (N m ) with increase in temperature. The average
temperature sensitivities in the interval of 30 oC to 250 oC for LP06, LP05 and LP03 cladding modes are 416
pm/oC, 267pm/oC and 47 pm/oC respectively. The difference in temperature sensitivities of various modes are
attributed to difference in material dispersion and waveguide dispersion modes [ ].
4. Conclusion
In conclusion, the studies on the thermal behaviour of different resonant modes of an in-house fabricated long
period grating are presented. The LPGs was fabricated using 255 nm UV beam obtained from frequency
conversion of copper vapour laser (CVL). The UV induced RI loss in the fiber core at elevated temperature
leads to change in resonant wavelength significantly from the initial designed wavelength. This change is
different for different modes due to difference in cladding mode dispersion. The blue shift of resonant
wavelength of a thermally stable LPG in different modes is higher for higher order modes. The results explained
in terms of change of thermo-optic coefficient and dispersion. The study will help in design and development of
LPG based devices for multi parameter sensing.
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Abstract
In this paper the fabrication of high temperature chirped fiber Bragg grating (CFBG) by thermal stretching of
regenerated FBG is presented. Thermal regeneration of uniform FBG was carried out at 850 oC by applying step
DQQHDOLQJ VFKHGXOH 7KH )%* ZDV VWUHWFKHG E\ DSSO\LQJ VWUDLQ a İ DORQJ WKH OHQJWK RI WKH JUDWLQJ
Chirped grating with reflection intensity 4500 (a.u.) and FWHM bandwidth ~ 7.1 nm was fabricated by applying
thermal gradient from 860 oC to 900 oC across the length of strained thermally regenerated FBG. The fabricated
grating can sustain temperature upto 900 oC.
Key words: Fiber Bragg grating, Chirped FBG, thermal regeneration, temperature sensor, gradient stretching
1. Introduction
Fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs) have been widely used in the applications of fiber lasers and sensors due to their
inherent advantages such as high spatial resolution, single point as well as distributed sensing capabilities, high
sensitivity, faster response time, accessing the difficult and remote locations and capability to work in harsh
environment [1]. Chirped fiber Bragg gratings are usually fabricated by chirped phase mask, concatenated phase
masks, tapered fibers, tilted fibers, interferometric techniques and by applying strain during fabrication of
uniform FBG [2-5]. The chirped FBGs fabricated with these methods are type-I gratings so cannot sustain
temperature more than 400 oC [6]. Thermally regenerated gratings from chirped gratings inscribed in
hydrogenated fibers can sustain temperature can sustain temperature upto 900 oC [7]. But chirped phase masks
required for FBG fabrication are costly and they are wavelength specific. High temperature chirped FBGs are
useful in high-temperature communication components, dispersion compensators, optical fiber band-pass filter,
high power fiber lasers and high temperature profile measurement [8-9]. In the present paper, we experimentally
demonstrate the fabrication of chirped FBG from the gradient stretching of regenerated FBG at high
temperature.
2. Fabrication of FBG using frequency converted copper vapour laser
The FBG writing source was high repetition rate (5.5 kHz) and high beam quality 255 nm UV radiation. UV
beam was obtained from the second harmonic frequency conversion of copper vapor laser radiation (510 nm)
>@$ERXW PPEHDP ZLWKSDUDPHWHUVȜ aQPDYHUDJHSRZHUa P:SXOVHUHSHWLWLRQUDWHa
kHz, pulse width ~ 30 ns and pulse energy ~ 54 μJ was used to write the FBG in hydrogen loaded
telecommunication grade SMF-28 silica fiber. Hydrogen loading of the optical fiber was done at pressure of
100 bar at 100 oC temperature for around 144 hours (6 days). The FBGs were written just after removing the
fibers from hydrogen loading set-up. The UV beam of dimension about 10 mm x 250 μm was focused on the
fiber by a cylindrical lens of focal length 7.5 cm. The fiber was mounted ~ 0.5 mm behind the phase mask
(Ibsen, Grating period = 1060 nm). The interference pattern formed between the +1 and -1 diffraction order of
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phase mask produced the fringes of about 530 nm spacing on the fiber. Growth of FBGs was monitored online
using a broadband ASE source (1525 nm-1560 nm), 3 dB coupler and optical spectrum analyzer (OSA). FBG of
reflectivity 99.96% (transmission dip ~ 34 dB), FWHM bandwidth 1.67 nm and Bragg wavelength 1534.504 nm
was inscribed with 3 minute of UV fringe exposure. Refractive index (RI) modulation was calculated from the
reflectivity of the FBG. Fig. 1 shows the variation in RI modulation and FWHM bandwidth of FBG with
cumulative UV fluence. RI modulation increases with increase in UV fluence and reaches to 3.25 x 10-4 at the
cumulative fluence of 2.7 kJ/cm2.

Fig. 2 FBG reflection intensity and FWHM

Fig. 1 RI modulation and FWHM bandwidth
of FBG with UV fluence

bandwidth during thermal regeneration

3. Thermal regeneration characteristics of chirped FBG
Thermal regeneration of FBG is a process, in which the conventional type-I FBG (seed grating) is
annealed at high temperature to form reborn and stable FBG. This regenerated FBG can sustain temperature
from 900 °C to 1295 °C depending upon fiber doping and annealing schedule [11-13]. For the thermal
treatment, the FBG was placed inside a mini heater (length~70 mm and inner diameter ~ 5 mm) by fixing it’s
both ends on micro-meter stages. The reflection spectrum of the FBG was recorded using FBG interrogator and
displayed on computer screen. For the present experiment ramp annealing schedule was applied for the thermal
regeneration of the grating. In this schedule the temperature of the FBG was raised to 850 °C from room
temperature within 60 minutes and dwelled for 150 minutes. FBG reflection intensity decreased from 45,000
(a.u.) to 33,000 (a.u.) as the temperature was raised to 850 °C. The reflection intensity further decreased and
reaches to 4250 (a.u.) as the FBG was kept at 850 °C for ~ 30 minutes. After this the FBG again started to regrow and became stable at 12,000 (a.u.) within next 120 minutes. Fig. 2 shows the variation in reflection
intensity and FWHM bandwidth during thermal regeneration. So the thermal regenerated FBG with reflection
intensity ~12,000 (a.u.), bandwidth ~ 0.3 nm and Bragg wavelength ~ 1533.585 nm (at room temperature) was
fabricated with this method.
4. Fabrication of chirped FBGs by gradient stretching
For the fabrication of chirped FBG with non-uniform periods a gradient needs to be applied along the grating
length of the uniform FBG. This non-uniformity was achieved by applying strain to the thermally regenerated
FBG and then placing the grating at graded temperature. For this purpose a mini heater of length 70 mm and high
thermal gradient was used for the experiment. Fig. 3 shows the thermal profile of the mini heater used in present
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experiment at different applied temperature at the
central region. As shown in the figure, region-1
was used for the thermal regeneration and region2 was used for the fabrication of chirped FBG.
The Bragg wavelength of the FBG shifted to
 QP ZLWK DSSOLHG VWUDLQ a İ 7KH
position of the FBG was shifted to region-2 to for
the thermal stretching at high temperature. Fig. 3
shows the gradient in heater temperature at
region-2 with average central temperature at
region-1. For a particular temperature of ~900 °C
(region-1), the temperature gradient from 858 °C
to 886 °C was observed for region-2. For the
fabrication of chirped grating from normal grating
the temperature of the FBG under strain was
increased from room temperature to 900 °C. The
thermal gradient at region-2 increases with
increase in temperature and leads to change in
Fig. 3 Thermal profile of the mini heater

FWHM bandwidth of the FBG. Fig. 4 shows the
FBG interrogator traces upto 900 °C (region-1).

The FWHM bandwidth of the FBG increases from 0.3 nm to 1.9 nm and the reflection intensity decreases from
10,220 to 5,200 (a.u.). The heater temperature was dwell at 900 °C for 35 minutes. The FWHM bandwidth
increases from 1.9 nm and reaches up to 7.1 nm within 35 minutes of heating. The reflection intensity decreased
from 5,200 to 4,500 (a.u.) during this time. FWHM bandwidth of FBG with time at different central temperature
of the oven is also shown in figure 5. It is clear from the figure that the bandwidth of the FBG increases rapidly as
the fiber material is softened further. So the chirping of the FBG depends on the thermal gradient and the time of
stay at that gradient. The fabricated high temperature chirped gratings will be useful for applications such as high
temperature profile measurement, high power fiber laser and gain flattening filters.

Fig. 5 FWHM bandwidth of FBG with time at

Fig. 4 FBG interrogator traces during thermal

different central temperature of the oven

stretching
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5. Conclusion
In summary, the fabrication of high temperature chirped gratings of FWHM bandwidth ~7.1 nm is
demonstrated. Thermal gradient profile of a mini-heater (70 mm length) was used for chirping of thermal
regenerated gratings under strain. Fabricated gratings have advantages of both high temperature sensing and
chirp profile.
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Abstract
With ever increasing demand for high quality optics, Fizeau interferometers are extensively required in optical
development facilities and laboratories for non-contact testing of surface flatness of polished optical
components. An automated Polarization phase-shifting Fizeau interferometer has been developed for quantitative
evaluation of flatness and 3-D surface form of optical surfaces. Motion control system and analysis software
have been developed. The developed interferometer measures Peak-Valley deviation, aberrations and displays 3D surface form of the polished optical surfaces.
1. Introduction
Fizeau interferometer (FI) is one of the most important optical metrology instruments at optics development
facilities and laboratories for non-contact surface measurements of polished optical surfaces. FI is a two-beam
interferometer where the interference is formed between the beams reflected from master flat surface and test
surface (together they form an interference cavity). The shape of the interference fringes qualitatively represents
the shape of the test surface. For precise quantitative measurement of the surface aberrations and 3-D surface
form, phase shifting technique is to be applied. In phase shifting technique, the phase difference or the optical
path difference between the interfering beams is modulated in steps by a defined amount using either (1)
piezoelectric transducers, that displace the reference flat by a fraction of source wavelength or (2) by using
polarization phase shifting in which phase shift is introduced between the orthogonally polarized

interfering

beams by rotating a polarizer. The advantage of the polarization phase shifting is that, the phase shifting element,
i.e., the polarizer, is placed outside the interference cavity and hence the cavity is not disturbed during the
measurement.
We have developed an automated Polarization phase-shifting Fizeau interferometer for evaluation of surface
aberrations and 3-D surface form of polished optical surfaces using polarization phase-shifting. This device is
named as “Fizeau interferometer for Optical Surface form Measurement Analysis and Routine Testing” in short
“FIZOSMART”. The device consists of a beam expander with beam splitter, reference flat, polarization optical
components for phase shifting, imaging lens, camera, motor controller and software for analysis.
2. Working Principle
Fig.1 shows schematic of a polarization phase shifting interferometer1. The input He-Ne laser beam is expanded
using Microscope Objective (MO) and Collimating lens (TO). The interfering beams reflected from the reference
flat surface (R) and the test surface (O) are made orthogonally polarized with respect to each other using a
quarter wave plate (Q), placed between the interference cavity optics, with its fast axis at 45-degrees with respect
to the polarization direction of the input laser beam. Quarter wave plate (Q) converts the polarization of the test
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surface beam orthogonal (due to double passing of the test beam through Q) w.r.t the reference flat beam. These
beams on passing through the second quarter wave plate, Q1, with its fast axis at 45-degrees, gets converted to
right and left circularly polarized beams. The polarizer, A, selects a component of the orthogonally polarized
circular beams along its pass direction and hence the beams interfere producing interference fringes which can
be captured by camera (CCD). Rotating polarizer A in its plane introduces phase shift between the interference
beams. Rotating the polarizer by 45- degrees, a phase shift

He-Ne Laser

Fig 1. Schematic of the polarization phase shifting Fizeau interferometer. MO: Microscope Objective, P:
Pinhole spatial filter, BS: Thin Beam splitter, TO: Collimating lens, R: Reference flat, Q: Quarter wave plate, O:
Test object surface, ID: Iris diaphragm, L: Re-collimating lens, Q1: Quarter wave plate, A: Polariser, I:
Imaging lens, CCD: camera.
RIʌZLOOEHLQWURGXFHGDQGWKHIULQJHVZRXOGVKLIWE\TXDUWHURIWKHLUIULQJHVSDFLQJ)RUGHULYLQJWKHSKDVH
map of the test surface, a total of five phase shifted interferograms are to be recorded by rotating the polarizer, in
its plane, in steps by 0, 45, 90, 135 and 180 degrees, respectively, from its initial position using motorized
polarizer rotator. Using the software, wrapped phase is obtained using the captured interferograms and
unwrapped as per standard phase unwrapping procedure and finally the Zernike coefficients are evaluated. A
short description of the theory of phase unwrapping is described below:
The general two beam interference equation to represent the intensity at a point (x,y) in the interference field is
given by

I(x,y)=I o (x,y){1+V(x,y) cos>ĭ x,y)+ Į i ]}

(1)

Where, I 0 (x,y), V(x,y) DQGĭ(x,y) are the mean intensity, fringe visibility and original phase difference between
the two interfering beams, respectively. Į i is the modulating phase introduced by rotating polarizer by 0, 45, 90,
 DQG  GHJUHHV WKDW SURGXFHV D SKDVH RI  ʌ ʌ ʌ ʌ UHVSHFWLYHO\ 6XEVWLWXWLQJ WKH YDOXHV Į i and
taking the intensities at (x,y) as I 1 , I 2 , I 3 , I 4 , I 5 corresponding to each Į i , five equations are obtained. Solving
WKHWULJRQRPHWULFHTXDWLRQVWKHRULJLQDOSKDVHĭDWDSRLQWLQWKHLQWHUIHUHQFHILHOGLVJLYHQE\ 2,

)

ª 2 I2  I4 º
tan 1 «
»
¬ 2 I 3 I1  I 5 ¼
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The calculated phase values are wrapped and by comparing the phase difference between adjacent pixels, the
unwrapping/ phase integration is performed 3. The phase variations are converted to Optical Path Difference
(OPD) variations by using,

§ O ·
OPD ¨
¸)
© 4S ¹

(3)

The obtained OPD map is fitted to the Zernike polynomial to remove the X and Y tilt and to evaluate the Peak to
Valley (P-V) deviation, RMS error, defocus, Astigmatism etc. of the test surface. These values along with the 3D surface form of the test surface is displayed using software.
3. Results
Required motion control unit for rotating the polarizer along with software for interferogram acquisition and
processing has been developed using open-source toolchains. The reference and test optics are aligned to
produce interference fringes. The software automatically acquires five phase-shifted interferograms on pressing
the START button and performs phase wrapping, unwrapping and calculates the Zernike coefficients. The
surface aberrations are displayed in Seidel terms. The main screen displays the 3D surface form, 2D surface
map, line profile of the test optics. Also, the individual Zernike coefficients such as X-tilt, Y-tilt, defocus and
astigmatism as well as Peak to Valley and RMS of the test surface are displayed. Software is compatible with
both Windows and Linux based operating systems.

Fig.2 Photograph of FIZOSMART in operation
Developed laser interferometer is shown in Fig.2. Entire system is assembled on a 1m x 1m x 100 mm bread
board. For testing the performance of the developed instrument, a test optics (mounted on a mirror mount, as
shown in Fig.2) of long radius of curvature (slightly spherical) is used and is interfered with the instruments
UHIHUHQFH IODW IODWQHVV RI WKH RUGHU RI Ȝ  )HZ LQWHUIHUHQFH SRZHU ULQJV IRUPHG DUH SKDVH VKLIWHG DQG WKH
results displayed by the instrument are recorded. If N power rings appear in the field of view of the instrument,
then the flatness of the test optics (Peak-Valley, P-9 ZLOOEH1Ȝ$VVKRZQLQ)LJQHDUO\WKUHHSRZHUULQJV
appeared in the field of view of the instrument and hence the flatness (P-V) of the test optics should be of the
order of 1.5Ȝ. The P-V result shown by the instrument, as shown in Fig.3, is 1.5056Ȝand hence is matching with
the theoretic estimation. Also, the same test object was tested for flatness using ZYGO interferometer. The
results were found to be in good agreement.
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The developed interferometer can measure surface form of the test optics up to a maximum diameter of 50.0 mm
and with an accuracy of Ȝ/10. Measurement of test optics up to diameter 100.0 mm is under progress.

Fig.3 Measurement results of the test object as displayed by the software
4. Conclusions
We have developed a prototype automated laser Fizeau interferometer which can measure flatness and display
the 3-D surface form, aberrations of the polished test optics surfaces. The measurement is fully non-contact in
nature. The phase shifting element used is not a part of the interference cavity and hence does not disturb the
interference cavity during measurement. The measurement accuracy of the instrument is better than Ȝ/10 and
also the results are highly repeatable to an order of Ȝ/50. All the optical components used in the system are
commercially available. All the mechanical components can be fabricated at normal mechanical workshops and
no proprietary element is involved. The developed system is highly useful and workhorse in optical industry for
surface flatness measurement of polished optical components such as laser glass windows, prisms etc.
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Design and Simulation of MOEMS Mach-Zehnder Interferometer
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Abstract: Optical waveguide-based Mach-Zehnder Interferometer is designed, simulated
using COMSOL Multiphysics and fabricated using UV-photolithography. The design and
simulation results are discussed. The optimization values for use with 1.55Pm is provided.
The fabricated device finds various applications such as a Lab-on a chip and a point-of-contact
device.
Introduction:
Micro-opto-electro-mechanical systems (MOEMS) are known for their high sensitivity to measurements,
mechanical stability under various conditions, ease of fabrication process and capability of mass production [1].
Hence, MOEMS devices finds numerous applications in the field of bio sensing, bio imaging, medicine,
material and food quality control etc. However, Mach-Zehnder and Michelson Interferometers are heart of
many of these optical communication devices and components. These interferometers also find to be the key
idea behind optical coherence tomography (OCT), a popular biomedical imaging and diagnosis setup. On the
other hand, miniaturization of these devices requires suitable waveguide design and other electro-optic or
magneto-optic components for optical modulation [2].
The waveguide fabrication technology has already proven that the low loss waveguide structures are possible
with silicon on insulator (SOI) or polymer material (PMMA, SU8 etc.) based waveguide [3]. In order to ensure
expected outcome, we simulate the device using COMSOL Multiphysics. Various parameter like dimension of
waveguides, optical properties of material and various losses. The design is optimized for an input wavelength
of 1.55Pm. The fabrication tolerance are also estimated with simulation.
Theory
The basic rectangular waveguide structure consists of waveguide region of higher refractive index say n 1 and
surrounded on all sides by lesser refractive index say n 2 . It is not necessary that all surroundings have same
refractive index. In our simulation we consider ridge waveguide structure. In ridge waveguide structure the strip
of waveguide material is fabricated on a glass substrate.
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Fig 1: (a) ridge waveguide structure; (b) cross sectional view of rectangular waveguide
equivalent to the ridge waveguide of fig (a).
In fig 1(a) substrate (shown as pale grey color), has lower refractive index than that of the waveguide (dark
color). The guided region is loaded with material of higher refractive index while the surrounding region is a
rarer medium. Fig 1(b) shows cross sectional view of rectangular waveguide as shown in fig 1 (a). In this figure
n 1 shows the refractive index of waveguide, n 2 shows refractive index of substrate and n0 shows refractive
index of air so n 0 =1. So n 1 > n 2  n 0 .

Fig. 2: (Top) Geometry of the Mach-Zehnder Interferometer. (Bottom) Simulated results at
1.55Pm showing the transmitted electromagnetic waves. Red color represents maximum while
blue color corresponds to minimum.
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Mode calculation:
According to theory of guided wave optics the number of modes M in a rectangular waveguide referring to input
wavelength of light in free space ߣ, square cross section of width d and numerical aperture NA can be defined as
[4]:
గ ଶௗ ଶ

 ܯൎ ௗ ቀ ఒ ቁ ܰܣଶ #(1)
where NA = (݊ െ ݊ௗ )ଵ/ଶ .
Design and Simulation
We simulated a rectangular channel waveguide structure for single mode wave propagation with
following parameters: waveguide material PMMA, refractive index of core for wavelength 1.55Pm
= 1.48, refractive index of cladding n 0 = 1(air), channel width = 1.5Pm, channel height = 2Pm. The
schematic diagram of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer is shown in Fig. 2 (top).
The design used for simulation and the optimized simulated results at 1.55Pm is shown in Fig. 2.
The parameters are adjusted for various values of channel width, cladding index and for various
source wavelengths of incident electromagnetic wave. The material parameters and waveguide
dimensions are optimized for design wavelength of 1.55mm and shown in Fig. 2 (bottom). Perfect
waveguiding along both arms of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer are clearly seen.

Fig. 3: 2D picture of the simulated waveguide structure.
Figure 3, provides better insight into the waveguiding features and wave splitting and combining at the
waveguide joints. The electromagnetic wave at the design wavelength of 1.55mm, exhibits perfect waveguiding,
while all other wavelength leaks through the cladding channels and are not supported.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of input and output signal intensity at different input wavelengths.
For such small dimensions of the waveguides, the total optical loss is found to be very small. Accordingly, these
waveguides readily satisfy the requirement for all optical waveguide interferometers. This leads to the
estimation of tolerance limit of the proposed device. Simulation is repeated for incremental change in
dimensions and loss measurement. The design is further optimized for lowest loss at design wavelength. The
tolerance is measured for acceptable loss range of ±10% from the value measured for deign wavelength.
Conclusions
Mach-Zehnder interferometer in a area less than 1mm2 is designed, simulated and fabricated. The fabrication of
waveguide is performed using UV-photolithography. The fabricated optical waveguides behave like a MachZehnder interferometer. Light coupled and decoupled through embedded optical fibers are measured at various
modulation frequencies. The results are promising as a low-cost, home fabricated MOEMS interferometer for
use in various application in bio-imaging, material testing as well as point of contact devices.
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plasma current measurement in tokamaks
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Abstract: Measurement of the plasma current is a fundamental parameter for plasma characterization in devices
such as tokamaks. Conventionally, the plasma current measurement is performed by a Rogowski coil. However,
there are a few drawbacks associated with this technique such as drift of integrator for long operation,
electromagnetic interference and radiation-induced noise in case of nuclear environment. To resolve these
issues, the Magneto-Optic Current Sensor (MOCS) based on the principle of Faraday effect can be utilized to
measure the plasma current directly. The MOCS measures the rotation-angle of the linearly-polarized laser light
passing through an optical fiber loop enclosing the current channel. The MOCS diagnostic is being designed and
developed for the Aditya-Upgrade tokamak. In this paper, we report the development of a prototype MOCS
diagnostic system, its initial testing results and comparison with a theoretical model.
1. Introduction
Measurement of the plasma current is the most direct evidence to determine the merit of a plasma discharge in
tokamaks and fundamental parameter for plasma diagnostic. Reliable measurement of plasma current is an
important parameter for the safe operation of Tokamak and real-time control as well. Conventionally, the
plasma-current is measured by inductive sensors such as Rogowski coil or array of pick-up coils. The Halleffect sensor is also utilized for the steady-state magnetic field / current measurements. However, in view of the
future steady-state fusion devices such as ITER, DEMO and the present-day steady-state tokamaks,
conventional plasma current measurement diagnostic techniques need to be replaced by measurement
techniques that do not require integrators. Besides, the radiation-induced environment introduces noise in the
conventional plasma-current measurement system. For steady-state plasma, accurate measurement of plasma
current would be of concern due to the drift problem in the integrator. The magneto-optic effect in the optical
fiber can be one such technique to utilize for this purpose [1]. Magneto-optic Current Sensor (MOCS) based on
the principle of Faraday effect can be utilized to measure the plasma current directly by measuring the rotation
angle of a linearly-polarized light passing through the optical fiber loop enclosing plasma current channel.
For the ADITYA-Upgrade tokamak [2] at IPR to measure plasma current in the range from few kA to hundreds
of kA (typically flattop current ranges between 150- 250 kA), a prototype MOCS diagnostic system is designed,
developed and tested for its functionality. Here we are reporting the design and development of a prototype
MOCS to test the functional characteristics for a few tens of kA. Section-2 describes the basic principle. In
section-3 calibration and initial results are described. Conclusions and future work are summarized in section-4.
2. Basic detection principle of MOCS
When a linearly polarized light is launched through a single-mode (SM) optical fiber-loop around a currentሬറ) component parallel to the direction of propagation of
carrying conductor so that there is a magnetic field (ܪ
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light (Fig.1a), then it is observed that the direction of polarization of the emergent light rotates through an angle
ș according to eq.(1). This phenomenon is known as Magneto-optic Faraday effect.
ሬԦ ή ݈݀ = ܸఒ ܫ
ߠ = ܸఒ  ܪ

(1)

Here, V Ȝ is a Verdet’s constant and L is the length of the optical fiber. The constant, V Ȝ , depends on the
medium as well DVWKHZDYHOHQJWK SURSRUWLRQDOWRȜ2 ). For a fused-silica fiber, V Ȝ ~ 4.68 ×10-6 UDG$DWȜ 
633 nm.

Figure-1: (a) Magneto-optic Faraday effect and (b) Basic layout of the MOCS current detection setup in the lab
Fig.1b shows an experimental setup of the MOCS system in the lab. The angle of rotation ș LVPHDVXUHGXVLQJ
a Wollaston prism which produces two orthogonal linearly polarized beams of incident laser light with a small
divergence of 20ͼ. The intensities of these two beams (I 1 and I 2 ) are detected separately by two photodiodes. If
the optical axis of Wollaston prism is oriented at 45ͼ w.r.t. the linear birefringence axis of fiber-cable (Y-axis in
Fig.1b) then the amplitudes of the electric field (ܧሬറ ) of the light falling on the two photo-diodes, E 1 and E 2 and
the degreee of polarization are described by eq.(2).
ࡱ =

ࡱ࢞ ାࡱ࢟
ξ

,

ࡱ =

ࡱ࢞ ିࡱ࢟
ξ

,

ࢀ=

ࡵ ିࡵ
ࡵ ାࡵ

|ࡱ | ି|ࡱ |

= |ࡱ |


ା|ࡱ |

(2)

Figure-2: (a) Degree of polarization as a function of plasma current using ܶ = െ ݊݅ݏ2ߠ, and Eq.(1) & (4) with
a few values of į and į 1 ,(b)Measurement of linear birefringence of fiber-loop in the lab by taking į DFRV T min )
The measurement of plasma current can be carried out by the following method. The particular adjustment of
the Wollaston prism as mentioned earlier is called the Sine-detector configuration and in the limit of linear
ELUHIULQJHQFHį§RUș!!įWKHUHODWLRQEHWZHHQthe degree of polaUL]DWLRQ7DQGșLVJLYHQE\ܶ = െ ݊݅ݏ2ߠ.
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6LQFHWKHGLUHFWPHDVXUHPHQWRI7SURYLGHVLQIRUPDWLRQDERXWș, it gives a measurement of plasma current (I P )
enclosed by the fiber loop (eq.(3)) )LJD VKRZV VXFK GHSHQGHQF\ LQ DEVHQFH RI OLQHDU ELUHIULQJHQFH į IRU
current up to 300 kA corresponding to the UDQJHRIșfrom 0 to 1.404 rad.
ܫ = ߠ/ܸఒ | ؠെ(ି݊݅ݏଵ (ܶ))/2ܸఒ |

(3)

This is valid only if the fiber preserves the State of Polarization in the absence of magnetic field/current and also
has negligible linear birefringence. However, in reality birefringence is introduced in experimental setup due to
bending of optical fiber, the pressure applied by fiber holding structures, temperature variation and intrinsic
birefringence introduced during manufacturing processes. Fig.2b shows an example of measurement of linear
birefringence of SM Aluminum coated fiber-loop having a total length of ~1.55 m and loop radius of ~0.30 m.
Hence, considering the effect of the linear birefringence, į, of the fiber-loop DQGOLQHDUELUHIULQJHQFHį 1 , of exit
section (between fiber-loop and Wollaston-prism) on the degree of polarization, T can be estimated by [2].
Fig.2a depicts such effect of the linear birefringence ZLWK D IHZ FRPELQDWLRQV RI į and į 1 inferred from
experiments.
ܶ=

ூభ ିூమ
ூభ ାூమ

|ா |మ ି|ாమ |మ

= |ாభ|మ
భ

ା|ாమ |మ

భ

= െ2ܿߜ(ݏଵ + ߟ) × ߶(݊݅ݏ)߯(݊݅ݏ/2) × [ܿ ݏଶ (߶/2) + ܿ ݏଶ (߯)݊݅ݏଶ (߶/2)] మ

Where, (߶/2)ଶ = (ߜ/2)ଶ + ߛ ଶ ,

tan(߯) = 2ߛ/ ߜ,

(4)

and ߟ = tanିଵ ൫ܿ߶(݊ܽݐ߯ݏ/2)൯

3. Initial test results of the prototype MOCS system in the laboratory
To test the MOCS concept in the lab, a prototype system has been developed and installed on a coil having an
operation current range of 2 kA-30 kA. The Al coated SM fiber loops around the current-carrying channel
having a diameter 0.22m. A calibrated CT-probe has been utilized to measure the current passing through the
coil and response of the MOCS signal registered. He-Ne laser (Ȝ QP, 5 mW) having linearly polarized light
has been utilized as a light source. A Ȝ/2 wave-plate is used to align the polarization angle of incident light with
the optical fiber axis. The setup is synchronized with DAQ and to set desired current-pulse duration &
amplitude.

Figure-3: (a) Comparison of different pulse duration between the normalized MOCS-signal and CT-probe
signal and (b) Comparison of different current-pulse and MOCS-signal amplitudes after background correction.
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As shown in Fig.3a, the MOCS setup is responding to current pulses passed through the coil and a convincing
signature of the faraday rotation is registered. The shape of the current pulse and time duration of the current
pulse is detected by the MOCS and it is consistent (Fig.3a) for the different time duration. It has been observed
that the amplitude of the MOCS-signal is proportional to the current amplitude passing through the coil (Fig.3b),
where background correction is done by subtracting the background-level just before passing the current-pulse
through the coil. By passing different known current amplitude through the coil, a calibration curve has been
generated (Fig.4a). Fig.4b shows a reasonably good agreement of experimental data with the modelling results
using eq.(4) where measured OLQHDU ELUHIULQJHQFH į§ͼ DQG į 1 §ͼ taken as input in the model. It is
confirmed that the MOCS signal is purely optical and it is not electric-pickup. However, the baseline of the I 1 -I 2
signal is randomly fluctuating around zero voltage-value with low-frequency amplitude which varies on the time
scale of a few seconds (Fig.3a). It should be noted that the electronic noise level is within ~30mV. Care has
been taken to isolate mechanical vibrations that can affect the background. The random fluctuating background
appears only when light is passed through the optical fiber cable. This background could be resolved by using
spun fiber and/or reflection method and is the future scope of the study as described in [3] and course of

MOCS amplitude
[ T = (I1-I2)/(I1+I2) ]

improvement.
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Input current amplitude (kA)
Figure-4: (a) calibration curve (right), (b) comparison of experimental data (grey shaded area) with the
modelling results (black dashed line) using eq.(4) where OLQHDUELUHIULQJHQFHį§78.46ͼ and į 1 §60ͼ.
Conclusions and future work
A prototype MOCS is developed and tested for its functionality. The MOCS system gives a clear signature of
the Faraday-rotation when a current is passed through the coil. The shape of the current pulse and time duration
of the current pulse is detected by the MOCS and it is consistent with standard CT-measurement. It has been
observed that the amplitude of the MOCS-signal is proportional to the current amplitude passing through the
coil and the background signal level subtraction holds calibration. It is confirmed that the MOCS signal is
purely optical and there is no electric-pickup. The experimental data agrees with the theoretical model by taking
into account measured linear birefringence. As a next step, installation and operation of the MOCS-setup is
envisaged for the ADITYA-U tokamak.
Acknowledgement: Mr. Manu Bajpai, SMARTX-C group members in the Beta-lab, IPR for providing us with
the test facility and Dr. Raju Deniel for useful discussion and feedback.
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Abstract
This paper presents the studies on the effect of gamma radiation on multimode (MM) graded index fiber for
intended application in gamma radiation dose distributed optical fiber sensor (DOFS). This study has been
performed in real time using a visible light source and a spectrophotometer. Gamma radiation exposure of
optical fiber induces increase in fiber attenuation which can be calibrated for the measurement of total absorbed
dose. This study confirmed the feasibility of using a pulsed 532 nm laser as probe wavelength for the
development of gamma radiation dose DOFS which can sense low level gamma radiation dose (< 1 Gy).

Introduction
Several applications likespace research, high energy particle accelerators and physics research experiments
require detection of ionizing radiation. Ionizing radiations cause generation of defect centers in optical fibers
(OFs), which result in creation of absorption bands in UV, VIS or near IR region. Due to this feature, when an
OF is exposed to ionizing radiation, an increase in light attenuation occurs. This feature of OFs makes them
extremely suitable for the development of fiber dosimeters1.
In addition to the advantages of immunity to electromagnetic field radiation, small size, lightweight and
capability of remote real time measurements, OF based dosimeters can be tailored by properly selecting the
length of the sensor fiber, choice of fiber doping elements and choice of proper probe wavelength. This
facilitates the development of fiber dosimeters in accordance with the required dose range.
DOFSs for gamma radiation dose further have the advantage of detecting the location of the gamma radiation
dose as it involves the time of flight measurement in conjunction with Rayleigh scattering and formation of
radiation induced color centers in OFs2. Such systems have been successfully implemented in the high energy
accelerator facilities of CERN3 to monitor radiation levels and predict equipment and material life times.
Authors have earlier demonstrated that multimode graded index fiber can be used as sensor fiber in gamma
radiation DOFS in real time environments2. Since the standard commercially availabe optical time domain
reflectrometers (OTDRs) are available with 850 nm and 1300 nm input probe wavelengths for MM fibers, it was
observed that the minimum gamma radiation that could be detected with 5 m length of sensor fiber was 10 Gy.
However, radiation levels present at particle accelarators, where distributed radiation sensing is particularly
required, are generally quite low (< 10Gy). It was observed earlier that 10 m length of sensor fiber became
almost dark at 532 nm after a gamma radiation exposure of 42.5 Gy. This indicated that the use of 532 nm as the
probe wavelength for gamma radiation DOFS can further lower down the detection limilt well below 10Gy.
Hence, to check the feasibilty of 532 nm as probe wavelength for gamma radiation DOFS, gamma radiation
response of 4 m lenghth of MM graded index fiber was studied in visible region of light spectrum.
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UVH-1

Fig. 1: Schematic diagram for the online study of gamma radiation response of MM graded index fiber
arranged in the configuration of gamma radiation DOFS.

Experiment and results
Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram for online study of gamma radiation response of radiation sensitive (RS)
fiber (MM graded index, 62.5μm/125μm) in visible region of light spectrum. As this RS fiber was to be used in
a DOFS, it was arranged in the configuration of gamma radiation DOFS. For this, 4 m length of RS fiber was
wound on a fiber spool and connected between two fiber spools of non-radiation sensitive (NRS) fiber
(communication grade MM, step index, 50μm/125 μm).
One end of RS fiber was spliced to one end of 195 m length of NRS fiber. Other end of this NRS fiber was then
connected to the UV-visible broadband light source (model: Avantes, make: Avalight-HAL-S-Mini, 360 nm to
2500 nm) using a spliced MM patch cord. About 5 m length of similar NRS fiber was connected to the other end
of RS fiber. The output end of this NRS fiber was finally connected to a UV-visible spectrophotometer (model:
LR1, make: ASEQ Instruments, Ireland) through a spliced MM patch cord.
A gamma irradiation facility (Spec-300 Co-60) in RRCAT, Indore was used for gamma radiation exposure. The
RS fiber was exposed to gamma radiation and online changes in transmission spectrum of sensor fiber were
recorded at different gamma radiation doses in the dose range of 0.66 Gy to 17.32 Gy. The dose rate of gamma
radiation source was 4 Gy/hr. Data processing and analysis of observed results showed considerable decrease of
60% in the transmitted output at 532 nm, after total gamma radiation dose exposure of 17.32 Gy.
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Fig. 2: Normalized changes in the transmission spectrum of sensor fiber at different gamma radiation
exposures, observed in real time.

Fig. 2 shows the normalized changes in the transmission spectra of sensor fiber at different gamma radiation
exposures, observed in real time. A significant decrease of 20% transmitted signal was observed at 532 nm even
at a small gamma radiation dose of 0.66 Gy. The total decrease in transmitted signal at 532 nm was about 60%
after a gamma radiation exposure of 17.3 Gy.

Fig. 3: Decrease in the normalized transmitted output at 532 nm, with increase in gamma radiation dose up to
17.3 Gy.

As shown in Fig. 3, the decrease in the transmitted output, with increase in gamma radiation dose was almost
linear with a sensitivity of 0.825 %/m/Gy. It is also interesting to note that the room temperature relaxation of
the exposed fiber for 49 days showed a 10-12% recovery of the signal.
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Fig.4: Schematic diagram for gamma radiation DOFS using a pulsed 532 nm laser.

It is, in near future, planned to develop and incorporate a 532 nm pulsed laser based OTDR system to detect the
location of the radiation zone for the development of complete gamma radiation distributed optical fiber sensor
(DOFS). A typical schematic diagram of the complete setup is depicted in Fig. 4. It also shows the expected
OTDR signal from which radiation dose could be estimated.

Conclusion
In conclusion, the gamma radiation response of a MM graded index fiber in visible region of light spectrum, in
real time is investigated for the intended development of a gamma radiation DOFS. Radiation induced
attenuation is found to increase linearly with increase in absorbed gamma radiation dose. This study will help in
the development of DOFS at 532nm wavelength to detect gamma radiation dose even for the dose well below 1
Gy level.
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AbstractPosition sensing detectors are silicon photodiodes that provide analog output signal directly
proportional to the position of the light spot on the detector active area. In this paper we study the Hall probe
alignment with the aid of a position measuring system based on tetra lateral pin cushion type position sensing
detectors on magnetic field measurement of 20 mm period hybrid undulator. It is shown that by implementing
the position measuring system in the Hall probe measurement bench, the straightness of the electron trajectory is
improved.
1. Introduction
Undulator science is the key technology area for synchrotron radiation sources and free electron lasers.
In a synchrotron radiation source, the relativistic electron beam travels through the undulator field and emit
radiation, the radiation interfere constructively at each successive poles. The intensity adds at certain
wavelengths resulting in a quasi monochromatic spectrum. In the free electron laser, the transverse motion of
the electron in the undulator exchange energy with the electric field of the co-propagating laser to emit coherent
radiation. The undulator magnet is a periodic magnetic field made up of dipole magnets to extract a sinusoidal
magnetic field profile. The magnetic field of a real fabricated device deviates from the sinusoidal field thus
introduces several quality reduction factors. Together with the magnetic field quality along the length of the
undulator, a tight tolerance is set on the precise evaluation of the field integrals. Ideally both the field integrals
should be zero along the beam axis so that there is minimum distortion on the propagating electron beam and
the undulator remains transparent to the propagating electron beam throughout the length. A high accurate and
precision magnetic measurement system is required to design and optimize the undulator to achieve this
purpose. A standard procedure and method of measuring and characterizing the undulator is the Hall probe
method. In this method a point to point field mapping is done along the length of the undulator and the field
integrals are numerically calculated. The Hall probe has its limitations. In the Hall probe method, a carriage on
the bench carries the probe through the undulator at a certain speed and delay while the measurements are being
performed. The alignment errors of the probe motion from vertical, horizontal and axial carriage motion,
carriage yaw error, and probe angle deviation are often put into the field of the undulator.
In this paper we discuss development and implementation of a position measuring system to control the
vertical probe motion error during the probe motion on the linear stage. The scheme employs two position
sensing detectors in combination with retroreflectors. It is shown that the system effective to obtain straightness
in the electron trajectory and improves the field integral.
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2. Theory and Position measuring system
The magnetic field of the undulator is given by

By

B0 cosh(ku y ) sin(ku z )

(1)

y, z are the vertical and longitudinal coordinates. The first and second field integrals of an undulator magnet are
defined as [1],
I1
By

³ By dz

, I2

³³ By dzdz c

(2)

is the vertical magnetic flux density and z is the longitudinal coordinate. Eq. (1) when multiplied by

q / J mc indicates the angular and position of the electron beam. In practical units, Eq. (1) is read by
xc(mrad )

x ( P m)

0.3I1 (Tmm) / E(Gev)

0.3I 2 (Tmm 2 ) / E(Gev)

(3)

It is required that the probe moves along the undulator axis or with some pre-defined tolerable misalignment.
Given some misalignment error in the vertical and horizontal direction while moving along the longitudinal
motion, the probe incurs error, given from Eq.1 as

'B
B

(2S / Ou ) 2 cosh(ku y )

' y2
2

(4)

The schematic of the Hall probe bench is illustrated in Fig.1. The Hall probe bench uses a F.W. Bell make,
Model No 8010 Tesla meter and F.W. Bell make probe [STF81-0402-10]. The probe stem is 50mm in length
and held in a round support of 4mm diameter. The probe holder is mounted on a xy stage; 25 mm travel distance
each and moves on a motorized z-linear stage of 1500mm length. A stepper motor with a single axis motion
controller drives the xy stage unit on the z-linear stage. The motion controller is programmed to control the
speed of the travel, delay time and step length of measurement by the user.
We have implemented 2D position sensing detector based position measuring system to align the Hall
probe in both vertical and horizontal directions. For alignment there are two possibilities. The laser can be fixed
on a position and 2D PSD can be mounted on the Hall probe sledge. Alternately the laser can be get reflected
from the Hall probe sledge to the 2D PSD located and fixed. We implemented the second option. We use
Thorlabs make PDP90A 2D lateral effect position sensing detectors which is tetra lateral PSD. It works in the
range 320-1100nm. The tetra lateral PSD is a pin cushion type sensing device. The active area is 9 x 9 mm at the
waist of the pin cushion. The area extends to 10 x 10 mm at the outermost regions. The calculations for the
position measurement are done from the wider part of the sensor i.e. 10 x 10 mm. A 5mW Laser diode Ultra
Low Noise (ULN) Coherent make, Part No 31-0144-000 with 635nm, 5mW power is used as the light source.
The light from the laser goes to the retro reflector Newport make, Model No 05BR08AR.14 through a beam
splitter. The retro reflector mount is in house designed and fabricated such that it can be rotated vertically and
horizontally as per the user. It is shown in Fig.2. The Newport make Model No 10FC16PB.3 beam splitter
(50:50) (BS) works in wavelength range 420-680nm. The light reflected from the retro reflector is then reflected
towards the PSDs with the help of combination of protected silver coated mirrors (M1, M2, and M3) Thorlabs
make, Model No. PFSQ10-03-P01 and this light passes through the combination of Neutral Density (ND1)
filters which provides the transmittance of 1.5% of light towards the PSD. The ND filter mount is shown in
Fig3. The power level of 40μW (1.5 % of 2.5mW) falls on the PSD such that the output voltage is  4V to
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ensure the best signal-to-noise ratio and avoids signal saturation. The physical size of the components is
summarized in Table 1. Light from the ND filters detected by the position sensing detectors mounted on small
xyz stages for alignment. The actual light spot position is read as,
x

Lx (VBC  VAC )
, y
2¦ V

Ly (VAB  VCD )
2 ¦V

(5)

Where Lx length of the detector along x-axis is, Ly is length of the detector along y-axis. The offsets in the
horizontal and vertical direction reads,
(6)
'x ( x A  xB ) / 2, 'y ( y A  yB ) / 2
Where x A , xB , y A , yB are the readings of the two PSDs employed in the set up. The resolution of position
sensing detector is given by,
§e ·
(7)
'R Lx ¨ n ¸
© Vo ¹
Where 'R is the resolution, Lx is the detector length which is 10mm, en is the output noise voltage which is

300 PVrms for PDP90A and Vo is the SUM output voltage level. The position resolution of the position sensing
detector is 1.7 micron. The position resolution is the minimum detectable displacement of the light spot incident
on the position sensing detector. The position sensing detector is interfaced with Thorlabs make KPA101K cube
Auto aligner. Embedded software allows the unit to communicate with the position sensing detector. USB
connectivity provides PC controlled operation in Kinesis software provided by Thorlabs. Two different PCs are
being used for the sake of convenience regarding our current setup but it can also be done with single PC.

Fig.1 Hall probe bench

Fig 2 design of retro reflector mount

Fig 3 Design of ND Filter mount

Fig.4 Complete position measuring system with PSDs
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3. Results and Discussion
A complete photograph of the position measuring system is shown in Fig.4. After alignment of the Hall
probe with PSD, the offset of the Hall probe is 225 micrometer in the undulator length. The result is shown in
Fig.5. The field is mapped and the result is shown in Fig.6 for the second field integral. In Fig.6, the data is
taken at a gap of 10 mm; the curve 1 represents the measurement without the implementation of the PSD in the
Hall probe bench. The curve 2 is obtained after implementing the PSD in the Hall probe bench. The curve is still
displaced from the axis and there is a field integral value at the end of 115 Gcm2. From Eq. (3), this calculates to
43 micrometer offset from the undulator axis for an electron beam of 8MeV. For the curve 1, a similar
calculation yields a trajectory offset of 1500 micrometer. The improvement in the trajectory offset is around
97%. [2-4].The horizontal displacement calculation from the PSD is shown in Fig.7.
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Fig.5 Hall probe sledge alignment by PSD.

Fig.6 comparison of second field integral from Hall probe data
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Fig7 x-Alignment by PSD

Laser Spot size

01 mm

PSD wavelength range

320 nm – 1100 nm

PSD sensor size

09 mm × 09 mm

Retroreflector
dimension

12.7 mm

Beam Splitter
dimensions

25.4 mm× 25.4 mm×
25.4mm

Mirror dimensions

25.4 mm × 25.4 mm

ND filter diameter

55 mm
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Abstract
In this work, we have designed 2x1 photonic multiplexer using ring resonators of 6 μm radius having an free spectral
UDQJH )65 RIࡱ QPXVLQJ silicon on insulator (SOI) platform. The transmission characteristics and coupling factors
of both the all-pass and add-drop configuration are analysed especially for switching and configuring logical circuits.The
numerical simulations of the ring configurations are done using the finite-difference beam propagation method (FD-BPM).
The voltage tuning across the p-i-n juction has been demonstrated.Various design parameters are optimized to offer a
switching voltage of 0.67 V. The design of 2x1 temporal multiplexer is implemented using ring resonator which has a
minimum switching voltage and offers minimal losses.
Keywords: Silicon on insulator (SOI), all-pass ring, add-drop ring, photonic logic circuits
I.

Introduction

The large scale integration of the photonic circuit have been emerging for the past few decades and still under research.
This involves active integration of both the passive and the active components within a miniaturized chip.The photonic
platforms that are compatible for micro ring resonator devices are silicon on insulator (SOI) [1] , GaAs-AlGaAs[2] and
Lithium Niobate on Insulator (LNOI) [3]. Also hybrid integration of the LN on the silicon platform have been a wide area
of research. Also these resonators are experimentally verified [4] which is inline with the theoretical models[5]. Micro ring
resonators (MRR) have

a wider variety of applications which includes filters and switches[6], sensors[7] and

modulators[8].
II.

Design of SOI micro-ring resonator

The proposed model of MRR, having a ring radius of 6 μm can be configured to work as a switch. By default the ring is in
the off-state, since it has resonance at a wavelength of 1555 nm. So by applying voltage across the ring , the on-state can
be tuned. Both the types, all-pass ring and add-drop ring have been analysed in this work.
The all- pass configuration is tuned initially to be in off-state. The SOI waveguide has a dimension of 450x200 nm with a
bottom slab of 2.45 μmx50 nm dimensions, which has a top and bottom SiO 2 cladding of 3 μm and 2 μm in silicon
substrate respectively. It consist of the bus and the ring waveguide, placed 0.3 μm apart and are tuned for a resonance
drop in voltage.The voltage applied across the ring produces a considerable change in the refractive index.
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The change in refractive index corresponds to the number of free charge carriers in the intrinsic silicon core (i.e),a change
in carrier concentrations(ǻ1ǻ3 JLYHQE\WKHHTXDWLRQ[9]

'N

InW
qSL

(1)

Where I is the injected current, S is the area of the intrinsic region and the non radiative recombination life time of ᅖ= 4 ns
and the saturation current relation is given by,

(2)

§ qVd ·
I Is¨ e nKT 1¸
¨
¸
©
¹

Where V d is the driving voltage across the p-i-n junction diode having ‘q’ charges with reverse saturation current Is, K
represents Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature and n is the ideality factor. The relation between the applied
YROWDJHFRUUHVSRQGLQJWRǻQFDQEHZHll explained by Soref relation [10].

Figure 2: 3D refractive index profile of the ring resonator without applying external voltage
For the transmission characteristics at 0 V the device is in the off-state and a similar set of readings are taken at 0.67 V,
which corresponds to change in index of ¨n = 0.020.Comparing the resonance wavelengths in both the sets,the off-state
of the device at 0 V has a maximum value when the voltage applied is 0.67 V (i.e), on-state.
III.

Design of 2x1 photonic multiplexer using MRR

The FD-BPM numerical simulation of the 2x1 photonic multiplexer using ring resonators are based on the above
theoretical modelling.
The working of the 2x1 photonic multiplexer is based on the logical truth table.The light input can be controlled by control

d

inputs V A and V B at 1550 nm.

Case a) When both V A =0 and V B =0, both the MRR are at resonance and the light inputs are not allowed to propagate
through the circuit.This case generally is generally considered as off-state.
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Case b) When V A =0 and V B =0.67 V, then the MRR1 is at resonance and light does not propagate, whereas in MRR2 the
light propagates.This yields I B at the output port Y.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: The photonic multiplexer operation a)V A =0 &V B =0 , b) V A =0 &V B =0.67 V and c) V A =0.67 V & V B =0
Case c) When V A =0.67 V and V B =0, then the MRR1 propagates the light input and the MRR2 is at resonance.The light
from the MRR1 passes through the output port Y with intensity I A .
Case d) When V A =0.67 V and V B =0.67 V, both the inputs propagate and interfere with each other when gives an
intensity other than I A and I B which is not required. So this state is not allowed incase of multiplexer.
IV.

Conclusion

We have demonstrated the modelling of 2x1 photonic multiplexer using micro-ring resonators. The principle of operation
of the multiplexer is based on the voltage tuning mechanism at the p-i-n junction of the silicon waveguide structure, which
enables active switching at 0.67 V at the resonant wavelength of 1555 nm.The designed MRR has FSR of 19 nm. The
results obtained from numerical simulations of FD-BPM are verified by the theoretical calculation.Various figure of merit
such as the transmission characteristics and FSR for both the all-pass and add-drop configuration have been analysed.
These ring resonators can be configured further to implement any complex logical circuit applications.
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Non Contact Method for Respiration Rate Measurement with Optical Interferometry
Anu Singh, Saurabh Mehta, Arpit Rawankar
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Abstract
Respiration rate (RR) is vital indicator of individual’s clinical condition. Commercial available devices for
respiration measurement require straight contact of sensor to target surface which restrain the use of such devices in
restrained environment. Hence there is a need to develop a non invasive or non contact method using optical
interferometer. The proposed technique for RR measurement is compared with ECG derived RR. Subjects of
different age group were monitored using ECG and proposed technique and deviation is calculated. The average
deviation of proposed technique as compared to ECG is ±0.15 breaths per min.
Keywords: Respiration rate, Homodyne detection, Michelson interferometer, ECG, baseline wandering.
1. Introduction
Crucial signs of subject which are generally monitored by clinical experts are temperature , pulse and respiration
rate. The number of breathes taken by subject during time interval of sixty seconds in known as respiration rate.
There are three main phases of respiration - inhalation, exhalation and control pause. The time duration of these
phases decide the rate of respiration and abnormalities associated with subject. The traditional methods for
measurement of respiration frequency include spirometers, sensors (inductive ,capacitive ,piezoelectric,
magnetic)pulse oximeters and ecg derived respiration rate. The sensors methods have limitations of small measuring
range, sensitivity and vulnerability to electric and magnetic fields[1]. These sensors require contact with the
subject’s body whose respiration frequency is to be measured. Sometimes the contact to the body’s surface leads to
damage or deformation of the body in stringent situations. Hence to satisfy the need a non invasive method which
overcomes the limitations is developed using interferometry technique[2-4].Homodyne detection of Michelson
interferometer is used to measure the vibration pattern on wrist wall .Later the baseline wandering of ECG and VCG
signal is preserved to extract respiration rate[5]. The experiment was performed on subjects of different age group
and gender. Breathing rate are compared to calculate the efficiency and deviation of interferometry method from ecg
method

2. ECG derived Respiration Rate
A three lead module is used to monitor the electrical activity of heart with minimum distortion fig 1. This electrical
signal gives the information regarding baseline wandering(respiration graph),abnormalities in breathing pattern,
artifacts etc. various signal processing techniques are used to eliminate powerline interferences, electromyogram
noise and motion artifacts .Heart rate variability and baseline wandering are important factor responsible for
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1. Measurement of ECG derived Respiration Rate

2. Michelson Interferometer with human subject

morphology of respiration graph. The rising edge of pattern is representation of inhalation while the falling ones as
exhalation. The constant duration where there is no inhalation or exhalation is known as control pause.

3. Homodyne Detection of Respiration Rate using Michelson Interferometer
Interferometry consist of two main detection techniques-homodyne and heterodyne interferometry. Fig 2 shows the
Michelson Interferometer with human subject using homodyne detection. The experimental setup is fixed with one
movable mirror on the wrist of subject. A reflector mirror is placed on the wrist wall of subject such that the distance
travelled by both the laser beams ie one from fixed mirror and other from target are equal before merging at beam
splitter. The nano reflector on the subject’s wrist vibrates with frequency of heart beat. A laser source of 650 nm as
used as a light source. The laser beam is divided orthogonally into two equal beams of same frequency ݂ by the
beam splitter.These beams are incident on the mirrors where one is fixed and another is on reflector. As the vibration
frequency ݂ gets added to one of the frequency resulting ݂ ±݂ .These frequencies get cancelled when combined
by beam splitter and hence vibration frequency is recovered which is incident at the photodetector circuit.This
obtained signal from subjects wrist is known as vibrocardiogram(VCG).
4. Results and Analysis

3. Phases of Respiration Rate
Above graph is a representation of respiration graph under normal condition with three main phases-inhalation ,
exhalation and control pause .the sharp concave up curve is known as deep inhalation while concave down as deep
exhalation.. Respiration rate varies according to clinical condition and age group of subject. Age group of 12-25 yrs
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have respiration rate of 12-20 breathes per minute while of toddler and children of 0.5-2 yrs have 24-30 breathes per
minute. Below are the results of respiration rate graph derived from ECG and VCG techniques.

4. ECG signal graph 1

5. Respiration rate derived from graph 1

6. VCG signal graph 2

7. Respiration rate derived from graph 2

8. VCG signal graph 3

9. Respiration rate derived from graph 3

10. VCG signal graph 4

11. Respiration rate derived from graph 4

The respiration rates of several subject of similar age group are then combined to calculate group respiration rate.
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The mean RR(respiration rate) is calculated for age group from both the methods and their deviation from each other
is obtained. The mean deviation gives the error rate of VCG driven method for RR from ECG driven RR method.
Sr

Age group

Mean ECG derived RR

Mean VCG derived RR

Mean Deviation of VCG RR

No.

(in yrs)

(Breathes per min)

(Breathes per min)

from ECG RR (Breathes per
min)

1

10-12

26.4

26.5

+0.1

2

15-20

25.3

25.2

-0.1

3

21-25

17.2

17.4

+0.2

4

26-29

14.6

14.7

+0.1

5

30-32

16.5

16.6

+0.1

6

8-10

28.1

27.9

-0.1

Table 1.Comparison of respiration rate of ECG and VCG technique
5. Conclusion
The Michelson interferometer working on homodyne detection technique uses the vascular movements of wrist wall
to move the nano reflector-mirror on wrist with the frequency of heart movements. This frequency is recovered from
output to obtain respiration rate. Hence a non invasive or non-contact technique of frequency measurement of
respiration rate is developed with deviation of ±0.1 breathes per minute with comparison of respiration rate
obtained from ECG.
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Development of EPICS based control system for Nd:Glass laser amplifier
Hitendra Singh Chouhan*, O.P. Joshi, Bhupinder Singh, M.S. Ansari
Laser Power Supplies Division, Raja Ramanna Centre for Advanced Technology, Indore, India
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Abstract: This paper reports development and testing of an EPICS based control and monitoring unit for
Nd:Glass laser amplifier. EPICS platform is chosen because of the availability of open source software tools and
applications. A general overview of the control system architecture as well as the software stack,
implementation details, experiment result and future plans for the system are presented.
Introduction: High energy Nd:Glass lasers are widely employed for high energy density physics studies.
RRCAT has a 400 J two-beam Nd:phosphate glass laser system based on MOPA architecture1 and an ongoing
project for development of 2-beam laser with target to achieve 1 kJ laser energy output. High energy laser pulses
are obtained by amplification of seed laser pulses, generated by a laser oscillator, through cascade of several
laser diode or flashlamp pumped laser amplifier stages. Except the diode pumped stages, which are standard
commercial product, all flashlamp pumped amplifier stages have been developed in-house. While diode-pumped
stages are driven by commercially available high current DC power supplies, flashlamp-pumped are powered by
in-house developed HV and high peak current Pulsed Power Supplies (PPS). A typical PPS consists of capacitor
banks along with a constant current charging supply and discharge circuit for delivering stored energy to
flashlamp loads in the amplifier stage2. A control system with dedicated control modules for laser oscillator and
each amplifier stage provides all control, supervisory and data acquisition features needed for proper operation
of the entire laser system. Such control systems can be microprocessor/microcontroller based custom-built data
acquisition and digital control system3 or it can be based on industry standard systems e.g. CAMAC, NIM,
VME, PXI, etc. While the former offers advantage of ease of maintenance and upgradability at much lower cost
but lacks ruggedness, EMC performance and immunity to hostile industrial environment provided by the later.
When reliability and EMI immunity are the priority, industry standard systems become a preferred choice. In
this work, PXI based scheme has been adopted for development of the control system for the ongoing project for
development of Nd: phosphate glass 2-beam, 1 kJ laser system. Software application development has been
done using EPICS software tool which is the main focus of the paper.
System Architecture: The architecture of the Nd:Glass laser amplifier control system is shown in Figure 1. It is
based on a three-layer design – Supervisory, Control and Field layers. User workstation is placed in the
supervisory layer; controller machine is placed in the control layer while power supplies and other equipment
belong to the field layer. Two numbers of input output controllers (IOCs), each of which interact through
different PXIe interface cards, have been developed and installed on Linux based controller machine. IOC-1 is
responsible for charging power supplies and monitoring feedback voltage while IOC-2 takes care of acquisition
of current pulse from flash lamps. These operations are separated through different interface cards to avoid any
resource conflicts between IOCs. User workstation provides operator interface (OPI) for monitoring and
controlling the system through IOCs. OPI and IOC communicate over local area network (LAN) with the help
of Channel Access (CA) protocol of the EPICS framework4,5. OPI acts as channel access client to access IOC
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databases while IOCs act as channel access
servers. IOC-2 logs acquired data to output file
which can be accessed from OPI to view trends
and perform analysis. Controller machine also
takes care of network level access control
through firewall to restrict any unauthorized
access of IOC database.
Software Stack: Figure 2 shows client and
server open-source software stack used for the
development of control system. The client user
interfaces are developed in Qt and C++ over
EPICS Qt framework6. To the Qt application,
EPICS Qt layer facilitate access to EPICS data
using Channel Access protocol. EPICS Qt
framework

supports

code

rich

GUI

Figure 1: Architecture of the implemented control system

development using Qt’s IDE thus allowing incorporation of additional features to the application which would
rather not feasible in case of other frameworks that supports only code free development. Asynchronous
Channel Access Interface (ACAI) is responsible for handling low level Channel Access at the client side.

Figure 2: Software stack used for the development of control system
The server application runs on CentOS Linux based machine
installed with NI-DAQmx7 device driver which is freely
available from National Instruments for controlling PXIe
based data acquisition devices. EPICS IOCs are built on top
of the server software stack. They actually provide control
functionality utilizing device drivers.
IOC Software Components: EPICS Base5 is used as
backbone for implementation of IOCs. Software components
that have been used/built are shown in Figure 3. IOC
database, which is a collection of named records of different
types, is built to host process variables. Channel Access acts
as an interface between IOC and the EPICS clients over
LAN. It facilitates IOC database access to the OPIs over
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Ethernet. Device support acts as an interface between database record and the device driver. Device support
routines were developed to enable IOCs to access PXIe interface cards using NI-DAQmx device driver. These
routines are developed in C utilizing API’s of the device driver.
Network and Access Security: It is desirable to ensure IOC database security from any unauthorized access.
Network level access security is provided to the controller machine by configuring the CentOS Linux built-in
firewall. The firewall is configured to permit Channel Access traffic only from authorized OPI nodes on the
control network while restricting others. It also enables to implement more than one independent control system
on same network without interaction. Moreover, EPICS also has a mechanism to define different levels of
access privilege to CA clients for accessing IOC database and it may further be utilized as per the requirement.
User Interface: Client side user interfaces for operation, control, data acquisition and analysis have been
developed which provides ease of operation and display of post operation results through user friendly GUI. Qt,
C++ and EPICS Qt framework are used for the development of these user interfaces. Screen-shot of the main
control window for Nd:Glass laser amplifier control system is show in Figure 4. At present it supports control
for up to two power supplies and can be upgraded to serve required number of power supplies. Preferences
window allows user to pre-configure the control system according to particular experiment. Plot viewer window
which displays the acquired current pulses from the flashlamps is shown in Figure 5. Software interlocks have
been implemented for safe operation and to protect the power supplies in case abnormal condition is detected.

Figure 4: Control system user interface

Figure 5: Acquired current pulse from the flashlamp

Results and Discussion: The developed control system software has been tested with two Pulsed Power
Supplies. Schematic of the PPS with control system is shown in Figure 6. Operation of a typical PPS mainly
involves two processes – ‘energy storage’ in HV capacitor banks followed by ‘energy delivery’ to flashlamp
loads. Energy storage involves initiation of charging of all capacitor banks on receiving the ‘Charge’ signal and
maintaining at set value by monitoring the capacitor bank voltage through ‘feedback’ and ‘Charge Control’
signals. Energy delivery is accomplished by two control signals ‘Trigger’ and ‘Fire’ which readies the flashlamp
trigger circuit and initiates the flashlamp discharge respectively. Among the control signals, four are digital –
Charge, Charge Control, Trigger and Fire and one is analog – Feedback. A multifunction PXIe module
consisting of 32 analog inputs and 48 digital input/output lines have been used for generation and monitoring of
these signals. The developed application software configures these lines for the required control signals and
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allows their generation through user interface. In addition, some analog input lines have been configured to
receive pulsed signals from current sensors which sense the pulsed current through flashlamps. Pulsed signals
are acquired through a separate PXIe module to avoid any resource conflict. These pulses are recorded and
displayed on user interface to indicate results of energy delivery process for further evaluation. Figure 5 shows
the acquired current pulse from the flashlamp during discharge operation of one of the power supply.
Trigger
Fire

Flashlamp
Triggering circuit

Capacitor Bank
PXIe
System

Charge
Charge
g Control
Feedback

HV Pulse
transformer

Charging
supply

Current
pulse signal

Flashlamp
Energy
Storage

Energy
Delivery

P
Pulsed
current
sensor

Figure 6: Block diagram of flashlamp pulsed power supply with PXIe control
t
Conclusion: Fully open source and EPICS based control system software has been developed and tested for
Nd:Glass laser amplifier power supplies. Both, client side OPI and server side IOCs are developed for Linux
platform. EPICS device support has been built to enable IOCs to interact through PXIe interface cards. OPI for
the control system is developed using Qt, C++, EPICS Qt and associated libraries.
Modular and distributed approach allows integration of Relational Database (RDB) archiver to the system.
Report generation and user management modules with authentication and authorization can also be
incorporated. Further, modular approach leads to hardware independence, by re-writing device support module
alone while keeping other software modules unchanged.
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Development of a wavemeter based cavity stabilization system for the high repetition rate
SLM OPO
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Abstract:
The paper describes the development of a wavemeter based cavity stabilization system to study the effect
of cavity stability on the spectral stability of Fabry Perot etalon based SLM OPO. This helps in understanding and
designing the wavelength stabilization system for the tunable SLM OPO for achieving long-term sustained
frequency stabilized output. A user-friendly software has been developed to lock the OPO at a desired wavelength of
interest. The spectral characteristics and long term frequency stability of the cavity stabilized SLM OPO has been
studied. The mode hopping behaviour observed during long-term operation envisaged the implementation of
synchronous etalon tuning with the cavity for achieving long-term frequency stabilization.
Introduction:
Optical Parametric oscillators (OPOs) are highly efficient solid state sources of coherent tunable radiation.
Among various prominent tunable OPOs, the BBO crystal based OPO pumped with the third harmonic (355 nm) of
a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser offers wide tuning range, both in the visible as well as in near-IR spectral range [1-2].
The narrowband OPOs operating at high repetition rate, continuously tunable at visible radiation, are pivotal to
many basic and applied scientific applications such as sensitive and selective detection/analysis of trace gases and
metrology by laser absorption spectroscopy, selective separation of isotopes/elements for radio-pharmaceutical
using laser resonance photo-ionization spectroscopy etc. The medical isotopes of interest, especially 176Yb and 176Lu,
to extract them from their natural isotopes using AVLIS process and for the spectroscopic studies to determine the
process wavelengths for the efficient extraction of these isotopes, desires the development of a tunable lasers in the
visible spectral range operating on a single longitudinal mode (SLM) with a narrow spectral linewidth (100–300
MHz) [3,4]. These applications not only require narrowband single longitudinal mode operation but also demand
reliable and sustainable long term operation. Thus, these devices must be equipped with compatible wavelength
locking systems to deliver the frequency stabilized output for longer duration operation at the desired wavelengths.
Recently, our group was involved in the development the high repetition rate (1 kHz) single longitudinal
mode OPO by utilizing the Type-II phase-matched BBO crystal in double pass pump beam configuration using a
single intra-cavity Fabry Perot etalon. The SLM OPO is tunable in the spectral region of 500-600 nm [5]. To design
mode control and wavelength stabilization system for such tunable SLM laser to achieve long-term frequency
stability and single mode operation, it is important to understand the dynamic behaviour of system along with
disturbances ranges and study the controllability of the system. Therefore, in the first step, developed a high
resolution wavemeter based locking system for the SLM OPO and studied the long-term frequency stability .
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During the long-term testing of the SLM OPO, mod hoping has been observed after around 20 minutes of
operation which is mainly due to stabilizing the cavity without synchronously changing the tilt angle of the etalon.
Hence, it is proposed to implement the synchronous tuning of the etalon with the cavity length change. The
methodology of the wavemeter based wavelength locking system and the observed spectral behaviour of the SLM
OPO under active cavity stabilization has been discussed in the paper
Description of the SLM OPO and wavelength locking system:
The Fig. 1 shows the schematic of the Fabry Perot etalon based SLM BBO OPO cavity configuration and
the wavelength locking system employed for the cavity stabilization of the SLM OPO. The etalon E is placed at an
angle T to the resonator axis, after the pump beam reflector in the Type-II BBO OPO cavity with double pass pump
configuration. The tilting angle T has to be adjusted so that the transmission peak of the etalon has to coincide with
the mode nearest the peak of the OPO gain profile.

Fig.1: Schematic of the experimental setup of SLM OPO. M1, M2: Pump beam routing mirror, M3, M4: OPO cavity
mirrors, R: Pump beam reflector, E: FP solid etalon, M5: Pump beam reflector, M6, M7: Signal beam reflectors.
The thickness of the FP solid etalon (E) was chosen to be 1.3 mm which corresponds to the Free Spectral
5DQJH ¨ȣ fsr ) of 79 GHz and the finesse of the etalon is 22 @ 500-600 nm. The corresponding linewidth of an etalon
WUDQVPLVVLRQSHDN ¨ȣ c ) is 3.59 GHz. The choice of this FP etalon was determined by the spectral linewidth of the
Type-II BBO OPO in double pass pump beam configuration. The length of the SLM OPO cavity was kept within 5
cm, corresponding to an optical length of 7.5 cm, to increase the longitudinal mode discrimination. Therefore, the
separatiRQ EHWZHHQ WKH ORQJLWXGLQDO PRGHV ¨ȣ LV  *+] The coarse wavelength tuning of the SLM OPO is
accomplished through the stepper motorized rotation of the crystal with an angular resolution of 1 μrad. The etalon
is mounted on optical holder which provides precise adjustments of yaw over a range of ±5 deg. and pitch over a
range of ± 2 deg. The angular rotation of the etalon provides the fine adjustment of etalon transmission peak to
coincide with the peak of the OPO cavity gain bandwidth which is achieved through the computer-controlled stepper
motorized rotation with an angular resolution of 1 μrad. The fine wavelength tuning and the frequency stability of
the SLM OPO are achieved by the OPO end mirror which is mounted on a PZT driven translation stage. The
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mD[LPXPFKDQJHLQIUHTXHQF\DFKLHYHGZLWKDIXOOȝPFKDQJHLQWKHFDYLW\OHQJWKGXHWR3=7WUDQVODWLRQLVa58
GHz. The PZT is controlled through a PZT controller with a resolution of 1 nm that corresponds to a minimum
controllable change in the frequency of 7.8 MHz.
As shown in the Fig.1, a high resolution wavemeter (WS-U, absolute wavelength accuracy 30 MHz) was
used to measure the wavelength of the SLM OPO. Wavelength locking software which we have indigenously
developed was used to acquire wavelength data continuously from the wavemeter. The software then compares the
acquired wavelength data with the set locked wavelength value and generates an error signal corresponding to the
change in the wavelength. The error signal is then applied to the feedback control loop of the end mirror PZT to
change the cavity length of the OPO to set the desired wavelength value. The small incremental change in the
frequency due to the change in the OPO cavity length is given by,
ο߭ = െ߭




(1)

where L is the cavity length of the OPO and is the central frequency of the SLM OPO.
The Fig.2 shows the GUI of the software developed for locking the wavelength of the SLM OPO.

Fig. 2: GUI of the wavemeter based wavelength locking software.

Results &discussions:
The Fig.3 shows the long term stability of frequency stabilized OPO operating at a wavelength of 564.801
nm. The variation of the spectral linewidth of the OPO under locking condition is shown in the Fig. 3b. During the
continuous 25 minutes of operation, the SLM OPO was operated mainly at the desired wavelength. The wavelength
was observed with mean value of 564.80109 nm and a standard deviation of ± 76.74 fm without mode hop.
However, the spectral linewidth of the SLM OPO under wavelength locking increases with time from 0.2 to 0.6 pm
during the operation. As the etalon angle was not synchronously tuned corresponding to the change in the
wavelength, it could not hold single mode condition. Hence, the linewidth of the SLM signal output increases slowly
with the time leading to mode hopping after 25 minutes of operation which is shown in the Fig. 3b.
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Fig. 3: A) Frequency stability B) linewidth @ 564.8012 nm under wavelength locking.

As discussed in the above section, the mode hopping was observed during the frequency stabilization
process of the SLM OPO which can be circumvented by synchronously changing the cavity of the SLM OPO and
the angle of the etalon to match the central frequency of the single mode with transmission peak of the etalon. The
change in the etalon angle required to match the transmission peak of the etalon with tKHIUHTXHQF\FKDQJH ¨ȣ GXH
WRFDYLW\OHQJWK ¨/ FKDQJHFDQEHREWDLQHGIURPWKHGLVSHUVLRQUHODWLRQRIWKHHWDORQJLYHQE\
ο߭ = ߭

୲ୟ୬(ఏ/)


(2)

ȟߠ

where, n is the refractive index of the etalon,T LVWKHDQJOHRILQFLGHQFH¨T is the change in the tilt angle of
the etalon. We are now working on the development of wavelength locking system by incorporating the
synchronous angle tuning for the sustained long term SLM operation of the OPO without mode hopping.
Conclusion:
In conclusion, we have designed and developed a wavemeter based cavity stabilization system to lock the SLM
OPO at a fixed wavelength. The spectral characteristics of the long-term stabilized SLM OPO have been studied.
The mode hopping behaviour was observed after the 20-25 mins of operation that can be circumvented by
implementing the synchronous angle tuning of the etalon along with the cavity length.
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Microcontroller based Control for driving Multiple Direct Digital synthesizers.
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sasikumarkk2000@gmail.com
1.

Abstract:

In Cold Atom Interferometry experiments, intensity and frequency of laser beam need to be modified as
required by the different processes (viz. Cooling Process, Atomic fountain, Detection) involved. For meeting such
requirements, Acousto Optic Modulators (AOMs) are normally used which are suitably driven by Variable
Frequency Oscillators. We used AOMs with Direct Digital synthesizers (DDS) as RF generators to control
frequency and amplitude digitally. A Microcontroller based system was implemented to drive multiple Direct
Digital synthesizers which are controllable via personal computer and able to generate corresponding bit pattern to
drive the DDS independently for any input time profile. The design details, package designing and results of testing
are discussed in the paper.

2. Design and implementation:
Fig 1 shows the block diagram of Microcontroller based Multiple DDS Control unit to generate RF frequency
and amplitude to drive three AOMs.
Here three DDS modules are driven
independently with different time profiles.
The DDS are controlled using a Arduino
Microcontroller which is connected by a
PC.

I2C protocol was used to connect

multiple DDS with Microcontroller. 40 bit
IO extenders (PCA 9698 IC) capable of
I2C communication are used to interface
the Microcontroller and DDS module.
Data is initially sent to the IO port
extenders

where

the

serial

converted

into

parallel

data

form.

is

DDS

modules are connected with IO port
extenders and each IO extender port is

Fig 1: Block diagram of Multiple DDS control

identified with specific 7 bit address. Microcontroller sends the data to the I2C bus. Data consists of address of the
IO extender port along with frequency and amplitude information. Data is received by the corresponding IO
extender based on the address sent by the Microcontroller. Algorithms developed to separately address each device
connected to the microcontroller as well as to command the required frequency and intensity requirement of the
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AOM. DDS output power is further amplified to a significant level as required by the experiment by using RF
Amplifiers.
A compact module (16 cm x 11.5cm x 15cm size ) has been designed to integrate Microcontroller unit, three
numbers of IO interfacing cards ,three numbers of DDS and corresponding RF Amplifiers .
3. Testing
Fig 2 shows the test setup to verify the performance of MDDS
module.

MDDS module was energized using a +24 V DC

power supply and Microcontroller power was interfaced through
Personal computer .The RF output is monitored using a spectrum
analyzer. Arduino serial monitor facility was used to feed the
data to the Microcontroller. The frequency and intensity of RF
output recorded in Spectrum Analyzer is found matching with
the digital input fed to Arduino. and verified with the input.
Third harmonics frequency was present in the output spectrum,
but with very low power. Fig 3 shows the Power Vs frequency
plot of the MDDS system

Fig 2 MDDS Testing setup .

Compact MDDS module

Frequency response
300
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Fig 3: Gain vs Frequency response of the DDS
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4. Results and Conclusion
x

Developed algorithms to convert the frequency and intensity information into corresponding bit patterns to
drive the DDS.

x

Designed and realized an interfacing card to interconnect Microcontroller and DDS unit based on I2C
protocol .

x

Prepared I2C based code to transfer the Frequency and Amplitude information to the corresponding DDS
modules independently.

x

Verified the performance of each DDS module based on the input time profile.

x

A compact module (16 cm x 11.5cm x 15cm size) has been designed and realised to integrate the
Microcontroller unit, IO interfacing cards, DDS and corresponding RF Amplifiers.

x

Three number of DDSs (13 cm x 6 cm x 3cm size), three numbers of RF amplifiers (7.5 cm x 4.2 cm x 4
cm size),Micro controller (7 cm x 5.5 cm size) and three numbers of IO interface cards (7 cm x 5 cm
size) integrated on the compact module and tested the output with respect to input time profile successfully.
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Programmable Power Supply for Laser based Welding System
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a
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I. ABSTRACT
Laser welding has gained great popularity as a promising joining technology and weld quality is strongly
affected by the temporal pulse profile adopted in laser welding. This paper presents work on a C8051F120microcontroller-based programmable power supply with average electrical power output of 10 kW for dual flash
lamp pumped 500 W Quasi-CW Nd:YAG laser. The power supply incorporates a buck convertor based pulsed
current source, HV trigger pulse source, simmer current source and a user friendly GUI with touch screen. The
GUI allows the user to program various pulse parameters, temporal pulse profiles and a structured burst profile
to achieve the required weld quality and finish. The power supply has been installed at Advanced Fuel
Fabrication Facility (AFFF), BARC, Tarapur and is being used for welding of fuel pins.
II. INTRODUCTION
Laser welding has gained great popularity as a promising joining technology with high quality, high precision,
high performance, high speed, good flexibility, and low deformation or distortion1. With the advancement of
technology, lasers are progressing from experimental laboratory models to advanced engineered instruments and
becoming sophisticated tools for various industrial and medical applications2. Different lasers being utilized for
material processing applications are continuous wave (CW) or pulsed lasers with adjustable parameters and
power levels as per requirements of the application3. Solid state lasers mainly Nd:YAG lasers are widely used
for industrial applications. Selection of CW-mode or Quasi-CW-mode or pulsed mode of Nd:YAG laser is
governed by properties such as reflectivity, conductivity of material to be welded, penetration depth of weld
joint and spot size of laser beam. High power pulsed lasers are most effective for cutting and welding of thicker
sections in thermally conductive and reflective alloys such as aluminum, titanium and zirconium with a trade-off
of slower processing speeds4. Further weld quality is strongly affected by the temporal pulse profile adopted in
laser welding. In comparison with the use of a normal rectangular pulse profile, stronger welds with a better
homogeneity and a complex fracture mode are achieved by using a ramp-down pulse profile. This quality
enhancement was contributed from the less degree of intermixing between two welding materials in melting
pools5.In this work development of a microcontroller-based programmable power supply for dual flash lamp
pumped 500 W Quasi-CW Nd:YAG laser is presented that can be programmed for various pulse parameters,
temporal pulse profiles and a structured burst profile to achieve the required weld quality and finish.
III. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Two pulsed current power supplies each with average electrical output power of maximum 5000 W, that can be
programmed to deliver different types of required current pulses to dual flash lamp pumped Nd:YAG laser
based welding system, are required. Each power supply is required to perform these functions: (a) provide
rectangular current pulses to pump the flash lamp with adjustable pulse parameters, (b) provide current pulses
with profile that can be programed to have two or more rectangular segments with adjustable parameters, (c)
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provide a high voltage flash lamp trigger pulse, (d) provide a continuous dc simmer current for flash lamp, (e)
monitor status of power supply, laser system and lamp cooling chiller system, (f) provide a set of on/off control
signals for various control actions and activation of safety interlocks and (g) provide a user friendly interface to
generate programmable current pulses of different required profiles as well as accept user inputs and display
system information.
The user friendly graphical user interface (GUI) should allow user to program various pulse parameters, pulse
profiles, laser operating modes and should provide various notifications and fault indications visually and with
audible alert. A high voltage flash lamp trigger pulse of the order of 15 to 20 kV is required to initiate an electric
discharge between two electrodes of each flash lamp and create a conductive path between them. To establish a
continuous dc simmer current of the order of 400 to 600 mA a simmer current source is required. When simmer
current is established, the main pulsed current source can now pump current pulses in both flash lamps with
adjustable pulse parameters and profile. The GUI should allow the user to program the laser operation in either
(a) rectangular pulse mode with adjustable pulse amplitude from 110 to 300 A, pulse duration from 3 to 40 ms
and pulse repetition rate from 1 to 100 Hz, or (b) pulse profile mode that can be programmed to have a
minimum of 2 and maximum of 8 rectangular segments of adjustable amplitude from 110 to 300 A and duration
from 5 to 35 ms. These current pulses are required to be delivered to flash lamps either in (a) Single shot mode,
or (b) Continuous pulse train mode or (c) structured burst profile mode. In burst profile mode, controller should
allow the user to program a structured sequence of four type of bursts of pulses with adjustable rectangular pulse
or pulse profile and number of pulses from 2 to 999 in the burst.
An interlock system is required to read digital input signals from the power supplies representing status of
various sub-sections of power supply as well as signals from lamp cooling chiller system, to update and initiate
required control actions. Different digital input signals required to be monitored are Line over-voltage, line
under-voltage, phase fail, phase imbalance, chiller water flow-fail, chiller water over-temperature and simmer
fail. Optical isolation method is implemented to isolate digital input-output signals.
IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE SCHEME
The programmable power supply designed and developed for welding laser system consists of (a) power supply
controller and (b) A power supply system consisting of a pulsed current source, a high voltage trigger and
simmer current source for two flash lamp loads. The power supply controller is developed as a standalone unit,
separate from the power supply system cabinets to facilitate the remote operation. The power supply controller
receives user inputs for required laser operation mode and pulse parameters through GUI and generates an
analog reference voltage waveform for two control channels for pulsed current source for two flash lamp loads,
as per requirements. Each control channel consists of a pulse width modulation (PWM) controller that
continuously monitors the flash lamp current, compares it with the required reference waveform and generates
the PWM pulses for the switching device of the buck convertor based pulsed current source.
Power supply controller: The power supply controller has been designed using microcontroller C8051F120 of
silicon laboratories operating at 44.2368 MHz system clock, installed on a development board. The analog
reference voltage waveform is generated by using a 12-bit, serial digital to analog converter (DAC) TLV5618 of
Texas Instruments, operating at 500 kbps serial clock interfaced on Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) port of the
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microcontroller. An external band gap reference TL431, with 2.5 V output and temperature coefficient of 30
ppm/oC is used for better temperature stability of DAC output. Flash lamp load current is sensed using a hall
effect based DC current sensor LT1005S of LEM and is amplified using an instrumentation amplifier AD620. A
dedicated PWM controller SG3525 has been used for error amplification, proportional-integral (PI) control loop
implementation and PWM signal generation for switching device of buck convertor. The GUI has been designed
using a WVGA color TFT display having resolution of 800X480 pixels, with resistive touch screen panel,
interfaced on Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter (UART) port of the microcontroller using RS232
standard. The power supply controller allows the user to adjust the laser pulse parameters such that the average
output electrical power of each flash lamp and pulse current source does not exceed the maximum limit of 5kW
and 10kW for overall laser system.

Figure – 1: Block schematic of welding laser power supply
Power supply: Each pulsed power source delivering power to one flash lamp consists of a buck convertor based
pulsed current source driven by a three phase fed 20 kVA DC power supply. The buck convertor uses a
switching device FZ600R12KE of Infineon Technologies, protected from higher dv/dt spikes by using an RCD
snubber with capacitor voltage clamp. Each pulsed power source also has a high voltage flash lamp trigger pulse
source and a resonant convertor based Simmer current source with voltage doubler output stage. Open circuit
output voltage of simmer current source is 1500 V that drops down to 200 V when flash lamp load starts sinking
500 mA of simmer current. Flash lamp trigger pulse source uses a MOSFET to generate a 650 V pulse for
driving the primary winding of a step up trigger pulse transformer with 1:30 turns ratio that generates a high
voltage pulse of 20 kV of 100 mJ output energy to initiate an electric discharge between two electrodes of each
flash lamp and generate a spark streamer of sufficient intensity to be taken over by 500 mA simmer source.
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Pulsed current source, simmer and trigger source Interface: Output stage of simmer current source is
protected from high voltage flash lamp trigger pulse by using high voltage diode stack. A coupling capacitor
with a capacitance of 2 nf/40 kV has been used in the output stage of high voltage flash lamp trigger pulse
source to block open circuit DC output voltage of simmer current source and save it from sourcing short circuit
current through secondary winding of the trigger pulse transformer. A high voltage, high current contactor is
used in the output stage of the pulsed current source to protect the switching device and free wheel diode of the
buck convertor from high voltage trigger pulse.
Interlock: During the operation of the laser, a hardwired interlock circuit implemented by using discrete logic
gates, continuously monitors three phase power line status and flash lamp cooling water chiller unit for different
fault signals. Once any of the fault signal is detected, the safety interlock is activated to turn off the current pulse
from pulsed power source and simmer current source by disconnecting power line input and also the output to
the flash lamps by using contactors.
V. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
The programmable power supply has been developed and tested to deliver rated average electrical power of 5
kW to the each of the two flash lamps to achieve average laser power of 500 W & test waveforms are shown in
figure - 2. Safety interlocks have been successfully implemented and tested. The power supply has been
installed at Advanced Fuel Fabrication Facility (AFFF), BARC, Tarapur and is being used for welding of fuel
pins. Laser pulses with multi segmented temporal profile and structured burst sequence are highly useful in laser
welding applications for various materials used in nuclear applications. The power supply controller provides
convenience of programming the required laser waveshapes and fine adjustments in laser pulse parameters as
well as laser output.

Figure – 2: Test waveforms
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Abstract:
Different single shot S-20 streak cameras have been indigenously developed at RRCAT for various applications.
With earlier developed streak cameras one could only achieve temporal and spatial resolutions up to 5 ps DQGȝP
respectively. Moreover,they could not be operated selectively in synchroscan mode or single shot mode.With the
objective of incorporating synchroscan mode or single shot mode with improved performance it is planned to
develop streak camera using Photochron-5 S-20 Streak tube and MCP-125, S-20 Image Intensifier Tube from
Photek . In this paper, static mode performance testing for a magnification of 2 of the tube is presented. In this
regard, a high voltage divider network with adjustable voltages has been developed and used.
Introduction:
Streak tubes are used for the study of ultra fast optical phenomena and specifically measure the variation in
light intensity as a function of time. Streak cameras are among the fastest detectors of light pulses. They are
especially used in studies of laser plasma interaction, Equation of States studies and in measurement of electron
bunch length in synchrotron radiation sources due to very fast response of ns and sub ns time resolution. Normally,
the streak camera is used for measurement of single shot events where the accelerating grid is biased with DC
voltage. However, for repetitive events, activating the accelerating grid with pulsed voltage can be provided for the
selection of a single pulse to acquire proper streak images without integrating. However in order to use the streak
camera in a synchroscan mode or single shot mode a suitable streak tube must be selected. The Photek Photochron-51
streak tubes have been installed in some of the world’s best streak cameras with proven performance and reliability.
The Photochron-5 was developed in collaboration with St Andrews University for use in Synchroscan cameras, and
can achieve better than 2 ps time resolution in both single shot and synchroscan modes. Various application of the
Photochron-5 streak tube includes development of Streak cameras for Equation of States studies2,3 , Fusion Research
,Optical oscilloscope, LIDAR systems, Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging Microscopy (FLIM) ,Measurement of
longitudinal electron beam parameters at indus-1 synchrotron radiation source using streak camera4,5 and many
more.
Key features of the Photochron-5 Streak tube:
The Photochron-5 is having an S-20 Photocathode with Size of 8 mm slit,Synchroscan > 200 MHz. It
provides a typical time resolution of 2 ps and can even provide up to 400 fs when using the streak tube with
increased operating voltages however with decreased spatial resolution which is typically 50 lp/mm. Its spatial and
temporal magnification can be altered by applying various combinations of voltages to its various electrodes as
explained in the following section. It has Deflection Sensitivity of 75 V/cm and 250 V/cm in time Axis and spatial
axis respectively. It can be used for UV, solar blind, visible & NIR responses. In addition to this it can be used with a
mu-metal shield for high magnetic field environments.
There is a choice of input window available for the Photek streak tubes that include MgF2, fused silica and
fibre optic. The Photochron-5 with MgF2 Input Window and Fibre optic Output Window has been optimised.The
input window material of the photocathode would affect the overall sensitivity of the streak tube. The phosphor
screen coated with P20 has its characteristic wavelength of 540 nm and anode efficiency of 12% which is measured
as Optical Watts per Electrical Watts with 320 Photons/Electron at 5 kV .
Optimization and Operating Voltages
These tubes have an accelerator mesh and three focus electrodes.The tube can be operated over a range of voltages to
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change electron optical magnification while maintaining minimum beam size within the deflector region to suit the
requirements, which may be influenced by choice of solid state camera chosen. Table I shows the percentages of
overall total voltage which is typically 7000V when applied to the cathode with screen and deflector region at ground
and the corresponding magnification in temporal and spatial axes.
Voltages (V) %

Magnification

Mode

Cathode

Grid

Focus 1

Focus 2

Focus 3

Time

Spatial

Mode 1
Mode 2
Mode 3
Mode 4

-100
-100
-100
-100

-75
-50
0
0

-82
-65
-29
-44

-78
-66
-40
-90

-74.6
-76.6
-76
-71

1.8 x
1.8 x
2.6 x
3.9 x

1.8 x
2.1 x
2.6 x
3.9 x

Table I: Percentages of overall voltage applied to the cathode to adjust magnification
Circuit Description:
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the high voltage divider unit for testing the Photochron-5 in static mode. The
divider network is powered with a 10 kV DC generated using a HV DC to DC converter (Pico make: Model:F121).
High voltage thick film metal oxide resistors with 20 kV rating, 4 Watt power, with 2% tolerance are used for the
divider network. In order to provide sufficient insulation ,the high voltage divider network has been housed in a box
fabricated using 3 mm thick perspex sheet. Figure 2 shows a picture of the HV divider network.

Figure 2: Picture of the High Voltage Divider Network
.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the high voltage divider network
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In addition to these high voltage resistors, special high voltage adjustable resistors have been used to adjust
the required voltages at different electrodes. An experimental setup has been shown in Figure 3 for testing the
Photochron-5 in the static mode. The magnification of the tube in time and space axes can be adjusted by varying the
voltage across various electrodes as shown in the table I.
The static image after biasing various electrodes is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3: Experimental setup for static testing of

Figure 4: An Static image of the streak tube

the Photochron-5 streak tube
Typical test voltage levels for various electrodes have been adjusted and set up to achieve magnification of 2X.
Experimentally adjusted and set voltage parameters of the streak tube to achieve magnification of 2 are Cathode : 7000V, Mesh: -3540V ,U2: -4580V,U3: -4580V,U4:-5320V,Case: 0V/Earth, and Anode (Body): 0V/Earth
Conclusion:
In the present work, a high voltage (HV) divider network has been successfully developed and tested the
performance of the Photochron-5, S-20 optical streak tube from Photek ,UK in the static mode with a magnification
of 2. The HV divider network has been designed to provide adjustable voltages to work in different modes and for
getting different magnifications in the temporal and spatial axes.
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Development of control software for cold atom interferometry experiments
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Abstract: Cold atom interferometry experiments are carried out in order to derive cold atom gravimeter
measurements. It consists of processes such as laser cooling of Rb atoms, stabilization and compression of cold atom
cloud, cooling in optical molasses etc. These events are controlled from devices such as Acousto-Optic Modulators
(AOM), Power Supplies, and Mechanical Shutter which needs synchronised control with timing resolution of 1
microsecond for the events ranging up to 10s of seconds. This paper explains development of PC and FPGA based
control software which consists of 32 Analog control channels and 24 Digital control channels.
Introduction: Cold atom interferometry experiments are carried out in order to derive cold atom gravimeter
measurements1, 2 . A setup for conducting cold atom interferometry experiments is being developed by Laser Physics
Applications Section, RRCAT. The experiments involve processes such as laser cooling of Rb atoms, stabilization
and compression of cold atom cloud, further cooling in optical molasses, launching of cold atoms in vertical upward
direction, 1-D cooling using state selective Raman pulses and finally the Mach-Zehnder interferometer which is
UHDOL]HGZLWKDVHTXHQFHRI5DPDQSXOVHV ʌ-ʌ-ʌ LQYHUWLFDOJHRPHWU\7KHUHTXLUHPHQWRIWKHFRQWUROV\VWHP
can be explained by one of the operation, namely, optical molasses stage. In this step, temperature of the atom cloud
LVORZHUHGWRaȝ.EHIRUHODXQFKLQJ them in upward direction. It requires reduction of frequency and power of
the Magneto Optical Trap (MOT) laser beams in a precise and orderly manner which is achieved by controlling a
pair of AOMs from 4 simultaneous analog control signals. Optical molasses continuous up to time scale of 10 ms
which is divided in 5 segments of time with configurable amplitude in optional step or ramp manner.
In order to realize the above processes, an orderly operation of various devices such as 6 acousto-optic
modulator (AOMs) (make: AA Opto-Electronic), 2 power supplies (make: Delta Elektronika) of magnetic coils, 6
mechanical shutters, 1 CCD camera (make: Pixelfly), etc. is automated and integrated in a single control software.
Cold atom interferometry software requires definition of time duration and shape of amplitude for all control signals
of constituent steps3.
The design of control software for conducting these experiments becomes crucial as cold atom
interferometry experiments require generation of above mentioned precisely timed control signals ranging from
microseconds to seconds. In order to achieve the desired timing resolution of 1 microsecond and channel to channel
synchronisation for over 32 channels; Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) based control system is designed.
The paper discusses development of control software and software design features implemented in FPGA software
and PC software to realize the experiment requirements.
Control Software Architecture: At the core of Control system are PC and Programmable Automation controller
(PAC). NI make Programmable Automation controller c-RIO 9035 is used which consists of real time OS and
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kintex-7 FPGA. PC is programmed to provide Graphical User Interface (GUI) and storage of experiment data and
FPGA is programmed to generate analog and digital signal pattern with micro-seconds resolution and
synchronisation.
NI LabVIEW is used to program PC and NI LabVIEW FPGA is used to program FPGA.
All of the devices are controlled through either analog control signal or digital control signal. These control signals
are generated through a dedicated control channel from FPGA.
The required number of control channels is:
1. Analog Channel with programmable ramp sequence generation

24

2. Analog Channel with programmable step sequence generation

08

3. Digital Channel

24
Table 1: List of Channels

If FPGA is programmed for complete configurable control sequences it runs out of logic gates and very less number
of channels around 15 can be produced. So control sequence generation is divided between PC and FPGA. PC is
used to format the data and FPGA is to generate the waveform with minimum logic gates. One of the methods for
formatting at PC will be to generate set of all possible amplitude data for all channels with time step of 10
microseconds and transfer it to FPGA for generation. Since experiment duration is of the order of 10s of seconds so
there will be millions of data produced and need to be transferred to FPGA. But in this case FPGA will run out of
the memory element to hold data. So formatting of data at PC is optimised in such a way that minimum logic gates
and memory element are used at FPGA.

Figure 1: Software Structure

Figure 1 explains the software architecture. PC is providing GUI to take I/P for all channels. This data is formatted
and transferred to FIFO of cRIO (Figure 1: Software Structure). It is then copied into block memory of cRIO to
allow parallel access of data. This data is then used to generate pattern for each channel.
Control software Data Structure: There are two types of analog channels with 24 and 8 channel counts
respectively. Type one analog channels has 10 segments in GUI and each segment has information of segment
duration, final analog value and pattern of shape (Figure 2: Analog Channel input). This segment information is
then formatted in 4 parts namely step time, Fractional change, Final analog value and no of steps (Figure 3:
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Segment fragmentation). All the four parts are grouped in 4 separate arrays consisting information of all the
channels. Step time array is explained in figure 4. First, step time of channels is grouped and then step time of all
channels is grouped. Type two analog channels information is formated in 2 arrays of 80 elements for segment
duration and final analog value respectively. Digital channel information is formatted in one array of 240 elements.
In all it has 7 arrays which are transferred through FIFO to FPGA.

Figure 2: Analog Channel input

Figure 3: Segment fragmentation

Figure 4: Generation of Array for step time values

This Data is then transferred from FIFO to BLOCK memory of FPGA to allow parallel access.
For the analog channels, FPGA is programmed to generate final analog values from fractional input and transfer
these analog values to output module. This process continues until complete segment is generated (Figure 6.). After
generation of one segment next segment values are read from memory and
process is repeated until final segment is generated. One set of control signal
pattern is displayed in figure 5.

Figure 5: One set of control signals

Figure 6: Data Generation at FPGA
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Control Software Graphical User Interface:
Graphical User Interface is developed in LabVIEW. It has three types of control inputs viz. Analog channels
(Ramp/Step), Digital channels and Analog channels (Pulse) (Figure 7: Graphical User Interface). Left panel of
GUI consist of list of channels. Channel can be selected from list and one channel’s control parameters are displayed
in right side. By selecting control channel GUI allows entry of segment parameters. Each segment has two float data
input for time and analog value and one drop down menu for type of change. All the experiment data can be saved
and recalled by using graphical button available in GUI. There is one status bar displaying the status of software and
necessary notification for experiment.

Figure 5: Graphical User Interface

Results: Software developed for PC and FPGA are tested for their timing requirements. It is able to generate
synchronised control signals from 32 analog channels and 24 digital channels with timing resolution of 1
microsecond in time span of 10s of seconds. The resolution of output analog channel is 8 bit. In next stage of
development, signal conditioning blocks will be integrated with FPGA output modules. Complete system will be
integrated in control rack.
Acknowledgment: Authors wish to thank Shri S Singh, Smt B Jain, Shri S P Ram, Shri V B Tiwari and Shri S R
Mishra from LPAS for their valuable technical discussion during development and support during the testing of
software.
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Laser Drilling and Welding of Advanced Engineering Materials: An Experimental
Investigation
Suman Chatterjee
Department of Mechanical Engineering, National Institute of Technology, Rourkela 769008
Abstract
Conventional drilling of advanced engineering materials is extremely difficult because of occurrence of rapid tool
wear and frequent tool breakage. Likewise, conventional welding processes poses difficulty in fabrication works
made of advanced engineering materials such as stainless steel, titanium alloy and shape memory alloy due to
excessive heat generation causing high risk of contamination and distortion of weldment. Therefore, laser (Light
Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation) is gaining popularity for micro-drilling as well as welding
because a high intensity heat source is applied at the precise location to achieve the desired output. The present
study focusses on application of laser during micro-drilling, welding of similar/dissimilar materials. In order to gain
insight into effect of process parameters on output measures during micro-drilling and welding on thin foils of 0.45
mm thickness, extensive experimental investigation is performed using millisecond pulsed Nd:YAG laser. During
micro-drilling, it is observed that spatter area and heat affected zone (HAZ) increase with increase in laser current
and pulse width due to increase in heat input causing more material to melt but sufficient time is not available for
completely flushing away the molten material. As a result, heat is not properly dissipated resulting in increase in
spatter formation and heat affected zone. It is also observed that increase in pulse frequency and gas pressure leads
to decrease in spatter area because of formation of laser supported absorption (LSA) wave which blocks the input
energy to penetrate adequately. During laser welding of similar materials, it is found that micro-hardness value in
the fusion zone of the weldment is much higher than the base material for stainless steel in comparison with welding
of titanium alloy. This phenomenon may be due to higher cooling rate observed in case of stainless steel as
compared to titanium alloy. This drilling of titanium alloy and stainless steel have potential application in
manufacturing of medical implant, compressor blading in gas turbine, turbochargers and steam turbine valve seat.
Similarly, welding of thin sheets have potential applications in automobile, razor blades, jet planes, electrical circuits
and micro-electromechanical systems.
Artificial intelligence (AI) techniques such as adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) and multi-gene
genetic programming (MGGP) are used to predict the performance measures such as circularity (at entry and exit),
heat affected zone, spatter area and taper for laser drilling process. Similar artificial intelligence techniques are used
for the prediction of performance measures like bead width, heat affected zone, surface roughness and welding
strength during laser welding. Comparative study of AI models suggests that MGGP predicts the performance
measures in an effective manner as root mean square error (RMSE) for testing is minimum as compared to ANSIS
in both laser drilling and welding operations and can be potentially used for accurate prediction of desired output.
Joining of dissimilar materials like shape memory alloy with titanium alloy and stainless steel is one of the
challenging process due to the formation of brittle intermetallic compounds (IMCs). Therefore, the study is further
extended to find the feasibility of dissimilar metal joining of nitinol, a shape memory alloy, with stainless steel and
titanium alloy separately using copper as interlayer (100 μm foil) during fiber laser welding. Physical and
mechanical analysis of the weldments reveals crack-free surface of weldpool and minimum percentage of porosity.
The study indicates that minimum tensile strength of the welded joint is more than the ultimate tensile strength of
the weakest intermediate material i.e. copper. The study examines the possibility of using high melting point
intermediate layer material during welding of nitinol with other materials to avoid formation of unwanted phases.
Dissimilar metal joining of titanium alloy with stainless steel sheets having five millimeter thickness using CO 2
laser providing copper as interlayer using electroplating process. Presence of copper provides compatibility between
titanium alloy and stainless steel during laser welding process and reduce brittle interfaces. The study suggests that
the presence of interlayer during joining of dissimilar materials provides stable, crack-free and less brittle joints as
compared to joining of dissimilar materials without interlayer. The study also examines the possibility of providing
interlayer using coating technology during dissimilar metal joining. The dissimilar joining of advanced engineering
materials helps to provide hybrid system performance finding potential application in the field of various industrial
applications like seismic damping device, petrochemical devices, aerospace equipment and medical equipment.
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Keywords: Titanium alloy; Stainless steel; Shape memory alloy; Laser drilling; Laser welding; Dissimilar laser
welding; Electroplating; Interlayer; Radiographic; Surface integrity; Weld geometry; Pores analysis;
Intermetallics; Fracture analysis; Adaptive neuro fuzzy inference system (ANFIS); Multi-gene genetic
programming (MGGP).
1.

Research Gap and Objectives

Extensive literature review reveals that the past works on laser drilling and welding on advanced engineering
materials are limited to identify significant process parameters and their effect on performance measures. It is also
noted that past research works are limited to drill thick sheets but hardly explored the possibility of laser drilling on
thin sheets (foils). Likewise, few works focus on laser welding of dissimilar materials.
To address the above issues, followings are the primary research objectives of the present dissertation work:
¾ To study influence of process parameters on performance measures during laser drilling operation based on
exhaustive experimental analysis.
¾ To study influence process variables on performance measures during laser welding of similar materials of thin
sheets.
¾ To propose an artificial intelligence models for predicting the performance measures during laser drilling and
welding operations.
¾ To explore the feasibility of laser welding of dissimilar materials like Nitinol, a shape memory alloy, with
different advanced engineering materials using thin intermediate layer.
¾ To explore the feasibility of dissimilar laser welding of titanium alloy with stainless steel plates using
electroplating technique for providing interlayer.
2. Organization of Thesis
To meet the objectives of the study, the present dissertation is presented in a following manner:
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Chapter 1 introduces the motivation for the research with brief discussion on applications of laser material
processing techniques such as laser drilling and laser welding processes on advanced engineering materials. The
present chapter states the objectives of the research addressing the research gap. The chapter also presents the layout
of the dissertation. The research plan is shown with the help of Figure 1.

Figure 1: Research plan
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter presents critical review on literature presents for the recent study. The study is restricted to the
literature that are available with full text. The present chapter also highlights past research works relevant to the
present study and provides background for the dissertation. Figure 2 indicates the percentage of articles in different
study areas out of total articles cited in this work. It is evident from Figure 2 that less attempts have been made on
laser drilling of thin sheets, laser welding of thin sheets, dissimilar laser welding using interlayer, dissimilar laser
welding on shape memory alloy with other advanced engineering materials and application of artificial intelligence
(AI) in laser material processing.

Figure 2: Pie-chart showing classification of articles referred in dissertation
CHAPTER 3: LASER DRILLING OF THIN SHEETS
In this chapter, laser drilling on stainless steel and titanium alloy of 0.45 mm (thin sheets) have been performed
using millisecond pulsed Nd:YAG laser under identical parametric (experimental) conditions. A comparative study
on parametric analysis has been made to identify influence of machining parameters such as laser current, pulse
repetition rate, pulse width and gas pressure on quality characteristics of laser drilled samples. The quality of the
laser drilled holes is measured on basis of circularity (at entry and exit), spatter area, taper and HAZ. It is observed
that HAZ is higher for Ti6Al4V sheets as compared to AISI 316. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of
the hole periphery reveals micro-cracks, burr formation and surface erosion. HAZ, micro-crack, surface erosion and
burr near the micro-drilled holes on Ti6Al4V and AISI 316 can be visualized in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Laser micro-drilled holes
CHAPTER 4: LASER WELDING OF THIN SHEETS (SIMILAR MATERIALS)
In this chapter, an experimental study has been conducted to identify the influence of control parameters on quality
characteristics such as surface integrity, heat affected zone and bead width during welding of similar materials of
thin sheets (stainless steel with stainless steel and titanium alloy with titanium alloy) using pulsed Nd:YAG laser.
The study examines the Vicker’s micro-hardness of the welded samples near base material (BM), heat affected zone
and fusion zone (FZ) (Figure 4(a)). It is observed that micro-hardness value is higher at FZ as compared to HAZ and
BM for both the materials. The study also examines the influence of overlapping factor (Figure 4(b)) on weld
strength and surface integrity of the weldments. The study is extended to examine the fractographic analysis of the
fracture surface of the tensile test specimens (Figure 4(c)). The study reveals the presence of dimples and quasicleavage planes on the fracture surface.

Figure 4: (a) Overlapping factor (b) Micro-hardness of weldment (c) Fracture surface of weldment
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In this chapter, artificial intelligence (AI) techniques such as adaptive neuro fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) and
multi gene genetic programming (MGGP) are used to predict the performance measures such as circularity at entry
and exit, heat affected zone, spatter area and taper for laser drilling process. Similarly, ANFIS and MGGP have been
used to predict the performance measures such as bead width, heat affected zone, surface roughness and welding
strength of weldments during laser welding process. The study indicates that both the AI techniques adequately
predict the performance measures for laser drilling and laser welding of AISI 316 and Ti6Al4V. However, MGGP
model exhibits comparatively less root mean square error (RMSE) during testing phase. Therefore, it is corroborated
that MGGP has superior prediction capability.
CHAPTER 6: WELDING OF DISSIMILAR MATERIALS USING INTERLAYER (NITINOL WITH
STAINLESS STEEL)
Joining of dissimilar materials like nitinol with stainless steel is one of the challenging fabrication processes due to
formation of brittle intermetallic compounds (IMCs) within the weldpool due to incompatible physical and
metallurgical properties. In addition, transverse cracks appear in the weldpool because of different thermal
expansion coefficients of the materials during dissimilar metal welding process without interlayer. In the present
chapter, a thin film of copper (100 μm) is used as an interlayer during joining of stainless steel to nitinol plates in a
butt joint configuration using continuous wave fiber laser system. The aim of the study is to investigate the effect of
interlayer on the physical and mechanical properties of the welded joints. The micrograph shown in Figure 5(a)
indicates three different zone such as base material (AISI 316), heat-affected zone nearer to AISI 316 side and
fusion zone (FZ). Presence of planar, cellular and dendritic structure near the HAZ can be observed. However, as
one moves from HAZ to FZ, presence of columnar dendritic and equiaxed grain structures can be seen. Likewise,
three zones can also be observed in nitinol side. Figure 5(b) shows the fracture surface of the joint welded at 600 W
and 8.5 mm/s during tensile test. The fracture surface shows cup and cone shape and dimples indicating ductile
failure of the weldment.

Figure 5: Micrograph of weldment of dissimilar materials (NiTi and AISI 316)
CHAPTER 7: WELDING OF DISSIMILAR MATERIALS USING INTERLAYER (NITINOL WITH
TITANIUM ALLOY)
Cai et al. [16] have pointed out that joining of nitinol with titanium alloy without interlayer is difficult because
severe mechanical and metallographic problems arise due to chemical and physical incompatibilities of both the
materials. In the present study, copper is used as an intermediate layer to restrict the formation of brittle intermetallic
and obtain good weldability during joining of nitinol with titanium alloy using fibre laser. The present chapter aims
at analyzing the possibility of welding of 1.8 mm thick titanium alloy with 1.7 mm thick nitinol using copper as an
intermediate layer by shifting the laser offset towards titanium side by 60% and focused at an angle of 150 with the
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vertical axis. The experimental investigation is conducted using a high power continuous wave (CW) 6 kW fiber
laser in a butt joint configuration. Figure 6(a) shows the weld geometry which is distinguished by five different
regions such as base material (NiTi), heat affected zone near NiTi (HAZ 1 ), fusion zone (FZ), heat affected zone near
Ti6Al4V (HAZ 2 ) and base material (Ti6Al4V). Presence of crater and root effect is clearly visible in the figure.
Magnified image HAZ 1 region shown in Figure 6(b) clearly indicates presence of planar grain structure near the
base material and HAZ interface, cellular grain structure in the HAZ region and dendritic grain structure in the
fusion zone of the bead geometry. The microstructural analysis indicates the presence of two different regions within
the HAZ such as H 1 (inter-critical heat affected zone) and H 2 (fine grain heat affected zone). Figure 6(c) shows the
presence of nano-cracks, droplets, quasi-cleavage and dimples on the fracture surface during tensile test of joint.
Figure 6(d) shows the welding strength of weldments at different parametric settings. It is observed that highest
welding strength is obtained at parametric setting of 800 W laser power and 17 mm/s welding speed.

Figure 6: Micrographs of weldment of dissimilar materials (NiTi and Ti6Al4V) (a) weld geometry, (b)
microstructure of HAZ 1 region, (c) fracture surface analysis and (d) stress strain graph of the weldments
CHAPTER 8: LASER WELDING OF DISSIMILAR MATERIALS PROVIDING INTERMEDIATE LAYER
THROUGH ELECTROPLATING
This chapter deals with possibility of using electroplating technique (copper plating) for providing intermediate
layer for during butt welding of titanium alloy with stainless steel using 3.5 kW laser power continuous wave (CW)
CO 2 laser. The present study explores the influence of intermediate layer on weld morphology. Analysis of
weldment reveals that crack free surface can be obtained (Figure 7(a)) and welding strength of 34 MPa can be
attained using the proposed methodology (Figure 7(b)). Success of the welding opens the possibility of using high
melting point intermediate layer material during welding of titanium alloy to stainless steel to avoid the formation of
unwanted phases and improve weldability.
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Figure 7: (a) Weld geometry of the weldment (b) Stress strain graph of the weldment
CHAPTER 9: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY, CONTRIBUTIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE OF WORK
This chapter presents the major findings and contribution towards the research in the field of study. The chapter also
discusses future scope of the present research work. Finally, the dissertation is ended with references and list of
publications from the present research work.
3.

Summary of Findings and Contribution to Research Field

Important research findings from the present work and contribution to the field are summarized as follows:
¾ During laser drilling operation, it is observed that spatter area increases initially with increase in laser energy
but decreases after a certain value of laser energy. This phenomenon may be attributed to formation of laser
supported absorption (LSA) wave after a certain value of laser energy leading to blockage of laser energy.
Therefore, material ejection gets reduced resulting in decrease of spatter formation.
¾ Examination of quality of micro drilled holes through micrography reveals that burr formation in the hole
periphery increases with increase in pulse repetition rate. It is also observed that increase in laser energy leads
to increase in heat affected zone (HAZ) and circularity but reduction in burr formation. Reduction in HAZ and
circularity of hole is observed when gas pressure is increased.
¾ It is observed that resistance to micro cracking is more with stainless steel work piece as compared to titanium
alloy work piece when both stainless steel and titanium alloy work pieces are laser micro-drilled under identical
machining conditions.
¾ Crack intensity on drilled surface increases with increase in pulse repetition rate and gas pressure. However,
severity of surface cracking largely depends on thermal conductivity, ultimate tensile strength and the fracture
toughness of the work material during laser micro-drilling.
¾ During laser welding of foils of similar materials, it is observed that overlapping factor has significant effect on
mechanical properties of the weldments. Spot overlapping factor (O f ) adversely influence the surface integrity
(surface finish). However, welding strength increases with increase in overlapping factor. Overlapping factor
decreases with increase in scanning speed (welding speed).
¾ From the present work, it is noted that MGGP model shows minimum root mean square error (RMSE) as
compared to ANFIS model for selected performance measures during laser drilling and welding. MGGP can be
treated as an adequate artificial intelligence model in predicting the performance measures for laser microdrilling and welding.
¾ Providing copper foil as an interlayer during welding of sheets of dissimilar materials such as nitinol with
stainless steel and nitinol with titanium alloy, crack free welded joints can be obtained. Thickness of interlayer
plays a significant role to achieve welding strength. However, increase in thickness of interlayer beyond 100
μm softens the weldpool resulting in difficulty to attain good welding strength. Use of copper as an interlayer
helps in attaining maximum welding strength of 219.74 MPa for weldments of nitinol with stainless steel and
353 MPa for weldments of nitinol with titanium alloy. The obtained ultimate tensile strength of the weldment is
higher than ultimate tensile strength of copper.
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Laser welding of dissimilar materials such as stainless steel with titanium alloy both of 5 mm thickness has been
attempted in a novel way providing copper as an intermetallic layer through electroplating process. Maximum
welding strength of 34 MPa has been obtained and it is quite acceptable.
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Studies on Electron Beam and Laser Surface Melting and Welding of INCONEL 718
Sumit Kumar Sharma
Indian Institute of Technology Kharagpur, Kharagpur - 721302
Abstract
The present study aims to investigating the effect of electron beam processing (surface melting and
welding) and laser processing (surface melting and welding) of Inconel 718 on its microstructure, mechanical
properties and electro chemical properties. The study has been divided in to four parts: (1) electron beam surface
melting, (2) laser surface melting, (3) electron beam welding, and (4) laser welding of Inconel 718. Electron beam
surface melting has been carried out at using an indigenously developed conventional electron beam processing unit
(with a capacity of 80 kV acceleration voltage & a power of 12 kW) at a constant voltage of 40 kV with varying
scan speed from 500 mm/min to 1000 mm/min. Electron beam welding of Inconel 718 alloy was carried out using a
constant acceleration voltage of 70 kV, welding speed of 2000 mm/min under varied currents of 45 mA, 58 mA and
67 mA, respectively. Laser surface melting and welding of Inconel 718 was carried out using 2 kW continuous wave
Yb-fibre laser. Surface melting has been conducted with a power of 400 watts, scan speed of 500, 750, and 1000
mm/min and with a spot diameter of 3 mm. Laser welding was carried out at constant power 1800 watt with a
varying scan speed of 1400, 1200 and 1000 mm/min, respectively. The detailed study involves understanding of the
effect of process parameters on surface morphology, bead geometry, microstructure, residual stress, microhardness,
wear resistance, and electrochemical properties.
Electron beam surface melting forms a defect-free microstructure with the depth of melting varying from
ȝPWRȝPDQGWKHGHpth of melting decreases with increase in scan speed. The microstructure of the melt
zone is having dendritic morpholoJ\ DQG FRQVLVWV RI JDPPD Ȗ  JDPPD SULPH Ȗc) and small fraction of gamma
GRXEOHSULPH Ȗcc) along with few precipitates. Electron beam surface melting introduces residual compressive stress
(-180 MPa to -1000.21 MPa) which varied with process parameters. Due to electron beam surface melting, there is
increase in surface hardness from 278 VHN for as received Inconel 718 to 950 VHN for electron beam melted
Inconel 718. Maximum microhardness is observed at a depth below 100 to 200 Pm from the surface. Microhardness
was also found to vary with heat input parameters. The optimum process parameters of electron beam surface
melting corresponding to development of defect free microstructure with presence of compressive residual stress
below yield strength. Due to electron beam surface melting, there is a significant decrease in corrosion rate with a
maximum decrease observed for the samples melted with a scan speed of 1000 mm/min. The pitting corrosion
resistance remained unaffected because of electron beam surface melting. Electron beam surface melting caused a
marginal decrease in wear kinetics and wear coefficient.
/DVHU6XUIDFH PHOWLQJRIIHUV DGHIHFWIUHH PHOW]RQH ZLWK GHSWKYDU\LQJIURPȝPWRȝP,Q WKH
PLFURVWUXFWXUHWKHUHLVSUHVHQFHRIJDPPDGRXEOHSULPH Ȗcc SKDVHLQDGGLWLRQWRJDPPD Ȗ DQGJDPPDSULPH Ȗc)
phases. The microhardness of the melted zone was found to vary from 425 VHN to 475 VHN. A detailed electron
back scattered diffraction (EBSD) analysis was conducted to understand the grain size and its distribution, grain
boundary rotation angle, and texture. Laser surface melting with the parameters (750 mm/min) shows a minimum
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wear kinetics under steady state wear. Wear coefficient was also found to vary with laser parameters and a minimum
wear coefficient was observed when laser melted using scan speed 500 mm/min and power of 400 watts. Wear rate
was found to be reduced due to laser surface melting and decreased with increase in scan speed.
Electron beam welding was successfully applied to weld Inconel 718 of thickness 3 mm. the microstructure
ZDVGHQGULWLFZLWKWKHSUHVHQFHRIJDPPD Ȗ DQGJDPPDSULPH Ȗc DQGJDPPDGRXEOHSULPH Ȗcc) phases. There is
improvement in microhardness due to electron beam welding (471.6 VHN to 520.5 VHN) as compared to as
received Inconel 718. A detailed study of the mechanical properties shows that there is reduction in strength and
percentage elongation due to electron beam welding as compared to base metal. Though the corrosion rate in 3.56
wt.% NaCl solution was reduced due to laser surface melting, however, pitting corrosion resistance was improved
due to laser surface melting. Laser beam welding leads to marginally decrease in hardness for all the parameters
except a few. There is a significant decrease in nano hardness and young modulus but increase in toughness due to
laser welding. A detailed crystallographic texture was studied by electron back scattered diffraction (EBSD) analysis
to know the crystallographic orientation.
Based on the detailed correlation between microstructure, process parameters and microhardness, the
processing region for electron beam surface melting of Inconel 718 were as follows: at constant current of 10 mA,
and acceleration voltage 40 kV with varied scan speed between 500 to 1000 mm/min. The most important outcome
of electron beam surface melting of Inconel 718 is the increased corrosion resistance of electron beam surface
melted specimens in comparison to as received Inconel 718. When processed using a scan speed of 750 mm/min and
1000 mm/min, an improvement in corrosion resistance property is observed for sample melted using a scan speed of
750 mm/min. (0.04 mm/year) as compared to 0.39 mm/year for as received Inconel 718. Laser surface melting of
Inconel 718 was performed at constant power of 400 watts and with varying scan speed between 500 mm/min to
1000 mm/min. In laser surface melting the main outcomes are corrosion resistance, due to laser surface melting,
there is improvement on corrosion resistance when processed using a scan speed of 500 mm/min (0.17 mm/year)
and 1000 mm/min. (0.18 mm/year) as compared to 0.39 mm/year for as received Inconel 718. Electron beam
welding of Inconel 718 has been carried out at constant scan speed of 2000 mm/min and acceleration voltage 70 kV
with varied current of 45 mA, 58 mA, and 67 mA. Detailed study of the corrosion behavior in a 3.56 wt.% NaCl
solution shows that there is no significant variation in corrosion rate due to electron beam welding. However, an
improvement in corrosion rate could be achieved by proper selection of process parameters in electron beam
welding. Laser welding has been carried out at constant power 1800 watt with varied scan speed 1000 mm/min to
1400 mm/min. However, there was improvement in hardness because of laser welding (278 to 319 VHN)
Inconel 718 possesses good fatigue strength, cryogenic properties, a high temp oxidation resistant and
creep resistant properties. As a result, it is commonly used as structural materials over a wide temperature range
starting from cryogenic temperature to as high as up to ~700°C. The possible application of the surface melted
Inconel 718 will be components in aircraft engine like, spool, combustion casing, turbine disc, gear components etc.
and the possible application of welded Inconel 718 will be components of jet engines, jet turbine like forging parts,
pump components like stator and rotor, cryogenic storage tank, pressure vessels for rocket, etc.
Keywords: Electron Beam, Laser, Surface Melting, Welding, Inconel 718, Wear, Corrosion, EBSD
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Efficient Terahertz (THz) generation from some indigenously grown organic nonlinear
crystals and designing of band pass filters for spectroscopy of high energy materials.
Ganesh Damarla
University of Hyderabad, Hyderabad.
Thesis abstract
In this thesis, we focussed our study on addressing the generation of intense, broadband
Terahertz(THz) radiation with nonlinear crystals of different kinds. Spectroscopic study has been
done to extract the absorption coefficient and dielectric properties. Terahertz radiation has number of
applications in the field of spectroscopy, biomedical, pharmaceutical industry, defence science and
technology, telecommunications etc. The advancement in the electronics, data acquisition helped to
fill the THz gap in the electromagnetic spectrum. One of the major challenges in THz technology is to
overcome the atmospheric absorption which limits the use of THz spectroscopy and imagining from
long to short distances. This problem can be solved by means of developing a high intensity THz
radian sources and sensitive detector, post processing of obtained time domain spectrum with suitable
algorithm to remove the interfering absorption lines cause by the atmosphere. We have also made an
attempt to design and fabricate bandpass filters in THz region for sensing applications.
1. Building of THz spectrometer: A multipurpose THz generation and detection experimental setup
has been designed where one can carry out different types of experiments such as optical pump
terahertz probe, generation and detection of THz radiation using different types of materials. Since in
current setup position of generator and detector components can be interchanged. Therefore, all four
types of combinations like photoconductive antenna- antenna, antenna- nonlinear crystals, nonlinear
crystal- antenna and nonlinear crystal- crystal as source and detector can be made. Moreover, this setup can work in both transmission and reflection modes.
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Figure1: Multipurpose THz generation and detection experimental

2.Genaration of THz from different organic crystals:
we have evaluated different types of indigenously grown organic crystals such as BNA OH1, LAP.
These crystals were characterized in terms of growth solvent, optical transmission range, absorption
coefficients. Since the transmission of all these crystals varying in optical domain therefore it also
reflected their potential use as an efficient THz source. The solvent effect on THz generation ability of
BNA crystals has been discussed. L-arginine phosphate monohydrate (LAP) has been studied as a
THz source and its absorption and refractive index are reported in THz domain for the first time

Figure 2a) Terahertz peak amplitude values of different solvents. b) Frequency domain spectrum of
Terahertz radiation
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3. THz spectroscopy:
The efficiently generated THz radiation was used to identify the signature absorption peaks of highenergy materials. we have studied the linear and nonlinear optical properties of newly synthesized
tetrazole molecules using time- GRPDLQ WHUDKHUW] VSHFWURVFRS\ 89íYLVLEOHí1,5 VSHFWURVFRS\ :H
have also ascertained the absorption coefficients and refractive index between 0.1 and 2.2 THz range.
In addition, we have performed single-molecule and single-crystal level Density functional theory
(DFT) calculations. The theoretically calculated zone center vibrational frequencies at the solid level
were compared with experimentally obtained found data, they are found to be good in agreement. We
have also explained the optical sensitivity correlations using vibrational frequencies. The electronic
absorption, refractive index, and birefringence studies reveal the feasibility of phase-matched
nonlinear optical frequency mixing devices in the single-crystal form.
4. Temperature Dependent THz spectroscopy:
It is also very important to understand how these high-energy materials behave at high temperature.
We have successfully recorded the temperature dependent variation in the refractive indices and
absorption coefficients of NH 4 NO 3 , TNT and RDX explosives below their melting points. To the best
of our knowledge this is the first demonstration of red shift effect and process of slow thermal
decomposition mechanisms of these explosives in THz domain. It also helps to characterize the
explosive molecules. In addition, the effect of change on the strength of THz signal of RDX in PTFE
(Teflon) matrix is with respect to the concentration. Also a successful attempt was made to record the
signature spectrum of RDX explosive sample under concealed condition.

Figure.3 Terahertz absorption spectrum of Tetrazoles Molecules a) Experimental b) Gaussian 3) Density
functional theory
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5. Concealed Explosive detection:

Figure 4 Concealed explosive detection.

6. Designing and fabrication of bandpass filters:
we have successfully simulated and fabricated metal mesh hole array type of band-pass filters by
fabricating gold hole array on silicon substrate. Two bandpass pass filters having resonance with hole
array periodicity of the order of 125, 150 μm having tunable resonance frequencies at 0.55, 0.66 THz,
respectively. We have also theoretically designed low cost, flexible bandpass filters on polyamide
substrate. The fabricated band-pass filters were used for trace level sensing of high-energy molecules
by measuring the plasmonics shift. This study helps in developing the technology for metal mesh
filter for trace level detection of explosives.
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A Study of Nonlinear Optical Properties of Metamaterials
Dheeraj Dulhani
Devi Ahilya Vishwavidyalaya, Indore
Introduction
Metamaterials are known to have negative values of both dielectric constant (H and
magnetic permeability (P . When electromagnetic radiation is applied, the metamaterials
shows the large response to the magnetic field while smaller response is noticed for
electric field. Naturally occurring materials does not show negative values of H and P.
However, conventional metamaterials are fabricated from composite structures of metallic
wires and split-ring resonators (SRR). In such composite structures, metallic wires provide
negative permittivity while the SRR provides negative permeability at certain frequency
range [1]. The wide variety of such composite structures are available for microwave
frequency regions. At higher operating frequencies such as optical region, losses are
pronounced more. Detailed understanding is needed to design suitable composite
structures for optical frequency regions which is about 400 – 700 THz [2].
SRR and metallic wire composite structure are made up of a regular pattern of the unit
cell.Each unit cell has its own distinct property.Circular motion of current is analogous of
the orbital motion of the electron in the atom, and as similar to atom it creates magnetic
dipole moment, that’s why a single SRR unit is known as Meta atom or Meta molecule, this
structure consists inhomogeneities at a micro-scale when the size of the Meta-atom is
comparable or greater than the wavelength of interest, it was defined by ቀܽൗߣቁ Ratio[3],
where ܽ is the size of the unit cell and ߣ is the wavelength of interest, the smaller the ratio
of ቀܽൗߣቁ Is, the larger will be the quality factor of SRR. Since wave does not seem
inhomogeneities of individual meta-atoms, while wave seems macroscopic homogeneous
effective parameter of an SRR structure as a whole, like one, can find out homogeneous
effective permittivity and effective permeability of the overall system as a response to
applied electromagnetic radiation. Conversely, this ratio reaches 1, the performance of SRR
degrades, and SRR becomes dysfunctional. The wavelength of interest seems individual
inhomogeneities of the structure due to which effective medium theory (EMT) is failing to
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define the individual microscopic parameters of the system.On the other hand, when
ቀܽൗߣቁ  ا1, at higher frequencies the kinetic inductance becomes more dominating over
geometric inductance, which weakens the magnetic response of the system. Accordingly,
we call this factor as scaling down limit of the SRR structure, beyond that scaling down
limit kinetic inductance becomes strong enough to saturate the blue-shifted resonance
frequencies concerning for to the reducing dimensions.
The nonlinear optical properties of Metamaterial are considered in terms of its response to
the magnetic field. The refractive index of the Metamaterial is given by ݊ = ඥߤ ߝ , where
ߤ is the magnetic permeability and ߝ is the electric permittivity of the material. In
general the magnetic permeability does play an important role in the optical regime. In the
present thesis, we have shown that the higher order magnetic susceptibility plays an
important role in the optical regime. In brief, we discuss about it in chapter four.

Plan of Thesis
In this thesis, we address the above mentioned points and proposed various designs
incorporating the drawbacks at optical frequency region. We also made estimations with
realistic situations where suitable materials are identified for the fabrication of such
structures.
The thesis introduces the topic of research in Chapter 1. In this chapter, we summarize the
motivation, objectives of this research work as well as a comprehensive review of the
research work going on linear and nonlinear properties of conventional Split Ring
Resonator (SRR), which is an important element of conventional Metamaterial.
The Chapter 2, Adopting the standard model proposed by Pendry et al, we incorporated
the role of Fermi energy on effective permeability of the composite structure. A blue shift
in the resonance frequency of SRR is observed by choosing the metal with higher Fermi
energy (ܧ ). SRR behaves like a series inductive-capacitive circuit, if more gaps are
introduced in the SRR. Which otherwise leads to blue-shift in resonance. Hence designing
SRR with higher number of gaps and by choosing high Fermi energy metal in the ring
structure, one can achieve the blue shift in the resonance frequency of SRR structure. While
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dimension remains unaltered. It is observed that the SRR structure with two gaps and four
gaps are isotropic, since the magnetic dipole moment is dominating over electric dipole
moment. Also, even number of gaps in an SRR structure is free from electric resonance and
they do not have a cross-polarization effect.
In chapter 3, we can extend the analysis to include scaling down limit and the role of Fermi
energy of the materials of SRR in effective permeability.With a decrease in the dimension of
SRR, the inertial inductance increase. However, at smaller sizes the materials with larger
Fermi energyexhibitslargerenergy dissipation in terms of an increased effective damping
factor as well as the low filling factor. The breakthrough we noted, is material with higher
Fermi energy shows huge blue shift in resonance frequency at lower dimensions of SRR.
This is a promising news for the fabrication of metamaterials structures in the optical
frequency region. We also studied the skin depth and plasma frequency analysis for smaller
ratio SRR structures. We have simulated the results with two designs each with four sets of
dimensions to understand the effect. We conclude the Aluminium could be a good
candidate material for such experimental studies.
In chapter 4, we incorporated the idea of varactor loaded Split Ring Resonator(VLSRR)as a
nonlinear optical oscillator for the device. The nonlinear optical response of the varactor
diode is feed through the SRR gaps.The dc voltage is applied at diode to tune the response
of the SRR element. By changing the capacitance of a diode, one can observe a shift in the
resonance frequency along with an adjustment in effective magnetic permeability,
capacitance of diode is change by altering the width of PN junction by the application of DC
voltage to the diode.We analyse that, by choosing metal with high Fermi energy in the ring
structure, magnetic response of the VLSRR improves due to drop in inertial inductance, as
magnetic response increases, we achieve a blue shift in resonance frequency. We observe
huge blue-shifted resonance for higher Fermi energy, metals as a response of the applied
field, since it has lower inertia as well as overall inductance, it had been observed that, not
only higher Fermi energy metal is having lower inertial inductance. Due to the asymmetry
of the system the nonlinear optical response of the medium is found to play a role.
In Chapter 5, we report the results and best design for optical region is proposed. We
simulated our results with materials such as gold, silver, bismuth, tin and aluminium
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having Fermi energies 6eV, 10eV, 11eV and 12 eV respectively.We report the best SRR
structures which can work in the optical region. However, due to limited broadening, we
could notice that a single design may not work for the whole optical region.
The conclusion of the research work, possible extension of the work, and summary of work
are given in Chapter 6.
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Magneto-optical transport studies on ultra-low disordered semiconductor quantum wells grown by
MOVPE
Subhomoy Haldar
Raja Ramanna Centre for Advanced Technology, Homi Bhabha National Institute, India.
Thesis Summary
Research on the electronic transport of charge carriers under the interaction of electromagnetic radiation in III-V compound
semiconductors has provided unprecedented opportunity to develop numerous forms of optoelectronic devices. In particular,
ultra-low disordered semiconductors with high mobility of electrons and large radiative recombination efficiency are widely
used in light-emitting diodes, lasers, photovoltaics, and fast-communication devices [1-3]. Additionally, the electro-optical
property of semiconductors can be enriched by confining the fundamental charge particles in a low-dimensional system, i.e.,
quantum well, wire and dots. The effects of charge carrier confinement in quantum structures have found far-reaching
consequences in many of the presently available semiconductor devices [4-6]. In particular, a nearly lattice-matched
GaAs/AlGaAs compound semiconductor, with a large phase coherence length and high spin dephasing time for electrons, is
often used to demonstrate novel effects, like induced-superconductivity, excitonic-superfluidity, spin-lasers, single-photon
devices, etc. [7-9]. The confinement of charges in a low-dimensional system enhances the many-body interactions, which is
responsible for the stability of excitons (i.e., electron-hole pair) and excitonic-complexes [10]. Investigation of the unique
property of these quasi-particles and their coupling with photon (i.e., polaritons), is of paramount importance in condensed
matter physics and semiconducting devices. However, with an increase in carrier confinement in quantum structures, a
significant amount of electron/hole wave function penetrates in the surrounding medium. Therefore, charge carriers become
localized at the hetero-interfaces and may decay via non-radiative process. In view of this, critical factors which can control
the radiative and non-radiative processes need to be understood by combining advanced techniques that are sensitive to probe
the ultra-low defect density. Spectroscopic and charge carrier transport measurements under high magnetic field are two
efficient tools that can probe above processes and help in exploring novel quantum phenomena [11-13]. In addition, a
sufficiently strong magnetic perturbation can be desirous to surmount the influence of disorders, and therefore, nearly
dissipation-less charge transport becomes possible [14,15]. The magnetic perturbation along the different orientations with
respect to the confinement direction can also be used to control the recombination and transport property of charge carriers.
Therefore, the motivation of the present thesis is to utilize ‘magnetic field’ as a unique tool to control charge carriers’
localization, recombination and their transport property. The thesis dealt with novel methodologies for spectroscopic and
transport measurements on ultra-low disordered quantum wells (QWs) grown by metal organic vapor phase epitaxy technique.
The usefulness of magnetic perturbation in evaluating the defect density and its role for increasing the device efficiency are
also presented. A simple and inexpensive maskless photolithography system is also developed to fabricate semiconductor
devices related to this thesis work.
In the beginning, charge carrier localization in QWs and the role of thermal energy on the radiative and non-radiative
processes are investigated by two complementary spectroscopic techniques, i.e., photoluminescence (PL) and surface
photovoltage. It is shown that atomic irregularities at the hetero-junctions causing fluctuations in QW thickness can be
estimated by modeling the PL linewidth as a function of QW thickness. On the other hand, thermionic escape followed
drift/diffusion of charges in a multiple-QWs structure is investigated by temperature, excitation power, and chopping
frequency-dependent surface photovoltage measurements. A careful study of surface-photovoltage-amplitude and phase
spectra has provided crucial information on carrier-carrier interaction in QWs. The various thicknesses of QW that are grown
under identical growth conditions, i.e., the multiple-QW structure, is found to be the key recipe in this work [16]. Also, the
impact of quantum confinement on the effective mass of excitons is investigated by PL spectroscopy under a high magnetic
field (Fig. 1a). It is observed that the effective mass of electrons significantly increases with a decrease in QW thickness,
which cannot be explained by the penetration of wave functions into barrier layers that was reported in the literature. The
estimated effective mass of electron as a function of QW-thickness is then used to evaluate the non-parabolicity of bands when
the energy eigenstate is at different (E, k) in the band dispersion [17].
It is observed that the asymmetric tail in PL spectra, which is contributed by disorder bound-excitons, decreases under a strong
magnetic field (Fig. 1b). Such an effect is explained by the magnetic field-driven spatial confinement of excitons; charge
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carriers in the QW experience a smaller number of defects due to the magnetic confinement (Fig. 1c). A phenomenological
model of magneto-excitons is therefore developed where the magnetic field-driven reduction in bound-exciton PL helps in
evaluating the point defect-density in QWs [18]. In addition to this, the role of magnetic perturbation on the radiative and nonradiative processes of thermally activated excitons are probed by magneto-PL and magneto-surface photovoltage
measurements. In particular, the emission-based PL spectra helped to realize the impact of magnetic perturbation on the
radiative recombination efficiency of excitons at an elevated temperature. At the same time, carrier escape from QWs,
followed by the drift or diffusion of charges, is probed by magneto-surface photovoltage measurements. Although the
recombination-rate of thermally activated electron-hole pairs in a thick QW increases under a strong magnetic field, a large
number of electron and hole may escape from a narrow QW under this magnetic perturbation. A comprehensive understanding
of the magnetic field-assisted relaxation, recombination, and carrier escape mechanisms for a quantum structure is developed
by a generation recombination based rate equation model [19]. Considering the above processes, the requirement of a
minimum QW-width is suggested that would be essential for the magnetic field-driven advanced optoelectronic device
operation.
In addition, anisotropic properties of excitons in GaAs QWs are investigated by magneto-optical spectroscopy and
magnetization measurements in perpendicular and parallel magnetic field configurations. A dramatic reduction in the
diamagnetic energy of excitons is observed under a magnetic field parallel to the QW-plane [20]. It is found that the existing
theoretical models could not explain the feeble diamagnetic-energy of excitons and a decrease in PL intensity under a parallel
magnetic field. We have derived an analytical relation of diamagnetic energy by considering (a) the coupling of quantum
confinement with the diamagnetic energy of excitons, and (b) interplay between the center of mass and relative motion of
charge carriers. According to the theoretical framework, it is proposed that the in-plane separation between electron and hole
may increase under a parallel magnetic field, which may cause a chiral charge transport across the hetero-interfaces of the
QW. As a result of this, charge carriers in a QW become more susceptible for in-plane motion that gives rise to enhancement
of photovoltage signal and reduction in PL intensity [20]. On the contrary, a magnetic field perpendicular to the QW plane
emphatically confines the exciton and causes substantial enhancement of PL intensity and reduction in lateral photovoltage
signal. Furthermore, it is found that a magnetic field along different orientations can control the paramagnetic and diamagnetic
behavior of excitons [21]. Therefore, a unique method to control the recombination, transport, and magnetic properties of
charge carriers is shown by varying the strength and orientation of an external magnetic field.

Figure 1 (a) Schematic of the experimental setup for magneto-optical measurements and (b) magneto-PL spectra of a GaAs
QW. (c) Magnetic field-driven spatial confinement of excitons in a QW. (d) Measurements of in-plane charge separation
under a parallel magnetic field configuration, (e) simultaneous measurement of magneto-PL and quantum Hall, and (f)
schematic of the maskless-photolithography setup.
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With this understanding of magneto-optical processes, we have investigated the correlation between optical and transport
parameters of a quantum structure by the simultaneous measurements of magneto-PL and quantum Hall. (Fig. 1e) [22]. The
results obtained by quantum Hall measurements under dark and laser-illuminated conditions helped in realizing the carriercarrier interactions in a modulation-doped QW, which forces the electrons to move at the hetero-interfaces and scattered by the
interface-roughness. It is found that photo-generated holes screen this electron-electron interaction, which enhances the
mobility of charge carriers. During the quantum Hall measurements, relaxation of charges among the Landau states and their
recombination is probed by magneto-PL spectroscopy on the Hall bar device. The correlation of PL intensity with a rate
equation model helped to estimate carrier density in each Landau states, recombination time of excitons, and Fermi energy as a
function of the magnetic field. A novel method to investigate magneto-PL intensity oscillations is also presented, which is
conceptually similar to the Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations. This new method can be exploited in evaluating the magnetooptical parameters in semiconductor quantum structures without a line-shape fitting procedure.
In order to fabricate semiconductor devices related to this thesis work, a simple and inexpensive maskless-photolithography
system is developed by a digital-projector and a stereo-zoom optical-microscope (Fig. 1f) [23]. In this setup, highly divergent
light from the projector is focused on a substrate by a 10X eyepiece and an objective lens of a microscope. The projector is
equipped with 1920×1080-pixel resolution, 1:13000 contrast ratio, 3500 ANSI Lumens brightness. The 10X eyepiece is placed
close to the projector (~ 1 cm), which collimates the light over an aperture area ~1.5×1.5 cm2. The collimated light is then
coupled into the trinocular head of a stereo-zoom microscope (Fig. 1f). The microscope is used for the following reasons- (i)
objective lens helps to control exposure area on the substrate, and (ii) eyepiece in the binocular-head helps to check pattern
placement and focusing of incident light on the substrate. In this setup, the projector is used to achieve spatial patterning of the
light, where the desired image-patterns are drawn in PowerPoint software. The computer software directly controls the
intensity and duration of exposure. Note that the hardware configuration of the projector and optical microscope is not
affected, and external lenses and mechanical shutters are also not required in the present setup. The wavelength of exposure is
indirectly controlled by choosing a suitable color in the PowerPoint image. The entire system development which cost nearly 2
lakh Rs is found to be beneficial to pattern various structures with a minimum feature size of 20 μm.
Finally, to find the validity of our fundamental research on the device performance, semiconductor diode lasers and photodetectors with QWs are developed. The role of carrier localization on the performance of these devices is understood by
operating these devices at a low-temperature and high magnetic field conditions. It is observed that the lasing emission related
to defect states decreases under a magnetic field. At the same time, the free-excitonic laser peak increases with the strength of
the applied field. Such effects can be explained by the understanding developed in the context of magneto-PL spectroscopy of
QWs. On the other hand, the QW embedded in a p-i-n structure of the photodetector traps the background charge carriers,
which acts as an artificial localization center to minimize the dark current. Under a high magnetic field, the in-plane diffusion
of photo-generated charge carriers is restricted, and therefore, the in-plane migration followed by the carrier localization
becomes feeble. As a result of this, the photo-generated charge carriers can only move along the growth direction of the p-i-n
structure, which increases the spectral response of the photodetector under a high magnetic field. It is therefore observed that
the magnetic field can be used to suppress the impact of defects on the lasing emission and offers a tunability in lasing
wavelength, whereas in the case of photo-detectors, magnetic perturbation enhances the spectral response.
In conclusion, the optical, magnetic, and transport properties of charge carriers in ultra-low disordered QWs, with variations in
QW-thickness, doping-density, and barrier-composition, are investigated. The results obtained by magneto-optical, magnetotransport, and magnetization measurements helped to develop a detailed understanding of the impact of charge carrier
confinement on the electro-optical processes and fundamental parameters of the material system. The magneto-optical
measurement is found to be an efficient tool for the quantitative estimation of point defect density in a truly non-invasive
manner. A unique method to control recombination, electrical transport, and magnetic behavior of charge carriers by the
strength and orientations of a magnetic field is demonstrated by magneto-PL, magneto-photovoltage, and magnetization
measurements. The magnetic field induced non-radiative processes that may deteriorate the efficiency of quantum devices is
investigated, and a critical dimension of quantum structures that would be essential to suppress those effects is proposed. The
results obtained by magneto-transport measurements are correlated with the magneto-optical spectroscopy, which would be
beneficial in estimating the electro-optical parameters of quantum structures, especially when a contact-based measurement is
not feasible. Therefore, in addition to the fundamental physics of magneto-excitons, the present thesis provides clear
guidelines for the magnetic field-assisted advanced electro-optical devices development.
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In future, the understanding developed in the present thesis would be beneficial to study the fundamental mechanisms
underlying the superfluidity of excitons, dark excitons, light-matter coupling, carrier localization effects in more complex
device structures which can be exploited in quantum transport and sensing applications.
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Ultrafast Molecular Dynamics and Third-order Nonlinear Optical
Properties of Novel Organic, Inorganic and Energetic materials
Katturi Naga Krishnakanth
Supervisor: Prof. Soma Venugopal Rao
Advanced Center of Research in High Energy Materials (ACRHEM),
University of Hyderabad, Hyderabad 500046, Telangana, India
To probe the decomposition of energetic materials (EMs) at the molecular level and at sub-picosecond
time scales is hugely challenging with impediments such as absorption in UV spectral range. The decomposition
of EMs can directly be investigated by ultrafast spectroscopic techniques such as femtosecond (fs)/picosecond
(ps) CARS and pump-probe techniques. Our main motive at ACRHEM is used to understand the behaviour of
EMs upon ultrashort pulse illumination and probing their ultrafast processes at a molecular level; towards this,
we have set up the CARS and TAS experiments at our department. We have initiated these studies in simple
organic molecules (Porphyrins, Corroles, and phthalocyanines). We have performed extensive studies on their
excited state dynamics and NLO properties using TAS (along with global and target analysis), Z-scan, and
DFWM experiments. Further, we extend these studies to the EMs on tetrazole molecules.
We have performed broadband NLO studies of both organic and inorganic materials since their
applications to lasers, photonic devices and biological applications. The materials possessing fast response and
ODUJH Ȥ(3) are prerequisites for all these applications. Several substances of both organic and inorganic
counterparts are engineered to meet the required optical properties for different applications. In the case of
FRQMXJDWHGRUJDQLFPROHFXOHVDQGWKHLUGHORFDOL]HGʌHOHFWURQVSOD\VDFUXFLDOUROHLQWDLORULQJ1/2SURSHUWLHV
and excited-state dynamics. Therefore, it is essential to understand the nature of excited states upon
photoexcitation in an ultrafast time domain. Where in the case of inorganic materials, we have specifically
investigated the NLO properties and excited-state dynamics of perovskite nanocrystals (NCs) and metal
nanoparticles (NPs). Recently, perovskite NCs have emerged as a promising material for optoelectronic device
applications, possessing strong absorption and emission quantum yields with strong NLO properties (nonlinear
absorption and refraction). They have found to exhibits large multi-photon absorption cross-section values,
which are useful for biological, optical protection, photonic device applications. In this regard, we have done
broadband NLO studies on CsPbBr 3 and Cs 4 PbBr 6 NCs. The optical properties of perovskite NCs can be tuned
by their dimensional reduction (thickness, size, morphology, surroundings/environment, and even preparation
method). In the case of metal nanoparticles, the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) plays a vital role in their
optical properties, which is use full for photodynamic therapy and optical device applications. The SPR can be
tuned by the shape and size of the metal NPs from VIS-NIR range.
The primary outcomes from the thesis are outlined with a brief discussion and graphical abstract as follows:
The development of state-of-the-art experimental techniques to characterize the light mater interaction upon
ultrafast pulse illumination in our lab has been initiated and achieved. To investigate the NLO properties of
organic/inorganic/perovskite materials, we have developed single-beam Z-scan and degenerate four-wave
mixing (DFWM) techniques. The Z-scan provides both magnitude and sign of the nonlinear absorption and
refractive index (n 2 ), which also contains the intuition into the change of population in their excited states.
7KH'):0GDWDDQGDQDO\VLVSURYLGHVWKHWUXHYDOXHRIȤ(3) (third-order nonlinear susceptibility) as well as
the response by performing the time-resolved DFWM experiment. So, both the techniques can be used to
find the magnitudHRIȤ(3), where DFWM avoids the linear contribution and scattering effects that are usually
found in Z-scan. Finally, these experimental setups were further implemented to develop the CARS
experiment to investigate the ground states' vibrational dynamics of EMs. Apart from this, we have also used
a commercial transient absorption spectrometer (HELIOS) to understand the molecular excited state
dynamics. Thus, we have performed ground and excited-state dynamics of EMs to understand the
decomposition mechanism, which is use full for end-user applications and further implementation of EMs.
Ultrafast broadband NLO properties of CsPbBr 3 NCs this films [1] were performed from 600 – 800 nm
wavelength range using 1 kHz 50 fs laser pulses. We have found a large two-photon absorption cross-section
values of ~105 GM and n 2 to be ~10-13 cm2/W, originating from the quantum confinement effects. At higher
input peak intensities, these NCs have shown a switching behaviour from RSA to SA. It was observed that
CsPbBr 3 NCs and NRs depicted size and thickness dependent NLO properties with increasing saturation
intensity at high peak intensities. On the other hand Cs 4 PbBr 6 NCs (0D-PRM) have demonstrated large
cross-section values compared to CsPbBr 3 NCs (The magnitudes of 2PA, 3PA, 4PA cross-sections were
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~10-43-10-44 cm4s, ~10-75 cm6s2 and ~10-100 cm8s3, respectively) [2]. These higher NLO coefficients and
cross-sections are believed to be related to the strong confinement effects with a high dipole moment.
DFWM measurements confirmed a fast response (81-92 fs) of the order of input pulse duration, which
ensures the pure electronic contribution to the obtained nonlinearity from these NCs DQG ODUJH Ȥ(3) (~10-9
esu). Therefore, the fast response, large Ȥ(3) and multi-photon absorption capabilities of these NCs are
suitable for next-generation bio-imaging and photonic device applications.

In the case of metal nanoparticles (NPs), we have successfully synthesized Au and Au 50 Ag 50 alloy NPs
using femtosecond laser ablation and studied their electron dynamics and NLO properties in aqueous
medium using TAS and Z-scan methods [3]. The Au 50 Ag 50 alloy NPs has shown a fast response and
SRVVHVVHGVWURQJ1/2FRHIILFLHQWV7KHREWDLQHGȤ(3) values were smaller compared to perovskite NCs which
shows the superiority of perovskite NCs over metal NPs, along with their poor stability. The tunability of the
plasmonic band and the fast response of these NPs are prerequisites in optical switching devices and
biological applications.
Phenothiazine-porphyrin-phenothiazine (D-ʌ-D) base porphyrins (HPHT, CPPHT, ZPPHT) molecules were
synthesised and their ultrafast photophysical, third-order NLO properties were investigated in solution form
[4]. It was observed that these porphyrins have depicted sizeable two-photon absorption cross-section values
(~103 *0 :HKDYHDOVRIRXQGWKDWWKH73$ZDVWKHGRPLQDQWPHFKDQLVPFRQWULEXWLQJWRWKHȤ(3). From
the transient absorption studies, and with the help of global and target analysis, we have estimated the
different rate constants corresponding to various photophysical processes. The copper and zinc-based
porphyrin molecules have demonstrated faster internal conversion and vibrational relaxation compared to
free-base porphyrin. This could be attributed to either a higher triplet quantum yield through intersystem
crossing or reduction in the radiative lifetime in the case of ZPPHT due to the incorporation of Zinc in
HPPHT. The TR-'):0PHDVXUHPHQWVFRQILUPHGWKHUHDOHOHFWURQLFFRQWULEXWLRQWRWKHREWDLQHGȤ(3).

In the case of corroles, through the transient absorption experiments, and along with global and target
analysis, we have found that the phosphorous corrole demonstrated faster internal conversion and vibrational
also radiative and triplet relaxation compared to free-base corrole molecule [5]. From the Z-scan
measurements, the Phosphorus corrole exhibited a strong two-photon absorption coefficient (4.6×1013
cm/W) compared to free base corrole. This confirmed the effect of phosphorous ion due to its strong
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electron-withdrawing nature from the pentafluorophenyl group and possibly a strong intramolecular charge
transfer between phosphorus and pentafluorophenyl group which creates the significant dipole moments.
Also, the DFWM measurements confirm the slightly higher Ȥ(3) value for phosphorous corrole with
instantaneous response.

Finally, we have extensively investigated the new tetrazole-N-(hetero)aryl derivatives (AT and NT) for
understanding their potential in energetic applications. We have applied fs TR-CARS and transient
absorption techniques to comprehend the ground state vibrational dynamics and excited-state dynamics
occurring in the sub-ps timescales. The TR-CARS experiment deliberates the possible IVR mechanism and
phase relaxation (dephasing) of vibrational modes [6]. From the CARS experimental data, we observed that
the nitro substituted tetrazole demonstrated a faster dephasing time compared to an amino-substituted
tetrazole. The transient absorption at 400 nm photoexcitation revealed that the nitro substituted tetrazole has
a faster vibrational relaxation (S 1 -S 1 *) and a faster intersystem crossing (S 1 -T 0 ). This data confirmed the
nitrogen-rich nitro substituted tetrazole demonstrated a faster relaxation due to its high nitrogen content with
possible formation of nonradiative relaxation pathways. The time-resolved photoluminescence experiment
proves the phosphorescence from T 0 -S 0 nearly similar time scales (1 μs).
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This thesis explores the possibilities of preparing various surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS)
substrates (colloidal, hybrid, flexible) towards the detection of hazardous materials (mainly explosives) in pure
and mixture form using a portable Raman spectrometer (see schematic shown in figure 1). In the last two
decades, the usage of explosive devices in terrorist attacks has been dramatically increased. The detection of
high energy materials/explosive materials is necessary to ensure the safety and security of the civilian
population. One of the best spectroscopic methods, i.e., “Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS),” has
recently perceived humongous interest from the scientific community and has become an imperative analytical
tool in recent years.[1-2] The on-site sample detection is possible with the development/availability of
portable/hand-held Raman spectrometer and the versatile SERS substrates. SERS technique has been
extensively applied in various fields such as biological sensing[3], food analysis[4-5], and explosive
detection[6-7] because of its abundant fingerprint ability with higher sensitivity. Various new methodologies
have to be used to prepare the SERS substrate for on-site molecule detection because of its numerous
advantages such as outstanding sensitivity, non-destructive, and finger-print nature. The motivation is from an
interest in developing various rigid and flexible SERS substrates for the quick detection and identification of
high energy materials (explosives)/dyes/pesticides in pure and mixture form using a simple, portable Raman
spectrometer. The combination permits a user to carry the spectrometer to the point of interest and perform the
measurements. There are many challenges in developing novel SERS substrates over the last two decades, such
as sensitivity, stability, reproducibility, low-cost, and accessible sample collection. To achieve this, highly stable
metal NPs were fabricated using femtosecond (fs) laser ablation in liquid (LAL) technique. It is a versatile
technique to synthesize the various (semiconductor/metal/ alloy) NPs

[8], providing the advantages to

synthesize pure colloidal NPs without any chemical precursors and stabilizing agents with high yield (several
grams per hour), simple procedure to prepare both NPs (as colloids) and NSs (on solid substrates) in one
exposure.
x

Synthesized plasmonic metal and alloy NPs using fs LAL and irradiation techniques.

x

Hybrid Si micro-squared arrays prepared using femtosecond pulses in conjunction with alloy NPs (obtained
using fs LAL).

Rigid and planar substrates are proven to be efficient SERS sensors in terms of sensitivity and reproducibility.
To fulfill the point-of-care diagnostic applications, flexible SERS substrates have been envisaged and are
demonstrated.

These flexible SERS sensors are widely adapted/accepted because of their economical

fabrication cost and the direct easy sample collection.[9-11] Therefore, motivated to develop the three different
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flexible substrates to overcome the rigid substrate's disadvantages. Flexible substrates achieved using LAL
prepared NPs impregnated into filter paper (FP) and electrospun nanofibers.
x

Other strategies followed for producing high-density hot-spots by the FP with the salt-induced aggregation
of NPs, fabricating anisotropic gold (Au) NPs by chemical method, and polymer nanofibers by
electrospinning technique.

x

Furthermore, COMSOL Multiphysics simulations were performed to investigate and visualize the near field
distributions of metal NPs configurations.

Figure 1 A schematic of all the SERS substrates fabricated at ACRHEM and presented in this thesis.
Colloidal substrates were fabricated by depositing alloy NPs on the plain silicon. Various metal alloy
NPs, i.e., Ag-Cu, Ag-Au, and Cu-Au, were fabricated using fs (with ~50 fs pulses at 800 nm) LAL technique.
Ag-Cu alloy NPs are prepared via mixing and irradiation of already prepared Ag and Cu NPs. Ag-Au and CuAu alloy NPs are prepared by the laser ablation of Ag and Cu targets in the HAuCl 4 solution. The formation of
alloy NPs was confirmed by different characterization techniques such as UV-Visible absorption spectra, TEM,
XRD, and FESEM-mapping. The SERS performance of Ag, Cu, and Ag-Cu alloy NPs were investigated with a
dye molecule viz. Methylene blue (MB). The alloy NPs exhibit better SERS signals (1.3 times EF) compared to
pure metal NPs (Ag or Cu). Further, Ag-Cu alloy NPs were utilized for the detection of MB (5 nM), explosive
molecules PA (5 μM) and AN (5 μM) with enhancement factor (EF) ~3×107, 2.8×104 and 3.3×104 respectively.
Moreover, Ag-Au and Cu-Au alloy NPs were utilized for the detection of MB -5 nM and PA-5 μM, and 2,4 dinitro-toluene (DNT)-1 μM and obtained EFs were in the order of ~104, ~105 and ~107 for PA, DNT, and MB
respectively. The reproducibility of three alloys NPs verified, and the obtained RSD as >10% for Ag-Cu and
Ag-Au alloy NPs; and >12% for Au-Cu alloy NPs. Among these alloy NPs, Ag-Au alloy NPs were observed to
be superior SERS substrates.
Hybrid SERS substrates were fabricated for the improvement in the SERS performance of Ag-Au alloy
NPs by changing the base/support from plain silicon to laser textured silicon. The base morphology effect on
SERS was examined with MB using a micro-Raman spectrometer, and noticed the maximum SERS signal was
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observed from the edges of micro square arrays (MSA) because of the micro-protrusions and/or nanocavities
originating from the redistribution of ablated mass. Therefore, MSA was fabricated on Si using fs laser ablation
of silicon in the air at different energies 10, 20, 30, 50, and 100 μJ. The SERS performance on base
morphology/roughness was examined with MB-5nM and observed the Si MSA substrate fabricated at 30 μJ,
coated with Ag-Au alloy NPs had demonstrated the best SERS enhancement, including plain Si. The optimized
substrate Si MSA (30 μJ) with Ag-Au alloy NPs able to detect MB- 10 pM with RSD >13%. Consequently, this
superior substrate was then used to probe the explosive molecules (PA, RDX) in pure form, and the achieved
EFs were ~1010 for MB, ~106 for PA, and ~for RDX it was 104. The estimated LOD values for the MB, PA, and
RDX were ~5 pM, ~36 nM, and ~400 nM, respectively. The SERS studies continued with mixture form, i.e.,
dye-explosive mixture (PA-MB, DNT-MB), and explosive-explosive mixture (PA-DNT) with various
concentrations. The repeatability and reproducibility also confirm the efficiency of the SERS substrate. The
strength of the rigid substrate was verified with the commercially available substrate [Ag deposited ITO]
provided by the SERSitive (Polish) company with MB-5 nM and PA-50 μM.
Next, low cost and flexible SERS substrates were discussed in three different sections. The first
section discusses the fabrication of flexible filter paper (FP) with aggregated Ag/Au NPs. The aggregated
Ag/Au NPs are achieved by mixing different concentrations (1 mM to 1 M) of NaCl to the prior fs laser-ablated
$J DQG $X 13V &ROORLGDO $J$X 13V ZHUH FKDUDFWHUL]HG E\ 89íYLVLEOH DEVRUSWLRQ DQG 7(0 7KH
morphologies of the FP loaded with aggregated NPs were investigated using FESEM. The optimization of NaCl
concentration was obtained by performing SERS measurement for a dye molecule (MB) on the aggregated
Ag/Au NPs loaded FP substrates. The Ag/Au NPs mixed for an optimum concentration of 50 mM NaCl was
used to detect various molecules such as MB-5 nM with EF ~3.4×107 and ~7.9×106 for FP with aggregated Ag
and Au NPs, respectively. Further explosive detection was performed PA-ȝ0'17-ȝ0DQG172-ȝ0
with EF in the order of ~104, and the RSD >16%. The stability studies were conducted on FP with Ag and Au
NPs in the detection of dye (MB – 5 μM) and pesticide (Thiram-10 μM) molecules. The SERS signal intensity
dropped by ~89 % and ~40 % for Ag and Au substrates in 15 days. Because of the high plasmonic nature, Ag
demonstrated better SERS signal in the early days compared to Au based substrate. From the stability studies,
we observed a ~ 90% drop of SERS intensity in ~30 days for FP with Ag NPs and a ~55 % drop in 45 days for
FP with Au NPs. Therefore, we believe that Au NPs loaded FP substrates have exhibited consistent SERS
performance.
The second section describes the intriguing SERS performance of FP with anisotropic Au NPs. Three
different shapes, i.e., spherical, triangular, and star shapes, are used to study the shape effect in SERS efficiency.
Spherical Au NPs were synthesized using fs LAL; triangular and star-shaped Au NPs were prepared by colloidal
chemical methods. The shape of the NPs and the distribution of NPs on the FP were characterized by TEM and
FESEM. The superior signals SERS were observed from the star-shaped Au NPs than the triangle and spherical
Au NPs using a dye molecule Nile blue (NB). FP with star-shaped Au NPs proved to be capable of detecting 10
pM NB, and the estimated EF was ~3.7×1010. Further, a computational [COMSOL Multiphysics] method is
presented that investigates the near field distributions of these Au NPs, and as expected, the strongly enhanced
near-field intensity at the sharp features was observed. Moreover, this section continues with the comparison of
the aggregation of spherical Au NPs with optimized NaCl concentration (50 mM), with the star shape NPs. In
this case, the possible hot-spot locations are the aggregated spherical NPs junctions and sharp tips of the star-
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shaped NPs. Two probe molecules NB-5 nM and PA -5 μM, are considered to evaluate the SERS performance
of both FP with aggregated spherical and star Au NPs. Both the substrates were found to exhibit the same order
of enhancement ~108 for NB and ~104 for PA.
The third section introduces other flexible substrates, i.e., polymer nanofiber mat, which are fabricated
by electrospinning technique. The fabrication of poly-vinyl alcohol (PVA) nanofiber was initiated to synthesize
by varying the concentration of the PVA (5, 10, and 30 wt%) at a fixed nozzle-collector distance (15 cm) and
the applied electric potential (16 kV). The nanofiber’s morphology and size were characterized by FESEM.
Picosecond laser (~30 ps, 1064 nm, 10 Hz) fabricated Au NPs in distilled water were added to PVA before the
electrospinning process. The characterization of the polymer nanofiber with and without NPs was performed
using FESEM, TEM, and XRD techniques. Au NPs loaded to the PVA nanofiber were utilized for detecting MB
and methyl salicylate. The efficacy of flexible substrates compared with the commercially available flexible
substrates [Ag/Au loaded FP] provided by the Metrohm company with MB-5 μM and crystal violet (CV)-5μM.
The obtained EF’s were 2.54×104 and 1.46×104 for MB; 8.6×103 and 2.2×103 for CV using Ag and Au based FP
substrates, respectively. Commercially available DVD’s were used as SERS substrates. The polycarbonate film
on DVD was peeled off and cleaned in ethanol, performed ultrasonic bath. The periodic pattern with a metal
film on DVD (blank and written) SERS substrate performance was verified with other base materials such as
silicon and glass using NB 500 nM as a probe molecule. Fs LAL fabricated Au NPs deposited DVD -written
substrate utilized to detect R6g-5μM, MB-50 nM, NB-50 nM, and CV-50 nM. The intensity of the Raman
signal was increased by ~3 times in the presence of Au NPs on the DVD substrate compared to DVD without
NPs. The written DVD with Au NPs was able to detect 1 nM NB along with an intensity variation of ~10.46%
(RSD) was observed.
The summary of all the SERS substrates investigated in this thesis shown in the table below.

S.
No

1

SERS

Rigid

2

Silicon (Si)
Si MSA

3
4
5
6

Substrate
material

Flexible

Filter paper
Polymer NF
DVD

Sensitivity
(EF)

Active
medium
(NPs)

Reprodu
cibility

Dye

Explosive

Ag-Cu
Ag-Au

3×107
3×107

3×104
8×104

Cu-Au

1×107

4×104

Ag-Au
Ag
Au
Star Au
Au
Au

1×10103
3×107
8×106
3×1010 3
1×107
1×109

2×1063
2×104
1×104
4×104
-

<12%
3
<15%
<15%
<16%
<18%
<11%3

Stability
(days)
15
453
-
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Thesis Summary:
This thesis discusses the dynamics of the confined laser induced/ablative plasmas and shock waves visualized
through shadowgraphy technique to understand and develop a nano-second laser based milli-meter (mm) sized
shock tube. The downscaling of the shock wave effects such as pressure, velocity attenuation during propagation,
laminar and turbulence flow from macroscopic to mm or micro range, requires a proper extensive study to balance
the interplay between the down scaling of the shock waves to mm size and maintaining the shock wave properties.
This can be achieved by studying the enhancement of the plasma and shock wave properties in different confined
geometries. Based on the experimental geometry used for plasma confinement, the confinement methods can be
divided into two categories, (a) axial confinement (b) lateral or spatial confinement w.r.t. laser axis. In axial
confinement, the plasma source is confined by a fluid (liquid/plasma/gas) or solid (glass) confining layer along laser
propagation axis. The collision dynamics of the two counter propagating laser induced plasmas (S1 and S2) and
shock waves in ambient air revealed the effect of the separation distance (d) between the confining plasma and
confining medium (another plasma as fluid confinement). Here, the plasma source S2 is used as the temporally
expanding fluid confining medium, which confines the plasma source S1 generated with 25 mJ laser energy. This
study also helps to understand the effect of the relative impedance of the confining plasma and fluid confining
medium with different impedances (= ȡ8 sw ) along with the effect of separation distance between two plasma
sources (S1 and S2).
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Figure 1. Shadowgrams of the temporal evolution of the (a) single plasma S1 evolution; colliding plasma sources of
(b) equal and (c-d) unequal energy ratios with d=1 mm.

Figure 2. Shadowgrams of two counter propagating laser induced plasma shockwaves for d=4mm, at t=30 μs with
different energy/impedance ratios of (a) 1:1, (b) 1:1.7, and (c) 1:3.7. The vertical lines in Figure 2(e-g) represent
d=0.
The results showed that, when the two laser pulses are focused with d < 2 mm separation distance, both the plasma
sources were merged into a single colliding plasma source which lead to the increment in plasma and shock wave
properties as shown in figure 1. For separation distance d  2 mm, we have observed the plasma jetlet formation in
the source S1 due to the impedance mismatch between S1 and S2 plasma sources, along with a stagnation layer at
the interaction zone as shown in figure 2.
The evolution dynamics of the laser induced blow off shock waves (LIBO SWs) in ambient air from metal films (Al,
Cu, Ti) and polymer films (PVA, Au doped PVA) confined with glass (BK-7) substrate, revealed that the efficient
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blow off the shock waves can be achieved for optimal laser input energy by varying focusing conditions. This has
resulted in the efficient coupling of the laser energy to the target material.

Figure 3. LIBO studies of different samples (a) shadowgrams at 3.05 μs (b) energy dependence behavior of blow off
diameter of Al (20 μm) and Cu (20 μm) foils (c) samples after experiment.
In this study, we have shown that the efficient laser energy coupling to the target material can be achieved by
precisely shifting the laser focal plane around the interface as shown in figure 3. This study also useful in
understanding the effect of the relative impedance between target and confining metal layer on the blow off shock
wave properties. The results showed that the PVA and AuPVA polymers gave higher LIBO SWs than Al (20 μm),
Cu (20 μm) foils by shifting the focal plane to F2 (2 mm) focusing condition with an optimal 50 mJ laser input
energy.
The study of the spatial confinement of the air plasma inside mm size tubes (with 4.7 to 13 mm tube diameters)
revealed the inter-dependency and interaction of the plasma and shock waves, which highly depend on the input
laser energy and tube aspect ratio (L/D). In spatial confinement of air plasma, the reflected radial/transverse shock
waves compression increased the plasma properties such as plasma length, plasma life time, plasma number density
and plasma temperature. The squeezing of the air plasma forced out the plasma mass density which increased the
axial shock wave position i.e., its velocity as shown in figure 4. This study also helped us to understand the air
plasma generated shock wave propagation inside mm sized tubes and the effect of spatial confinement on axial
shock wave propagation.
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Figure 4. Temporal evolution of (a) shadowgrams of plasma and shock waves (b) radial shock waves along +Y
direction, plasma self-emission images of (c) spatially confined 200 mJ air plasma inside glass tube with L/D=1.5
(d) ambient air plasma with 92 mJ energy.
Finally, this work also investigated the shock wave propagation inside transparent solid material, which will be
helpful to understand the Laser Shock Peening (LSP) process. The dynamics of the temporal evolution of the laser
induced/ablative shock waves inside a transparent dielectric material, BK-7 glass slab is used to understand the
effects of both the axial confinement and spatial confinement on the shock wave propagating inside a transparent
solid material. The axial confinement of shock waves is achieved using an overlay of 20 μm Al/Cu foils, while the
dimensions of BK-7 glass have provided the spatial confinement to shock waves launched and propagated inside
BK-7 glass slab as shown in figure 5.

Figure 5. Dielectric breakdown of BK-7 glass slab for laser energies (a-c) 2 J (d) 0.5 J in direct ablation geometry
The results showed that, the shifting of the laser beam focal plane from F0 to F2 (6 mm) focusing condition
enhanced (around 0.6 - 2.2 km/s) the shock wave velocities inside the BK-7 glass due to the 20 μm Al foil
confinement of the BK-7 glass, but it has not affected for the 20 μm Cu foil confinement of the BK-7 glass. The
energy dependence study on the shock wave propagation inside BK-7 glass revealed that, the enhancement of the
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shock wave inside BK-7 glass greatly depends on the relative acoustic impedance of the confining layer (20 μm Al
and Cu thin foils) and BK-7 glass as well as on the laser energy density in the focal volume at the interface. Future
roadmap for the development of nano-second laser based micro shock tubes with optimal input laser energies, better
laser focusing conditions, selection of confining layer material and aspect ratio (L/D) of the tube based on the thesis
is proposed. The experimental set up used for the initial data from mm sized shock tube is shown in figure 6.

Figure 6. (a) Schematic used for the LIBO SWs propagation inside the mm sized tubes (b) experimental visualization
of ns laser shock tube using rectangular tube geometry.
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Linear and Nonlinear Optical Exciton Probing in Inorganic-Organic Hybrid
Semiconductors
Mohammad Adnan
Nanophotonics Lab, Department of Physics, Indian Institute of Technology Delhi, Hauz Khas,
New Delhi-110016, India
Email: mohdadnan898@gmail.com
Abstract: The thesis motive is to demonstrate the influence of structure and laser-matter interactions on the
strong room-temperature optical exciton energies of the novel inorganic-organic (IO) semiconducting hybrids.
The synthesis and optical properties of varieties of IO hybrids are systematically explored to understand the
excitons dynamic and static behaviour in the linear and nonlinear excitation domains. High intense IR ultrashort
pulse optical probing provide information of sample deeper depths and reveal several underlying structural
perturbations and also information about new excited states. The study of transient absorption and time-resolved
photoluminescence studies highlight the excitation and de-activation mechanisms of various excitons involved.
Introduction: Hybrid materials, incorporating both organic and inorganic constituents into a single molecular
level composite, are emerging as effective and promising new materials due to the diverse, but complementary
properties of different classes. These crystallographically two-dimensional (2D) IO hybrid van der Waals
materials are represented by the general formula (R-NH 3 ) 2 PbX 4 , having alternative stacks of corner-shared
PbX 6 octahedral network, separated by wider bandgap organic moieties forming natural multiple quantum wells
(MQWs) structures1, 2. In these MQWs, the molecular layers of inorganic behave as ‘wells’ and mono/bi organic
spacer layers act as ‘barriers’. These MQWs show strong room-temperature Mott-type exciton properties due to
quantum confinement and the reduced dielectric screening effects3. These Mott-type excitons are confined
within the lowest inorganic bandgap and the exciton binding energies are manifold enhanced (~200-250 meV)
compared to the parent PbI 2 (~23 meV). Thus, these room-temperature exciton optical features have thermal
stability3, 4 even up to 200 °C.
Among various 2D IO hybrids, the alkylammonium (C n H 2n+1 NH 2 ) based hybrids are special because of their
distinctly different organic moiety conformation behavior. Long alkylamine organic moiety (C n H 2n+1 NH 2 ; n>3
and upto as long as 22) interaction with PbI 2 results into typical 2D crystal packing of (C n H 2n+1 NH 3 ) 2 PbI 4 5, 6, 7.
Most interesting in their crystal packing is that they show strong reversible phase transitions within the
reachable temperatures6, 7. During phase transitions, the corner shared PbI 6 octahedra can be either staggered or
in eclipsed arrangements which often adopts orthorhombic and monoclinic crystal packing respectively8. These
phase transitions are pronounced with temperature, thickness and aging effects6, 8. On the contrary, the small
alkylamine organic moieties (CH 3 NH 2 + and C 2 H 5 NH 2 + for n=1, 2) result into a true 3D AMX 3 type perovskite
structure with small exciton binding energy, where the corner-sharing MX 6 octahedra are inter-connected and
the organic cation is located at larger 12-fold coordinated voids9.
In general, when laser light interacts with semiconductors, the optical processes witness from simple linear
processes (optical excitation etc.) to a wide range of nonlinear processes depending upon various laser
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parameters such as wavelength and incident laser intensities10. From continuous wave (CW) resonant excitation
(in the absorbing region, ʄȦ(J  DORQJ ZLWK W\SLFDO OLQHDU EDQG-to-band electron excitation, the irradiation
further causes local heating and ablation effects11. Highly intense ultrashort laser-matter interactions generally
produce wide range of nonlinear optical phenomena such as two-photon (or multi-photon) absorption12, excited
state absorption, exciton-exciton annihilation13 and ultrafast charge carrier dynamics13. Two-photon (2PA)
absorption is an interesting Kerr type third-order nonlinear process in which electrons in the valence band can
absorb two low energy photons ʄȦ(J VLPXOWDQHRXVO\ DQG PDNHDQHOHFWURQLFWUDQVLWLRQWRWKHFRQGXFWLRQ
band and subsequently relaxation of the electron resulting in the emission of a photon with frequency greater
than that of absorbed photons14. The advantages of two-photon absorption induced photoluminescence (2PAPL) is that it has larger penetration depth, three dimensional resolution, stronger spatial confinement and most
importantly reduced background fluorescence15. A careful comparative study of one-photon (1PA) and twophoton (2PA) absorption induced photoluminescence reveal many interesting surface and bulk photo-physics,
and convoluted information such as defects, coexisting photo-excited species etc.16. The fast transient dynamics
of optically excited carriers and their population dynamics can be further visualized from femtosecond transient
absorption pump-probe spectroscopy16. Thus, the advances in the wide range of recently available laser
technologies, the study of laser-matter interactions in 2D and 3D IO hybrids are of special importance,
especially, the high intense linear and nonlinear probing, transient absorption and PL studies
Section I: Synthesis, structural and optical properties of structurally slightly different layered IO hybrid
single crystals
In this work we report the synthesis protocol and optical
properties of two-dimensional layered structurally slightly
PLFE

different inorganic-organic (IO) hybrid semiconductors (RC 6 H 4 C 2 H 4 NH 3 ) 2 PbI 4 (R=CH 3 , Cl). As thin film, both IO

400 nm Ex
1PA-PL

hybrids are perfectly oriented along the (l00) direction. Both
single crystals and thin films show strong room-temperature
Mott-type exciton features and such features are highly sensitive to the self-assembly and crystal packing. The
exciton photoluminescence imaging and spectral spatial mapping provide a deeper insight into the layered rearrangement, structural crumpling due to organic conformation. Their structural and photoluminescence aspects
are successfully presented with a proper correlation that emphasizes differences in physical and optical
properties associated between these novel IO hybrids. {Adnan et al. ACS Omega, 4 (2019) 19565-19572}
Section II: Linear and nonlinear optical probing of various excitons and their PL dynamics in 2D IO
hybrid semiconductors

1PA-PL

Ex:400nm

Nonlinear optical properties, such as two-(or multi-) photon
2PA-PL

Ex:800nm

absorption (2PA) are of special interest for technologically important
applications in fast optical switching, in vivo imaging and so on.
Highly intense infrared ultrashort pulses probe deep into samples and

1PA-PL

1PA-PL

1PA-PL

reveal several underlying structural perturbations such as inter-layer
PLFE
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distortions, intra-layer crumpling and provide information about new excited states and their relaxation.
Strongly confined excitons show distinctly different one- and two-photon excited photoluminescence energies:
from free-excitons coupled to the perfectly aligned MQWs and from energy down-shifted excitons that originate
from the locally crumpled layered architecture. The nonlinear behavior of one-photon absorption induced PL
(1PA-PL) suggests the saturation of absorption and exciton-exciton annihilation characteristic features. Both
1PA- and 2PA-PL spatial mappings over large areas of single crystal platelets demonstrate the co-existence of
both free- and deep-level crumpled excitons with some traces of defect-induced trap state emission. This study
paves a way to tailor the nonlinear properties of many 2D material classes. Our results thus open new avenues
for exploring fundamental phenomena and novel optoelectronic applications using layered inorganic-organic
and other metal-organic frameworks. {Adnan et al. Nature Scientific Reports, 10 (2020) 2615}
Section III: Real-time dynamic evolution monitoring of laser-induced exciton phase flips in longalkylamine based 2D IO hybrid semiconductors
I II

Here we demonstrate the real-time monitoring of laser-

Wavelength (nm)

based one-photon absorption induced PL is influenced

Phase II
I

and exciton-exciton annihilation. However, during two-

I

1PA

PLPHII~2.36 eV

I
Phase II
Pb

2PA

1PA

PLPHII ~2.45 eV

150.19

2PA

nonlinear effects such as saturation of linear absorption

Time (min)

Phase I
Pb

Energy (eV)

by localized heating, ablation effects, and third-order

Wavelength (nm)

Phase I

PLPH1~2.39 eV

laser excitation (Ultraviolet and infrared). UV excitation

PLPH1 ~2.5 eV

hybrid semiconductors when irradiated with ultrafast

Time (min)

induced exciton phase flips in two-dimensional IO

I II

PL mapping

157.42

photon excitation, the near infrared laser excitation
reveals the red-shifted crumpled excitons from the deeper depth of the sample, which are induced by multiphoton absorption and avalanche ionization. {Adnan et al. Journal of Applied Physics, 128 (2020) 023104}
Section IV: Laser-induced inter-ion migration phase stabilities in long alkylammonium halide
functionalized mixed halide 3D IO hybrid colloidal nanoparticles
Here we present laser-induced phase segregation effect
and

dynamic

evolution

of

room-temperature

photoluminescence (PL) from mixed halide colloidal
3D

perovskite

compositional

nanoparticles.
changes

are

UV

laser-assisted

observed

when

based

long

alkylammonium

-

I

-

the

nanoparticles are surface-functionalized with different
halide

Br

moieties

-

- -

X=Cl , Br , I
C8H17NH3+

(C 8 H 17 NH 3 X; X=Cl, Br or I). The results are direct
evidence of laser-assisted reversible phase segregation, halide ion diffusion from surface ligand to nanoparticles,
and the effect of surface functionalization on photo-assisted bandgap engineering. {Adnan et al. Applied Surface
Science, 526 (2020) 146789}
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Section V: Study of surface and bulk recombination kinetics of 2D IO hybrid semiconductors under
linear and nonlinear femtosecond transient absorption analysis
Here, photo-generated charge carrier dynamics in twodimensional

inorganic-organic

(IO)

hybrid

PIA1 PIA2

PIA (ȴA>0)

semiconductors have been presented using linear and
nonlinear

femtosecond

transient

absorption

spectroscopy. Linear and nonlinear excitations reveal

GSB

pump

surface and bulk excitons dynamics in these layered
materials.

Fluence

dependent

studies

clearly

demonstrate the hot phonon bottleneck effect at higher

probe
GSB (ȴA<0)

pump

SE (ȴA<0)

F=4.2 ʅJ/cm2
Ex: 350 nm, 1PA

F=426.4 ʅJ/cm2
Ex: 800 nm, 2PA

F=1840.0 ʅJ/cm2
EX: 1020 nm, 3PA

fluences. The results presented here are important to
understand the nature of photo-generated charge
carriers at the exciton energy level for developing
advanced optoelectronic applications. {Adnan et al.

Time delay (ps)

(under communication)}
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Studies on electromagnetically induced transparency in 87Rb atoms
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The thesis is devoted to the extensive study of electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) in 87Rb atoms in
vapor cell and in magneto-optical trap (MOT). EIT is an effect where an opaque medium becomes transparent
for a probe field in presence of a strong coupling field. The interesting feature of EIT is that the probe
transmission can exhibit very narrow linewidth, i.e. an order of subnatural linewidth of the excited state of
atomic system. This makes the EIT medium suitable for precision spectroscopy1, high resolution spectroscopy2
and tight laser frequency locking37KHȁ-system is an interesting choice for investigating EIT effects for several
reasons4. ,QWKHEHJLQLQJRIWKHWKHVLVZRUNWZRȁ-systems in D 2 line of 87Rb atom are investigated in various
conditions and results are compared. Thereafter, two N-systems prepared in cold atom cloud trapped in MOT
are investigated which have shown interconversion of absorption and transparency with detuning of control
fields. Finally, a more complex system, modified inverted-Y system, with larger number of coupling fields is
then studied theoretically beyond rotating wave approximation.

Figure 1 D  7KH VFKHPDWLF GLDJUDP RI H[SHULPHQWDO VHWXS E  7KH WZR ȁ-systems created by probe and
coupling beams in D 2 -line transition of Rb atom.
The thesis work includes both theoretical and experimental studies. The work begins with investigating EIT in
twRȁ-systems in D 2 -line transition of 87Rb atom in vapor cell. The schematic diagram of experimental setup is
in fig1 (a  DQG WZR ȁ-systems are shown in fig 1 (b). To study WKH ȁ-systems experimentally, two different
external cavity diode lasers of wavelength 780 nm and linewidth less than 1 MHz were used. The independent
SAS (SAS-P and SAS-C) for both the lasers have been used to control their corresponding frequencies. The
probe beam frequency was kept fixed corresponding to transitions 52S 1/2 F=1 to 52P 3/2 )¶ IRUȁ-system (A)
and 52S 1/2 F=1 to 52P 3/2 )¶  IRU ȁ-system (B), whereas, the frequency of the coupling beam was scanned
across the transition 52S 1/2 F=2 to 52P 3/2 F’=2. The Rb vapor cell was kept inside a current carrying coil used for
creating a longitudinal magnetic field. The polarization of two beams were linear and orthogonal to each other
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so that they got separated using polarizing beam splitter (PBS) and half-wave plate (HWP) after Rb vapor cell
and only probe beam was collected over photodiode.
7KHPHDVXUHPHQWVIRUWZRȁ-systems are made in absence and in presence of a longitudinal magnetic field. In
absence of the magnetic field, the EIT signal is observed at resonance condition. With the presence of the
longitudinal magnetic field, the EIT splits into three peaks, shown in fig 2(I). The increase in coupling beam
power increased the strength and asymmetry of the single EIT peak (in absence of the magnetic field) and the
slope of the central EIT peak (in the presence of the magnetic field). On coPSDULQJ WKH WZR ȁ-systems, the
system (B) exhibits more strong and symmetric EIT signal in absence of the magnetic field and steeper slope of
central EIT peak in presence of the magnetic field. This study is also carried out theoretically where six-level
model and thirteen-level model is considered for the case of absence and presence of magnetic field
respectively. The experimental and theoretical results are shown in fig 2(I) and (II) respectively.

Figure 2: (I) The experimentally observed probe transmission spectrum for ȁ-V\VWHP $  OHIWFROXPQ DQGȁsystem (B) (right column). Upper and lower rows corresponds to spectrum in absence and in presence of the
longitudinal magnetic field respectively. (II) Graphs show the calculated probe transmission for system-B in
absence (a) and presence (b) of the magnetic field.
7KHȁ-system (B) has been explored with standing wave coupling beam, where at resonance, instead of EIT, an
enhanced absorption signal is observed. Due to its subnatural linewidth, it is named as EIA. The EIA also has
higher slope at high coupling beam power. The slope of the three signals i.e. the single EIT in the absence of the
magnetic field, the central EIT peak in presence of the magnetic field and the EIA with the standing wave
coupling beam is obtained at different coupling powers. The EIA signal exhibits larger slope for all coupling
power, which makes this signal more suitable for applications like tight laser frequency locking.

Figure 3: N-systems formed by probe and beams C 1 and C 2 . Right figure is fluorescence image of

87

Rb atoms.

7KHUHDIWHU(,7LVH[SORUHGLQDQH[WHQVLRQRIȁ-system, which is N-system. This study is carried out in cold
87

Rb atoms trapped in MOT. The cold atom offers reduced Doppler effect and low collisional dephasing rate.

The N-V\VWHPVFDQEHFUHDWHGE\DSSO\LQJDFRQWUROEHDPWRDȁ-system. In our case, a drive beam, named as
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C 1, LVXVHGDVDFRQWUROEHDPLQSUHYLRXVO\PHQWLRQHGȁ-system (A) to form system N A , and another drive beam,
named as C 2, is used as a control beDP LQ SUHYLRXVO\ PHQWLRQHG ȁ-system (B) to form system N B. These Nsystems are shown in fig 3.
The probe spectrum for N-system shows three transmission dips which are explainable from dressed-state
approach. The variation in probe spectrum due to variation in strength and detuning of coupling and control
beam are measured. The numerical calculations are done by solving Liouvelli master equation using matrix
method. The experimental and numerical results are shown in fig 4.

Figure 4: The experimental and numerical probe transmission spectrum with variation in beams strengths and
detuning. (I) The power in C2 beam (i) 12 mW, (ii) 10 mW, and (iii) 8 mW. (II) The detuning in C 2 EHDP L íʌ
î0+] LL íʌî0+] LLL ʌî0+] ,,, 7KHGHWXQLQJLQ& 1 and C 2 EHDPVDUH L íʌî0+] LL 
íʌî0+] LLL ʌî0+] LY ʌî0+]
In fig 4(I), the strength of beam C 2 is varied and the probe transmission is measured. The beam C 2 acts as a
coupling beam for system N A and control beam for system N B . Thus, the effect of coupling and control beam’s
strength on the probe transmission can be obtained by observing the spectrum for system N A and N B
respectively. The system N A shows that the strength of the side transmission dips are reducing with decrease in
power of C 2 beam (fig 4(I)(a,b)). Similar dependence is observable for central dip in system N B . This shows
that side transmission dips are more affected by coupling beam and central transmission dip is depending on
control beam of N-system. In fig 4(II), the detuning of beam C 2 is varied and the systems N A and N B show the
effect of coupling and control beam detuning on N-system respectively. When coupling beam is detuned the
three transmission dips become asymmetric and change its position. When control beam is detuned, the system
EHJLQVWREHKDYHOLNHȁ-system with some perturbation. At last, the detuning of both the beams C 1 and C 2 is
varied and observed results are plotted in fig 4(III). In this case, both the systems has shown similar feature
ZKLFK LV DOLNH RI WKH GHWXQHG ȁ-system. This study reveals that depending on control beam detuning interconversion of absorption and transmission can be obtained.
Next, probe absorption characteristics of a modified inverted-Y (IY+) system, is investigated theoretically
beyond rotating wave approximation (RWA). The IY+-system is shown in fig 5(I). This study is carried out
using a numerical matrix propagation (NMP) method, where a complete density matrix has been propagated
through time in order to obtain the transient characteristics as well as the steady state condition for a probe field
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absorption. The motivation behind the IY+-V\VWHP LV WKDW WKLV V\VWHP LV FRPSULVHG RI EDVLF V\VWHPV OLNH ȁ
ladder, vee, N and inverted-Y system. The spectral characteristics of IY+-system can give the interdependence of
basic systems on each other. The detuning dependent study is shown in fig 5(II). Plots (a) and (c) corresponds to
detuning ¨ 04 . 7KHODUJHGHWXQLQJLQILHOG¨ 04 results in sharp transparency which could be due to no constructive
interfernce from vee system. The strength (ȍ 23 ) dependent results are shown in fig 5(III). For weak ȍ 23 , system
behaves like N-V\VWHPZLWKVRPHSHUWXUEDWLRQZKLFKH[SODLQVWKHWKUHHSHDNVZLWKDV\PPHWU\)RUVWURQJȍ 23 ,
the obtained absorption peaks can be explained from doubly-dressed approach. Fig 5 (III) shows primary
dressed states and fig 5 (III) shows secondary dressed states. The transitions between dressed states explain the
obtained results for this case. Similar study is carried out with other parameters as well where inter-conversion
of absorption and transparency, splitting and shifting of transparency are obtained.

Figure 5: (I) shows the level diagram of IY+-system. (II) shows the amulgamated spectrum in plots (a) and
individual spectrum corresponding to white lines drawn in plots (a) is in plots (b). (III) shows the spectrum with
variation in strength ȍ 23 . Level schemes (c) and (d) show primary and secondary dressed states respectively.
In summary, the EIT signal has been investigated and compared in two ȁ-systems in D 2 -line of 87Rb atoms in
vapor cell at different conditions. In this study, central EIT peak in presence of the longitudinal magnetic field
and enhanced absorption signal with standing wave coupling field are noteworthy observations which may find
applications in precision spectroscopy and tight frequency locking. $QH[WHQVLRQRIȁ-system, i.e. N-system, is
investigated in cold

87

Rb atom cloud trapped in MOT. Further, a more complex atomic system (IY+) with

multiple levels involved has been investigated theoretically beyond RWA. With increase in the number of
coupling fields, degrees of freedom to control probe transmission spectrum are increased alongwith some
complexities involved in the experiments . With larger number of fields, a larger control over spectrum has been
shown. The obtained key results in the studies are interchange of absorption and transparency and splitting in
transparency with variation in coupling field parameters. The features can be exploited application in optical
switching and multi-channel optical communication.
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STUDY AND CHARACTERIZATION OF LASER BASED PARTICLE ASSISTED
SURFACE NANOSTRUCTURING AND CLEANING
Bijoy Sugathan
Department of Optoelectronics, University of Kerala, Kariavattom, Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala-6955881
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There is a growing interest among the research fraternity in this age of miniaturization to fabricate
nanostructures for applications in nano devices. Therefore, nanostructuring finds applications in diverse
disciplines ranging from optics, biosensors, tissue engineering, data storage, to wettability improvement etc.
Laser based lithography is a non-contact technique that can generate nanostructures at low cost, maintaining at
the same time, a high throughput. However, in the case of far field optics, diffraction will set a limit on the
focusabilty of laser beam and in turn affect the minimum achievable spot size. One of the effective ways of
overcoming this limitation due to diffraction is to adopt particle assisted approach, that relies on near field
enhancement as a result of focusing of the light beam as it traverses through micron or sub-micron sized
particle. In this work, an attempt has been made to study fabrication and characterization of nanostructures on
both metallic (such as stainless steel) as well as dielectric (such as like Si and GaAs) substrates by adopting
particle assisted near field lithography. The thesis consists of eight chapters organized as follows.
Chapter 1 introduces laser assisted surface cleaning and various nanostructuring methods with an emphasis on
near field approach. An introduction to particle assisted near field method for fabrication of nanostructures and
review of previous works is the principal focus of this chapter. Various characterization tools and an
introduction to the simulation of the particle assisted focusing effect leading to the formation of photonic
nanojet is also a part of this chapter.
Chapter 2 discusses experimental results on field enhanced surface absorption during laser assisted removal of

Fig. 1. AFM micrograph of the SS surface simulated with Cs contamination showing a
typical distribution of particulates in 2D and 3D views (Fig. a and b respectively). The
insets show the surface topography of two randomly chosen particulates 1 and 2 that
have also been identified in the AFM images.
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translucent particulates of ellipsoidal geometry from a metallic substrate surface. Fig. 1 depicts AFM
micrograph of the SS surface simulated with Cs contamination showing a typical distribution of ellipsoidal
particles. The surface pitting caused due to this effect has been experimentally probed as a function of the ratio
of minor to major axis of the ellipsoid and the behavioural trend has been theoretically interpreted by invoking
the principle of geometrical optics. Fig. 2 depicts effect of focusing of the incident light by the ellipsoidal
particulate on the substrate surface as a function of ‘a’ viz., the ratio of minor to major axis. The study also
includes the effect of fluence and wavelength of the incident coherent radiation on the surface pitting. Probing
of the surface topography has helped gain insight into the formation of multiple pits by a single particulate
following its removal post laser exposure.

a

b

Fig. 2. The effect of focusing of the incident light by the ellipsoidal particulate on the substrate
surface as a function of ‘a’ viz., the ratio of minor to major axis. a. Enhanced intensity as a result
of focusing obtained theoretically b. experimentally measured pit depth, a direct consequence of
enhanced intensity.
Chapter 3 describes the experimental study on particle assisted structuring on a stainless steel by using
polystyrene microspheres as the particles. The surface structuring was characterized for various conditions such
DVSDUWLFOHVL]HZDYHOHQJWKSDUWLFOHVL]H§ZDYHOHQJWKDQGSDUWLFOHVL]H!ZDYHOHQJWKWhile the

a

b

Fig. 3. AFM micrographs formed on SS substrate using PS particles of 1 μm diameter on irradiation of
a. typical single pits with 1064 nm laser wavelength at a laser fluence of బ 65 mJ/cm2 b. typical double
pits when irradiated by laser radiation of wavelength 532 nm at laser fluence of 75 mJ/cm2.
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experimentally measured fluence values for the onset of pitting are in agreement with the analytically estimated
field enhancement factors in the former two cases, there is a strong departure noted in the latter case. Percentile
absorption of the incident radiation by the SS substrates as measured by an integrating sphere bore testimony to
this anomalous behaviour. Towards gaining a deeper insight into this phenomenon, AFM based topographic
analysis of the laser exposed surface was undertaken. This study clearly reveals formation of double pits
underneath the particulate when its size exceeds the wavelength of exposure thus pointing to the fact that the
incident energy is being redistributed giving rise to the observed anomaly.
Chapter 4 discusses the generation of nanostructures on an n-doped silicon substrate through particle assisted
dry laser exposure technique. Of particular interest is the formation of nano rings in case of Silicon substrate
following exposure with sub nano-second laser pulse at 532 nm wavelength. Usage of such a laser pulse enabled
us to realise a condition wherein the dominating thermo-capillary force allowed the formation of nano rings.
With gradual increase in the laser fluence the nano rings gave way to formation of nano bumps and nano holes.

a

b

Fig. 4.a. Typical nano rings formed on Si substrate when polystyrene particulate diameter: 300 nm,
wavelength of irradiation 532 nm, laser fluence: 55 mJ/cm2. b. nano bumps formed at a laser fluence of
95 mJ/cm2
Chapter 5 discusses the experimental results of nanostructuring on GaAs substrate surface by particle assisted
e od has
as bee
ese ed. A doub
s uc u e, nano
a o holes
o es aand nanoring structures
near field enhancement method
been ppresented.
doublee ringg structure,

Fig. 5. AFM micrograph of a. perfectly close packed PS particles before exposure
b. honeycomb structures formed when exposed at a fluence of 48.3 mJ/cm2.
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were fabricated on GaAs surface by varying particle size and laser parameters. Modifications in the Micro
Raman spectra in accordance with different structures were studied.
Chapter 6 discusses the simulation study using Comsol Multiphysics 3.4, of photonic nanojet for particles with
spherical and ellipsoidal geometry. Enhancement factors and FWHM of the photonic nanojets were compared
for particles different dimensions. It was observed that particles with ellipsoidal geometry are suitable for
generation of ultra-elongated nanojets compared to that with particles of spherical geometry.

a

b

Fig. 6. Electric field Intensity distribution of photonic nanojet by a particle with different
minor to major ratios. a. a =1 b. a = 0.5
Chapter 7 discusses experimental studies on laser assisted removal of fixed alpha contamination from D9
stainless steel by ablation and the thickness removed was quantified by the sensitive method of thin layer
activation analysis technique. The percentage of remaining activity after the removal of certain depth of material
is computed by integration technique. Thus, the calibration curve (CC) using the

56

Co isotope for D9 SS

material is as shown in Fig. The laser erosion of D9 S.S. sample was accomplished by employing an electro
optically Q-switched Nd-YAG laser operating at 1064 nm and capable of delivering a maximum energy of ~180
mJ at 10 Hz repetition rate with a pulse duration of 300 pS.

Fixed contamination over a thickness of 90 μm

depth of D9 material was removed for a total deposited laser energy of ~20kJ.

a

b

Fig. 7.a. Calibration curve for S.S. 316 foils for 56Co isotope b. Surface erosion of D9 S.S.
material during laser ablation measured by TLA technique.
Chapter 8: Discusses conclusions and future scope of the work.
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Structural and Optical Characterization of Pulsed Laser Deposited MoS 2 and WS 2
Layered Thin Films and Quantum Dots
Gobinda Pradhan
Indian Institute of Technology Guwahati
Email: p.gobinda@iitg.ac.in
In the present thesis, growth of monolayer to multilayer MoS 2 and WS 2 film were studied on various
substrates like SiO 2 /Si, Corning glass, Si by varying the deposition time, laser fluence, substrate temperature in
PLD. 2H-1T mixed-phase mono and few-layered MoS 2 films have been obtained by PLD in a very short time
span of only 20 sec at various deposition temperatures. The tunability of the ratio of the two phases with
deposition temperature as well as deposition time has been investigated extensively. The surface morphology
evolution of MoS 2 and WS2 thin films from a few layered to bulk like structure, grown by the PLD technique,
has been studied based on generic scaling theory using AFM images of the films. A detail study on structural
and linear and nonlinear optical characteristics of the MoS 2 and WS 2 films was performed. Along with layered
thin films, MoS 2 and WS 2 QDs of various sizes were also synthesized by tuning the nanosecond pulsed laser
fluence and ablation time. Further, the MoS 2 and WS 2 thin films and QDs were efficiently used as a catalyst for
hydrogen evolution reaction (HER).
For depositing MoS 2 and WS 2 thin films, sintered MoS 2 and WS 2 pellets were prepared from highly
pure MoS 2 and WS 2 powder. The sintered pellets were used as the target in be employed PLD system. A high
power Nd: YAG laser (Quanta-Ray INDI, O = 355 nm, repetition rate 10 Hz with the pulse width of 8 ns) was
focused on the MoS 2 target. Experiments were performed at various optimized conditions like deposition times,
Ar gas pressures, substrate temperatures and laser fluences to synthesis films of desired properties. The
crystallinity of the deposited films was analyzed by recording X-ray diffraction pattern at 3 degrees/mins
scanning speed with a step size of 0.03 . Raman and photoluminescence spectra were recorded in the
backscattering geometry using an excitation wavelength of 488 nm. The exciting laser was focused onto the
sample with the 100X objective lens. Atomic force microscope was used in the non-contact mode to image the
surface morphology. Transmission electron microscopy was performed to analyze the particle size and
crystallinity of the deposited film. The SE measurements were carried out over the spectral range of 1.32–3.50
eV using Variable Angle Spectroscopic Ellipsometer (Semilab SOPRA: GES-5E) equipped with goniometer at
incident angles of 65°, 70°, and 75°. The nonlinear optical behavior of the films was studied using Z-scan setup.
He-Ne laser of wavelength 632.8 nm was used as the laser source which was focused onto the film surface using
a bi-convex lens of focal length of 5 cm.
Mono- and a few layered MoS 2 films were deposited on SiO 2 /Si substrate (300 nm/0.38 mm) using
PLD technique. The layered numbers were controlled by applying different number of laser pulses. Raman
spectroscopy and AFM height profile were used to determine MoS 2 layered structure. The as-grown films show
highly crystalline (002) plane oriented epitaxial growth. The deposited MoS 2 films showed an epitaxial
compression due to its adhesion to the substrate. XRD and Raman analysis confirmed that crystalline properties
of deposited MoS 2 films reduce with an increase in the number of monolayers. The two Raman active modes
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of the layered MoS 2 films showed strain-induced blue-shifted spectra. TEM measurement

demonstrated layered MoS 2 formation as well as nanocrystallite quantum dot formation. Similar experiment
was also performed to synthesize monolayer to multilayered WS 2 thin films where the laser fluence was varied
and other deposition parameters were kept constant.
An efficient way to deposit mixed-phase mono and a few layered MoS 2 thin films for a very short span
of time of 20 sec was realized by pulsed laser deposition. The 1T/2H phase ratio in monolayer to a few layered
MoS 2 films was modulated by altering the substrate temperature. Irrespective of deposition temperature all the
films showed a mixed-phase structure while the 2H to 1T phase ratio increased from 66 to 84% with an increase
in deposition temperature from 400 to 720 °C. The presence of 1T-2H mixed-phase MoS 2 layers was confirmed
and their structural and optical properties were analyzed in nano (TEM), micro (Raman, AFM) and macro
(ellipsometer) scale. The ellipsometer analysis demonstrated the two excitonic absorption peaks, denoted as A/B
and C/D, corresponding to 2H phase while the presence of 1T phase caused excess semimetal like charge
density of the order of ~1020 cm-3. Hence, stable 1T/2H mixed phase MoS 2 films, strongly adhered to the
substrate were obtained in a single step bottom-up growth process. The highly crystalline 1T Phase MoS 2 films
could be used as an efficient electrocatalyst.
An experimental investigation was carried out to identify the scaling behavior as well as growth
mechanism of 2D MoS 2 thin films, grown on glass substrates by PLD at different deposition time durations,
using atomic force microscopy images. Growth dynamics of thin films expressed by scaling theory is a useful
tool to quantify statistical properties of surface morphology of the thin films. The growth of MoS 2 films
evolved from layer-by-layer to layer plus island with the increase in deposition time from 20 sec to 15 min. The
film surface exhibited anisotropic growth dynamics in vertical and lateral direction where RMS roughness
varied with deposition time as, w ~ tß with growth exponent, ß = 0.85 ± 0.11 while lateral correlation length ȟ as
ȟ = t1/z with dynamic scaling exponent, 1/z = 0.49 ± 0.09. The films showed local roughness exponent Į loc = 0.89
± 0.01, global roughness exponent Į = 1.72 ± 0.14 and spectral roughness exponent, Į s = 0.85 ± 0.03,
suggesting the growth of MoS 2 thin films followed intrinsic anomalous scaling behavior (

< 1,

=



Į 6KDGRZLQJRZLQJWRFRQLFDOLQFRPLQJSDUWLFOHIOX[GLVWULEXWLRQWRZDrds substrate during deposition has been
attributed to the anomalous growth mode. Optical properties of the films, extracted from ellipsometric analysis,
were also correlated with RMS roughness and cluster size variation which unveiled the important role played by
surface roughness and film density. Similar work extended to WS 2 films deposited onto corning glass and
SiO 2 /Si substrate as well.
Multilayered-to-bulk like MoS 2 and WS 2 films were deposited by pulsed laser deposition at various
argon gas deposition pressure. A significantly large reverse saturation absorption and positive nonlinear
refraction response were observed in all the films, as measured by the open and closed aperture Z-scan
experiment under He-Ne laser at 632.8 nm. In addition, third-order non-linear optical susceptibility of the thin
films was found to be of the order of 10-2 esu as measured from Z-scan experiment. The anomalously high
nonlinear optical response of the film was attributed to the continuous-wave laser-induced thermal nonlinearity
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dominance over optical nonlinearity. Optical limiting was also observed in the WS 2 thin films where optical
limiting thresholds were found to increase with increasing nonlinear absorption coefficient.
MoS 2 QDs were synthesized with great efficient by multilevel photo-exfoliation of solid MoS 2 target
using pulsed laser ablation in distilled water. It is a single step, chemical-free simple physical process. Highly
pure MoS 2 quantum dots (QDs) of average sizes 4, 2.91 and 6.13 nm were obtained by applying a fixed laser
energy of 40 mJ at ablation time of 5, 10 and 20 min while for the fixed ablation time of 5 min the average QDs
size were 2.91, 3.57 and 4 nm at the laser energy of 10, 20 and 40 mJ, respectively. The wide size distribution of
the QDs resulted in a broad luminescence in the visible region. The MoS 2 QDs solution showed excitationdependent luminescence emission which shifted to longer wavelength by varying the excitation wavelength
from 290 to 390 nm. EDX, XRD and SAED pattern, zeta potential analysis demonstrated the formation of
stoichiometric, highly crystalline, stable MoS 2 QDs. In Raman spectroscopy, the peaks corresponding to the
and

phonon modes of MoS 2 were clearly observed, indicating crystalline MoS 2 QDs formation. The

colloidal MoS 2 QDs solution showed an absorption edge a 310 nm. The blue-shift in optical absorption of the
as-prepared MoS 2 QDs was attributed to the quantum confinement. The following work can be extended to
other transitional metal dichalcogenides to effectively synthesis their QDs counterpart.
As an application, MoS 2 and WS 2 films of various thicknesses deposited onto the FTO substrate and
MoS 2 QDs drop casted onto GCE were used as an active electrocatalyst for HER. The overpotential @10mA/cm2 current density was 0.472 -0.580 V, and Tafel slope in between 83-108 mV/decade for various MoS 2
and WS 2 films. The overpotential @-10mA/cm2 current density was 0.529, 0.536 and 0.534 V for the MoS 2
QDs, synthesized at 20, 10 and 5 min ablation time. Tafel slope of the QDs at ablation time of 20, 10 and 5 min
were 57, 83 and 92 mV/dec. These results suggest an excellent efficiency of the thin films and QDs as HER
catalyst.
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Study of Spectral Beam Combination Techniques for High Power, Pulsed, Dye Laser
Applications
Paramjit Rana1,2,*
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Beam Technology Development Group
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1.

Introduction:

Differential Absorption Lidar (DIAL), Remote sensing, Laser Spectroscopy, non linear frequency mixing and
trace analysis etc., requires a composite tunable laser beam of multiple wavelengths. Several beam combination
techniques such as side by side, spectral and coherent combinations are used to generate composite laser beam
as per the desired beam parameters and the type of lasers employed. Narrowband, widely tunable dye lasers in
visible to near infrared spectrum are suitable for such applications. High repetition rate and power scalability
extends its application regime to large scale industrial as well as commercial use such as laser isotope separation
of medical isotopes. DIAL based environmental and remote sensing applications require closely separated
(<10nm) multi-wavelength tunable dye lasers with suitable power level. Therefore, studies on spectral beam
combination techniques for closer wavelengths, high power, pulsed dye lasers were taken up for the present
research work.
Motivation behind this elaborated study was to advance the knowledge of spectral beam combination techniques
for high power dye lasers and its associated technologies. We could achieve narrowband, multi-wavelength,
high power, high repetition rate, pulsed dye laser using three spectral beam combination techniques. Intra-cavity
and external cavity beam combination techniques along with its associated important elements (high power
pump laser and dye laser gain medium) were studied in this thesis work.
Many researchers have studied various aspects of spectral beam combination to generate multi-wavelength dye
lasers for different applications. In this thesis, some of the unexplored areas in the field of spectral beam
combination techniques and multi-wavelength dye laser generation were studied in detail. The important aspects
of intra-cavity and external cavity beam combination techniques for multi-wavelength (separated by less than 10
nm) dye lasers were explored during current course of study. In the intra-cavity spectral beam combination
technique, cascaded grating sub-cavities in a resonator for generating four to five wavelengths in a single dye
laser has been studied, which was not explored yet. Tuning characteristics of all the cascaded grating subcavities were established in order to simultaneously operate four wavelengths from a single dye laser cavity. Coamplification based spectral beam combination technique for high power, closely separated wavelength was
found to be less explored in the literature for oscillator-amplifier configuration. This was studied in detail in
order to generate high power (~8W), high repetition rate (~10 kHz), dual wavelength (<10 nm separated) dye
laser. The co-amplification of closely separated wavelengths proved to be an efficient approach over
individually amplified dye laser beams for high power generation using oscillator-amplifier configuration. Gain
competition among the closely separated wavelengths was studied in the dye common amplifier. In both of these
spectral beam combination techniques, gain competition among closer wavelengths limit the individual
optimization of the participating laser wavelengths with added complexity of intensity control. Therefore, gain
competition free spectral beam combination technique was required to be studied. Hence, development of
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spectral beam combining element suitable for closer wavelength combination was taken up as the third spectral
beam combination technique.
Efficient spectral beam combination of multiple dye laser beams could not be realized without a beam
combining optical device. Multilayer dielectric coated beam combiner was selected for studies among other
beam combining elements such as grating, prism etc., due to its ease of handling wide wavelength tunability and
high power. The thin film Fabry Perot (FP) filter was chosen as a spectral beam combiner due to its capability of
combining closely separated wavelengths (<10nm). Single cavity FP filter (19 layers, TiO 2 , SiO 2 ) based beam
combiner was designed, fabricated and tested with dye laser beam. FP beam combiner was characterized in
terms of transmission spectrum (spectrophotometer), surface roughness (atomic force microscopy) and damage
threshold (laser induced damage threshold). This FP beam combiner was successfully tested for spectral beam
combination of two dye laser beams with closely separated wavelengths of less than 10 nm as well as widely
separated wavelengths of 30 nm. FP beam combiner was found to be an efficient device for closer wavelength
beam combination as compared to conventional broadband beam splitter based combination. This FP beam
combiner served dual purpose of spectral beam combiner as well as amplified spontaneous emission (ASE)
filter. ASE filtering was advantageous for combining the dye laser beams operated at the end of the tuning range
as ASE in the laser beam is relatively higher while tuned to the end of tuning range. A novel mechanism for
varying the FP transmission peak along with dye laser wavelength tuning was established using a combination
of precision rotation and translation stage. The thesis is organized as follows:
2.

Spectral Beam Combination Techniques:

Intra-cavity beam combined multi-wavelength dye laser configurations are described in this chapter. Linear
cascaded resonator without intra-cavity beam expansion was chosen to configure the cavity to generate two to
five wavelengths in a single composite output laser beam. Single laser beam consisting of four wavelengths
were generated from the linear cascaded grazing incidence grating configuration (CGIG, fig.1).
O.C.

D. C.

(TM-2)

(TM-1)

(DG-1)

(DG-2)

(TM-3)

(TM-4)

(DG-3)

(DG-4)

Pump In

Figure.1 Intra-cavity Beam combination (Cascaded Grazing Incidence Grating Cavity)
This configuration was studied in order to achieve the tuning range for simultaneous four wavelength operation.
A hybrid cavity configuration (HCGIG) consisting of three GIG cavities and one Littrow cavity was studied to
understand the effect of sub-cavity on the overall emission characteristics. Characteristics of these intra-cavity
beam combined CGIG and HCGIG cavities are discussed in the fourth chapter of the thesis.
High power, dual wavelength laser beam generation is elaborated in the chapter-5 of this thesis. MOPA
configurations were employed for enhancing the power of the dye laser beams. High power generation using
external cavity beam combination was investigated using two techniques i.e. spectral beam combination post
amplification of the individual laser beams and co-amplification of the composite (spectral beam combined) dye
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laser beam. Both these methods of high power, multi-wavelength dye laser generation are presented in this
chapter.
Studies on amplification includes narrow band grazing incidence grating (GIG) oscillator (CVL and Diode
Pumped Solid State Laser pumped oscillators) for individual dye laser beam generation and its amplification
using transverse pumped amplifiers. Effect of pump power and dye concentration on amplifier extraction
efficiency is presented here. Common amplifier of DCM pumped by CVL for closely spaced wavelength
(<10nm) was studied. Gain competition in common amplifier (fig.2) was characterized by varying individual
input intensities as well as pump power. This efficient spectral beam combination technique is described in
detail.

Oscillator
Lambda-1

Mirror

Oscillator
Lambda-2

C. Amp
Beam
Combiner

Figure.2 External Cavity Beam Combination (Co-amplification and Fabry-Perot Beam Combiner)
Efficient, gain competition free and effective combination of two or more laser beams requires a beam
combining element. A single cavity FP filter was designed using 19 layers of TiO 2 and SiO 2 . It was fabricated
using ion-assisted e-beam evaporation technique. The filter was characterized using spectrophotometer, atomic
force microscopy (AFM) and laser induced damage threshold (LIDT). This filter was used for laser beam
combination of high power (~8W) dye laser beams of closely separated wavelength. This combiner was also
utilized (fig.2) for filtering the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) present in the dye laser beam. The tuning
mechanism to match the dye laser wavelength tunability was established. Design, development, characterization
and implementation of this FP beam combiner are elaborated in this chapter.
3.

Associated Studies:

Pump laser plays a key role in the high power dye laser generation. An indigenously developed copper vapor
laser (CVL) was thoroughly characterized in order to pump the dye lasers. One of the objectives of this current
study was to generate high power pump laser for generating high power multi-wavelength dye laser beam for
spectral beam combination. The high pump power was generated by six CVLs configured in one oscillator
followed by five amplifiers in a Master Oscillator Power Amplifier (MOPA) configuration. Various MOPA
configurations were theoretically analyzed using an individual CVL as an amplifier, whereas amplifying
capabilities has been experimentally established. Thermal lensing was found to be a key factor to maximize the
power extraction from a CVL in the longer MOPA chain. A novel technique was established to measure the
effective thermal focal length of amplifier using oscillator beam as the probe beam. The compensation
techniques were theoretically analyzed in order to minimize its impact on a longer MOPA chain of eight
modules.
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The dye laser was chosen for spectral beam combination experiments due to its versatile capabilities.
Fluorescent laser dye, dye cell, dye solvent are crucial components for any narrowband dye laser system. Study
of beam combination techniques for multi-wavelength dye laser needs these elements to be utilized to their best
possible capabilities. Use of different solvents, their mixture, for shifting the absorption and emission
characteristics of a laser dye is used for obtaining desired wavelength. Mixing two or more laser dyes notably
widens the wavelength tunability range and also shifts the emission peak wavelength. These areas were not
explored much, especially for multi-wavelength dye laser systems. We have studied these aspects of the dye
gain medium during this thesis work: effect of pH on photo-physical characteristics of Rh 101 dye,
measurement of thermo-optic coefficient of dye solvents and their mixtures, characterization of SRh 101 dye in
water-ethanol binary solvent and extension of tuning range for three wavelength dye laser using binary dye
mixture.
Several spectral beam combination techniques for multi-wavelength dye laser generation are discussed in
chapter-1. Laser beam combination techniques used for various applications and experiments are summarized in
this chapter. The classes of laser beam combination schemes i.e. side by side beam combination; coherent beam
combination and spectral beam combination are presented in detail. An elaborate literature survey on multiple
wavelength dye laser generation using various beam combination techniques is presented and the review of
existing knowledge in the field of spectral beam combination is presented.
Copper vapor laser (CVL) is the most suitable pump laser source for pumping the dye lasers in order to generate
high power and high repetition rate. We have studied and characterized the indigenously developed CVL system
operating at 9 kHz pulse repetition rate in MOPA configuration. Analysis of several MOPA configuration
designs is discussed in chapter-2 of this thesis. Thermal lensing in the CVL plays a significant role in the output
beam size management, divergence and power extraction capability in longer MOPA chain. The thermal lensing
of the CVL amplifier system was experimentally measured using a collimated CVL oscillator probe beam in an
oscillator-amplifier configuration. Effect of neon buffer gas pressure and input electrical power on the resultant
thermal focal length of the CVL system was studied. Various compensation techniques were theoretically
analyzed for CVL MOPA chain, which are elaborated here in this chapter.
The dye gain medium is responsible for a versatile, tunable, multi-wavelength dye laser system, which is
described in this chapter- 3. Possibility of spectral tailoring of photo-physical properties of the gain medium by
simple techniques adds the versatility and application potential of the dye laser. The effects of various solvent
environments such as pH variation, binary solvent, polar and non-polar solvents on the photo-physical
properties of few of the laser dyes of interest for spectral beam combination experiments were studied. The
photo-physical properties of Rh 101 and SRh 101 dyes were studied in detail. Thermo-optic coefficient of
solvents plays a significant role in high power operation of the dye lasers, which was measured using the
Michelson interferometer based technique for commonly used dye solvents and their mixture. Broadening of
wavelength tuning range of three wavelength dye laser was achieved using DCM and PM 567 binary dye
mixture with optimized concentration. Studies on the dye gain medium properties are presented in this chapter
in detail.
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Conclusions and Future Directions:
An elaborated study on spectral beam combination techniques for high power, pulsed, dye laser is presented in

the thesis. The important conclusions drawn from the current thesis work are described in this chapter, which are
as follows:
9

Three laser beam combination techniques namely intra-cavity beam combination, co-amplification based
external cavity combination and multilayer dielectric coated Fabry Perot beam combiner were studied in
detail for combining laser beams with closely separated wavelengths (<10nm). Spectral beam combination
using FP beam combiner proved to be efficient and gain competition free technique as compared to other
two techniques.

9

CGIG and HCGIG based intra-cavity beam combined configurations were characterized in detail to
determine simultaneous multi-wavelength operation. These techniques were found to be suitable for
generation of four to five, narrow band wavelengths in a compact resonator cavity.

9

Laser beam combination after amplification was suitable for widely separated wavelengths whereas coamplification of combined beam was proved to be more efficient for closely spaced wavelengths.

9

Tailoring of the dye emission spectrum could be achieved by changing the solvent pH environment and
ethanol-water binary solvent. Widening of the tuning range from 40 nm to 82 nm in a three wavelength dye
laser using concentration optimized binary dye mixture of PM567and DCM demonstrated.

9

Multilayer thin film FP based filter was designed, fabricated and used as a beam combiner. It was
characterized

for

transmission

spectrum,

surface

morphology

and

damage

threshold

using

spectrophotometer, AFM and LIDT techniques respectively.
9

This beam combiner was successfully tested for combination of laser beams wavelength separated by less
than 10 nm, which was proved to be more efficient as compared to beam splitter based combiner with added
advantage of ASE filter for the transmitted laser beam operating at the end of its tuning range. A tuning
mechanism for the FP beam combiner for widely tunable laser systems was successfully established for
combining closely as well as widely separated wavelength.

9

An indigenously developed copper vapor laser MOPA configurations were characterized and optimized to
generate maximum possible pump power. Theoretically studied thermal lensing compensation techniques
seem to be effective for maximum power extraction using longer CVL MOPA chains.

In future, remotely operable, optical fiber pumped, intra-cavity beam combined dual wavelength system will be
developed. Application of multi-wavelength dye laser in trace analysis and environmental application will be
explored. Remote gas sensing based exploration will be an important work towards environmental monitoring
and control.
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OPTICAL SPECTROSCOPY BASED URINE ANALYSIS FOR DISEASE
DIAGNOSIS
Surjendu Bikash Dutta
Discipline of Physics, Indian Institute of Technology, Indore

Urine is a clinically important and easily accessible body-fluid having extensive diagnostic information about
the health status of an individual. Human urine specimen has been subjected to analysis for different disease
diagnosis since ancient times. In general, urine consists of more than 95% water, several nonprotein nitrogenous
compounds (NPNs) such as urea, creatinine, uric acid, etc. trace amounts of proteins, hormones, enzymes,
bacteria, metabolites, and some inorganic ions such as chloride, sodium, potassium, etc. The varying
concentration of different constituents or metabolites present in urine identifies a wide range of disorders in their
early stages such as kidney disorders, urinary tract infections (UTI), liver diseases, diabetes, cancers, etc. In
current medical practice, different analytical methods such as high-performance liquid chromatography, liquid
chromatography-mass spectrometry/mass spectroscopy, gas chromatography, capillary zone electrophoresis, etc.
have been widely used to estimate the concentration changes of metabolites present in urine. However, all these
methods follow sequences of sample preparation steps, need multiple reagents, and specialized training. Further,
these methods require sophisticated, bulky, and expensive instruments for urine analysis. Therefore, there is a
need for an alternate approach that is rapid, reliable, inexpensive, and does not require any special sample
preparation.
Recently, optical techniques such as Raman and fluorescence spectroscopy, have shown immense
potential for rapid urinalysis by overcoming the limitations. These techniques are able to correlate specific
biochemical changes of the analytes present in urine with their normal and disease conditions. The simple
instrumentation, cost-effectiveness, and molecular sensitivity of these techniques make them as suitable
analytical tools for human health monitoring. Despite the promising developments, the clinical applications of
optical techniques are limited due to the poor signal collection and lack of reproducibility in the measured signal
intensities from the analytes present in biofluids including urine. These limitations could be addressed by
incorporating nanotechnology and improved optical signal detection strategies.
The goal of the present thesis is to investigate the use of optical spectroscopy in urine analysis for rapid
and reliable disease diagnosis. In this regard, an attempt has been made for the quantitative determination of
trace amounts of analytes present in urine using drop coating deposition Raman spectroscopy (DCDRS) and
Nano-Trap Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (NTERS). DCDRS is a comparatively new variant of Raman
spectroscopy in which analytes or molecules get deposited in ring shape pattern on an appropriate substrate due
to the coffee-ring effect and improves the sensitivity of Raman signal measurement from analytes. NTERS is a
new Raman signal enhancement technique in which nanoclusters of metallic nanoparticles are formed at the
focus of the excitation laser beam due to optical trapping. The analytes get trapped within these nanoclusters at
the peripheral region of the dried drop of solution where maximum deposition of the solute has occurred. The
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Raman signals measured from these analytes trapped within the nanoclusters get highly enhanced due to both
surface plasmon and coffee ring effects. In the subsequence of these studies, the fluorescence photo-bleaching
dynamics of urine samples have been studied and used for oral cancer diagnosis.
This thesis is divided into six chapters and the chapter-wise organization is summarized below.
Chapter 1 provides the general overview of urine analysis including the currently used analytical
techniques in clinical settings and their major drawbacks. This is followed by the comprehensive review of the
applications of optical spectroscopy, with a special focus on Raman and fluorescence spectroscopy, for urine
analysis. Further, the motivation and specific aims of the thesis are introduced. This chapter is concluded with a
summary of the current findings and future directions of the present thesis work.
Chapter 2 describes the materials and methods used to carry out this research work. The details of
sample preparations, experimental arrangements, and data processing are explained in this chapter.
Chapter 3 demonstrates the applicability of drop coating deposition Raman spectroscopy (DCDRS)
for the quantitative determination of creatinine present in urine. The elevated level of urinary creatinine is the
indicator of kidney diseases and other muscle diseases like muscular poliomyelitis, muscular dystrophy,
hyperthyroidism, etc. In order to find the potentiality of the DCDRS technique over other commonly used
Raman techniques, the first normal Raman spectra were measured from the aqueous solutions of creatinine as
well as the artificial urine samples prepared with varying concentrations of creatinine. Then the normal Raman
spectra were compared with the corresponding DCDRS spectra measured from the dried-up drops of these
samples. It was observed that the measured DCDRS signal of creatinine has significantly higher intensity as
compared to the Raman signal measured from its aqueous solution. Further, the possibility of the use of surfaceenhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) was evaluated for the detection of trace quantity of creatinine present in
artificial urine samples and described in detail in this chapter. SERS is a frequently used Raman signal
enhancement technique based on the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) of metallic nanoparticles. Although the
measured SERS signal intensity of creatinine was higher as compared with the measured DCDRS signal, the
repeatability for DCDRS measurement was considerably greater than the corresponding SERS measurement.
Following, the varying concentrations of creatinine present in artificial urine samples were quantified using a
multivariate chemometric algorithm based on partial least square (PLS) in the recorded DCDRS spectra and the
results are presented. Finally, the ability of the DCDRS technique has been evaluated in detecting the analytes in
human urine samples.
In spite of the promising potential of the DCDRS technique, the detection of Raman signal of analytes
present in bio-fluids in millimolar (mM) to nanomolar (nM) concentration range is limited. Therefore, the
sensitive and accurate detection of disease-specific analytes present in urine is highly desired. Chapter 4
elaborates on the design and development of Nano-Trap enhanced Raman spectroscopy (NTERS). NTERS is a
new Raman signal enhancement technique in which two phenomena are happening simultaneously (i) the
maximum deposition of the solute at the periphery due to coffee ring effect during drying up of the solution
drop, and (ii) the formation of nanoparticles clusters at the laser beam focus due to optical trapping. Thus, in
NTERS, when the laser beam is focussed at the peripheral region, it leads to the formation of nanoparticle
aggregates at the region of the maximum deposition of the solute thereby causing the maximum enhancement of
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the backscattered Raman signal. The performance of this technique for both qualitative and quantitative
determination of analytes present in urine samples has been assessed and discussed in this chapter.
Photo-stability of urine is important for the optical spectroscopy-based diagnosis of any disease where
urine is used as a sample of choice. It has been observed that urine samples go through a photo-bleaching
process upon optical irradiation. In this chapter (Chapter 5) fluorescence photo-bleaching dynamics of urine
samples have been used for disease diagnosis. This chapter evaluates the applicability of photo-bleaching
characteristics of urine for discriminating patients with oral cancer from healthy volunteers. A classification
algorithm based on the nearest-mean classifier (NMC) has been developed and applied to the photo-bleaching
decay constants obtained from the fluorescence spectra of urine samples to discriminate the two categories.
NMC is a classification model that considers the least Euclidean distance of the test data from the means of the
prototype data of the corresponding classes in the training set as the classification criterion.
This thesis is concluded with Chapter 6 by summarizing the major findings followed by the possible
future directions of this work in clinical applications.
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Raman and Time-Domain Photoacoustic and Terahertz Spectroscopy of some
Inorganic, Organic and High Energy Materials
Archana Kumari
University of Hyderabad, Hyderabad - 500046

Thesis Summary
This thesis is designed with the strategy to explore the wide range of electromagnetic spectra between UV-VisNIR and far IR regions. In this thesis, we have selected different laser-based spectroscopic techniques such as
the use of visible (532 nm) nanosecond laser for photoacoustic spectroscopy, use of CW laser (532nm and
785nm) for Raman spectroscopy, use of femtosecond laser for generation and detection of Terahertz using nonlinear CdTe crystal and use of FTIR and Raman spectroscopy to establish the new results obtained. We have
also concentrated on the temperature-dependent properties of CdTe and have explained how the properties
change when subjected to femtosecond laser pulses using a modified temperature-based spectrometer. The
region between UV-Vis-NIR covers different aspects of molecular spectroscopy such as electronic transition
based vibronic and vibrational modes, vibrational-rotation and weak vibrational-rotation bands along with
Raman scattering. An attempt has been made to use these techniques without any chemical treatment and in a
non-destructive way so that the samples can be reused again. One of the advantages of photoacoustic
spectroscopy is that it can be performed on all phases of matter. In one section of this thesis, the emphasis has
been given on pulsed photoacoustic technique using 532 nm wavelength (visible) of pulsed laser for the study of
conducting polymers like PEDOT and its role as an optode for detection of solid explosives. such as RDX,
TNT, HMX, CL20. Also, it is extended to study the physical properties of different types of natural rubber
added with organic and inorganic fillers.
By the use of Raman Spectroscopy, our ultimate aim is to provide a post and pre blast application of explosives
using PEDOT polymer. In addition, Raman spectroscopic studies are potentially useful sources of information
concerning the composition, structure, and stability of coordination compounds. It is also used for investigating
organic and inorganic systems. Also, Raman spectra tend to be less cluttered with peaks as compared to infrared spectra, and hence, as a consequence, peak overlap in mixtures is less likely, and quantitative measurements
are simpler. Besides, the advantage of this technique includes the small sample requirement, minimal sensitivity
towards interference by water, spectral detail, and environmental sensitivity. Therefore, technique is also
employed for cross verifications of results of antibiotic drugs as well.
The range of time domain spectroscopy is further extended to THz domain. This technique finds great
application in physical, chemical and biological fields such as its use for studying biological tissues, their
imaging, calculation of the percentage of water content within tissues, etc. Recently terahertz carrier waves have
also found an application in wireless technology.
We have used Terahertz Spectroscopy to study the temperature-dependent properties such as energy of the band
gap, determination of Urbach-tail and non-linear absorption introduced by the femtosecond laser pulses along
with generation of terahertz using the non-linear CdTe crystal. We have also studied the changes in the physical
properties of CdTe in terms of its refractive index, coherence length and energy band gap when it is exposed to
heating due to femtosecond laser pulses for a long period of time. THz-TDS has also been used to study an antibiotic medicine, commonly known as Cefixime in this thesis. Various physical properties including absorbance
strength, absorption coefficient along with a method for quality check have been provided for Cefixime.
The chapter on Photoacoustic spectroscopy discusses the use of photoacoustic spectroscopy as a spectroscopic
tool to study different samples based on their physical and chemical parameters.
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Fig: 1 shows the samples under various categories that were considered for study under photoacoustic
spectroscopy(PAS)
This chapter discusses the fingerprint photoacoustic spectra of the above mentioned samples The chapter then
discusses the natural rubber polymer where it describes the effect of carbon and inorganic fillers in different
proportions in natural rubber(NR) /chloro butyl rubber (CIIR) blends in terms of absorption, thermal diffusion
and penetration depth using time-domain pulsed photoacoustic technique. A 532nm wavelength of 7nS pulse
obtained from Q-switched Nd: YAG laser at 10 Hz repetition rate was used for recording the time-domain
spectra of rubber sheet in the indigenously designed solid PA cell made of aluminium. The values of the
absorption coefficient were found between 39-89 cm-1 range, whereas thermal diffusion length and penetration
depth are of the order of 0.1-0.625 x10-6m2/s and 0.1-7.9 microns. This chapter also establishes poly (3,4ethylene dioxythiophene), commonly known as PEDOT polymer, as an optode sensor for high energy
materials/explosives such as RDX, HMX, TNT, CL20, and TEX. This chapter discusses the use of the redox
nature of PEDOT as a tool for the detection of high energy materials (HEMs) in the visible region using pulsed
photoacoustic spectroscopic (PAS) technique at 532 nm wavelength. The sensitivity of the detector is also
evaluated to find the minimum amount of sample i.e. the minimum detection limit that can be detected by the
PEDOT sensor.

Major Objectives:
The outline of major objectives of the thesis are as follows:
x To develop a cost-effective, reliable, and highly sensitive sensor for the low level detection of solid
explosives like RDX, HMX, TNT, CL-20, etc.
x To study the role of PEDOT polymer as a sensing medium for explosives using visible 532 nm
wavelength of laser
x To study the effects of fillers used as reinforcements to increase the durability and strength of the
rubber polymer
x To study the temperature-dependent properties of CdTe to explain the changes in properties of the
crystal when it is subjected to femtosecond laser pulses for a long duration of time as well as its use for
THz generation
x To study the temperature-dependent properties such as energy of the band gap, determination of
Urbach-tail and non-linear absorption with the help of a self-modified temperature-dependent
spectrometer
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To use time-domain terahertz spectroscopy for characterization of an antibiotic Cefixime drug obtained
from the different origin along with an assessment of their quality
To find an alternative method for the detection of explosives using Raman Spectroscopy using the
study of the role of PEDOT polymer

Ultimately, this thesis aims to unify various spectroscopic techniques used above as explained in the flowchart
shown in Fig.2.

Future Scope:
(a)
Photoacoustic Spectroscopy
x In Spectroscopy:
¾ Storing of PEDOT conjugated polymer in liquid form in spray bottles keeping in mind its easy use on
the field, cost, and availability. It has already been tested by our group that liquid PEDOT polymer has
a characteristic fingerprint spectrum in Photoacoustic Spectroscopy.
¾ Use of picosecond and tunable Quantum Cascade Laser (QCL) in the visible to the mid-IR range to
further broaden the range of detection of explosive molecules.
¾ Design and use of liquid photoacoustic cell for studying liquid solvents and detection of explosives
dissolved in water and other solvents.
¾ Photoacoustic imaging of various solid samples along with explosives and High Energy Materials.
x

In Medicine and Biophysics:
 Based on Solid Cell Photoacoustic Spectroscopy

¾

Using PAS in the food/drug industry for optical characterization of fruits, vegetables, condiments,
grains, legumes, flours, etc. to evaluate adulterated, irradiated, and contaminated food and their quality
assessment.


¾
¾
¾

TH-338

Based on Solid Cell Photoacoustic Spectroscopy

Study of optical properties of Cancerous tissues and cells
Blood cells can be imaged at a single wavelength in the visible range because of their high optical
absorption contrast compared to surrounding tissues.
To detect oxygen saturation in blood vessels
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Terahertz Spectroscopy and Raman Spectroscopy:

In medicine, various polymorphs of different drugs and drugs are often confused due to similar-sounding names.
THz spectroscopy can play a significant role in differentiating such polymorphs, thereby proving to be an
essential part of the food and drug industry. Further, bulk molecules can be analyzed in more critical details, and
the information about the vibration of molecules even lower than 50 cm-1 can be determined using THz-Raman
Spectroscopy. Various other future scopes exist, some of which are listed below:
¾

Generation of efficient Terahertz radiations using nonlinear crystals other than CdTe, such as ZnTe,
ZnGeP 2 , etc. coupled with bandpass filters and gratings to record the pulsed PA spectra of HEMs.
This will help us combine the two well established spectroscopic techniques; Photoacoustic and
Terahertz.

¾

Most of the HEMs possess several rotational lines. Therefore, THz spectroscopy helps us to record the
fingerprint spectra of these compounds.

¾

The time-domain THz spectroscopy, as well as PA Spectroscopy, can help us to build a library
database for the detection of HEMs.

¾

Development of optical parametric oscillator (OPO) using the DFG technique for efficient generation
of tunable THz radiation.
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An Insight into the Optical Nonlinearities of Certain Au/Ag Based Metal-Metal/Organic
Core Shell Nanostructures and Nanohybrids
E. Shiju
National Institute of Technology Calicut, Kozhikode 673601, Kerala, India.
Ph.D.Thesis Summary
In this thesis work, thrust is on the synthesis as well as investigation of the third order nonlinear optical
properties of certain Au/Ag based metal- metal/organic core shell nanostructures and nanohybrids by Z- scan
technique under nanosecond pulse excitation regime.
Chapter 1 is devoted to present the formal description of the fundamental aspects of nonlinear optics, and a brief
summary about the motivation and present work. The basic mathematical description of NLO using Maxwell’s
equations that leads to nonlinear polarization is explained in detail. A brief overview of the nonlinear optical
processes and associated phenomena, with relevant theory is also presented in this chapter. Finally, various
mechanisms responsible for the NLO behavior of materials, previous reported studies on the same area and a
brief description about the materials under present study are included at the end section of this chapter.
An overview on the common experimental techniques and equipment used for the synthesis and characterization
of the samples and their working principles has been concisely given in chapter 2. It includes the details of
liquid phase pulsed laser ablation technique, UV-Visible spectrophotometer, fluorometer, transmission electron
microscopy, and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy. Third-order nonlinear optical properties investigated
by means of single beam Z-scan technique and its experimental details are described along with relevant theory.
In chapter 3, we include the nonlinear optical studies of Au@Ag core shell nanostructures of different shell
thickness under ns laser pulse excitation. Core shell structures have been attaining tremendous research interest
due to their tunable multifunctional properties induced as a result of the co-occurrence of more than one nanostructured phase of various proportions with one forming shell on the outer surface of the other. The diameter of
nanostructures is found to be systematically increased from 31 nm (t = 7.5 nm) to 61 nm (t = 22.5 nm) when the
volume of AgNO 3 is increased from 0.1 to 0.8 ml. A significant blue shift from 519 nm to 411 nm in surface
plasmon maxima is observed upon forming Ag shell over Au nanoparticles and a slight red shift (411 nm to 425
nm) is observed as the shell thickness increases. All the samples showed RSA behavior and negative
nonlinearity under ns excitation and the extent of nonlinearity enhances on increasing the shell thickness.
Improved nonlinear optical activity is due to enhanced local field effect and scattering effect, which was later
confirmed from the FDTD simulation analysis. The limiting threshold (output transmittance falls 50 % input
value) of Au@Ag core shell with highest shell thickness is 2.4 J/cm2 and it is better than many of the similar
systems studied. The good nonlinear optical properties of Au@Ag core shell structures, ensures its potential for
future nonlinear optical applications.
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Next, we studied the NLO properties of Au@graphite and Ag@graphite core shell structures. Here we adopted a
comparatively easy method to prepare core shell nanostructures of Au and Ag with graphite where we didn’t use
any graphitic substrate. That is, we have ablated Au and Ag targets in toluene, a mono substituted benzene
derivative from which graphite has evolved. The prepared nanostructures have been characterized and analyzed
by UV -Vis spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Also the
theoretical simulations of the core shells have been done by FDTD solutions software. The quenching of SPR in
case of both Au and Ag NPs by the graphitic layer was prominent from these studies. Though the preparation of
nanohybrids with graphite and metal nanoparticles especially core shell structures has already been discussed in
few recent reports mentioned above, the interesting fact to be noted is that, plasmon absorption is weakened by
graphitic layer, which is another light absorbing material. In other words, calculations showed that coupling
plasmonic NPs with graphitic multilayers is an efficient way to dramatically change the optical density in the
SPR region, without acting directly or irreversibly on the metal nanostructure. A drastic enhancement in the
NLA on nanohybrid formation could be due to the interplay between the intermediate energy states of metal
which extends up to the conduction band of graphite in case of metal graphite nanocomposite. Enhanced defect
formation modifies electronic structre of graphite as a result of core shell formation. This modification leads to
the accessibility of dopant state within the bandgap which results in an enhanced NLA through free carrier
absorption (FCA)and ESA. Also the photo-generated charge carriers in the conduction bands of Au/Ag or the
increase in defect states during the formation of core shells might also contribute to ESA and thus the
enhancement in NLA. The optical limiting threshold value is found to be one of the best (0.38 J/cm2 for
Au@graphite and 0.33 J/cm2 for Ag@graphite) and it is better than few benchmark results under similar study
reported in the area. Since the integration of Ag and Au NPs with graphitic layer is frequently sought for the
realization of hybrid materials with optical, photoelectric and photocatalytic applications, these results are useful
to guide characterization and for monitoring the synthesis of similar nanostructures, as well as for the
development of nanohybrids with desired optical properties.
Materials with large and quick nonlinear optical response, excellent photo thermal stability, cost effectiveness
DQG RII UHVRQDQW 1/$ DUH HVVHQWLDO UHTXLUHPHQWV IRU D JRRG 2/ $PRQJ WKHP RUJDQLF V\VWHPV DQG ʌ
conjugated polymers are getting special interest due to their flexibility in structural modification which leads to
the tuning of optical and electronic properties which is suitable for working under large band width. The next set
of studies was based on organic- inorganic hybrid systems. The first organic system taken was certain set of
BODIPYs with different substitution at the para and meta- positions. All the compounds exhibit good RSA
behavior and negative nonlinear refraction property. One of the BODIPY was chosen to prepare nanohybrids
with Au/Ag NPs, as it was the best NLO materials among the studied compounds due to slightly better charge
separation as a result of substitution of aldehyde group at para position. A significant enhancement in NLO
property was observed on hybrid system formation. The optical limiting threshold of that compound (5.2 J/cm2)
is reduced to 1 J/cm2 on hybrid system formation with Au NPs and this limiting threshold value is comparable to
the bench mark OL materials like C 60 . The mechanism behind the NLA is found to be the combination of ESA
and two photon absorption (TPA). Energy / charge transfer as well as local field effect of nanoparticles plays a
crucial role in the improved NLO properties of the samples. Enhancement in nonlinear optical property is found
to be stronger in hybrid system with Au NPs and is due to the resonant charge transfer and intense local field
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effect on exciting with 532 nm pulse compared to that of Ag NPs. The improved NLA and OL property of
hybrid system guarantees successful usage of the strategy in optical limiting applications.
Phenothiazine–gold/silver nanocomposite was synthesized by ablating Au/Ag target in PTZ-dimethyl
formamide (DMF) solution using Q- switched Nd: YAG laser delivering 7 ns pulses at 532 nm. The production
of nanoparticles by ablation and their reduction as well as stabilization by photo-ionized PTZ molecules are
simultaneously carried out within the same setup. Presence of NPs in the composite was evident from the
absorption studies and TEM analysis and composite formation is confirmed from absorption studies and FTIR
analysis. A noticeable reduction in photoluminescence intensity was observed in both PTZ- Au and PTZ-Ag
composites material, indicating the electron/energy transfer between the constituents. A significant enhancement
(~ 67 times for PTZ-Au and 100 times for PTZ-Ag ) in NLA coefficient was observed in the hybrid system
compared to that of PTZ and the reason behind the enhancement could be attributed to both local field effect and
electron/energy transfer. It is observed that the NLA mechanism for pure PTZ is TPA whereas in hybrid system,
it is a combination of TPA and ESA. Optical limiting threshold values of the hybrid system are comparable or
better than that of many reported values of nanocomposites. Self-defocusing nature of both the composite and
pristine compounds was explored from the closed aperture Z-scan studies. The adopted strategy is found to be
worth useful for designing novel materials with potential applications in photonics
In order to overcome the limitations posed by electronic devices, and to fulfill the need for optical elements in
integrated photonic circuits, it is crucial to develop an optical analogue of an electronic diode which is one of
the most basic elements of electronic circuits. Finally, we studied theoretical investigation as well as consequent
experimental realization of a nonlinear thin-film multilayer device that exhibits passive anisotropic optical
transmission, an optical analogue of electronic diode. The variation of optical diode action on changing the
parameters such as linear transmittance, nonlinear absorption coefficients and saturation intensity are
theoretically simulated to understand how the forward and reverse direction transmittances change with the
parameters. The experimental demonstration of the diode activity has been accomplished using single beam
open aperture Z-scan technique at an on-axis input intensity of ~ 0.27 GW/cm2, where the saturable absorber
was Ag nanoparticles prepared by liquid phase laser ablation technique and the reverse saturable absorber was
PTZ-Ag hybrid system. The system exhibited good non-reciprocity in the range 0.14- 0.42 GW/cm2 and the
observed non-reciprocity factor at 0.27 GW/cm2 on-axis input intensity is around 3. Due to the large bandwidth,
good chemical and thermal stability, cost-effectiveness and large-scale integration with existing fabrication
technologies, this optical diode based on axial asymmetry in nonlinear absorption is a good candidate for future
all optical device fabrication and computing.
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Raman Spectroscopy
Dissolution
Testing
Paracetamol Tablets:
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for
of
An

V. Kumar, R. Shrivastava, J. Kumawat,
N. Kumar, S. Maru, S. K. Majumder
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Development of Control
Software for Cold Atom
Interferometry Experiments

Ayukt Kumar Pathak, Shradha Tiwari,
P. P. Deshpande, Viraj Bhanage
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Studies on Optimization of
Optical Pumping of Cold
87
Rb Atoms Using SternGerlach (SG) Technique
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of
a
Novel
Phthalocyanine Using MHz
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University of Hyderabad,
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List of ILA Exhibiters
Applied Optical Technologies, Mumbai

https://appliedoptical.in

Anatech Lasers, Mumbai

http://www.anatechlaser.com

ATOS Instruments Marketing Services, Bengaluru

https://www.atosindia.com

Laser Science Services (I) Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai

http://www.laserscience.co.in

Laser Spectra Services India Pvt Ltd, Bengaluru

http://www.laser-spectra.com

Light Guide Optics, Indore

http://lightguide.org

New Age Instruments & Materials, Gurgaon

http://newagein.com

NS Scientific, Indore

https://nsscientific.in

PG Tech Pvt. Ltd. & Research Institute, Indore

http://www.pgtech.in

Research India, Bhopal

https://www.research-india.co.in

RTK Meditech India

https://www.meditech-india.com

Specialize Instruments Marketing Company, Mumbai

http://simc.co.in

Sinsil International, Mumbai

https://www.sinsilinternational.com

Sandvic Component, Delhi

http://sandviccomponents.com

Scientific Mes Technik, Indore

https://www.scientificindia.com
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